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ADVERTISEMENT,

TIIK Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the publication of the

Philosophical Transactions take this opportunity to acquaint the public that it fully

appears, as well from the Council-books and Journals of the Society as from repeated

declarations which have been made in several former Transactions, that the printing of

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till

the Forty-seventh Volume ; the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves any

further in their publication than by occasionally recommending the revival of them to

some of their Secretaries, when, from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the

Transactions had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems

principally to have been done with a view to satisfy the public that their usual

meetings were then continued, for the improvement of knowledge and benefit of

mankind : the great ends of their first institution by the Royal Charters, and which

they have ever since steadily pursued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their communications more

numerous, it was thought advisable that a Committee of their members should be

appointed to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transactions ; which was

accordingly done upon the 26th of March, 1752. And the grounds of their choice are,

and will continue to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the

advantageous manner of treating them ; without pretending to answer for the

certainty of the facts, or propriety of the reasonings contained in the several papers

so published, which must still rest on the credit or judgment of their respective

authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of

the Society, to which they will always adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body,



upon any subject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the

thanks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other light than as a matter of

civility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of

various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society ; the authors whereof, or those

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report, and even to certify in the

public newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation.

And therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and

public notices ; which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the

dishonour of the Society.
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Baltimore.

AB. Johns Hopkins University.

Berkeley.

p. University of California.

Boston.

AB. American Academy of Sciences.

B. Boston Society of Natural History.
A. Technological Institute.

Brooklyn.
AB. Brooklyn Library.

Cambridge.
AB. Harvard University.
B. Museum of Comparative Zoology.

Chapel Hill (N.C.).

p. Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society.

Charleston.

/'.
Elliott Society of Science and Art of South

Carolina.

Chicago.
AB. Academy of Sciences.

p. Astro-physical Journal.

p. Field Columbian Museum.

p. Journal of Comparative Neurology.

Davenport (Iowa).

p. Academy of Natural Sciences.

Ithaca (N.Y.).

A. Journal of Physical Chemistry.

p. Physical Review (Cornell University).

p. Wisconsin Academy of Scii-n.

Mount Hamilton (California).

A. Lick Observatory.

New Haven (Conn.).

AB. American Journal of Science.

AB. Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.

New York.

p. American Geographical Society.

A. American Mathematical Society.

p. American Museum of Natural History.

p. New York Academy of Sciences.

p. New York Medical Journal.

p. School of Mines, Columbia College.

Philadelphia.

AB. Academy of Natural Sciences.

AB. American Philosophical Society.

p. Franklin Institute.

p. Wagner Free Institute of Science



United States (continued).

Rochester (N.Y.).

p. Academy of Science.

St. Louis.

p. Academy of Science.

Salem (Mass.).

p. American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science.

AB. Essex Institute.

San Francisco.

AB. California Academy of Sciences.

Washington.
AB. Patent Office.

United States (continued).

Washington (continued).

AB. Smithsonian Institution.

United States Coast Survey.
United States Commission of Fish and

Fisheries.

United States Geological Survey.
United States Naval Observatory.
United States Department of Agriculture.
United States Department of Agriculture

(Weather Bureau).
West Point (N.Y.)

AB. United States Military Academy.

AB.

B.

AB.

AB.

P-

A.
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ADJUDICATION of the MKDALS of the ROYAL Sorir.iv for the year 1899,

by the PKESIDKXT and COUNCIL.

The COPLEY MEDAL to the Right Hon. Lord RAYI.KKJH, F.R.S., in recognition of

his contrihutions to Physical Science.

A ROYAL MEDAL to Professor G. F. FIT^GERALD, F.R.S., for his contributions to

Physical Science, especially in the domains of Optics and Electricity.

A ROYAL MEDAL to Professor W. C. McLvrosH, F.R.S., for his important mono-

graphs on British Marine Zoology and on the Fishery Industries.

The DAVY MEDAL to Dr. EDWARD SCHUNCK, F.U.S., for his researches on Madder,

Indigo, and Chlorophyll.

The Bakerian Lecture for 1899,
" The Crystalline Structure of Metals," was

delivered by Professor J. A. EWINU, F.R.S., and Mr. W. ROSENHAIN, on May 18,

1899.

The Croonian Lecture for 1899, "On the Relation of Motion in Animals and

Plants to the Electrical Phenomena which are associated with it," was dflivnvd l>v

I'mfessor BITRDON SANDERSON, F.R.S., on March 16, 1899.
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I. On the Recovery of Iron from Overstrain.

By JAMES Mrm, R.Sc., Trinity College, Cambridge (1851 K.i-hihiiii,,, S, '><

Ifesearch Scholar, Glasgow University).

Communicated by Professor Ewixo, F.Il.X.

Received January 25, Read Fe!nr.y 9, 1899.

IT has long l>een known that iron which has been overstrained in tension that is to

say strained l>eyond the yield-point so that it suffers a permanent stretch possesses

very different elastic properties from the same iron in its primitive condition. The

material is said to be " hardened
"

by stretching,* since the ultimate effect of such

treatment is to raise the elastic limit and reduce the ductility of the material.

More recently, attention has l>een called to the fact that, primarily, the result of

tensile overstrain is to make iron assume a semi-plastic state, so that the elastic limit,

instead of l>eing raised by stretching, is first of all lowered, it may be to zero.t This

plasticity may be shown by applying a comparatively small load to a liar of iron or

steel which has just been overstrained by the application and removal of a large

stretching load. When the small load is put on, the bar will l>e found to elongate

further than it would had the material been in its primitive state ; and a slight

continued elongation a "creeping" may occur after the small load has lieen

applied. If this load l)e withdrawn, a quite appreciable permanent, or semi-

permanent, set will l)e found to have been produced ;
a set which diminishes slightly.

*
Kwixu,

" On Certain Effects of Stress," 'Proc. Roy. Soc.,' No. 205, 1880. The raising of the clastic

limit due to stretching seems to havo been first noted in 1865 by TM M.KS. See a translation of his paper
in tin- I'liil. Mag.' for September of that year.

t B.U's< 'inxiiKR,
" Ueber die Veriinderung der Elasticitatsgrenze,"

'

Civilingenieur," 1881, or
"
Mittlicilungen aits dem mechanisch-technischen Laboratorium der K. Polytechnischen Schulc in

Miinrhcn." An account of BAfscniMiKit's work is given in Uxwix's book on "Testing of Materials

of Construction."

Kwixci, "On Measurements of Small St ruins in the Testing of Materials and Structures," 'Proc. Roy. S .<-.,'

vol. 5K, April, ls<>5.

vol.. , \riii. A. B 31.7.P9
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and. it' small, in.iv vaiiisli. provided time U> allowed for 1 Mick ward creeping to take

it, It may also U- shown tliat, it' tin- re-applied load l>e increased, tlie elongation

produced will increase in a greater proportion. Thus, if a stress-strain curve V
..l.taincd from a recently overstrained bar of iron or steel, it will show, even for small

loads, a marked falling away from the straight line which would indicate oljedience to

H"KI:'S law.

It is the recoverv from this semi-plastic state induced by overstrain to a condition

of jK-rfect
or nearly perfect elasticity with raised elastic limit, that is referred to in

the title of this paper. Such recovery is known to be effected by mere lapse of time,*

and the object of the experiments about to be described is to show the effect of

moderate temperature, of mechanical vibration, and of magnetic agitation, on this slow

return to the elastic state, and further to illustrate this recovery by means of

compression tests. One section of the paper deals with +he phenomenon of hysteresis

in the relation of extension to stress, which is exhibited in a marked degree by iron

in the overstrained state. Incidentally, attention will be called to subsidiary points

of inten

The experiments were carried out in the Engineering Laboratory of Cambridge

I'niversity. and were the outcome of suggestions by Professor Ewixo. It was on his

suggestion that the effect of moderate temperature on recovery from overstrain was

tried, and the result of that trial led to much of the work incorporated in this paper.
Uefore going into details of the experiments it may l)e of interest to give, drawn to

a vma II scale, an ordinary complete stress-strain diagram, such as is obtained in the

testing ,,f in>n or steel. The period in the history of iron subjected to tensile stress

which is about to l>e investigated, may thus be more clearly indicated. The curve

given in Diagram No. I. was sketched by hand, roughly, from data obtained from the

experiments which will lie described later. It applies to steel not previously sub-

mitted to overstrain.

For the portion ab of this curve HOOKE'S law is ol>eyed. At b the yield-point
occurs, and as soon as this point is passed the material Incomes overstrained. During
the large yielding which takes place at the yield-point the load may be reduced with-
out pausing the extension to stop. After stretching by a large amount as compared
with elastic extension, the material will lie found to have hardened ; so that to pro-
duce further yielding the load must be increased. The stress-strain diagram may

If represented by some such curve as cd. If at d the load be removed,
and at once gradually replaced, then the stress-strain curve may follow a path such

These curves de and ef, when obtained in such a manner that the exten-

PIXCSI.KR'S Journal,' vol. 224, p. 5, and papers already cited.

KWI.M:, Wh papers cited above.

,, Kht also 1* ,,,,1, . Lord KKLVIS'S
discovery of the effect of a Sunday's rest on wires

Reeled to torsi.mul vibrations throughout the preceding weekSee article, "Elasticity,"
V 01. I I I* .
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sions cun IK.- plotted to a inucli larger s.-ale. sli<>\v the imperfect elasticity <i' recently

overstrained iron which -lias leen referred to above; that is, they slmw tliat the

material is semi plastic. It' time l>e allowed to elapse between unloading and

reloading, tin- recovery l'n>m the effect of overstrain may be shown in a diagram like

the present, liy some such curve as ef. When no interval of time is allowed to elap^-

U'tween the removal and the replacement of the load, then the stress-strain curve i>

continued in the manner shown by /</, until a j>oint g is readied, at which local

Diagram No. I.

Extensions in tenths ofAn inch.

sets in. When this hap]>en8 the stress may be diminished, and fracture

may take place at a load lower than that at which local extension occurred. The

stress per square inch of fractured area is, however, found to In- much greater than

the stress per square inch of the actual area when local elongation began.

Tin- A/1/inratnjs and (lie Material.

The straining and testing in the following experiments was done by means of the

50-ton Wicksteed single-lever hydraulic testing machine of the Cambridge Engineer

ing Laboratory. With this machine the magnitude of the load applied could In- read

in tons to a second decimal place by means of a vernier, and to a third decimal place

roughly by estimation. Thus a load could be applied accurately if necessary to, it

may he said, 5 ,',,,th of a ton.

The small strains of extension \\eiv measured by Professor EWI\I;'S extensometer.*

* Km- ;i full description of this instrument sec the jcinci already cited "On the Meiwuruniuiit of Snmll

stiains, \c.,"
' Proe. Koy. Soc.,' vol. 3*, April, 1695.

Ji 'I
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he length of

Tins instnnuent gTO the extend, ring *
-JJ*

* i

tll, s,K,imen under test. It enabled elongations to * measured to

^-
00th of an

ill( ,, S to be measured to that degree of precision
w,th ease ft."**"* .

lh

.;'

^tnment was iound especially
convenient on account-of the facility with winch it

,;,,,,
a! the ,,id distance-piece) be immediately re-apphed to a specimen winch

,,,,1 just l*en strained beyond its yield-point ; and also on account of t readme**

wit h' whirl, the correct adjustment of the instrument itself could be tested

Th, s,H,i,n,ns e.nployed were, with one or two exceptions, 18 to 20-mch lengths ,

steel-.-*!. I inch in diameter, of a quality which may be descnbed as semi-mild.

detail, of the particular
rods employed in the various experiments will be given when

these C....U- to be described. Here, us illustrating the general character of

naterial the chemical analyses and elastic characteristics of two of the bars made use

of will IK- "iven The first is that from which diagram No. IX. has been obtained.

\ neeimen imm it showed a well-defined yield-point
at a stress of '23 tons to the

snuaiv inch, and gave an ultimate strength of 36 tons per square inch of original
an-,,

with an elongation of 2'4 ler cent, on an 8-inch length. The second bar is that from

which diagrams Nos. IV. and VII. have been obtained ;
it was characterised

small Haw running up the centre through the whole length of the bar. A well-

d.-tined yield-ix.int
was not obtained with specimens from this bar; there was si

distinct departure from obedience to HOOKE'S law, at a stress of about 22 tons per

squaw inch, but the yield-point should, perhaps, be placed as much as 6 or 7 tons higher

than this stress, at which elastic behaviour broke down* The ultimate strength of

the material as obtained from a short specimen was 39 tons per square inch, the

elongation being only about 20$ per cent, on a 3-inch length. The chemical analyses

of these two bars were kindly supplied by Messrs. EDGAK ALLEN and Co., Sheffield,

from whom the material was obtained ; they are as follows :
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The Mftlu,<l ./

The general procedure adopted in experimenting will now be described. First, the

iliameter < >t' the specimen WHS determined from the mean of ten micrometer readings,

taken at five equidistant places along the 8-inch length to which the extens..meter

\\.i.s to l applied. For example, the following readings were obtained tor a certain

unturned specimen :

{r-0069

71 65 64 61 1

J.

= 1"-0066.
70 71 71 59 54

J

Not only was this done for virgin specimens, but whenever a yield-point had U-eu

jMissecl,
the diameter was re-determined by means of fresh readings. For example, the

specimen already instanced was subjected to a pull gradually increasing to 35 tons to

the square inch of original section, the yield-point occurring at 23 tons per square

inch. After the removal of this large stretching load the new diameter was deter-

mined from the following readings :

(V-9918 21 18 20 25 1

Diameter = 4 > = 0'9920 of an inch.

14 *?? Oji 1 *\ *?
*

,4 *
'

*' -

After the determination of the diameter of a specimen at each stage of an experi-

ment, a table was formulated, from which the total load applied could be translated

into tons per square inch of section, the stress being in every case measured with

reference to the section at the beginning of each separate test.

These preliminaries having been completed, the specimen was put into the testing

machine, the extensometer was attached, and the load was gradually applied. Extenso-

meter readings were token sometimes only after the addition of every four tons of

.stress, sometimes after each ton, sometimes after each half or quarter ton, according to

judgment.

The l'"ll' >\v'mg two series of readings aire given for a typical experiment; they will

-. i ve to explain the usual procedure. The first series shows the elastic properties <>!'

a certain virgin specimen; the second shows the plastic nature of the same

immediately after the overstrain produced by the primary loading.
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Stress in tons por

square inch.
Total l".i' I in t"-

I-;\icn>iinetcr readings.
'""it = nmnr
of an inafc.

1

I

4

6

8
10

II

14

16

18

20

22

21

26

87

0-79

l :..<

3-16

Sec.

27J
30 put on

30
60 30

120 60

180 60

240 60

;500 60

360 60

421 61

481 60

r,40

600 K. . T. '- ifift

660 60
,

720 60

750 30

780 30

810 30

still 810 after 4 minutes,

but 830 6

iVc. &c.(seeCurve No. 1, Diagram II.)

1595 after 20 minutes

1700 and then quickly out of range

gradually and kept on for 3 minutes, the beam of the testing machine remain-

ing steady

These figures show that this specimen has accurately obeyed HOOKE'S law, until a

stress of -7 t>ns per square inch was attained. At this load the yield-point
w;is

exjiected tn occur, and although the exteusometer reading obtained gave HO evidence

<>f the proximity of such a point, by simply allowing the load to remain on for a short

time (4 minutes) the creeping recorded above set in, or perhaps spread from without

to within the 8-inch length under test.* The yield-point, with this specimen, has.

therefore, coincided with the elastic limit as accurately as the extensometer can

measure. Usually, in testing, imperfection of elasticity is shown before the yield-

jMiint is reached, and if a load less than that at the yield-point be allowed to act for

some time, then a slight creeping probably supervenes. When, however, a l>ar, like

that referred to above, has shown very perfect elasticity up to the yield-point, it is

pr< 'liable that a load verv little under that at which the yield-point occurs could be

sustained for an indefinite time without creeping taking place. Even although

slight imjiertection of elasticity be shown before the yield-point, experiments showed

that no creeping need necessarily occur for a pause in the loading of at least a night's

duration. .

k The fact tlmt yielding take* some time to start has already licen recorded by Professor Kwix<; in liis

piper ciu-d aUve, "On McaatirctmmU of Small Strains, \-c." (see pp. 135 and 130). He hiw noticed that

yielding may k-gin in ;i part of the Kir lying outside the 8-inch length to which the extensometer is

.ippliud. and may gradually sprr.nl .-ilcm^ tliu liar.
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'I'll.- manner in which vic'ldin^ umli i a constant load proceeds after tin- yield-jxiint

has just IMMMI passed is often \ erv iiregulw. Tin- curves gi\ en on I Jia^ram II. ilhis-

tmto this yielding with time for two entirely different sjwciiiit-iis. Tin- tirst shows

tin- creeping referred to a hove as having started 1 minutes aftei- the application of the

load whii-li \va.s its cause. Tlie second curve sliowH n larger yit-ldinix of mucli longer

duration. It occurred under a load of _'(', tons
JH.M- 8<|iiare inch, luit U-fore this loml

NCI. II. (Manner in which yielding occurs at the yield-point.)

mini.
tOt

mm :

40

30

O

LOA J-7i OHA/if
*

Cu,

00
'ensiOfis

voo^
in,

Load

Curvet*

If 00

t6toia/in*

inch.

1,6 X)

{400 SflOO
Extensions in iojooo -of&n inch.

(Zero extension *hen no loadon).

.ittained \\lien _'.") and 'Joi tons per square inch were acting considerable

creeping |,ad already taken place. The readings from which these curves have heen

obtained were taken at intervals of one minute.

To return to the tahle of figures given above, the maximum load (of 30 tons to the

sipiare inch of original section) was found, after its removal, to have produced a

permanent set of (>"J'J of an inch on the 8-inch length ; this corresj>onds to an

extensonietei reading of 1 1,000 ;
such a reading is, of course, far beyond the range of

the e.xtenscimeter. Immediately after the maximum load had been removed, the



g

readings o
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of the speci.nen
was re-measuml and the mluoeil section determined The-

tl.,... re-applied,
the lpehai was re-l<.ade,l. and

Tons per sq. in. (of reduced

section).
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In experiments on !i virgin piece of which the first table given ulx>\r is typ'u-al.the

time eli-int-nt dors not enter, for there is no perceptible creeping until the yield point

is all but reached.

Slow Recovery of Elasticity with lapse of Time.

l'..-f"iv proeri'din^ t-> di-si'i-ilic tin- i-tl'.-.-t ,,('
-.p.-.-ial

tivatm.-nts on recovery from

tensile overstrain, I give two instances of the slow recovery from overstrain \\ith

lapse of time, similar to the examples already given by Professor EWINO.*

The curves in Diagram No. Ill A. illustrate this slow recovery for a specimen of

1 inch round steel rod, which has been strained to or very little beyond its yield-

point. The material had an ultimate strength of 37 tons per square inch of original

area, the total elongation being almost 23 per cent, on an 8-inch length. The yield-

point was well defined and occurred at a stress slightly under 27 tons to the square

inch. The readings from which the various curves have been plotted are given in

the table on p. 11. The curves were obtained in the usual manner, the stresses

being plotted as ordinates, and the corresponding extensions as abscissae.

Curve No. 1 of Diagram IIlA. is a record of the primary test of the specimen. It

shows that HOOKE'S law has been obeyed up to a load of 26 tons to the square inch ;

and that before 27 tons there was a well-marked yield-point. This load of 27 tons

per square inch was kept on for two minutes, by which time rapid stretching had

ceased, as was shown by the beam of the testing machine remaining stationary.

There was still a slow creeping, which probably would have continued for hours or

days, becoming however slower and slower. Curve No. 2 represents a test performed

as shortly after the removal of this load as the remeasurement of the diameter and

the calculation of the reduced area would permit : it illustrates the semi-plastic

condition of the material immediately after overstrain. In the plotting of this, and

all subsequent curves in the diagram, it will be noticed that the origin for the

measurement of extensions has been displaced ; this was merely to keep the curves

distinct and to facilitate comparison.

Curves Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6, obtained at succeeding intervals, illustrate the gradual

recovery of the elasticity lost by the overstrain. This recovery will be noticed to be

quickest at first, and latterly to be very slow. In Curves 3, 4, and 5 the load was

not allowed to exceed 27 tons per square inch. Curve No. 6 shows the recovery to

have been nearly, though not quite, perfect after the material had been allowed to

rest for 6 days 3 hours. In this test the load was gradually increased beyond the

27 tons, and a new yield-point was not obtained till rather over 30 tons to the square

inch was reached.

Curve No. 7 shows the plastic nature of the material immediately after this second

overstrain, and No. 8 the condition after 4 days' rest. Thus after 4 days the recovery

* See page 139, &c., of his paper
" On Measurements of Small Strains, &c."

VOL. CXCIII. A. C
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was liy ii< means perfect, and on increasing the load l*-y<>nd the 30 tons an almost

immediate lulling away was observed, and (as is shown in the curve) a third, rather

indefinite, yield-]x>int w;is indicated. Further yield-points might have beeu obtained

had this treatment been proceeded witli.

TABLE giving readings i'v I Marram NI>. 111. (Sl..\\ recovery with tiim-).
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The "Shearing Back" of the Curves.

It will have been noticed that, owing to the extensions being plotted to an

unusually large scale, the curves occupy an inconvenient amount .of space. This

may te avoided by adopting a geometric artifice, suggested by Professor EWING, ot

"shearing back" the curves; that is, retaining the same scale of measurement,

an amount is deducted from each extension proportional to the load producing

it. F..r example, if extensions of 120, 240, 360 were produced by loads of 4, 8, and

I-J tons IHT square inch respectively, the extensions might be diminished by, say, 100

units per 4 tons of load, and plotted as 20, 40, and 60. Another way of expressing

this is t. say that in the diagram the axis from which extensions are measured may

.simply be considered as tilted back in the manner shown below by fig. 2. Fig. 1

shows a curve drawn with ordinary rectangular axes, and fig.
2 the same curve

" sheared back."

Extension Extension.

Referring again to Diagram No. IHA., the process of
"
shearing back" is performed

graphically on the single Curve No. 6 by adopting an oblique base line, OY', the

distance from which of each point of the curve is measured horizontally and re-plotted

from the vertical base line. Curve No. 6' being obtained. Besides the convenience of

space gained, this foreshortening of the curves by diminishing the rates of extension

renders a more obvious comparison of similar, but slightly different, curves, and

emphasises any irregularities there may be in the extensometer readings. It should

thus be remembered that in a stress-strain curve which has been " sheared back
"

inequalities in extension are exaggerated, since the relations they bear to the total

extensions are not shown.

In Diagram No. Illn. all the curves of Diagram No. IIlA.* are shown sheared back

by the method just explained, and in all similar diagrams to be shown in this paper
the curves will be subjected to the same treatment. In all cases the amount of

shearing of the curves is the same the extensions are always diminished by y^^ths
of an inch for e\vry 1 tons of stress. The scale for the measurement of extensions

Since Diagram H!A. has been reproduced one-half full size, while Diagram Ills, (and all other

diagrams in the paper) have been reproduced to a two-thirds scale, the two Diagrams IIlA. and IIIu. are
not absolutely comparable. Besides this difference due to reproduction, the scale for the measurement of

load in IIIn. was originally only half that in IIlA.
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will be kept the same for all analogous diagrams, but that for the measurement of

load will IKS varied, in order to get the different diagrams suitably spaced.

Diagram No. IIIu. (Slow recovery with time.)

I

r
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yielding as is usually associated with a yield-point occurred. Before this stress of

29 tons per square inch was reached, the stretching was not sufficient to cause the

skin of oxide to spring off in the manner characteristic of a yield-point, and the

removal and gradual re-application of a load of 28 tons was found to show compara-

tively little semi-plasticity of the material. Thus the specimen cannot be said to

Diagram No. IV. (Slow recovery with time).

tons

\

Extensions -diminished AS explained on p*ge 12.

Scale -.- 1 unit ofan inch. ? ( _f

Curve No. 1 primary test of specimen.
2 after load removed from No. 1.

3 about 2 days after No. 1.

^~~ 7 l.

5 -
,, 17 l.

> been thoroughly overstrained until after 29 tons per square inch had been
The primary loading was continued beyond this amount until a stress of

MS
{)er square inch of original area was attained.

Curve No. 1, Diagram IV, illustrates, so far, the primary loading of this specimen.

iHMhml manner in which this specimen yielded was perhaps, directly or indirectly,by a small flaw which ran up the centre of the bar (see p. 4).
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( 'in ve No. 2 illustrates the semi-plastic condition of the material immediately after

the removal of the overstraining load
; while Curves Nos. 3, 4, and 5 show the pro-

gress iniulr towards recovery, '2, 7, and 17 days respectively, after the material had

TABLE of Readings for Diagram IV. (Slow recovery with time.)
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perfect, the material approximately obeying HOOKE'S law up to the maximum stress

of 35 tons per square inch. The load in this test was therefore increased beyond its

previous maximum amount. The extensmncter, however, was shortly removed for

fear of a suddea break, so that the top part of Curve No. 5 (shown dotted in the

diagram) was not obtained from extensometer readings. At a stress of about 41 tons

per square inch the specimen suddenly broke, unfortunately in the machine grips ;

before this stress was reached no yield-point had been passed, or it would have been

detected by a rapid falling of the horizontal beam of the testing machine.

Recovery under Stress, and Effects of Hysteresis.

Experiments were carried out to test the effect of keeping an overstrained specimen
loaded, instead of allowing it to rest in an unstressed condition, and it was found that

the material, whether kept stressed or unstressed, recovered at practically the same
rate.

In the following table extensometer readings are given, which show the gradual
recovery from overstrain of two specimens, A and B. A was kept loaded to the
maximum stress employed to produce overstrain, while B was allowed to rest free

from load.

TABLE comparing Recovery under Stress and Recovery when no Load was Acting.

Load in llw./in*.
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rod of fairly mild steel. It gave an ultimate strength of about .'!'_' tons JMT sijuaie

inch, with an elongation ()f 2G per cent, on an 8-inch length. The jirimarv vield-

jioint occun-ed at a stress of 48,000 Ibs., or about 2t tons JMT square inch. It will

IK- noticed from the table of figures that this material recovered very slowly, for even

after forty days" rest recovery \\as !.\- n.. nie:ms complete. S|M-.-]M,.-'
; A of th ftbovt

table \\as further tested after about three and a-half months, an<l considerable imjier-

fection of elasticity still found.

Although the table given above shows close agreement U-tween the elastic state- of

the material in the two cases, there was really an interesting difference l*-t \\een them.

This is clearly shown by Diagram No. V. Curves A and B in that diagram illustrate

Diagram No. V. (Recovery under stress.)

pool**'* A * B,*min*.S3 -~*Z-

Scale . / unit -

Fig. A represents the elastic condition of an overstrained specimen, which li.nl ITCH

resting for forty days at a stress of 55,000 II*. in -'.

Fig. B represents the clastic condition of an overstrained specimen, which had Wen

resting for forty days free from stress.

the testing of the two specimens after the forty days' rest referred to above ; the last

thirty of these days were uninterrupted by any intermediate testing, and during that

time A was in the testing machine, \\ith a load of 55,000 Ibs. per square inch ajiplied

to it. The extensomettr having been applied to A, the load was gradually removed,

\,,i. exam. A u
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ami readings taken, from which the part of Curve A lettered abc was plotted.

This shows that, while a considerable proportion of the lail was being removed,

contraction occurred quite elastically, a straight line being first obtained at an inclina-

tion giving the Young's modulus for the material. Latterly, however, as more load

was withdrawn, the retraction became more rapid, and after all load had been removed,

creeping was observed to continue in a marked fashion for a few minutes, as is shown

by the horizontal line cd. The load was now increased, and the curve def obtained.

At the maximum stress slight creeping occurred, and then the load was once more

removed, and curve a'b'c was plotted from the extensometer readings taken. This

curve differs distinctly from abc (obtained on first removing the load), the material

behaving less elastically during the early part of this second removal of the load. The

curve defa'b'c, however, represents an approximately cyclic state, which illustrates

the imperfectly elastic condition of the material of specimen A at the time in question.

When such a cycle due to hysteresis in the relation of extension to load is performed,

work is done on the specimen, and the energy so spent is no doubt dissipated as heat.

Specimen B, which had been resting for forty days free from load, was next put into

the testing machine, and the load was gradually applied. The result of the first

li lading is shown by the part of fig. B, Diagram V., lettered /3y. This curve is

straight for a considerable portion (^8) the material at first approximately obeying
the elastic law but latterly greater extension occurred, and at the highest load

creeping continued very obviously for a short time. The load was then removed, and

curve 8e obtained. This curve resembles closely the part a'b'c of Curve A, not the

part abc. Specimen B was next reloaded, and curve
'/3'y' illustrates the manner of

yielding. This curve differs from a/3y just as a'b'c differed from abc. A cyclic state

has now been attained, and the cycle a'
/6'y'8e closely resembles that got with

specimen A, which had been allowed to rest under high stress. The readings for

curves def&nd a'^y' of these cycles were compared in the table given above.

It will have been noticed that it is not only the cycles ultimately obtained which

are analogous in the two figures of Diagram V., but that, if one of the figures, say A,
be turned upside down, then the three curves of that figure closely resemble the three

curves of the other figure, B. Considering in particular the curves first obtained in

the two cases, viz., abc and a/?y, it will be seen that they consist of two parts. There
is first a range of almost perfect elasticity, then an elastic limit is passed, and greater
extension or retraction obtained, according to the curve in question. The breaking
up in the structure of the material, which occurs after this elastic limit has been

passed (by a decreasing or an increasing load, as the case may be), is probably
analogous to the much greater breaking up which occurs on the passage of a yieldr

point.

In Diagram No. VI., there is illustrated the effect, on an overstrained specimen, of

keeping an intermediate load acting for some time
; and it will be seen that the

process of recovery tends to produce an elastic range about the position of continued
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fi. The experiments illustrated hy this diagram were carried out in the Cambridge

Engineering Laboratory, hence the loading is performed in tons (not in jtnundsi p.
r

sjuaieinch. The material iisnl is very similar to that employed to ohtain hi:

No. III., so that the rate of ivroveiy j'lom ovei'stiain is much quicker than with the

material of I li.i-i.uii \'.

Diagram No. VI.

tona/mt
40

\
\. A

7 Load
far/7

//*

t

!

j

Aoi r&i, iifiA. f
r

Extvt&ons- diminished tta explained on page ie.

Scale :- 1 unit -tsfoofdn inch. 9 I

Curves 4, 5 Rnd 6 are displaced to the right they should be continuotw with one

another and with Curves 2 and 3.

Curve No. 1 of Diagram VI. shows the primary elastic properties of the sti-el r<\

considered. AHer this tirst test, the specimen \vas largely overstrained and allowed

to ivco\er. (>n (estini;. it uas then found t<> Ljive a yield-jn.int at ulx>ut 40 toii-

D 2
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square inch, ami immediately after this yield-point had been passed, Curve No. 2 was

obtained.

h will } n..ti(v<l t'mm the diagram that in Curve No. 2, the removal of the load

was stopped midway and the stress of 20 tons per square inch allowed to act over a

niijlit. Had the load l>een entirely removed, then Curve No. 2 would have continued

in some such fashion as is illustrated hy the dotted line in the diagram.

The continued action of the load of 20 tons was found in the morning to have

produced the slight extension shown. On then testing the specimen by first increasing

and then decreasing the load for a short range on either side, Curve No. 3 was first

obtained, and then Curves Nos. 4, 5 and 6.

Curve No. 3 shows a short range of nearly, though not quite, perfect elasticity.

A slight discrepancy of sooooth of an inch was obtained on each side of the starting

!><>sition.

( 'urves Nos. 4, 5 and 6 show how elastic behaviour is departed from, and greater

and greater indications of hysteresis obtained as the range of loading is increased.

Curve No. 7, drawn on the bottom half of Diagram VI., shows the effect of applying

a load of 20 tons to this same specimen, and allowing it to act for over sixteen hours

liefore proceeding with the loading. That is, the effect produced by a prolonged pause
in the loading of an overstrained specimen is shown. After the pause, the curve

starts off at a much steeper gradient ; but shortly it falls back again to a rather less

inclination than if there had been no interruption in the loading. The dotted line in

Curve 7 shows the manner in which the curve would have continued had no pause
occurred in the loading. This continuation was accurately known

;
for previously the

specimen had been loaded to 40 tons, three times in succession, and the last two

applications had given very accurately the same curve no two readings differing by
more than yoooo^bs of an inch. At the stress of 34 tons, in Curve No. 7, the effect of

a three minutes' pause is shown to be similar to, but of course much smaller than, the

effect of the long pause at 20 tons. This slight effect at the higher load may, however,
be explained by simply considering that if creeping be allowed to occur at any load,

then a small increase of load cannot be expected to produce so great an extension as

it otherwise would.

After Curve No. 7 was obtained, the complete cycle represented by Curve No. 8

was gone through. The part of this cycle lettered a represents the partial removal
of the load from Curve No. 7. The stress was only reduced to 20 tons, and then one
and a-half hours were allowed to elapse. Slight back-creeping occurred instead of

forward-creeping, such as happened in Curve No. 2. The load was then increased
and Curve b obtained. This curve arrived very accurately at the same top point
as Curve a. The load was then entirely removed, and Curve c, which coincides
s. far with Curve a, was obtained. After a pause of five minutes under no load,

during which
K-.r-k-pivi-ping showed itself, the load was re-applied to 20 tons

(<'urvi. </), decreased to /.,-ro (Curve r), and then increased to 40 tons (Curve/),
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\\ hidi completed the large cycle of loading. The hysteresis exhibited by a cycle such

as this may lx- represented numerically by expressing the breadth of the cycle at any

stress, as a fraction of the total elongation of the specimen. If this be done, the

hysteresis, in tin- relation nf strain to stress, which
recently

overstrained iron has JIM

U-en shown to exhibit, may IM- compared \\itli that observed with ordinary material l.v

Professor EWIM; in experiments on very long wires.* In Professor KWIXQ'S experi-

ments, the wires were subjected many times to a certain range of stress, and the

extension at half the range was observed l*>th as the load was applied and as it was

removed. The latter extension w;is found, due to hysteresis, to be greater than the

former ;
and the difference being expressed as a fraction of the extension produced l>y

the maximum load, values were obtained ranging from ^
l
a in the case of high carbon

steel, to T Jff in the case of an iron wire in the hard-drawn state, or j^j with mild

steel wire annealed and then hardened by stretching. The hysteresis shown at half

the range of stress in the cycle described above (Curve 8, Diagram VI.) is about -^ of

the extension produced by the maximum load of 40 tons per square inch.

In order to see how far the hysteresis in the relation of strain to stress exhibited by

recently overstrained iron is statical in character, or how far it depends on the rate of

l'.-iiling, a cycle was performed allowing ten minutes to elapse after the addition of

every 4 tons of stress. The only effect was to produce a series of little notches in

the curve obtained, similar to the notch shown at the stress of 34 tons in Curve 7,

1 Magram VI. The area of the cycle was thus not appreciably affected. The time

allowed after the addition of every 4 tons was ample so far as the amount of creeping

was concerned, as is clearly shown by the creeping at the stress of 20 tons in Curve 7,

Diagram VI. If a much longer time had been allowed to elapse, then recovery of

elasticity would have taken place as in Curves 3 and 7, Diagram VI., and the question

of the static character of the hysteresis would have become complicated.

The back creeping which occurs after the removal of the load from a specimen

which has been several times overstrained (for example, the creeping shown to have

occurred during ;" minutes in Curve 8, Diagram VI.) is not simply due to the

immediately preceding loading, but to all previous loadings. It was often observed

that if sufficient time were allowed to elapse after the removal of a load, the zero

reading would become negative. That is, the bar would become shorter than it was

before the loading was commenced an effect which is no doubt to be ascribed t<>

previous overstrains, and is analogous to phenomena which have been observed in the

residual charge of dielectrics, and in the torsional strains of glass and other materials.

Before leaving this section of the paper, attention should be called to the close

analogy between the hysteresis effects shown in Diagram VI.. and the known

characteristics of magnetic hysteresis in iron.t

* " On Hysteresis in the Relation of Strain to Stress,"
' B.A. Report,' l*s;i. |>.

502.

t EWINO. "
r.\| 'imi'iital Researches in Magnetism," Phil. Trans.,' lM, or Intok on

Induction in Inni and nthi-i Metals."
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Effect of Moderate Temperature on Recovery from Overstrain.

The slow recovery t' iron from tensile overstrain which has been illustrated by the

examples already given, was found to be hastened to a remarkable extent by a slight

increase of temperature. Three or 4 minutes at 100 C. were found sufficient to

bring alnuit a complete restoration of elasticity ;
and this, at the normal temperature,

could not be effected in less than a fortnight, with the material considered.

Diagram No. VII. (Recovery at 100 C.)

.- first

S.-zomina. After ft?I

I. 6. 3. * 3. .

Extensions - diminished as explained onpa.$e IS.

Scate :- 1unit -^ ofan inch. '.
*

Before describing experiments which show this effect, it may be stated that experi-
ments were made (though perhaps they might be considered unnecessary) to show
that the tem{>eratures to be dealt with could in no way alter the elastic properties
of the material in its primitive condition. A virgin specimen was kept immersed in
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water for many hours, and another was kept in a sand latli at about 250 C.

Ibr liall'an hour or so ;
in neither case was there found, on cooling, any change in the

elastic condition of the material.

In Diagram No. VII. there is shown the history of a specimen \\hii-h was dipped
in

Ixiiling water, whenever an overstraining load had been applied and removed. By
tliis means recovery from overstrain instead of taking days, as in Diagram No. III.,

was effected in a few minutes. The material and the primary overstrain given to it

are exactly as in the second example of slow recovery with lapse of time given above ;

so that Curves Nos. 1 and 2 of this diagram (No. VII.) should be practically the

same as Nos. 1 and '2 of Diagram IV. In order to show that the two pairs of curves

are really to a close approximation identical, some of the extensometer readings

taken to obtain these curves are compared in the following table. Curve No. 2 in

lx>th cases represents the first loading performed after the overstrain which is

illustrated by Curve No. 1.

Load
in tons/in

9
.
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diameter. On n<>\v h-sting the specimen, no change was found in the Ix-haviour

of the material; Curve No. 4, which shows this test, agreeing very accurately with

Curve No. :t up to the stress of 35 tons per square inch. This maximum loud of

35 tons to the square inch (now 17 '50 tons total instead of 26 '91 tons as before

turning down) was kept on for 1 hour, with the result that slight creeping took place,

as is shown in Curve No. 4. On augmenting the load a distinct yield-point was got

at 37 tons per square inch. This second yield-point happened at a lower stress than

would naturally have heen expected, for in Diagram No. IV. the same material is

shown to have been subjected to a stress of over 40 tons per square inch without

a second yield-point having been passed. The lowness of the yield-point in the

present case, was probably due to an inherent weakness in the specimen, which was

shown by the small flaw which ran up the centre of the bar.* Owing to the specimen

having been turned down this weakness would exert a greater influence than when

the bar was of the full diameter of 1 inch. Experiments on another specimen of the

same material, in fact, directly showed that after turning down a yield-point was

obtained, at a stress lower than that to which the specimen had already been sub-

jected without other than elastic yielding resulting. Such behaviour was anomalous.

With other material which exhibited no flaw, turning down was found to have no

effect on the position at which subsequent yielding took place.

The second yield-point shown in Diagram VII. having been passed, the material

was once more in the semi-plastic state, so to effect recovery it was placed in boiling
water again for 10 or 15 minutes. On cooling and re-testing, a third yield-point
was obtained at 4l tons per square inch, as is shown by Curve No. 5, Diagram VII.

The specimen was once more put in boiling water and then tested, with the result

that fracture occurred at a stress of 50 tons per square inch. The break was outside

the central 8-inch length, close to the tapering neck joining turned and unturned

portions.

A short virgin specimen of the same rod as the above was tested (after being turned
down in the centre to a diameter rather smaller than in the last case), in order to find

the ordinary ultimate strength of the material. The result of this test has already
been given on p. 4

; local extension set in at a stress of 39 tons per square inch of

original area, or about 45 tons per square inch of actual stress, and fracture was
allowed to occur at that load.

The effect which a temperature of 100 C. had in hastening the recovery process
was further strikingly shown by an experiment On one of the specimens employed to
obtain Diagram V. This specimen had been allowed to rest for three and a-half
months, and was even then found to exhibit considerable imperfection of elasticity.
By heating to 100 C. for a few minutes, a marked improvement was made in the
elastic behaviour of this specimen.

* See pp. 4 and 14.
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Effect on Recovery of Temperatures below 100 C.

Diagram No. VIII. , which is in two parts, gives the complete history of a

specimen which was allowed to recover its elasticity at various temperatures, after

having been overstrained. It shows, among other things, the very considerable

hastening produced in the process of recovery from overstrain by even such a moderate

temperature as 50 C. (120 Fahr.). A lengthy description of this diagram need not

be given, as the side-notes accompanying the diagram give all necessary details. The

tables which follow give most of the readings from which the curves of this diagram
have been plotted. The material employed differed slightly from that considered

last, particularly as regards the position and character of the yield-point ; it resembled

more closely, perhaps, the material of Diagram III.

Diagram No. VIII. (First Part). {Recovery at 50 C., &c.)

Extensions - diminishedaa explained onpage le.

Scaie :
- i unit

jgftj
ofAn inch, f < t

Curve No. 1. Primary last.

.. .. 2. 30 minutes after No. 1 .

3. After 5 minutes at 50 C.

4. 15 more at 50 C.

5. 17 hours at noiniitl

ture (say 13 C.).

6. After 15 minutes at 50 C.

Curve No. 7. After 5 minutes at 95 C.

8. 3 days after No. 7.

9. 20 minutes after No. 8.

10. 4 hours after No. 8.

11. After 15 minutes at 50 C.

12.- 15 70 C.

, 13. 5 95 C.

A comparison of the distances at the top between Curves 3, 4, 5, and 6, strikingly

indicates the large effect of a small increase in the temperature of the restoring bath.

The distance between 3 and 4 (after subtracting ^th of a unit for change of origin),

I units, may be taken as a measure of the recovery due to 15 minutes

\i|.. c\< in. A. i:
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at 50 C. Similarly, only |th of a unit (the distance between 4 and 5) measures the

recovery due to 17 hours at the normal temperature (about 13 C.), while -gths gives

the recovery due to a fiirther 15 minutes at 50 C.

Diagram No. VIII. (Second Part). (Recovery at 60 C., &c.)

U. *.A*. IT.

Extensions - diminished <*s explained onpage 13.

Sct*li:-lunit

Curve No. 13. See first part of diagram.

14. 20 minutes after No. 13.

15. After 15 minutes at 60 C.

16. 10 95 C.

.. 17. specimen turned down.

18. 20 minutes after No. 17.

19. After 5 minutes at 60 C.

Curve No. 20. After other 15 minutes at

60 C.

,, 21. After 16 hours at normal

temperature.

22. After 15 minutes at 60 C.

23. 10 95" C.

Comparison of Curves Nos. 19, 20, 21, and 22, which illustrate the process of

recovery after the passage of the fourth yield-point, shows a similar large difference

between recovery at the ordinary temperature and that at 60 C. (140 Fahr.
).

In this
case Curve No. 21 (obtained 16 hours after No. 20) shows that the material has

yi.-liled more, after its long rest, except for the higher loads. This apparent
weakening is, of course, not due to the resting, but to the fact that the re-applica-
:i<n <f the load, necessary to obtain the readings for Curve No. 20, has had the effect

further overstraining the material to a slight extent. A curve obtained immedi-
ately after No. 20 would have fallen below that curve and also below Curve No. 21,
vhile reaching approximately the same top point as No. 20. It may here be
emarked that all the curves of this diagram have been obtained from first loadings
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READINGS for Diagram No. VIII. (First Part.)

Load in

tons/in*.
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READINGS for Diagram No. VIII. (Second Part.)

Load in

tons/in-.
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of the specimen at the various stages, so that, as explained when Diagrams Nos. V.

and VI. were described, cyclic conditions of material are not represented. The differ-

ence between the behaviour of the material when a gradually increasing load was

applied for a first time, and when the same load was applied for a second time, was,

however, not usually so great as that shown in Curve B, Diagram V., at least with

regard to the yielding at the higher loads. At early stages in recovery slightly

smaller elongations were obtained on a second loading, but at intermediate stages

greater extensions were obtained at the lower loads, and approximately the same exten-

sions at the higher. The following table of extensometer readings, obtained from a

specimen very similar to the last, may be taken as showing maximum differences, for

the material commonly employed in these experiments, between the elongations

produced at intermediate stages in recovery by a first and by a second loading.

Curves Nos. 6 and 6' of Diagram IX. also show in a striking fashion this difference in

elastic condition.
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under 40 tons per square inch of original area. The total elongation in this case \\.iw

found to be fully 16 per cent, on the 8-inch length.

In order further to call attention to one or two features of this recovery from

overstrain and the effect of temperature on it, the history of another specimen is

given in Diagram No. IX.

The steel rod from which this specimen was cut differed but slightly from preceding

ones. The rod was 1 inch in diameter, but the specimen was turned down, except at

the ends, to a diameter of about 0'8 of an inch. The yield-point occurred at a stress

of 23 tons per square inch, and was well defined like those shown in Diagrams III. and

VIII., unlike those in Diagrams IV. and VII. The position of the yield-point was,

however, sometimes found to vary even with specimens taken from the same rod.

Thus, the specimen of the present diagram (No. IX.) gave apparently a perfectly

steady extensometer reading after 22 tons per square inch had been applied steady

for, say, half a minute. The addition of the next half-ton produced rather greater

elongation than was in accordance with the elastic law, but the reading was still

steady. With 23 tons, however, creeping set in shortly after the extensometer

reading a rather large one had been observed. This yielding continued, becoming

greater and greater, and the skin of oxide began to spring off in the manner
characteristic of the yield-point. Another specimen taken from the other end of the

same bar (a 10-foot one) showed creeping and the springing off of the oxide after

22 tons of stress had been applied.

After the passage of the yield-point, illustrated in Curve No. 1, Diagram IX., the

specimen was put into boiling water, and kept there for over 12 hours. This was to

see if the position of the second yield-point would be affected by such prolonged treat-

ment. As was expected, on cooling and re-testing the specimen a yield-point occurred

at a load which agreed with that obtained from an adjacent specimen of the same rod,
which had been immersed in boiling water for 3 minutes only. A third specimen
from this same rod, after being overstrained, was put in a sand-bath, and kept at

250 C. for half-an-hour. On slowly cooling and then re-testing, the material behaved

exactly as in the case of the comparison specimen, which had been restored by
3 minutes' immersion in boiling water. Had the specimen been annealed by heating
to redness and slowly cooling, then, of course, the effect of overstrain would have been

entirely annulled, and a yield-point obtained at a load corresponding to the stress at
which the primary yield-point occurred.* It was found, however, that no effect

(other than the recovery from the temporary effect of overstrain) was produced, until
a fairly high temperature was attained.

To return to Diagram No. IX. After the second yield-point had been passed, the
bar was re-measured and re-tested in the usual manner, Curve No. 3 being obtained.
In this test the maximum load was kept on over night, and the creeping which

See paper by UNWIN, "On the Yield-point of Iron and Steel, and the Effect of Repeated Straining and
Annealing,"

'

Roy. Soc. Proc.,
1

vol. 57, 1895.
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occurred during the first 5 minutes is shown to have been considerable ; for the next

15 hours it was perhaps not so great as might have been expected. This creeping
\\rnt tn the production of permanent set. Curve No. 4, Diagram IX., was obtained

Diagram No. IX. (Temperature effects.)

Settle-- I unit

Curve No. 1. Primary test.

2. After 12 hours at 100' C.

3. 15 minutes after No. 2.

4. After load removed from 3.

S(>ccimcii now at 45 C., see table, p. 32.

Curve No. 5. After 3 minutes at 60 C.

Extensions - diminished as explained on page if.

of *n inch.

Curve No. 6. After 4 minutes at 70 C.

6'. Immediately after No. 6.

7. After 4 minutes at 70* C.

8.- 3 100 C.

9. process A, diagram X.

ii ii I". .. D, ,,
\

immediately after the removal of the load from the test illustrated by Curve No. 3,

and t hen the specimen was kept at 45 C. for 5 minutes, and afterwards for 15 minutes.

The effects produced which were slight are shown in the following table. The
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second column under each heading in that table gives the extensometer readings for

a test performed immediately after that given in the preceding column.
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the manner just explained, was subjected to the treatment recorded in the notes

accompanying the diagram, and finally, as shown by Curve No. 8, complete restoration

of elasticity was effected. The load was therefore increased until a yield-point was

obtained at a stress of about 35 tons ]>er square inch. The recovery from the <>\

strain produced by the passage of this third yield-ioint is shown by means of a curve

at A in Diagram No. X. This curve was obtained by plotting amounts of recovery

Inch

Diagram No. X. (Time-recovery Curves.)

300

>

/
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curve of this kind obtained from a specimen whose history will not be given. This

curve was more fully and carefully determined than those obtained from the specimen

of Diagram No. IX. ; but any of the curves in Diagram No. X. show that in the

earlier stages the amount of recovery is approximately proportional to the squaiv

root of the time.

The heating of the specimens was accomplished by immersing in a hot water-but!)

at the required temperature for the required time, and then cooling by at once dipping

in cold water. Had the specimen been aUowed to cool slowly in the air, then greater

recovery, due to a long and indefinite time at lower temperatures, would have been

obtained.

Curve A, Diagram X., shows that at 60 C. a long time would have been required

to produce perfect recovery, so the specimen (of Diagram IX.) was finally put in

boiling water for 5 minutes. After cooling, a gradually increasing load was

applied, and a fourth yield-point obtained at a stress of 40 tons per square inch. This

test is shown by Curve No. 9, Diagram IX.

The recovery from this fourth overstrain is illustrated by Curve B, Diagram X.

First GO" C. and then 80 C. were employed, perfect recovery being again obtained by

bringing the piece to 100 C.

On load being once more applied to this specimen, elastic behaviour was shown up
to the stress of 40 tons per square inch. At the 43rd ton, creeping was detected,

and this load was allowed to remain on for 20 hours. Considerable extension

resulted, as is shown by Curve 10, Diagram IX. On now further increasing

the load, the yielding was found for the subsequent three half-tons to be in close

accordance with the elastic law. With the fourth half-ton (i.e., at 45 tons per

square inch) creeping was again detected. After 12 minutes, however, this creeping
became very slow, so another half ton was applied, with the result that local

extension and fracture occurred at that load of 45^ tons per square inch. This stress

was equivalent to rather over 42| tons per square inch of primitive area ; the total

elongation was about 0'81 of an inch, or rather over 10 per cent, on the 8-inch length.
A virgin specimen from an adjacent portion of the same bar as the above, gave,

when tested at once to breaking, an ultimate strength of 36J tons per square inch

of original area ; the total elongation in this case was 1*82 inches or nearly 23 per cent.

on the 8-inch length.

It will be noticed that the distance in tons between the successive yield-points
shown in Diagram IX. is roughly constant, and further that fracture has occurred
where a yield-point (if not a fracture) would naturally have been expected. More

correctly, it is the distance between a yield-point and the previous maximum load
that is the same throughout. Thus a specimen from' the same bar as that

employed for this diagram, No. IX., was overstrained primarily by 27 tons to the

square inch, and the subsequent yielding was obtained at 33 tons. That is at about
4 tons higher than the second yield-point shown in Diagram IX., when the primary
loading was only carried to 23 tons jxjr square inch. This regularity in the raising
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of the yield-point was also shown in Diagram No. VIIL, the material being slightly

different from that which has just been considered; and, further, it will be shown in

Diagram No. XL, whicli gives the history of a specimen of unhomogeneous wrought
iron. The distance between the yield-points is 3 to 3^ tons with the common

wrought iron and 5 or 6 tons with the semi-mild steel usually employed in these

Diagram No. XI. (Common iron.)

tons/in*
SO

.

Extensions- diminished as explained on page
Scale -

1 unit* ofAH inch. 1.

Curve No. 1 . Primary test.

2. Immediately after No. 1 .

ii * ii ii it4>>ii it ii
*

5. 16 hours after No. 4.

5'. After a few minutes at 100 C.

6. Immediately after No. 5.

Curve No. 7. Immdiatcly after No. 6.

lf 8. After a few minutes at 100* C.

9. Immediately after No. 8.

10. J hour after No. 9.

11. After 5 minutes at 55 C.

12.- 10 , 100 C.

experiments. In Diagram No. VIIL yield-points were obtained at loads of about

27, 33, 38, 43^, and 49J tons per square inch, fracture occurring at the last

mentioned stress. With another specimen from the same steel rod the primary

loading was carried to 30 tons per square inch, and after recovery of elasticity a

2nd yield-point was obtained at about 35 tons per square inch. On again restoring

elasticity a 3rd yield-point was found to occur at a stress somewhat under 40 tons,

F 2
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when recovery from overstrain had once more l)een effected fracture took place at

45 tons per square inch. It is however probable since this material is the same ;i* in

Diagram VIII., that had the primary loading in the present case been carried only

to 29 tons per square inch, then a yield-point would have been obtained at a stress

of 44 tons, and fracture would not have taken place until a load of over 49 tons per

square inch had been applied. A yield-point obtained at a high stress is thus a

crisis in the history of the specimen under test ; the material is in danger of giving

way, but if it does not, then, after recovery it will stand, before fracture occurs,

a stress 5 or 6 tons higher than that at the critical yield-point.

It should, perhaps, be pointed out that in Diagram No. VII. no uniformity exists

in the position of the yield-points. In this case the specimen cannot, perhaps, be

taken as illustrating the behaviour of a certain material, for it will be remembered

that a small flaw ran through the centre of the bar from which this specimen was

taken, and probably this flaw had a considerable influence in determining the position

of the yield-points.* Chemically this material differed only slightly from that of the

other steel rods used, as is shown by the analyses given on page 4.

Before concluding this section of the paper, attention should perhaps be directly

called to Diagram No. XL, which has already been incidentally referred to. It

gives the history of a specimen of common wrought iron, the diameter of the

specimen being 1 inch. Curve No. 1 illustrates the primary loading and shows

that the yield-point has occurred at a stress of 15^ tons per square inch. After the

large stretching had ceased, and the load had been removed, the 8-inch length of the

specimen was found to have been stretched about 0'20 of an inch. On re-loading,
the material exhibited comparatively little semi-plasticity, as is shown by Curve No. 2.

The load was, therefore, increased until a stress of 20 tons per square inch was

attained, the specimen being thereby stretched further by about a quarter of an inch

on the 8-inch length. On re-testing, the curve obtained was still found to agree

closely with Curve No. 2 up to the stress of 15 tons, but as the loading was now
continued to 20 tons the semi-plasticity was more clearly shown. Curve No. 5 shows
that a night's rest at the ordinary temperature has been sufficient to produce complete

recovery of elasticity ; so common iron recovers much more quickly than the semi-
mild steel employed for the most part in the course of these experiments. It may
be of interest here to recall that the half-inch specimens of comparatively mild steel,

employed for Diagram No. V., recovered at a very much slower rate than the harder
steel usually employed in these experiments.

After Curve No. 5 was obtained the specimen was put in boiling water for a few
minutes to ensure perfect recovery. On testing, Curve No. 5 was repeated, and on

increasing the load a yield-point was got at 23 tons per square inch, as shown by
Curve 5'. Curve No. 8 shows that a few minutes in boiling water has effected perfect
recovery from this second overstrain. The maximum load of 23 tons was kept on in

this test for 45 hours, and only the slight creeping shown in the diagram occurml.
* Sec p. 24.
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( >n inn-easing the load, a well-defined yield-point was now got at a load of 26j

per square inch. Comparison of Curves Nos. 9, 10, and 1 1 shows the remarkable hasten-

ing in the recovery from this overstrain, produced by a temperature of 50 ('. ; \\liil.-

Curve No. I

1

-' shows the material once more in the perfectly elastic condition. On

now carefully increasing the load a fracture was obtained close to the upper machine

grips, at a stress of 29 tons per square inch. The specimen was gripped and loaded

again, with the result that fracture occurred close to the lower grips at 29j tons per

squan- inch. This was repeated a third and a fourth time, so that the occurrence of the

fracture close to the grips was not due to a primary effect of the gripping, that is, it

was not due to the gripping having prevented the material from becoming hardened

by overstrain. The breaking load, of over 29J tons per square inch, was equivalent to

a stress of fully 27 tons per square inch of the original area of the specimen. Another

specimen of the same rod was found to give a yield-point at 14 tons per square inch,

and on steadily increasing the load fracture occurred, near the centre of the specimen,

at slightly under 23 tons per square inch of original area. The elongation was alxnit

21 percent, on an 8-inch length. Common iron thus. exhibits the same features as

steel in respect of recovery from overstrain and the effect of temperature on it; but

in the case of common iron recovery is comparatively rapid.

The Effect of Mechanical Vibration on Recovery from Overstrain.

Diagram No. XII. illustrates the effect of mechanical vibration on recently over-

strained iron, and shows that such treatment has an opposite effect to that of increase

of temperature instead of the recovery process being hastened, the material is made

distinctly less elastic. The following table gives most of the figures from which

various curves of this diagram have been plotted. The material employed is t In-

flame as that used for Diagram No. IX., but the specimen in this case was not turned

down, and so was of the full diameter of 1 inch throughout its length.

Load in

tons/in*.
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Diagram No. XII. (Mechanical vibration.)

Extensions-diminished as explained on page IB

Scaie - 1unit =
j^n of An inch. 1

Curve No. 1. Illustrates primary loading.

1'. Is after mechanical vibration.

2. Immediately after No. 1'.

3. | hour after No. 2.

Curve No. 4. After mechanical vibration.

5. A 2nd loading, 16 \ hours after No. 4.

6. After mechanical vibration.

7. 4 minutes at 100 C.

Before the experiment corresponding to Curve No. 1 was performed, a test was

made to ensure that such vibration aa was contemplated would have no effect on the

elastic properties
of the primitive material. The specimen was loaded tffl a stres;

20 tons per square inch was attained, and the load was then removed. The extenso-

meter readings obtained are shown in the first column of the table given above. The

specimen was then taken out of the testing machine and vigorously tapped with a

hammer, so as to make it ring in various modes. It was then re-tested and the

second column of readings shown above was obtained. These readings are slightly

less than those obtained during the first loading, but this was to be expected on a

second loading, though, perhaps, to scarcely so great an extent. Large yielding

occurred during this test at 23 tons per square inch, which is the known yield-point

of the material Hence violent vibration may be said to have had no effect on the

primitive material, or if it had a slight effect, it was shown in the annihilation of the

causes of small departures from accurate obedience to the elastic law.

Curve No. 2 of Diagram No. XII. shows the specimen to be in the ordinary semi-
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plastic condition produced by overstrain, and Curve No. 3 the condition of the material

jitter half-un-hour's rest. After this test the specimen was taken out of the testing

machine and vigorously tapped with a hammer. On re-testing Curve No. 4 was

obtained, which shows that not only has the effect of the half-hour's rest been

annulled by the vibration, but that the material was rather more plastic than it had

been immediately after overstrain. The specimen was next allowed to rest for

H'i.1 In mrs and was then re-tested, Curve No. 5 showing the progress made towards

recovery. The specimen was then taken out of the testing machine, and once more

struck with the hammer so as to make it ring. On again testing, the elasticity was

found just as before to have been made more imperfect, Curve No. 6, which illustrates

this test, lying below No. 5. The specimen was then put in boiling water for a little,

and Curve No. 7 shows that recovery was complete. Hammering was found to have

no appreciable effect on the elastic condition of material whose elasticity had been

thus restored.

In concluding this section it may be of interest to state that the effect of turning

down the diameter of a recently overstrained specimen was to produce partial recovery

of elasticity. This was in all probability due to the warming which accompanied the

cutting action the bar being heated by conduction, and only the surface subjected to

severe mechanical vibration.

The Influence of Magnetic Agitation in Hastening or Retarding the Recovery

of Elasticity.

The experiment which is now about to be described was made with the object offinding

the effect on recovery, of magnetising and de-magnetising an overstrained specimen.

A coil (Ij inch diameter X 7^ inches long) was made which gave a field strength at

the centre of about 140 C.G.S. units, when a current of 10 amperes was passing.

This coil was put round a specimen and supported at the 8-iiich length, to which the

extensometer was to be applied.

The material used was the same as that of Diagrams IV. and VII. ; the specimen,

however, was not in its virgin condition, it had been largely overstrained and had

recovered its elasticity again, so that a yield-point was not expected till a stress of

about 40 tons was attained. During the loading of the specimen, a current of 10

amperes was passed at intervals through the coil, and it was found that the extenso-

meter could clearly detect (when the current was passed) the slight elongation due to

magnetisation. This elongation occurred only at the lower loads ; at the higher ones

the slight contraction, which is known to occur, was quite readily observed.*

At a stress of 40^ tons per square inch a yield-point was obtained, and while the bar

\\as stretching rapidly at this load the current was put on and off several times, its

direction being constantly reversed. The contraction, which had been noticed just

In fore the yield-point had been reached, was still clearly shown at each "make," by
* For tho chnnge in length caused by magnetisation, when iron is under various stresses, see papers

l,y
Sin i IMKI. Uii.wKi.i, 'Phil. Trans.,' A, 1888, and 'Roy. Soc. Proc.,' 1890.
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a temporary check in the rate of extension. Time readings of a few minutes

duration taken while the bar was stretching, detected no change in the rate of

extrusion when tin- current was allowed to pass for some time, and so the bar for that

time kept magnetised.

When the stretching at the yield-point had practically ceased, the specimen was

re-measured and the curve showing semi-plasticity obtained. The specimen was then

allowed to rest for two hours, and the recovery effected was recorded by a curve.

The current was next passed through the coil for periods of from 10 to 15 minutes,

and was reversed all the time rapidly by hand, so that the bar was subjected to con-

siderable magnetic agitation. Such treatment was found to have no appreciable

effect on the recovery of the specimen, the curve obtained on re-testing being almost

exactly the same as that obtained after the 2 hours' rest.

Compression Experiments.

The experiments which are now about to be described illustrate the recovery of iron

from tensile overstrain by means of compression tests. These tests were carried out

on small cylindric blocks, l inches diameter by 1-J-
inches long, compression being

applied by means of the 50-ton testing machine. The small compressional strains

obtained were measured by an instrument specially designed by Professor EWING.

This instrument resembles in principle Professor EWING'S exteusometer, especially a

more recent form of that instrument, and like it is self-contained, and is entirely

supj)orted by the specimen under test. A detailed description of this instrument,
which is shown attached to a compression specimen in the following illustration, need

not be given here, but it may be stated that with a mechanical multiplication of 10,
and further optical magnification, a contraction of u^nnF^ of < inch can be
measured. This corresponds to a corapressional strain of srAooth, since the length
of specimen actually tested is only 1 inches. It may be recalled that the unit of
t In- raulings of Professor EWING'S extensometer represented an elongation of ^oWoth,
tin- length of specimen tested V-ing 8 inches.

The following two series of readings, obtained with the new compression instru-

ment, clearly show by comparison the semi-plasticity which is induced in iron by
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tensile overstrain. Tin- curves wliidi have been |>I>tted tV.m these readings are

slmuii in Diagram XIII. The first series was nhtaim-d trnm ,-i virgin ^] imi-n \'

1| iiH-li roiiiul steel ml, very similar in quality to the 1-inch r<xls usunllv

tonafinf
JO

I
>i;if,'r,-iin

NIL XIII. (Compreasion experiments.)

specimen aimiiar to ff?e,
hue After it fad been for

*A e
Contractions - diminished byf^5o ^d/7 inc^ P*1

" ton-

Scdte - lunit- ofAn inch. ?-i-5

in the tension experiments. The total length of the-specimen was only if diameters,

and the ends were carefully faced, so that "buckling" may be said to have been

avoided, and the compressional stress applied in as uniformly distributed a manner as

was practicable.

vol.. i \riii. A.
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|-|, ; >, BeneB of Compression Instrument Readings. (Test on a Virgin

illustrated I
iy Curve 1. Diagram XII M

Load in tons per

sqtwe inch.
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iif tin- same I J-inch n>d, but after the rod had U-eii overstrained largely in tension 1\-

a |..; t (l of :V.\ tons
|,,.| square inch. The compression specimen was cut from the

strained \x\r immediately after the large stretching load wan removed, care lx-in

taken t. piv\
. -m uarming during the cutting and mechanical manipulation necessary

to the making \' the small compression block. To test the eti'e< ( of such mechanical

treatment on the elastic condition of the material, a tension specimen was overstrained,

tested, immediately turned down to n smaller diameter and tested again. As has

already been recorded on page 39, considerable, though by no means perfect,

recovery of elasticity was found to have been produced. Owing to the precautions

taken in making the compression specimen used for this second series of readings, the

mechanical manipulation may be assumed to have produced no effect on the elastic

properties of the material.

SKI CM > Series of '(
'.impression Readings. (Material freshly overstrained,

Curve 2, Diagram XIII.)

I,owl in tons per

square inch.
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normal temi-ratu,vs. by keepiug the piece for ,, * mim,t,s !lt a temperature

uch as 100 C is shown in the following series of OOmpre instrument readings.

This third series of readings was obtained from compression specimen taken from

the same overstrained rod as the last; but in the present case the specimen WM

boiled in water for 6 minutes before being tested. This test is illustrated by Cum-

No. 3, Diagram XIII.

T.mii. Series of Compression Readings. (Showing Recovery of Elasticity produced

by 6 Minutes' Boiling.)

Load in tons per

square inch.
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been allowed to rest for many weeks, and had been tented and found t<> I*-
<|iiite

elastic up to a stress of 35 tons per square inch. The tension specimen was, however,

1 ><>iled for some time as a further precaution, and then the compression specimen was

cut from it, and the test illustrated by Curve No. 4 was performed. The modulus

given by this curve agrees very well with that obtained for the virgin material from

Curve No. 1. The marked discrepancy shown in this curve, No. 4, at the lowest

loads may evidently be discarded ; it was probably due to imperfect facing of the ends

of the specimen, or some such cause.

Curve No. 4, further, very clearly shows that tensile overstrain which raises the

yield-point in tension lowers that in compression, or, it may be more definite to say,

lowers the load at which anv arbitrary amount of plastic contraction occurs. This is

in agreement with Professor MAI > IIINUER'S conclusion with regard to the elastic

limits. \i/...
"
that the elastic limit in tension cannot be raised without lowering the

limit in compression, and vice versd."* Professor BAUSCHINUER draws a further

conclusion from his experiments, namely, that when the elastic limits of a material

are varied by overstrain, the range of perfect elasticity seems to remain constant, so

that, if the elastic limit in tension l>e raised, then that in compression is lowered by
an equal amount. The author's experiments do not bear this out. They show that

such a proposition cannot be applied to the yield-points, for the yield-point in tension

of the material in the condition whose compression properties are illustrated by
Curve 4. Diagram XIII., was found to occur at a stress between 12 and 13 tons per

square inch, above the yield-point of the material in the primitive condition, and no

matter where the yield-points in Curves 1 and 4 be supposed to exist, the lowering,

which is the result of the tensile overstrain, cannot be greater than 4 or 5 tons of

stress.

The characteristics of overstrained iron in respect of hysteresis and imperfect

elasticity may be considered as illustrating MAXWELL'S views on the
' Const itution of

Bodies,' as set forth by him in the '

Encyclopaedia Britannica.' t In that article

all bodies are assumed to be composed of groups of molecules oscillating about more

i >r less stable configurations. If the oscillations are such as to cause all the groups to

be continually breaking up, then we have a viscous fluid. But if "groups of greater

stability are disseminated through the substance in such abundance as to build up a

solid framework, the sxibstance will be a solid, which will not be permanently deformed,

except by a stress greater than a certain given stress." A solid, however, is not

assumed to be entirely composed of these stable groups of molecules, or say of

sensible particles, but to contain groups of less stability, and also groups which break

up of themselves. When a solid has been permanently deformed or overstrained

* See UNWIX'S hook on '

Testing of Materials of Construction," p. 386, or BAI:SCHINGER,
" Ueber die

Veriindciiing der Ehinticitategrenze iind die Festigkeit de Eisens und Stahls,"
'

Mittheihmgen aus dem

Me. h. Techn. Lalwratorium in Miinchen,' 1886.

t Or Ha tin- 2nd volume of CI.KKK MAXWKI.I.'S 'Collected Paper*.'
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thru " son it- <>t' the less stable groups have broken up and assumed new configura-

tions, but it is quite possible that others more stable may still retain their original

configurations, so that the form of the body is determined by the equilibrium between

these two sets of groups : but if, on account of rise of temperature, increase of

moisture, violent vibration, or any other cause, the breaking up of the less stable

groups is facilitated, the more stable groups may again assert their sway, and tend to

restore the body to the shape it had before its deformation."

The semi-plasticity exhibited by recently overstrained iron may thus, on the

above theory, be attributed to the less stable groups, which after overstrain are in

comparative abundance. And since these less stable groups will tend to break up
of themselves, there will be a slow recovery through lapse of time towards elastic

behaviour which is associated with the idea of stable groups.

Increase of temperature has been shown in the present paper to hasten recovery
from overstrain to a remarkable extent. This, as indicated by the quotation given

above, may be ascribed to a greater facility given by slight warming, to the breaking

up of the less stable groups, and possibly to the re-formation of more stable groups.
Violent mechanical vibration, however, seems to break up the rather more stable

groups, rendering the material more semi-plastic and hindering the recovery process.

That recovery from overstrain, or more generally, that the phenomenon of "
elastic

after-action," is associated with complexity in the physical structure of the material,

is further borne out by the fact that a crystalline body, such as a quartz torsion

fibre, exhibits little or no after-action (in the form of zero-creeping) ; while a complex
body like glass shows such action in marked degree. An analogy to this difference

in the behaviour of material, according as it is simple or complex, is found in the

phenomenon of the residual charge in the Leyden jar. Condensers with pure dielec-

trics such as sulphur, quartz, air, exhibit little or no residual charges ; while with

complex substances like glass, gutta-percha, caoutchouc, the phenomenon is par-

ticularly observable.
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THK phenomenon of surface tension exhibited at the surface of separation l>etween

two homogeneous liquids may be regarded as arising from such a variation in the

distribution of the matter composing each of the liquids, in the immediate neighlxnir-

hootl of the surface of separation, that the energy of given quantities of the two

liquids is greater when these are in the neighbourhood of the surface than when each

is in the homogeneous interior of its corresponding liquid.

On such a view, the tension per unit length in the surface will be equal to dE/dS,

where dE is the increase in the potential energy of the system of two liquids, resulting

from an increase, dS, of the surface of separation l>etween them. The distribution of

energy here referred to may be considered independent of possible electrostatic effects

at the surface of separation.

There is little doubt, however, that there is frequently a potential difference of

considerable amount at the surface separating two such liquids as mercury and a

solution of a salt in water. There must, therefore, be a corresponding separation of

electricities of opposite sign at the surface, and we may regard these as forming a

condenser-like
"
double-layer." This double-layer will give rise to an electrostatic

surface energy, whose value we may write as E' = -JcSTr
2
, where c is the capacity of

the double-kyer per unit surface and TT is the potential difference across it. S is, as

before, the area of the surface separating the two liquids. Now, if a small change of

this surface, dS, be supposed to take place while the potential difference across the

double-layer is kept constant by an external electromotive force, we get

This increase in the potential energy of the system, with increase in the surface of

separation between the two components, will be an effect that tends to take place

under the influence of the external electromotive force, and will be equivalent to a

force per unit length tending to increase the surface of separation between the

two liquids.

The observed surface tension will thus be

y = dE/dS - = ya
-

where y is the surface tension arising from the non-electrical distribution of energy
first mentioned. The equation will give the relation between the observable surface

tension and the potential difference at the mercury surface.

The above may be regarded as the Helmholtz theory of electro-capillary pheno-
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mena. LIPPMANN found that the curve showing the relation between the surface

tension and the E.M.F. applied between the terminals of a capillary electrometer was

(for a jKirticular solution of sulphuric acid) approximately j>arallic through a con-

siderable portion of its course, and it appeared from this that c was a constant and

that y was independent of ir.

It is not a necessary consequence of considerations such as the above, that c should

be constant ; but if the only effect of the potential difference is to produce an electro-

static surface energy represented by fair per unit surface, then the observed surface'

tension should have a maximum value when IT = 0, even although c may be variable

The assumption, that the maximum surface tension corresponds to zero potential

difference between the mercury and the solution, has been much employed in recent

years in the deduction of values for the contact potential difference between various

electrodes and electrolytes. It must be remembered, however, that the observed

variation in the surface tension need not be due solely to variation in the quantity

^cir. The non-electrical surface energy, represented by y , may vary with the

potential difference. A variation in the potential difference at the surface of

separation between the mercury and the solution may be accompanied not only by a

variation in the electrostatic surface energy, but also by a variation in the distribution

of the matter in the neighbourhood of the surface.

If a variation of the kind just mentioned can be traced, it is clear that we cannot

consider the phenomena as if they were due to a certain non-electrical distribution

ujxm which is superposed an electrostatic double-layer, producing no other effect than

that represented by its electrical energy. Hence it nerd not happen that the

maximum surface tension corresponds to zero potential difference, for the maximum

surface tension may arise from the fact that non-electrical effects, accompanying the

change in the potential difference and tending to reduce the surface tension, pass

through a minimum value as the potential difference changes. This minimum value

need not necessarily correspond to zero potential difference. The possible nature of

non-electrical effect*) which may accompany changes in the potential difference is

discussed later. The first part of the paper contains an experimental analysis of the

Lippmann-Hehnholtz theory.

THE LIPPMANN-HELMHOLTZ THEOIIY OF ELECTROCAPILLARY PHKNOMKNA.

In theLippmann Helmholtz theory of the capillary electrometer there are in reality

two distinct hypotheses, either of which may be separately justifiable. The first

concerns the manner in which the potential difference at the capillary varies with the

electromotive force applied between the terminals of the electrometer. The second

deals with the relation between the above potential difference and the tension of the

surface separating the mercury and the solution.

\..'. rxmr. A. n
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The, First Hypothesis of the Lippmann-Hdmholtz Theory.

The first hypothesis would apply to any electrolytic cell consisting of two polariz-

able electrodes placed in a conducting solution. When an E.M.F. (of which the value

is kept within certain limits depending on the nature of the electrodes and of the

solution) is applied to such a cell there may be a considerable current for a very short

time ; but the system almost at once assumes a practically steady state in which there

is only a very feeble continuous current through the cell. The value of this current

can in general be neglected in comparison with the current value found by dividing

the E.M.F. applied by the calculable resistance of the electrolyte. It is therefore

considered that the potential fall within the liquid can be neglected in comparison
with the sum of the potential changes in the neighbourhood of the electrodes, and

that this sum is equal in value to the applied E.M.F. The system is, in fact,

considered equivalent to a pair of condensers (supposed existent at the surfaces of

separation between electrode and solution) connected in series by a resistance (repre-

sented by the resistance of the electrolyte). For electrodes of the same nature in the

same solution the respective capacities are taken to be proportional to the areas of the

surfaces in contact with the solution. In the capillary electrometer, therefore, the

capacity of one electrode would in general be indefinitely small compared with that of

the other.

Let AA' and BB' represent condensers (of capacities C, and C2)
of which the plates

A' and B' are connected by a resistance R, and of which the "
external

"
plates A

and B are at first also connected.

Supjx)se the condensers are charged, and let A and B be at zero potential while
A' and B' are at the potential TTB . Let now an E.M.F. irt be introduced in the
external circuit connecting A and B, and let the resistance of this circuit be R'. Let
TT, IT' and TT" be the final potentials of A, A' and B' respectively, B being supposed
kept at zero potential. Then it is easy to show that
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in which the integral represents the quantity of electricity that has passed in tin-

circuit during the time r taken by the system to acquire its steady state. Also

IT = IT,

if

1 f
T

=
(IT,

irn ) I i (It

C| Jo

and

IT" = i dt ir = IT'.

c, .'

N"\v if the condenser A A' is very large comjKired with the condenser 1515. \\e nuiy

neglect in comjKirison with ,
so that we get

c, c^

it

IT =
IT, 1Tn

and
t

7T ^~ 7T 7Tn

Thus the effect of introducing the E.M.F. irt is that the potential difference at the

small condenser is changed from IT* to ir, TT,, while the change at the large

condenser is negligible.

If the supj>osed analogy were complete, we should, therefore, have the result that

in the capillary electrometer the variation of the potential difference at the capillary

electrode is the same as the variation of the E.M.F. applied between the terminals.

The analogy between the condenser system and the electrolytic cell cannot, however,

be complete. In the latter case the original potential difference (corresjw Hiding to

ir.)
is not arbitrary, but represents one of the conditions of the equilibrium at tin-

electrode. Any cause which tends to alter the "natural" potential difference IT., at

the small electrode the nature of the solution in the neighlxmrhood of the elect r< '(It-

remaining sensibly constant must in general be accompanied by a "depolarization"
current representing the continual tendency of the "

polarised
"
electnxle to revert to

the original potential difference. We cannot, therefore, have i = in the final steady

state ius in the condenser system.

The E/ect of Depolarization.

It' we assume, however, that the effect of the depolarization Is to produce a fall i>t'

potential within the electrolyte according to Ohm's law, the nature and magnitudi-

of the effect can be readily specified. Thus, taking the symlM.ls ;) s alxi\e to In-

appli.-ahl.- t.. tin- capillary electrometer, we shall have

r.- = B'./(")
and

TT'-TT" = 11.

II _'
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in which the continuous depolarization current is written as a function of IT", because

of the assumption that if the area of the capillary electrode is kept constant, the

magnitude of the current will depend only on the potential fall at that electrode.

It is not to be expected that the depolarization current will remain constant for an

indefinite time. Owing to the variation of the concentration of the solution in the

neighbourhood of the electrode, which must necessarily accompany the passage of the

current through the electrolyte, the relation between IT" and the depolarization

current will alter ;
but an effect of this kind will be gradual, and we may consider

the depolarization current to be constant for some time after the introduction of TT,.

In like manner, the accumulated effect of the continuous current upon the potential

fall at the large electrode will only be gradually perceptible.

Adding the two above equations, and putting TT IT' = irn , we get

It therefore follows (as is otherwise obvious), that the effect of depolarization would

be to cause the potential difference at the small electrode to change less rapidly

than the applied E.M.'F. Hence, before one can proceed beyond the first hypothesis

to examine quantitatively whether the second hypothesis, concerning the relation

between the potential difference and the surface tension, is true, it is necessary to

determine whether the effect of the depolarization can under any circumstances

become appreciable.

The magnitude of the effect will depend upon the value of (R + ft') /(""") The

internal resistance, R, will, of course, depend upon the nature of the electrolyte

employed, upon the internal cross-section of the capillary tube and upon the distance

between the mercury meniscus and the point of the capillary tube. Its value may
range from something like 50,000 or 100,000 ohms to a million ohms or more. So

that, under usual circumstances, the external resistance, R', can be neglected in

comparison with R. The value of / (IT") will depend upon the area of the mercury
meniscus. It will, therefore, be possible in a given electrometer to vary the value

of R/(TT") fora given solution, and (by comparison of the curves for two different

positions of the meniscus) to determine whether the form of the curve is appreciably
affected by the change. On the other hand, the effect may be rendered directly
evident and measurable by interposing a very high resistance in the external circuit,

so that, although /(ir"), and even R/(TT"), may be very small, R/(TT") will have an

easily observable magnitude.

Experimental Determination of the Magnitude of the Depolarization Effect.

I have used this latter method, and the following experiments may be given in

illustration of it. The high resistance consisted of graphite rulings upon ebonite, and
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in the experiments in question had on approximate value of 10 megohms. The

;u ran^cinent was as in the diagram :

-it-
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The method of taking the electrometer curves and their degree of accuracy is

discussed later.

The dotted curve represents the indirect curve, while the continuous one represents

the ordinary capillary curve. In this particular experiment it apparently happened

that for some accidental reason (such as difference in purity of the mercury of the

large and small electrodes) the
" natural" potential difference at the small electrode

was appreciably different from that at the large. In consequence of this, the surface

tension of the small electrode began to increase immediately the connection between

it and the large electrode was broken. As I have subsequently observed, this is an

effect which can be obviated when due care is taken, with pure mercury and a

solution of uniform concentration. The phenomenon does not affect the conclusions

in the present case, but in fact rather increases the interest attaching to the

observations. When the electrodes were joined by a short wire, the surface tension

was different from what it was when they were joined by the graphite resistance.

The reading in the latter case was not appreciably affected by reversing the resistance,

so it could be assumed that the graphite did not introduce any appreciable E.M.F.

into the circuit.

At first the indirect readings for a given external E.M.F. give higher values for

the surface tension than the direct. The curves cut one another at an E.M.F.

corresponding to about 0'28 volt, so that for this E.M.F., the surface tension assumed

by the mercury is the same whether the E.M.F. is applied directly or through a very

high resistance. Hence, when the surface tension at the capillary has this particular

value, there can be no appreciable continuous current through the electrometer. It

was found that the surface tension in question was practically identical with that

assumed by the capillary, when the electrometer was disconnected from the rest of

the apparatus the electrodes being also unconnected. From this it is highly probable
that this surface tension corresponded to the natural potential difference at the

small electrode, and the significance of the disappearance of the depolarization current

becomes immediately clear.

The horizontal distance between two points corresponding to the same surface

tension, one on each curve, is a measure of the depolarization at the small electrode

when the potential difference there has the value corresponding to the given surface

tension. The actual value of the current is equal to the above horizontal distance

(expressed in volts), divided by the value of the graphite resistance in ohms.

The curve in
fig. 2 shows how the depolarization current varies with the

externally applied E.M.F. The depolarization, apparently for a considerable range,
is nearly proportional to the extent by which the potential difference at the small

electrode has teen displaced from its natural value. The ordinate of any point on
this curve is the horizontal distance between a given point on the direct curve and
the corresponding point on the indirect curve ; the abscissa is the sain.- as that of

the given j)oint on the direct curve. Since each of the curves has a maximum
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onlinate, they cross one another a second time. In the neighbourhood of the maxima
tin- horizontal distances between the curves are not very accurately determinable ;

In it the general nature of the depolarization curve is obvious.

Fig. 2.
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In order to determine whether the depolarization is the sole cause of the olxserved

flattening of the direct curve, an accurate knowledge of the relation between the

graphite resistance and the internal resistance of the electrometer would be necessary.

But an approximate knowledge of this relation is quite sufficient to show that the

depolarization must soon affect the form of the curve. Thus, to take an example, the

horizontal distance between the direct and indirect descending branches for a surface

tension corresponding to 150 is not less than 64 horizontal divisions (see fig. 1),

equivalent to a potential difference of 1600 (= 1/6 X '28 volt), and even if the

electrometer resistance is not above 50,000 ohms, the effect of the latter will be a

displacement of the direct curve to the right to the extent of one-third of a horizontal

division a quite perceptible amount due to the potential fall within the electro-

meter. As the actually observed displacement is considerably greater than the above,

it seems probable that the flattening in the upper portion of the curve is not due to

de|K)larization alone. This is rendered still more probable when the curve for such a

substance as hydrochloric acid (in which the ascending branch is very much steeper

than the descending) is considered."

Fig. 3.
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3 gives a portion of another pair of direct and indirect curves, showing how
the depolarization increases when the potential difference applied, between the
terminals of the electrometer is reversed in sign.

In order to show how the depolarization for kathodic polarization of the small
electrode varies with the nature of the kation, curves (corresponding to those above
described) are given for a dilute solution of caustic potash (fig. 4).
The curves show that in this case, for a given surface tension, the depolarization IB

than when the kation is hydrogen of the same order of concentration.
known, the magnitude of the depolarization in an electrolytic cell depends
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not only upon the chemical nature of the ions, but also ii]x>n their concentration in

the solution. This can be readily rendered obvious by the above method.

Fig. 4.
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smaller than the Helmholtz view requires.* If such a view as this were true, the

electrostatic effect would be insufficient to account for the observed variation in the

surf'atv trnsi.ni. Assuming tin- potential difference, the existence of the electrostatic

effect is scarcely o{>en to doubt, it is only the relative importance of the effect that

may be questioned. The electrostatic effect apart, the Helmholtz view assumes

that the nature of the transition from the solution to the mercury is (through a con-

siderable range) independent of the potential difference and of the nature of the

solution.

Several published observations show that there are cases for which this assumption

cannot be true. There are many facts in favour of the view that for a given

potential difference there is a corresponding condition (of the partly physical, partly

chemical kind, pictured by WARBURG) of the space bounded on the one side by the

mercury, and on the other by the sensibly homogeneous solution. Obviously the

surface tension will depend upon the nature of the transition through the surface

layer. The mode of transition may depend only on the chemical nature of the

solution and the potential difference across the space in which the transition takes

place. On this view the electrostatic effect and the mode of transition for a given
solution will l>e determined by the potential difference, and therefore the surface

tension will l)e fixed by the potential difference. It remains to determine how the

relation between the surface tension and the potential difference depends upon the

chemical nature and concentration of the solution.

It is scarcely necessary now to set forth the arguments against the second hypo-
thesis of the Helmholtz theory of the electrometer ; but I shall endeavour to show

by consideration of observations of the type held to throw greatest doubt upon the

theory, that the first hypothesis gives results in close accord with the facts, and need

not therefore be abandoned, even if the second should be proved untenable.

RELATION BETWEEN THE LIPPMANN-HELMHOLTZ THEORY AND OTHER THEORIES OF

ELECTROCAPILLARY PHENOMENA.

It may be well to point out the relation such results bear to the theory of

WARBURG, which is, perhaps, the most strongly advocated in opposition to the
Ilrlmholtz theory. Strictly speaking, the Warburg theory deals only with the

ascending branch of the curve. It ascribes the increase in surface tension to the
diminution in the concentration of a mercury salt in the neighbourhood of the

capillary meniscus. According to WARBURG the effect of an E.M.F. established
IK -tween the terminals of the electrometer is to convert the latter into a kind of
concentration cell. Part of the E.M.F. of this cell will presumably be due to a

potential difference within the electrolyte. The conclusions drawn later depend upon
observations of the descending portions of capillary curves, which are usually much

*
Cf, WARBURG, 'Wied. Ann.,' 1890, vol 41.
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more definite and more accurately measurable than tin- ascending jMU-tinns ; hut unless

the concentnition E.M.K. within the electrolyte is supposed to be the same for quite

different liquids subjected to very different degrees of polarization, there does not

seem to l>e any simple method of reconciling the results with the Warburg theory.

G. MEYER* has attempted to complete WARBURG'S theory of the phenomena by

supposing that the descending portions of the curves :uv produced by formation of an

amalgam between the mercury and the element forming the kation of tin- solution,

while Li i. . IN I has endeavoured to show that the descending branch of the curve

is absent when the solution does not contain hydrogen. The experimental evidence

adduced in favour of these views is mainly qualitative in nature. An extended

examination of the quantitative relation between the capillary curves for differently

concentrated solutions of the same salt shows that difficulties arise in the quantitative

application of the idea that the surface tension in the descending branch de]*nds

only upon the concentration of the amalgam ujxin the electrode surface.

While it is unnecessary to deal with the nature of these difficulties at present, since

they do not immediately concern the experiments first discussed, it may be jointed

out that if the first hypothesis of the Helmholtz theory be true, it is possible to trace

(by means of the capillary curves) the relation U'tween the variation of the jx.tetitial

difference at the capillary electrode, the surface tension and the nature and concen-

tration of the electrolyte. Probably it is only by the investigation of the relation

l>etween these quantities that the value of the capillary curves, as a method of

determining "single potential differences" in voltaic phenomena, can be definitely

fixed.

THE DISCREPANCY BKTWKKN mi: LIIM-MXXN HKLMHOLTZ THEORY AND THE NERNST-

PLANCK THEORY OF THE POTENTIAL DIFFEI:KS< i: BETWEEN SOLUTIONS.

The result, derived from the Helmholtz theory, that the E.M.F. which must be

applied between the terminals of the electrometer to cause the capillary electrode to

assume its maximum surface tension, is equal to the natural potential difference

between the large electrode and the solution, is so important, if true, that this E.M.F.

has been observed for a large number of solutions. It is, however, impossible to test

directly the validity of the numbers so found, since no other independent means <.f

determining single potential differences has, up to the present, been discovered if we

except the dropping electrode method (which will Ixj referred to later).

We may set up and measure the E.M.F. of a cell of the type

MX. MX.

*
MrvKi:, WiM. Ann.,' 45, 1892.

t Luooix,
'
Zeita. f. Physik. Chemie.,' 16, 1896.

I 2
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where M,X, and M2X2 signify two solutions which have been examined in the capillary

electrometer ; but the E.M.F. found cannot be applied to test the Helmholtz theory

of the electrometer unless we know the value of the potential difference between the

two solutions.

The state of our knowledge of the potential differences between liquids is not

satisfactory. Within recent years, however, NEKNST,* starting from the dissociation

hypothesis, has given a theoretical investigation for the case in which the two liquids

are solutions of the same salt, but of unequal concentration. PLANCK! has extended

the investigation to the case in which the liquids are solutions of different salts. In

many cases the values found experimentally agree very closely with those calculated ;

but it must be borne in mind that in the experiments the potential difference between

the liquids only formed part of the E.M.F. actually measured. For example, in

testing the formula as applied to two solutions of potassium chloride of different

concentrations, it is necessary to introduce a fresh hypothesis in order to calculate the

difference between the potential difference between mercury, covered with calomel,

and the stronger solution, and the potential difference between mercury, covered with

calomel, and the weaker solution.^ In order to show the nature of the agreement
between the calculated values and those found experimentally, some results for KC1
solutions are given below. In the first column are given the concentrations in gram

equivalents per litre ; in the second the observed E.M.F.s of cells of the type ;

HgCl KC1 KC1 HgCl
dilute concentrated

Hg,

and in the third the calculated values of these E.M.F.s.

Concentrations.
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In a cell of the type

M,X, MX. II-:

let ir
ni

and ir
nt

be the respective potential differences between mercury and the

solutions (calculated on the Helmholtz theory of the capillary electrometer), and let

7T r . l>e the potential difference between the liquids and TT, the observed E.M.F. of the

cell, then we should have

"ft
=

""it, fl"*, ~\~ f|2'

ROTHMUND has made observations upon cells of this type and has found values for

irt , TT,,,
and TT^ for a number of different solutions. The following table gives the

results of some of his experiments :

M.X..
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SOLUTIONS OF POTASSIUM CHLORIDE AND POTASSIUM IODIDE.

1. Tlie Potential Difference between Equally-concentrated Solution*.

The experiments show that the Helmholtz theory of the electrometer and the

Nernst-Planck calculations of the potential differences between solutions cannot

both be true. While there are many facts in favour of the view that the Nernst-

Planck hypothesis gives the quantitative expression for the potential difference

between two solutions, there is one result calculated from the hypothesis which seems

to possess greater weight than any of the others, since it would seem to be a conse-

quence of almost any form of diffusion hypothesis. This is the result that the

potential difference between equally-concentrated solutions of potassium chloride and

potassium iodide is so small that in measurements of the type with which we are

concerned it can be taken to be zero.

KOHLRAUSCH has investigated the electrolytic conductivity of solutions of KC1 and

KI for different degrees of dilution, and an examination of his numbers shows the

relative amount of ionization in equally-concentrated solutions of the two salts may
be considered identical when the solutions do not contain more than O'Ol gramme
molecule ]>er litre (youth normal). Even when the strengths correspond to a gramme
molecule in 2 litres (\ normal) the coefficients of ionization only differ by about

two per cent.* Again, according to the most recent values, the ionic velocities of

chlorine and iodine are practically identical, t When, therefore, dilute solutions of

KC1 and KI of equal strength are brought into contact there can be no tendency
of the potassium ions to diffuse, while the chlorine and iodine ions will tend to diffuse

with equal velocities across the common surface. Granting the ionic hypothesis we

may, therefore, safely assume that no forces which tend to alter the quantity of

electricity in the unit of volume act across the surface of separation between the

liquids, and that, therefore, no potential difference will arise between the liquids.

2. The Nature of the Electrocapillary Curvesfor the same Solutions.

For the reason given above I have carefully examined the relation between the

capillary curves for KC1 and KI in order to determine further the result of the

hypothesis that the potential difference between equally-concentrated solutions of
KC1 and KI is zero.

(a.) General character of electrocapillary curves.

rhe behaviour of the meniscus in the capillary electrometer is in general very
different in the "

ascending
"

portion of the curve from what it is in the "
descending

"

*
KOHLRAUSCH, Wied. Ann.,' vol. 26, 1885.

t KOHIJUUSCH, ' Wied. Ann.,' vol. 50, 1893.
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portion. In the ascending portion the mercury is often apparently sluggish, and the

surface tension Incomes iliilimlt to measure. Further, the surface tension may take

up a certain value immediately after a given potential difference is established between

the terminals of the electrometer, and thru fall gradually as the time of contact

emit iiiut-s. In contrast with this, the surface tension in the descending portion of the

curve is almost always very definite. Moreover, while the form of the ascending

portion is widely different for solutions with chemically different anions, and even

noticeahly different for unequally concentrated solutions of the same salt, the form

of the descending portion, for a considerable part of its course, is the same (within the

limits of experimental error) for equally-concentrated solutions of quite different salts,

and only varies very slightly for unequally concentrated solutions of a given salt.

(b.) Definite nature of the descending branches.

While therefore both the ascending and descending branches have been observed,

the first conclusions are based upon observation of the descending portions of the

curves. These were definite and amenable to quantitative treatment.

(c.) Method adopted in examining the electrocapHlary curves, and discussion of the,

degree of accuracy attainable in the experiments.

The form of electrometer that I have used has a movable mercury reservoir in

direct communication with the mercury column supported by the surface-tension

effect at the capillary electrode. The mercury reservoir can be raised or lowered by

means of a flexible cord, wound upon a bobbin, having a tangent-screw fine adjust-

ment. By means of this arrangement the small electrode can be maintained at a

('.instant position in tin- capillary tlll.r. Tin- ilialnet.-r of tin- capillary |1,,. vame "lie

was used in determining the curves for a large number of solutions was about

0*003 centim., and the usual length of the column of solution between the meniscus

and the point of the capillary was 0*057 centim. The resistance of such a column

(supposed cylindrical) would, if the solution were normal KC1 at 18, be approximately

83,000 ohms. The position of the capillary meniscus was fixed by means of a scale

within the microscope. The apparent magnitude of a division of this scale is about

1*5 millim. Every tenth division of the scale is marked. When the position of the

microscope is so adjusted that the zero of the micrometer scale coincides with the end

of the capillary, the fortieth division (marked 4) of the scale is practically in the

centre of the field. The meniscus was always made to coincide as nearly as possible

with the central division of the scale. The height of the mercury column, supported

by the capillary electrode, when possessing its maximum surface tension in such a

solution as dilute sulphuric acid, was about 440 millima The variation of the surface

tension was observed by means of a scale divided into millimetres placed directly

behind the mercury column. The greatest error in the scale division was about

1 part in 500. The conclusions first drawn from the curves are practically
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independent of the accuracy of the division of the scale. The zero of this scale ftl

about 12-4 centims. above the capillary point, so that the reading correspond,.,- to

the maximum surface tension, in dilute sulphuric acid, was about 31'6 centims.

position of the summit of the mercury column relative to the scale could be deter-

mined to within about a tenth of a millimetre. It would not be difficult to arrange

for a greater degree of accuracy in this measurement ; but, apart from the increase

in the time occupied by the observations, which more delicate determination would

involve, the above error does not exceed that introduced from other causes. Usually

the solution to be examined was placed in a Clark cell tube of the Rayleigh H form.
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The mercury forming the large electrode was placed at the bottom of one limb ; the

capillary electrode dipped into the other limb. In order that the definition of the

capillary meniscus might be as good as possible, the capillary was placed close to the

siile of the limb that received it. After the curve for the solution had been

determined, the H tube, containing it, was removed and replaced by another

containing a different solution. It would have been very inconvenient to have

u i >rked always with the same H tube, as in many cases it was desirable to allow the

solution to stand some considerable time over mercury before examining it in the

electrometer. A number of H tubes were used, and naturally these were not precisely

similar. In every case the definition of the capillary meniscus, when at the fortieth

division of the scale, was made as good as possible ; but it did not always happen
that the definition of the capillary point was then correspondingly good. However, the

maximum error in the setting of the capillary point was not greater than about one

of the small scale divisions, while it could usually be set at the zero within

two-tenths of a small scale division. The capillary meniscus could be readily set at

the fortieth division with an error of less than one-tenth. An error of a scale division

in the setting of the meniscus produced a maximum error of about '4 millini. in the

reading of the summit of the mercury column. Under ordinary circumstances, there-

fore, the error introduced into the surface tension observations by the necessary

replacement of one H tube by another was not greater than '08 millini.

In order to remove one solution from the interior of the capillary tube before the

introduction of the succeeding one, the following method of procedure was adopted.

The capillary tube was immersed in a beaker of distilled water, and by alternately

lowering and raising the mercury reservoir, the water could be drawn into the tube

and then again expelled along with & little mercury. This process was repeated

several times, the excursions of the meniscus in each case being very much longer

than any that occurred during the experiments, as the result of electrical effects. The

Ix'.ikrr \va.s then withdrawn, and as much of the water as possible was removed from

the capillary. A similar process was then adopted in order to fill the capillary with

the solution next to be examined. To test the sufficiency of this treatment, a second

set of observations upon a given liquid was made, several other solutions having been

used in the electrometer during the interval. The first and second sets were found to

agree within the limits of experimental error. In a case where one solution was

followed by a more concentrated one of the same salt, the intermediate operation with

distilled water was, of course, unnecessary.
The potential difference between the terminals of the electrometer was varied by

means of an ordinary potentiometer arrangement. The potentiometer circuit consisted

usually of a secondary cell (E.M.F. about 2 '03 volts) and two resistance boxes in

series. The sum of the resistances introduced into the circuit by these boxes always

amounted to 10,000 ohms. Usually the resistance in each box was altered by
500 ohms at a time, so that the corresponding change in the potential difference

Vol.. t \c III. A. K
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applied between the electrometer terminals was about a tenth of a volt. The probuMc

error of each of the box resistances was less than a tenth per cent., and the constancy

of the potentiometer current was tested by means of a standard Clark cell, of which

the E.M.F. at 15 was known to be within one-tenth per cent, of 1'434 volts.

The accuracy of the potential measurement was therefore considerably greater than

that which could be conveniently given to the surface tension observations.

(d.) The Ekctrocapillary Curvesfor KC1 and KI.

1. Preliminary Experiment. Before proceeding to the experiments of the ordinary

capillary electrometer type, mention may be made of a simple means by which very

suggestive results as to the relation between capillary curves may be obtained.

A vessel for containing the solution is constructed of the shape shown in the figure.

Fhe mercury forming the large electrode is placed at the bottom of the main tube.
The point of the capillary is brought within the smaller tube. The vessel is first

filled with a solution of one of the salts (say JnKI), and the capillary curve is

determined. Withdrawing air from the apparatus by means of the side tube at the

top of the main tube, the liquid rises in the latter and falls in the narrow tube. After
the small tube has been nearly emptied, it is filled to the level of the liquid in the
main tube with a solution of the other salt (say JnKCl), and the capillary curve is

again taken.

Fig. 5 shows the forms of the resulting curves for the solutions in question. The
numbers from which the curves were constructed are as follow :
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except that the anion in one is iodine, and in the other chlorine. Until the potenti.-.l

difference reckoned from the solution to the electrode reaches a certain value the

..tVcct of the anion upon the surface tension (i.e.,
in determining the mode of

tion from the solution to the mercury) is appreciable ;
but this effect gradually

diminishes and finally disappears, as is shown by the fact that the form of the curve

(beyond 4000) is independent of the nature of the anion.

From this point of view it is obviously futile to consider that the highest point of

the iodide curve corresponds of necessity to zero potential difference between the KI

solution and the mercury electrode, since it might equally well be argued that the

highest point of the curve obtained with KC1 at the capillary corresponded to zero

potential difference between the mercury and the KC1. If there is no appreciable

potential difference between the KI and the KC1 both results cannot be true. The

potential differences in the two cases (maximum surface tension) must differ by about

0-2 volt, or else the potential difference between *nKI and %n KC1 must be about

0'2 volt.

In the fcce of evidence that there is a chemical effect of the anion upon the surface

tension, and that this effect increases as the potential of the liquid with respect

to the 'electrode decreases, it does not seem advisable to say more than that the

potential difference (reckoned from the solution to the electrode) is considerably less

at the maximum surface tension when the solution is KC1 than when it is KI. The

marked depression of the maximum value of the surface tension observable in the

case of potassium iodide solutions is one of the characteristic features of the curves

dealt with by ROTHMUND the actual fact of the depression was apparently first

noticed by GOUY ;* but the depression is really a perfectly general phenomenon. The

amount of depression depends upon the concentration of the solution as well as upon

its chemical nature. The depression for concentrated solutions of chlorides is very

pronounced, and for dilute solutions it can readily be observed that the maximum

value of the surface tension rises as the concentration diminishes. It is obviously an

effect which does not depend upon the density of the solution. For example, a

saturated solution of caustic potash (which is soluble in about half its weight of

water) has as high a maximum surface tension as a half-normal solution of potassium

chloride. The effect of the ions (apart from the electrostatic effect) upon the surface

tension would appear to depend, for a given potential difference, upon their nature

and concentration in the solution. Whether the surface tension in the neighbour-

hood of the maximum is ever controlled by the electrostatic effect alone, depends (on

this view) upon whether, when the potential difference between the solution and the

electrode is small, the nature and concentration of the ions is such that their non-

electrical effect upon the surface tension can be neglected.

In the case above considered the curves are identical when the applied E.M.F.

exceeds 0'8 volt. The subsequent variation of the surface tension is therefore

*
'Comptes Rendus,' vol. 114, 1892.
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presumably independent of the nature of the anion ; hut it is obvious tli.-it we obtain

im in formation from the curves as to whet 1 MM- their sulisequent course is free from any
non-electrostatic influence depending UJMHI the kation. For the kation is the same

and of the same concentration in the two solutions. It is, however, easy to extend

the ahove observations so as to show that (granting the Nernst calculation gives ;it

least approximately the potential difference between unequally concent rated solutions

of the same salt), although the form of the lower portion <>f the descending curve

varies very little with the strength of tin- solution, yet the surface tension for a given

potential difference depends upon the strength of the solution. From this it

would appeal- that the surface tension does not depend upon the electrostatic effect

alone even when the anion effect has presumably disappeared ; but that, in fact, there

is also a kation effect which becomes evident as the solution becomes increasingly

positive with regard to the electrode.

2. Final experiments showing tfte agreement of the first hypothesis of the Lippmann-
Ililmholtz theory ivith the Nernst-Planck theory of the potential difference between

KC1 and KI. We may, however, first apply to the ordinary electro-capillary curves for

equally concentrated solutions of KI and KC1, the result suggested by the curves

already given, that ultimately the descending branch of either curve is practically

unaffected by the nature of the anion, and that if it is then influenced by the kation,

the nature of the. influence is such that, in equally concentrated solutions of salts

possessing the same kation, the potential difference for a given surface tension is the

same in both solutions. It is found that the descending branches eventually

approximate very closely to parallelism. Considering the parallel portions, let IT, be

the E.M.F. required to be applied between the terminals to produce a given surface

tension for the KC1 solution, and let IT/ be the E.M.F. required to produce the same

surface tension for the KI solution. Then ir,ir.' is very approximately constant. Let

;rH l)e the natural potential difference between the KC1 solution and mercury (the

electrode being considered positive to the solution), and let
'

be the corresponding

quantity for theKI solution. Then on the first hypothesis of the ordinary electrometer

theory (applicable to any electrolytic cell), the potential differences between the solution

and the capillary for the two points of equal surface tension (one on each curve) are

IT, irn and ir,'

'

respectively. Now if we suppose the potential difference is the same in the two cases

because the surface tension is the same, we get

ir, irn = IT, IT,

or

TT. IT,,'
=

IT, irt

' = a
t

where a, an observable quantity, is represented by the horizontal distance between

the parallel portions of the curves. Let now a cell be constructed of the form
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Hg KC1 KI Hg

and let its observed E.M.F. be b, and suppose irt is the potential fall from the KC1 to

the KI solution. Then

" ",' + TT,
= 6.

If TT,
= 0, we must have

a = b.

The following experiments show the observed relation between a and b.

E.M.F. applied to

electrometer
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Iv.M.F. applied to

electrometer

[1000 =-2027 volt].
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K.M.F. applied to

electrometer

[1000
= '2027 volt].
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"
depolariser."* When any one of the above solutions has stood for several hours over

mercury, the electro-capillary curve determined from it can be treated as independent
of the time, since it remains constant for a much longer period than a complete set of

observations occupies. The E.M.F. of the Hg KC1 KI Hg cell was determined

i

by fixing the pair of H cells at a suitable distance apart, and adjusting so that the

Fig. 6.

000 IMO IMO UOO 4300 4300 6MO ZSOO &3OO ASC
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views of NERNOT, and the method may be farther employed to test directly the

potential differences between equally concentrated salts of the same metal. It will

be shown below that there are apparently cases in which the method can still be

applied even when the metals of the solutions are different.

The agreement for the half-normal solutions is less complete than for the more

dilute solutions. This may be partly due to the fact that the observed E.M.F. of the

cell was more uncertain in this case than in the others ; but a much more probable

explanation lies in the fac that the difference between the coefficients of ionization

for KI and KC1 respectively becomes appreciable when the solutions are not dilute.

Before examining the effect of such a difference further, I will give the results ot

experiments upon some of the other solutions mentioned by NERNST.

EXAMINATION OF OTHER KNOWN DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN THE LIPPMANN-HELMHOLTZ

THEORY AND THE NERNST-PLANCK THEORY OF THE POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN SOLUTION&

The tables which follow give the results of experiments conducted in a similar way
to those already described.

E.M.F. applied to

electrometer
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K.M.I-', .ippliedto
electrometer

1000 = -204 volt].
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and the meniscus exceeds a certain value, the surface tensions are the same when the

potential differences are equal. Conductivity data for KCNS are not available, so

that it is impossible to say whether the ionic concentration is strictly the same for

the two solutions ; but if we may argue from the values for corresponding solutions

of HC1 and HCNS,* it would appear probable that the degree of dissociation of

equally concentrated solutions of the salts is practically the same. The ionic velo-

cities of the anions would also seem to be about the same.

THE RELATION BETWEEN THE NATURE OF THE RATION OF THE SOLUTION AND THE

FORM OF THE ELECTROCAPILLARY CURVE.

Before the argument previously employed can be applied in the case of salts

like KC1 and Na^S possessing different kations, it is necessary to assume that the

effect of the kation upon the electro-capillary curve is independent of its chemical

nature. The observations upon KC1, NaCl and HC1 described below show that this is

probably true. But apart from this there are uncertainties in the above experiments
with sodium sulphide from which the others are free. It is difficult to prepare a

standard solution of sodium sulphide. The solutions used were only approximately
normal and half-normal. But besides this, the degree of dissociation of a normal sodium

sulphide solution is probably considerably less than that of a normal potassium chloride

solution. Hence the potential difference between the solutions is uncertain. Further,

if the Na^S solution is less concentrated than the corresponding KC1 solution, the

NajS descending curve will be relatively nearer the KC1 descending curve than it

would be if the ionic concentrations were equal (see below). This in itself might
suffice to explain why the horizontal distance between the curves is less than that

corresponding to the observed E.M.F. of the cell.

While it seems reasonable to suppose that if the uncertainly concerning the

sodium sulphide were eliminated, the agreement would be as close as in the other

cases, the experiments seem to leave little doubt as to which of the numbers quoted

by NERNST (0'416 volt and zero) is nearer the true value of the potential difference

between equally concentrated solutions of KC1 and NaJS.

Experiments with equally concentrated Solutions of Potassium and Sodium

Chlorides.

The following experiments show the probability that for equally concentrated

solutions of potassium and sodium salts the kation produces the same effect upon
the surface tension.

*
OSTWALD,

' Jouni. f. Prakt. Chemie,' 32, 1886.
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ami

HgCl^KCl Hg

Hg HgCl -^ KC1 ~
KCIHgCl10

;i!nl liinl them to !>< TT. and TT, respectively. Then

aii'l

""'.I

where v- and 7rM are the potential (lill'rivnces between the inu'(jially-concentrated

solutions of KC1. C'jilculating the values of these by NERNST'S formula we get

TT,,
= '0003 and irn = '0007.

The observed KM.F.s of the cells were

TTj
= -01G2 and ir l

= '035U,

t'n mi which \vr str that (assuming NERNST'S fonnula)

and

7r,(w
v

ni
= -0366.

Now, from the curves
v
>m
-

IT,,.
= '0331 ( -0006)

and

v^ - IT,,
= -0670 ( -OOOG).

1 1 1 'iice, subtracting corresponding equations,

K. - J - K- - ^-J = ' 166

and

whereas, if the surface tension variation had been due to a purely electrostatic effect,*

wi- should have expected

and

Disagreements of a similar kind are found when solutions of other strengths are

examined. The same result can be very easily illustrated by means of the apparatus

* It can also lie shown from the above and similar experiments that the surface tension variation in the

descending branch ran not, in general, be a purely amalgam effect.

VOL. CXCIII. A. M
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first described. Fig. 9 shows a curve for n KI, and another for the same solution,

with the exception that the \n KI, in which the capillary was first immersed, was

replaced by n KNO,, the degree of dissociation of which is 16 per cent, less than that

of in KI. The calculated potential difference between n KNO, and \n KI is rather

less than '001 volt an amount which would be barely perceptible on the scale to

which the curves are drawn-i-so that the appreciable separation between the parallel

portions of the curves is most probably due in part to the effect of the different

concentrations of the potassium ions upon the surface tension.

Fig. 9.

tpoo ZjOOO ,000 4000 5,000 6,000

Since it is beyond the purpose of the present paper to deal with the quantitative

nature of the possible ion effects upon the surface tension, it will be unnecessary to

give further instances which show that the observed surface tension is, in general,

partly determined by the chemical nature of the solution. It may, however, be

remarked that there is nothing unusual in the supposition that as the potential

difference reckoned from the solution to the electrode increases, the kation effect

becomes pronounced, while conversely, when it diminishes, the anion effect becomes

increasingly evident. For if the potential difference be altered in the above sense,

through a sufficient range, we get an obvious combination of the mercury with the

anion (and not simply a molecular layer of the compound) on the one hand, and Avith

the kation (amalgam) on the other. Whether the formation of these compounds
proceeds suddenly when the potential differences between the solution and the

electrode reach certain amounts, or whether they are gradually led up to through
intermediate stages in which the surface films contain only molecular quantities of the

compounds, of gradually-increasing concentration, is a question concerning the answer
to which we have imperfect knowledge.
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IlKLATION BETWEEN THE ELECTROCAPILLARY CURVES FOR KC1 AND KI AND
DROPPING ELECTRODE MEASUREMENTS FOR SOLUTIONS OP THESE SALTS.

There is a point in connection with the explanation <4' dropping electrode

phenomena which, as it is closely connected with the question of the potential

difference between KC1 and KI, may perhaps be mentioned here. If it be granted
that the potential difference between KC1 and $n KI can be considered negligible,

it follows from the experiments described below that the potential difference between

dropping mercury and KC1 (under the conditions described by PASCHEN) is very

different from that between dropping mercury and KI. And, at the same time, it

follows that if the potential difference between a KC1 solution and mercury is zero

when the surface tension is a maximum, then, when the latter is a maximum in KI

solution, the potential difference from the solution to the electrode has a considerable

magnitude.
The result obtained by PASCHEN* (following up the experiments of OsrwALDf) for

chlorides and iodides, among other salts, that the E.M.F. required to produce the

maximum surface tension for a given solution is practically identical with the E.M.F.

of a cell containing the same solution and having as electrodes a similar large mercury
electrode to that used in the electrometer, and a dropping electrode of which the jet

becomes discontinuous in the surface of the solution seems, at first sight, a striking

confirmation of the Helmholtz theory of the electrometer. But, in fact, it is suffi-

cient for this result that the potential difference between mercury and the solution

when the surface tension is a maximum is the same as the potential difference

between the dropping electrode (of the Paschen type) and the solution.

A dropping electrode and a capillary electrode were connected up as in the

diagram.

U
*
PASCHEN,

' Wied. Ana.,' 41, 1890.

t Of. OSTWALD,
'

Lehrbuch,' 2, 938.

M _'
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The mercury of the dropping electrode fell into the tube A, which had a vertical

fine adjustment attached, so that the position of the liquid in it could be varied with

respect to the point of the dropping electrode. The capillary electrode was immersed

in the liquid of the vessel B. The two electrodes were directly connected by a wire,

and A and B were connected by a siphon tube.

The surface tension of the capillary electrode was measured under four different

conditions, viz., when

1. A and B were filled with %n KC1.

2. A and B were filled with %n KI.

3. A was filled with n KC1 and B with \n KI.

4. A was filled with \n KI and B with \n KC1.

The capillary electrode formed part of the electrometer previously described, and

the curves which it gave for the \n KI and the \n KC1 respectively were first

determined.

From the behaviour of the capillary meniscus it was easy to observe when the

dropping electrode jet broke in the surface of the solution in B. If the jet were

completely immersed in the liquid and if, then, the latter were gradually lowered,

the surface tension of the capillary electrode in general increased correspondingly to

a maximum value and then changed in the same way as it did when the dropping
electrode was absent showing that the communication between the electrodes had

then ceased.

In cases 1 and 2 the mercury in the capillary electrode assumed (within the limits

of experimental error) its maximum surface tension when the dropping electrode

broke in the surface of the liquid in A. Thus, for %n KC1 the readings lay between

31'3 and 3T35 ; for $n KI the reading for several observations was 29'41. The

corresponding readings of maximum surface tension for the electro-capillary curves

were 31'4 and 29'43.

In case 3 the capillary surface tension lay between 26'38 and 26'31, and from the

behaviour of the capillary meniscus when the drop electrode jet broke above the

liquid surface the surface tension gradually decreased it was evident that this

corresponded to a point on the ascending portion of the %n KI curve. The horizontal

distance between surface tensions of 29 '43 and 26'35 on the $n KI curve corresponds
to a difference in the applied E.M.F. of about '28 volt. So that, if the potential
difference between n KI and a KC1 can be neglected, the conclusion from the above
observations is that the potential difference between a Paschen electrode and the

solution (reckoned from the latter to the former) is about '28 volt, greater when the

solution is $n KI than when it is Jn KC1.

The ol)servation in case 3 is corroborated by that in case 4. In this case, when the
electric contact between the dropping electrode and the solution was on the point of

breaking, the observed surface tension of the capillary lay between 30'48 and 30'5 ;
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I nit the surface tension increased when the contact broke, showing that the number

given convspoiidfil to ;i point on tin- drs-nitlm^ bnmch of the KC1 curve. The

horizontal distance between the maximum and 30*5 on the KC1 curve is approxi-

mately the same as in the former case. It corresponds to a potential difference of

about "24 volt. Both results are somewhat uncertain, partly owing to the difficulty

of determining the exact points of maximum surface tension on the capillary curves;

but as the effects observed are so considerable, and as they are further corroborated

by the results described below, there can be little doubt concerning their significance.

The results can be further tested by experiments similar to PASCHEN'S by measuring
the KM.F.s of cells of the type

Hg KI KC1
I-

in which the vertical arrow signifies the dropping electrode. The following approxi-

mate results were obtained ;

Hg

Hg

Hi:

Hg

KC1 KC1

-KCl

KI

KI

,, "I

= -522 volt.

= 784

= '383

= '127

The first and second results give '262 volt and the third and fourth give '256 volt

as the difference between the potentials

n
and [fKCl

JH

The difference between the chemical effects during the dropping of mercury into

*
I have found, since this was written, that G. MEYER ('Wied. Ann.,

1

vol. 56, 1895) measured the

F..M.F. of a cell of the type nKCl

Y
above :iru in accord with this result.

iuul found it to be '284 volt. The observation* tfetcrilwd
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KI ind KC1 respectively is rendered evident if a drop of phenol phthalein solution is

added to the solution in each experiment. The solution turns pink very much more

rapidly in the case of the KI than in the case of the KC1, showing apparently tlmt

tin- combination of the mercury with the iodine is very much more rapid than with

the chlorine, of the solution into which it is dropped, under the conditions described.

SUMMARY.

1. The Lippmann-Helmholtz theory of the capillary electrometer contains two

assumptions.

2. The first assumption would apply to any electrolytic cell. A deduction from it,

which would apply to any cell having a large and a small electrode, is that the

variation of the potential difference at the capillary electrode of an electrometer is the

same as that of the applied electromotive force.

In order to trace the relation between surface tension and potential difference on

the view that this first assumption is correct, it is necessary to eliminate the possible

effect of depolarization upon the form of the electrocapillary curve i.e., the curve

which shows the relation between the surface tension and the applied electromotive

force. A direct method of examining the depolarization current is described and

applied. An estimate of the magnitude of the depolarization effect is given, and the

circumstances under which the effect may become appreciable are discussed.

3. The second assumption of the Lippmann-Helmholtz theory, that the electro-

capillary phenomena are controlled by a simple variation of the electrostatic surface

energy, leads to two conclusions, each of which is beset with difficulties.

(a.) The form of the electrocapillary curve is remarkably dependent upon the

nature and concentration of the electrolyte, and depolarization is quite insufficient to

account for the dependence.

(b.) The conclusion that the potential difference between the solution and the

capillary electrode is zero when the surface tension has its maximum value, leads to

the necessity for assuming large potential differences between certain solutions.

4. The hypothesis that the potential difference between equally concentrated

solutions of potassium chloride and iodide is negligible possesses a high degree of

probability. It has been shown by previous observers that if this hypothesis be true

the points of maximum surface tension on the electrocapillary curves for the above

solutions cannot have the significance which HELMHOLTZ'S theory gives them.

It is shown in the paper that the first hypothesis of the Lippmann-Helmholtz
theory is in striking accord with this hypothesis concerning the potential difference

between KC1 and KI when the very definite
"
descending

"
branches of the electro-

capillary curves are considered.

5. If both the hypotheses just mentioned be true, we get the result that the
surface tension of mercury (for a certain range of potential differences) in two solutions
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is the same for a given potential difference between the mercury ami tin- respective

solutions, if the solutions are equally concentrated and possess the same kation.

6. An extension of this result shows that it is indifferent whether the kation be

K, Na, or H.

7. The relation found I'm- tin- K< I and KI curves can be extended to the other

known cases in which the electrometer curves and liquid jxiteiitial difference c.-deu-

lations seem to be contradictory, in such a way as to account for the apparent

contradiction. Several of the cases are examined.

8. The results in 4, 5, and 6 would give a direct and accxirate method of finding the

potential differences between equally concentrated solutions, and could be extended to

the case of solutions of different concentrations.

9. The probability that the electrocapillary curves are never completely free from

influences other than electrostatic is shown by an examination of the relations between

tin- curves for imei
|ii;illy concentrated solutions of the same salt.

10. In confirmation of results obtained by G. MKYKK, in a slightly different way,

it is shown that if the potential difference between KC1 and KI is very small, the

potential fall from a half-normal solution of KI to a dropping electrode of the Paschen

tyj>e is about a quarter of a volt greater than that from a half-normal solution of

KOI to the same electrode.

In the same way the potential fall from KI to mercury when the surface tension

is a maximum is about a quarter of a volt greater than that from KC1 to mercury
when the tension of the surface separating the solution from the mercury is a

maximum.

These results follow from direct observations with dropping electrodes, and give

further support to the view that the first assumption of the Lippmann-Helmholtz

theory is true and that the second is not.
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THE colour imparted to flames by the salts of an alkali metal is generally considered

to be duo to the metal existing in the state of incandescent vapour, but there does

not appear to ta any settled opinion as to the process by which the metal is set free

from its salts. It is frequently assumed that the high temperature reigning in the

flame dissociates the salt. There is, however, little, if any, independent evidence

in favour of this view. Another explanation ascribes the liberation of metal to

chemical decomposition. Thus, in the case of sodium chloride introduced into the

flame of a Bunsen burner consuming coal-gas, it would be supposed that in the first

instance the water vapour present would act in accordance with the following

equation :

NaCI + H,O = NaHO + HC1.

The sodium hydrate (or possibly oxide) so produced would then l)e deprived of its

oxygen by reducing gases (hydrogen, hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide) existing in the

flame. A somewhat similar explanation would have to be applied t the flames of

hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and cyanogen, though, in the case of the last two gases,

the steps of the processes are still more hypothetical.

It is a noteworthy fact that the coloration of flames by alkali salts extends up to,

and even beyond, the outer margin of the visible region of combustion, where the

flame gases are usually considered to be fully oxidised and where free atmospheric

oxygen exists. In such parts of a flame metals, much less oxidisable than the alkali

metals, are rapidly oxidised when in the massive state. A copper vf.re, for example,

becomes incrusted with oxide in a region where yellow 'light is abundantly emitted

from a salted flame. A superoxygenated oxy-hydrogen flame is also coloured

yellow by salt.

In discussing these facts* one of us was led to consider whether an alternative

explanation might not be sought from some conclusions, derived by Professor

AIMMIKNIUS, from a study of the electrical conductivity of salt vapours in flames.t

Philosophic! Magazine
'

(V.), vol. 37, 245, 1894.

t 'Wii-d. Ann.,' v.l. !_'. IS, 1891.

VOL. CXOIir. A, N 9.0.99
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From the analogy stated to exist between dilute solutions of solids and matter in the

gaseous state, and from his own theory that in dilute solutions electrolytes are in

greater or less degree dissociated into their ions, ARRHENIUS was led to suppose tli.it

the vapour of electrolytes distributed in small concentration throughout a gaS would

likewise be electrolytically dissociated. He considers his e.xponmi>nt;il results to

harmonise with this view. He supposes that when an alkali salt is introduced into

a coal-gas flame the large excess of water vapour present converts the salt into a

hydroxide, in accordance with the following equation :

M'X' + H,0 = M'OH + HX'.

The hydroxide is then supposed to dissociate to a certain extent into its ions.

Now, according to the electrolytic theory of solution, a free ion may, in virtue of

its electric charge, 1)6 characterised by properties totally different from those pertaining

to the ordinary chemical atom. Thus, in a dilute solution of sodium chloride, sodium

ions may persist in presence of water. If we accept the results and views of

AURHENIUS, we might suppose that in a flame coloured by an alkali salt, the metal is

liberated as an ion, and as such may persist in a strongly oxidising medium of flame

gases. Such an explanation would avoid the difficulties attending the more usually

adopted views.

Another consideration appeared to favour the hypothesis suggested to us by the

results of ARRHENIUS. According to him the conductivity of a salt vapour is propor-
tional to the square root of its concentration in the flame. Now GOUY has shown

('
Ann. Chim. Phys.,' 18, 5, 1879), that the luminosity of a flame coloured by an

alkali salt is also within certain limits nearly proportional to the square root of its

concentration in the flame.

The parallelism of these numerical relationships would obviously find a simple

explanation in the event of the luminosity and electrical conductivity being both

dependent on the presence of free ions.

The importance of these deductions as affecting spectrum analysis decided us to

undertake an experimental investigation of the subject, and we were the more

inclined to this from the belief that we had at hand an apparatus capable of giving
accurate results. Besides this, a close examination of the results of ARKHENIUS
revealed some apparent discrepancies that detract from the weight of his conclusions.*

The apparatus that we designed to employ was that used in other investigations
of flame (SMITHELLS,

'

Phil. Mag.' (V.), 39, 123 (1895)). This apparatus permits of

the wide separation of the two cones that constitute the non-luminous flame of a

Bunsen burner, and it was thought that the interconal space which, in the apparatus,
is quite shielded from draughts, would afford a particularly favourable means of

*r
* In his paper (loe. rit.) on p. 33, ARRHENIUS, dealing with the relation of conductivity to electromotive

force, gives a set of galvanometer readings for an electromotive force of -2 Daniell. Later in the paper,
on p. 36, when dealing with the relation of electromotive force to concentration, another set of readings,
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obtaining constant conditions during the e\|-i-imcnts. In other reHj>ects it was

proposed to use arrangeinents siiniliir t.- those of A 1:1:111. MI s.

Pi-eliininary experiments with the apparatus showed ;it once that numerous pre-

cautions were necessary to secure constant results, and it wax only utter manv months

of trial and the accumulation and rejection of series of measurements that the

apparatus was finally brought into a reliable working condition.

The experiments have been confined to salts of the alkali mutuls. The relati\e

conductivities of flames into which the salts were projected were determined and the

experiments were designed to show :

I. The relation between conductivity and electromotive force.

II. The relation Ixstween the conductivity and the amount of salt present.

III. The relation between the conductivities of equivalent ({uantities of various

salts of the same metal.

IV. The comparative conductivity of equivalent quantities of the salts of

different metals.

V. The behaviour of the same salts in different flames.

From these results, conclusions are drawn respecting the primary object of tin-

investigation, which was to discover whether the coloration of ilames, and their

electrical conductivity when containing vaporised salts, are due to a common cause.

Description of Apparatus and Method of Working.

The apparatus employed in this investigation consisted essentially of an arrange-

ment for producing a Bunsen flame with separated cones, into which salt solutions

could be introduced as a fine spray along with the mixed coal-gas and air. A

also for an electromotive force of '2 Duniell, is given. The following are extnicU from the two sets of

readings :
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of electrodes was placed between the cones, and the electric currents between them

measured under various E.M.F.8.

It was found that any unsteadiness of the flame produced considerable and

irregular deflections of the galvanometer which prevented the current from being

measured in a satisfactory manner. The steadiness of the flame could be judged

readily by observing the lower cone, which, in consequence of the large amount of air

mixed with the gas (about 5 vols. air to 1 of coal-gas) in order to produce separation

of the cones, was very sharply defined. This cone in our earlier experiments could 1 e

seen to oscillate up and down and from side to side.

With a view to reducing this oscillation to a minimum, so as to obtain a steady

galvanometer deflection, care was taken to regulate the quantity and pressure of the

gas and air supplies with as much nicety as possible. This greatly diminished the

oscillations, and a further great improvement was effected by admitting the gas close

to the nozzle of the sprayer, so as to produce a more perfect admixture.

With the arrangements finally adopted, it was found that the values obtained for

any particular solution remained approximately constant during the whole period

covered by our experiments.

The air was supplied under high pressure by means of a Westiughouse air-pump,

the amount of air used being but a small fraction of what the pump could supply.

The air was filtered through a long cotton-wool plug, P (fig. 1), and a first adjustment
of the supply was afforded by a tap close to a small mercury manometer, M. The

excess of air thus diverted blew off through a tube dipping 160 centims. below the

surface of water contained in the cylinder, C. The air to be used was next passed
into an iron drum, D, of 500 litres capacity, in order to damp down any pulsations of

pressure.

The coal-gas was regulated by admission into a large gas holder, G, whence it

passed through a micrometer screw tap, S, to the flame tube.

The adjustment of the sprayer is a matter of great importance, as the constancy of

its action determines mainly the accuracy of the experiments. To obtain constant

action it is necessary to work the sprayer with a much greater air supply than is just
sufficient to actuate it, otherwise small variations in the pressure produce considerable

changes in the amount of spray produced. Besides this, a strong air supply, producing
a large amount of spray, permits the use of more dilute solutions than would other-

wise be necessary. The difficulty of obtaining reliable results increases rapidly as the

concentration of the solutions is increased.

The arrangement of the sprayer finally adopted is shown in
fig. 2. The outer tube,

0, was blown like a test-tube, with a hole 2 millims. in diameter. The inner tube, I,

which was made narrow, so as to leave as much free space as possible, was joined to a

wider tube, and, after exact adjustment, this was cemented to the outer tube. The

sprayer was fitted into a large paraffined cork, C, which closed the end of the tubulated
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glass cylinder, and in this most of the coarse spray was deposited, running taick into

the reservoir of solution.

The solution in the reservoir, R, was always adjusted to a constant level, which \\;is

about 1 centiin. below the nozzle of the sprayer.

The air supply from the iron drum, D (fig. 1), was passed through a flask, F, half

Fig. 3.

01

if,

S

full of water, which, being gently warmed, served to saturate the air with moisture.

Any excess of moisture was condensed in the long tube and in two empty bottles, B.
A water m.-uiometer, W, was connected to a branch between these bottles, and the
air supply regulated so that this indicated 118'5 centims., the variations not exceeding
1 or 2 millims.

The gas pressure was measured by a multiplying differential manometer, L, contain-
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ing two immiscible liquids of nearly equal specific gravity. A pressure of 1 centiin. of

water corresixmded to a motion of 10 centims. in tin- surface of separation. The

pressure actually employed produced u nnti>n of the surface of separation of

18'G5 centims. A constriction \\as ni.ul.- in tin- gas supply tul>e just In-fore it joined

tin- air, so that the pressure should !* great enough to IK; mc;isuivd with accuracy.

The variation in the gas pressure during the ex]>erimeiits did not exceed "25 per cent.

It was found advisable to pass the mixture of gas, air, and spray through a

considerable length of apparatus, in order to allow only very fine sprav t-> get to the

flame, and to allow time for the thorough mixing of gas and air, on which the steadi-

ness of the flame so greatly depends. The arrangement of this part of the apparatus
is obvious from fig. 1.

The cone-separating apparatus and electrodes are shown in
tig. :\. The gaseous

mixture and spray pass up through the central tube, I, marie of thin brass. On this

tiilie the upper part of the apparatus could l>e slid up or down, so as to bring the

electrodes to any desired height above the mouth of the tube. The hard wood block,

B, was provided with three screws for centring the tul. A wider brass tul>o, O, was

fixed into the block, and was provided at the lower end with a cork, through which

the inner tul>e could slide.

A large cork, 0, was cemented on to the wooden block in order to keep the glass

cylinder, G, in jxwition. The lower edge of the cylinder fitted into a groove in the

block and was trapped with mercury.

A mica plate, M, kept in position by brass clips and pierced in the centre by a hole

2'2 centims. in diameter, was placed on the top of the glass cylinder. The electrodes

were supported l>y two rigid porcelain tilings, P, fixed into the wood block by a

packing of fusible metal. The electrodes consisted of two concentric cylinders of

platinum iridium alloy. The outside cylinder, E, was supported by a wire of the

same material, '5 millim. in diameter, thickened after a distance of T5 centims. to

2 millims.. and l>ent at right angles so that it reached for 3 centims. down the

porcelain tul)e, where it was joined to a platinum wire. By means of a cross-piece

fitting into a V-shaped groove at the top of the porcelain tube, this attachment of the

elertrode was kept in a fixed position. The inner electrode cylinder, I), was supported
in a similar way. The lower end of this cylinder was provided with conical cap so

as to avoid the formation of eddies in the gas stream.

The dimensions of the electrodes were

Height of cylinders 1 '575 centims.

Inside diameter of outer cylinder '875 centiin.

Outside diameter of inner cylinder .... '450

The electrodes were set up so as to be concentric and co-axial with the flame, so

that a symmetrical region it' flame gases was included.

In our preliminary experiments \s.- tried eleetn-des consisting of platinum foil
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suspended by stretched platinum wires, according to the plan of ARRHENIUS. We
found them unsatisfactory owing to the slackening of the wires after heating. We
also tried thicker platinum plates attached to thin platinum rods and supported by

porcelain tubes. We l)elieve, ho\\cver, that our final arrangement was preferable in

point of rigidity and in including a symmetrical zone of gases for measurement.

A vertical millimetre scale, H (fig. 1), fixed behind the glass cylinder, enabled the

height of the electrodes and of the inner cone of flame, K, to be read by means of a

cathetometer telescope.

The source of electricity used by us consisted usually of three accumulators. A
German silver wire, 1'5 millims. in diameter and 20 metres long, carefully calibrated,

was stretched four times along a bench over a millimetre scale, E. By making
contact with two heavy three-legged contact-pieces at two points, any E.M.F. up to

57 volts could be taken off this wire.

The current in the circuit through the flame was measured by a Kelvin astatic

reflecting galvanometer, K, of 5600 ohms resistance, provided with a shunt box, X.

In every case in taking a reading the current through the galvanometer was reversed

and the mean deflection taken. The sensibility of the galvanometer, as we used it,

was about 2*85 X 10~9

ampere for one scale division. All connecting wires were

supported on glass rods fixed in paraffin blocks.

The E.M.F. given by the stretched wire was compared on all occasions with that

given by a standard Clark element, and the sensibility of the galvanometer was

repeatedly determined.

In some earlier experiments higher E.M.F.s were obtained by means of Leclanche

cells up to thirty in number.

In the following pages the measurement of current strength is always given, except
where otherwise specified, in terms of 10~7

ampere unit.

Method of making an Experiment.

In beginning an experiment the tubulated cylinder, T (fig. 1), was removed, and,

together with the sprayer, washed well with distilled water and dried by a current

of air.

The cylinder was then replaced and the reservoir, E, filled with the solution to be

investigated.

Any salt which in a previous experiment had deposited on the flame tube was

removed, and the cylinder, G (fig. 2), and mica plate washed and dried. The gas was
then turned on and, after an interval, lighted above the mica plate. Air was next

supplied until the sprayer came into action, when the level in the reservoir, R, was

adjusted. When the flame had become non-luminous the mica plate was removed, so

that the whole flame descended and burnt at the mouth of the flame tube. As soon
as' the air had reached the right pressure the mica plate was replaced, whereupon the
outer cone, U (fig. 3), of the Bunsen flame rose and burned above the mica.
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Wlieii di.stilled water is sprayed the two cones of flame are blue in colour ; the

inner one is extremely tliin and bright. The cones are free from the reddish tints

(due to dust) seen in an ordinary Bunsen burner. The interconal space (dotted in

fig. 3) emits no light.

When a salt solution is sprayed the characteristic radiation appears at the surface

of the inner cone and extends over the dotted region shown in
fig. 3, forming an

approximately cylindrical column 3 centims. in diameter, in which the electrodes

are symmetrically immersed. The electrodes become bright red, the inner one lieing

rather brighter than the outer one is on the outside.

After about ten minutes spraying the measurements were commenced. The

highest E.M.F. was usually applied first and lower ones substituted successively.

At the end of a series the earlier observations were repeated.

The current was measured, and then reversed and measured again, and as the

current was also taken in both directions through the galvanometer, four readings

were obtained, and of these the average was taken.

During an experiment one observer watched the manometers on the air and gas

supply, whilst the other took the galvanometer readings.

In working with strong solutions great care is necessary to keep the air in the

right hygrometric state. If it is not moist enough, salt crystals dejxwit on the no/./.le

of the sprayer and impede the air supply ; whilst if it is too moist, drops of water

are deposited, with the same effect.

In our earlier experiments with sprayers, in which the outer tube was conical at

the end, much trouble came from these sources ; the trouble was much less with tin-

form of sprayer described al>ove.

To gauge the constancy of the apparatus we employed a i
l
a normal solution of

jx.tassium bromide. The following readings for an E.M.F. of 5'6 volts, taken at

intervals during three months, will give an idea of degree of constancy attained :

21-1, 21-3, 207, 21-8, 21'6, 22'9, 22'1, 217: Mean 2T4.

Other solutions were used, from time to time, as a control. When abnormal

values were obtained, an examination of the apparatus always disclosed some slight

remediable defect.

Cowhictivity of the Free Flame.

To obtain the true conducting power of a vaporised salt it is necessary, in every
case, to make a correction in order t-> eliminate that portion of the observed con-

ductivity which is due to the flame gases. For this purpose we made, in the first

instance, a series of observations on the conductivity of the flame, with the addition

only of the spray of distilled water.

In making these experiments, it was found necessary to change the distilled water

at frequent intervals, otherwise the apparent conductivity steadily increased owing, it

\"i. vein. A. o
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would appear, to solution of the glass. The quantity dissolved is, of course, small,

but still quite sufficient to make itself felt. The conductivity of the flame gas. s

alone, is, it must be remembered, extremely small in comparison with that of a flame

containing the spray of -rdoV normal solution of a potassium salt.*

The following table gives the conductivity of the flame gases with distilled water

spray for several electromotive forces :

E.M.F. in volts . . 5'66 2'52 1-09 '803 '521 '230.

Current .... '547 '313 '226 '177 '118 "056.

These results are plotted in Curve V, p. 110, the ordinates being multiplied by 10.

The above values were checked from time to time during our work. The agree-

ment was always well within the limits of accuracy required, and consequently we

have used these values in all cases to represent the conductivity of the free flame,

subtracting them from the gross readings given by salt solutions to obtain the

conductivity of the salt vapour itself.

AKRHENIUS, in his experiments on this subject, noticed an increased conductivity

of the free flame immediately after a salt solution had been sprayed. He attributed

it to a deposition of salt on the electrodes, the deposit remaining on the electrodes for

some time after the spray of salt solution had been stopped. The effect in question

was not important in the case of salts of the alkali metals on account of their ready

volatility.

In our experiments we noticed this effect, but we believe that in our apparatus with

the salts used by us it was fully accounted for by the fact that after the spray of salt

had been replaced by one of water, salt spray lingered for some time in the apparatus
between the sprayer and the flame tube. We noticed that the flame remained coloured

below the electrodes, and that as the colour faded the galvanometer deflection fell

steadily to the normal value. We have therefore used the normal value as the true

correction. Even if our explanation of the higher value, found immediately after

stopping the salt spray, is incomplete, the arbitrariness in our case of taking any other

value than the normal one as the correction, would forbid us attempting further

refinement, where, as a matter of fact, the difference involved could not seriously

affect our final results.

Unipolar Conduction.

It has long been known that unipolar conduction is shown to a marked extent in

the case of flame gases, that is to say the current passes from one electrode to the

other more easily in one direction than in the reverse direction. The following table

*SCHAU,ER has shown ('Zeit. Phys. Cliem.,' 25, 497, 1898) that pure water acts so rapidly on glass
vessels as to forbid their use in conductivity experiments, but that with salt solutions, even of very small

concentration, the solvent action is not sufficient to introduce sensible error.
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in the flame. A -fa normal solution of'KCl was used in these experiments :

E.M.F. in volte.
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We do not propose to enter into a discussion of the cause of this unipolar conduc-

tion, which has already been the subject of frequent, but not very fruitful, research.

If it be due to the assymmetry of the electrode system, either in regard to their size

or position in the flame, and if it be connected with the well-known influence of ultra-

violet light or of a high temperature in facilitating the discharge of negative elec-

tricity, the circumstances of our experiments offer no obstacle to such an explanation.

But they do not throw any fresh light on the phenomenon, and it is outside the

scope of our enquiries to discuss it.

Concentration of Salt Vapour in the Flame.

To obtain an estimate of the quantity of salt vapour entering the flame in our

experiments, we adopted the method used by ARRHENIUS.

The cone separating apparatus was removed, and the flame obtained at the orifice

of the tube I (fig. 3). A bead of sodium sulphate was held in the flame for a

measured interval of time, during which the light intensity was compared photo-

metrically with that of a standard candle. The loss in weight of the" bead was

determined. By spraying a sodium sulphate solution of suitable strength in our

apparatus, a flame of light intensity equal to that containing the bead was obtained.

The following numbers give the results. They afford, at the same time, a confir-

mation of the statement of GOUY, that above a certain limit the light intensity of a

flan le coloured by the vapour of an alkali salt varies approximately as the square root

of the amount of salt introduced.

Experiment 1. Loss of weight of bead per minute, '00161 gram. Intensity of

light, 1-56.

Experiment 2. Loss of weight of bead per minute, '00325 gram. Intensity of

light, 2'00.

Experiment 3. Solution sprayed ^ normal sodium sulphate. Intensity of

light, 1-53.

Experiment 4. Solution sprayed | normal sodium sulphate. Intensity of

light, '95.

From Experiments 1 and 2 we have

Ratio of light intensities 1-3

Square root of ratio of concentrations 1 '4

From Experiments 3 and

I lutio (.flight intensities . . .

Square root of ratio of concentrations

1-6

1-6

Tin- amount of salt supplied to the flame per minute by the half normal sodium

sulphate solution may therefore be taken as "0016 gram, and as a rough approxima-
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lion we may conclude that the number of gram molecules supplitnl to tin- flamr |T
minute is*

X 2 = 4-5 X 10-.

It is important to note that we were able to investigate the conductivity of salt

vapours at much greater concentrations in the flume than was done hy AKUIKMI -

and. as will appear in what follows, the results at high concentrations are very

different from those obtained at the lower ones.

Curve II.
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\ ,ijon of current with concentration of .-olution. K.M.F.. _".' 7 volt.

* This estimate, which has no pretensions to exactness, was made chiefly in order to inform us how our

experiments compared with those of AKKIIKMI s in respect to the concentration of *dt in the flame. In

his experiments a normal solution sent into the flame '26 x 10"* gram molecule of salt per minute. In

our apparatus an
,'

normal solution would yield this amount of salt. Wo confirmed this result hy com-

"t the conductivity immltcrs for salt solutions.
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H'lntion of Conductivity to Concentration of Solution and to the Nature of'the

Experiments with solutions of the various salts iu different concentrations show

that the relation between conductivity and concentration of salt vapour in the flame

is not of a very simple nature.

Marked differences of conductivity are shown by salts according to their electro-

positive constituent, and under certain conditions, also, according to their electro-

negative constituent.

Curve III.
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Curves II, III, and IV show clearly the variation of conducting power with con-

centration, the ordinates and abscissae being respectively current strength and
concentration.
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Curve IV.
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Variation of current with concentration of solution. E.M.F., 6-60 volti.

In the following table the experimental numbers are given for three different

electromotive forces. In all cases the numbers have been corrected for the conducting

power of the free flame.
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\l.

Concentration of

solution.
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Concentration of solution.
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Concentration of

solution.
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No minimum is observable in the case of the sodium or lithium salts, nor in th.-

case of the chlorides of oa-sium. rubidium, and potassium, and (lit- bromide of potas-
sium. It is prolmbk-, howrvi-r. that in the case of these salts a minimum value of the

molecular conductivity would U- found, if higher concentrations could be investigated,
for this is distinctly oliservahle in the case of potassium iodide. It will also be seen

that with the oxysalts of potassium the minimum is only attained at higher concentra-

tions than in the case of the oxysalts of rubidium and ciesium.

The intermediate character of iodide of potassium is once more evident, for the

minimum value of the molecular conductivity is about 6, whilst that for the bromide

and chloride must be considerably less, and that for the oxysalts is 11.

In the case of the haloid salts the variation of conducting power with concentration

may be approximately expressed by the equation

C = k </q,

when c is conductivity, q the concentration, and k a constant.

This is shown for NaCl and KC1 in the following tables :

KC1. NaCl.
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sodium salts, experiments at great dilutions were not attempted with them. The

1,'ivatest dilution at which all salts were examined was -fa normal, and, although at

this concentration the various salts of each metal do not conduct equally well. \\c

may take the chloride as representing the haloid salts and the nitrate as representing

the oxysalts. The following tahle gives the comparison :
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Height of lower edge ...

of electrodes above
j

Position of thernio-coii|>li>. '"'J
>

.lu<ti\ity.

tip of inner cone.

(1)
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the electrodes, which varied from -01 volt to 45 volts. The results show that with

Mnall electromotive forces up to "2 volt, Ohm's law is accurately obeyed. With

greater electromotive forces the law is not obeyed, and the deviations increase with

increasing electromotive force. The results are plotted on the Curves V to IX,

Curve V.

HO,

i. 9

Variation of current with E.M.F.

Votes 6

Curve VI.

16 SO * 20

Variation of current with E.M.F.
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Curve IX.

//

Variation of current with E.M.F.

The following two tables sufficiently indicate the degree to which Ohm's law is

obeyed by vaporised salts :

E.M.F.
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Our results are in harmony with those of ARRHENIUS in so far as they show that

Ohm's law is only valid at low electromotive forces in the case of vaporised salts.

To express the general relationship between current strength and electromotive

force, ARRHENIUS gives the equation C = A/"(E), where C = current strength,

E = electromotive force, and A = a constant dependent on the solution sprayed. He
found that for any electromotive force (E), /(E) was the same for solutions of

different salts and of different concentrations.

The validity of this equation is also confirmed by our olwervations up to a certain

point, but with more concentrated solutions marked divergence is apparent. This

will be evident from the following table.

The T^J normal solutions of potassium salts which we investigated all gave

approximately the same current for any one electromotive force. We have, there-

fore, used these to calculate some values of/(E). Taking /(E) = 1 when E= 5

volts, we get from the numbers for 7^5 normal KC1 and Tig normal K,CO, solutions

the following values :

E.
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an equation capable of expressing the relationship in question in a remarkahly

complete way. In a paper published by Professor THOMSON and Mr. RUTHERFORD in

the 'Phil. Mag.' ((V.) vol. 42, p. 392 (1896)), an account is given of the passage of

electricity through gases exposed to Rontgen rays. According to the authors, the

current through a gas exposed to Rontgen radiation between two parallel plates

increases more and more slowly as the potential difference between the plates is

increased, until finally a maximum current is obtained which remains constant under

all further increase of potential difference. The electromotive force corresponding to

the attainment of this state is called a saturating E.M.F. Assuming that the

conductivity of Rontgenised gas is due to the presence of free ions, and that the

rate of disappearance of these ions by recombination to form neutral molecules is

proportional to the square of the concentration of the ions, THOMSON and RUTHERFORD

iP

give the following formula, I i = A , where I is the maximum current for a

saturating E.M.F., i is the current strength for any electromotive force E, and A a

constant.

Rontgenised gases and the gases of a flame exhibit a noteworthy similarity in their

behaviour. Thus both rapidly lose their power of conducting electricity when they

pass from the source where they have acquired this power. Both also lose their

conductivity when passed between a pair of electrodes maintained at different potentials.

(GiESE,
' Wied. Ann.,' vol. 17, p. 517, 1882.) That the conductivity in both cases may

be due to ions has been suggested by previous investigators.

A glance at the curves in which THOMSON and RUTHERFORD plot the relation

between current strength and electromotive force, will show that there is a general

resemblance to the Curves I to V, by which our own results are plotted. The current

through the flame, however, continues to increase even when a large E.M.F. is applied,

whilst that through a Rontgenised gas reaches an almost constant value. *

For potentials above one volt our curves are almost rectilinear, so that the relation-

ship between current and E.M.F. may, for E.M.F.s above 1 volt, be expressed by the

equation
c = I + *,E . . . .

'

(1)

that is to say, the current strength may be represented as composed of two parts, one

being a constant quantity and the other a quantity proportional to the E.M.F. This

equation, however, does not give us the value of the current for small E.M.F.s.

If we represent the relation between the current and E.M.F. at all E.M.F.s by the

equation
c = i + &JE,

then t is a variable which at high E.M.F. attains a constant value I exactly as the

current through a Rontgenised gas attains a constant value.

From the analogy of the flame conductivity to that of Rontgenised gases, we
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assume that the equation used by THOMSON and RUTHERFORD to represent the rela-

tion between the current and the E.M.F. in their experiments should also represent

the relation between and the E.M.K. in our experiment!,

Accordingly, then, the equations

c = + *,E . (2)

(3)

should represent the value of the current strength at all E.M.F.8 in our experiments.

In the case of Rontgenised gases &, = 0, or is very small, so that c = t.

In the following tables the observed currents for various salts are compared with

those calculated by means of equations (2) and (3), and curves calculated by means

of these equations, using in each case the values given below for /,. k, and I, are

dotted in the curve diagrams V, VII, and VIII. The points marked near them show

the experimentally determined currents.

KC1 f K'CO" I - 4-50 x 10-'.

*,
- -278 x 10-'.

k,
= -020 x 10*'.

E.M.F.
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[- KOH.
5

I = 16-9 x 10-'.

/t,
= 2-10 x 10-'.

k,
= -HI x 10+ '.

E.M.F.
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The agreement of the calculated and observed values in the above tables shows

that the relation between the current and E.M.F. in our experiments can be repre-

sented with considerable accuracy by the formula in question.

In order to show that t gradually attains a maximum value in our experiments as

the E.M.F. is increased, the calculated values oft are inserted in a separate column of

the foregoing tables.

In the case of yj^ normal KC1, y^j normal K2CO,, t\> normal KjSO4 , and NaCl,

it will be seen that i has almost reached its maximum value, that is, it has become

nearly equal to I at an E.M.F. of 5 volts.

In the case of \ KBr, this is the case at 6 volts, whilst in the case of KOH the

maximum value is not quite reached at 6 volts.

The values of i are plotted in Curves X and XI. As was to be expected, the fnrm

of these curves is perfectly similar to those given by THOMSON and RUTHERFORD.

Curve X.

40

to

10

10

jKOr

VoUa 6

Variation of t with E.M.F.
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Curve XI.

34
Variation of i with E.M.F.

VoUas

We will conclude this section by showing what relation must hold between the

constants I, kh and k?, in order that the equation used by ARRHENIUS (see ante, p. 113),

C = A/(E), where/(E) has the same value for all solutions, may hold good.
t*

Solving I i = kt for i, we get

E

Now C = i + *<E.

Substituting the above value for i, we have

E* 41

2Ti
+ V

c =
-

V/4IA, + Es

>]

-TF!*'
^ti

fc, (E - + P) 1

2K-S

jfc-~From this it follows that if Ik* and -~ have the same values for all solutions, then

/(E) in the equation of ARRHENIUS, C = A/(E), will be of the same form for all

solutions.

According to THOMSON and RUTHERFORD (loc. cit.),
k.f should be a constant for any

one substance, whatever the concentration.
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k
The following table contains some values of the quantities I, & k,

t y, and K-, for

various solutions :

Solution.*
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Caesium Salts

Rubidium

Potassium

Sodium

Lithium

OOGG

0091

0144

0300

08

When I is below 5 X 10' 7

, then Ik, has nearly the same value for all solutions,

viz., lkt = '09.

It thus appears that both -+ and Ik2 are nearly of the same value for all solutions,

provided I is less than 5 X 10~ 7

,
so that for dilute solutions ARRHENIUS'S equation

C = A/(E) holds good. When, however, I is greater than this, L, Incomes constant,

so that Kj increases proportionally to I, and/(E) changes in form.

This increase in Ik., corresponds to a decrease in the slope of the beginning of the

curves, so that as the concentration of the solution is increased, the curves bend over

more and more gradually towards the axis of E.M.F.

In Curve XII the variation of L, with the atomic weight of the metal is shown.

The points fall nearly on the curve, M^ =7 (M = Atomic Weight) which is

drawn.

Curve XII.
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It has already been shown that the free flame has a measurable though small

conductivity, and, for the sake of oompariaoa, the numbera obtained on p. 98 are

appended to those obtained by spraying half normal solutions of HC1 and H;.SO4 .

K.M.F.

5-60

227

Distilled water.

64

N
iici.

1-46

396 105

The conductivity of the acids is thus very small in OOmpariaoD with that of the

alkali salts.*

We also investigated the conductivity of ammonium chloride, and found it to be

almost the same as that of an equivalent solution of hydrochloric acid. This is readily

explained by the dissociation of the salt into HC1 and NH, at the temperature of the

experiment.

The following values, corrected for the conductivity of the free flame, were

obtained :
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hydrochloric acid along with combustible carlx>n, and the first action in the flame may
be expressed by the equation :

CHC13 + H,O = CO + 3HC1.

Experiments were made with flames containing chloroform vapour together with

salt spray, in order to discover if any relation existed between the conditions requisite

for coloration and those which determine conductivity.

In order to introduce the chloroform at any moment into the flame without disturb-

ance of the experimental conditions, the apparatus was so arranged that by means of

a three-way tap the gas supply could be passed through one or other of two similar

U -tubes placed "in parallel," one containing a little water and the other an equal

volume of chloroform. The flame remained steady when the change was made from

one course to the other, and by use of a thermo-couple we found that the temperature
in the neighbourhood of the electrodes likewise was not sensibly affected.

The following table gives a.comparison of the conductivity of the flame containing
lithium salts in the coloured and colourless states :
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As the lithium salts have but a small conductivity in the flame, it was thought

possible that tin- ,i It.- ration of conductivity alx>vc tabulated might depend on the l.-n^c

excess of hydrochloric acid in the flame. The experiments were therefore extended

to the salts of caesium and potassium, which have so high a conductivity as to preclude
tin- jK>ssibility just suggested.

In the following table the results are given in scale deflections :

K.M.F. in volts . . .
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differences of conductivity should be observable when salts in suitably concentrated

solution were sprayed in the flames of coal-gas and cyanogen. For this purpose

j'jj
normal solutions of potassium salts were employed. In a coal-gas flame solutions

of this concentration conduct equally well, but in a Cyanogen flame, where no water is

produced by combustion, such solutions should act like the more concentrated solutions

in a coal-gas flame, that is to say, their individual conductivities should become

apparent.

In carrying out the experiments the limited amount of cyanogen available* at one

time necessitated some alterations in the apparatus. The vessels for the collection of

coarse spray were removed, and the flame tube connected directly to the tubulated

cylinder, into which the sprayer projected. The flame was not separated into its two

cones, and just enough air used to keep the sprayer steadily in action. The amount

of salt entering the flame was not greatly different from what it was with the

apparatus in its ordinary form.

The following results were obtained with an E.M.F. of 5 '5 5 volts :

Experiment No. 1.
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<TO
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KNO, icu,

. 171.

The conductivities of the four salts art- almost equal at the concentration used ; the

two haloid salts have somewhat less values than the two oxysalts.

It appears, therefore, that the smaller quantity of water in the cyanogen flame has

not had a marked effect in bringing out the individual conductivities of the salta It

would, however, be unsafe to draw any positive conclusion as to the cause of con-

ductivity from these experiments. We were deterred from prosecuting the enquiry
further, because of the non-comparable character of the two flames in resj>ect of

temperature, a factor which has so great an influence on conductivity.
It will be noticed that the conductivity of salts in a cyanogen flame is about

ten times that which they have in a coal-gas flame. The cyanogen flame without salt

also conducted about ten times as well as the coal-gas flame without salt. We found

that a cyanogen flame, into which a bead of salt was introduced by means of a platinum

wire, showed a very high degree of conductivity. This was largely due to the very

rapid rate at which the bead was vaporised ; it shows at the same time that high

conductivity may occur in the absence of hydroxides.

Consideration of ftesidts.

We have not given, and do not think it necessary to give, an account of all previous

investigations on the electrical conductivity of flame gases.* In recent times the

conductivity of salt vapours has been investigated by WIEDEMANN and EBERT

('
Wied. Ann.,' 35, 209, 1888), J. J. THOMSON

('
Phil. Mag.,' (V), 29, 356 and 441), and

by ARRHENIUS (loc. cit.), with a view to determining its character, whether electro-

lytic or otherwise. WIEDEMANN and EBERT, working with high electromotive force

and comparatively cool electrodes, came to the conclusion that the discharge through

flames was of a disruptive character, and facilitated in different degrees by the vapours

of different salts. THOMSON, using a highly heated porcelain tube, provided with

platinum electrodes, considered his results to indicate an electrolytic conduction. The

conclusions of ARRHENIUS, as has already been stated, are entirely in favour of the

view that the conduction of salt vapours is electrolytic in character.

Our own results do not seem to admit of any other explanation than that the

conduction of salt vapours is electrolytic in character. At the same time the features

presented by the conduction in the case of salt vapours do not correspond in every

particular to those of the conduction of salts when dissolved in liquid solvents. In

* A good summary is given by HEMITINNE ('
Zeitschf. f. Phys. Chem.,' 12, 244, 1893).
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the case of salt vapours, the high temperatures at which alone the conductivity can

be examined, the correspondingly greater mobility of the molecules or ions, as well as

the enormous reduction in the density and viscosity of the medium, and in the

concentration of the salt, give ample ground for expecting characteristics in the

phenomena of conduction very different from those which occur with liquid electro-

lytes at ordinary temperatures, although in both cases the conduction may be of a

truly electrolytic character.

To take first of all the relation between current strength and electromotive force,

we have in the case of liquid electrolytes, provided polarisation of the electrodes is

avoided, a strict applicability of Ohm's law. In the case of salt vapours this law

only applies for low electromotive forces. This was found both by AKRHENIUS and

ourselves. ABRHENIUS, from theoretical considerations, believes that Ohm's law

should hold also for higher electromotive forces, and he concludes that the divergence

from it must be regarded as only apparent. This, however, leaves the divergence

entirely unexplained.

For an expression capable of representing the relationship between current strength

and electromotive force we were led, as already stated, to a formula derived by

Professor J. J. THOMSON and Mr. RUTHERFOBD from their study of the conductivity

of gases subjected to Rontgen rays. In a gas exposed to Rontgen rays a steady

supply of ions is supposed to be generated and the resulting concentration of ions is

then determined by the fact that the rate at which they combine is proportional to

the square of the number present, assuming equal numbers of positive and negative

ions to be distributed throughout the gas. In a flame containing salt vapour it may
be supposed that a steady supply of ionising salt is carried up between the electrodes,

so that the conditions would be, to this extent, analogous in the two cases.

In applying the formula to our results we have had to recognise a feature dis-

tinguishing the behaviour of salt vapours from that of Rontgenised gases, namely, the

fact that the current strength continues to rise slowly even at high E.M.F.s. The

explanation of this difference does not seem to be difficult.* It would be accounted

for by the increased electrostatic field either bringing in ions from the neighbourhood

of the electrodes or increasing the rate of ionisation between them.

We have now to consider our results in reference to the question of the state in

which the salts exist in the flame, and give rise to the conductivity. It could hardly

be expected, prima facie, that the salts would all be vaporised without change, for

even those among them that are most stable under ordinary conditions are likely to

undergo some change of composition at the very high temperature reigning in the

flame, and in the presence of various flame gases. The liability to change is indeed so

great, and, at the same time, the precise character and extent of the change so little

* A kind of convective conduction, proportional to the E.M.F. which ARRHENIUS recognised in his

experiments on alkaline earth metals, cannot here be in question. We have referred to this subject in

another connection on p. 98.
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known from independent evidence, that great caution is necessary before declnrin^ that

the results i>f such experiments as we have undertaken establish any one possible view.

The most important generalisations derivable from our study of the relation between

current strength and concentration of different sets of salts of different metals are

first, that the conductivities differ always according to the metal ; secondly, that

among salts of the same metal differences of conductivities evident at high concen-

trations disappear when the dilution is greater ;
and thirdly, that the conductivity of

haloid salts is different from the conductivity of oxysalts.

We will give the explanation of these general facts, which appears to be most in

conformity with our results, and most compatible with chemical evidence.

The fact that the conductivity of haloid salts at higher concentrations is approxi-

mately proportional to the square root of the concentration is consistent with the

presence of a binary electrolyte, and as we have found that the conductivity of

chlorides is maintained when the presence of a large quantity of chloroform in the

flame forbids us to suppose that the chlorides are chemically altered, we conclude that

the binary electrolyte in question is the haloid salt itself.

Again, the approximately equal conductivity of the oxysalts of any one metal which

approaches that of the hydrates, indicates that in the flame they are changed into the

same electrolysable substance, which we conclude is the hydroxide or oxide.

At the same time, whilst we recognise the haloid salts as being present to a con-

siderable extent undecomposed in the flame, and acting as electrolytes, the fact that

at high dilution the haloid salts and oxysalts alike of any one metal have the same

conducting power, makes it probable that under these circumstances the haloid salts

have also been converted into hydroxides, thus giving a common dissociating body.

The fact that potassium iodide at higher concentrations has a greater conductivity

than potassium chloride, or bromide, is compatible with the greater readiness with

which this salt is acted upon by oxidising agents. Whilst the chloride and bromide

preserve their individuality, the iodide is largely converted into the oxide, which has

a higher conductivity.

Coming lastly to the question whether the luminosity in flames coloured by salt

vapours is connected with their electrical conductivity, we think our observations on

flames containing chloroform give a definite decision in the negative.

The addition of chloroform to a flame produces hydrochloric acid. Now the

conductivity of a flame containing either chloroform or hydrochloric acid, but no

salt, is shown by our experiments (see p. 121) to be extremely small. Since in a

flame containing an alkaline chloride the conductivity depends on the ionisation of

this salt, the increased concentration of the chlorine ions due to the introduction of

chloroform is so small that the degree of ionisation is not materially reduced and the

conductivity therefore is not greatly affected.

The coloration of the flame is, however, entirely destroyed by the addition of

chloroform.
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We can say, therefore, that hydrochloric acid prevents the occurrence in the flame

of the substance on which the emission of light depends, and that this substance is

not merely the metal existing as an ion.

Thus the question which originally impelled us to our experiments is answered.

Since it is answered in the negative, some other explanation of the luminosity of

salt vapours must be sought, and we fall back upon the alternatives which have

already been discussed by one of us on a previous occasion
('

Phil. Mag.,' (V), 37,

245 (1894)).

It seems clear that the coloration of a flame containing vaporised sodium chloride

is dependent upon the presence of the vapour of the metal in the non-ionic state, and

the explanation of this, most conformable to our experiments, is that a very small

proportion of the chloride is first converted into oxide by oxidising gases in the

flame and the oxide then reduced by reducing gases in the flame. The presence of

hydrochloric acid prevents the formation of oxide and hence prevents also the

liberation of the metal. Whether the metal vapour glows solely in consequence of

its high temperature, or because of vibrations imparted to its atoms during chemical

change, is a question which our experiments were not designed to answer.
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INTRODUCTION.

THERE are several interesting results in connection with molecular physics which can

be obtained from the coefficients of diffusion of ions into gases. From determinations

of these coefficients we are enabled to find the number of molecules in a given volume

of a gas, and to compare the charge on an ion in a conducting gas with the charge
on a hydrogen ion in u liquid electrolyte. In the present paper the principles which

are involved in the theory of the interdifrusion of gases are applied to the diffusion

of ions produced in a gas by the action of Rontgen rays.

It will simplify matters if we first consider the general theory of the conductivity

of gases. Professor THOMSON has shown that all the phenomena which are met with

can l)e explained by supposing that the rays produce ions in the gas, the motion of

which, when acted on by an electric force, gives rise to the observed conductivity.

When the gas has been removed from the influence of the rays the conductivity

gradually diminishes, and the disappearance of the ions may be due to three causes,

any of which may predominate.

1. If an electric force is acting, the ions travel through the gas along the lines

of force and are discharged when they reach the boundary.
2. Recombination destroys the conductivity ; the positive and negative ions as

they move about in the gas come into contact and thus neutralise one

another.

3. The ions diffuse and come into contact with the sides of the vessel which

contains the gas. This effect we shall denote as the effect of the sides.

Like the recombination, it takes place when no electric forces are acting,

and it is due to the motion of agitation of the ions.

In order to illustrate in a simple way the principles which are involved in the

experiments which are descril><'<] in the present paper, we will suppose that a gas is

contained in a metal sphere ami that it has been made a conductor by the action of

VOL. rxrm. A. 8 20.9.99
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Rontgen rays. Let us consider what takes place when the gas has been removed

from the action of the rays, disregarding for the present the effect of recombination.

The ions may be considered as constituting a separate gas, the molecules of which

may be either bigger or smaller than the molecules of the gas in which they are

immersed. When an ion comes into contact with the surface of the sphere, it loses

its charge, so that the metal may be regarded as a body which completely absorbs the

ions. The reduction in the conductivity by the diffusion of the ions to the sides is

exactly analogous to the removal of moisture from a gas by bubbling it through

sulphuric acid. The more rapidly the water vapour diffuses through the gas, the

greater will be the number of water molecules which come into contact with the acid

round the bubble. If the quantity of moisture which is removed be found experi-

mentally, the coefficient of diffusion of water vapour into the gas can be deduced.*

It would be impracticable to use this method to find the coefficient of diffusion of ions

into a gas contained in a large vessel, as the loss of conductivity due to recombination

would be large compared with the loss due to the sides.

The method which was employed was to pass a uniform stream of gas through fine

metal tubing, and to allow the rays to fall on the gas immediately before entering the

tubing. The bore of the tubing can be so adjusted that the number of ions which

come into contact with the sides will be large compared with the number which

recombine.

It is convenient to use tubing ot such a length that the conductivity will be

reduced to about one-half its initial value.

In order to obtain the coefficient of diffusion, when the reduction in the conduc-

tivity is known, the following problem presents itself.

If a small quantity of a gas, A, is mixed with another gas, B, and the mixture

passed along a tube, the sides of which completely absorb A, to find what quantity
of A emerges from the tube with B.

It will be immediately seen that if the gases diffuse rapidly into each other, a

large proportion of the molecules of the gas A will come into contact with the

surface of the tube, and will there be absorbed. If on the other hand the rate

of interdiffusion is very small, the molecules of A will travel down the tube in

straight lines parallel to the axis of the tube, and practically none of them will come
into contact with the surface.

The complete solution of the above problem, taking into account the variation

of the velocity at points along a radius of the tube, is given in Section I. The
results of the experiments and the conclusions to which they lead are contained in

Section II.

* JOHN S. TOWN-SEND, 'Phil. Mag.,' June, 1898.
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SECTION I.

M vniKMATH'Ai, INVKSTK. \IIN.

1. In a conducting gas we have two distinct sets of bodies to deal with : the ions,

which are charged, and whose motion under an electromotive force constitutes

conduction, and the uncharged molecules, the number of which is very much greater

than the number of ions [the latter number multiplied by 10 12

gives about the order

of the number of molecules]. The ions, which for the present we will suppose to

consist of an equal number of positively and negatively charged carriers, may be con-

sidered as a distinct gas, A, and the rest of the molecules through which they move

as another gas, B, the two together constituting a conducting gas. When the

carriers come into contact with a metal surface, they either give up their charge to

the metal or remain in contact with the surface, so that the metal behaves like

a perfect absorber of the ions.

In a paper On the Dynamical Theory of Gases,* MAXWELL has given the general

equations of motion of two gases diffusing into each other.

The equations are of the form :

Ot ~r -
dt d*r

where p\ and pt are the densities of the gases ; p l
and p2 their partial pressures ;

HI and 2 their mean velocities in the x direction ; /'A a constant for the two gases

which depends upon the temperature ; and X the force acting on unit mass.

The first and last terms in the above equation may be omitted, as they are small

compared with the other two, but in dealing with a gas which is made up of small

charged bodies a new term must be introduced when electric forces are acting.

Thus the term /a,X arising from the force of gravity/for example, is 981 X fn,n, ;

'where n, is the number of molecules of the first gas per cub. centim. and m, the mass

of each (m l expressed in grammes is of the order 10~M
).

In order to estimate dp t/dx roughly, we will suppose that the gases are contained

in a tube of '15 centim. radius, and that p t
= at the surface. In this case -r-

1 will

be of the order ^ ,
where ', is the value of p t at the centre. Letting , rj,

and
,

*lo

denote the mean velocities of agitation in the directions x, y, and 2, p\ = m\ n\ \ ,

/' ')il 71 f*

and we obtain
'

*- - '

, which is large compared with 981 X wij n',, since f, is
'lo '15

of the order 104
.

The first term m^dui/df is small compared with dpjdx, since the resistance to

the motion is so great ; the acceleration in the cases with which we are concerned

*
J. C. MAXWELL, '

Phil. Trans.,' vol. 157, 1866.

s 2
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'IB less than the acceleration of a body falling under gravity, and consequently is

of a much smaller order than dpjdx.

When each of the n, molecules of the first gas carries an atomic charge (0 X 10~'

electrostatic unit), forces come into play which may be of any order compared with

f
1

. In an electric field having a potential gradient of 1 volt per centini., the fortv
H ''

on n'| ions would l)e 3^7 X 6 X 10~ 10 X n\, which is large compared with the above

, ,/,, rio^v.ivalue of Te 1.^15-J
In general six equations of the form given by MAXWELL are required, but when,

as in the present case, one of the gases is present in very small quantities, the

system of equations reduces to three, and the process of diffusion of the ions miiy be

considered as having no effect on the mean velocities of the gas through which they
diffuse. The second gas, B, has practically no motion in passing along a tube, except

along the axis, which we take as coinciding with the axis of coordinates z. The

notation can therefore be simplified, and in what follows we shall let n be the number

of ions per cub. centim. ; p, their partial pressure ; e, the charge on each ion
; X, Y,

and Z, the electric forces at any point ; u, v, and w, the velocities of the ions ; W,
the velocity of the gas, B, through the tube ; (a) the radius of the tube ;

and K, the

coefficient of diffusion of A into B.

The differential equations giving the motion are :

dp

'^
1 dp-p, - -

~pw=- &

When the steady state is reached, p is constant at any point in the tube with

respect to the time, and the equation of continuity becomes

dp/dz can be omitted from the third equation, as it is small compared with the

other terms, thus, in practice,
- ^ is of the order -

2
L
-, W 100, and K = '03

; so

that dp/dz is only about one ten-thousandth of -= pW.

In the case with which we are dealing, W = - -
(a

2 r2

),
where V is the mean

ft

velocity defined by the condition, ira?Vt = total volume of the gas B, crossing any
section in a time t. Confining the investigation to the case where the numbers of
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positive and negative carriei-s are equal, the forces X, Y, and Z vanish, and the

equation for p becomes :

wliich, expressed in oyHndrioal coordinates, becomes

, dh) dp L'Vr* ,. dp
r ^ + r -<&&-'*)%= ...... (1).

We have to find a solution of this equation which will satisfy the conditions :

p = Pe a constant when 2 = for all values of r, since A is distributed evenly
throughout B on entering the tube.

i = when r = a for all values of z, since A gets absorbed by coming into

contact with the tube.

f K-<l"fc

Letp = $e~
-v

', where $ is a function of r, and & a constant to be determined
afterwards.

Substituting this value of p in Equation (1), we obtain

*2

-r*)< =
(2).

One solution, M, of this equation can be found in the form of a series.

Let

be three consecutive terms in the expansion ofM in powers of r.

Substituting in (2) we find, by equating to zero the coefficient of the (m + 4)"
1

power of r, that

(m + 4)' A,+4 + 0VA, +2
- ^AM = 0.

If AM+4r"'
+4

is the first term in M, (m + 4)
2 must vanish. Hence, the first term

must be a constant, which we will take as unity. Thus

&c........ (3),

\\ here B,, Bj, B3 , &c., are found from the equations

4B, + ffia* = 0,

36B, + 0VB, - ^B, = 0, &c.
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2. If Equation (3) be written in the form

the relation connecting any three consecutive coefficients becomes

from which it is easy to see that the series we have found for M is convergent.

Let 2n be greater than (Fa*, and let /?_, + /3n_ 2
= S. Then

& < |, and A, +1 < |.
Similarly,

S

Proceeding in this way, we see that

&i+2, <
2n (n + 2) (n + 4) . . . (n + 2m)

from which it follows that the series (3) is convergent.

3. The Equation (2) has a second independent solution, N, which can be found by

using the solution
<j>
= M, the complete solution being aM + y8N. It will be seen

from what follows that, when r = 0, N becomes infinite ; so that it must be neglected

when the gas A, as in the present case, extends to the centre of the tube.

Substituting for
(j>

in Equation (2) N = MM, we obtain

HIT 2 i n .2
du , f du

Mr2 + 2r* + rM = 0,dr dr dr dr

or

_i_ fa
_2_
m

i_

du/dr dr*
~

M dr
'

r
''

'

which, on integration, gives rM
2

du/dr = c. Hence

f dr
u = c -TT 1

J

Expanding -rp-
in partial fractions, and integrating, we see that u has a term

c log r, so that N becomes infinite when r = 0.

Thus p cannot contain N in its expansion, and we get

p = Sc9M(,e" *v
' ......... (4).
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The boundary condition, p = when r = a, requires that such values of 6" be

chosen as will make M, = when r = a.

Substituting (</) for (;) in the function M, we obtain a function of Pa* with

numerical coefficients. Let xlt x^, xt , &c., be the values of (Fa4 which satisfy the

equation Mr=0 = 0, and let t , 0~, 3 , <fec., be the corresponding values of 0; and

equation (4) becomes
,oK ,WK

+, &c (5).

4. Before proceeding to determine the coefficients c,, c2 , &c., it is necessary to prove

some general properties of the solution of the equation V<f> + 0; f(x, y, z) <f>
=

;

f(x, y, z) being any function of x, y, z. Let
<f>n and ^n - be solutions corresponding

to values n and #. of the parameter 6.

By GREEN'S theorem, we have

fffO^< - *.***] ** *y dz =
ff (*,*

- f 2)
rfs.

Let B and #. be such values of as will make < and <. vanish at the surface S ot

the region throughout which the above volume integral is taken. The surface

integral vanishes under these conditions, and we get, on substituting for V2

^, and

n , their values,

/(*, y, z) dx dy dz = ..... (6a),
-

) fff

which shows that the triple integral vanishes when n and #. do not coincide.

Let us suppose $n > to be got from < by changing 01 into ffin + d(P, and GREEN'S

theorem gives

-
\\\

so that

We also have

from which we derive

=-'dS ,,.,. . . (6c).

5. Let/(a;, y, z) be (a
2

r2
)
and < a function of the cylindrical coordinate r. The

equation V
3
^ + 0>f(x, y, z) <j>

= then reduces to
-^

*

f (r^ + ^ (a
2 - >-

2

) <^
= 0, so

that we can substitute M for < in the three equations (Ga), (66), and (6c). If the

surface integrals be taken over the surface of the cylinder of radius a, we obtain
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M*> (u
-

r) r Jr =0 .......... (7o).

From these three equations the coefficients c,, c.,, &c., can be determined.

Since p p >
when 2 = 0, we have

Po
= c,M, + c2M, + ,

&c.

Multiply this identity by M,, (cr
- -

r~) r dr, and integrating from r = to r = a,

we obtain

ap,

*.

Hence

and
M, 'JgL M

t

P=~Po
8

(8).

On entering the tube the quantity of the gas A, per cub. centim., is proportional

to jp ,
so that p 7ra

2V is proportional to the quantity of A entering the tube per

second (which is found by the conductivity when A consists of ions). The quantity

of A which crosses a section at a distance z from the origin per second is proportional

(a

2V
p X -v (

2 r2

)
2irr eZr, where p has the value given in Equation (8). The

&

ratio R of the quantity of A which passes a section at a distance z to that which

enters the tube is

4 f

p (- r~) r dr.
Fo'J<>

Substituting for p its value and using Equation 7 (c), we get

The values of which are admissible are roots of the equation Mr = = regarded
as an equation in 6.

[We may here point out that, if the gas, A, on entering the tube w;is distributed

across the section according to the law p = \(v), where x denotes any function, the
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coefficients, in the expansion of p in Equation (5), would be detenuinable by means
of the identity

xMEEC/M. + C/M.+ Ac.,

and by using 7 (a) and 7 (b) we see that

P ' -~

1 1. nee any function x c&n be expanded in a series of the " M" functions.

It can further be seen from Equations G (a) and 6 (b) that x (
r
)
can be expanded in

a series of functions
<f>,

where
<j>

is a solution of
'

;
- + &*/(>') $ = ; those values

of 6 Ixmig selected which make
<f>

vanish at the boundary of the cylinder to which

X applies.]

G. Before determining the roots of the equation Mr = = 0, it will be found useful

to establish the two following propositions :

-

1. All the coefficients -kyfLj in the expansion of R in Equation (9), are

positive, and their sum is .

2. All the roots of the Equation Mr = . =: are positive.

When z = 0, R must be unity, so that

=
i-

Also

1,/rfr ~
a*e\\lWi(a*

- ,*)rdr
"J

This last expression is essentially positive, since r is less than a, hence none of the

coefficients in the series (9) can exceed
(

sum of preceding coefficients).

The second proposition is easily proved by a geometrical method, which shows

that when ff* is negative Mr = a is a positive quantity greater than unity.

The first few terms in M are

M= i-^V + V

Let us suppose that 0* is negative, and let a curve be drawn, the x axis of which

is r, and the y axis M.

When x = : y = 1, dy/dx = 0, and tfyjdx* is positive.

Hence the curve cuts the axis of y at unit distance from the origin, the tangent to

the curve is here parallel to the axis of x, and as x increases the tangent begins to

slope at a positive angle to the axis of x.

VOL. CXCIII. A, T
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/f-fj tit/

From the differential equation of the curve x* y^ + x = 6s (a? x*) xy, we

can easily trace qualitatively the form that the curve takes as r is increased from

to a.

We have seen that initially, when x is small, y, dy/dx, and cPyjdy? are positive

quantities. Let us suppose that it is possible for dy/dx to be negative for any value

of 7- less than a, the curve taking the form of the dotted line in the figure.

Before dy/dx, which starts with being positive, can become negative, it must pass

through a zero value at x = b.

The differential equation then gives

62^ = - 0* (a
2 - b

2

) 6
2
Y.

tar

Hence d'y/dx* is positive, therefore as we go along the axis of x in the positive

direction from b, the tangent to the curve again begins to make a positive angle with

the axis of x, so that y begins to increase. This shows that dy/dx cannot be negative

at any point between x = and x = a. Hence the curve must have a form some-

what similar to the continuous line in the figure, the value of y when x = a being

greater than the value of y at the origin. Hence the function Mr = a cannot vanish

for any negative value of (P.

7. When r is made equal to a in M, the expression becomes a function of ^a4
,
with

numerical coefficients. The two smallest roots of the equation Mr = = are

6la* = 7 '313, and %* = 44'56, which were found by expanding the function Mr = <l
in

ascending powers of (Pa*. For the determination of these roots, eight terms in the

expansion were found ; the larger roots cannot conveniently be found by this method,

but for the purposes of this investigation their determination is not necessary, as the

terms which they introduce into R are smaller than the experimental errors.

The other numbers which are required are

IPf '=-1321, RT "

= "0302,
0f

s

L dr J ffy? [_
rfr

_

= '0926, = '0279.
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Hence,
'1321 T-U -0'W> 44-*WC:

R - " "
0926 44-50

This formula holds for gases in general, when the gas which is being absorbed is

present in small quantities. This restriction is necessary, since the effect of gravity
would disturb the distribution of pressure given in equation (8), especially when the

gases A and B differ much in density.

We therefore conclude that, when two gases, A and B, are mixed together and

passed along a tube, the surface of which absorbs A, the ratio of the quantity of A
which emerges to that which enters is

7-3Ulti 44-MK

4 [-1952 e"^^ -f -0243 e~~&v~ + Ac.],

where a is the radius of the tube, z its length, K the coefficient of interdiffusion of

the gases A and B, and V the mean velocity of the gases in the tube.

The effect of the velocity being greater at the centre than at the surface of the

tube, is to increase the quantity of A that comes through the tube with B. This can

be seen* by comparing the formula (10) with the function

. (2-

12-404)" K: (VUPK:

+ ? :L_ +
(5-52)

1

which is the ratio of the quantity of A coming through the tube to the quantity

entering, calculated on the supposition that the velocity of the gases is the same at

every point.

If a gas, with ions uniformly distributed in it, has a conductivity c, after passing

through a tube of length l
t ,
and a conductivity cz after passing through a tube of

length If, we see from Equation (10) that

7-aiK/, 44 SK
,

(11).T'llji, 44-MCt,~

8. When the iouization is produced by Rontgen rays the ratio Ci/c, can be easily

determined for most gases when /,
= 10 centims., lt = 1 centim., a = 1'5 millim.,

7'31K/
and V about 100 centims. per second. Letting d/Cj = y, and -^-,v

' = *, the values

of y corresponding to a series of values of x were found, and a curve representing the

connection between x and y was drawn. The part of this curve which includes the

values of y, which were obtained experimentally, is given in the first diagram, and

from it the values of ^^
'

can be immediately found.

* JOHN S. TOWXSEND,
' Phil. Mag.,' June, 1898.

T "J
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When hydrogen was passed through the tubing 10 centims. long it was found

that its conductivity was so much reduced that it could not be accurately determined.

It was therefore necessary to use another apparatus in which l
t
= 4 and /., = 1.

The curve showing the connection between x and y for the case where lijlt
= 4 is

given in the second diagram.
Diagram 1.

Curve I

between
resenting
Ka.nd y

the conne
when \ -i

tan

Diagram' 2.

y

e

Curve
kaCire

representing
vi K a.nd

the con,

'y when
'/^

41ffi,
'" H

riecCion

I!

SECTION II.

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS.

The apparatus which was used for experiments with air, is shown in
fig. 1. It

consisted of a brass tube, A, 50 centims. long and 3 '2 centims. in diameter, with a
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\\indow, W, through wliidi the rays from the Crookes tube, B, could jmsa. A second

I trass tube, C, 17 centims. long, fitted tightly into A, and could l>e move<l into any
desired position. The rod, F, to which the electrode, E, was fixed, passed through

the ebonite plug, D, which insulated it from the tube C. The electrode, having no

other support except D, could thus be put into any position in the tube A by moving
C. A series of very fine wires ('1 millim. in diameter) were soldered parallel to one

another, at distances 2 millims. apart, across the end of the tube C; the purpose

served by this grating will be explained when we come to deal with recombination.

The gas entered the apparatus through the glass tube G, and, before reaching the

electrode, passed through the tubes T,. These tubes were soldered into holes bored

in two brass discs, a and /8, which fitted exactly into the tube A, so that no gas could

pass between the discs and the tube. The holes in the discs were equidistant from

one another, and lay on a circle whose centre was the centre of the disc. Twelve

tubes, 10 centims. long and '3 centim. in diameter, were thus arranged parallel to

one another, two of which are shown in the figure. The symmetry of this arrange-

ment ensured that the velocity along each of the small tubes would be the same.

Another twelve tubes, 1 centim. long and '3 centim. in diameter, were soldered into

the disc y.

Fig. 1.

The bulb B, and the RuhmkorfF coil with which it was worked, were contained

insidf a IM.\- covered with lead, L. A rectangular hole was cut in the box and the

lead, through which the rays from the bulb coxild pass. The lead covering prevented

the rays from falling on any other part of the apjiaratus except the aluminium

window W, and also screened the wire connecting F to the electrometer from electro-

static influence.

The tube A was supported by two ebonite rings, 11 and R', which rested on the

lead, L, and insulated the tube. The potential of the tube was raised to 80 volts by
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connecting it to a terminal of a battery of 40 lead cells, the other terminal of which

was connected to earth. The electrode, E, was joined to a pair of quadrants of an

electrometer, the other quadrants and the case being connected to earth.

In order to obtain a uniform stream of air, the tube, G, was connected to a

gasometer, and the velocity of the gas along the tubes, T, could be calculated by

observing the rate at which the cylinder of the gasometer fell. When the bulb is

giving out rays, the gas, as it passes the aluminium window, becomes a con-

ductor, and the ions are carried with the stream into the tubes T,. In passing

through these tubes some of the ions are discharged by the sides, and the rest on

coming into the field of force (caused by the difference of potential of 80 volts

between the electrode and the tube C) are removed from the gas. It will be seen

that no external force acts on the ions until they escape from the tubes T,, since all

parts of the apparatus, except E, are in metallic connection with the large tube A.

Fig. 2.

W,m , I

a 4 T, JL! <s^

When the potential of A is positive, the positively charged ions are collected on
the electrode, and the deflection of the electrometer needle is proportional to the

number of these ions, which come through the small tubes. The negative ions are

collected on the electrode by making the potential of A negative.
If the motion of the gas past the electrode were steady, it would only require a

difference of potential of a few volts between the electrode and the tube in order
to remove all the ions from the gas. This, however, is not the case, since the motion
of the gas as it escapes from the tubes, T, is turbulent, so that it is necessary to use
a large force in order to get the maximum deflection on the electrometer scale. It

was found that when the potential difference was changed from 80 to 40 volts, that
the deflections were not appreciably altered ; any voltage, therefore, between 40 ami
80 would suffice to remove all the ions.
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When it was required to find the conductivity of air after passing through nhr.rt

tuljes, the tubes T, were removed and the disc y was placed in the position occupied

by at, then the electrode was moved up near the disc so that the electric force should

act on the air immediately after leaving the tubes, T2.

Experiments with oxygen, hydrogen, and carbonic acid were made with the

apparatus, the horizontal section of which is shown in
fig. 2. It consisted of two

long tubes, A, and A8 , each exactly similar to A in fig. 1. In one of them the long

tubes, T|, were set up, and in the other the tubes T2. The tubes, G and H, were

connected to two gasometers, so that the gas could be passed from one to the other,

through either of the tubes, A, or A,. The two tubes were fixed tightly into two

rectangular pieces of ebonite, R and It', which rested on the top of the box containing
the bulb. Two wooden rails we're screwed to the box at such a distance that the

ebonite supports fitted exactly between them, so that, by sliding the apparatus from

side to side, the window in either of the tubes could be brought exactly over the bulb.

It was found necessary to put a cylinder of aluminium inside each of the tubes,

extending from p to p', to prevent the rays from falling on the inner surfaces of the

tubes, which were of brass. Before these cylinders were put in experiments were

made to see whether the ionization produced in a stream of air passing along A, was

equal to that produced in an equal stream through A2 ,
and it was found that there

was a considerable difference between the conductivities in the two cases. The

inequality was not due to any difference in the thickness of the aluminium covering
the two windows, but was traced to differences in the state of the surfaces of the

brass tubes opposite the windows.

It has been shown by PERRIN* that the ionization produced by Rontgen rays in a

gas in contact with a metal is considerably increased by allowing the rays to fall

normally on the metal surface. This effect upon the ionization is different for

different metals, and depends also upon the state of the surface. According to

PERRIN, only a very small increase in conductivity is produced when the rays fall

upon an aluminium surface. It was found that, when the two aluminium cylinders
were put inside A, and A2 ,

the difference in conductivity which was first observed

disappeared entirely.

METHOD OF CONDUCTING THE EXPERIMENTS.

When working with the first form of apparatus the experiments were conducted

in the following manner : The tube A is raised to a potential of 80 volts positive,

and the quadrants to which the electrode is joined are insulated. The stream of air

from the gasometer is thus allowed to pass through the apparatus, and, when the

velocity is steady, the coil working the bulb is turned on for a fixed time (20 seconds

generally) and a deflection of n, divisions is obtained on the electrometer scale.

* '

Comptes Rendus,' vol. 124, p. 455.
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The potential of A is then changed to 80 volts negative, and the same experiment

is repeated and a negative deflection, n\, is obtained.

The tubes, T,, are then removed, and the short tubes, T2 , are put in their place as

already described. Two similar experiments are then made, and larger deflections,

nj and n'2, are obtained when the rays are turned on the same stream of air for the

same time.

These four experiments are then repeated several times, and the mean value of the

observations is taken in order to eliminate errors arising from variations in the

strength of the rays. It was found that the constancy of the bulb was improved by

allowing a fixed time (3 minutes) to elapse between each experiment. When this

precaution was taken, it was possible to get rays which remained constant within

5 per cent, for the space of an hour.

When working with the second apparatus the numbers n
l
and n\ are obtained by

sending the gas along the tube A], and finding the deflections when the rays fall on

the window, W,, for 20 seconds. In order to obtain n* and n'2 it is only necessary to

move the apparatus along the top of the box till the window in A2 comes over the

bulb, and to make similar observations with the electrode E2 joined to the quadrants

of the electrometer and the stream of gas passing along A2.

CORRECTION FOR' KECOMBINATION.

Before the coefficients of diffusion can be calculated from the above observations it is

necessary to make a correction for the loss of conductivity due to recombination.

Let us denote by en the number of ions which, when collected on the electrode,

give a deflection of n divisions on the electrometer scale. The above experiments

show that there are c?i2 positive ions which pass the section of the tubes, Tj, at a

distance of 1 centim. from the end near the window, W,. Of these en* ions c (n 3 n,)

are lost in the remaining 9 centims. of the tubes. The loss is principally due to the

ions coming into contact with the sides of the tubes ; but the loss is also to a small

extent due to collisions between positive and negative ions
; it is necessary to find

how much the observed value of HI must be increased in order to compensate for the

loss of ions arising from recombination. If cM is the number of positive ions which

encounter negative ions and do not come into contact with the sides, then the ratio

- = y is the number which is required in order to calculate the coefficient of
"i

diffusion from the curve given in Section I. Recombination also takes place in the

short tubes T2 , but this effect is too small to take into account.

In order to find M it is necessary to find the rate at which the gas loses conduc-

tivity due to recombination, and this can be easily done by making a change in the

arrangement of the apparatus. The tubes T, and T2 were removed from A, and A2 ,

and the electrodes were placed in the positions shown in
fig. 2, the wire grating in front

of the electrode E, being 12 centims. from the window in A,, and the grating in
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front of Ej 3 centims. from the window in A2. The gratings in front of the electrodes,

being in metallic connection with the tubes A, and A2 , prevent the fields of force

from extending up the tubes, so that when ions are produced in a stream of gas they
are not acted upon by any force till they cross the grating.

A stream of gas is passed through the tube A, and the rays allowed to fall upon
it for 20 seconds. The positive ions are collected on the electrode as before, and
a deflection N, is obtained on the electrometer scale (it is not necessary in this M9
to make a similar experiment with the negative ions). The apparatus is then moved
so as to bring the window W2 over the bulb, and the stream of gas is sent through
the tube A2 , and the deflection N2 ,

which is greater than N,, is obtained when the

same experiment is made with the electrode E2 joined to the electrometer. If d
i and

dt are the distances of the gratings from the windows W, and W2, we see that the

conductivity falls from N, to N,, while the gas travels the distance
(c/, rf,). This

reduction in conductivity is nearly entirely due to recombination, since the tubing is

so wide that the loss due to diffusion to the sides is inappreciable. The mean time

T that the gas takes to traverse the distance d
t d? can be found from the rate at

which the gas escapes from the gasometer. It is important that this rate of escape
should be the same as the rate of escape in the experiments in which

,
and 2 were

determined, so that the ions should be distributed throughout the same volume
of gas.

If cN is the number of ions in a gas in which no new ions are being produced,
then the rate at which N varies with the time is given by the formula :

dN/dt = - aN*,*

when no other influences except recombination contribute to the reduction in N.

Hence, by integration,

where T is the time in which the conductivity falls from N2 to N, due to recom-

bination. The value of a can therefore be determined by substituting the olerved
values of N,, N2, and T in this equation.

Returning to the case where the gas passes along the fine tubes, the conductivity
falls from 71, to n, while the gas passes along the last nine centims. of T,. Let 6 be

the average time that any portion of the gas takes to traverse these nine centims.

The amount of iouization per cub. centim. of gas can easily be reduced so that the

loss of conductivity due to recombination is only
-
â th of that due to diffusion to the

sides.

From formula 10, Section I., we see that the conductivity n at any section of the

tubes T, is given approximately by the formula :

* J. J. THOMSON and RUTHERFORD,
' Phil. Mag.,' November, 1896.

VOL. CXCIII. A. U
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n =

where t is the time occupied by the gas in travelling from the section where its

conductivity is n2 to the section where its conductivity is n.

From observation we have :

aa

n, =
so that

Let cp be the number of positive ions which recombine with negative ions in the

tubes T,. Then

dp/dt = an2 = emle'
2
*",

and p = when t = 0.

Let P be the value of p at the end of the tubes, the value of t being at that

point.

By integration we obtain :

Substituting for a its value this equation becomes

p_ A n\
-

n\
'

The effect of recombination would obviously be over-corrected for if M were taken

equal to P, for although cP ions are lost by encounters with others of opposite sign,

still it must be remembered that, had no recombination taken place, some of these

cP ions would have lost their charge to the sides of the tube. The number cM
should only include those ions which encounter others of opposite sign, and would not

subsequently come into contact with the sides if their rate of diffusion were unaltered

by the collisions.

It is easy to see that M is less than P and greater than - - P ; a fairly accurate
n*

estimation of its value can be arrived at by the following method :

At a section z of the tubes, where the conductivity is n, the number that recombine

in a time dt is cdp, where dp = anz
dt.

From the formula 10, Section I., it can be seen that of these c8p ions, c8p
ft

would not come into contact with the sides as they pass from z to the end of the

tubes T,, if their rate of diffusion were unaltered by the recombination. Hence we have

8M = 8p
-
ft
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We therefore obtain, by integration from t = to t = 6,

Substituting for a and ft their values, this equation becomes

M - N ~ N
' v A "' (/t*

~
')

N
'
N< T

'

kg*"'

CHARGE ACQUIRED BY THE GAS.

The deflections n,, which are obtained by collecting the positive ions after the gas
has passed through the long tubes T,, are invariably greater than the corresponding

negative deflections n,', which shows that the gas on issuing from the tubes T, has a

positive charge proportional to n, 7;,'. In each of the tubes T, there is a small force

arising from this charge, which repels the positive ions towards the sides and attracts

the negative ions towards the axes of the tubes. It is only when the rays are strong
that this force has any appreciable effect on the motion of the ions.

The deflections 7i 2 are also slightly greater than n./, but the difference between these

numbers is not so great as the difference between n, and n,'. The values which are

obtained for the ratios are greater than the corresponding values of *^

which shows that the negative ions diffuse faster than the positive ions.*

It was found that the rates of diffusion of the positive and negative ions differed

more when the gases were dry than when they were moist. Two sets of experiments
were therefore made with each gas ; in one set the gas was passed through large

tubes of calcium chloride and entered the diffusion apparatus dry ;
in the other set the

calcium chloride tubes were removed, and long tubes, partly filled with water, were

put in their place. In all the experiments the gases passed through plugs of glass

wool before entering the tubes A, in order to remove any dust that might be present.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH AIR.

The following tables give the numbers ?t,, n/, n?, and n,', which were obtained with

different strengths of rays. The intensity of ionization was reduced to any required

value by covering the hole in the lead with pieces of aluminium or zinc. Each

experiment consists in determining the four electrometer deflections with a constant

strength of rays. The positive and negative deflections n, and n/ are given in the

same column, the number in the upper line being n, and that in the lower n,'. The

corresponding observations n 2 and / are arranged in a similar manner in the next

*
J. ZEI.KNY, 'Phil. Mag.,' July, 1898, describes an experiment to which he gives a similar inter-

pretation.

U 2
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column. M is the correction for recombination, which has to be added to , and ra/

in order to obtain the ratios -1 - and -

, which are the required values of y.
nt n,

7 -31K x 10
The values of -

...
- are deduced from Curve I., Section I. ; orV, the square of

' V

the radius of the tubing T multiplied by the velocity of the gas, is obtained by

observing the rate of escape of the gas from the gasometer. The coefficients of

diffusion of the ions into the gas are given in the last column.

Table I. gives the results of experiments with dry air, and Table II. the results

obtained with moist air.

TABLE I. for Dry Air.

Experiment.
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TABLE II. for Moist Air.

149

Experiment.
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with the gas. It would require 3 per cent, of air to make a difference of 1 per cent,

in the coefficient of diffusion of the ions into carbonic acid.

The coefficients of diffusion which were obtained for the positive and negative ions

in the dry gas are '023 and '026.

The corresponding numbers for the moist gas are '0245 and '0255.

The most remarkable difference between the diffusion in carbonic acid and other

gases is that the rate of diffusion is nearly equal for the positive and negative ions.

In oxygen, air, and hydrogen the rates of diffusion of the positive and negative ions

differ by as much as 50 per cent, when the gases are dry, whereas in carbonic acid

the difference amounts only to 12 per cent.

Hydrogen.

The hydrogen which was used was generated by the action of hydrochloric acid on

zinc. The gas was bubbled through three strong solutions of caustic potash and

potassium permanganate, in order to remove the acid vapour and the hydrocarbons,
and collected in one of the gasometers. The purity of the gas was tested by finding
its specific gravity, which is a very sensitive method of detecting the presence of

other gases in hydrogen, since the density of the latter is so small. For this purpose
a glass flask having a capacity of about 500 cub. centims. was used. Its volume was

accurately found, and its loss of weight when dry hydrogen was substituted in it for

dry air ; from these two measurements the specific gravity of the gas could be

calculated.

The presence of 1 per cent., by pressure, of air would alter the density by 14 -5 per

cent., which can be very easily detected, as 1 per cent, of air in a 500 cub. centim.

flask weighs about 6 milligrammes. It was found that the specific gravity of the

hydrogen which was prepared did not differ by 2 per cent, from the value '00009.

After being in the gasometers and the diffusion apparatus for a few days the gas
rose in density, due to air getting in. It would have been a matter of great difficulty
to have made an apparatus, which had so many rubber joints, perfectly gas-tight,
and it was considered simpler to find the amount of air in the hydrogen after each

experiment, and to make a correction in the observed coefficient of diffusion.

We may here mention an experiment made with the same apparatus as was used
for the determination of the rates of diffusion of the ions into oxygen and carbonic
acid. The same velocity of gas in the tubing T was used, crV being 2 -08. The

positive and negative deflections obtained after the gas had passed through the tubes
T2 were 29 and 27 '5, and the deflections after passing through the tubes T, were 6 -5

and 2-2. This shows that in the last nine centimetres of the tubes T, the mean
conductivity of the hydrogen fell from 28 '2 to 4 '3. An experiment with oxygen
made with the same velocity, a2V = 2'08, showed that the mean conductivity of

oxygen was reduced from 30'8 to 15'8. The difference in the behaviour of the ions
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in the two gases cannot be attributed to a greater rate of recombination of ions in

hydrogen, as other experiments show that the ions in hydrogen recombine somewhat

slower than the ions in oxygen.

Another set of 12 tubes were therefore made, 4 centims. long, and of the same

diameter as the tubes T,, and substituted in the apparatus shown in fig. 2 instead of

the tubes T,. A series of experiments were made, and values of y were obtained

which gave the ratios of the conductivities after the gas had passed through tubing

4 centims. and 1 centim. in length. The corresponding values of K were obtained

from Curve II., Section I. In correcting for recombination in these experiments it is

necessary to take into account the recombination in the tubes 1 centim. long.

The results obtained from experiments with dry hydrogen which contained 1 '6 per

cent, of air, are :

K = "117 for the positive ions,

and
K = '181 for the negative ions.

The coefficients of diffusion in a mixture containing 1'8 per cent, of air, 1*5 per

cent, of water vapour, and 967 per cent, of hydrogen are: '121 and '134 for the

positive and negative ions.

These results show that the rates of diffusion in hydrogen are 4 '3 times as great as

the rates of diffusion in air. In order, therefore, to obtain the coefficients of diffusion

in pure hydrogen at atmospheric pressure, the above determinations must be increased

by 3 '3 per cent, for each per cent, of air in the gas.

Applying this correction, we obtain the following values for the coefficients of

diffusion of the ions into hydrogen :

K = '123 for positive ions in dry hydrogen,
and

K = '190 for negative ions in dry hydrogen.

The corresponding coefficients for moist hydrogen are :

K = '128 for positive ions,

and
K = '142 for negative ions.

The coefficients of diffusion for the four gases which were examined are given in

the following tables.

TABLE III. Coefficients of diffusion of ions in dry gases.

Gas.
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TABLE IV. Coefficients of diffusion of ions in moist gases.

Gu.
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where e is the charge on the ion of the gas in electrostatic units, n the number of

ions per cub. centim., and p their partial pressure, we see that when dp/dx = 0, the

velocity u due to the electric force X is -
. If the potential gradient is 1 volt

per centim., X = jJ5 in electrostatic units, and the corresponding value of u is

Ke n

"'=300 X
p'

Let N be the number of molecules in a cub. centim. of a gas at pressure P, equal to

the atmospheric pressure, and temperature 1 5 Centigrade, the temperature at which

MI and K are determined.

The quotient N/P may be substituted for n/p in the above equation, and since the

.itmospheric pressure P in C.G.S. units is 10', we obtain

3 x 10X~ -'

If we take the values of MI from the table of mean velocities given by RUTHER-

FORD,* and the mean values of K obtained for dry gases, we get the following values

of Ne :

Air ..... NeA = 1'35 X 10',

Oxygen . . . . Ne = 1'25 X 10',

Carbonic acid . . N?c = T30 X 10',

Hydrogen . . . NeH = TOO X 10',

Experiments on electrolysis show that 1 electrodynamic unit of electricity in passing

through an electrolyte gives off 1/23 cub. centims. of hydrogen at temperature
15 Centigrade and pressure = 10s C.G.S. units. The number of atoms in this volume

is 2'46 N, so that if E is the charge on a hydrogen atom in the liquid electrolyte,

2 '46 NE = 1 electromagnetic unit,

= 3 X 10' electrostatic units.

Hence
NE = 1-22 X 10',

the charge E being expressed in electrostatic units.

Since N is a constant, we conclude that the charges on the ions produced by

Rtintgen rays in air, oxygen, carbonic acid, and hydrogen are all the same, and equal

to the charge on the hydrogen ion in a liquid electrolyte.

Professor THOMSON! has shown that the charge on the ions in hydrogen and

oxygen, which have been made conductors by Rontgen rays, is 6 X 10~ 10
electro-

static unit, and is the same for both gases.

* E. RUTHERFORD,
' Phil. Mag.,' November, 1897.

t J. J. THOMSON, ' Phil. Mag.,' December, 1898.

VOL. CXCIII. A. X
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Taking this value for the charge e, we obtain

N = 2 X 10 19
.

From this we deduce the weight of a molecule of hydrogen

4 -5 X 10~24

gramme.

Every step in the theory by which these numbers are obtained is supported by
direct experimental evidence.

Since, as we have just shown, the charge on an ion produced by Rontgen rays,

is equal to the charge on a hydrogen ion in a liquid electrolyte, this latter charge is

also 6 X 10~10
electrostatic unit.

Although the value of Ne for hydrogen is 25 per cent, different from its value for

other gases, we are justified in including hydrogen in the above general conclusion,

as we would expect the value of u t
for hydrogen to be too small. RUTHERFORD makes

no mention of having corrected for the presence of air in his apparatus, or of having
used perfectly dry hydrogen. If we take the mean value of K for moist hydrogen,

we obtain

NeH = 1-15 X 10-'.

In order to prove that the charge on the positive ion is equal to the charge on the

negative ion, the ratio of the coefficients of diffusion must be shown to be equal to the

ratio of the velocities. Professor ZELENY* has shown that the negative ions travel

faster under an electromotive force than the positive ions, the ratio of the velocities

being 1/24 for air and oxygen, 1'15 for hydrogen, and I/O for carbonic acid.

The experiments on diffusion show that the ratio of the velocities would be larger

in dry than in moist gases, but as this point has not yet been examined by Professor

ZELENY, we cannot expect a very close agreement between the ratios which he gives

for the velocities and the ratios of the coefficients of diffusion.

We are led to conclude that the charges on the positive and negative ions are equal

from another point of view. It has been proved that the mean charge is the same as

the charge on an ion of hydrogen in a liquid electrolyte. If the charges differed, one

of them would be less than the charge on the hydrogen ion, whereas experiments on

electrolysis show that all ionic charges are either equal to the charge on the hydrogen

ion, or an exact multiple of it.

COMPARISON OF THE RATES OF DIFFUSION OF THE IONS WITH THE RATES OF

INTERDIFFUSION OF GASES AND VAPOURS.

The coefficients of diffusion of ions into a gas are much smaller than the coefficients

*
J. ZELENY,

'

Phil. Mag.,' July, 1898.
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of diffusion of gases into each other, but do not differ much from the coefficients of

diffusion of vapours into gases.

We give here a table of the latter coefficients, so that they may be compared with

the numbers given in Tables III. and IV.

TABLE V., giving Coefficients of Diffusion of some Gases and Vapours into Air,

C;n-lx)iiic Acid, and Hydrogen.

Gas or vapour.
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S,2 is the distance between the centres of the molecules at collision in centimetres.

V is the
"
velocity of mean square

"
of a molecule of hydrogen at C.

V = \/(3p/p) = 186000 centims. per second.

N is the number of molecules in a cubic centimetre at and 7GO millims. pressure.

Taking the value of N, which we have found, 2 X 10 19

,
we see that

If the carrier of the charge is large compared with the molecule, S 12 will be the

radius of the carrier and l/w2 will be small compared with 1/u;,.

Letting D 12
= '156, the coefficient of diffusion of ions into hydrogen, ?,

= 1, we
obtain for the radius of the ion in hydrogen

A. similar calculation shows that the radius of an ion in oxygen is

9'2 X 10-*.

Adopting the second theory which we have proposed to account for the slowness

of the rates of diffusion of the ions, and applying the same formulae, the values of S

will be greater than the above values by the factor \/2, since the terms 1/Wj and l/wt

are of the same order.

The values obtained in this way for S 12 would denote the distance that a molecule

of the gas must approach an ion in order that the electric force should appreciably
alter its motion.

RECOMBINATION.

The results of the experiments which were made to determine the rate of recombina-

tion are given in the following table. T is the time, in seconds, in which the conduc-

tivity falls from N2 to Nj, and V is the volume, in cub. centims., of gas which was
used in each experiment.

TABLE VI.

Gas.
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The numbers N, and N, are the electrometer deflections obtained in the manner

described above. In the first three gases the electrode E, was at a distance V2 centims.

from the window W,, and the electrode E, at a distance 3 centims. from the window

Wf The conductivity therefore fell from N2 to N, while the gas passed through
9 centims. of the tube A^
The position of the electrodes had to be altered for hydrogen, as this gas would

have lost about 1 G per cent, of its conductivity, due to diffusion to the sides alone, in

passing along 9 centims. of the wide tubing. The electrodes were therefore put at

distances 3 and G centims. from the windows, and the strength of the ionization was

increased.

The correction given in the tables is to compensate for the loss of conductivity

arising from diffusion.

The electrometer was standardised, and it was found that each division corresponded
to a charge of '0042 electrostatic unit. If c is the charge on the ion, the number of

.. . NX -0042 , . . ...

ions in a cub. centim. is --=
, which we will denote by v.

From the theory of recombination we have

dv/dt = ftv\ or - - = T.
f, ,

From the numbers given in Table VI. we can obtain the values of ft for the different

gases. We thus find that for air, oxygen, carbonic acid, and hydrogen the values of

ft are, 3420 X e, 3380 X e, 3500 X e, and 3020 X e.

The rates of recombination in air, oxygen, and carbonic acid tire practically the

same, and about 1 5 per cent, greater than the recombination in hydrogen.

Substituting for e its value, we obtain for the first three gases ft = 2 X 10~*, q.p.

We can now find how near two ions of opposite sign must approach each other in

nnler to recombine. If there are v positive ions, and v negative ions, in a cub. centim.,

the number that recombine in a time 8t is w'ft&t.

The number of negative ions that approach within a distance S of positive ions in

the same time can be found from the kinetic theory of gases.

MAXWELL has shown* how to calculate the number of times per second a molecule

of one gas will come within a distance R of the molecules of another gas.

This number is

2n /

where n is the number of molecules per cub. centim. of the second gas, a*= f v?,

f? = | v\, v\ and v\ are the mean squares of the velocities of agitation of the two

gases.

We will suppose that an ion has the same mass as a molecule of the gas in which

* '
Phil. Mag.,' January and July, 1860.
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it is produced. The mean square of the velocity of agitation of the ions will, on this

hypothesis, be equal to the mean square of the velocity of agitation of the molecules

of the gas. v[ and v\ will then be equal to 47 X 10* for the ions in oxygen.

The number of negative ions that approach within a distance R of positive ions in

the time 8t will be

Equating this number to the number that recombiue in the same time we obtain

Theoretical )

R = 1 10~ 5 centim.

At a distance ^10"* the charge on an ion would exert a force equal to a fall of Theoretical

potential of 16,200 volts, per centim. This force would make two oppositely-charged
ions move towards each other with a velocity of 2 X 10* centims. a second. ,m

It would be premature to discuss any further the results which have been obtained,

as experiments are being carried out which may throw additional light upon the

subject.
illator '

H

In conclusion, I wish to state that I am greatly indebted to Professor THOMSON for

his advice and suggestions during the course of these investigations. ave Di
.
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(1.) Although HERTZ realised very fully* that his oscillator did not give
"
perfectly

regular and long continued sine-oscillations," and although BjERKNEst determined so

long ago as 1891 the general form of the damping, it does not appear that HERTZ'S

original investigation of the nature of the vibrations in the field round one of his

oscillators has hitherto been modified. Indeed, his diagrams of the wave motion have

been copied into more than one text-book,]: and have usually been taken to represent

what actually goes on in the surrounding field. Actually not only the diagrams, but

" "On very rapid Electric Oscillations,"
' Wiod. Aniial.,' vol. 31, p. 421,

' Electric Waves,' p. 49.

t
' Wied. Annal.,' vol. 44, pp. 74, 513-526. The damping of the oscillation in four or five periods is

very marked.

{ For example, ANDREW GRAY,
' Absolute Measurements in Electricity and Magnetism.' vol. 2, p. 734.

3.11.99
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a good deal of HERTZ'S original theory of interference requires modification, if we are

to obtain quantitative accordance between theory and experiment. The object of

the present paper is to give a fuller theory of the nature of the vibrations in the field

round a typical Hertzian oscillator.

(2.) Assuming that BJERKNES' experiments have shown that the Hertzian oscillator

vibrates very nearly according to the type :

C-*'
(

sin (p4 + a),

we have to find a solution for the equations for the disturbance in the surrounding

field on this basis.

Using HERTZ'S notation* for the case of symmetry about the axis of z, then if Z and

R be the components of electric force parallel and perpendicular to this axis at a

point whose coordinates are z and p = \/x* -j- y
2

,
and P the component of magnetic

force perpendicular to the meridian plane through the same point, we have to find

a solution of

dC-

suitable to the initial and boundary conditions. If this be done,

d

a d I d-Jr
V = ~TAPi

p dt. \
r

dp
(iii).

The component of magnetic force parallel to 2 is zero.

Now if we suppose that at some distance from its centre the oscillator may be looked

upon as a " double point
"
or as producing an oscillation, which has a very small range

/, and with poles having E electricity at the maximum, then we may write for V2
,

1 d
/ ., d\--
I r 1

r2 dr \ drj

Assume
/
= /, (r) e rt

, and we find

dr

Writing r' = apr, and/2 = r'fi, we have

See '

Electric Waves,' English edition, p. 140,
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Hence,

/, = A,e"

where A, and A... are constants and

apr

Take only an outgoing wave and write p p, + PtV 1, hence

t/r=
B

e-" ('- r>

sinj ! (< ar) ....... (iv)

where / must he > ar, or
\fi
= 0.

2w
I/a is clearly the wave velocity v. Take p2

= v, then
n,

if
l = e-" (l-r) Bm'

2

(vt-r) ........ (v).

For typical oscillators 2irpi/pt seems to vary from '3 to '5, hence >i
= '3 to

'

or we see that if r be small as compared with X, then

p

/
= -- e"*' sin ptt.

Now, if X, Y, Z lie the three components of electric force, we easily find

v- .*-(**\ V- ^W Z- -

dx\dz/' dy\dz]'
'

,/

or they are the three components of a "
potential function

"

Take B = E/, and we see that V is the potential* due to a " double point
"

of moment oscillating between + Ele.'*' and E/e""' ; thus the maximum charges

rapidly diminish with the time. In fact, we have a system entirely analogous with

that of HERTZ, except for this rapid diminution of the maximum charges with the

time. It is in this running down of the maximum charges that the damping effect of

the oscillator consists.

f

(3.) We shall now proceed to find the forces.

In the first place let us find the value of p d\ft/dp, which, following HERTZ, we will

term Q. Then the components of electric and magnetic force can all be found by

simple differentiation of Q, >'.<.,

1 rfQ 1 dQ a dQZ = -
, R=

, and P = -
. . . . ml

p tip p >/: p >lt

* To \\afi HERTZ'S language, see
'

Electric Wave*,' p. 142, and compare MAXWEU., vol. 1, 129.

VOL. CXCIII. A. V
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We have

(t\ff <t\fr
dr p*"

P~dr dp~''^
d fe-PiC-o

Q = P? =r
dp

sin
-ar)|

= ~Ele~ p>(t
~

ttr)
\ (p t

a ---I sin p.2 (< ar) op, cos p, (t ar) I.

Now put pi
=

i)
sin x. #z = "n

cos X !
then if p = r sin 6, we have

snQ =

In our notation HERTZ finds*

cos

sin pt (t ar

rapt
(Vii).

Q = EZop, sin
2

{ cos p, (t
-

ar) + sin
Pt (t

~
ar)

} .

[ raPi J
(**

\

vm).

It is clear that the damped wave train, such as actually occurs with the Hertzian

oscillator, makes very considerable changes in the form of Q. Thus :

(a.) As we might expect the damping factor e~p>t is introduced, or rather a damping
factor e~>'1 (t ~'r) where t,. is the time at which the disturbance reaches a distance r from

the centre of the oscillator. Clearly the factor Pl r
will sensibly modify the form of

the lines of electric force obtained by tracing the curves

Q = constant.

(b.) The first term in the curled brackets is also sensibly modified both as to

amplitude and phase.

The reader must not imagine that the difference between the formulae (vii) and

(viii) marks as soon as the vibrations are set up a great difference in the lines of

electric force. All we contend for is that it marks a sensible difference in the shape
after a few periods, and that this difference increases with the length of time and the

distance of the part of the field considered from the oscillator. In fact loops which

would remain at the end of each period finite according to formula (viii), have to

shrivel up into points and disappear from the field altogether.

Suppose 2irp t/p.,
= '4, than tan x = '2/V, and we find x = 3 38/ 33"'3

, while

sec x= 1 '002,0244. Hence, the amplitude of the cosine term is increased by about 2 per

thousand, and the phase by 3 to 4. It is the factor e^"
1

", however, which produces most

sensible change. For ,a = -~^ - = -4/X, if X be the wave length. Now,
(wave length)

if X be 9'60 metres.t which was about its value for one of HERTZ'S oscillators

* It seems better to write p, (t
-

ar) than p.t (ar
-

1) with HERTZ, because ar must be less than /, or

Q = 0,
' Electric Waves,' p. 142.

t HERTZ'S X is J (wave-length). Considerable confusion has arisen from this in various translations of

his papers. He assumes X = 4 -8 metres, i.e., a wave-length = 9-6.
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('Electric Waves,' p. 150), we should have at 12 metres distance from the oscillator

jf = v/ = 1 '649, a factor which can very considerably nuxlify Q as a function

of r, if t be not equal to ar, i.e., if the disturbance have not just reached that point

of the field.

Expressing Q in terms of the wave-length X, and the period 2r, we have

fcoe^/^-^Wx] rinfcrf
- ''

}\
8in'0e-'>-'M L \2r \) *J . \J> (ix),-

coe x 1^7^ J

where v = Zirpjp, = pi X 2r.

Thus we may write

where
<j>

is a known function.

The next stage was to plot for a reasonable value of v, the curves $ = constant

for a series of values of Q at different intervals of time. In order to show the

decadence of the strength of the field in the neighbourhood of the oscillator, t was

given the 56 successive values \T, f T, JT, r, \r . . . 13f T, 14 T; or the field-changes

were traced for seven complete oscillations, at intervals of oscillation. This was

done for a sphere of 1^- wave-lengths round the oscillator, or taking the wave-length

to be 9 '6 metres, for a sphere of 12 metres radius round the centre of the oscillator.*

Values of QX/(27rE/) were chosen so as to give eight systems of curves with relative

intensities

50, 30, 10, 1, -1, -10, -30, -50.

In the accompanying diagrams (Plates 1-7) the fine continuous curvest give the 50

intensity, the fine dotted curves the 30, the heavy continuous curves 10, and the

heavy dotted curves 1. The outermost circle in each case is the boundary of the

field explored ; the innermost circle corresponds to the boundary of the area round

the oscillator, within which it would hardly be legitimate to consider the oscillator a

double electric point. The remaining circles are those for which Q = 0, and which

separate positive from negative portions of the field. In the spaces Ixjtween then

circles the field must be considered to have alternative positive and negative intensity.

It must of course be borne in mind that the curves only give a meridian section of

the surfaces of equal intensity.

The work of calculating, plotting, and drawing such a long series of curves was

* HERTZ'S diagrams only extend for three-quarters of a wave-length round the oscillator. Our diagrams

suffice in extent to show the detachment of the loops preparatory to their outward propagation.

t The actual selection of fine and heavy, continuous and dotted curves to represent the several intensities,

is due to the engraver working on the photographs of the original coloured diagrams. For special aid

in the preparation of the diagrams and in their reproduction by photography, we have to heartily thank

Messrs. E. WUENX and A. WHEEI.EU respectively.

Y~ 2
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laborious, but as no investigation had been made of the damping out of an electro-

magnetic field, the work seemed worth undertaking. Some remarks may be made on

the methods by which the arithmetic was carried out.

The equation to the curve being written

sin
2 = c X $ (r),

COS 27T - -
|
Y

c was given the values y^, y\,-, T^Q, ^, and the limiting values of r ascertained, for

which 6 was real, r was then given a series of values between these limits altering

by small differences, and the values of sin calculated ; frequent values of r were

taken at portions of the curve where it was found to be turning, and thus a close

approximation found to its form. The original diagrams on a scale of a metre to the

inch were formed by joining up the calculated points and painting in the curves so

formed. These were afterwards reduced by photography.*
The dying out of a part of the field of a particular strength is well illustrated in

the diagrams. Take the dying out of strengths greater than 50 represented by
the fine continuous line. In fig.

25 we see the last sensible loop of the field containing

greater strengths than this passing away. Up to fig. 33 we can still trace this

portion of the field as a dot. But in
fig. 29 the oscillator has ceased to give fresh

centres even of this strength, and in fig. 34 they have passed away entirely. Figs.

30 to 41 give the shrinking up and final disappearance of parts of the field with a

strength greater than 30. Figs. 53 to 56 show the outward passage of the last

loop of the field with a strength greater than 10, and another ten diagrams would

have sufficed to show no trace of strengths greater than 1.

(4.) We will now proceed to find the electric and magnetic forces from (vi).

First, the electric force, Z, in direction of the axis of the oscillator :

ml
Z=-A^

2irr/X

Jo /< r \ \ [ ft r \}~cos < JTT I I + v > sin < 2ir : / \

X 1 4- (2cos-0 shr0) -

' ' x
''

Second, the electric force, R, perpendicular to the axis of the oscillator :

h The diagrams have lost very considerably in the process of photography and engraving. It may
possibly be that some of the finer loops and dots will appear not at all, or at least unclearly, after the
blocks have been somewhat used. We hope shortly to have kinematograph films of the original diagrams
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2irr/X
tiii cos -

(xi).

Now let

*i(r,*) =

and

C06 X

3 sin 2ir [ ^-

_i

i .
r)

(2wr/X)co8 X

, CM frfe
- f)

+ x
|

2 sin 2.
(1 ^

/o ./% \ _, , > \

(2^r/X)co8 X (LV'Xr

(xii),

(xiii).

Then ^, and <^, are constant over any spherical surface about the centre of the

oscillator at any time, and

Z = <, sin
3 6 + <k, 1

II = <, sin cos 6, \

(xiv).

The electric force can thus be considered as compounded of a force
<f>., parallel to

the axis of the oscillator, and depending only on the distance of the point of the field

from its centre, and of a force <, sin 6, acting in the meridian plane perpendicular to

the central distance of any point and towards the oscillator axis.

Clearly along the axis and in the equatorial plane R = 0, or the force is parallel to

the axis, a result already deduced by HERTZ for a simple harmonic oscillation.* At

very great distances we may neglect inverse squares and cubes of r, as compared
with first powers, and accordingly <^ vanishes as compared with ^,. In other words

the electric force tends at great distances to become perpendicular to the radius C L,

or the propagation to be purely transverse.

At a considerable distance from the origin we may take :

'Electric Waves,
1

pp. 142-3
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2irr/X cos*

R = ^ ^ sin 0cos 0- . . (xv).
2irr/X cos* x

The values in our notation obtained by HERTZ are :

\

sin 0cos 0sin 27r
~ - --

27T7-/X

Now it must be remembered that Q and R and Z are all zero until t is > ar or

- > -
. Hence HERTZ'S formulae imply that at a considerable distance from the

JT X

origin the intensity of the field increases gradually from zero, The formulae (xv)

appear, however, to show that the intensity at a distant point of the field rises

abruptly from zero to the definite value :

sn
2,rr/X

*
cos'*

'

2w/X

as the wave reaches it.

The explanation of this is, however, that, while we make the oscillator start from

zero charge, yet the initiation is sudden in so far as it requires definite initial values

of the electric and magnetic forces. There is an impulsive action at the wave front

due to the sudden starting of the oscillator, and the above expression only represents

the* electric force at a considerable distance from the oscillator, when the impulsive
action of the wave front has just passed the point under consideration.

Turning now to the magnetic force P perpendicular to the meridian plane, we

have by (vi) :

l

~p ~dt'

or,

sin*
cos* x (2?rr/X)

=
<^3 sin Q
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where fa is a function of r and t only, and is constant at any time for a spherical
surface round the centre of the oscillator.

Clearly P does not, as in HERTZ'S formula, appear to gradually rise from a zero

value, but suddenly springs to the value

E/(

or,

at a considerable distance from the oscillator.* This must again be interpreted as

representing the value of the magnetic force immediately after the impulsive action

at the wave front has passed by.

(5.) We shall now consider what modifications are made in the velocity of trans-

mission owing to the damping of the wave train. HERTZ, GRAY, and others have

considered this problem, but have confined their attention to the equatorial plane or

the axis, and to a simple harmonic train. There appears to be no real simplicity

gained by these limitations. Dealing first with magnetic force in (xvi), we may
write the value of P above

k . . . (xvii)
i \~ - / /

where we have

Hence

tan & =
sinycoav >.... (xviii).-*

:
A

4- cos 2y
2*r/X

sin 2y
2TTT/X

* The apparent equality of the initial electric and magnetic forces arises from the unite selected by

HKKTZ, which have Ixsen here adopted for purposes of comparison Itetwocn the two theories. See '

Electric

Waves,' pp. 138-9.
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From these we deduce

E/(27r/X)_ _ B(2ir/xyco8(ft-2x)

P (
r
)
~

(2wr/xyco"s~X sin (ft
- X)

~
cos** sin

8
(ft

- x )

From(xix)
i <*ft = MX ;7

sin* (ft
- X) rfr ~(27rr/X)

2 '

or,
rfft _ 2WX 1

rfr

==
(27rr/X)*/_J__ ta V+l

To find the wave-speed, we have from (xvii) to find dr/dt from

t T \'

) + {} = constant,
IT X /

i.e.,
X

dr_( i
dPt>\ o

~2r"~di\
~

2ir ~(fr)

~

Let X/2r = v as before, and dr/dt = V . Then

1

(xix),

1
1 + (f

- tan
;

Wheref =2^' HenCe

?L=I? = _ _H_ X-x- __
(xxi).

v 1 + tan2

*
-

2f tan x 2 tan x cosec 2X f

Now this result is quite independent of the direction of propagation, or the wave

moves outwards with the same velocity at the same distance in all directions.

V v
For x = 0,

- - = f. This is the value given by GRAY for propagation in the

equatorial plane,* but it is clearly independent of direction. At considerable distances

f is very small, and therefore V = v. Thus v is the limit of wave velocity as we

recede from the source of disturbance.

Now a remarkable result flows from (xxi), which could not in any way be predicted

from HERTZ'S theory, neglecting the damping. HERTZ tells us that the velocity of

propagation at the source is infinite, and GRAY draws the same conclusion, but (xxi)

shows us that near the source the velocity of propagation, although very great, is

* ' Absolute Measurements," vol. 2, p. 781
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,,,-t/titii><: This hr.lils until = cosec 2\, and then V become indefinitely great

positively. Thus, from the surface of tin- sphere r = (lie waves move
L'TT

inwards and outwards with indefinitely great velocities. When ^ = 0. this sphere
closes in on the oscillator. ;m<l it will generally he well within the sphere round the

oscillator within which it is not legitimate to :ipply the theory. But for a verv

rapidly damped wave train and n very considerable wave length, it is ]*o8sible that its

existence could l>e physically detected.

We may write (xxi)
v = 1 + .

1-irr l-l-nr
, \

x (x -""-'*/
(xxii).

Hence V /r is symmetrical ahout 27r?
1

/X = ^ sin 2x, and we have the following curve

for Vo/v plotted to '2irr/\ :

Ob-ba-AinXCosX
be -i-casic* x.

rl
N.B. This figure is purely ilingiiinmiatic. Ori is not really comparable with Ol, and be is

20,000 uniu of the vertical scale.

The diagram illustrates the rapidity with \\lm-h the velocity of the magnetic dis-

turbance approximates to ,-. and shows the minimum negative velocity vcosec*^

occurring at a distance r = sin
-.'^

from the centre of the oscillator.

(6.) Turning now to the \\a\e-speed for the electric force, we see from the remarks

on (xiv) that we can treat the wave as made up of two components corresjMinding to

r\rill. A. /
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<, and <fc This is really a kinematic resolution convenient for analysis of the wave

phenomena. We might have resolved the displacement in other ways, possibly with

equal advantage. But it must not be supposed that a purely kinematical resolution

into wave components can have no physical significance. It is true that neither
<f> t

nor
<(>.,

could exist by themselves, but this is practically true of all the wave resolutions

the mathematical physicist habitually deals with. He is accustomed to consider in

electro-magnetism waves of electric and magnetic force, neither have an independent

existence ; of radial and transverse electric displacement, one is impossible without

the other. In the theory of the refraction and reflection of waves at the interface

of elastic media, and its applications to the undulatory theory of light, we do not

hesitate to separate the waves of transverse from longitudinal displacement and to

speak of the former as having an independent existence, yet we are really separating

kinematically what can only coexist. Lastly, consider, perhaps, the most familiar

case, that of the longitudinal vibrations of rods ; here the physicists carry the

kinematic resolution so far that they often forget to mention the coexistence of the

vibrations perpendicular to the axis of the rod, without which the longitudinal

vibrations could not exist at all. The fact is that a purely kinematic resolution is

often of first-class physical importance, for one or other of its factors admits of ready

physical determination. Thus, in our present case, <f>2 is the sole component of

electric force in the axis of the oscillator, and determined there it is determined for

all points of space at the same distance from the centi'e. Again, <f> t + <f>.,
is the

component of electric force in the equatorial plane, and with determinations there,

<f>,
will l)e known at all points of space. But it was precisely in the direction of the

axis and in the equatorial plane that HERTZ made his chief experiments. Thus there

seems considerable advantage in reducing the analysis of the electric force to two

functions, both independent of the latitudes and varying only with the distance from

the oscillator, which can be directly tested in the localities HERTZ found best suited

to experimental enquiries. <, and <, are both independent of the latitude, and give
wave speeds V, and V2 having the same values for all points at the same distances

from the centre of the oscillator.

The reader will notice that in taking <)>.t
and

<f>t
sin as our constituents we have

resolved the electric force into two components, one along the axis and one transverse

to the ray, and these components will not generally be at right angles. Neither will

represent the total force in the given direction ; they are transverse and axial com-

jionents and not total transverse and total axial electric forces.

The total force perpendicular to axis = <, sin cos 0;

The total axial electric force
r
.

(
. , = <, sin

2 # + <&>;

The total transverse electric force . =
(<, -f <.,) sin ; and

The total radial electric force . . =
<f>.,

cos 0.

It will be obsers'ed that the amplitude of the axial component does not change
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with 0, hut that the amplitude of l*th the total transverse and the total electric radial

forces does. So far as tin- tl .....rv -if wave transmission goes, the wave-speed of the

total radial force is really discussed under the treatment of <j, '""' axial component,

in Art. 7. Similarly, the total transverse electric force has a \vave-sj>eed determined

from <, + fa and, therefore, it will !* found fully discussed under our treatment of the

function <, + <f>.,,
the equatorial wave in Art. 1'J. In addition, our analysis ciiahles

us to deal separatelv svitli that portion of the total transverse force <|. or the trans-

verse component in our case, which alone is propagated to considerable distances, and

which gives at all distances the total force perpendicular to the axis.

(7.) Let us deal first with the case of the component force parallel to the axis or the

<^, factor of the total radial electric force. We may write

*=P,(r)e-'^-^Bin{2(^-^) + &}
. , . . (xxiii).

where

Ps (r) cosA = ~ 2EJ
y) (tan x

- O-

Thus,

f ^
Pt (r)

= 2E/
(**)>

{ 1 + (tan X
-

^)
2

}',

and,

cot /ft.
= tan x + f ..... . ..... (xxiv).

Hence
1 <>& \ J_ _ -V

MII-/S. /!

""
-' f*

'

X ? '

and dift'erentiating 2w (---
'.

-
]
-f & = with regard to the time to find V2

= dr/dt,

we have
v = V2 (l-rHin'&).

Thus the wave is

and its velocity is given hy

2wr .

x (\
--si"-

We see at once that V., =. V
, or the magnetic wave and the wave of component electric

z 2
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force parallel to the axis are propagated everywhere \vitli tin- saint- velocity at the same

distance t'l-Min tin- axis. At the same time the amplitude of this electric wave varies

inverselv as the .i'/nitrc of the distance from the centre of the oscillator for considerable

distances, while the amplitude of the magnetic wave varies under the same conditinns

inversely as the distance. Thus the effect of the former is rapidly insensible as

compared with the latter. Meanwhile it is important to observe how this wave keeps

pace with the magnetic wave.

(8.) We may now consider <,, which gives the transverse electric component ^>,
sin 9

and the total electric force perpendicular to the axis, i.e., <, sin 6 cos 6*

sin B = P, (r) e-'*-
r *> sin 6 X sin {W^ -

^)
+ ,

i . (xxvii),

where

0_\ 3

-
A.

P, (r) sin ft,
= El (

2

fV f (2 tan x
- 3f ).

Hence

P

and

,-=fflwsin 2^
:

cos
2

x (
1 + 4 cos

2

3f
3
sin 2 cos

2

, a . JJ'

1 - tan* x

cos

From the last equation we deduce, if 1/f =s - -
,

A,

- 3(1 + tairy)(- sin 2
tan (ft,- 2x) = ^rj

-

where

Hence

e = (1 4. tan2

x) (C
- sin 2X ), y = ^ tan x .

cos' (ft
- r= 3 (l

3 + -4y-
^*

f /
i

\g O / 1 " \ ) *

^ 3(1 +4y)(3 + e8 - 4V)
X (e

2 + 27e + 47
s -

3)
8 + 9e*

h This again is an important physical significance for <fa, and enables it to be readily differentiated

physically from
0... and 0i
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)_

We must now differentiate
~

(< r) + /8,
= 0, to get the velocity V,, and we

fad

X

Substituting for dfi,/<li; we have, after reductions :

V,

t>

' h ' + 4?e* 4 4-y ( (7-
-

) e + 16-y* (4y
- 3)

Nii\v let

C, = sin 2X
(xxjx).= CON- x (3 cos

2

x
- sn2

x)

Thau
47 3-4r- '

fcl
"

V
'=l

Let Co = -.iT'-<A
= -Vr./X. Then

V, 3c081 v (r-rj'-f- r]

7 =1 + (1^ r {(r
-

r.y
-

r/JJ
'

.'
' ' ' (XXX ^

This gives the velocity V, at each distance r from the origin of the transverse

electric wave. Its amplitude is given by (xxviii).

When r is great, the amplitude approaches the value

El (2w/\f

Therefore at such distances

ty,
= 2 (X/2wr),

or <^ is insensible as compared with <,. Even at distances 5 to 10 times the wave

length, <k will be very small as compared with
<f> t ; that is to say, the electric vibra-

tions at comparatively short distances are to all intents and purposes transverse.

Turning now to the velocity V,, wi- will tirst endeavour to trace its changes. Let
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us write r /r, = q*, where q is generally a small quantity. Then the denominator of

the expression for V, v in terms of r (see xxx) may be written

r (r
- r -

qr } ) {(r r f + (r
- r

) yr, + q^}.

The second factor is negative for r < r + qr t) then vanishes for r = r -f- qr t ,
and

is ever afterwards positive.

The third factor would vanish for imaginary values only, and since it is positive for

r = r
,
it remains positive always. This supposes that r'{ is positive. Similarly the

numerator in the value of
<f> t ,

or (r r
)~ -\- ; will always be positive, if r'f be positive.

Now by (xxix), r$ cannot be negative unless tan x > \/% m'

X > ^0. This corre-

sponds to a degree of damping in which the amplitude would be reduced to "000019

of itself every period, or a degree immensely higher than that of the usual Hertzian

oscillator. Hence both the numerator and the third factor of the denominator are

always positive.

Accordingly Vj v is negatively infinite for r = 0, becomes negatively finite, but

very large, until r = r -j- qr^ when it again becomes negatively infinite, after this it

Ixjcomes positively infinite, and rapidly decreases to zero as r increases. Thus, as in

the case of the other waves, there is a sphere round the oscillator within which the

waves move inwards for transverse electric vibrations. This sphere is of somewhat

larger radius (r + qi\ as compared with r
)
than in the case of the magnetic wave.

In terms of x the radius of this sphere is given by

^(sin2x){(fcosec' x -l)
13
+l}.

For example, when tan x = '2/77 or % = 3 38' 33"'5, we find for the radius of this

sphere, 6'69604 ?, or between six and seven times the radius of the sphere within

which the velocity of the magnetic wave is negative. Substituting the value of ?,

the radius = '135X. Hence, for a small oscillator, say $ of a wave-length long,

this sphere would be well outside the sphere '05 of a wave-length circumscribing

the oscillator, and thus practically within the field to which our theory might be

approximately applied. The inward moving wave of transverse electric vibrations

ought thus to be capable of experimental demonstration.

We have, in the next place, to find the minimum negative velocity, and its distance

from the centre.

Writing r r = u and r = q*i\, we have to find the maxima or minima of

Differentiating, we find for the required values
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Now, at r = r it is easy to see that the curve in which is plotted to r is

still sloping towards the horizontal. For if =
77
and t

' =
,
its equation

is approximately

r.(r. + )

or, 77
decreases with increase off hyperlx)lically.

Hence the minimum negative value sought must li<> lietween r and ra + qr,, say

at r + *?'/''!
where 77

is less than unity but not necessarily very small. Thus \ve

must put w/r, = r)(j }
where q is small, and endeavour to solve (xxxi). Sulwtitiiting,

we have

-'YV + <h
4 + -'/V + 4</Y + ^'y

7

^?
-

v
a = o,

or,

*N' + '/V + V +W + -''/'>?
-1 = 0.

Clearly, 17
must he of the form 170 + ^)\

(
f' + y$

4 + w' + &c. Let us substitute

this value and equate the successive powers of q- as well as the constant term to zero.

We find

47,J
- I = 0,

T?2 + $wl + 2ijl
= 0,

^, + >jj + 1277577, + 12770*7? + 877017, + 2770
= 0,

jfo, + 20772771 + 477277, -|- 12^77, + 2477077,77, + 477? -f 877 77, -f 4771 + 277,
= 0.

(xxxii).

These e<
|

nations give us

r,
= (ft

s = -6299G

77,
= - f = - "375

770
=

77,= -0147C,

Thus

77
= -6299C, - -375^ + '01476^.

We find at once that the re<iuirefl radius of the sphere at which the velocity of the

electric transverse wave takes a niinimum negative value

(.gOQQfi

\

+ -625 + -014767
4

)
...... (xxxiii).

The next term in the expression for the radius would involve
</

c and may generally

be neglected. If the point of minimum velocity were half-way between the two
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points of infinite negative velocity, we should have the radius =
J (r -\- qr } )

(5
-f '5

)
Hence, the point of minimum velocity is more than half-way

towards the outer point of infinite velocity. For the particular oscillator referred to on

p. 162, q~
= '17556, and the radius of the sphere of minimum velocity = 4*21 ? nearly,

while the sphere of infinite negative velocity has 6'70r for radius nearly (see p. 174).

At a distance from the centre of the oscillator we have very approximately

V, v 3 coss

%
~~v~

=
(iVr/X)

!
'

or,

V, - v = 3 (V,
-

v).

Thus at some distance from the centre of the oscillator, the excess of the velocity

of this component transverse electric wave (or of the total electric wave perpendicular

to the axis) over the velocity of light is three times the excess of the velocity of the

magnetic wave.

In order to find the distance from the centre at which this component transverse

electric and the magnetic waves have equal negative velocities we must make

1

r (r ra) r
{ (r ru)

s - r rf}

or, putting r r u, solve the cubic

2tt
8 + Sr-u + ?y1 = 0.

Take u = -
7)r
=

779'?', ; hence

Thus,

T]
= \ -g-f q

6
, nearly (xxxiv).

We conclude accordingly that the two velocities are negatively equal at a distance

from the centre equal to f ?* (1 -f- -faq")
= fr , nearly.

This equ.il negative velocity is v ( 1
r-^ j

, nearly. Similarly, the minimum

negative velocity of the electric transverse wave may be shown to be

242601^}
. . . . (xxxv),

where ,=
For the special oscillator discussed above it equals 59'545, or is slightly less

than 60 times the velocity of light. The minimum negative velocity of the trans-
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verse magnetic wave = 248 '46v, and the equal negative velocity of both waves

= 279 '64v. Thus again it appears more feasible to test experimentally the negative

velocity of this transverse electric wave than that of the magnetic wave.

With regard to these negative waves, we can only cite whut HKKT/ has remarked

on the infinite motion which occurs with a steady oscillator (' Electric Waves,"

p. 14G) :

" At an infinitesimal distance from the origin the velocity of propagation

is even infinite. This is the phenomenon which, according to the old mode of expres-

sion, is represented by the statement that UJKMI the electromagnetic action, which

travels with velocity '/A [our v], there is superposed an electrostatic force travelling

with infinite velocity. In the sense of our theory we more correctly represent tin-

plirnomrnoii by saying that fundamentally the waves which are being drvelo|rd

do not owe their formation solely to processes at the origin, but arise out of 1 1 it-

conditions of the whole of the surround ing spaa-, which latter, according to our

theory, is the time seat of the energy."

The following figure gives the velocity curve i.f tin- transverse component electric

wave or of the total electric wave perpendicular to the axis diagrammatically.

VelocityCurve of Magnetic Wave And \

NUtv ofAxial Component ilectricfbrct.}

Velocity Curve of Transverse i

Component Electric W&ve. )

Oa tit r/\ sin i

be - i-

Od -

Oe -

., gf - i-nefioq
l
(i-i-aQaaf

t
>/sin

I
X>.

(9.) It is noteworthy that HERTZ, speaking of the electric force in the equatorial

plane, i.e.,

says that it cannot possibly be broken up into two simple waves travelling with

ilitl'crent velocities
(' Electric Waves,' p. 151). The explanation of HERTZ'S difficulty

is, perhaps, simple ; for, having put =
ir/2 , the distinction between <, and 9, was

VOL. CXCUI. A. 2 A
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lost in his theory. We may consider these to be two separate waves travelling in

the equatorial plane, both indeed transverse just for this plane, hut one <, travelling

\\itli the velocity of the transverse component electric wave and the other with the

velocity of the magnetic wave, or that of the wave of axial component electric force.

Thus HKKTZ'S original explanation of the irregularity of the interferences which did

not succeed -each other at equal distances, hut with more rapid changes in the

neighbourhood of the oscillator, seems justified by the fuller theory. Namely, he

explained this behaviour by the supposition
" that the total force might be split up

into two parts, of which the one, the electromagnetic, was propagated with the

velocity of light, while the other, the electrostatic, was propagated with greater and

perhaps infinite velocity." Actually we may resolve into two waves; the transverse

component electric wave is propagated with greater velocity than the wave of axial

component electric force, which has the velocity of the magnetic wave. Many of

HERTZ'S experiments were made at a comparatively short distance from the oscillator,

and some of the discrepancies he noted between his theory and experiment seem

capable of explanation by aid of the velocity diagram given above.

(10.) There is another quantity which HERTZ considers at length, namely, the rate

of change of the magnetic force, which gives the integral force of induction round a

small circle in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic force. We shall now accordingly
consider the expression for dP/dt from (xvii) :

~ = P (r) sin 9 cos U- - -
\ ^T

where & = &> + x an(* therefore from (xix),

cot (& - 2 x )
= - tan x .

A more convenient form is easily deduced, namely :

tan &-3 = ... (xxxvii),

where r, = sin ^ as before.
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Now let 8, give the phase of the- sine term in (xxxvi), or :

X - 2irr
fi6 -

T" "*

Comparing with (xxiv), we see & = & + 2 \> or :

8, = 8, - 2X.

Thus the phase of the wave of magnet if^ induction always differs hy a constant

from that of the wave of axial comjxnient electric fonv.

Since dfti/dr = dft.,/ilr, the velocity of the wave of magnetic induction equals that

of the wave of axial component electric force, and is given hy the V, of (xxvi), or

the diagram of p. 169.

(11.) In our diagram (p. 184) we have plotted 8, from the calculated curve for 8t ,

hut it is interesting to note the following graphical construction for finding it

directly. Let = 27rr/X as before.

Let Ox be the axis of , Oy of 8,, then 8, = 4 &. Take Ob = cos* x ,

Oa = (27rrc/A)
=

,, and let the vertical through a meet the horizontal through
/> in c. Let On equal , then an =

>
and an/ca= ({ io)/co8* x= tan (/?,

3X ),

or the / acn = /J, 3X.

Take cz, so that ^ zca = 3\, then y8,
= ^ zen. If a circle be descril>ed round c

with radius cz = I, the arc zm corresponding to the angle zcn is the required length

,. Subtract this arc (rectified, say, by RANKINE'S rule) from the corresponding

ordinate ne of the 45 line through the origin (8 = C), and we find the true value of

8, = np. This construction was actually gone through and compared \\itli the

calculated values for verification.

9

zm.

x

N.B. The angle x has been much exaggerated for diagrammatic purposes.

(12.) Before we refer the reader to our diagram giving the phases of the various

waves, and descrite how they were obtained, it seems well to consider the combined

wave of total transverse electrical force in the equatorial plane. The resultant electrical

force in this plane may be considered, as we have already seen, to consist of two parts,

I laving different wave-speeds ; but, possibly, if a receiver were sufficiently small, it

might not l>e possible to differentiate them, and HKMTX'.S theoretical view of their

2 A 2
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unity seems finally to have mastered his experimental suspicion as to the possible

coexistence of two waves in this plane (see our p. 177). Accordingly we have worked

out both the velocity and phase of this compound wave, which at the same time

determines the total transverse wave (see p. 170), in order that a comparison may be

made with HERTZ'S results for an undamped single wave in the equatorial plane.

Returning to the formula (x) and putting 6 = %ir, it may be read as :

where if =

Hence,

From this we deduce :

1

2rr/\
'

Z (r) sin ft = (2 tan x
- f)

El (2ir/X)

Z (r) cos ft = (
1 tan2

x + tan x f)

(xxxviii),

(27T/X)
3

(xxxix).

tan(ft-2x )
=

cos2
lirr

sin 2y.

zirr
~

i si" 2* )
- cos* x (cos

5
x - I in!

Y.)

where
c = cos

2

x, o = sin 2x, c
2 = cos

2

x (cos
2

x I sin
2

x).

This formula is fairly well adapted for logarithmic calculation. The phase may be

obtained by taking

84 = {
- A-

It may be compared with the value for 8,, obtained from
,, on p. 172, where we

easily find

tan (ft -2x) =-_
- 3cosl

y(-
- - sin2y

'

\ -

-
| sin 2x

j

- 3 cos2

x (cos
8

x - } sin2

x)

if

(xli),

As before

d = 3 cos'
4

x (cos
2

x - i sin
2

x ).

Si = -
ft.

This again readily lends itself to logarithmic calculation.
Both have for asymptote the same 45 line, namely,

S = {
-

Or + 2X ).
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We now proceed to trace the velocity of the electrical disturbance in the equatorial

plane.

We have

,,
2 tan Y -

tan a. =-*-*-
1 - tan1

x + tan * - '

whence, by differentiation, we find

^ dfr_ *{!

2ir rfr

~
(1 + tan* %f 2 tan x (I + tan1

x)
- *

(1
- "> tan' x )

- _'* tan x -f
'

Hence, if V4 be the velocity and < = X/(2r), as before

V4 _
r

" "

1 -
,

h
(1 + tan'x)

1 - 2tanx(l -f tan*x)~ 2 t
(l
-

tan*x) + 2f tan x
Now put

:=+
-'tanx V L^Jan^l

1 + tan'^ Nl + tan'x)
1

!

'
1 + tan1 x

"

+ tan* x)* (1 + tan* %f

Again put

f- _ 1 Stan'x _ 2 , 2 3 sin* ) = r*

Then

tl + II = coe
J

x, C. (5 4- {I)
= 2 tan xj(

1+ tan2

x)%

2 + i
* = cos

"

X (
cosl X

~~ 8m*

X) = (
^ ~" *an*

Thus we may write the above result

4 = 1 +

nor- r,)
1 <?+&)- 2a (?-&)-

_
!

, _ x- _
( Hi)h

(J/X)F r {(r
-

r.)F (r + r.)
-

2rj(r - r.)
-

rjr.}

This is a form directly comparable with (xxx).

If the wave be not damped, Co = . .>

= l which gives

r
: h

a value identical with that given by GRAY.*

* ' Absolut* Measurements,' vol. 2, P;irt II.,
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The curve giving the velocity of this wave is found to be even more complex th;m

that for either the wave of transverse or of axial component electric force alone

(p. 177). In the neighbourhood of the origin the wave starts with infinite positive

velocity ;
this falls to a finite but very great positive velocity at about y ,

and then

rises again and Incomes infinite at about ^ >. Beyond this we have a region of

negative velocity, starting with an infinite negative velocity, and falling to a velocity

even less than that of light at about '8556 2 . Then the velocity increases again,

becoming infinite at about v/2 2 , after which it takes an infinite positive value and

falls rapidly till it becomes equal to the velocity of light. Thus there are two centres,

one at about o, and another at about v/2 from the oscillator (inore exact values

are given below), from or towards which the waves appear to move with varying

velocities. In most cases the ^ <,
centre would be far too near the oscillator for

experiment, but the ^/2^ centre, and even the point of negative velocity less than

that of light, appear to be well within the field of experiment, and actually within

the area inside which HERTZ made a good many experiments. Considering the

complex character of the velocity of this wave of electrical disturbance in the

equatorial plane, we feel doubtful as to what interpretation can possibly be put on

HERTZ'S interference experiments in this plane, especially on those made at a

moderate distance from the oscillator.

The following figure gives the velocity curve of the equatorial electric wave

diagrammatically. The approximate values of the chief quantities concerned have

been calculated in the same manner as those on pp. 173-176, but it does not seem

necessary to reproduce the calculations.

12TJ-.0

t
- cos X Seas* X-3 sin*X .

Ob - sinxcosx d+\ sin* X)
ah - i * cosec'x

Oc - -BM6 t
+ -0393

Od = SZ e </+ 1-2071 tenx>

Cf - I-I-866O C \t^'

- -
-666o,neglecting
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Now it is clear, both from this diagram and from that on p. 177, that we must go to

of
"- = 6 about to get fairly constant velocity of transmission. But X in HERTZ'S

experiments was aljout 9'(> metres (see p. 162), or the experiments, supposing a constant

velocity of transmission desirable, ought to have been made at some 9 metres or

more from the oscillator. HEHT/'S first series are at less than 8, his third series at

less than 4, and his second, which do go up to 12, he states "required rather an

effort,"
1 Within these limits the exact nature of the interference and the points at

which it may be expected to occur seem open to some criticism, even in addition to

the difficulties which have been raised by the problem of "
multiple resonance."! The

views expressed above will be strengthened by an examination of the diagram giving
the phases of the waves, the velocities of which have been already discussed.

(13.) The phasi-s have been plotted from the formula} given above, as follows :

I. Transverse Component Electric Wave and Wave of Total Force perpendicular
to Axis (<,). 8, = $,.

The formula is (xli). For the special oscillator for which our results are plotted,

C, = sin 2x = '126,8098, cc = '995,964,

X = '063,5760, c\ = 2'972,821.

The asymptote is 8, = 3'2687 (i.e., 8, = (TT + 2X )).

We see from the diagram that the phase does not approach very rapidly to its

asymptotic value, being still about 5 per cent, of its value from it, when = 10.

We notice that 8, starts from zero at the origin, and after high contact becomes

small and negative. This negative portion of the phase is too small to be seen on

the large diagram, but an enlarged inset figure is added. The curve cuts the axis

and becomes positive at about 1-165, or at about I '42 metres from the origin, a

distance within which some of HERTZ'S experiments on interference were made. The

range of negative phase could be considerably increased with a more rapidly damped
oscillator.

The approximate value* of Oa for any value of x is

20 2000 . /tan1
y\l .

= (15 tan x)
1 +

7
tan x + jjjg

tan x (~Y5 )
+

II. Axial Component Electric Wave and Wave of Total Radial Force

,= -&.
In this case the formula used was deduced from (xxiv). This may be altered to

* ' Electric Waves,' pp. 118, 120, and 119 respectively.

t PoiNCAR^,
'
tflectricite et Optique,' vol. 2, p. 195 et seq., and p. 249 tl seq.

I We owe this general solution to the kindness of Mr. L. N. G. FlLON, M . A.
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tan(A- X )
=
fe**

-

- : y&ti (xliv),

\\liich serves readily for logarithmic calculation.

The portion of the curve for which 8 is negative now lies between and '2, and we
must multiply it some 500 times to render tin- small negative values of S visible.

The approximate value of Ob for any value of x is given by

06= it,,

and thus = '19021 for our special cam.

The asymptote is given by the 45 line

or, for our special case Oe = 1 '63437.

The curve for this wave has a far less sensible negative portion, and approaches
much more rapidly to its asymptote, being in our special case at a distance less

than 2 per cent, of the value of 8 from its asymptote when = 10.

Thus we see that there is a marked difference between the phases of the component
transverse and component axial electric waves. The first appears to proceed from a

centre at distance Oa given by (xliii) from the centre, and the second from a distance

Ob equal i|o, or practically from a point so close to the centre of the oscillator as not

to be sensible in the case of any but very rapidly damped wave trains. The ultimate

phase difference of the two waves = + x .

III. Wave of Magnetic Induction. 8, = $,.

Here we can either use the graphical method of p. 179, or the simple relation

8, = 8, - 2X.

The latter method shows us that the asymptote is

or in our special case

S = - 17615.

Thus the ultimate difference of phase between the transverse component electric

and the magnetic waves is \ir x ,
and between the axial electric and magnetic waves

is - 2X .

It will be seen that this wave of magnetic induction for a damped wave differs

considerably from that given by HERTZ.

The most notable difference is the finite negative value of 8, at the origin, and this

VOL. cxcni. A. 2 B
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negative value of the phase continues until - = Oc ; for the general case we may

take approximately

For the special value of x used above, i.e., x 3 38' 33'5", we find

Oc = '8664.

This is at a distance from the source of

r= -1379A,

or about T324 metres. Thus we see that the phase of this action does not, as HERTZ

states ('Electric Waves,' p. 154), "increase continuously from the origin itself." In

discussing the velocity we have seen that dj33/dr = d(3 /dr, so that the velocity of

propagation is identical with that given by (xxi). Thus it becomes indefinitely great

when 27rr/X = sin 2^ = '1268 for the above values of the constants. The point,

therefore, of infinitely great velocity is much closer to the origin than that of zero

phase. We think HERTZ considered these two points to be identical. At any rate,

he held that the wave moved with infinite velocity up to the point of zero phase.

For he argues from his conclusion that the phase increases continuously from the

origin that :

" The phenomena which point to a finite rate of propagation must in the case

of these interferences t make themselves felt even close to the oscillator. This was

indeed apparent in the experiments, and therein lay the advantage of this kind of

interference. But, contrary to the experiment, the apparent velocity near to the

oscillator comes out greater than at a distance from it . . ."j

As a matter of fact, the alterations in the velocity of transmission of either magnetic
wave or transverse component electric wave are very complex in the neighbourhood
of the oscillator, and these variations do not bear a simple relation to the points of

zero phase, from which points HERTZ assumes the outward moving wave to start.

Something of the difficulties HERTZ met with in his experiments on "
interferences of

the second kind
" made close to the oscillator may well have been due to this com-

plexity of result arising from the use of a damped wave-train.

IV. The Compound Electric Wave in the Equatorial Plane, and the Wave of
Total Transverse Electric Force (<, + < 2).

S4
=

/34 .

The formula is now (xl).

For the special oscillator for which our curve is drawn, c = '995,9635, c'f
= '988,928,

o
= '126,8098, and the asymptote is 8 = 3'2687.

* This must only be taken as the basis to find a second approximation, as the series converges slowly.

t Interferences of the " second kind
"

: see
'
Electric Waves,' p. 119.

}
'

Electric Waves,' p. 154.
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Tin- LfiH-nil \.-ilin- I'.T ( ./. :;! \iiiL: tin-
|".

In! ..f nro I.II.-IM-.
i- Ocfi 8*748,707

-f -112,193 Co, approximately. For our special case, Od = 2'9079.

It will be seen that our curve approaches closer to its asymptote than the curve for

the true wave of transverse vibrations. Further, the centre, d, from which the wave

with positive velocity may be supposed to start, is moved far further from the origin.

It is rather further from the origin than it would be in the case of an undamped
train.* There seems, therefore, considerable doubt as to what HKHTX was really

measuring in the case of his interference experiments in the equatorial plane. Was he

it ally measuring IV., or possibly I., obscured in its effect by the superposition of II. '.

It is, we think, needful to re-examine the whole matter physically, endeavouring to

distinguish tatween the components <, and fa. For this purpose the direction of the

axis, rather than the plane of the equator, seems the more suitable for experiment.
For in this direction the magnetic induction and the transverse electric component
wave disappear, and we have the axial component electric wave only to deal with,

i.e., II. only, I. and III. being not extant.

Further, the numerous theoretical singular points to which we have referred seem

to deserve, if possible, physical investigation. To do this we require to emphasise as

much as possible their distance from the oscillator. But this means that we must

get from a small oscillator a long wave-length, if the rate of damping (^) be fixed,

or, if the wave-length be fixed, we require very rapid damping. Neither of these

conditions seem easy of physical realisation. Still something might be done by way
of striking a balance, and, at any rate, we must not disregard the fact that a con-

siderable portion of HERTZ'S experiments were made inside that portion of the field

where the influence of these singular points and of the damping should at least

theoretically make themselves felt.

(14.) Concluifions. We may draw the following general conclusions :

(i.) The effect of damping makes itself very sensible in modifying the form of the

wave -surface as propagated into space from a theoretical oscillator. The typical

Hertzian wave-diagrams require to be replaced by the fuller series accompanying this

memoir.

(ii.) Three waves of electro-magnetic force may be considered as sent out from the

oscillator, and these waves we believe capable of physical identification.

First, a component wave of transverse electric force, determined by <,. This also

gives the wave-speed and phase of force perpendicular to the oscillator axis.

Secondly, a component wave of electric force parallel to the axis, determined by
< 2 . This also gives the wave-speed and phase of force radial to tin-

oscillator.

Thirdly, a wave of magnetic force.

* In this case Od = 2-743,707 correct to the last place. In the general approximate value given above,

we have neglected terms of the order x'i and the approximation is not nearly as accurate as this.

2 B 2
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The waves of magnetic force and of component axial electric force move outwards

each with the same velocity at all points, and this velocity is equal for all points at the

same distance from the oscillator. The intensity of the first force for points on the same

sphere varies as the cosine of the latitude, but that of the second force is constant.

The wave of component transverse electric force moves outwards with equal velocity

for all points at the same distance from the oscillator, and its amplitude varies as the

cosine of the latitude. Its velocity after it has reached a certain distance from the

origin, is always greater than that of the waves of component axial electric force, and

of magnetic force, and its excess over the velocity of light tends to become three

times the excess of the velocity of the wave of magnetic force over the velocity

of light.

(iii.) The velocities of these waves undergo remarkable changes in .the neighbour-

hood of the oscillator, but still at distances such as HERTZ experimented at, and

which seem indeed to some extent within the field of possible physical investigation.

(iv.) The point of zero phase for both transverse and axial component electric waves

does not coincide with the centre of the oscillator, so that these waves appear to start

from a sphere of small but finite radius round the oscillator. A fourth wave dealt with

by HERTZ, the wave of magnetic induction, does not, as he supposes, start from the

centre of the oscillator with zero phase, but in the case of a damped wave train with

a small but finite phase.

(v.) Our analysis of these waves and of their singular points in the neighbourhood
of the oscillator appears to add something to HERTZ'S discussion ; it is possible that

it may throw light on the difficulties which arise in connecting with some of his

interference experiments. It would seem to us that all interference experiments

ought to be made at distances greater than 6 to 7 (V^) from the centre of the

oscillator, roughly about a wave-length from the oscillator, whereas HERTZ rather

terminated than started his experiments at this distance. At such distances the

phase curves are approximately parallel to their asymptotes.

Finally, we are not unaware of the physical difficulties attending experiments, at

such distances, and wish in conclusion to again emphasise the fact that our analysis

only applies to a theoretical type of oscillator. It is, however, the type for which

HERTZ himself endeavoured to provide a mathematical investigation.
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VI. On the. Constitution of the Electric S}mrk.
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[PLATES 8-12.]

1. Object of Research and Description of Apparatus.

WHEN an electric spark passes between metallic electrodes, the spectrum of the metal

appears not only in immediate contact with the electrodes, but stretches often across

from pole to pole. It follows that, during the short time of the duration of the

spark, the metal vapours must be able to diffuse through measurable distance*

The following investigation was undertaken primarily to measure this velocity of

diffusion, with the special view of comparing different metals and different lines of

the same metal.

Dr. FEDDERSEN* published in the year 1862 an interesting research in which'

photographs of sparks were taken after reflection from a rotating mirror. He was

able to draw some important conclusions from his experiments, but it was necessary

for the more detailed examination we had in view, to analyse the light by a

spectroscope, so as to distinguish between the luminous particles of air and those of

the metal poles.

Attempts to measure the required velocity, using rotating mirrors either between

the spark and the slit of a spectroscope or between the prism and telescope, were

made by one of us at various times during the last fifteen years. They failed because

the method requires that the spark should pass when the mirror is in the same

position, and no satisfactory device could be found to secure this object, without at

the same time complicating the spark circuit, which it was necessary to confine as

much as possible to the electrostatic capacity and spark gap.

Instead of using a rotating mirror, it is possible to secure the same object by

taking photographs in a rapidly moving film. An arrangement of this kind was

employed by Professor H. DIXON in his experiments on explosions, and proved at

once successful.

The principle of the method is extremely simple, and may be employed in all cases

* '

Pogg. Ann.,' vol. 116, p. 132 (1862).

4.12.99
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where each spark is of sufficient intensity to give a good spectrum. A sensitive film

is attached to a spinning wheel and the spark image formed on it. Were the spark

absolutely instantaneous, the images taken on the rotating wheel would be identical

with that taken on it when stationary, but on trial this is found not to be the case.

The metal lines are found to be inclined and curved, and their inclination serves to

measure the rate of diffusion of the metallic particles.

The interpretation of the photographs presents no difficulties if the velocity of the

film is everywhere at right angles to the direction of the slit. Such is the case in

Professor DIXON'S experiment, and our first wheel was nearly a copy of that used by
him. Fig. 1 shows the section of this wheel ; the axle bears at A and B against

strong screws fixed in a cast-iron support, not shown in the figure. The rim of the

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

wheel had a width of 4 centims., its diameter was 30 centims. The photographic
film was wound round the rim, and, although good results were obtained with this

wheel, some difficulty arose from the tendency of the film to fly off. Several

methods of fastening it to the rim were tried, but the only one which proved

satisfactory was to tie it down by two strong steel wires, stretched tightly round the

whole circumference. Velocities of about 80 revolutions a second could be obtained,

but at the high speeds the film lifted up along the central line, just where the spark

images fell.

A new apparatus was now constructed for us by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument

Company, and is illustrated by figs. 3, 4, 5 (Plate 8), while fig. 2 shows a section of the

moving parts. The film is placed flat against a steel disc, CD, and is kept in place

by a second steel disc, EF, which presses against it, being secured by small screws,
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shown in fig. 4. The hall-hearing, AB, consists of the hub and axle of a bicycle

pedal, the hub being supported by two sets of three strong twisted cords, stretched

and fixed as shown in fig. 3, which gives a back view of the apparatus. The same

figure also shows a narrow vertical tube for oiling the bearing. The moving parti
are surrounded by a circular cast-iron box, which can be covered both in front and at

the back. The light forming the image of the spectrum passes through a rectangular

aperture cut into the front cover. Fig. 4 (Plate 8) gives a front view with the smaller

disc detached and placed in front of the cover. Fig. 5 (Plate 8) shows the whole appa-
ratus ready for experiment. The driving power was a half h.-p. electric motor capable
of revolving 33 times a second, and carrying a disc with three grooves. The disc was

provided with two pulleys of equal size, so that at high speeds it might be driven from

two motors at opposite sides, thus avoiding the side pull The motor and spinning
wheel were tightly clamped to the table of a lathe, in such a way that the apparatus
could be dismounted and put together again, with all parts occupying the same

position. This was of importance, the method of focussing adopted rendering the

ivnioval of the disc necessary during part of the operation. The diameters of the

two steel discs were 33 and 22 -2 centims., the photographs being taken in the

annular space of 10'8 centims., left free when the smaller disc was placed on the

larger one.

In all the experiments the driving cord was passed round the second pulley of

the motor, which had a diameter of 217 centims., while the groove of the pulley
on the spinning-wheel was cut to 2 inches, or 5'1 centims. The speed of the motor

was measured by an indicator of ELLIOTT BROTHERS, which was tested and found

correct. The ratio of the angular velocities of motor and disc might be obtained

approximately by calculation from the diameter of the pulleys, .allowance being made
for the thickness of the cord, or we might turn the motor slowly by hand, counting
the number of turns of the disc at the same time. For our purpose this would have

been sufficient, as the other uncertainties of the experiments do not at present allow

a very great accuracy, but in order to avoid any doubt, and on account of the interest

which attaches to the amount of slipping which takes place at high speeds, an

independent stroboscopic method was employed to determine the ratio of the angular
velocities. We were surprised to find no measurable slip, except at the highest

speeds, such as were never used by us in our experiments.
In our experiments the disc revolved generally about 120 times a second, giving a

linear velocity of between 90 and 100 metres per second for that part of the film on

\\hich the photograph was taken. When the cord was passed over the largest

pulley of the motor we could spin the disc over 160 times a second ; this was tried

and the speeds were tested, but no photographs were taken, as the smaller velocities

gave us sufficiently good results.

Our first successful experiments were made with a single-plate Voss machine,

the discharge being taken from four Leyden jars in the circuit, but the beauty
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of the photographs was considerably increased when a much more powerful battery

was introduced, and charged from an induction machine constructed for us by

Mr. H. C. WIMSHUKST. This machine has 12 plates, of 62 centims. diameter, and

gives, without jars, sparks which are 13 inches long. In the majority of our experi-

ments six large jars of flint glass were used, each jar having a coating of tinfoil, of

about 2000 sq. centims. surface. The capacity of each jar was measured separately

for us by Mr. J. R. BEATTIE, and found to vary from '0049 to '0060 microfarad, the

capacity of the complete battery being '033 microfarad. The jars, which had not

been used for years, were found to be in bad condition. They were carefully

cleaned, by soaking first in caustic soda and then in nitric acid. After coating with

tinfoil to within 10 centims. from the top, the uncovered parts were heated in front

of a fire to over 60 C., so as to secure complete dryness, and then, whilst hot,

varnished. After this treatment the jars gave no trouble.

Great care is necessary in handling a battery of this capacity, especially as the

experiments are conducted in the dark.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 6.

A

1

The whole battery was placed together on an insulated table, and Mr. WIMSHTJRST'S

recommendation to keep one hand always in the pocket while handling the jars also

proved useful.

The metal electrodes were fitted inside a box having an opening towards the

collimator of the spectroscope. Perhaps the greatest source of trouble at first con-

sisted in the uncertainty of the position of the points on the electrodes, from which

the sparks set out. Successive sparks did not always leave the poles at the same

points, so that the spark images did not always fall centrally on the slit. This was

remedied to a great extent by giving careful attention to the shape of the electrodes

and to their polish. The form adopted after a few trials was conical, and is shown

in fig. G. The metal having first taen turned in the lathe to the required shape, was
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polished by means of emery paper, and finally by wash-leather. Good polish waa

found necessary to prevent sharp projections, which, though they may be small,

cause premature discharges before the jars are sufficiently charged.

A section of the electrode box is shown in fig. 7. It is made of wood and is fixed

to a board, RS, capable of being levelled so as to make the spark path as nearly as

possible parallel with the slit. The electrodes are fixed to two wooden plates, AB
and A'B', which are attached to flint-glass tubing, CD and CD', the glass bein^

carefully varnished. The electrodes, E, E', are connected to the Leyden jars by
means of gutta percha-covered wire (No. 18) which passed, as shown in the figure,

through apertures in the plates, AB, A'B', and finally through glass tubes, F and F'.

The leads from the jars were hooked to loops formed by the wires attached to the

poles, the sharp ends of all wires being protected by means of small spheres of

sealing-wax. We used in the experiments a standard distance of 1 centim. between

the electrodes. The electrodes having been fixed to the plates, their distance was

adjusted and the plates secured to the glass rods by means of sealing-wax.

A few words should be said about the optical arrangements. It was for our

purpose most important to have a good image of the spark in coincidence with the

slit. As we confined our investigation principally to that part of the spectrum

which, with glass prisms and lenses, is photographically most intense, the lenses were

specially made for us by Messrs. ZEISS at Jena, the chromatic and spherical aberrations

being corrected for the region F to H of the solar spectrum. When it is required to

form a spark image on the slit, sufficient attention is not always given to the fact

that lenses are generally constructed to be used with a parallel beam of light. The

aberrations introduced when objects at small distances are to be focussed, are some-

times considerable, and had to be avoided in our experiments. We asked Messrs.

ZEISS therefore to make a lens of 4 centims. aperture and 25 centims. focus, which

when placed at a distance equal to twice its focal length from the spark, should give

an image equal in size to the object within the required limits of the spectrum,

free from chromatic and spherical aberrations. The lens sent to us answered all

our requirements perfectly. Both collimator and camera lenses had apertures of

4 centims., and focal lengths of 46 '3 and 39 '9 centims. respectively. The prism used

was made of old flint glass by STEINHEIL, having a refracting angle of 59 28' and a

refractive index of l'G227 for sodium light. The extent of the spectrum between

F and H on the revolving disc was about 1 '5 centim.

The general arrangement of the apparatus is shown in a diagrammatic form in fig. 8.

E represents the electrode box, A the lens forming the image of the spark on the

slit of the collimator B, through which the light passes before it is dispersed by the

prism C and focussed by the camera lens D. The parts A, B, C, D were mounted on

a slate slab secured to the wall by means of strong brackets. The lathe support

which carried the motor M and spinning disc F, was placed so that the image of the

VOL. CXCTII. A. 2 c
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spectrum should fall near the top of the disc vertically above the axle. I represents

the indicator which shows the speed of the motor.

The adjustments which it is necessary to carry out with accuracy consist in the

focussing of the spark image on the slit, the proper centering of the apparatus, and

the focussing of the camera lens. In addition to this, it was found convenient to

place the lens A as nearly as possible half-way between the spark and slit, so that the

spark image on the slit should be of the same magnitude as the spark. This rendered

the interpretation of the photographs more easy, as the linear dimensions measured

in the direction of the spark discharge were reduced in that case by the optical

arrangement in the fixed ratio of the focal lengths of the camera and collimator lenses,

viz., '86. One millimetre in length of the slit images therefore always corresponded

to 1'16 millim. in length of the spark path.

Fig. 8.

The adjustment of collimator and lens A is most easily carried out if the prism C and

lens D are removed, so that a clear view can be obtained through the collimator

towards the spark box. The collimator was adjusted in the usual way for infinite rays.

As it was separately supported on a tripod stand, it could be accurately levelled,

and the centre of the slit placed, by means of a cathetometer, accurately at the

same height as the centre of the spark gap. The focal length of the lens A being

known, the distance between the spark and slit was adjusted by measurement to be equal
to a little more than four times that fooal length, and the lens A was placed at the

right height, and exactly half-way between the slit and spark gap. Sparks from

an induction coil were now allowed to pass between the electrodes, the slit being opened
wide, and a telescope adjusted for infinite rays placed in front of the collimator, so

that the observer obtained a clear view of the slit. If the adjustment is good, the
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electrodes illuminated by the spark are in perfect focus. By a few successive trials,

in which the electrode box and lens A alone were moved, and in such a way that

the latter was shifted through half the distance of the former, this could always be

secured, and at the same time the lens kept half-way between spark and slit.

The lens A had now to be temporarily removed, to make sure that the axis of the

collinmtor pointed to the centre of the spark gap. For this purpose the collimator

lens was covered by a piece of cardboard with a central slit about 2 millims. wide, and
the electrode box shifted sideways until the maximum amount of light passed through
this slit. Replacing the lens A into its previous position, it is easy to ascertain that

the adjustment of distances has not been disturbed. The adjustment being complete,
the correct position of collimator was permanently secured by pouring melted paraffin
wax round the tripod screws which carry it. The lens A was fixed in the same way,
but a lateral motion of the electrode box must be allowed, so as to correct the small

displacements which necessarily occur when one set of electrodes is replaced by
another.

The prism is placed in the usual way in its proper position in front of the collimator ;

we worked in a position of minimum deviation for a wave-length of about 4 '3 10~*.

The only remaining adjustments are those of the camera lens and disc. The lens

D was fixed to a brass tube which could te made to slide in a collar by means ofa screw.

The lens was placed so that it was completely illuminated by light passing through the

collimator and prism ; this is easily tested by an eye placed at the focue of the lens.

When the position of the disc had been accurately fixed, so that the spectrum was
formed at the proper place, a film, which had to be sacrificed for the purpose, was placed
on the disc just as during an experiment. A pointed rod was now brought into contact

with the film and against some prominent spectrum lines like the blue triplet of zinc.

The rod was fixed in this position, slightly touching the film, so that the disc could be

rotated without appreciable friction. The disc was now removed for the final adjust-
ment of focus, an eye-piece being put in position, so that the pointed end of the rod

was in its focal plane. If the lines of the spectrum were not in focus, the lens D were

'moved until that was the case. The wheel being then replaced into contact with the

rod, a perfect focus was secured.

The different parts of the spectrum were not situated at equal distances from the

axis. A slight correction which may in consequence be necessary in the reduction of

the observations, requires the knowledge of the point of the spectrum which lies at the

minimum distance from the axis, i.e., if the spectrum is horizontal, we want to know
the wave-length lying vertically above the axis. This may readily be ascertained by

suspending a plumb-line close to the disc passing in front of its centre. The shadow
of the string will then show on any photograph of the spectrum which is taken.

2. Interpretation of Photographs.

NVith the wheel which was first used, the film was placed round the rim
(fig.

1

2 c2
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and the velocity of the film being everywhere at right angles to the image of the slit,

the interpretation of the photographs was obvious. But with the film on the

face of the disc, as in our final experiments, the linear velocity is not the same for

different portions of the slit image, or different parts of the spectrum, nor is it every-

where perpendicular to the slit image. The following investigation shows how the

velocity of the particles may be deduced from the measurement of the photographs.

Fig. 9.

H

/

s -"^
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or writing s for CC' and r for OM,

Again neglecting the square of small quantities,

a : x = r : a -f y.

It is convenient to introduce in place of a the distance (c) between O and the centre

of the spectrum, so that a = c h, where h represents half the width of the spectrum.

To the required degree of accuracy it is then found that

x
~

~c (
l ^ ~

) 'C V \ C I

where the minus sign refers to measurements taken along HS.

The time (t) taken for the description of the arc CC' is s/rta, at denoting the angular

velocity of the disc, and if v be the linear velocity at the centre of the spectrum

TO

As y and x are obtained by measurement of photographs, and h and c have been

practically constant in the experiments (though also measured in each case), the above

equations allow us to calculate

h

If a,, y,, and x?, y2 are the measured coordinates of two points lying near each other

on the curved images of the spectroscopic lines, the velocity of the luminous particles

at the corresponding point of the spark will be K .

-*
, where K is the ratio of the

lt r,

length of the spark gap to that of its image on the film, which in our can
was simply the ratio of the focal lengths of the camera and collimator lenses,

i.e., 1'16. If both poles are made of the same material, so that both the lines which

appear at the top and bottom of spectrum can be measured and the mean taken, the

correction disappears, and the velocity of the particles is given directly by Kw'J -'.
j~
t x

t

Even when a line can only be measured on one side, this may approximately be taken

to be the velocity, for in our experiments c was equal to 14, the distance b was seldom

greater than 1 and never greater than 2, while the ratio x/y was always less than ,

so that z and y oiJy differed at the maximum by 5 per cent, from each other. The

uncertainty of our experiments, for reasons which will be given, was greater than that

amount. Similarly may the quantity be neglected for the present.
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3. Method of Conducting Experiments and Measurement of Photographs.

The method of conducting an experiment is obvious from the preceding descrip-

tions. The apparatus being in adjustment, a photograph was taken of the spark

spectrum, on the stationary disc. This is for the sake of reference, chiefly for the

purpose of identifying the lines. The disc was then set spinning and when the desired

speed was attained and found to be uniform the Wimshurst machine was set going by
hand until about six sparks had passed. We thus obtained a number of images on

each film, some of which sometimes were found accidentally to overlap. The images

are not found to be equal in clearness, the spark not always passing parallel to the

slit ; the two best were selected for measurement. For this purpose the film, after the

images had been developed and fixed, was cut up, each image being carefully marked

for future reference.

The measurements were made by means of a "
comparator," a very beautiful

instrument, made by ZEISS, of Jena. The instrument consists essentially of two

microscopes at a fixed distance from each other. A sliding table underneath serves

to carry the photograph to be measured under one microscope and a scale under the

other. A photograph having been fixed to the table by means of soft wax, a fine

adjustment screw allows a certain relative displacement between it and the scale,

so that when any desired line is in the centre of the field of view of one microscope

the scale may be read with the other, and adjusted to give any desired reading.

This adjustment is of great convenience in the comparison of different spectra with

each other, as some air line, common to all, may always be placed so that the reading

is in every case the same. The scale is divided into \ millims., and a micrometer

eye-piece allows readings to 7^5^ millim.

Speaking for convenience sake of the slit images as "
vertical," the photograph

must be placed so that when the sliding table is moved the trace of the centre of the

field of view on the photograph is horizontal, and the measurements consist in

measuring the horizontal displacements of each spectrum line at different distances

from the edges of the spectrum.
Our first method of conducting the measurement was to take contact prints on

glass of the selected images. On these copies horizontal equidistant lines were ruled

by a fine needle point fixed to a dividing engine. The displacements could then

be measured along each of these lines. The disadvantage of this method consists in

the labour of taking copies and ruling lines, and also in the loss of definition, which,

however small, was always noticeable in the contact print. At a later stage, there-

fore, the method of measurement was changed to the following : A brass frame was

made in which the film could be clamped so that it lay perfectly flat under the

microscope. Underneath the photograph was placed a transparent scale, made of a

portion of a film from which the sensitive layer had been removed, and on which

horizontal lines at a distance of about '55 millim. had been ruled. These lines could
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be seen in the instrument traversing the spectrum horizontally. They served as

reference lines along which the displacements could be measured.

Accurate measurements of wave-lengths were not necessary for our purpose as lone
as we could identify the different lines. As the prism was not disturbed during the

principal series of our experiments, the air linos were found to be sensibly at the same
distance from each other in all our photographs. Making use, therefore, of a few of

these air lines, which are sharp, and of the lines of zinc and cadmium, which are

easily identified, a curve may l>e drawn from which the wave-lengths corresponding
to any reading of the comparator may be determined in the usual way with quite
sufficient accuracy.

4. Preliminary Experiments.

Before entering into the main subject of our research, we desired to become familiar

with the appearance of the spark itself, and with such other phenomena connected

with it as could be elucidated by photographs of the spark itself. We describe the

results obtained, selecting out of a number of plates those which seem to present
distinctive features of interest.

Fig. 11, Plate 9, November 10, 1897. Image of spark taken between zinc and
brass electrodes ; 5 Leyden jars were used, their total capacity was not measured, but

the jars were smaller than that of the battery of six used in the later experiments,
and the total capacity was estimated to be about half, i.e., about '015 microfarad. The
chief feature of this photograph is a slightly curved very luminous column, containing,
as was subsequently ascertained, the first discharge breaking through the air. This

is surrounded by a cloudy appearance, which is due to the metallic vapours generated

by the first discharge.

Our later experiments, to be described further on (p. 211), point to the conclusion

that the oscillations following the first discharge pass through this cloud of metallic

vapour. Some sharp linear luminous filaments may be seen in the original on one side

of the main discharge. These set out from small projections on the electrodes and

precede the main discharge, as may be ascertained by carefully watching the image on
the focussing plate of the camera. The preliminary discharges may be avoided by
giving careful attention to the polish of the electrodes.

Fig. 12, November 10, 1897. A photograph of the spectrum of the preceding

discharge, taken with 15 sparks. The image of the central column was thrown on

the slit. The spectrum is that of zinc and air, with one or two lines of copper,
and apparently the calcium lines H and K. A trace on the calcium line at 4227 also

shows on the original.

Fig. 13, Plate 9, November 10, 1897. The same as fig. 12, except that the cloudy

portion of the discharge was focussed on the slit, which had to be widened a little in this

case. Thirty sparks had to be taken to secure an impression which could be com-

pared in intensity with the previous one. The absence of air lines, verified also by
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eye observations, proves that the cloudy luminosity is due to metallic vapours. The

presence of metallic lines in fig. 2 does not prove the presence of metallic molecules in

the main discharge, as it is impossible to obtain an image of the latter free from that

of the luminous cloud lying in front and behind it.

Fig. 14, Plate 9, November 12, 1897. Spark between iron poles, showing the

luminous filaments preceding the discharge.

Figs. 15 and 16, Plate 9, November 13, 1897. Sparks taken under similar

circumstances as
fig.

14. In fig. 16 a current of air is blown through the spark gap.

The effect of this current of air is remarkable, as the time of luminosity of the air column

was found in subsequent experiments to be less' than 10~ 6
second, and the actual

displacement of the air during that time must have been quite inappreciable. The most

probable explanation is that the spark passes through those portions of the air which

have been made conducting by preliminary invisible discharges. The air put into

the sensitive state by these first partial discharges has time to move over a sensible

distance before the main spark passes. ,

It is remarkable how the metallic vapours in this photograph seem to be drawn

into the glass tube.

Fig. 17, Plate 9. Photograph of a succession of sparks taken with a small jar and

large induction coil. This photograph illustrates the fact that, in the ordinary

arrangement adopted to produce metallic spectra, the air discharge is predominant,
while the metallic cloud is chiefly confined to the neighbourhood of the electrodes.

5. Measurement of Molecular Velocities.

We may now pass to the description of the results obtained when the spectrum of

a single spark is taken on a moving film. A preliminary trial with various metallic

electrodes had shown us that the sharpest results were obtained with zinc, and we
chose, therefore, that metal for investigation under various conditions. Fig. 18

(Plate 10) gives the spectrum as we obtained it on the stationary film. The lines

of zinc which appear on it are* :

4Q19-1 f
a ' Zinc doublet not visible in the arc spectrum.

48107 "I A
4722-3 >y. Zinc triplet, strong both in arc and spark.
4680-4 J 8.

4058'0 c. Not mentioned as seen in the spark by previous observers, but

given by KAYSER and RUNGE as a strong line in the arc.

* All wave-lengths are given on ROWLAND'S scale in air, and are taken from the most reliable available

determinations. To identify the lines on the photographs we have attached Greek letters to the principal
metallic lines shown in the figures, and these letters are also attached to the wave-lengths as given in

the text.
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The figure is enlarged in the ratio of about 4'2.

19, Plate 10. Disc spinning with linear velocity at centre of spectrum,
v= 99 met. /sec. The air lines are seen to run straight across the spectrum, but the

metallic lines are curved ;m<l broadened. It follows that the metallic vapours remain

luminous longer than the air lines, and that the metallic particles are projected with a

Fig. n.

measurable speed from the electrodes. The broadening of the nitrogen doublet at 5004,

marked N, in the photographs, only amounts to about '04 millim., which limits the

luminosity as far as that line is concerned to ^r: n
= 4 X 10~ 7

. The air line at 3995,y t uuvj

and marked N..,, is drawn out rather more, but is thinner near the poles than in the

centre of the spark ; its appearance, which in some of the photographs taken is even

more marked than here, is illustrated in
fig. 11. We must conclude that the air

remains luminous in the centre of the spark rather longer than near the poles. This

fact, which is very apparent for the luminosity of the metallic vapours, will l>e

referred to again further on (p. 210).

The displacements on this photograph being the first that were actually measured,

the best methods of drawing the reference lines (see p. 198) had not been adopted,
and these lines were therefore at unequal intervals. In the tabular arrangement of

our results we give in the first columns the coordinates of the curved lines which

have actually been measured ;
x denoting the horizontal displacement at a distance y

from the edge of the spectrum. If yt , y2 ; x
t ,
xt are coordinates of two points which

are near together, and v is the linear velocity in metres per second, the molecular

speed is V = Kr ;/ '

(p. 197), at a distance h = K *LJ from the pole, where K is

s*
~~ x

i

the factor correcting the optical reduction, which is 1'16 in all our photographs.
The displacements being difficult to measure, a small error, in x

l
and x2 near the pole,

may produce very large differences in the result. For the comparison of different

metals with each other we therefore calculate also the quantity V = Kr -' which is

the average speed tetween the pole and a point at a distance h' = Ky from the pole ;

VOL. CXCIH. A. 2 D
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the quantity x being larger a small error does not affect the result so largely as one

in the difference x, x,.

TABLE I. Zinc, X = 48107

Date, Feb. 15, 1898. No. XV. v = 102. Distance between poles : 1 centim.

X = 4924-8 (a).

X.
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- inilliins. li tin- poles it reduces to alnuit 400 metres / second, which is not very
different f'nuii tin- velocity of souml in air ;it the ordinary teni]>eratme. It is well to

realise this, for it shows that the sound-wave which is produced by the spark has

moved outwards through a distance of a few millimetres only by the time the metallic

molecules have readied the centre of the spark.

In order to see whether the capacity of the jars and distance between the poles have

an appreciable effect on the result, the displacements of the /inc lines wen; measured

I'or sparking distances of approximately '5, TO, and 1'5 centims., and in each case the

capacity was altered by taking the discharge from 2, 4, and (! jars. Table II. emlxKlies

the result ; the velocity (V) given l>eing, as al*>ve explained, the average speed I >et \\een

the pole and a point at a distance of '2 millims. from it.

*

TABLE II. Average Velocity (V) in metres / second of Zinc Molecules.
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edge of the most refrangible component, and there would be a tendency to s. i tin^ the

microscope on the strongest part of the line rather than on the edge of it. It is

easily seen that an error would l>e liable to arise, giving too great a displacement or

too small .1 vrloritv. We are not at all certain that if this source of error were

eliminated the double line would not show higher rather than lower values for the

velocity, and hope to decide this question by using greater dispersion.

Comparing different capacities with each other, we find that for the spark gap of

5 millims. the velocities are greater for small than for large capacities; we offer :it

present no explanation of this unexpected result, which requires confirmation and

further investigation. When the sparking distance is increased to 1'5 centim., the

course of the sparks becomes so erratic that not much importance can be attached to

the figures. A query has been attached to those that are specially doubtful. On the

whole, there seems a tendency towards greater velocities in this case.

Our normal spark gap of 1 centim. does not show any decided difference due to

capacity, and with our normal capacity of six jars the spark gap does not seem to

affect the result. Hence we are justified in thinking that under the conditions

named a reliable comparison may be made between the velocities obtained for

different metals.

We have collected in Table III. the velocities V and V as measured on our photo-

graphs. The results are nearly always the mean of two sets of measurements from

different photographs. In some cases, such as magnesium, iron, manganese and silver,

no satisfactory measurements could be made. The spectrum, as it appears on our

films, does not always give the same distribution of intensity among the lines as is

shown by the spectra of sparks taken with an induction coil and jars of small capacity,

and it differs also, of course, from the arc spectrum. A discussion of the peculiarities

of our spectra lies outside the range of this paper, and must be reserved for another

occasion, but in the following account some of the chief features of our spectra are

shortly pointed out. The metals are arranged in order of atomic weights.
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Metal.
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ordinary sparks at 4703 is also absent. When the spectrum is photographed on the

rotating film, the lines resolve into remarkable clouds (fig. 20, Plate 10), which do not

admit of measurement. The appearance of the lines shows, however, that the velocities

of the magnesium particles is great, and approximately the same as that of aluminium.

Aluminium. The prominent lines are the two triplets beginning with 4512 (a)

and 3613 (/8) respectively, and the doublet which lies between H and K. The former

do not appear in the arc spectrum, which shows the violet doublet strongly. The

velocities we have obtained are the largest we have measured, but the displacements

(fig. 21, Plate 10) are very small, and the lines are measurable only near the poles, so

that the numbers are doubtful. The violet triplet seems displaced through a greater

distance than the blue, but the measurements are so uncertain that we have taken the

average displacement without distinguishing between them. The violet doublet almost

disappears in the rotating film, leaving only a faint cloudy formation similar to that

shown in the magnesium spectrum, but possessing peculiarities which require

further investigation.

Manganese. Many lines of manganese appear on our stationary photographs, but

on the rotating film they completely disappear under the usual conditions of our

experiments. When the slit is widened and the speed reduced, the displacements

could be observed, but were not measured.

Iron. The iron lines were not well marked, and completely disappeared in the

rotating films.

Copper did not show any well-marked lines, the displacements of which could be

measured.

Zinc. This metal has already been discussed in detail, and it only remains to

mention that the line at 4058 (e) disappears on the rotating film.

Silver showed no prominent lines when our battery was discharged through it, but

the calcium lines are always seen (see p. 212).

Cadmium. A number of cadmium lines appear on our photographs, which agree
in position with the lines so frequently measured ; but there is some difference in the

relative intensities as noted by different observers. The double line 5379 and 5339 (a)

shows a greater displacement than that of the other lines, and the distance between

the components is so great that the explanation given for the corresponding zinc

lines does not seem to hold here. Fig. 22 shows the behaviour of the cadmium lines.

Mercury. Sparks were taken from a surface of liquid mercury, and. though the

displacements can be readily seen (fig. 23), and the edges of the lines are fairly sharp
at some distance from the electrode, they are so diffuse in close proximity to it that

no satisfactory measurements could be made at points corresponding to those taken

in the case of other metals. Better results were obtained when the electrodes were

either amalgamised zinc or cadmium
; but the measurements in these cases, though

they are given in the table, are difficult to make and cannot be trusted. When
cadmium amalgam is used (fig. 24), the photographs show clearly that the mercury
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line 3663 (Hg, y) is parallel to the cadmium line 3613 (Cd, e), and the measurements

an- lii irly
<< insistent, but when the pole was zinc amalgam, the displacements of the

mercury lines seemed decidedly greater than that of the zinc lines. Tliis would

indicate a higher velocity tin- x.inc than for cadmium molecules, while our previous

results had given almost identical values fur tin- displacements of the zinc and

cadmium lines. There is here some contradiction which requires clearing up hy
further experiments.

liimnuth (fig. 25, Plate 11) gave us must interesting results, as it possesses some

lines, such as y, which are curved so little that the velocities of the molecules giving

these lines is found to be larger than that observed in any other case except aluminium.

( >n the other hand, the line at 3793 () indicates the smallest velocity measured.

There are some special difficulties standing in the way of the measurement of the

bismuth lines, which made us hesitate some time before definitely asserting the

different curvature of the lines, but we think that our best photographs, one of which

is reproduced in fig. 25, leave no doubt on the question. One of the difficulties lies in

the fact that bismuth and mercury are the only metals in which the lines are repeated,

owing to the oscillatory discharges. When six jars are in circuit, the appearance is

that of fig. 26, and the lines become mixed and difficult to measure. Another difficulty

lies in the great difference in the sharpness of the lines even on the stationary film,

the lines which show a small curvature l>eing much sharper. There was a possibility

of an illusion due to this cause, similar to that explained in the case of the double

zinc lines, but we cannot believe that the difference in curvature between the lines

marked (y) and () in
fig.

5 can be due to this cause.

[April 26.] We possess very few investigations on the spectrum of bismuth-

LECOQ DE BOISBAUDRAN, who is acknowledged to have purified his substances with

extreme care, gives the line 5209 (a) as one of the characteristic lines of bismuth, and

he also gives 4302 (8) and 4260 (e) as l>elonging to bismuth. The relative intensities

of the lines as given by him cannot be expected to coincide with our own, as he used

very different spark conditions. Our spectrum agrees, on the other hand, j>erfectly

with that given by HARTLEY and ADENEY,* who traced no coincidence between the

lines we made use of in this research with those of other metals.

As the great difference in the molecular velocities suggested the possibility that

bismuth was a mixture of elements, we obtained, through the kindness of Messrs.

JOHNSON and MATTHEY, samples of bismuth prepared from three different sources.

The visible portion of the spectrum was examined with great care, but no difference

in the relative intensities of the lines could be detected.

6. Discussion of Result*.

When we compare together the results obtained for different metals, the first

question that arises refers to the connexion between the velocities and atomic weight,

* 'Phil. Trans.,' vol. 175, p. 130, 1884.
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or rather vapour densities. Dr. FEDDERSEN was led by his researches to conclude

that the spark through air volatilised the metal, which afterwards, according to him,

took no further part in the discharge. If that is the case the process of molecular

diffusion should, at equal temperatures, be inversely proportional to atomic weight.

There is no doubt that the first luminosity of the discharge is entirely due to the

spark breaking through the air. The air lines are so little widened in our photo-

graphs that it is only close to the pole that any metal vapour can be present while

the air is luminous. During the interval between the initial current and the first

return, the metal vapour will diffuse chiefly, if not entirely, by reason of the

molecular velocities. The initial discharge starts a sound-wave which must leave for

a short time the air between the electrodes in a state of rarefaction, and it is perhaps

right to consider that the mass of metallic vapour suddenly formed is driven by its

own pressure into the partial vacuum formed by the heated air. It would seem more

correct, therefore, to compare the process with that of a gas under pressure flowing

into a vacuum than to that of pure thermal diffusion. There is not much difference

between these views, and we may take it that in our experiments we have approxi-

mately measured the velocity of sound in the metallic vapour. This gives a relation

between its temperature and density. Neglecting a possible difference in the ratio

of specific heats, the relation

V = 80

should hold approximately, T being the absolute temperature, V the velocity of

sound, and p the vapour density referred to hydrogen. Thus, for cadmium, the

average molecular velocity found was 560, and substituting p = 56, we obtain

T = 2700, which seems a possible biit rather low value. We must conclude that the

molecule of cadmium in the spark cannot have a mass which is much smaller than

that determined directly near the boiling point of the metal.

If we compare different metals with each other we are struck with the almost

identical numbers obtained for zinc and cadmium. It is possible, of course, that zinc

vapour may be diatomic, but it seems more probable that as the spectrum of zinc and

cadmium show homologous lines, the molecular constitution of the two vapours is the

same. Aluminium, with a small atomic weight, has a high velocity, and so has

magnesium, but the ratio of the velocity of aluminium to cadmium is roughly as 3:1,

while the ratio of the square roots of the atomic weights is only as 2 : 1.

The uncertainty of our numbers is so great that we only wish at present to draw

the general conclusion that the two metals having the lowest atomic weights, which

have been examined by us, are also those showing the highest velocities. For the

same reason we forbear discussing the question as to the different behaviour of

different lines, especially with regard to other peculiarities possibly existing in the

behaviour of lines which show abnormal velocities. The data are at present too

scanty and uncertain to allow us to attach any value to the coincidence of such

peculiarities.
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An interesting question arises as to whether, in the case of an alloy, the different

components affect each other or not. The evidence, so far, goes to show that they
d<>: the zinc lines, for instance, are less curved when the zinc is amalgamated, and

similarly when electrodes of bismuth are moistened with calcium chloride the

displacement of the bismuth lines is reduced.

7. Experiments without Prisnvttic Decomposition.

Dr. FEDDERSEN took photographs of the entire spark by means of the revolving

mirror, and the appearances he obtained were very irregular, though his experiments

allowed him to draw some general important conclusions. We considered it to

be of interest to take some photographs after removal of the prism, retaining

the slit ; fig.
29 (Plate 12) shows the appearance with zinc poles under the normal

condition of our experiment, i.e., with the six jars and a pole distance of 1 centim.

The straight luminous initial discharge which passes the air gap is followed by a

number of curved lines, which represent the oscillatory discharges. Fig. 30, in which

the oscillations are spread out by the interposition of self-induction, gives a better

representation of the phenomenon. We notice, in the first instance, the alternation

at each pole between strong and feeble discharges : the strong discharge at one pole

being opposite a weak discharge at the other. This peculiarity was pointed out

already by Dr. FEDDERSEN. Our experiments do not allow us to decide at which

pole the discharge is most luminous, and it would l>e important to find this out, as it

would allow us to decide whether the discharge through the metal vapour resembles

more that of a vacuum tube or that of the voltaic arc. Fig. 30 shows the initial

discharge to lie followed by a second straight luminous band before the curved lines

liegin. The curvature is irregular, and the two poles do not l)ehave exactly alike.

The distance between successive discharges is the same for all metals we have tried,

which shows that the resistance of the metal vapour cannot be a dominating portion

of the whole resistance, for doubtless different metal vapours will differ in resistance,

especially as they must be present in very varying quantities, owing to differences in

volatility. As we can count about ten discharges, we may take it that the damping

is small and therefore the time of an oscillation 27rx/LC, if L is the self-induction.

I-Yoni this we calculate that our self-induction was about 3000; for steady currents

a rough estimate of our circuit gave a self-induction of 1000, and we know that

for rapid oscillations it must be greater. If we adopt the higher number, we may
further conclude that the total resistance of our circuit must have been small

compared to 20 ohms, while, taking the lower estimate for the coefficient of self-

induction, the resistance was small compared to 12 ohms, a further proof, if one

were needed, of the fact that once the insulating property of air is broken down,

its conductivity may be large. We do not wish to enter further into some interesting

VOL. CXCIII. A. 2 E
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questions connected with tins mutter, as we are only concerned with the bearing of

our experiments on the main subject of our research.

The curved lines of the oscillatory discharges may serve as a basis for the calcu-

lation of the molecular velocities, and if this is done, higher values are obtained

than those we have derived from our experiments with the complete apparatus.

Aluminium and magnesium gave again, however, the highest velocities near the pole,

but that of the zinc molecules exceeded considerably the velocities found for cadmium.

There is here, however, a considerable difficulty in the interpretation of the result,

as without the prism it is impossible to separate the different lines, and, what is

perhaps more important, we do not get the effect of the first discharge at all, as that

is hidden behind the dense luminous column of the straight air discharge.

If a photograph be taken of the spark on the rotating film, the image is always
drawn out most near the middle of the spark, and we obtain images such as fig. 31.

It is not quite easy to see why the metallic particles should remain luminous in the

centre of the spark longer than near the pole, unless there is some inflow of cold air

from the poles inwards. Such an inflow might be produced through the effects of

rarefaction produced by the initial heating of the air by the spark.

8. Sources of Error.

Different photographs, obtained exactly in the same way, sometimes differ con-

siderably in the value they give for the molecular velocity, and there is little doubt

that the chief cause of error lies in the fact that the discharge is not a straight line

parallel to the slit, but takes place in irregular curves, and, as appears already on

Dr. FEDDEBSEN'S photographs, the successive oscillations of the same discharge take

sometimes very different courses. When we first began to work we used smaller

capacities, and our results were more irregular, because the course of the discharge

was more erratic. The large capacity acts in the direction of making the path of the

discharge straighter, unless the sparking gap becomes too great. If the molecular

stream is a straight line, our calculations are based on the further assumption that

the image of the point of divergence falls exactly on the slit. If that point is at

a distance h, measured perpendicularly to the slit, the molecules would have to

traverse a distance \/y* + A2
,

if the projection of the distance along the slit is y.

Calling V the velocity of the molecular stream, v that of the photographic film, it

follows from x = ~Vt and vt = \/y- + A2 that

V2^ - t>y = AV.

x and y are proportional to the coordinates of the spectroscopic lines as measured on

the film, and the curve represented by the equation is a hyperbola.
The error introduced is such that a constant velocity would appear as one infinitely

large close to the pole and gradually diminishing. If k is small, the hyperbola would

soon coincide with its asymptote, and in that case the error in the molecular velocities
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as deduced from joints which are not in close proximity to the poles, would not be

large. Some nf niir photographs give evidence of being affected by this error.

Other inaccuracies which cannot readily be evaluated are introduced by the curva-

ture of the spark. 1C \vr imagine the molecular streams to follow the course of the

spark, the appearan<v "ii our photographs might be considerably modified. In par-

ticular, if the curvature lies in a plane passing through the slit, the molecules near

the pole will move towards the slit or away from it, and the c<>m]M>nents <>f the

velocity resolved along its direction will have a smaller value than near the centre of

the spark, where its direction is nearly always parallel to the slit. The error intro-

duced is in a direction opposite to that found in the previous case, the molecular

velocities near the poles now apj)euring too small.

One further jxjint remains to be noted. Photographs like those illustrated by

fig.
29 and fig. 30 cannot be easily explained, unless we take it that the metallic

molecules actually carry the electric current. If that is the case, and if the process
of discharge is similar to that advocated by one of us in 1882* and now generally

accepted, the molecular stream will carry with it the ionic charge, at any rate

in the positive part of the discharge. Now, considering successive oscillations,

electric forces must continue to act on the metallic molecules, first accelerating, then

retarding, and then again alternately accelerating and retarding. Under the condi-

tions of our experiments, and with the velocities measured by us, the molecules would

only have got to a distance of about 1 millim. from the pole before the second accelera-

tion takes place. If that is a correct view, we should expect a sinuous curve for the

molecular path, and there seems indeed a tendency towards such a form in some

photographs, as for instance that given in
fig. 22. The only way to overcome this

complication will be to increase the period, so that we may be able to measure the

velocity of the stream separately for each oscillation. The effect of magnetic forces

on the velocity of the stream may also supply useful information.

9. Effect of Self-Induction in tlw Spark Circuit.

In the course of our investigation we were led to insert a coil of win- into the spark

circuit in order to separate the oscillatory discharges. We discovered in tliis way a

curious effect on the appearance of the spectrum, the air lines completely disappearing
wl len the coil was inserted, provided the self-induction was sufficient. The most plausible

explanation seems to be that the air lines are produced entirely by the first initial

discharge, when the spark gap contains no metallic vapour. The subsequent oscillations

pass, on the contrary, through the metal vapour, which in the meantime has had time

to diffuse away from the electrodes. By inserting the coil, the initial discharge takes

place more slowly and apparently does not heat up the air sufficiently to yield the line

spectrum. The whole duration of the spark is considerably lengthened, and the

* ' Bakerian Lectures,' 1884 and 1890 ; Boy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 37, p. 317, 1884, and vol. 47, p. 526, 1890.

2 2
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discharge may pass through the metal vapour, which after a few millionths of a second

fills the whole spark gap. The spectrum is modified by the change in the mode of

spin-kin::. :md Mr. HEMSALECH is at present investigating this change, but our joint

photographs are sufficient to show that the spectrum is not reduced to that of the arc

discharge, the double zinc line at 4925, even with large self-inductions, remaining strong,

though it thins out a little. We consider the method of investigating spectra a most

useful one, and it allows us to distinguish at once what is an air line and what is not.

The obnoxious noise of the spark is also much diminished.

[April 26, 1899.] Professor KAYSER has kindly drawn our attention to a paper

by Mr. AUEB v. WELSBACH
(' Wiener Sitzungsberichte,' 88, II., 1883), in which an

interesting device is described by which strong spark spectra may be obtained

without the usual induction coil. It is essentially an arrangement by which the

spark at the break of the primary current is used in place of a gap in the secondary
circuit. The air lines also disappear under these conditions. In how far the spark is

of a similar nature to that used by us is difficult to say without direct comparison of

the spectra obtained.

When the above method is applied to different metals, it is found that the calcium

lines H and K of the solar spectrum appear in most, possibly in all, cases. There is

perhaps nothing surprising in this, owing to the presence of calcium in the dust of the

air, and the probability of its occurring as an impurity in many metals. But what is

surprising is the great intensity of these calcium lines, as compared with those of the

metal proper when the poles used are silver. We deposited some of the metal

electrolytically, and Mr. J. CROWTHER fused the deposit into poles on a block of

willow charcoal, which contains only a very small amount of ash, but we must admit

the possibility of some traces of calcium having been taken up by the silver in the

process.

The silver so prepared gave not only the H and K lines, but also the line at 4226,

with undiminished vigour. We do not offer any explanation as to the possible

sources of calcium, either in the metal or in the dust of the air, but the fact is

rendered remarkable by the appearance of the lines in question when the spectrum is

taken on the rotating wheel. Fig. 27 is a photograph taken on the stationary film

without self-induction, and the H and K lines are seen strongest near the centre of

the spark. With self-induction, the strongest lines of the spectrum are those of

calcium. In
fig. 28 the disc was spinning, and there was no self-induction. The

lines H and K present a comet-like appearance, K being much the strongest.
The head of the curve corresponding to the K line is displaced towards the

violet, and if our interpretation of these curves is correct, the photograph seems

to prove that the H and K vibrations start not at the pole, but in the centre

of the spark, and luminosity begins not when the main initial discharge strikes

through the air, but, roughly speaking, about the 200,000th part of a second

afterwards, when the luminosity of air as shown in our photographs has completely
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ceased. Further experiments are in progress, and the matter is only mentioned

here because any one repeating our experiments on the influence of self-induction

\\ill be struck by the intensity of the H and K lines when the spark is taken

from silver poles. The extraordinary persistency with which the slightest trace of

calcium is known to givr tin- lines in ((Ufstion renders any investigation on the actual

source of the calcium present very difficult. The effect of polishing, which was

necessary to obtain good sparks, undoubtedly results in calcium contamination, as we

were able to ascertain by experiment, but silver poles carefully prej>ared and not

brought into contact with any foreign material, but polished by friction Hgainst each

other, still gave the H and K lines very prominently.

10. Conclusion.

We point out in conclusion the principal results arrived at in the preceding

investigation.

We do not consider that the numbers arrived at for the molecular velocities can

lay claim to great accuracy, owing to the irregularities in the results, some of which

have not quite been traced yet. But we think that we are able to say generally

that metals of light atomic weight, like aluminium and magnesium, are projected from

the poles with greater velocities than the heavier ones we have tried, such as zinc,

cadmium and mercury. Different curvatures of different lines are marked in the case

of bismuth, and are not easily explained, except by assuming the presence of different

kinds of molecules having different masses, the lighter ones diffusing more quickly.

We have thus established a method which is likely to prove of extreme value in

separating the effects of different molecules.

Our experiments also allow us to draw another important conclusion. When two

lines of a metal are of unequal intensity, it is not always due to the fact that at

any period of the discharge the vibrations which appear the strongest are really the

most intense. Our eye or the photographic film only perceives the total energy sent

out, and the time of luminosity is in many cases very different for different lines.

A vibration which is weak but persists may appear stronger than one of greater

intensity which only appears for a very short 'time.

We have been led in addition to a new method of taking spark spectra with an

induction coil, by the discovery that self-induction in the spark circuit leads to the

disappearance of the air lines, which are often very troublesome in the investigation

of spark spectra.

Finally, the appearance of the calcium lines in the photograph of the silver spectrum

lias shown the existence of a new type of spectroscopic lines, namely, one that starts

in the centre of the spark and is propagated towards the poles.
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VII. OH Qimrtz Thread Gravity
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[PLATES 13, 14.]

THE problem of replacing dynamical by statical methods of studying the variations of

the earth's gravitational force has long occupied the attention of astronomers and

physicists, and a good many attempts have been made to construct tin instrument

which should enable relative measurements of gravitational force to lie carried out

with a smaller expenditure of time and trouble than is incidental to the observation

of pendulums.
The only kind of force which is practicable as a means of opposing gravitation in

the construction of such an instrument as is here contemplated, is that derived from

the elastic properties of matter.

Accordingly the problem is reduced to that of constructing either a spring balance

of sufficient accuracy, or of making use of the elastic properties of a gas.

In both cases, when we approach the limits of accuracy obtainable by jH-ndulnm

observations, we have to face very great difficulties arising from the necessity of ascer-

taining the temperature of the apparatus within very narrow limits, and this obviously

implies the even greater difficulty of insuring that the apparatus shall have the same

temperature at every point.

If we add to this the consideration that the apparatus must lie reasonably portable,

and of such construction that it is not possible to disturb its mechanism l>v the shaking

inseparable from transport, it is evident that we have to face a mechanical and physical

problem of considerable difficulty.

Until Mr. BOYS discovered the unique properties of fused quartz, in 1887,* no

material having elastic properties of the requisite simplicity and constancy was avail-

aide, ami from this cause, if from no other, all attempts at constructing a statical

instrument of reasonable accuracy must necessarily have failed as they all did. But

even setting this aside, we are satisfied that all the designs some of them of great

* 'Phil. Mag.,' June, 1887, p. 489.

S.I 2.99.
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ingenuity which have hitherto been submitted, must necessarily have failed from the

difficulty of securing in them the requisite uniformity of temperature.

With regard to forms of apparatus in which advantage is taken of the elastic

properties of gases, it is proper to observe that, though it is possible to arrange a

compensation effective to the first order of the variations due to change of tempera-

ture, yet the apparatus must almost necessarily be too large to satisfy the condition

as to the temperature being sufficiently uniform throughout.

Very closely associated with the problem above discussed is that of making an

instrument by which small secular variations in the gravitational force at any one

place may be ascertained, though in this case the problem is very considerably

simplified, because the question of portability does not arise, and arrangements may
be made for minimising fluctuations of temperature. In this case, however, the

observations should be of a higher order of accuracy than is necessary during a gravity

survey.

As soon as we became familiar with the properties of fused quartz, it became obvious

to us, as well as to others, that by taking advantage of these qualities it might be

possible to construct a balance having sufficiently permanent elastic properties to give

a practical solution of the problem of constructing a gravity meter.

A committee of the British Association, which in 1886 had invited designs for a

gravity meter, reported in 1889 that work had been suspended pending a trial of

fused quartz. Our own attempts to construct a gravity balance began in September,

1889, and have continued uninterruptedly ever since.

When we began to work at the matter we formed an impression that the problem
of observing small variations in the intensity of gravity at any one place would prove

simpler than that of constructing a portable instrument, and consequently we first

turned our attention in this direction. We worked at instruments of what may be

called the non-portable balance class for two years, at the end of which time we had

satisfied ourselves that we were not likely to attain to sufficient sensitiveness, and

accordingly we turned our attention to the construction of a portable instrument.

We experimented in this direction for some time, with the result that in October,

1892, we began to construct what we hoped would prove to be a final form of instru-

ment, but it was not until September, 1893, that we had got it forward enough to

commence systematic observing.

With regard to portability we may say that we have travelled with the present
balance over 6,000 miles. Of seven quartz threads which we have had in actual use

since the balance was completed in September, 1893, only one has broken. During
the first journey in February, 1894, and through the negligence of a person who had

undertaken to look after it, the balance was knocked off its stand and practically

destroyed; the only part which was not broken was the thread. The present tliroid

was mounted on the 10th of September, 1896. It has travelled over 4,600 miles by
cart, railway, and steamer. Observations have been taken with this thread at four
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stations in New South Wales, at Melbourne in Victoria, and at Hobart and Launceston

in Tasmania. On November 23rd, when hurrying to catch the train at Springwood,

N.S.W., out- <>C tin- handles <.f tin- lxx containing the balance broke, and one end of

the box fell through a distance of about two feet on to the asphalt platform. The

reading was found to be altered when we got to Sydney, but the thread was

undamaged. As the final result of the present investigation we have determined the

value of "gravity" at Hornsby, a station 21 miles from Sydney and 472 feet above

the laboratory, relatively to that at Sydney, in three journeys, with a maximum

difference less than one part in 500,000. For the purpose of a survey the evidence

shows that a single observation with the balance will enable g to be determined rela-

tively to a standard value to within one part in 100,000. There is a great probability,

however, that the error would be less than one part in 200,000.

Before proceeding to the discussion of the subject of this paper we desire to perform

the pleasant duty of thanking those who have assisted us in one way or another,

and first amongst these is Mr. JAMES COOK, F.R.A.S., our mechanical assistant.

Mr. COOK made the whole of the instrument, except the thermometric appliances,

including his own working drawings from our sketch designs. It is not too much to

say that had we not been so fortunate as to have commanded his great mechanical

skill and accuracy we should in all probability have failed in our undertaking.

To Mr. J. J. E. DURACK, Deas Thomson Scholar of the University of Sydney, and

to Miss FLORENCE MARTIN, we owe our thanks for much observational assistance.

Through the enlightened liberality of the Commissioners of the Railways of New

South Wales we were provided with free passes over the government railways. To

them, and to the Secretary for Railways, Mr. HUGH MAC-LACHLAN, we desire to

tender our tha*hks, not only for our free passes, but for the unfailing kindness and

courtesy which they showered upon us.

Amongst those who have assisted us with advice upon special points we desire

especially to thank our colleague, Professor GUIINEY, Mr. G. H. KNIBBS, Mr. E. F.

J. LOVE, Mr. G. F. FLEURI, M. GUILLAUME, Mr. GRIFFITHS, and Mr. CHAKD, L.S.

During our journeys we were provided with facilities for making our observations

by Professor LYLE, of the University of Melbourne ; Professor McAuLAY, of the Uni-

versity of Tasmania ; Mr. ALEXANDER MORTON, Curator of the Tasmanian Museum

at Hobart ; Mr. W. J. BAIN, of Launceston ; Sir PHILIP FYSH, (late) Premier of

Tasmania, and Dr. WlOAN, Acting Mayor of Armidale in 1897.

The Surveyor-General of New South Wales also deserves our thanks for having

placed a disused theodolite at our disposal, the circle of which was employed for a

long time as part of our balance.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT AND PRELIMINARY REMARKS.

A and B (fig. 1) are two metallic rods capable of adjustment by sliding along their

common axis, but having no freedom to move transversely ; in our earlier experiments
we made use of the head stock and back centre of a watchmaker's lathe.

Fig. 1

n-ju,

"ITT
n

C is a coach spring attached to A, and carrying a point H, to which the end of the

quartz thread is fastened.

B is a brass axle capable of turning about the axial line HI, which also represents

the quartz thread ; it is attached rigidly to an arm carrying a vernier G. The

vernier moves over a divided circular arc a sextant being in fact employed.

The quartz thread has as nearly as possible a diameter of '0015 inch = '0038

centim., and is very uniform; it is soldered up to the points prepared for it at H
and I.

The distance of A from B is regulated so that the thread is stretched tight by the

spring at C.

The length HI is 30 '5 centims.

D is a piece of gilded brass wire 5 '3 centims. long, and its mass is 0'018 gram ; it

is attached to the thread by soldering, the thread lying in a little kink in the wire.

It is adjusted so that its centre of gravity lies a little to one side of the thread.
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E is a microscope attached to the frame of the machine so as to occupy an invariable

position with respect to the supports A and B.

The microscope is provided with a riding level showing 2" of arc per division of

2 '5 millims. at ordinary temperatures.

The whole apparatus is provided with levelling screws, so that the axis of collimation

of the microscope can be brought into an invariable position by means of the riding

level, which invariable position is very nearly or quite horizontal. Also the thread

itwelf can be adjusted to lie in a horizontal plane by means of a subsidiary level, which

is j>ermanently attached to the frame work, and is at right angles to the riding level.

Tho appiratus is thermally insulated so far as possible, and a platinum wire

thermometer wound upon very thin glass lies alongside the thread.

There is also an arrangement for arresting the end of the lever for security during

transport.

The gravitational moment of the lever about the thread requires to be adjusted by
the addition of small drops of fusible metal solder. The moment is so adjusted that

about three whole turns of each end of the thread are required to keep the lever

horizontal. This adjustment is made once for all ; during the process of observing

the thread is twisted from one end only, viz., the end attached to the sextant arm.

It will be shown directly (in the section dealing with the theory of the instrument)

that the equilibrium of the lever becomes unstable when its centre of gravity rises a

few degrees above the horizontal plane passing through the thread.

The microscope is so arranged with respect to the lever that, when the riding level

is horizontal, the image of the end of the lever lies on the cross wire ; and the lever

itself is almost, but not quite, in the position of instability.

By turning the vernier arm it is possible to increase or diminish the twist of the

thread from I up to the lever. When the thread is increasingly twisted, the side of

the lever on which is the centre of gravity rises until the position of instability is

reached and the lever upsets ; it is caught, however, by the arrester, and is not

allowed to fall right over. When the intensity of gravitational force increases, the

centre of gravity of the lever falls, and the thread has to be twisted by the vernier

arm in order to bring the lever back to its former position.

The immediate subject of observation is the amount of twisting or untwisting

necessary to bring the lever to its sighted position.

In order to calibrate the instrument, it is necessary to know the total twist of

the thread, that the thread is uniform, or at all events of a definite shape, the

position of the centre of gravity of the lever, and the exact position occupied by
the lever with respect to the ends of the thread. As these quantities are not exactly

ascertainable, we prefer to calibrate the instrument by observing the change of

reading which occurs when it is taken from Sydney to Melbourne the gravitational

data of both of these places being sufficiently well established.

It appears from the theory below that this information, together with the vernier

2 F 2
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reading at a third station and the corresponding temperature readings at each station,

give us all the data necessary for calculating the value of gravity at the third station.

The necessity of observing the temperature arises from the fact that the rigidity

of fused quartz threads increases with increase of temperature. The effect is, of

course, complicated by the changes which take place in the dimensions of the threads.

The nett result is that as the temperature rises the "
stiffness

"
of the threads

increases.*

The dimensions of the lever also change, and in such a manner as to partially

compensate the changes of "stiffness" taking place in the thread. In the actual

instrument the resilience as well as the figure of the coach spring vary with

temperature, the line of collimation of the microscope may also vary relatively to the

level, and the metal framework may also twist and vary in shape in any manner.

All these effects are found to be capable of collection into a single temperature

coefficient which, so far, we have found to be sufficiently well expressed by a single

term the temperature scale adopted being the platinum scale of CALLENDER.

Many attempts were made to annul the effect of variation of temperature by con-

structing levers composed of two bars of metals of different expansibilities, an account

of which will be found in the appendix, but all such attempts came to nothing.

The sensitiveness of the instrument is at present such that to compensate for a

change of one part in 100,000 in the value of g it would be necessary to move the

vernier arm through 2'12 sextant (doubled) minutes = TOGO minutes of arc. Also a

change of temperature of one-tenth of a degree alters the circle reading by 3 '15

sextant minutes, gravity being invariable.

Although quartz is immeasurably superior to any other known material as regards

the constancy of its elastic properties, it must not be supposed that it is entirely free

from elastic defects. As a matter of fact, it is only just good enough for the present

purpose. One of the great difficulties we have had to overcome has arisen from the

fact that it is only by the most judicious choice of dimensions that it is possible to

reduce the viscous yielding of the thread to within practicable limits, and even as it

is, although the thread of the present instrument has been twisted for more than two

years, and indeed purposely overtwisted for part of that time, we are still obliged to

apply an important though practically constant correction on this account. In other

words, the reading of the sextant arc is still slowly decreasing, and though the rate

of decrease is now constant for all practical purposes, it has to be taken strictly into

account in interpreting the indications of the instrument, even when consecutive

observations are separated by an interval of time as short as a single day.

It will, no doubt, occur to the reader that we ought to use a finer thread, in order

to get rid of this source of inconvenience. This, however, experience has shown us,

we are not at liberty to do, for a finer thread means either a finer lever or one

soldered to the thread at a point nearer to its own centre of gravity. The former

* THRF.T.FAU , 'Phil. Mag.,' July, 1890.
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solution is iii'-Miisistent with the necessity of having the lever strong enough to bear

arresting without ehangr of form, and the latter has the drawback that it tends to

magnify the effect of such variations as do actually occur in the shajie of the lever.

In short, the design of a gravity balance l)ecoines a matter of compromise just like

any other engineering undertaking. In calculating the moment of the gravitational

forces brought to bear upon the thread by the weight of the lever, it must not be

forgotten that the effective weight is reduced in consequence of the flotation of the

lever by the air surrounding it. At an accuracy of one part in a hundred thousand

in the estimation of g the effect of variations of barometric pressure or humidity
would become sensible, and it is therefore necessary to protect the lever against

variations of air density. Thin is done by enclosing the whole apparatus in an air-

tight casing within which the air is kept at a constant density. In practice the

density selected corresponds to a pressure slightly below the minimum external pressure

of the air. The apparatus must also clearly be filled with dry air to avoid the deposit

of dew. As a consequence, the twisting of the thread necessary to afford a reading of

the instrument, has to be carried out by means of a shaft working through a stuffing

IMIX ; and the iv<|iiisito accuracy in the estimation of the twist given to the thread

makes it necessary that the rcnl shall work almost without friction in the stuffing lx>.\.

\\V have devised a sort of mercury and tallow joint which has got over the

difficulty fairly well ;
and which is also applied to the stuffing box through which the

rod of the arrester works.

An aneroid in connection with the internal space enables any leakage to be detected.

The constructional difficulties above indicated were further increased by our deter-

mination to have no iron or steel work about the machine : this was due to fear of

magnetic interference ; with which, however, we have never been troubled.

The degree of portability attained will be understood from the following statement

of the sizes and weights of the various appliances requisite for an observation of

gravity, as, for instance, during a survey when everything must be provided.
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It is necessary to observe either upon a stone, cement, earthen or asphalte floor.

Boards, however strong, do not form a sufficiently inelastic support.

INSTRUMENTAL DETAILS.

The drawings on Plate 1 3 are to scale, and ought to be self explanatory. Notes,

however, have been added on the page facing the drawings in order to make it

easier to follow the latter. It will be seen that the general principle of construction

is as follows : All the essential parts are rigidly held together by a system of bars

forming a complete mechanism. This is then thrust into a tube of copper, which it

fits precisely, and the tube of copper is further surrounded by a packing of paper to

insure some degree of thermal insulation. The paper in its turn is surrounded by an

outer tube of brass, and this is held down to the base by brass clips. The copper

tube is closed at one end by the brass cover carrying the vernier arm and mercury

stuffing box, which constitute the circle end of the machine. At the other end there

is a smaller brass cover, through which projects the end of the arrester shaft and the

end of the thermometer ; or, rather, the thick terminals and the end of the ebonite

shank on which the glass tube is mounted. The aneroid tube also passes to the

interior of the apparatus through this end.

The copper tube has two openings at opposite ends of a horizontal diameter, and

into these openings are fastened, at one side a window, at the other the microscope

focussed upon the end of the lever.

The under frame is provided with levelling screws so spaced as to fit the grooves of

the top of a Kew magnetometer tripod. The instrument having been reconstructed

several times does not now occupy the best position on the under frame, and this has

necessitated the addition of a heavy lead counterpoise. Without this counterpoise

the weight carried by the back levelling screw is too great to permit of the screw

being turned with sufficient ease for exact levelling. The counterpoise is not shown

in the drawing, but appears in the photograph (see Plate 14).

Attachment of the inner mechanism to the copper tube. The bars connecting the

bearing (which supports the "
spring" end of the thread) to the bearing which carries

the vernier arm are of gun-metal, and the bearing which carries the spring fits with

considerable accuracy into the copper tube, carefully bored for the purpose. During
our earlier observations the spring bearing was quite free to slide up or down the

copper tube according as the temperature rose or fell. After one of our journeys,

however, we thought that there was some evidence of the spring end of the thread

having moved, and it appeared possible to connect this motion with the freedom of

the spring bearing. Accordingly at present the bearing is wedged tight to the copper
tube.

Stuffing Boxes.

The idea was to render the brass work incapable of being amalgamated by plating
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it with nickel, which for ordinary purposes may be regarded as incapable of amalga-

mation. The tit of the shafts both of the vernier arm and of the arrester is made

as good as possible without being at all stiff. The joints between the shafts and the

cylindrical holes in which they work are further filled in with tallow. Outside a

cup-shaped depression is arranged, and this is filled with mercury. As there is a

partial vacuum inside the apparatus, the tendency is for the mercury to drive the

tallow through the joint and then to follow it. The joint is very fine, however, and

the surface tension of the mercury tends to oppose this motion. The practical result

is that we obtain a smoothly working motion and a sufficient air tightness so far as

inwardly directed air pressures are concerned.

Microscope.

The microscope is supported on a flange soldered to the thick copper tube. There

is also a flange on the tube within which the microscope is fixed, and the adjustments

of the microscope are partly made by sliding one flange over the other, the clamping

screws which press the opposing surfaces together being passed purposely through

holes much larger than the screw diameters. The flanges are ground to fit, and are

put together with a little tallow for the sake of securing air tightness.

The microscope itself is an ordinary Zeiss microscope tube furnished with the " A "

objective, giving a magnification of about 100 diameters. The adjustments are made

as follows. It is required to adjust the microscope so that the image of the end of

the lever will be sharply in focus, and bisect the cross wire when it is a small definite

amount below its position of instability. For the purpose of arriving at this adjust-

ment the object-glass is first soldered by its screw mounting to a length of brass

tulje which fits inside the stronger tube very well. The outer tube is attached

by soldering and screwing to the flange, and carries the eye-piece itself mounted

in a short length of tube in which the cross wires are fixed. The eye-piece

is focussed on the cross wires as usual, the object-glass is placed in position,

and the outer tube is levelled by means of the riding level. The focussing is

then accomplished by sliding the object-glass tube in or out, and when the

desired adjustment has been obtained, the flange is undamped and the object-

glass tube sweated in position with tinman's solder, by which means it becomes

rigidly attached to the outer tube. The outer lenses of the object glass are also fixed

in their mountings by means of wax, but the workmanship of the cell is so good that

the wax acts merely as a means of preventing the leakage of air. No doubt some

change in the position of the axis of collimation occurs as the temperature rises. This

will do no harm if the position of the axis of collimation can be regarded as a function

of the temperature, but the chance of irregularities must be put up with so long as

brass mounts are used : with platinum a greater degree of certainty is to be expected.

It is fair to say, however, that we have no reason to suspect the axis of collimation of

movement rather than any other part of the apparatus. When the preliminary
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focussing has been accomplished, and the soldering satisfactorily finished, the micro-

scope is again mounted and levelled, and the final adjustment made so that the lever

upsets when its pointed end rises above the cross wire by one diameter of the point.

It generally happens that the focus is not quite correct, but this can now be set right

by means of the eye-piece. Finally the eye piece (which is waxed and otherwise

fastened to a tube several inches long sliding very tightly inside the outer tube) is

finally waxed air tight and firm. All the parts of the microscope are now firmly

fixed to the outer tube, and the whole is correctly focussed upon the end of the lever

when the latter is in position. It remains to explain how the outer tube of the

microscope is prepared. It must be remembered that the outer tube carries the

riding level, and that the whole theory rests upon the assumption that the axis of

collimation can be brought into an invariable position with respect to the horizontal.

In order to avoid spending too much time over levelling the instrument when it is in

actual process of observation, it is of some assistance to have the tube of the micro-

scope and the V-grooves of the riding level so perfect that, in ordinary phraseology, the

level will reverse. The microscope tube was ground and lapped by us on one of

BROWN and SHARPE'S cutter grinders, which are not recommended by the makers for

producing a cylindrical surface. However, by applying care and attention and

rotating the tube between centres we have succeeded in making a tube so cylindrical

that we are unable by any of our appliances to detect any defect of form. We have

to thank the mechanical assistant of the laboratory, Mr. JAMES COOK, for making the

V-grooves so perfect that the sensitive level we employ does in fact reverse when

mounted on the microscope tube.

The riding -level is a very substantial affair, the frame is of brass cut away as much

as possible for the sake of lightness. A cross level is attached to the frame by

adjusting screws. The main level is mounted in a copper tube (see p. 232).

Quartz Thread and Lever and Attachments.

This being the essential part of the instrument, requires considerable care both in

its design and its manufacture. The general methods have been described by BOYS,*

also THRELFALL ;t but it will suffice for the present purpose to refer the reader to a

book on '

Laboratory Arts/J Sections 80 to 91.

We have already referred to the fact that it is necessary to attend to the

dimensions of the thread employed, and will not repeat ourselves except to point

out that to arrive at the best relative dimensions as the result of a compromise

necessarily implies an immense amount of experimenting. At one time the quartz

* ' Phil. Mag.,' June, 1887, p. 489. ' Journal of the Society of Arts,' 1889. 'Journal of the Physical

Society,' 1894. 'Phil. Mag.,' 1894, vol. 37, p. 463.

t
' Phil. Mag.,' July, 1890.

\ THRELFALL, Macmillan, 1898.
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behaved so badly that we actually took the trouble to assure ourselves by trial of ita

sujieriority over other materials. We mounted a very fine steel wire, kindly sent to

us by Mr. EL.LERY of the Melbourne Observatory, on another balance, arid observed

that its rate of viscous subsidence was about a hundred times greater than we were

accustomed to in the case of quartz. We repeated the experiment with a very fine

platinum wire with a similar result.

It must not be supposed that all fused quartz, as derived from clear rock crystal,

has the same properties. Almost every crystal examined by us contains both sodium

and lithium the latter in large spectroscopic quantity indeed, we first noticed it

from the colour it gave to the blowpipe flame. The observation of the almost universal

presence of lithium in quartz was first made by TEGETMEIER,* a fact of which we

were ignorant when we made the observation. There also appeal's to us to be a distinct

though small difference in the viscosity of various samples of fused quartz, and this

independently of the sodium or lithium they may contain. It has been our practice

to select the most infusible quartz independently of the amount of lithium it contains,

for lithium seems to be burned out by continued heating in the oxy-gas flame :

whether this is really the case or whether the lithium forms a compound which does

not give the flame re-action, we have not attempted to inquire. We have aimed at

securing the greatest possible uniformity in the thread and a mean diameter of about

0038 centim. We do not pass a thread unless the diameter is uniform from end to end

within the limits of observation (exceeding those of measurement), looking at samples

taken from each end of the thread through a microscope magnifying 100 diameters.

We have also spent a great deal of time in trying to make certain that there were no

drawn-out air bubbles in the thread, and though we have succeeded in arriving at

the satisfaction of both these conditions simultaneously, still our present practice is

to ignore very small bubbles, and to direct our attention principally to obtaining

uniformity. Since, however, we now adjust the torsion of one end of the thread

only, we are inclined to think that for the future we would put up with a slight taper

in the thread, provided of course that the twisting for adjustment was done from the

thinner end.

The bow-and-arrow method of Mr. BOYS gives better threads for our purpose than

the catapult method
(' Laboratory Arts

'),
which does not lend itself to the production

of threads of great uniformity. There may also be some difference of tempering,

owing to the different rates at which the threads are pulled out and cooled in the

two methods considered. A great deal of time may be spent in preparing the thread,

for at present we have no method of predetermining its diameter. All that we can

do is to be guided by experience, and shoot threads till one is got satisfying the

conditions. The process is so uncertain that we have on occasion got a thread within

a few days, and on others we have spent a fortnight over it. The thread which forms

part of the instrument to which the observations refer took a fortnight's continuous

' Wied. Ann.,' 41, p. 19, 1890.
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shooting. The best way of carrying out the examination is to draw the thread,

comparing it all along its length with a bit broken from one end laid beside it under

the cover slip of a microscope slide, the space between the slide and cover slip being

filled with stained glycerine.

When a sufficiently perfect thread is obtained, it is silvered all over, as described in

'Laboratory Arts,' p. 222, and the ends are then coppered and soldered up to the

supports. The centre of the thread is then coppered for about a centimetre of its

length. The lever is adjusted in position, being held tight by a temporary clamp
mounted from the back girder. It is then soldered up to the thread by tinman's

solder. The excess of silver is removed with nitric acid, and the thread is well washed.

It is surprising how difficult it is to do this thoroughly ; we use a brush made of glass,

but we are not sure that it is the best way.

Lever.

We have made levers of many metals, but at present use one of gilded brass wire

of the smallest diameter we could get with our draw-plates, say '005 inch. The

conditions to be satisfied are (1) magnetic indifference, (2) undeformability by the

arrester, (3) lightness. At first we used to make levers of aluminium foil, shaped like

a cross ; we then tried soft annealed copper, in the hope of doing away with secular

changes of shape, but it was not stiff enough to resist the arresting.

Adjustments of the Lever. Having decided to use three turns in each half of the

thread, it is necessary to adjust the lever so that the line joining the centre of gravity

of the lever to the thread is nearly horizontal when the thread is twisted with this

amount of twist.

It is shown in the part of this paper dealing with the theory of the instrument

that with this twist in the thread the lever becomes unstable when the line joining

its centre of gravity to the thread rises about three degrees above the horizontal.

We have adjusted the lever in the present case so that it upsets when the thread is

twisted by about three whole turns. The adjustment is made by weighting the lever

with a small drop of fusible metal, rather larger than a pin's head.

In making a new machine we think it would be worth while to make the lever out

of a thickish needle of fused quartz. We have occasionally thought that the thread

was slipping in its silvering, but though there is a distinct danger of this happening,
we have not had a really clear case. Some attempts to guard against the possibility

of this, by grinding the thread flat on one side, failed on account of the way in which

the thread was weakened.

The Spring and its Adjustments.

It is almost if not quite essential that one end of the quartz fibre shall be carried

by a spring, otherwise the difficulty of manipulation becomes intolerable. It is also
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clear that the spring must satisfy sorrie peculiar conditions. The thread must be

stretched by a constant, or nearly constant force, and the spring, while freely

allowing this to occur, must be incapable of moving so that the point of attachment

of the thread shall become displaced transversely. The spring must also be subject

to so much damping that it will not vibrate during transport, otherwise the rate of

subsidence of the thread may be affected and errors introduced. We have attempted

to meet these conditions in the following manner. The spring, as shown in the

drawings (Plate 13), consists of a pair of elliptical springs crossing each other at right

angles, the point of support for the thread being at the centre of the crossing. The

point to which the thread is attached is very light and might be lighter with advantage,

so as to increase the effect of the damping.

There are four bars of spring steel (watch main-spring, in fact), which are attached

to the plate carrying the coach springs so as to stand up perpendicular to the plate.

The free ends of these springs are attached by wire links to the thread support. The

object of this disposition is to damp down the free transverse vibrations of the

support. For a long time this formed the complete apparatus, which will be referred

to hereafter as the "
rosette

"

spring.

In October, 1898, however, we had reason to believe that some small residual

irregularities were traceable to a transverse movement of the thread attachment.

We therefore put on three stays, made of very fine glass hairs, so as to hold the support

to the three girders of the main framework. The stays were cemented in position by

paraffin, and the wire linkages were also cemented at their points of contact by
means of paraffin. This has been completely successful, as the observations will show.

We are, however, of opinion that we could improve this part of the apparatus still

further, for paraffin is not an ideal cement. In fastening the thread up to the

support, and afterwards in stretching the thread, it is very convenient to have a

slow adjustment. This is supplied by fastening the spring system on the end of a

bar ; the bar is passed through the end bearing and is adjusted by means of a nut

working on a thread cut on the bar. The proper tension of the thread having l>een

arrived at, the nut and bar are soldered up to the end bearing. In view of the great

difficulty of preparing a good thread, it is well worth while to provide every possible

convenience for adjustment, and for minimising the risk of breakage.

We believe that we wasted some time in endeavouring to obtain consistent results

with mercury-in-glass thermometers. We were very unwilling to adopt platinum

thermometry on account of the loss of portability which is its inevitable concomitant.

Through the kindness of Mr. GRIFFITHS we obtained three of TONNELOT'S ther-

mometers, which were studied very carefully by M. GUILLAUME before they were sent

to Mr. GRIFFITHS. They were again studied by Mr. GRIFFITHS before they were sent

2 o2
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out to us, with the result that he wrote to say he believed they were the three finest

thermometers ever made. We mention this to show that we really went to some

trouble in the matter, and did not take to platinum thermometry until it was actually

forced upon us. We desire to thank M. GUILLAUME and Mr. GRIFFITHS for the

trouble they took in the matter. The reason why mercury-in-glass thermometers fail

for our purpose is that they are too slow when of the necessary sensitiveness, that

they do not give the mean temperature of the thread, and that the zero corrections

present difficulties in field work. We are glad to acknowledge that it was M. GUIL-

LAUME'S opinion from the first that platinum thermometry would be the most

suitable for us. The instrument we at present employ is made simply according to

the instructions of Mr. CALLENDER,* but we have made one or two small modifications

in the resistance box which was constructed to work it. The platinum wire, of the

diameter recommended by Mr. CALLENDER, is wound in a double spiral on a very
thin glass tube, 1 centim. in diameter. The tube is mounted on an ebonite plug

through which the leads pass, and which serves to screw it in to the inner tube of the

balance. The tube is unsupported, except by the plug, and is arranged to lie parallel

to the thread, and at a distance of 2 centims. more or less below it, i.e., 2 centims.

from thread to centre of tube.

When we first adopted the platinum thermometer we were of the opinion that the

temperature of the thermometer would lag behind that of the thread, but experience
has shown that the opposite is the case. When the temperature is rising to a maxi-

mum the maximum is always reached and passed some few minutes before the lever

reaches its highest point.

The apparent slowness of the thread in taking up the temperature of the surround-

ing space may be due to the following circumstance. Though we are not in possession
of the complete mathematical theory of a stretched, weighted, and twisted thread, we
have found by experience that an increase of tension of the thread, as by tightening
the rosette spring, acts in the same way as an increase in the twist of the thread.

Consequently, if the spring takes some time to reach the surrounding temperature, its

effect will be the same as if the temperature of the thread itself were lagging, at all

events so far as the observer at the microscope is concerned. This appears as follows.

The action of a rise of temperature on the tension of the spring is complex. The

expansion of the bars increases the tension on the thread ; the decrease in the elastic

forces of the spring produces an opposite effect. On the whole the former is probably
the krger effect and therefore predominates. Consequently, the rise of temperature
will stretch the thread ; this will act like an increase of twist, hence less twist will be

required to keep the lever in its sighted position, but this is exactly the effect pro-
duced by the temperature increase in the rigidity of the thread.

*
'Phil. Mag.,' July, 1891.
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Resistance Sox.

The resistance standards are made of manganin wire according to ST. LINDECK'S

indications.* After the box had been in use for a year it was recalibrated and found

to have changed slightly, sufficiently to affect estimates of temperature supposed

accurate to '002 centim. degrees. The arrangement will be seen from the diagram

(fig. 2). We have five coils each of one "box unit," in our case 0*1166725 "legal

Fig. 2.

Connections of Resistance Box.

A. The point of junction of the two equal arms P anil Q.

B. The contact of the galvanometer connection to the bridge wire.

C. The junction of the resistance, Q, to the flexible lead of the thermometer.

D. The junction of the resistance, P, to the flexible
" dummy

"
lead for compensating the resist-

ance of the thermometer leads.

E. The connection of the/' hort flexible lead to one end of the variable resistance.

F. The connection of
'

j other short flexible lead to the other end of the variable resistance.

G. The galranomet
K. The battery key.

M. One end of the coil balancing the thermometer resistance at 5" C.

N. The other end of the coil.

P. One of the equal arms.

Q. The other equal arm.

R. The platinum wire resistance, constituting the thermometer.

T. The junction of one of the flexible leads of the thermometer and the divided bridge wire.

U. The end of the loop of the "
dummy

"
lead.

V. Junction of the "
dummy

"
lead and the short flexible lead.

Z. The lottery.

ohm." We have also five coils five times as great, i.e., equal to five lx>x units of

resistance each. The box unit is a resistance equal to the one-hundredth of the

change of resistance of the platinum thermometer, when its temperature is changed

from C. to 100 C. The manganin bridge wire lies over a glass scale of equal parts

which is graduated over a length corresponding to a resistance of one box unit. This

* 'B. A. Reports,' 1892, p. 139.
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length is divided into two hundred parts, a movement of the slide over one part thus

corresponding to a change of temperature of one-hundredth of a degree. Each

division is 1 '73 millim. long. In order to avoid the difficulty which arises from the

alteration of resistance of plug contacts, we have made a slight innovation. We have

placed all the coils in series, and between each of them we have brought a stout

clamping terminal to the top of the box. Connection is made to the coils which it is

desired to use by means of stout terminals attached to flexible leads. The diagram
shows how the resistance of these leads is compensated. The "dummy" leads used

to compensate the thermometer leads are made too short by the length of the

flexible leads, which are, of course, made of the same wire as the dummy leads.

Assuming that the temperatures of the dummy leads and of the flexible leads are the

same, this gives a perfect compensation.

The advantage of choosing the particular value of the box unit above mentioned

lies in the resulting fact that, setting aside corrections, the box is direct reading ; the

disadvantage is that with any other thermometers the box would lead to inconvenient

arithmetic. The apparatus is only intended to measure temperatures between 5 C.

and 35 C., consequently the large coil of the box has the same resistance as the

thermometer at 5 C. The contact on the bridge wire is also of manganin, to reduce

thermoelectric action, and there is no difficulty in subdividing the bridge divisions to

tenths by estimation, i.e., in reading to one-thousandth of a degree. We use one of

AYRTON and MATHER'S D'Arsonval galvanometers and find it very sensitive and

portable.

The following constants will end our discussion of this matter :

Legal ohms.

Eesistance of platinum thermometer at 100 C 45'99173

C. 34-32448

Difference .\. .. . ... . H'66725

Resistance of equal arms . .:. 10'027

Testing Resistances.

(1.) The resistance of each of the box units was ascertained in terms of the resist-

ance of one division of the bridge wire, the wire having been previously tested for

uniformity in the usual way.

(2.) The same process was gone through with the "
fives."

(3.) The five box units in series were tested against each of the "fives" in

succession.

(4.) The value of the large coil was ascertained in terms of the platinum ther-

mometer at C. through the intermediary of another box.

We do not desire to dwell on this part of our work, as it is foreign to the main

object of this paper, but we must state that the comparisons were made with care and
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repeated six times. From the comparisons a table was prepared showing the correc-

tions to be applied at each point of the scale. The arrangement of coils adopted

allows us to measure each temperature in two ways, and at every five degrees in

three ways ; this provides a valuable check against large errors or mistakes.

It may possibly be considered that as we have to refer to a table of corrections in

any case, we wasted time in adjusting the coils with the nicety we employed. This

is not the case, however, for in the process of observing it is necessary to make many

approximate estimates oftemperature as well as the final maximum, and the unconnected

direct readings are very useful for this purpose. We must acknowledge the assistance

we received from a piper by Mr. GRIFFITHS in
'

Nature,'* in which the construction

of a box of coils and a standard thermometer is described.

We usually observe by closing the galvanometer circuit before we close the battery

circuit. A special experiment showed that this was legitimate with our inductionless

coils and thermometer, and thus we are not troubled by residual thermoelectric

effects ; rendered small in any case by the design of the contact maker.

The Arrester.

The arrangement made for arresting the lever is in reality more simple than the

description would seem to indicate. We have a framework adjustable to the bars of

the main supports by means of clamp screws. This framework carries two jaws

worked up and down by means of a pinion with teeth cut by an involute cutter. The

rack teeth are therefore triangular, the tops being cut off; it is necessary to have a

good smooth motion. The lower jaw of the arrester is convex so that the lever is

held against a convex surface. The upper jaw is wedge-shaped, and presses the lever

against the convex surface of the lower jaw. This arrangement was adopted with a

view to preventing the lever getting bent by the arrester. The active surfaces of the

jaws are connected to the racks through the intermediary of spiral springs, and the

upper jaw has a stronger spring than the lower jaw. By a simple mechanical

arrangement the lever is always held by the same pressural force, and this depends on

the elasticity of the springs, and not on the exact angle through which the arrester

shaft may have been turned. The arrester frame is adjusted until the lever is

practically arrested in its observing position and is not displaced out of the field of

view of the microscope. What happens is this. As the jaws close the upper jaw
reaches a fixed position. On further turning the arrester handle the spring of the

jaw gets compressed but the jaw remains fixed. Then the lower jaw closes on the

upper one, and on further turning its spring gets compressed. An essential part of

tliis construction is that the spring of the lower jaw must be weaker than that of the

upper one. The arrester shaft of course works through a Hook's joint. Outside the

thermometer end of the machine a milled head is placed, and this works a key which

* November 14, 1895.
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passes through a stuffing box and fits on the end of the arrester shaft. The milled

head may be clamped by a clamp screw on the end of the balance case, and thus we

can make sure that the arrester does not work loose during transport. The thread

being quartz in a perfectly dry atmosphere will of course insulate perfectly. We have

a check on the possible electrification of the lever because we can set it swinging so as

to touch the open jaws, and we can then observe whether any change in the reading

occurs. We have often suspected that we were troubled by electrostatic effects but

we have no conclusive evidence that this was really the case.

The whole of the inside of the balance is blacked so as to increase the surface con-

ductivity, and so enable the temperature to equalise itself with the greatest possible

facility.

In fitting the instrument together the surfaces are coated with soft wax before

being screwed up. This makes all the connections air-tight. The last operation

after putting the machine together is to exhaust it down to about 24 inches of

mercury pressure, and then admit air dried by sulphuric acid and phosphorus

pentoxide. The air is also passed over potash and through a filter of cotton wool, the

object being to have dry dust-free air in the balance case.

The process of exhaustion and readmission of air is repeated many times ; in

making a new instrument we would have two openings into the balance and draw dry

air through it instead of exhausting and readmitting air. Finally, the balance is

left with air at a pressure of about 25 inches of mercury, but, of course, the

actual pressure selected depends on the temperature of the balance at the time ; a

temperature of about 25 C. would be suitable for the pressure named. It is, of

course, our object to have such a degree of exhaustion that -there will always be an

inward pressure wherever the balance is taken, and yet not to have a greater pressure

difference than is necessary. A survey in mountainous regions would naturally

require a higher degree of exhaustion.

Mounting the Riding. Level.

The mounting of a sensitive bubble tube, such as is employed in our riding level, is

a matter calling for attention. We have availed ourselves of the experience of our

friend, Mr. G. KNIBBS, and, acting on his advice, have mounted the glass tube in a

stout tube of copper, and packed it in position by means of glass wool. The packing

is tight enough to put any displacement of the bubble tube out of the question, and yet

the tubes are free to follow their own tendencies in the matter of expansion or con-

traction. We have proved by experience that a level mounted on the tube of the

balance case is not sufficiently to be relied upon, and this at least suggests that some

of the irregularities we have observed may be due to warping of the metal work

under the influence of changes of temperature. In the event of such warping

exceeding the elastic limits of the material, we should have permanent sets which
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would be most noticeable after extreme temperature changes. When we come to

discuss the observations we shall see that there appears to have been some effect of

the kind.

Thermal Insulation.

It has already been mentioned that the copper tube, which forms the inner case of

the balance, is surrounded by a packing of paper, about half-an-inch thick, over which

the outer brass tube fits. It is clear that heat is able to enter or leave through the

metallic ends, the sextant part being especially difficult to insulate. We, therefore,

put the whole affair into a box of thin copper sheet and packed the interspace with

cotton wool. It is, however, obvious that the sextant arm and the microscope must

project, and, consequently, it is quite a question whether it is really worth while to

insulate the other part so carefully as we have tried to do.

Packing and Transport.

The balance in its copper box is lifted by its movable handles on to a tray provided
with mild steel handles, extending upwards above the top of the copper lx>x. The

tray carrying the balance is then lifted into a pine box which it just fits. Rigid
connection between the machine and the box is secured by means of two hard wood

strips which slip and dovetail into notches at the top of the box. When the copper
box is in position the wooden strips lie exactly above it, and there are brass screws

which pass from the strips into the frame of the balance inside the thin copper box,

which is not strong enough in itself to form a proper connection. In this way all

relative motion of the instrument and the box is avoided. The riding level is taken

off the balance and screwed to the box by special screws. The pine box containing
the balance is supported on a set of sofa springs, which are attached to a false bottom,

and some side support is given to the box by certain iron rods which are attached to

the false bottom and extend upwards, so surrounding the box by a kind of iron frame-

work. Connection between the box and the framework is secured by means of rubber

buffers, and in this way .
the box is prevented from swinging about on its spring

bottom.

The balance is handled by means of two handles screwing into the framework

through two holes in the copper lid of the outer box.

THEORY OP THE BALANCE.

The tension of the spring which stretches the thread is so large in comparison with

the weight of the lever that the thread is very nearly straight ; we will suppose that

it is exactly so.

Let HI (fig. 1, p. 218) represent the plan of a thread lying in a horizontal plane with

VOL. CXCHI. A. _ ii
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a lever having mass, but of linear dimensions, fixed at the middle point of the thread.

Let the thread be considered uniform in diameter, and homogeneous. Let the centre

of gravity of the lever be at D, and at first consider the lever as hanging vertically,

so that D is vertically below the thread. Under these circumstances, let there be no

twist in either half of the thread.

Let 6 be the angle through which the circle end of the thread, I, is rotated from

its initial position, in other words, let 6 be the twist in the circle end of the thread

when the lever is kept vertical in its initial position.

Let
<f>

be the corresponding quantity referring to the spring end of the thread.

Let / be the angle which the lever makes at any moment with the vertical plane
drawn downwards through the thread.

Let I be the distance of the centre of gravity of the lever from the thread.

Let m be the mass of the lever.

Let g be the value of the earth's acceleration at the point considered.

Let T be the moment of the forces exerted on the lever by either half of the thread

when twisted through unit angle.

The equation of equilibrium, neglecting for the present the effect of variations of

temperature, is

mgl sin
\}i
= T (0 \ji) + T

(<f> \jj) (1).

If the system is in equilibrium and we increase 6, the lever will take up a new

equilibrium position, provided that is finite. If -~
is infinite any increase of

will make the lever upset. Now, from Equation (l) above

so - - will be infinite when
(1(7

dd mgl cos ty + 2r

mgl cos $ -f 2r = 0,

i.e., when
2r

cos tl = --.

mgl
Also from the original equation

d-Jr

so -J will be infinite when

sn

In the case of the instrument as constructed, we know that (0 \jj)
and

(< t//)

are both approximately equal to GTT, so that the upsetting position of the lever is

approximately given by cot
i/
=

, or the lever is above the horizontal plane,
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through the thread hy about three degrees when upsetting takes place. This is in

exact accordance with our observations in so far as they are able to test it, and

imlicates that the simplified theory is fairly applicable to the actual instrument.

The accuracy with which a setting of the microscope may be made upon the mark

at the end of the lever depends upon the value of d\ji/d0, and is, therefore, greater the

nearer the position of the lever at the moment of observation is to the upsetting

position. When the observing position of the microscope has been chosen, tj>
and

i/

become constant. In the present instrument it is found possible to observe so clow

to the upsetting position of the lever that the microscope can be set much closer than

the circle can be read. It is because of this fact that we have adopted the plan of

increasing the effective circle sensitiveness by giving the thread three whole turns.

The circle has a radius of 7 inches, and with our present experience, we are inclined

to think that it would be better for the future to use a larger circle and reduce the

twist of the thread.

The sensitiveness of the instrument to gravitational changes is given by the value

ofdG/dg, and from (l) this is

dO ml sin -^

dg~ r

This is greater the nearer the position of the lever chosen for observation is to the

horizontal plane, in so far in accordance with the last result.

Effect of Variation of Temperature.

We find that the relation between and the temperature as given by our platinum
thermometer scale, for the small changes in the latter factor which we encounter in

practice, is a linear one, within the limits of accuracy of our observations. We may
therefore include all the effects of a change of temperature in a single coefficient.

Equation (I) may be written

As
<j>

and
| are independent of the temperature, and as 6 decreases as the tempe-

rature rises, to make this a working formula we must re-write it thus

(2),

where a is the temperature coefficient and t is the platinum temperature. In con-

sequence of the fact that the constants in this equation can only be approximately

determined, we are limited to the consideration of relative values of y, so we may
write the equation

where K and C are constants.

2 H 2
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Let 6, be the reading corresponding to g. the value of g at Sydney.

m gm g Melbourne.

Qp gp (j any other place.

We have then

with corresponding values for m and P.

For any one value of t we have

0.
~

0* _ 9.
~

'J,

fi ft

~"~
n

or

0i 0m

From the reading at any station at any temperature we may therefore determine

the difference of g between that station and a standard station, say Sydney ;

provided we know the reading at Sydney at that temperature, the difference of

reading between Sydney and Melbourne at that temperature and the difference in

the values of g at Sydney and Melbourne.

To get an idea of the numbers involved in the use of our present instrument,

we may take the Sydney reading at 21 on October 6, 1898, as 83. We have then

Reading at Sydney 83, corresponding to g = 979*639, as given by Mr. LOVE.

Melbourne 82, g = 979*916,

the Pole 70*5, g = 983*11, EVERETT'S ' Units and

Physical Constants.'

,, the Equator 88*6, corresponding to g = 978*1, EVERETT'S ' Units and

Physical Constants."

The readings are those which would be given by our sextant arc, the temperature

being 21 C.

From Equation (2) we get
Sd mla. sin -Jr

If St is taken equal to 1 C. on our thermometric scale, we have by observation

fa

-j-
at Sydney = 31*50 sextant minutes.

We can at once deduce that

and

- at Melbourne would be 31*51.
of

the Pole 31*61.

,, Equator 31*41.
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These values being so nearly the same, it is obvious that an approximate value of

g at any station is all that is necessary to enable all observations to be reduced to a

common temperature, which, if desired, may then be used to obtain a second approxi-

mation
; this, however, is not necessary with our present accuracy of observation.

OBSERVATIONS.

Supposing that the line of collimation of the microscope occupies a fixed position,

the variables which have to be observed at any one place are the temperature of the

interior of the instrument as given by the platinum thermometer, and the amount of

twist in the thread necessary at any moment to bring the image of the end of the

lever coincident with a cross wire in the eye-piece of the microscope. This latter

factor is given by the reading of the position of the vernier arm on the sextant arc.

We have found that the relation between these variables depends very greatly not

only on whether the temperature is rising or falling, and on the rate of the change,

but also, theoretically at all events, on all the previous variations of temperature

since the last steady state. In our instrument, the platinum wire, after a change of

temperature, assumes its new resistance appropriate to the final temperature more

quickly than the lever takes up its new position.

Plot 1.
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natural change which takes place every evening, the second rise of temperature

being due to the room being heated by the lights used for observation. These

observations gave us what we call a natural minimum. These examples are sufficient

to explain the reason of our ordinary procedure which is described in the next

paragraph.

Method of Observing.

In the afternoon, when the temperature of the room just commences to fall, a

watch is kept by one observer on the temperature of the box. When the rise of

temperature of the box becomes very slow, the other observer prepares to take

observations of the lever end. The preparation consists in carefully levelling the

instrument along a line parallel to the thread, placing the long striding level on the

microscope, and levelling cross ways until the sum of the readings of the two ends of

the bubble of this level is within a few tenths of a division of the sum found when

the level was last reversed. When the observer watching the temperature considers

that the temperature of the box will reach its maximum value within the next few

minutes, the lever is unarrested, a note being generally made of the time at which

this is done.

A careful watch being kept on the levels, the image of the end of the lever is

taken slightly above the cross wire by screwing the tangent screw of the vernier arm,

the motion of the screw is then reversed, and the edge of the image brought down

to coincidence with the cross wire. (There is a difference in the reading of a

coincidence, depending on whether the image of the lever end is brought up to the

wire or down to it, of from 30" to 40" (sextant), so that settings are habitually made

downwards.) An observation of temperature is taken when the coincidence is exact.

Immediately a setting is made, the positions of the ends of the bubble of the microscope

level are noted, and the time, temperature and level readings entered. A reading of

the position of the vernier arm is then made at leisure. A complete observation

takes from three to four minutes. On levelling again, if necessary, it is seen that

the image of the end of the lever has moved upwards, so the former procedure is

repeated, until the end of the lever remains steadily in coincidence with the cross

wire. An independent entry is made in the note-book of the time at which the

temperature commences to fall. The image of the lever end is watched, levelling at

intervals, until it begins to come down, to ensure that the maximum reading has been

obtained. The lever is now arrested, and the vernier put at the constant reading

of 85 (as it happens), so that the amount of twist in the thread may be kept

constant with the exception of the time, never longer than an hour, occupied in

an observation. The aneroid and air thermometer readings are entered, the level

reversed and then removed from the microscope, and the observation is complete.
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Specimen Obsemation.

NATURAL Maximum. December 20th, 1898.

Time.
P.M.
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NATURAL Minimum. Sydney, December 18th, 1898.

Time.
P.M.
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The adequacy of the temperature observation, and of the instrumental adjustments,

will now be discussed.

Temperature Corrections. Any given temperature measurement is clearly affected

with the sums of the errors of the coils employed. The accuracy with which the

coils are compared with each other and the bridge wire is chiefly a matter of

galvanometry. We made our comparisons with the galvanometer used in the tem-

perature observations, and, consequently, cannot hope to attain the highest possible

accuracy of which the method is capable. A long series of comparisons shows that

the working accuracy, or rather consistency, attained in the temperature measure-

ments is within 0'01. If we suppose that any observation is in error by this amount,

the resulting uncertainty may be stated as 0'3 minute (sextant). This would lead to

an error in the estimation of the value of g of one part in 700,000 very nearly.

Accuracy of Setting on the Lever and Reading the Circle. The position of the

vernier arm can be read to 10 seconds of the graduation of the arc, or to 5 seconds

of arc. The magnification of the microscope is such that if we move the vernier arm

through 10 seconds (sextant), the end of the lever is displaced on the cross wires by
a comparatively large amount an amount two or three times larger than the least we

could see. We may say then, that the accuracy of setting is such that we are not

affected with any errors on this score comparable with those which occur in reading

the vernier. With regard to the latter we will suppose that, taking the sensitive-

ness as before, an error of 10 seconds in reading the vernier arm would lead to an error

in the estimation of g of one part in 1,300,000. This is about half the temperature

error.

Errors of Levelling. The indications of the instrument depend on the assumption

that the line of collimation of the microscope can be brought to the same position

with respect to the horizontal at each observation. We have already discussed the

precautions taken to insure this being the case ; but, as there pointed out, there is a

certain outstanding theoretical uncertainty on this score, and, moreover, there is no way
of applying a check. Setting this aside, we consider that the axis of the microscope

tube occupies the same relative jxwitibn with respect to the horizontal plane whenever

the level reverses. The readings of the position of the ends of the bubble can be

got with certainty to within 0*2 of a division. It is not always possible to adjust

the level during an observation so that the bubble occupies its reversing position.

In practice our observations have been made with the maximum error of 0'6 in the

position of the bubble. By trial, we have found that if we displace the bubble

by 9'0 divisions we alter the circle reading by 150 sextant minutes. It follows that

an error of levelling of one division of the level scale would introduce an error of

0'3 sextant minute, or one part in 700,000 in the value of g.

If all these three maximum errors conspire, we shall obtain a value of g in error by
one part in about 300,000. It must not be forgotten, however, that with the exception

VOL. CXCIII. A. 2 I
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of the temperature error, we have taken as possible errors quantities which could only

be realised by bad observing and by omitting to apply a level correction, which,

hitherto, we have not found requisite.

Reduction of Observations.

The readings of the instrument at any one place differ from day to day from two

causes from change of temperature and from the slow elastic after-working of the

thread and its supports. When a new thread is set up, or any alteration made in

the lever or supports, the first thing to be determined is the effect of temperature on

the readings. When a considerable number of daily observations have been collected,

in the first place, the maximum temperatures of each day's observation, as entered,

are corrected according to a scheme drawn up from the comparison of the coils of the

resistance box. The maximum readings of the position of the vernier arm are then

all reduced to one temperature by an assumed temperature coefficient, on the assump-
tion that the relation between the temperature and readings is a linear one. A
plot is then made with time as abscissa and readings as ordinates. If there appear
to be systematic errors connected with the temperature, a new coefficient is taken,

and the observations again reduced. This procedure is repeated until the systematic

errors cease to be apparent sometimes a lengthy process. If there was no elastic

after-working, the plot of the observations from day to day at any one place should

lie on a line parallel to the axis of time. If elastic after-working exists the line

joining the plots of the observations will be more or less sloped to the same axis.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

There are two conditions which a balance of this kind must fulfil for it to be a

working instrument firstly, it must give accordant readings at any one place from

day to day ;
and secondly, the readings must not be affected by the vibration

inseparable from transport. We shall adopt the historical method of treatment,

discussing the deviations from the rigorous fulfilment of the two conditions in the

order in which they were observed.

The first journey made with the instrument (other than preliminary ones) was

commenced in June, 1897. The instrument was taken from Sydney to Melbourne by

train, and set up in a cellar of the Physical Laboratory of the University. It was

then taken to Hobart by steamer, observed in a cellar of the Museum and in the

University Physical Laboratory, then to Launceston by train and observed in the

strong room of the Custom House, then to Melbourne by steamer, and to Sydney

again by train. On this trip simultaneous observations of temperature and twist

were taken over long periods with the temperature rising or falling more or less

rapidly, as we had not at this time discovered that it was essential only to observe
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maximum or minimum readings. From the numerous observations taken we have
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now know to be required. They are given in Plot 2. In the long series of obser-
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the same amount. This frame was put in as the result of an after-thought, after the

instrument had been completed, and there was not then room for an adequately

designed girder. We attributed the discontinuities observed to the bending of this

frame, and it was taken out immediately on our return to Sydney, with the result

that there has not been any appreciable discontinuity in a series of readings since

Plot 3.
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to Sydney that the observations would not be of high value, but they afforded us

some evidence that the instrument could be transported under actual conditions

without serious derangement.

The removal of the frame connecting the two axles leaves one-half of the thread

with a constant twist, while the other half has during each observation a slightly

variable amount of twist depending on the temperature and the intensity of the

gravitational force. Any change of gravitational force has now to be compensated by
a change in the twist of one-half of the thread, consequently the vernier arm has

1'lot 4.
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The accident had thesoldering of the lever to the thread was severely strained,

effect of permanently increasing the reading by 10.

On November 6th the instrument was taken by train to Springwood, a station 48

miles west of Sydney, 1216 feet above sea level. It was here observed in the cellar

of the Oriental Hotel, and was brought back to Sydney the same night. Plot 4

shows that a break of 5'0 sextant minutes had occurred in the Sydney reading, and

that the daily rate due to elastic after-working (about 2'5 sextant minutes per day)

Plot 5.
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had slightly increased. The balance was again taken to Springwood. On its return

the next day there was no definite evidence of a further break. But a third journey
on November 20th, returning to Sydney on the 23rd, strengthened the evidence as to

a permanent change taking place due to the travelling. When putting the

instrument into the train at Springwood on the 23rd, one of the handles of the box

broke, and one end of the box fell about two feet on the asphalte. The thread was
not broken, but the observation of the 23rd at Sydney differed by 1 (sextant) from
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its reading on the 1 9th. It was considered that the breaks in the readings when the

instrument was "
travelled

"
were due to a looseness in the joint fixing the lever to the

thread, which might have been caused by the accident after coining from Armidale,

.UK! observations were discontinued until the joint could be re-made.

In 1'Vhriiary, 1898, the bars carrying the thread were taken out of the outer case

and the lever was re-soldered to the thread. This necessitated the little lump of

fusible metal at the end of the lever being altered in order to keep the twist in the

thread the same as before. In putting the instrument together again the further end

of the irftenial framework was wedged to the copper tube. Previously permanency
of relative position between the microscope and the thread depended on the attach-

ment of the inner framework to the copper tube by the screws at the circle end only.

Other work did not permit observations to be commenced until the end of Sep-

tember. The temperature coefficient was now 267 sextant minutes per degree

centigrade. Plot 5 shows that the daily rate due to elastic after-working had

decreased from 2'5 minutes in September, 1897, to 0*3 minute in September, 1898.

(The present thread was mounted in September, 1896.) Satisfactory observations

were made in Melbourne on October 8th, 9th, and 10th. The observations on our

return to Sydney show a difference of 5 '5 minutes compared to the ones taken before

going to Melbourne, but the change, instead of being permanent as it was in 1897,

completely came out by the 17th.

The journey to Melbourne was undertaken with a view to finding the sensitiveness

of the instrument. The rate, as given by the observations at Melbourne, which were

completely satisfactory, is the same as that at Sydney. We may suppose it likely

then that the change in the Sydney reading is due to something which occurred on

the return journey. The difference between the readings at Sydney and at Melbourne,
taken from the plot, is 63 sextant minutes.

If three whole turns in the thread, or 2160 (sextant degrees), are required to keep
the lever horizontal against a g of 980, assuming that the relation between the

necessary twist and g is a linear one, in spite of the accumulated after-working,

72 sextant minutes would be required to compensate for a change of g of 0'277,

which is the difference betweeu g at Melbourne and Sydney, as given by Mr. LOVE.*

We have then for the difference of reading between Sydney and Melbourne for the

instrument, as at present constructed, calculated from the number of twists in the

thread, known only approximately, 72 sextant minutes.

* Mr. E. F. J. LOVK, who has given attention to the determination of gravity at Sydney and Melbourne,

both experimentally and by discussing the results by other observers, was good enough to give us the

following values of
<j
as the most probable :

Values of gravity at Melbourne Observatory 979-916

Values of gravity at Sydney Observatory 979-639

1 >itrerenco 0'277
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From the unsatisfactory comparison in June, 1897, remembering that the sensi-

tiveness is doubled since that date, 68 sextant minutes.

From the comparison in October, 1898, 63 sextant minutes.

Until the difference has been more accurately determined, we may take say

60 sextant minutes as the difference of readings at Sydney and at Melbourne.

Mr. LOVE considers that the value of g at Melbourne is 979 '9 16, and that the

Sydney-Melbourne difference is 0'277. If the change in the reading of our instrument

between Sydney and Melbourne is 60 sextant minutes, then a change in the value

of g of 1 part in 100,000 would be represented by a change of reading of 2'12 sextant

minutes.

There is now ample evidence before the reader in the plots of the observations

taken in November, 1897, and from the 2nd to the 18th October, 1898, to show

Plot 6.
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aiid the balance was brought back to the laboratory in the morning. The result of

the observations is shown in Plot 6. Without correcting for daily rate, the Sydney-

Hornsby differences of reading, as determined from these observations, are 13'5, 15*0,

12'0, 16'9, 16-4, 12'0 sextant minutes, and confirm the existence of a serious change

produced by travelling. We now know that the difference is 18'2, so that from one

of these observations the difference might be in error by 6'2 sextant minute*

The only points of the instrument which we could think of as being affected by the

travelling, were : the end of the rosette spring to which one end of the thread is

attached, and the lever itself, the after-end only of which is clamped, leaving the

forward-end not incapable of vibration. Although the end of the rosette spring was

stayed by wires to four upright pieces of watch spring, it was still capable of some

vibration in a direction at right angles to the length of the thread.

On October 29th, 1898, the inner framework was taken out. The arrester springs

were strengthened, so that the lever was held more firmly than before. The junctions

of the little wire stays of the rosette spring were paraffined at both ends to prevent

the slightest play in the links, and three fine glass hairs were attached with paraffin,

one end in the centre of the rosette spring and the other on one of the bars of the

framework, the three glass hairs lying in a plane at right angles to the line of the

thread. The point of the rosette spring may now be considered to have no freedom

of movement in a direction at right angles to the length of the thread.

The instrument was re-mounted, and observations commenced on November 7th.

It was found that the temperature coefficient had increased, an increase being what

one would expect if the resilience of the spring system had increased, as it must have

done owing to the additional constraint imposed by the three glass hairs.

Plot 7.
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traced to the method of observing by heating the instrument from below with a naked

flame, as before described. When we observed only natural maxima and minima, the

readings at Sydney regained their old regularity, with the exception of one observa-

tion on the afternoon of December 20th, which is 2 sextant minutes from the mean

line. In our present instrument there is a fault in design, inasmuch as the microscope
is fixed to a copper tube, while the thread is carried by a gun-metal framework which

we now try to fix firmly at both ends to the copper tube. It is only to be expected

that, owing to the different expansibilities of the two metals, the instrument may be

twisted in a most erratic way during changes of temperature, and this effect will be

exaggerated if the changes of temperature are rapid. Moreover, by the addition of

glass tie bars the character of the spring system has been entirely changed.

Plot 8.
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November 9th . . . . ." 18*3 sextant minutes.
'

.

10th. . . . . 15-9

December 15th 17'9

16th 18-3
,',

20th 177 "1 Taking the mean

22nd 18-3 J Hornsby reading.

We may reject the observation of November 10th. Discrepancies twice as great as

this from the mean were discovered afterwards to be due to observing immediately

after too rapid temperature changes.

When we correct for daily rate and take the mean reading at Sydney, the Sydney-

Hornsby difference comes out-

November 9th. . . . .' . . . . . 18 '5 sextant minutes.

December 15th 18'1

21st 18-1

We have, therefore, determined the value of g at Hornsby relatively to that at

Sydney in three journeys, with a maximum difference of 0'4 sextant minute, or to

less than 1 part in 500,000 in the value of g.

This sensitiveness refers, of course, only to the Sydney-Hornsby difference. For

the purposes of a survey the mean reading at the standard station may be determined

with extreme accuracy with an error at any rate negligible with respect to the

probable error of a single observation at any one station. Travelling does not now

affect the instrument, so that the accuracy of a determination of g, from a single obser-

vation at any station, depends on the possible deviation of a single observation

from the mean.

APPENDIX B.

NOTES ON EXPERIMENTS MADE WITH VARIOUS FORMS OF GRAVITY BALANCES.

In September, 1888, we made calculations as to the sensitiveness of a balance with

a horizontal thread twisted several times. We then constructed several trial instru-

ments, mounting our threads and appliances on an old watchmaker's lathe-bed. One

end of the thread was fastened to a rod working in a barrel against a spiral spring,

and the other end was attached to the centre of a bar provided with a large roughly-

divided circle.

A large number of trials were made as to the right thickness of the thread, <fec.,

and much trouble was experienced in preventing the thread from breaking after

having been exposed to twist and tension during several days. The thread and levers

were massive compared with those we now employ. One of the earliest methods of

cementing employed by us was by means of clean fusible metal. Attempts were also

made to grind the thread slightly flat so as to give a sort of key to the cement.

2 K 2
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We then began to attempt to compensate the natural increase in stiffness which

occurs as the temperature of a quart/ thread rises. It was clear that compensation to

the requisite extent could only be attained by the use of some form of compound
lever. Professor GURNEY suggested to us to try a lever consisting of three bars.

Two of these were to be horizontal and situated at a short distance one above the

other in the same vertical plane, they were to be of metals of as dissimilar expansi-

bilities as possible, the less expansible one being uppermost. One end of each lever

was to be attached rigidly to a cross piece to which the thread could be fastened. At

the free ends of the levers the following disposition was to be made : a bar was to be

pivoted from the end of the lever of the less expansible metal, and was to bear against

the wedge-shaped end of the lever made from the more expansible metal. When the

system of two bars was horizontal, the pivoted bar was vertical. As the temperature
rose the more expansible bar would deflect the pivoted bar, and so increase the

moment round the thread. Many levers were made on this principle, for which

purpose we instructed ourselves in the art of the watchmaker, and finally managed
to make very small levers, using aluminium and platinum-iridium as the two dissimilar

metals. We finally made a compound lever weighing less than a decigram, and

having all its dimensions correct to produce the compensation required. After some

experimenting with this lever, it was abandoned on account of the inevitable want of

permanency of form to which its hinged joint gave rise.

During the experiments with compound levers an iron box was made which would

contain the whole appliance, and which was air-tight and could be exhausted. Most

of our earlier trials were made in this box
;

it lent itself especially to the investiga-

tion of the flotation of the levers by air of different densities. We had hoped to be

able to deduce the sensitiveness from the flotation effects, but the cement of uncertain

density occupied so large a relative volume in comparison with the lever that these

attempts failed.

By May, 1891, we had sufficient experience to hope to detect the lunar disturbance

of gravity. At this time we used a lever of aluminium shaped like a cross, the thread

being cemented across the shorter arm by shellac. A mirror was mounted on the

lever so as to be vertical when the lever was horizontal ;
the mirror was close to the

thread, being carried by the head of the cross. The balance, in the air-tight box,

was placed in a cellar and supported on a very heavy stand, made by filling a large

iron cylinder (a mine case for 500 Ibs. of guncotton) with sand and stones. The

temperature was taken by means of a very fine mercury in glass thermometer, the

bulb of which was placed inside the iron box. The temperature of the cellar was

very uniform, but was disturbed considerably by the presence of the observer. The

sensitiveness of the instrument was ascertained by weighting the lever with shreds of

fine wire ; the calculation involved a knowledge of the distance of the shred of wire

from the thread, a quantity which could not be got with any great accuracy.

The highest sensitiveness attained was that we got an observable deflection
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corresponding to an increase of gravity by 7 X 10~* of itself. This involved reading

ti> one-tenth of a millimetre on a scale distant :! metres from the mirror= 3 seconds

of arc. The observations, of course, included a study of the daily rate of the system,

as well as of its temperature coefficient. We varied the form of the lever, the

dimensions and twist of the thread, &c. Exceedingly good mirrors were made and

mounted during this work, and we found that the best cementing material for thin

mirrors is a mixture of equal parts of white and red lead made into a paste with a

little boiled linseed oil. The mirrors were fastened on with a trace of this cement;

they were left for about a day, and then stoved at 100 C. till hard. Every kind of

cement deforms thin mirrors, but this paint deforms them less than anything else we

tried. A variation was attempted on the following lines. Two threads were

mounted, one many times the diameter of the other, the thicker one supports the

working lever, the other acting as a torsionless axle. From the end of the working

lever, distant, perhaps, 2 centims. from the thread, the finest possible thread also of

quartz was stretched to join the second lever mounted on the thin thread, and was

cemented to it quite close up to the thread. The second lever carried the mirror, and

any motion of the first lever was magnified in the ratio of the distances of attachment

of the connecting thread from the two main threads. We only got one-tenth the

sensitiveness of our best single system by this arrangement, which was besides very

cumbersome and difficult to set up. The finest quartz thread is too stiff to act

properly as a flexible connection and acts more like a rigid bar.

During the latter part of 1891 we made an adjustable system of MICHELSON'S

arrangement of interference mirrors, and tried to increase the sensitiveness of our

angular measurements by observing the motion of the interference fringes. The

general result arrived at after much patient work was that the method presented no

advantages in practice ; and this even when we replaced our single mirror by two

small mirrors separated as far as the mechanical conditions permitted.

By March, 1892, we became convinced that it was hopeless to attempt to

disentangle the lunar effect from the instrumental irregularities, even if we could

bring the sensitiveness up to the necessary point ; of which there seemed to be no

hope. The research was therefore abandoned.

Investigations with the view of constructing our present form of portable

instrument were begun in May, 1892. For this purpose we mounted a thread on the

spiral head of our milling machine, and supported the fixed end of the thread on the

back centre. The twisting of the thread was observed by a mirror and scale, the

mirror being connected to the rod carrying the end of the thread to be twisted ;
and

A lever and mirror were mounted at the centre of the thread as before. The machine

was provided with a special slow motion of rotation for the spiral head. The position

of the lever was observed by a telescope, using the method of reflected imagi-s.

These trials led to the present form of balance, the construction of which was

commenced in August, 1892. The instrument was not ready till July, 1893, and the
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first thread was not mounted till September, 1893. This was a catapult -thread, and

was twisted with 2| turns. The aluminium lever carried a mirror, and this was

observed by reflexion of cross wires as before. At first the thread was intended to

be twisted from one end only to compensate changes of gravity exactly as in our

present form of instrument but as irregularities occurred we were led to put in an

extra set of bars so as to twist both ends of the thread at once. We had also an

idea that the theory would be sufficiently simplified to enable us to avoid the

necessity for any calibration, the total twist being capable of exact estimation in

consequence of the presence of a theodolite circle, which at that time occupied the

place since taken by the sextant arc. We also hoped that an exactly symmetrical

distribution of twist in the thread would reduce the viscous yielding, and so more

than compensate for the loss of sensitiveness due to twisting two ends of the thread

instead of one.

The lever was adjusted by drops of paraffin, which are easier to regulate than

drops of solder. The whole structure of the instrument was mounted on a turntable

so as to allow us to take observations in any azimuth, for the purpose of eliminating

magnetic effects if such should appear. In October, 1893, this machine was taken to

Armidale, with the result mentioned at the commencement of the paper. The

temperature was taken at this time by a mercury-in-glass thermometer.

During the time that the instrument was undergoing repair and alteration, in

accordance with the experience obtained, we constructed a fresh instrument in which

the whole of the working parts were immersed in mineral sperm oil. The machine

was only intended as a trial instrument, and was put together out of brass tube, &c.,

but it was well made. We observed it in the cellar with the appliances formerly

used in the attempt to discover the lunar disturbance of gravity. It was found that

the readings went through a regular daily cycle which was ultimately traced down to

the action of minute convection currents. The regularity of these minute currents

was one of the most surprising things we have ever met with. In order to get an

idea as to whether it would be possible to observe at sea, we mounted the machine on

a swing, and satisfied ourselves that no amount of damping would enable accurate

observations to be made under such circumstances. A subsidiary set of experiments

were made in connection with this matter in order to find the resisting properties of

different cements when immersed in oils, i.e., to find out whether they were gradually

softened by the oils. These experiments lasted for two years, and showed us that the

resistance of shellac is surprisingly great. Mineral oils did not appear to have any
influence at all, and turpenes only a very slight effect, the other cements tried were

not nearly so resisting.

Experiments of one sort or another with the oil balance were continued till

January, 1894.

Meanwhile the portable instrument had been restored, and in November, 1893, the

catapult thread was replaced by a shot thread, this was under observation during the
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nf IH'.M. We now had a balance much worse than the one that had been

broken : the thread appearing to show a viscous yielding in the wrong direction. We
attributed this to the shellac, so in January, 1894, an experimental thread was

mounted on yet another balance. This thread was drawn down so as to be thick in

the middle and at both ends, with the view of reducing the stress intensities in the

shellac. The results of this experiment were such as to lead us to think the abnormal

behaviour of the portable Iwilance was to be traced to the thread or lever, and not to

the shellac. However, by February the balance seemed to have settled down, and it

was again taken to Armidale. On this occasion, however, the results were quite

disappointing, and the cross wire images were so difficult to observe that it was clear

that a new mirror or method of observing was necessary. The viscous subsidence

from whatever cause arising was also unsatisfactory, so that we decided to mount a

fresh thread, choosing now a much finer one. For two months of incessant work we

struggled with fine threads, finally mounting what we thought a very good one in

April, and this was then observed till July, when we have the following note :

" This

thread, the very finest we have had with a very small lever, has been most unreliable.

It seems from its behaviour (especially when the lever becomes unstable) that the

centre of gravity of the lever has been moving relatively to the thread, perhaps the

fine thread has been moving through the shellac."* A defect in the arrester rendered

this possible.

In consequence of this observation a separate experiment on another balance was

made from May till September, using a soldered thread. We were led by this experi-

ment to solder up a fine thread to the portable balance and to mount on it a soft copper

lever. On August 21st, after continued observation, we were forced to the following

conclusion :

" From the general appearance of the observations it is clear that the

readings are becoming less with lapse of time or the thread requires more twist to

bring the lever to its sighted position the effect to be anticipated . . . The readings

are, however, irregular . . . The thread is not to be compared with others we have had

whose variations were within a degree, whereas this thread has altered its reading by
ten degrees. The thread is so fine that the centre of gravity of the lever must be

extremely close to it, so that the very smallest change in the lever or attached mirror

will greatly affect the reading. The very fine threads have not been a success."

As a result of this experience we abandoned the lever and mirror in favour of a

microscope, and also brought the arrester to its present form. During September
and October, 1894, several threads were mounted, and these all broke before we

could get a series of observations. These persistent failures led us to examine the

threads more closely than we had done hitherto, both as to uniformity and freedom

from air bubbles. Threads of the following diameters all broke: '00126, '0015, and

* We are now inclined to think that a good deal of the difficulty which we attributed to the imperfect

elasticity of the threads was in reality due to bad means of attachment, imperfect spring, and bad

temperature estimations.
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00154 inch. Also the twist was far less than our previous experiments had

indicated as allowable. Thus, we thought that we ought to have been allowed to

put in a twist of one turn per centimetre, and we only put in a twist of "204 turn

per centimetre. This showed that either we had got hold of a bad sample of quart x.

in spite of all efforts to the contrary, or that the conditions of continuous stress

obtaining in a balance affect the elastic properties in some hitherto unrecognised way.

Now the thin thread which did so badly from June till August, 1894, had a

diameter of "0004 inch or '00102 centim. The length of all the threads was 12

inches. We concluded that the diameter of the thread should lie between '0035 and

"001 centim., using levers of the mass hitherto employed, so as to avoid breakage^on

the one hand or irregularity on the other. The cause of breakage was also seen to

be related to the sag produced by the use of too heavy a lever. It was at this time

that we made the comparative examination of different samples of quartz referred to

in the text. We did not terminate these investigations till the end of 1894, and it

was not till March, 1895, that we succeeded in obtaining a thread to satisfy us. The

diameter of this thread lay between '0014 and "0015 inch, and was made of our

most infusible quartz and mounted with a very light straight wire lever. We
observed this thread till September, 1895, finding, amongst other things, that the

flotation correction was very small, as had been anticipated. The viscous yielding

was large, and we suspected that the silvering had not been removed sufficiently close

to the coppering (from fear of the nitric acid getting in and gradually loosening the

thread) ;
this was tested by a reapplication of nitric acid, and the reading promptly

changed by 40 of twist.

Finding the great weight of the instrument a drawback, we re-made the base and

replaced the theodolite circle at the twisting end by a sextant arc. By November we
had traced such irregularity as still persisted, to the sticking of a barrel spring,

which caused the tension of the thread to vary irregularly whenever the temperature

changed. We therefore designed and made the "
rosette

"
spring referred to in the

text, but were so unfortunate as to break the thread in dismounting it ; we spent no

less than two months in getting a fresh thread to satisfy the conditions. On

January 22nd, 1896, this thread was mounted, with about three whole turns at each

end. It was observed continually until July 9th, when it was pleased to break. The

daily rate of subsidence of this thread was 6 sextant minutes in March, and fell to

2 '5 in the latter part of June. There appeared to be some effect depending on the

time which elapsed between the releasing of the lever and the time at which the

reading was taken. We did not find the reason of this at the time, but we now know
that it was due to the heating up of the balance by the observer. However, we
wasted some time over it.

A new thread was got in September, 1896, after some weeks' shooting. This

thread is still in use and is the best we ever got. We had a great deal of trouble in

stopping leaks in the apparatus, which was beginning to show signs of wear in
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the bearings. In April, 1897, we detected a mechanical irregularity due to this wear,

the axle of the sextant arm was working with too much friction ; this was remedied.

During May the instrument was considered to be fit to travel, and we took it to

ri\\rlit'fls, a
jil.-KV

in tlic I5lur .Muiint:iilis. M.IIIC L'IIIHI t'rrt al,,.\r Sy< ln.-y. a!;. 1 !,.[

we made some promising observations. We have to thank our friend, Mr. FLINT, for

allowing us to use his house as an observing station, and for helping us in every way.
When we came to discuss these observations, we- found that it was now necessary to

improve the thermometry, and we accordingly made and tested the platinum
thermometer. By dint of some very continuous work we were able to get away to

Melbourne in June. An account of our work from this date is contained in the

paper.

VOL. CXC1II. A. 2 L
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATES.

PLATE 1.

N.B. The drawing does not show the long inner tube carrying the eye-piece inside the outer microscope

tube, otherwise it is a working drawing.

INDEX TO LETTERING ON THE DRAWING. HORIZONTAL SECTION.

A. Axle carrying rosette spring. B. Axle carrying vernier arm. C. Rosette spring. D. Wire lever.

EE. Glass tube carrying platinum wire thermometer wound in a double spiral.

FF. Main bearings. GGG. One of the three bars holding the bearings together.

H. Pinion of arrester working into two racks carrying the arrester jaws. I. Jaws of the arrester.

JJJJ. Copper tube bored to fit the main bearings and rigid with respect to the inner mechanism.

KKKK. Paper insulation round the copper tube. LLLL. Outer tube of polished brass.

MMM. Levelling screws forming the supports of the balance on the tripod stand.

NNNN. Ground and lapped tube carrying the microscope.

000. Points at which connection is made to the thread by soldering.

PPPP. Mercury stuffing boxes on the vernier and arrester shafts.

QQQQ. (Also in the plan of the graduated arc.) Screws attaching the inner mechanism to the copper

tube.

RR. (Also in the plan of the graduated arc.) Part of the framework of the webbing of the sextant arc.

SS. Cap of mercury stuffing box on vernier axle.

T. (Also in plan.) One of the screws fastening the vernier arm to a strengthening piece screwing to the

vernier axle.

U. (Also on the plan of the graduated arc.) Clamping washer and lock nut with left-handed thread to

insure rigid connection between the vernier arm and the axle.

V. Clamp screw of arrester shaft.

W. Slow-motion screw used in the preliminary adjustment of the tension of the thread, afterwards

clamped by the clamp screw and soldered up to an invariable position with respect to the

frame.

Y. Box key on the arrester shaft. This key can be drawn out by unscrewing the stuffing box from the

end of the balance case. The drawing shows the box key too large to pass through the hole,

this is wrong.

ZZZZ. Screw clamps or clips holding the balance proper to the under frame.

INDEX TO LETTERING OF THE ELEVATION OF THE MICROSCOPE AND STRIDING LEVEL.

L. Level. KK. Adjustments for the level tube. C. Cross level.

VV. The sides of the V grooves of the level carriage. MM. Worked tube carrying iie microscope.

PLATE 2.

Reproduction of photographs of the apparatus.
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VIII. Ilic Colour Sensations in Terms of Luminosity.

By Captain W. DE W. ABNEY, C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S.

Received February 23, Read June 15, 1899.

(I.) Introductory.

MY attention has been directed recently to the theoretical considerations involved in

the production of photographs in approximately the colours of Nature, by combining

together the images from three positives backed by appropriate colour screens, the

colours chosen being those which should best represent the three Colour Sensations of

the Young Theory.
1 Miring my investigations into the matter I found it necessary to ascertain what

these colours were, for although serious objections may be raised to the Young Theory
when considering it in detail, yet when expressed in a general form it adequately

explains the phenomena which arise when colours fall upon the centre of the

retina. The sensation curves have been given by KCENIG, but it appeared that a

redetermination by a luminosity method might well be undertaken, for they did not

altogether agree with the results of some preliminary measures that I had made in

order to trace them. In my work on ' Colour Vision' I have given a rough diagram as

to what the sensation curves might be when they are shown as luminosities which

together make up the total luminosity of the spectrum of the crater of the arc light,

but it was only intended to be an approximation to the correct diagram. The

method, however, by which the problem could be attacked and by which a rigid

determination could be made was indicated. It is by this method that the results

given in the following pages have been obtained.

(II.) A Preliminary Survey.

The red sensation can be perceived in purity at one end of the spectrum. From
the darkest red to a point near the C line, a little above the red lithium line, the

colour is the same, though, of course, the brightness varies, but the brighter red colour

can be reduced to form an exact match with the dark red, and no mixture of any
colours will give a red of the description we find at the end of the spectrum.

At the violet end of the spectrum we also find that the colour is the same throughout,
In mi the extreme visible limit to a point not far removed from G, but it is not for

2L2 11.12.99.
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this reason to be accepted that the colour is due to only one sensation. It might be

due to two or three sensations if they were stimulated in the same proportions along

that region, and if the identical colour could be produced by the combination of other

colours. Experiment shows that a combination of two colours will make violet under

certain conditions, and that instead of a simple sensation of violet we have in this

region a blue sensation combined with a large proportion of red sensation. The proof

of this and the estimation of the percentage composition of the violet will be given

subsequently. It may, however, be here stated, that if we know the percentage

composition we may provisionally use this part of the spectrum as if it excited but

one sensation, and subsequently convert the results obtained with it into the true

sensations. Thus in calculating the percentage of red in any colour, that existing in

the provisional violet sensation would have to be added to it, and the same amount be

abstracted from the violet to arrive at the true blue sensation. The green sensation

would remain unaltered. In the first part of this paper the provisional violet

sensation will be employed and the necessary corrections subsequently made.

In using the violet it must be recollected that the colour is usually contaminated

with the white light which illuminates the prism or grating, and that such illumina-

tion may be very appreciable at a part of the spectrum where the luminosity is very

small. White light must therefore be cut off as far as practicable, and by use of an

absorbing medium such as blue glass coated with a gelatine film dyed with a blue dye
this is attained. The use of a second prism in front of the spectrum is inconvenient

though effectual.

(III.) Possible Mixtures of Sensations.

Having at one end of the spectrum a pure red sensation, and at the other mixed

sensations, due to the stimulation of the red and a blue sensation, it remains to isolate

the green sensation. Owing to the overlapping of the curves in the green of the

spectrum, due to the fact that this region stimulates all three of the sensations, the

effect of the pure green sensation is never experienced by a normal eye, though

presumably it is by what are termed the red-blind of the Young Theory. In any
colour where the stimulation of all three sensations occurs, there must be always
an admixture of white light, and we have to search for that point in the spectrum
where white alone is added to the green sensation.

The following diagram, fig. 1, will show the variations in composition of a colour

that may be met with. The provisional use of a violet sensation will not alter the

argument, since, as before said, we may replace it by blue and red sensations. The

different figures are purely diagrammatic. They are constructed on the supposition

that equal heights of line above the base show the stimulation necessary to give the

effect of white light. The scale applicable to each of the three lines is necessarily

quite different to the scale of luminosity, that of the violet in particular is very

greatly exaggerated. A, B, &c., mean that colours may exist each containing a
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sensation of white, the amount being shown by the portions between the horizontal

parallel lines. I, II, and III, &c., show colours which are due to the mixtures of

two sensations. A and D are the two most interesting colours. If we take away
the green sensation from A we have the mixture of red and violet which a green-

hlind person would match with white. Similarly, if we take away the red sensation

from D we have a mixture of green and violet which the red-blind person would

match with white.

Fig. 1.

A B C D f I 2T Iff IT V

d a b d b d
a v a a v a G v- ft a * /f G ft G G V /f V

The position which D occupies in the spectrum can readily be found by the normal

eye, by finding that colour which, with red alone added, matches the white employed,

in other words by finding the complementary colour to the red. The position of A in

the spectrum is much less readily determined by the normal eye, since it requires

the addition of both red and violet to make the white, a condition which is also

necessary with B and C. The position can of course be determined by the aid of the

green-blind eye, but a preliminary measurement of colour sensations involving the

assumption of its position enables it to be fixed with the required accuracy. Before

the measurements herein recorded were made such a preliminary set of observations

was gone through, and the position found which was subsequently confirmed by a

green-blind person. (See XXII.)

(IV.) Precautions to be taken.

There were several considerations that had to be taken into account in making
these measures. In the first place, the white light used in the observations had to be

of the same quality, that is, the relative luminosities of the different rays of the

spectrum had to be constant, for it must not be supposed that the positions in the

spectrum of A and D are fixed points except for the same quality of white light.

They may be separated from one another by nearly the same interval in the

spectrum when different qualities of white light are measured, but the larger the

proportion of blue contained in the white the more they will approach the more

refrangible end of the spectrum. For instance, the positions will be nearer the red

with the white light emitted by the crater of the positive pole of the electric light

than they would be with light of the sun on a June day near noon. Again, the

final equations, for white light, given in terms of the three sensations will vary

according to the white light employed, and they will also vary according to the

extent of the area of the retina on which the colour images fall. This last variation

is caused by the absorption by the macula lutea, and may differ in different eyes. If,
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however, we can express the colours in all parts of the spectrum in percentages of

luminosity of the three sensations, we can readily convert the equation derived for

one quality into that for any other.

Bearing in mind the effect of the retinal area, it will be seen that it is necessary

always to compare the patches of mixed colours when of the same size and viewed

from the same distance, and with the centre of the retina. The light from the crater

of the positive pole of the arc light, being always of the same quality and of great
"
whiteness," and giving a spectrum which is rich in blue rays, may be conveniently

adopted as a standard. Moreover, this white seems to be of the same quality as the

white light seen outside the colour fields, thus approaching to the fundamental white

sensation.

(V.) Method of Finding the Value of the Red and Green Sensations.

It need only be stated that no blue sensation was found from D (sodium line) to the

extreme limit of the spectrum in the red, and that in the yellow the amount found is

very small compared with that of the red and green sensations. So below D to the

red lithium line we have a mixture, in varying proportions, of pure red and green

sensations, and from D to the yellow-green the same two sensations, but not absolutely

free from the third sensation.

A colour in the spectrum which matches a solution of bichromate of potash will

thus only excite the red and green sensations, and if we can find out in what propor-

tions the two exist as luminosities in a given luminosity of the colour, we can readily

determine the sensation luminosity composition of any other colours by means of

ordinary colour equations expressed as comparative luminosities. To ascertain the

composition of such an orange colour was the object of the first part of the

investigation.

Turning to II, in
fig. 1, we see that we have only to add to the colour it represents

such a quantity of properly chosen violet to form white, the red and green sensations

being present in the proper proportions. If, therefore, we ascertain the comple-

mentary colour to the violet, we shall find the colour which is equivalent to II, and

this we find to be in the yellow. Having ascertained the luminosity of the red and

green sensations in the orange, and from them the relative luminosities of the same

two sensations in the complementary colour to the violet, we at once get in terms of

the red, the green, and the (provisional) violet sensations the equation to the white

light of the quality we may be using.

(VI.) Apparatus Employed.

The colour patch apparatus employed in
' Colour Photometry

' was again used

(fig. 2). The rays R, R, coming from the crater of the positive pole of the electric

light, were collected by a lens, L,, and an image of the crater thrown on the slit Sj.
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After passing through the collimator C, the rays emerged as parallel rays ; part passed

through the prisms P! and P,, were collected by a lens, L3 , and a spectrum was formed

on a slide, D (which will be more fully described), in which slits could be placed, and

an image of the surface of the first prism was formed on the white-red surface of a cube,

E, by means of the lens L4 ,
so arranged that the image of one edge of the prism fell

at a, the other edge falling outside d. The other beam which passed through the

collimator was reflected from the surface of the first prism to a mirror, G 1

, and passed

Fig. 2.
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through a lens, L8 ,
then through a bundle of glass, G", placed at an angle to the

beam, and on to the surface dc of the cube, a rod, Kj, being placed in its path, to

secure that this white beam did not fall on ad, on which the colour mixture fell. The

jwrtion of the beam which was reflected from G" was again reflected by G 111

, a silvered

mirror, on to etc, a rod, K2> being placed in its path to prevent it falling on ad. In all

three beams, sectors, M1

, M", and M" 1

, were placed, to allow any or all to be reduced

in intensity at pleasure. In the beams X and Y any absorbing medium desired could
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be placed. A small ray of light, Z, was allowed to pass beyond P2 ,
and fell on a sum II

mirror, GIV
,
which reflected it on to the back of D, casting a shadow of a needle, N,

fixed to B, the camera, on S, a scale at the back of D.

LO is a lens of short focus which could be moved into a fixed position behind L4 to

throw an enlarged image of the slit on a scale placed below dc.

In order to form colour mixtures on ad three slits had to be placed along the

surface D. The slits were arranged in an open brass frame which slid along the

plane D in grooves cut in B. At the bottom and top of the frame or slit holder two

pairs of grooves were cut. In the front pair the slits could slide and be clamped in

any desired position as determined by a scale engraved along the lower groove,

whilst the back pair of grooves was used to hold blackened cards which filled up the

intervals between the slits. The position of the slit holder was determined by the

shadow cast by the needle N on the scale engraved on its back.

(VII.) Ascertaining the Position of the Slits in the Spectrum.

By placing one slit at some fixed number on the front scale and then causing the

slit holder to move along the spectrum till known lines (due to metals vaporised in

the arc) passed through the centre of the aperture, and there noting the scale number

at the back, the position of the slits however placed was known. The position of the

principal Fraunhofer lines in regard to the front scale was thus determined when

the slit holder was placed in a fixed position as indicated by the needle shadow.

(VIII.) Method of Determining the Colour Sensations in an Orange Ray of the

Spectrum.

It has already been stated that from a preliminary survey it was found that in

the orange no blue sensation was excited, and that only red and green had to be

determined. Further, it was stated that A, fig. 1, was a colour where the green

sensation existed mixed only with white. If these two slits were placed in the

spectrum, one in the pure red which only excited the red sensation, and the other

at A, it should be possible to make such a mixture of the two colours that they
should match the orange colour to which white in known quantity was added. A
cell containing bichromate of potash in solution was placed in the beam X, and one

slit in D
(fig. 2) was caused to traverse the spectrum till the colours appeared to

match. It was found, however, that the bichromate was a little paler than the

orange of the spectrum, and the beam Y was diverted so that it fell only on ad.

The white was diminished till a match was secured and the luminosities of the two

were measured, when it was found that the bichromate colour contained 4 '995 per
cent, of white as compared with the orange that matched it.

The bichromate solution could now be used to give a colour to be matched. The
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slits were placed at Slit Scale Nos. (afterwards designated as SSN) 205 and 288 '5

(the latter number having been found by preliminary trials to be A), and a mixture

of the two beams fell on ad, making as near a match as possible with the colour of

the bichromate solution placed in the beam X. To the latter was added white from

the beam Z, and by altering the sectors and slits a perfect match could be obtained.

This being effected the width of the slits was measured by the method which has

been indicated in describing the apparatus. The small lens, Lg, was pushed in position

to the centre of the lens, L4 , and the slits successively brought into the colour which

passed through the centres of these two lenses by sliding the slit holder along the

spectrum. A magnified and sharp image in monochromatic light was then thrown on

the scale below, dc, and the relative width of the apertures noted. This plan
obviates recourse to wedges for measuring, and is very convenient. It has been

employed by myself for measuring pin holes and other small apertures. The slits

having been measured they were replaced in position, and the luminosities measured

as has been described in
' Colour Photometry,' Part I.* Other matches were made

and the aperture of the slit again measured, but the luminosity not necessarily, as the

relation between width of slit and luminosity was determined from the first obser-

vations. Had the area of the retina on which the image fell been the same as that

employed in
' Colour Photometry,' Part III.,t and if the quality of the white had

not been slightly changed by the interposition of the bundle of glass, G" 1

,
the

luminosities might have been taken from the tables in that paper.

The form of the equation then becomes of this kind

(i.),

where R, G, Or, W, and w stand for the red, the green, the orange, the added white,

and the white in the bichromate solution colour respectively, and m, n, a, b constants.

Now as the orange can contain but two sensations, and as the red is a pure
sensation and consequently not contaminated with white, it follows that a(iv) and

b (W) must be in nG, and we get

m(B) + [n(G)-o(tir)-6(W)] = a(Or) .....
(ii.).

That is, when the luminosity of the white is deducted from the luminosity of the

green we get the green sensation left, and, finally, we get

a(Or)........ (iii.).

where US and GS are the red and green sensations respectively.

* 'Phil. Trans.,' A, 1889.

t Ibid., 1896.
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(IX.) Method of Determining the Red and Green Sensations in tlie Yellow which is

complementary to the Violet.

We are now in a position to determine the US and GS, in that yellow is comple-

mentary to the violet, which, in this as in the previous case, we are assuming

to be a simple sensation. From the preliminary observations we know that the

amount of violet in the yellow is very minute, and is for our purpose here negligible.

If one slit be placed in this particular yellow and another in the red near the lithium

line, and the two colours be mixed to match the spectrum orange, we get

c(Or) ....... (iv.),

where Y signifies the yellow. But

therefore

n'

and we have this particular yellow expressed in terms of the luminosity of the two

sensations. Measurements made with a mixture of yellow and violet give the

equation W ......... (vi.).

Substituting from v. we get an equation of the form

(US) + $ (GS) + y (V) = 100 (W) . '. ; i ; .. (vii.),

and this becomes the standard equation for the particular white employed.

If we take another green which does not answer to A, fig. 1, we get

. !'. .... (viii.).

From vii. and viii. we get

100 (G) =
'

(us) +
'

(GS) + y (V),

and this is the percentage composition in luminosities of this particular green.

This method applies for every spectrum colour up to that which answers to D,

fig. 1, but it is not quite so well adapted for colours which lie on the blue side of

this point.
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(X.) Method of Determining tlie Composition of the Kay3 in the Blue, End of the

Spectrum.

The most ready method of determining the percentage composition of the colours

which lie between b and the violet, is as follows : a slit is placed in position to allow

a blue of a natural wave-length to pass, and a second slit is placed at the SSN which

corresponds to the yellow, whose composition is already determined. No mixture of

blue and this yellow will make a white corresponding to that we have to compare
with it, but the slit-holder can be moved towards the red till a match is made,

i.e., where the slightly redder yellow is complementary to the blue which passes

through the first slit. The shift of the slit-holder from the fixed point is noted, and

from it are calculated the new positions of the two slits. From the previous measures

made in the red orange and green portions of the spectrum, the percentage composition

in red and green sensation-luminosity is known, and the luminosity of the light coming

through the slit in the redder yellow is divided proportionally between these two

sensations, and we have an equation of the form

a" (RS) +
"
(GS) + y" (B) = 100 (W).

The standard equation (vii.) is used as before, and we get the blue (B) in terms of

the two sensations and the violet.

(XL) Method of Determining the Composition of the Violet.

The last determination that has to be carried out is the composition of the violet.

We already know that up to a point near G it is uniform in colour. But if we place

a slit in the blue near the blue lithium line, and another in the red near the red

lithium line, and endeavour to match the violet, we shall find that although we get a

purple, yet it is too pale ; a third slit is placed in the violet, and by a right-angled

prism the beam is diverted and again deflected to fall on da, fig. 2, and the white

beam Z is also reflected to fall on the same part of the white surface. The mixture of

red and blue falls on ac. White is added to the violet till a match is made. The

luminosities of all the colours and the white are compared together, and an equation
is formed of this form

a (V) + b (W) = m (B) + n (R).

Now, as the red contains no white sensation, that shown on the left-hand side of

the equation must be found in the blue, a proportion of blue, green and red going to

form it. All the green sensation must be " used up
"

in forming the white, and only
the blue sensation and the red sensation can remain beyond the white. We thus get

a (V) = n (RS) + [m (B)
- b (W)]

= n(RS)-f-m'(BS).
2 M 2
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By taking colours on each side of the blue lithium line we find that the proportions

of blue and red sensations are unchanged, and always fulfil the above equation.

Having found the percentage composition of all the spectrum in terms of the red

and green sensations and of violet, the last is converted into blue sensation and red

sensation. The red sensation existing iu the violet is then added to that already

found.

(XII.) Difficulties in making the Observations.

The description of the nature of the observations may make it appear that they

are simple, but the reverse is the case. The labour involved is very great, and the

difficulty soon becomes apparent when the work has fairly started. The sensitiveness

of the eye to colour varies considerably, and this in itself makes observations hard.

On some mornings, when coming fresh to the laboratory, the comparisons are readily

made, but those made in the evenings after a day's work are often wild at first, and

much more time has to be spent in perfecting them than may be supposed. Before

any match can be considered worthy of recording, the eye has to be withdrawn from

the light and to look into darkness for a minute at least, when a rapid glance will show

if it needs alteration. If not correct, the slits have to be opened or closed, as may be

required, and again a rest given to the eye. This procedure may be repeated several

times before the match is considered satisfactory. The fatigue of the retina has a

good deal to say to the difficulties encountered.

(XIII.) Order of the Observations.

It may be as well to record the order in which the observations were made. The

first are preliminary, and are as follows :

(1.) The position of the spectrum in regard to the slit-holder is determined.

(2.) The scales at the back and front of the slit-holder are compared.

(3.) The lens with which the apertures of the slits are measured is adjusted.

The second are those taken for recorded observations :

(1.) The slits are placed in position.

(2.) The matches are made.

(3.) The luminosities of the light coming through the slits are measured and the

apertures of the sectors noted.

(4.) The widths of the slits are measured.

2 and 4 had to be repeated several times in each series of observations. I have

already shown, in
"
Colour Measurement and Mixture," that a certain percentage of

coloured light can be hidden in white without being perceived. In making a match

with the white, each slit had to be opened in turn till it was evident that an excess
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of coloured rays was issuing from it, when it was closed till the match was made.

Again it was closed till it was evident that the colour was in defect, when it was

opened till the match appeared correct. A mean of six observations was taken as

being the most probable value of the mixture.

(XIV.) The Red and Green Sensations Unmixed with Violet.

To find the luminosities of the red and green sensations in the orange which

matches a solution of bichromate of potash.

W R 288-5

(Bich) + 16-5 = 45-5 + 32.

W
In the bichromate there is 4 '5. Therefore

W R 288-5

(Or) + 21 = 45-5 + 32.

RS G

(Or) = 45-5 + (32 -21)

RS GS
= 45-5 + 11.

Therefore
RS GS

(1) 100 Or =80-53 + 19-47.

Taking another example in detail, the slits being at 205 (R) and 270 (G),

W R 270

(Bi) + 8-5 = 39-95 +24-5.

W W R 270

(Or) + 4-5 + 8-5 = 39'95 + 24*5.

R 270 W.

(Or) = 39-95 + 24-5 13

R 270'*

= 39-95 + 11-5.

R 270'

(2) 100 (Or) = 77-6 + 22-4.

* 270' means 270 deprived of all violet.
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It was found in forming the equations to match white that

W R 288-5 V
100 = 47-06 + 5179 + T15.

Also
W R 270 V

100 = 39-30 + 59-15 + T55.

From which equation we find that

270 R 288 -5 -V
22-4 = 2-94 + 19-46.

R 270' R R 288-5 V

77-6 + 22-4 = 77-6 + 2'94 + 19'46.

that is in (2).

Or
RS GS

(3) 100 (Or) = 80-54 + 19-46.

Similarly it was found from slits placed at 205 and 283 that

RS GS

(4) 100 (Or) = 80-50 + 19'50.

Other determinations gave a mean of
RS GS

(5) 100 (Or) = 80-50 + 19'50.

The (Or) has SSN ('236), therefore

(236) RS GS

100 = 80-50 + 19-50.

(XV.) Determination of the General Provisional Equation for White.

Now the complementary colour to the violet at SSN 390 is SSN 245, and it was

found that
236 RS 245

100 = 35-86 + 64-14.

But
236 RS GS

100 = 80-50 + 19-50.

Therefore
245 RS GS

(6) 100 = 69-60 + 30-40.
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Also it was found that
W 245 390

100 = 98-32 + 1-68.

Therefore
W RS GS VS

(7) 100 = 68-42 + 29-90 + 1-68,

which is the equation to white in terms of RS, GS, and the provisional violet

sensation.

(XVI.) Determination of the Sensation Values in the Orange, Yellow, and Green of
the Spectrum.

The slits placed at SSNs 220, 285, and 390.

220 285 390 W
48-27 + 50-52 + 1'21 = 100.

But as will be seen subsequently

285 RS GS 390

100 = 4271 + 56-37 + '92.

Therefore
220 RS GS 390 390 W

48-27 + 21-577 + 28'472 + -465 + 1'21 = 100.

Or
220 RS GS

(8) 100 = 97-04 + 2-96.

There is a small residuum of V equal to '01 left, but as it is non-existent at this

part of the spectrum it is added to the GS.

Slits at SSNs 228, 294, and 390.

228 294 390

59-80 + 39-86 + '34 = 100.

294 RS GS 390

100 = 37-57 + 59-08 + 3'35.

From which we get
228 RS GS

(9) 100 = 89-37 + 10-63.

The percentage composition of SSN 236 we have already found as

236 RS GS

100 = 80-50 + 19-50.
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Slits at SSNs 240 and 205 to match 236.

But

Therefore

(10)

236 205 240

100 = 22-24 + 777G.

230

100 = 80-50 + 19-50.

240 RS GS

100 = 74-92 + 25-08.

The percentage composition of 245 has already been found.

245 ES GS

100 = 69-60 + 30-40.

Slits placed at SSNs 205, 250 and 390.

ES 250 390 W
1378 + 84-56 + T66 = 100.

But

Therefore

(11)

ES GS 390

68-42 + 29-90 + 1'68 = 100.

250 ES GS V
100 = 64-62 + 35-36 + '02.

In a similar way the following percentages were

260 ES GS

(12) 100 = 55-68 + 44-17

270 ES GS

(13) 100 = 49-23 + 50-55

275 RS GS

(14) 100 = 46-75 + 52-89

280 'RS GS

(15) 100 = 4477 + 54-94

283 ES GS

(16) 100 = 43-63 + 55-60

285 RS GS

(17) 100 = 4271 + 56-37

288-5 ES GS

(18) 100 = 41-24 + 57-74

found.

V

+ 15.

V

+ '22.

V

+ '36.

V

-f '54.

V

-f 77.

V

+ '92.

V
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290 RS OS V

(19) 100 = 40-53 + 58-28 + T19.

294 RS GS V

(20) 100 = 37-57 -f 59-08 4- 3'35.

(XVII.) Determination oftlie Sensation Values in the Blue-Green.

The next determinations were made with two slits, as before described ; one being

at SSN 245 and the other in the blue of different hues, with the following results.

The first one is shown in detail. Slits at SSNs 312 and 245.

The frame was moved "9 division of the scale towards the red, which was

equivalent to placing the slits at SSNs 302 "4 and 241 '4 respectively, the back scale

being '4 of the front scale.

Now the increase in red and consequent diminution in the green sensation at 241*4

is 4'54.

245

The proportion of RS to GS is therefore (see Equation (6) for 100)

RS RS GS GS

(69-60 + 4-54) to (30'40 4'54) or 74'14 to 25'86.

The luminosity equation is

241-4 208-4 W.

87 + 13 = 100.

From this we derive that

308-4 RS GS V

(21) 100 = 30-15 + 56-85 + 13.

Slits at 245 and 320.

The slit-holder was moved 5 of the back scale, which was equivalent to moving
each slit 2 units towards the red. The slits were, therefore, actually at 243 and 318.

The increase in red being T25 per cent, per unit of scale, at this point it became

72'1 per cent, and the green 2 7 '9 per cent.

The equation is

243 318 W
92 + 8 = 100.

Hence

318 RS GS V

(22) 100 = 26 + 53 + 21.

VOL. CXCIII. A. 2 N
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Similarly the following equations were found :

329 RS GS V

(23) 100 = 18-8 + 45-3 -f 35'9.

339-6 ES GS V

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)
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The adopted reading was
V BB

(33) 100 = 72-5 + 27-5.

-'7J

(XIX.) Collected Colour Sensations.

TABLE I.

This equation was applied to the foregoing percentages of violet in the different

colours. The next table shows the provisional and the correct percentages.

1 n this and the following tables the former are shown in italics.

SSN.
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(XX.) Sub-division of Luminosity into Sensations.

Having ascertained the percentage composition in sensation luminosity of all the

spectrum, the luminosity curve of any known spectrum can be sub-divided into

Fig. 3.

\

\

a * ii a a u a a M w a 11 a n x > to t> u u n a st

Percentage of colour sensations as luminosity in the prismatic spectrum colours.

Fig. 4.

-t I * a 10 I? H . '8 ?r ; ?B JO 3( 54. 36 38 40 4? 4 50 V M 56 S8 60 6J M

Sensation-luminosities in the spectrum of the light of the crater of the positive pole of the arc light as

. seen with the centre of the retina.

|

sensation-luminosities. This is done in the next table. Columns X., XL, XII.,

XIII. , XIV., XV. and XVI. give the sensation-luminosity curves derived from the

total luminosity curve of the spectrum of the crater of the positive pole of the arc
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electric light, the ordinates for which are given in
' Colour Photometry,' Part III.

The graphic results are shown in
fig. 4. In this figure the hlue sensation curve

ordinates are on a scale 100 times larger than those of the red and green sensations.

The luminosity of this blue sensation is really very small, and except for the hue

would be negligible.

The areas of the sensation curves in this figure, or of one constructed with the US,

GS, and VS, should, supposing the white light to be the same as that used in the

observations, be proportional to the constants in the colour equations for white light.

The areas of the US, GS, and VS curves are closely 1102, 529, and 247 on an empiric

scale, and these numbers, converted into percentages, give

RS GS V W
66-55 -f 31-96 + 1'49 = 100.

The equation employed is

RS GS V W
68-42 + 29-90 + T68 = 100.

Owing to the colour of the glass interposed in the beam, and to the slightly different

angular dimension on the retina of the images in the measurements on the two

occasions, this small discrepancy is fully accounted for. To see whether experiments

bear out this deduction, a measure was made under the conditions which were present

when the curves in
' Colour Photometry,' Part III., were made, and it came out as

follows
RS GS V W

66-20 + 32-28 + 1'52 = 100.

This is sufficiently close to indicate that the measurements made are fairly exact.
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(XXI.) Curves shoiiring Equal Ordinates of Red, Green, and Blue Sensations to give

While Light.

The equation derived from the foregoing areas being taken as correct, when the

blue sensation replaces the violet, the final equation becomes

BS OS BS W
67-63 + 31-96 + -41 = 100,

and we can find the curves which will have ordinates on such a scale that, when equal,

they give white. Taking the red curve as the standard, we must multiply the GS
/>^./?o

ordinates by
-

-, or 2'12, to make the areas of the two equal. When equal, the
O-L't/O

desired result is obtained as far as the green sensation is concerned. The BS ordi-
/> 7.00

nates must be multiplied by ,
or 165, to obtain the result for the third curve.

These new ordinates are shown in Columns XVIII. and XIX., Table II., and these,

with Column XVII., are shown graphically in
fig. 5.

Fig. 5.

''

?:

X x

N

2 * 6 ft IO 12 H 10 Id 22(2* 2 28 30 52
J4|3e

faa 4O *2 44

\
46 40 SO 32 5* 59 5

Sensation curves (prismatic spectrum) in which equal heights of ordinates form white.

From these curves can be seen at a glance the positions that A and D, fig. 1, occupy,

and they show also those parts of the spectrum where the green and blue sensations

are seen, unmixed with any other sensation except white. These positions of A and D
we find to be about Scale Nos. 37 '3 and 3 5 '2, which are X5120 and 5060 respectively.

The purest green sensation is felt at the former Scale Number, and the purest blue

sensation is at Scale No. 23 '2, or close to the blue lithium line, which is at Scale

No. 22'8. As before said, the light of the crater is of that
" whiteness

"
which closely

matches the white outside the colour fields ; hence it may be surmised that at these

two points we have the nearest approach to the true green and blue sensations.
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(XXII.) Confirmation of the Observations by Colour-blind Persons.

In confirmation of the positions of A and D, fig. 1, as stated before, complete red-

and green-blind eyes were called in to make observations. A totally green-blind

person gave the following readings for that position in the spectrum where white was

matched. The Scale Numbers used are those of the diagram.

The white was placed alongside the spectrum colours, and the slit through which

the colour issued was gradually moved from the red towards the neutral point. The

same procedure was adopted in moving from the blue towards the same point.

The readings were

From the red From the blue.

38-5, 37-5, 38, 37'1 36'8, 37'1, 37'5.

The mean of these readings is 377 as the neutral point of the green-blind. The

difference is only '2 of the scale. A look at the curve will show that there is likely

to be greater variation when moving the slit from the red, as the curve is there less

steep. A mean of the readings
" from the blue" gives 37'1, the position fixed by the

preliminary trials, and which answers to SSN 288'5.

Two red-blind persons marked the point in the spectrum where the colour matched

white. One read 34'2, 35, 35'4, or a mean of 35'1 ; the other read 35'2, 35, 35'6,

35*8, or a mean of 35'4. The mean of the two means is 35'2.

From the coincidence of the areas with the colour equations, and from the position

of neutral points of the colour-blind with the points where the curves met, we may
conclude that the observations are correct within the limits of the errors of observation.

It may be stated that the nearest approaches to the colour sensations in pigments
are : Vermilion, to which a little blue has been added ; emerald green and true ultra-

marine, to which a slight trace of red has been added. GREVILLE'S cyanine blue is

not far from the colour. All are slightly paler, however, and in using them as colour

discs this paleness must be allowed for.

(XXIII.) The Observations applied to the Normal Spectrum of the Electric Arc

Light.

Before proceeding further, I have thought that it would be of interest to show the

colour sensations of a normal spectrum. The compression of the red in the prismatic

spectrum and the extension of the blue does not enable a comparison to be easily made
between the sensation curves of this spectrum and the results obtained by K<ENIG,
which are based on the normal spectrum.
The following table is calculated from observations made with a grating spectrum

in 1891. The grating was ruled on speculum metal, and had about 14,000 lines to

the inch.

\ol. . \ in. A. 2 O
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respectively, to give equal areas with the RS area in Column VI. Column IX. is

Column VL repeated, and Columns X. and XI. show the curves for the GS and BS
when of equal areas, hence the ordinates, when equal, give white. These last curves

are shown in
fig. 8. The above equation is not very different from that obtained

Fig. 6.
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of the curves, and how they approach in some respects those of KCENIG'S, of which

lig. 9 is a rough representation taken from one of his diagrams. There is n marked

difference, however, in the amount of red shown as existing in the violet. Whatever

source of light is taken as the standard the same proportion will exist.

Fig. 8

Sensation curves (normal spectrum) in which equal heights of ordinates form white (electric li ht crater).

Fig. 9.

H

(XXIV.) Observation applied to the Solar Spectrum.

One more example may be given. The sun's spectrum in the month of September,
at noon, was measured several years ago, and this has been divided up into lumi-

nosities. It is very similar in characteristics to the electric light spectrum. The

equation to the white light derived from the areas is

RS GS BS W
6573 + 33-83 + '44 = 100.
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The green sensation is more stimulated by this light than it is in the electric light,

whilst curiously enough the blue sensation appears to be very much the same (fig. 10).

To reduce the curves to equal areas the green sensation has to be multiplied by
1-94 and the blue by 149. These are given in Columns VI, VII., and VIII. of the

table and are graphically shown in fig. 11.

Fig. 10.

10 II I* M |l IOIII<MtOMM041>444*MltIMUMMM

Sensation luminosities in sunlight of noon in September.

Fig. 11.

Sensation curves (prismatic spectrum) in which equal heights of ordinates form white (sun light).
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SENSATION Curves in Sun's Spectrum.

I.

Scale

number.
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In fig.
10 it will be noticed that A and D of fig. 1 are somewhat closer together,

and that the place where the blue sensation exists mixed with white alone, is again
close to the blue lithium line. The blue sensation curve is also somewhat higher.

Confirmatory of these curves are the luminosity curves given for the red blind in
' Colour Photometry,' Part III. If the curves there given be reduced to a little more

than one-half the scale of nnlinates, they will be found to closely correspond to those

of
fig.

4. It must be remembered that to them the red luminosity is non-existent

throughout the spectrum, hence the luminosity of the violet end is much diminished.

For this reason the luminosity curves were made on too high a scale when drawn for

that paper, and they should be corrected accordingly. It need not follow from this

investigation that the colour-blind see less light than those having the three full

sensations, though the "extinction" readings given in that same paper seem to indicate

that such is the case. A further investigation into this is in hand, and for the

present the question must be left an open one.

I have to thank my assistant, Mr. WALTER BRADFIELD, for the aid he has given
me in this investigation. The actual observations recorded were made by myself, but

all preparatory work was done by him.
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IX. OH the Comparative Efficiency an Condensation Nuclei of Positively and Negatively

Charged Ion*.

By 0. T. R. WILSON, M.A.
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Received May 11, Read June 15, 1899.

THE work, of which the results are given in this communication, forms part of an

investigation on atmospheric electricity, on which I am engaged on behalf of the

Meteorological Council.

The relation tetween rain and atmospheric electricity was one of the problems it

was suggested I should study experimentally. The importance in connection with

that question of the subject dealt with in this paper has already been noticed by
Professor J. J. THOMSON, who points out* that "if the negative ions, say, were

to differ in their power of condensing water around them from the positive, then we

might get a cloud formed round one set of ions and not round the other. The ions

in the cloud woidd fall under gravity, and thus we might have separation of jx>sitive

.UK! negative ions and the production of an electric field, the work required for

tin- production of the field being done by gravity."

To make this process worthy of consideration as a source of atmospheric electricity,

ii would be necessary to show reason for believing (l) that atmospheric air in the

regions in which rain is formed is likely to contain free ions, (2) that the positively

and negatively charged ions differ in their efficiency as condensation nuclei.

With respect to the first of these questions, former experiments furnish considerable

evidence in favour of an affirmative answer. When moist dust-free air is allowed to

'\pand suddenly, a slight rain-like condensation always takes place if the maximum

MH>ersaturation attained exceeds a certain limit. This limit is identical with that

which is necessary for the formation of fogs in air, in which a supply of ions has been

produced by the action of Hontgrn rays or other ionising agent. The nuclei, on

which tin- drops are formed in air exposed to the rays, were shown experimentally to

In- identical with the ions to which the conductivity of the gas when exposed to the

rays is due. The equality of the expansion required to give the comparatively few

drops in the absence of the rays, with that required to cause water to condense on

the ions, is so exact as to furnish what is at first sight almost convincing evidence

'
I'l.il. Mag.,

1

December, 1898, p. 533

CXCIII. A. 2P 18.12.99
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that ordinary moist air is always to a very slight extent ionised. The number of

these nuclei is so small that the absence of any sensible conductivity in air under

ordinary conditions is in no way inconsistent with the view that they are ions. In

the latter part of this paper are described some attempts which I have made to

decide experimentally whether these nuclei are charged or not.

It is mainly, however, with the second of the above questions that this paper

deals. The experiments to be described prove that there is a great difference between

positively and negatively charged ions, with respect to their power of serving as

nuclei for the condensation of water vapour ;
a much smaller degree of supersatura-

tion sufficing to cause water to condense on the negative ions than is required in the

case of positively charged ions. They therefore furnish a possible explanation of the

preponderance of negatively electrified rain,* which is required by theories which

attribute the normal positive potential of the air to the action of precipitation.

I have shown, in a previous paper, t that the ions produced by various agents

(X-rays, uranium-rays, negatively charged zinc exposed to ultra-violet light) are

identical with respect to the minimum supersaturation required to make water

condense on them. They are also identical in this respect, with the few nuclei

apparently always present in moist air. In the present investigation I have therefore

felt justified in using exclusively the Rontgen rays as being the most convenient

ionising agent, and in assuming that the same results would be obtained with ions

from other sources.

To compare the efficiency as condensation nuclei of the positive and negative ions

respectively, expansion experiments were made with moist air containing ions all, or

nearly all, charged with electricity of one sign, alternately positive and negative in

successive experiments.

To enable a supply of ions nearly all positive or nearly all negative to be produced
at will in the air under observation, this was enclosed between two parallel metal

plates, and a narrow beam of Rontgen rays was made to pass between the plates

parallel to and almost in contact with the surface of one of them. Under these

conditions a supply of positive and negative ions is produced in the thin lamina of air

exposed to the rays, and when a difference of potential is maintained between the

plates, the two sets of ions move in opposite directions, the positive towards the

negative plate and vice versd. If we neglect the slight difference in the velocity of

positive and negative ions, shown to exist by the experiments of ZELENY,| the

number of ions in unit volume of the positive and negative streams will be the same,

assuming (an assumption which later experiments justify) that equal numbers of

positive and negative ions are produced, and that the ionisation does not, for example,

* The earlier observations of ELSTER and GEITEL appeared to show a preponderance of negatively

electrified rain
(' Sitzungsber. d. k. Akad. in Wien.,' 99, HA, p. 421), but this is not shown in their later

observations (' Terrestrial Magnetism,' vol. 4, p. 15).

t
'

Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 192, pp. 403-453, 1899.

t 'Phil. Mag.,' vol. 46, p. 120, 1898.
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consist in the breaking up of the neutral molecules into a certain number of pnsiti\ t
-

ions and half as many negative inns, each carrying twice as large a charge as the

|i'>siti\e. It is plnin. therefore, that there must at any moment be a great excess of

the ions which have the greater distance to travel ;
in other words, of the ions charged

v\ ith electricity of the same sign as that on the plate nearest the layer of air exposed
to the rays. The expansion may either U- made while this layer is ex post -d to the

rays, or the rays may l>e cut off l>efbre the expansion. If the interval, l>etweeii

Fig. I.

To Pump

cutting off the rays and making the expansion, lies witlu'n certain limits, it is plain

that all the ions travelling to the plate next the ionised layer may have been removed,

while only a small proportion of those travelling towards the more distant pkte have

reached it before the expansion is made. In this way we would therefore expect to

get posit i\e or negative ions with almost complete absence of ions of the other kind.

The method of producing sudden expansion of any desired amount was that which

I have described in a previous paper.* Such differences as there were in the detail-;

of the apparatus are sufficiently indicated in
fig. 1. The glass cylinder and piston of

* 'Camb. Phil. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 9, p. 333, 1897.

2 P 2
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the expansion apparatus were larger than before, the former being 37 centims. in

internal diameter. The arrangements for connecting tin- air-space "nelow the piston

with the vacuum in F have been improved in form, and a self-acting iiuliarubl)er

valve, V, has l>een substituted for the stop-cock, formerly used to cut off communi-

cation with tin- atmosphere immediately before making this connection. The addition

of this valve was found to be a great convenience.

The method of arranging for an expansion of any desired amount is described in

the paper to which reference has just been made. In the new appvratus, however, an

error is introduced into the measurements of expansion by the yielding of the india-

rubl)er stoppers closing the top of the expansion cylinder and the bottom of the

vessel, A, in which the clouds are observed, as well as to some extent prolxibly by the

momentum acquired by the air in the connecting tube. Both sources of error tend to

make the actual maximum expansion of the air in A greater than that obtained by
calculation from its pressure before and after expansion.

Now the older experiments,* made with apparatus suitable for absolute measure-

ments, showed that there are two well-defined critical values of the expansion, which

we may use as fixed points to standardise an expansion apparatus unsuited for

absolute measurements. At the first point the expansion (measured by v-,/t-,,
the

ratio of the final to the initial volume) is equal to 1/25
;

it is the minimum expansion

required to make condensation in the form of drops begin in dust-free air initially

saturated, whether the air be exposed to an ionising agent, such as Rontgen rays, or

not. At the second point the transition from rain-like to cloud-like condensation (in

the absence of ionising agents) takes place; vt/v lt is equal here to T38.

On testing the apparatus in this way the following results were obtained :

(1.) The air being exposed to Rontgen rays, condensation was first observed when

the apparent value of v-Jvi
= 1/22 instead of 1'25. Error = '03.

(2.) The change from rain-like to cloud-like condensation (in the absence of ionising

agents) took place when the apparent value of v2/v t
= 1'35 instead of 1'38.

Error = '03.

Thus the correction to be added to the apparent values of
r.j/r, is the same at both

jxnuts and equal to + '03. I have, therefore, assumed that the same correction holds

for intermediate values .of vz/Vi. Throughout the paper the corrected values of

v.j/t'i are given.

The vessel, A, in which the ions were produced and the clouds formed upon them

observed, consisted of a wide glass tube, 4 '2 centims. in diameter, closed above by a

brass plate, cemented to the ground top of the tube with sealing wax
;

2 centims.

below this plate was a smaller circular brass plate, 37 centims. in diameter, fixed

horizontally within the tube by means of three projecting tags cemented to the sides

of the tube. In the side of the tube a horizontal slot was cut, 3 centims. long and

3*5 millims. in diameter, the lower edge of the slot being on a level with the upper
* 'Phil. Trims.,' A, vol. 189, ]>. -JC5, 1897.
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surface cil' tin- ln\\i-r plate. The slot \\;is closed exti-rn.-illy l>y
;i -trip of thin

.iluiiiiiiiiiin. cemented t< tin- glass \\ith -lii-llac. A focus Inilli. giving out Hontgen

rays. was !i\ed with the anticat hode oil a level with the upper surface of the lower

|>l:itc,
tin- .inticatlio<li- In-ing placed with its plane almost hori/ontal. so that the

effective source of tin- rays which i-ntciv<l the slot was almost linear. A thick lend

screen was fixed, as shown in the figure, to pn-vent any rays reaching the interior of

the vessel alnive the level of the slot. Then- is thus oiilv a thin layer of air. close to

tin- surface of tin- li.\M-r plate, exjiosed to the direct action of the rays from the bull).

The lower plate was kept at zero potential, while the upper plate could l>e connected

either to the |w>sitive or negative terminal of a K-ittery, of which the other terminal

was earthed. The vessel could thus !>e charged at will with an excess of either

positive or negative ions.

All the metal surfaces within the tube were covered with wet filter paper, to keep
the air saturated with water vapour, and to prevent nuclei lieing produced by the

action of the metal itself.

A considerable Advantage is gained by having the plates horizontal, and the ionised

layer in contact with the lower plate, for any drops formed on the ions which are in a

minority (these In-ing confined to the lower part of the tube), have thus only a short

distance to fall, and if condensation takes place on these ions only, the drops will

be confined to the lower part of the vessel.

In the experiment^ first performed with this apparatus the expansions were made
without previously cutting oft" the rays.

The apparatus l>eing adjusted to give expansions somewhat exceeding the limit

V-i/Vi
= 1'25, comparatively dense fogs were obtained when the upper plate was

maintained at a potential a few volts higher than the lower, so that negative ions

were present in excess : whereas, when the field was reversed (the positive ions being
now in excess) only a slight condensation could l>e observed, and this was mainly
confined to the region immediately over the lower plate, where a considerable number

of negative ions must have been present. With expansions as great as v.,/v t
= 1*35

the api>earance of the fogs obtained was independent of the direction of the field, and

this continued to be the case up to the limit 1'38, at which dense fogs appear even in

the absence of ions. With the field in the direction which gives an excess of negative

ions, the density of the fogs which result from expansion is practically the same for

all values of
t'g/t', between 1'28 and the alxwe-mentioned limit 1'38. When, on the

other hand, the upper plate is connected to the negative jxile of the battery, so that

the positive ions are in excess, the drops remain few till v.Jvi amounts to about P31,

when the number of the drojw logins to increase as the expansion is increased. With

t>2/V|
= 1*33, we obtain, with the jxisitive ions, comparatively dense fogs, still,

however, considerably less dense than those obtained with negative ions. Finally,

altove I'-".:') the positive and negative fogs are indistinguishable.

These results admit of only one interpretation ; condensation takes place on some
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of the negative ions when v.t/vl amounts to T25, practically all the negative ions are

caught when rz/r, exceeds 1'28 ;
while to make water condense on any of the positive

ions
t'j/t'i

must exceed alxnit 1 '-'51
;

all the ions positive and negative Keing caught

when 2/y, exceeds 1'35.

Experiments were no\v made in which the expansion did not take place till after

the rays had l>een cut oft'.

The ions which are l>eing attracted from the ionised layer to the lower plate, have

at the most ahout :3| millims. to travel, while the upward moving ones have from 17

to 20 millims. to travel. One would expect, therefore, alnmt six times as long a time

to be taken for the removal of the latter as is required for the removal of the former.

There is thus a considerable range of time available for making the expansion, so that

the majority of the ions of one kind shall still be present, while all the ions of the

other kind have reached the lower plate. Using one LECLANCHE cell to maintain the

electric field between the plates, an interval of about 1 second between cutting off

the rays and making the expansion was found to Ije suitable.

The results were in agreement with those previously obtained ; the drops, when

the field was such as to give positive ions and v.ijv l
was less than 1'31, were now no

more numerous than if the expansion were made without exposure to the rays at all.

The method, therefore, enables us to obtain ions entirely of one kind.

To test to what degree accidental variations in the time allowed to elapse between

cutting off the rays and making the expansion could affect the result, some

experiments were made in which this interval was varied. A metronome, giving 90

ticks per minute, was used ; the interval before the expansion was varied by

switching off the current from the coil, as the metronome made a tick, and pulling

the trigger of the expansion apparatus at the moment of the first, second, or any

subsecpuent tick thereafter. The following results were obtained, one LECLANCHE

cell being used to maintain the field. The expansion was such as to catch negative

ions only.

(1) NEGATIVE Ions moving upward.

*,
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The negative inns tlnis take l>et\veeii :5 ;mcl J seconds t<> travel from the ionised

laver to the upj>er plate, and a large proportion of them are still present more than

2 seconds after turning off the rays. The field was now reversed.

(2) NEGATIVE Ions moving downwards.

Interval in seconds.
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RAYS turned off before expansion. Difference of potential lift ween plates,

1 Leclanch6 cell.
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them to be easily cemented against the faces of the partition. The latter was

circular, its diameter being equal to the outside diameter of the vessel. A narrow

strip of brass, 2 millims. in thickness, was soldered to each face, extending all round

the circumference, except for a gap of 4 '5 centims. at the top. When the ground

edges of the two halves of the vessel were cemented against these strips there was

left at the top a slit on each side of the brass plate, 4 '5 ceutims. long and 2*5 millims.

wide. The double slit was closed by covering it with a strip of thin aluminium

cemented to the outer surface of the glass and to the edge of the brass partition. A
thin layer of air in contact with each surface could thus be exposed to the Rontgen

rays from a source placed vertically above the partition.

Fig 2.

Each half of the apparatus contained a second brass plate fixed parallel to the

central plate at a distance of 1 '8 centim. from it. These had the form of equilateral

triangles, and were fixed to the glass with sealing wax at the corners. There was

room between the sides of the triangle and the walls of the vessel for the air to

escape from between the plates at the moment of expansion.
The metal plates were, as in the former apparatus, covered with wet filter paper.

The anticathode of the focus tube, which generated the rays, was fixed by eye

vertically above the central plate of the apparatus. A lead screen connected to

earth and provided with a slit, 4 millims. in width, was placed about 2 centims. above

the aluminium window of the cloud vessel. The final adjustments were made by

moving the screen until, when both side plates were kept at the same potential

(higher than that of the central plate, which was always earthed), exactly equal fogs

were obtained on the two sides, with expansions sufficient to catch the negative ions.

To make the fogs on the two sides readily visible simultaneously, a horizontal stratum

of the air in both halves was illuminated by the light from a horizontally placed

luminous gas flame brought to a focus within the apparatus, the source being behind

VOL. CXCUL A. -1 Q
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the apparatus with its centre in the plane of the central plate. The fogs were best

seen when the eye was placed sufficiently below the level of the illuminated stratum

to receive none of the direct light, but only that scattered by the drops.

To compare the effects of positive and negative ions, expansions were made with

the left-hand plate at a certain positive potential (generally about 1 volt), the right-

hand plate being at an equal negative potential and the central plate earthed. The

appearance of the fogs on the two sides was noted, the direction of the fields reversed,

and the effect of an expansion of the same amount as before again noted. Any effect

due to want of symmetry in the apparatus was thus eliminated.

To secure equality in the electric fields in the two halves of the apparatus, the

following arrangement was used. The source of potential (generally two Leclanche

cells in series) had its terminals connected by a resistance of 200 ohms. The middle

point of this resistance was earthed, and the two extremities were connected through

a commutator to the outer plates of the cloud apparatus, the central plate being

earthed.

The correction to be applied to obtain the true values ot vjvl
was found to be the

same as before ; to the apparent values of v2/Vi '03 must be added. The error was, as

before, found to be the same at both the points, t^/t^ = 1'25 and i^/Vj = 1'38.

To obtain an approximation to quantitative comparison between the number ot

drops produced in the two halves of the apparatus, measurements were made on the

time taken by the upper surface of the clouds on the two sides to sink below the level

of the beam of light, which was used to make them visible. The expansion and

coasequent cooling on both sides being the same, the same quantity of water is

condensed in each half; the quantity available for each drop is thus inversely pro-

portional to the number of drops which are formed. Now the radii of the drops on

the two sides can be compared by measuring the velocity with which they fall ; a

comparison of the rates of fall on the two sides will thus enable us to determine the ratio

between the numbers of the drops produced in the two halves of the apparatus, or will

at least serve as a test for equality between the numbers. Professor J. J. THOMSON*

has in fact used the rate of fall of the drops, formed on the ions as the result of

expansion, to determine the number of the ions present, from which he obtains an

estimate of the charge carried by each.

The results of measurements with this double apparatus are given in the tables

which follow. After what has already been said in connection with the other

apparatus, it is hardly necessary to point out that, when the right-hand plate is

connected to the positive terminal of the battery, and the left-hand plate to the

negative terminal (the central plate being at zero potential), there will be a great

excess of negative ions on the right, and of positive ions on the left. The terms
"
positive

"
and "

negative
"

in the tables refer to the sign of the charge carried by the

majority of the ions, not to the potentials of the plates ; the corrected values of t>j/v

are given.
* ' Phil. Mag.,' loc. cit.
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FIELDS produced by 4 Leclanch6 cells, terminals joined by resistance of 200 ohms,

the middle point of which was earthed.

S/PI.
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The tables show plainly that with the smaller expansions the number of drops on

the side which contains chiefly positive ions is very small compared with the number

of drops on the side containing mainly negative ions. No difference can be detected

between the fogs on the two sides when v.1jv l exceeds 1'35
; the transition from the

one kind of result to the other begins when vtjvl
is about 1'31. This is well shown

by the ratio of the times taken by the fogs on the negative and positive sides to fall

the same distance; increasing v2/v, from 1
-30 to 1*31 brings down the ratio from 5'1

to T8 in the first series, and in the second series the ratio diminishes from 4*6 to 17

as v.,/Vi
is increased from 1'30 to 1*32. The results are therefore in complete agree-

ment with those previously obtained.

There can be no doubt that the drops which are formed when iv/u, is less than

1'31 on the side containing mainly positive ions are deposited on negative ions, of

which a considerable number must unavoidably be present, when the expansion is made

while the rays are acting. The number of these was exceedingly small when the rays

were turned off before the expansion was made.

There is no evidence of any increase in the number of the negative ions caught as

Vt/Vi passes through the region in which the positive ions begin to be caught. The

following is an example of observations with expansions of different amount made in

rapid succession (so that the radiation might not have time to change in intensity) :

*fa
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wntrr condense on them ;
a fact in agreement with the results of the present investi-

gation, since negative ions were, in this case, plainly in question. The absence of fog

when the expansion was made with the field reversed was, however, as we now see,

no proof that no ions escape from the positively charged plate, for the expansions used

were insufficient to cause water to condense on positive ions had they lieen present.

Another case of interest is that of the nuclei produced by the discharge from a point.

Even when positive electricity was escaping from the point, fogs were obtained with

expansions which are now seen to have been insufficient to catch positive ions. We
are therefore driven to the conclusion that the positive discharge does not consist

simply in the escape of positive ions from the point of the wire, but that negative ions

(or nuclei of some other kind than ions) are present as well, possibly produced by the

action upon the moist air of the radiation from the glowing point of the wire.

Indications had already been noticed of an increase in the number of drops, produced

in ionised air as vt/i 1
was increased beyond the point now shown to be that at which

the positive ions first begin to act as condensation nuclei. Professor THOMSON was

indeed led to make the suggestion contained in the words quoted at the beginning of

this paper by noticing indications of such an increase in the neighbourhood of the

point t'j/v,
= 1 '3. My own observations had also previously led me to believe that

there was an increase at the point v^v l
= 1'31

;
for example, my notes for March 4,

1898, contain the remark, "Many experiments with air, as well as H, seem to show

that there are nuclei requiring expansion =1*31 to catch them in addition to those

appearing at 1'25."

Positive and negative ions (at least those produced in air by Rontgen rays) have

now been proved to differ in their efficiency as condensation nuclei ; they also differ,

as ZELENY has shown, in the velocity with which they move in an electric field of

given strength. The negative ions move the faster and are the more efficient as

nuclei for the condensation of water vapour.

A possible way of accounting for both differences is to suppose that the charge

carried by the negative ions is greater than that carried by the positive, the number

of the latter being, of course, correspondingly greater. We might, for example, take

the view that the ionisation consists in the breaking-up of the neutral molecules into

a certain number of positive ions and half as many negative ions, each carrying twice

as large a charge as the positive, a process which we can readily imagine to take place

in the case of water molecules.

The experiments already described make this view hardly tenable, for we have

seen that when the expansion is sufficient to make water condense on all the ions

(vi/Vi
= 1'35 or more) the fogs in the two halves of the apparatus are indistinguish-

able in appearance and in the rate of fall of the drops. We have still to consider

to what extent this proves equality in the number of positive and negative ions

produced.

The velocity with which the drops fall is proportional to the square of the radius,
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that is, to the two-thirds power of the volume of each drop, or for a given ex-

pansion to l/n
2/J where n is the number per cubic centimetre. The time, t, taken to

fall a given distance is thus proportional to n2

', or the number of drops is proportional

to t
l/
*. Now, when v^/Vi exceeds 1'35 the times taken by the drops on the two sides

to fall a given distance certainly do not differ by as much as 1 part in 10. If

t
t/tt
= ri then 71,/Ha = ri s/2 = 1'15. Thus the number of ions is the same on the

two sides to within 15 per cent.

The equality of the fogs on the two sides is, in fact, rather more exact than we

would expect ;
for the positive ions, according to ZELENY, take 1*25 times as long as

the negative to travel a given distance. We would expect then (the strength of the

field on each side being the same) that, if equal numbers of positive and negative

ions were produced in a given time, the negative ions would be more quickly removed,

and a somewhat larger number of drops should have been produced in the half

containing mainly positive ions.

The absence of any indication of this slight excess of positive ions is of the less

consequence for the present purpose, since it strengthens rather than weakens the

evidence against the view that a larger number of positive than of negative ions is

produced. As a test of the trustworthiness of the method for detecting a difference

in the number of drops produced on the two sides, experiments were made in which

the direction of the field on both sides of the central plate was such as to drive

negative ions outwards towards the side plates ; the strength of the field being,

however, different on the two sides. The ratio of the fields was as 3 to 2, the

stronger field being produced by two Leclanche cells. The following results were

obtained :

Vz/Vi
= 1'30.
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As already pointed out, the least expansion necessary to produce such showers

in air initially saturated is identical with that required to cause condensation on ions

really on negative ions, as the experiments described in this paper show. This is a

remarkable coincidence if we are really concerned with nuclei of entirely different

kinds. Further, it was during experiments made in the absence of ionising agents

that I first noticed indications of an increase in the number of the drops about the

point vt/v l
= 1*3 1, the expansion now proved to be that required to cause water to

condense on positive ions.

These considerations seemed to furnish strong ground for believing that the very

few nuclei always present actually are ions. In a recent paper,* it is true, I

described some unsuccessful attempts which I had made to remove the nuclei by

applying a strong electric field ; I did not, however, consider these experiments to

be conclusive evidence against the ionic nature of the nuclei. I have, therefore,

recently subjected them to a much more severe test by means of a differential appa-

ratus (fig. 3).

Fig. 3.

The mechanism for causing the sudden expansion was the same as in the other

experiments, and is not shown in the figure. A front view of the apparatus is given

on the left, a side view on the right. It consists of a short glass cylinder, 4 centims.

in diameter and 2 centims. long, the ends being ground smooth and closed by plates,

that forming the front face being of glass, the other of quartz. (The quartz was for

experiments with ultra-violet light described below.) A thin brass plate, 2 centims.

wide (reaching, therefore, from back to front of the apparatus), divided the vessel

into two equal chambers. On each side of this, at a distance of 8 millims., was a

parallel brass plate of the same width, 2 centims., but not reaching to the lower wall

of the cylinder. The brass plates were covered with wet filter paper.

A difference of potential of 320 volts could be maintained, by means of a series of

* '
Phil. Trans.,

1

A, vol. 192, pp. 403-453, 1899.
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secondary cells, between the central plate and one of the side plates, the other being

connected to the central plate, which was earthed. In one half, therefore, there was

a strong electric field, in the other half, none. A lens was used to examine simul-

taneously the drops formed on the two sides of the central plate. Any difference in

the number of the drops could thus readily be detected.

In the strong field the maximum length of life of an ion will be the time taken to

travel from one plate to the other under the action of the field ; in the present case,

a distance of 8 millims., with a potential gradient of 320 volts in 8 millinis., or

400 volts per centimetre. The velocity of the ions produced by X rays would in such a

field be about 400 X 1 '6 centim. per second, if we take RUTHERFORD'S value of the

velocity for a potential gradient of 1 volt per centimetre. The 8 millims. would there-

fore be traversed in '8/(400 X 1*6)
= 1/800 of a second. (The time would really be

somewhat longer on account of the plates being too small to give a sufficiently

uniform field.) Now the average length of life of the ions due to Rontgen rays when

they are destroyed by recombination alone is of the order of 1 second.* The fewer

the ions also the less rapid is the rate at which they recombine ; we would, therefore,

expect the average life of the very few nuclei with which we are now concerned, if

they really are ions, to be at least as long as 1 second in the absence of any electric

field. If then we have here simply a case of spontaneous ionisation due to molecular

encounters, we ought to obtain something like 800 times as many drops without the

field as with it. In similar experiments t made with the ions produced by Rontgen
or uranium rays, much weaker fields were in fact found sufficient to prevent almost

completely the production of fogs by expansion.

In the experiments now made without external ionising agents, not the slightest

difference could be detected between the appearance of the showers on the two sides

of the apparatus. All degrees of expansion from Vj/Vj
= 1'25 to v^/v,

= 1'38 were

tried.

If then we have here to do with a case of ionisation, it differs completely from the

iouisation produced by Rontgen rays.

Very similar nuclei, requiring practically the same supersaturation to make water

condense on them as the ions, are produced by the action on moist air of sunlight and

of weak ultra-violet light. Former experiments J showed that the nuclei produced by
this volume effect of ultra-violet light (unlike those produced by its action on a

negatively charged zinc plate) are unaffected by electric fields strong enough to

remove the ions produced by Rontgen rays as fast as they are produced. More

severe tests were now made with the double apparatus, to see whether they are

altogether uninfluenced by the electric field.

The ultra-violet light was produced by the spark discharge between aluminium

*
RUTHERFORD, loc. cU.

t
'
Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 192, pp. 403-453, 1899. Also J. J. THOMSON,

' Phil. Mag.,' loc. tit.

\ 'Phil. Trans.,' loc. at.
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terminals, at a distance of 55 centime, from the quartz plate in one series of

experiments, at 180 centims. in another. In neither case was the radiation strong

enough to cause drops to be produced with expansions appreciably below v2/v)
= 1'25.

The spark-terminals were placed in the plane of the central plate, so that the air in

lx>th halves was equally exposed to the rays. The wet filter paper which covered

the brass plates prevented any surface effect from the light which might reach the

plates. As before, the air on one side was between plates at the same potential, that

on the other side in a strong field. The central plate was earthed and one of the

side plates kept at a positive potential of 320 volts, the other being earthed ; the

connections were interchanged after each observation, so that the air in each half

alternately was subjected to the action of the field.

When the expansions were made while the air was exposed to the rays, no

difference could be detected between the fogs in the two halves of the apparatus.

Moreover, even when the rays were turned off 10 seconds before the expansion was

made, a slight fog was obtained, equally dense on both sides of the central plate.

Thus some of the nuclei appear to persist for 10 seconds, and even in that time the

field has had no sensible effect in reducing the number of the nuclei.

A field, therefore, of 400 volts per centimetre causes the nuclei to move in 10 seconds,

a distance small compared with 8 millims., the distance between the plates. This

gives, for the velocity under a potential gradient of 1 volt per centimetre, less than

1/4000 centim. per second, whereas the ions produced by Rontgen rays travel under

these conditions between 1 and 2 centims. per second.

The slight rain-like condensation which takes place, when v.,jv l
lies between T25

and 1'38, in the absence of all radiation, as well as the much denser condensation

produced by the same expansions when the air is exposed to weak ultra-violet light,

are thus essentially different phenomena from the apparently similar condensation

produced in air ionised by Rontgen rays.

We might perhaps most naturally conclude that we are in these cases not

concerned with ions at all. There is, however, the difficulty of the unlikelihood of

two entirely different classes of nuclei being so exactly identical in the degree of

supersaturation necessary to cause water to condense on them. The apparent
existence of a second coincidence (an increase of the number of drops when v2/r,

exceeds l
-

31) is still harder to explain on this view.

It is possible that condensation in these cases really does take place on ions

carrying the same charge as those produced by Rontgen rays. There are, in fact,

several ways in which we may account for the fact that an electric field does not

remove them.

We might suppose that the nuclei differ from those produced by Rontgen rays

merely in being so much larger, that their velocity in a given field is diminished

enormously, the charge in each nucleus remaining the same. It is difficult, however,
to believe that the efficiency of the nucleus in helping condensation would remain

VOL. cxcin. A. 2 R
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unaltered by such an increase in size as would reduce the velocity to anything like

such a small value as 1/4000 centim. per second for a potential gradient of 1 volt

per centimetre. In fact, if we can trust to obtaining approximately correct results by

applying to drops as small as 2 X 10~ 6
centim., the formulae which hold for larger

drops, we can see* that these nuclei must amount to at least 2 X 10~ 6 centim. in

radius ; the supersaturation required to cause condensation to take place on drops of

this radius being that produced by an expansion, ty'v, = about I'Ol, which is very

far removed from that actually required, v?jvl
= 1'25.

The ionisation may be a result of the expansion. This is the view I am inclined to

take.

It is easy to understand, according to this view, how the number of drops produced

is entirely uninfluenced by even a strong electric field, for the whole time for which the

ions would be free to move under the action of the field, before the formation of drops

upon them, would be exceedingly short.

Uncharged nuclei are probably present before the expansion. Some change is

produced in the air by weak ultra-violet light independently of the expansion, for, as

we have seen, the fogs may be obtained even when the expansion is made some

seconds after the light has been cut off. The behaviour of moist air exposed to

stronger ultra-violet light, and especially the extreme case where we get visible

particles produced without expansion, almost compel us to conclude that even weak

ultra-violet light produces nuclei before the expansion is made. I have already

suggested! that these nuclei consist of what we may regard as minute water drops

containing hydrogen peroxide in solution. The difference between the effects of the

strongest and weakest ultra-violet light would consist in a difference in the size of

these drops due to the larger quantity of hydrogen peroxide produced in each by the

stronger radiation. We may suppose the very minute molecular aggregates due to

weak ultra-violet light to be of themselves too small to act directly as condensation

nuclei with the expansion I'-j/v,
= 1'25; in other words, the growth which results

from the supersaturation corresponding to this expansion may be insufficient to bring

them up to the critical size beyond which the unstable condition is reached, where

increase in size is accompanied by a diminution of the equilibrium vapour pressure.

But if, as a consequence of the increase in size which results from the supersaturation,

the nucleus becomes charged, an ion carrying electricity of opposite sign to that left

on the original nucleus being thrown off, the result actually met with would be

explained. Judging from the behaviour of hydrogen peroxide solutions, with respect

to the electricity developed by splashing, we would expect the original nucleus to

become negatively charged ; for the splashing results in a negative electrification of

the drops \ indicating that the inner coat of the double layer originally covering the

*
Using the value found by Professor THOMSON (loc. cit.) for the charge on one ion, and applying the

formula for the steady motion of a sphere through a viscous fluid (LAMB,
'

Hydrodynamics,' p. 532).

t 'Phil. Trans.,' loc. cit.

\ J. J. THOMSON, 'Phil. Mag.,' vol. 37, p. 341, 1894.
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drojw in negative ; in other words, that solutions of hydrogen peroxide in water,

surrounded by air, attract negative electricity more than positive.

The view here suggested is, therefore, that the nuclei requiring the definite expan-
sions 1'25 or 1'31 to make water condense on them are always really ions, the cases

in which an electric field is without influence upon the result of expansion being

explained by supposing that the ionisation does not in such cases take place until

supersaturation is produced.

The separation of the positive and negative electricity by the formation of drops on

the negative ions only, as soon as the supersaturated state reaches the necessary

limit, will take place equally well whether the ions exist before the supersaturation is

produced or are the result of the supersaturation. Moreover, if the initial growth of

a drop, as above suggested, is able to cause it to acquire a charge equal to that of one

ion, the further growth of the drop may result in an increase of the charge. The

drops may thus acquire a charge considerably exceeding that of one ion, even if there

be no coalescence of small drops to form large ones.

Further experiments on this point are evidently required.

I do not propose to discuss here the meteorological bearings of the results obtained.

The questions with which the experiments are concerned are, I think, fundamental

ones in connection with the electrical effects of precipitation. From this point of

view the principal results of this investigation are :

(1.) To cause water to condense on negatively charged ions, the supersaturation

must reach the limit corresponding to the expansion v2/t>,
= T25 (approximately a

fourfold supersaturation). To make water condense on positively charged ions, the

supersaturation must reach the much higher limit corresponding to the expansion
v2/v,

= 1/31 (the supersaturation being then nearly sixfold).

(2.) The nuclei, of which a very small number can always be detected by expan-
sion experiments with air in the absence of external ionising agents, and which require

exactly the same supersaturation as ions to make water condense on them (as well as

the similar nuclei produced in much greater numbers by the action of weak ultra-

violet light on moist air) cannot be regarded as free ions, unless we suppose the ionisa-

tion to be developed by the process of producing the supersaturation.

We see, then, that if ions ever act as condensation nuclei in the atmosphere, it must

be mainly or solely the negative ones which do so, and thus a preponderance of

negative electricity will be carried down by precipitation to the earth's surface.

The experiments described in this paper were carried out at the Cavendish

Laboratory.

NOTE ADDED SEPTEMBER 25, 1899.

In order that the results of these investigations should have a direct bearing on

the subject of atmospheric electricity, it is necessary to assume that condensation in

the atmosphere frequently takes place from the supersaturated condition. There is

2 R 2
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very little direct evidence of the existence of supersaturation in the atmosphere, but

there is at least an equal lack of evidence against its existence above the lower cloud

layers even as a normal accompaniment of precipitation. That supersaturation

occurs in connection with thunderstorms is held by v. BEZOLD and others
(' Sitzungsb.

Akad. d. Wissenschaft. zu Berlin,' 1892).

In the lower dust-charged layers of the atmosphere supersaturation is not to be

expected. When there is an ascending air current, however, the dust particles may
be retained in the lower cloud layers, through each becoming loaded with water, and

ceasing to rise as soon as a certain critical size, depending on the upward velocity of

the air, is attained. Supersaturation will exist under these conditions in the air

which has left its dust particles behind, and if the ascending current reaches a

sufficient elevation a second condensation will take place at a higher level, as was

pointed out in a former paper ('
Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 189, p. 286, 1897) ; the conditions

will then be such that the experimental results obtained in the present investigation

may be applied.

Whether the drops will from the first be too large to be supported by the upward
current and therefore at once begin to fall as raindrops, growing rapidly as they fall

through the supersaturated layers, or will still continue to be supported by the

ascending current and form an upper cloud layer, depends on the upward velocity of

the air, the number of nuclei (negative ions ?) and other conditions. In either case

we should expect the drops to be negatively charged, the air rising above them

carrying a corresponding excess of positive ions.
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1. Object and Methods of the Investigation.

THE object of the present paper is to obtain solutions of the problem of torsion for

cylinders whose cross-sections are bounded by confocal conies. It is mainly an

extension of DE SAINT-VENANT'S investigations, and is based upon his general

equations of torsion.

The method employed depends upon the use of conjugate functions and i),
such

that = const, represents coufocal ellipses and
17
= const, confocal hyperbolas.

The use of conjugate functions for the torsion problem has been suggested by
THOMSON and TAIT ('Natural Philosophy'), by CLEBSCH ('Theorie der Elasticitiit

fester Korper,' 33-35), and by BOUSSINESQ ('Journal de Mathe'matiques,'

pp. 177-186, Se*rie III., vol. 6). CLEBSCH has used such elliptic coordinates to

solve the torsion problem for hollow cylinders bounded by confocal ellipses, and

DE SAINT-VKNANT has applied conjugate functions to the same problem for shafts

whose sections are sectors of circles ; curvilinear coordinates have also been employed

by Mr. H. M. MACDONALD (" On the Torsional Strength of Hollow Shafts,"
'

Proc.

Camb. Phil. Soc.,' vol. 8, 1893, p. 62, et seq.), but I am not aware that the actual

solution has yet been obtained for sections bounded by both ellipses and hyperbolas.

The work proceeds on lines analogous to those developed by SAINT-VENANT

himself, in his solution of the problem of torsion for the cylinder of rectangular

cross-section. The strains and stresses are expressible in terms of infinite series

involving circular and hyperbolic functions.

The boundaries of the section are given by constant values of and
17.

The values

"f f aiv taken to be a.

The conditions from which the unknown quantity w (the shift parallel to the axis)

is determined are

tPw/daf + tfw/dy
1 =

29.12.99.
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throughout the section ; and

dw/dn + (w^5 ty} T =

along the boundary, where dn = an element of the outwards normal to the boundary,

r is the angle of torsion per unit length, and I, m are the direction-cosines of dn.

Now in the present case

dn = d X (c v/J)

where

at the boundary where f = const., and

dn = dr) X (c v/J)

tit the boundary where TJ
= const., the sign being so determined that dn is positive.

By adding suitable terms to w, we can reduce one or other of the boundary

conditions to the form

dwifdn = 0,

where
iv w>, + suitable terms.

Suppose we make

Expanding now Wi in the form of a series,

"="
. .

,
f2+ 1 ,

y,
= 2 A, smh < - -

TT (77 + K
) \

sn
n=0 I *u>, = i A, smh x

ir(t) + K)\
sin

n=0 I
^ J -

the differential equation and the first boundary condition are identically satisfied.

When this value is substituted in the second boundary condition, we get an

equation expressing a given function of f in a series of sines of odd multiples of --,

between the limits + a and a.

But such an expression can be definitely obtained by a method analogous to that

for FOURIER'S series. Comparing coefficients, we obtain relations which determine

completely all the constants in the expression of wv

w is then known. The shears and torsion moment are then deduced by differen-

tiation and a double integration.

2. Summary of the Results.

The cross-sections which are dealt with in the present paper are of very great

generality, and they include as special cases many of the cross-sections which SAINT-

VENANT has worked out, for instance the rectangle and the sector of a circle.

The first section of which I treat is that bounded by an ellipse and two confocal
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hyperbolas. Although the analysis is worked out for the case where the two hyper-
bolic segments are not symmetrical, I have not given any numerical examples of this

case, as the sections obtained by taking two hyperbolas curved the same way, as in

fig. 1, do not correspond to any intersecting practical case: the section is too broad

at the ends and too narrow at the bend to be any fair representation of the angle
iron.

The section (fig. 2) bounded by an ellipse and the two branches of a confocal

hyperbola is, on the other hand, an approximate representation of a well-known

section, much used in engineering practice, the rail section.

This section I have worked out for various values of the eccentricity of the

ellipse and of the angle between the asymptotes of the hyperbola.
The four sections in fig. 2, where this angle is 120, give the best representation

of the rail section.

The numerical results are tabulated so as to show the ratio of the torsional rigidity

of this section to that of the circular section of the same area, and also the same ratio

for the maximum stress.

The ratio of these two ratios gives us a kind of measure of the usefulness or
"
efficiency

"
of the section.

In the case of the sections of fig. 2 I have investigated at length the position of

the fail-points, or points of maximum strain and stress, the maximum strain, in the

case of torsion, being coincident with the maximum stress. It is found that for the

two smaller ellipses the maximum stress occurs at the point B where the section

is thinnest. For the two larger ellipses the maximum stress occurs at points

F, F, F, F, symmetrically distributed round the contour, and lying on the broad

sides of the section. The critical section, when these two cases pass into one another,

can be calculated and is shown as qq, <jq in fig. 2. In
figs. 2-5 the corresponding

points belonging to the different sections are distinguished by suffixes.

The changes in the stresses are shown by the curves in
fig. 9, (p. 340) in which the

abscissa represents the quantity a whose hyperbolic cosine and sine are proportional

to the major and minor axes of the ellipse respectively, and in which the ordinates

represent the stresses at A, B, F, divided by the maximum stress of the circular

section of equal area. The curves are in certain parts only roughly drawn, but they
suffice to show the manner in which the stresses vary. It is seen that the stress at

B separates from the maximum stress after the critical value a = T225, and gradually

diminishes, compared with the stresses at A and F.

This result might have been expected from the investigations of DE SAINT-VENANT

upon certain sections bounded by curves of the fourth degree. These investigations

appear, however, not to have been sufficiently noticed. THOMSON and TAIT, in their
' Natural Philosophy,' and BoussiNESQ, in his researches on torsion

('
Journal de

Mathenmtiques,' Sdrie II., vol. 16, p. 200), both conclude that the fail-points are at

the points of the cross-section nearest to the centre, and BOUSSINESQ even gives an
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apparently general proof of this proposition. His proof, however, is subject to

certain restrictions which I point out, and which prevent it from being applied to the

sections I am dealing with.

The sections are sensibly less useful than the circular section, their torsional rigidity

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Fig. 4.

being always diminished and the maximum stress very often increased. This remark,

I may add, applies to all the sections dealt with in this paper.

This usefulness or efficiency decreases as the neck of the section becomes more

narrow, as, indeed, might have been anticipated.

Other sections worked out are those corresponding to angles between the

asymptotes of 90 (fig. 3), 60 (fig. 4), and
(fig. 5) ; in the latter case the sections

degenerate into ordinary elliptic sections with two straight slits, or indefinitely thin
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kc\ \\ii\s, cut into thtMii along the major axis, as far as the foci. The stress at tin-

f<>ci, however, is then theoretically infinite.

It is interesting to see ho\v. .is \\c m; ( k.- the IKMid round the loci shaqier, the

value* nt', for which the two i'uil-puiiits break up into four. l>ecoine larger and larger,

Fig. 6. Fig. *.

until, when the angle between the asymptotes of the hyperbolas is less than 73^, the

greatest stress always occurs at the iieck of the section.

The limiting case of such sections, when the angle between the asymptotes is very

small and the eccentricity of the ellipse nearly unity, the distance between the foci

being very great, gives us the rectangle.

I then pass on to the section bounded by one ellipse and one coufocal hyperbola.

In tin- limiting case when the foci coincide, we obtain the sector of a circle.

\M|. . \( HI. A. 'J
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Of this I have worked out numerically three ca,ses, in each case taking two ellipses

(1.) The semi-ellipse (fig. 6).

(2.) The ellipse with a keyway cut into it of the shape of a rectangular eonfocal

hyperbola (tig. 7).

(3.) The ellipse with a single slit cut into it (fig. 8).

The most striking of the results is in reference to the reduction of the torsional

rigidity of the ellipse in case (3). This reduction of rigidity decreases rapidly as the

depth of the notch decreases.

The rigidity, which is reduced hy as much as 23 per cent, when the depth of the

keyway is as great as '6 (semi-major axis), falls only about 1 per cent, when this depth

is '12 (semi-major axis).

Possibly this may throw some light on the fact that the effect of cutting such slits

into the material does not always give in practice the reduction in the torsional

rigidity which should have been expected from SAINT-TENANT'S results for the circle.

Clearly the depth of the keyway is a factor of the very first importance, and keyways
of moderate depth will produce a comparatively small effect on the torsional rigidity.

It is also shown that the effect of cutting two equal and opposite slits is practically

equal, in the two cases which I have calculated (namely, a= 7r/6 and =
7r/2), to twice

the effect of a single slit.

It seems, therefore, that the study of these sections brings to light several

interesting facts in the theory of elasticity, and Avill well repay the trouble involved

in dealing with the long and somewhat tedious algebra and arithmetic which lead to

these results.

3. Statement of Notation, &c.

In what follows the axis of z will be taken parallel to the generators, the axes of x

and y in one of the terminal cross-sections.

The origin, however, will not necessarily be at the centroid of the cross-section.

The shifts of any point of the material parallel to the axis will be denoted as usual

by u, v, w, and for the stresses I shall use the notation of TODHUNTEH and PEARSON -

'

History of Elasticity,' rs denoting the stress, parallel to r, across a plane element

perpendicular to s.

Then if, following SAINT-VENAXT, we suppose the terminal cross-section z = to

be fixed (that is to say, = 0, v = 0, but w =
0), then if T be the angle of torsion

per unit length,
v = rxz, u

TIJ~. (
I

).

Iff* be the modulus of rigidity,

yz '/"= + TX,
p, ,///

ra

/*

the

(2),

and all the other stresses are zero.
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// is tlii-n ilftri-iiiincfl IV tin- Ixxly stress equation

+-.

:: 1 .')

which holds at all {mints of the cross-section, and from the surface-stress equation

/ {.) + m (.) = o.

that is.

da
-f (ntx ///) T =

;it tin' iHiundary, where dn is an clement of the outwards normal, and
(/, m) are .its

i lirection-cosines.

The above conditions allow us to determine w uniquely. They are associated with

the condition that the parallel to the generators through the origin remains fixed.

If, however, we take any other parallel to the generators through the point (a, b) to

remain fixed, then

= T (y b) z, v = T (x a) 2,

1/3 dw . . xz dw .
,

.

7 =
jy
+ r (*

~
") 7 = % - T (y

-
'')<

and the equation at the boundary becomes

'I IP . . , > , ,,v
'' ~~

'.'/)
T T (am Hi)

= 0.

Now, if instead of ir we write

then

it' = w' + T (<nj !>.r).

uz (hr :=
, + rr,

- =
ft d<i ft.

TV.

and the equations to determine w are the same which we had before for jr. It follows

that the stresses in the cylinder are unaltered, whatever be the parallel to the

generators about which it is twisted, the effect of the change being merely to intro-

duce a term T (ay bx) into w, which corresponds to a rigid rotation about an axis

joining (a, b) to the origin.

It follows from this that in dealing with stresses due to torsion we may take our

origin wherever it is most convenient.

2 a 2
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4. Analytical Work for Sections Bounded by One Elliptic and Two

Hyperbolic Arcs.

Consider now the transformation

x = c cosh f sin
rj,

y = c sinh cos
17.

If we allow
rj

to vary l)etween ft and ft
1

,
and between + and a, the point

(x, y) will move within the space contained between the ellipse

I

' _, i

c* coshs
<~ sinh- x

~

and the two hyperbolas

*? if- jf ^

Using then the coordinates (f, TJ) instead ol (x, y) we find that our equations for w
Income

- + l v = for { > (:3').
, / 12 rf- ^+ f ^ \. i

I ^^
/^* ^^ %~ ^* f-f

I

v ^^ o ^^* x

Also

-rr + ^rc
2
sin 2>/

=: 0, when f=i, /8'<^<^|

-J-Tr
2 sinh 2f = 0, when -n = Bor B', a < < a

f'?7 J

Write now
, sinh 2f sin

ir =
;, ire"

cosh 2

Then

(5).

Let us assume

'TV A i ^+l/ , 2n + \ir(n -e)\ 2n+
i'i
= 2

( A., sinh
(r) e) + B,, cosh

- -' sin -

=o >. 2a j 2

where e = |

Then conditions (5) and (3') are identically satisfied. Let us now determine the

coefficients A and B so that (6) shall also be satisfied.
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We II.-IM- t" f\|..md sinli _' lx-t \\.-.-n tin- limits -fc a in a st-rii--, < if nines as follows :

-J^ a, sin + ,
sin +. . + o

,
sin

-* -

The coefficients ac, a..... ..... are found in the usu;il \\.-tv

also we have, substituting in (6), equating coefficients .>' sin
"

*, and writinj;

2
B

.
sinh

, +l7ry . , 2rt+lir7 re** cos 2/9* \A o<xsh - -r- B,, sinh - ' = -
1 -f

-

)
,

2 2 (2 + l)ir
'

co8h2/

whence, solving for A,, and B,,, we find

1 1* /*i S *>

=
(2w + 1)^ <

~ '
>

'

^l^TIT+iw (cosh 2* + OOR 2e cos 2^ > (7

- 8n 2e sn 2
(a. + i)

\vlicnce

.
-ilili -f sill L'I;

/ = ' TC-
rosll 2a

. . 2n + iw . 2n+
'"' -

JT-
-

(n
- f ) sin --9"'

J'cosh 2a+cos 2e cos 2y} S
( 1)"-

"

^
-

. .

coeh H -
(^
-

) sin
-

ij-

-

sin -Jy sin 2e S( 1)"
-

. . (9).
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Having obtained ', the shears are easily deduced by simple differentiation

xz 1 / . . .. . dw . ^ Aw\ . , ,.= (sinh t sin 77 . + cosh f cos 77 ,
TC sinh f cos 77

y. e-l \ if
i; (it)/

yi. 1 / ,. dw r > <hc\ i f= -
(
cosh f cos 77 -7..

sinh f sin 77
----- -4- re cosh f sin 77

/t rJ \
'

fl%
'

<^/

where J = cosh 2
f cos

2

77 -f sinh2
sin

2

77.

These again may be put into the slightly different form

** 1 /.,,.. rfw, . ,
,,. rfw,\ i . /,- =r y (sinh f sin

77
---

-f- cosh f cos
77 -j-\ TC. sinh f cos

77 (1 -f- sech

yz If , .. <ln\ \ f dw\
^ * /,- =

-=-j
cosh f cos 77 sinh f sin

77
I + TC cosh f sin

77 (I sech

The next quantity which we require is the moment of the shears

r ^-~ ^
M = \(xyz yxz) dx dtj

-
f c?77 f (/^[(cosh 2^ cos 277) sech 2a (1 cosh 2^ cos 2ij)] X J
Jfl' J - a

UTC 1

[P Ca= \ dr)\ dg (cosh 4 cos 4i; sech 2a (cosh 2f + cos 277}"
J/3' J -o

+ sech 2a {cosh 4^ cos 2?j + cosh 2f cos 4ii})

+ ^ f%^
sin 27,

[V,J
- ^ J"

d sinh 2^
[IP,]^

y sinh 4a a sin 4y cos 4e sech 2a (2-y sinh 2a + 2a sin 2y cos 2e)
== ~5~ sech 2 . .

,

H ^ (sinh 4a cos 2c sin 2y + sinh 2a cos 4e sin 4y)

IG^rc'a* (cosh 2 + cos 2 cos 27) f
^

. . 2 + lir /
Sinh ^~ V)

~ e
)
sin 2>

? *9

7r(2 + l)[w(2w + l)
s + 16a2

]cosh f!LjiE?
'

at

ft 2w -4- ITT
cosh >jx (77 e) sin 277 ^77

16] sinh
2a

TV (cosh 2a+ cos 2e cos 2?) (
- 1 ) tanli

2"

sinh
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y sinh 4<x sin ly cow 4e sech 'la. {'ly sinli 'la -f- 'la. sin 'Jy cis 'J
1 1

s + )siiili )'/ sin Jy ccs -If -J- sinli '2 sin 4y con 4e}

cos 2c OUB

'a* sin 'ly (cosh 'la cos 2e -f ctw 2y cos

1

1

Hut tlir scries %-
, [(L'/J -f l^TT -f lO

to be

j + 1 )
J 7r +

can IK.- Bummed in finite terms,* and it is (band

(2a seclr 'Ja tunh -

Ja)

Substituting this value in the expression for the torsion moment we find

M = -
! (y sinh 4a a sin 4y cos 4e) (

1 sech-' 2a)

a sin 4y cos 4< seclr 'la. 'la sech 2a sin 2y cos 2e

+ sech 2a [sinh 2a sin 2y] (cosh 2a cos 2e -|- cos 'ly cos 4e)

sin 2y (2a seclr 2a tunh 2*) (cosh 2a cos 2c + cos 2y cos l
e
)

the two series terms.

Whence, after some obvious reductions

M tiinlr L'a , . .

- = -
(y sinh 4 a sin 4y cos It)

(1TC
1

\ sin 2y (cosh 2a cos 2 -f ros 'ly cos 4t) ('lv. sccli' 2a tunh 2a)

tanh-
SM

- 256.* (sin 2y sin ,'e)' (ID.

* SCT t'lii^siAl.'s
'

Alge-lira," vol. I' (Ditlereiiliatin^ the renult marke<l (^) on
\i. 33).
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5. Alternative Solution for tin 1 xnn>e Section*.

There exists also an alternative solution ; it is generally of a less convenient form

than the one last given. It may, however, be useful in certain cases.

Return now to the boundary conditions (4') and write

, sinh 2? sin 2 (n e)
w iv

t -f Ire" -

cos 2y
we then obtain

(lit/* - _ _. .= when rj
^ p or

f)
:= p ,

a < < + <*

and
<lic.

.,
f . cosh 2a .

-^- + ^TC" < sin
'2rj -\ sin '2

(rj e) > = 0,

when

The latter condition may be written

-^ + ^TC~ sin 2 ( e)
- :-

-f cos 2 (77 t) . sin 2 = 0.
''f cos *y

Now let us write

W| C^ CTj |- 73*2

where
i

i
wi n ^i (w^" '

'V
"

'

rff

" '

* ?
:

aud
= 0, >j

e = rb 7 dnt./dr) = 0, 77
=

y.

But
^CT! , . ,

x /cosh 2 + cos ^7 cos 2e\

~/fc + ITC- sin 2
(r? e)

- --

)
= .... (1 2)

''f \ cos 2y I

'** + Arc- cos 2
(T;
-

e) sin 2 = . . . ... . . . . (13)

A
.

, w7r . n+ Tr(^-e
rs, = i, A,,suih

- -sin
,. o 2y 2y

when

Assume

i "i*-o -i '(7rf nir(ij e)2 B,, smh - - cos ***i
1=1 7 7

we have now to express between limits y

/ ;
7T0 . 1V0 WTT

,cos '20 = (' + ^j cos -f bi cos --+...+ b. cos - + . . .77 7
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We find

M V . JT* V . . .= a, sin -|- " sl " +.+ f*l"

-7 -7 27

. / i \ + i 47 aiii I1

-/
. . 167 cos 2-j

6 = sin 2y
-7

Substituting in (12) and (13) and equating coefficients we obtain

A 16rV(oo8h2 + coa 27008 2c)( 1)' , 2n + lira

Vn + VwKZn + !?*>- 167*] 27
'

BL
""**""

whence

HIT
( W*7T

S
47

1
)

BO = T<-- sin -Jy sin 2e,47

-
1)" . nir

sech

,, snili 2f sin 2 (w e)= ITC'
cos 27

. . mrE HIT (it e)
t M= Slnn - cos -

+ 1GrcV sin 2e sin 2y -,..+ S(-l)"-
047^ i

1 Gnry
2

(cosh 2a+ cos 2y cos 2e)

2mr(4nV - 167*) cosh
7 .

. ,

sinh
27

sin
-'7

=o

(2 + 1) TT [(2
-- 1 )' TT

!- 1(V] cosh
2n+lir

27

(14).

It may be noted here that y may vary between and ir/2. It follows that y may
have the value ir/2 t

and in that case the denominator of the first term under the first

2 becomes zero. The same happens to the denominator of the first term of the

second 2 when y has the value ir/4. Further, in this latter case the first term in iv

also becomes infinite, so that the expression (14) is apparently no longer applicable.

It is easy to see, however, that the terms, which are apparently infinite in (14),

exactly cancel each other. If we write y = w/4 , where is small, simplify and

proceed to the limit, we find that when y = 7r/4 the two infinite terms reduce to :

e" sinh 2f sin 2
(r,
- - - 4

- - 4 "
tanh 2

2 IT TT

-
e) + (r;

-
c) cos 2

(77
-

e) sinh 2f ] . (15),

which is finite.

VOL. CXCIII. A.
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In like manner when y = ir/2 the limit of w is easily evaluated.

For all other values of y, e and a the series in (14) are absolutely convergent as

they stand, for all points ( t))
ivithin or on the boundary of the section. The same

holds of all the series in the last paragraph for all values of a, y, e.

The expression for w being given, the shears and torsion moment are obtained as

before

M = ^- fcfy f

"

d (cosh 4 - cos 4,) + ^ fTT sin ty dr,
- ^ f

U" siuh 2fd

The integrations are all easily effected, and we find

ILTC^M = --

(y sinh 4<x a sin 4y cos 4e)

/ire' (a sin 27 + 7 sinh 2a cos 2e) ,_ /^TC' (sinh 4a sin 2y + sinh 2a sin 4y cos 2e)

4 COS 27 CMS L'y

n = a& i

+ 64/*TcV (cosh 2a + cos 2y cor 2e) sinh 2a S
*

2
4

y
4

(cosh 2a -f- cos 2y cos 2e)

tanh

-
256/iToV (sin 2. sin

J-
2y)' I

S
L n=i wV - 167

2
)
2

1024y\

. . 7sec7-an7
Remembering that __-_*-

512y
, *, reducing, and re-

grouping the terms, we find finally

L-
[

= 1
(a sin 4y y sinh 4a) tan'- 2y

+ ^ (cosh 2a + cos 2y cos 2e) (2y sec" 2y tan 2y) siuh 2a

+ sin 4y sin'- 2e (2y tan 2y)

, Zti+l-rra
tanh

-
256y< (cosh 2 + cos 2y cos 2.)'

'

,130

,

tauh

. . . . (IG).

We may test the correctness of the expressions (11) and (Iti) by remembering that
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\\lu-u \\- make tin- distance c between the foci very great, ami y and a MTV -mall,

the section reduces to a rectangle, of which the half sides n and b are given by

a = ca. cos e, b = <*y cos .

The first .UK! last terms in (16) are ultimately of negligible order, when multiplied
l,v c.

The second and third reduce to

f y*a (1 -|- cos 2e) \ y'a (1
- cos 4e) = f y'a (3 + 4 cos 2e + cos 4<)

The fourth term gives

'211+ \1Tii

- 1 024 (y cose)
4 2

Hence

.

tonh

1 =

\\hich is one of SAINT-VENANT'S expressions for the torsion moment of a rectangle

of sides 2a, '2b.

If we treat in a similar manner expression (11), neglecting terms of order greater

tlian four in a, y, we get the other expression for the torsion moment of the

rectangle.

G. Recapitulation of Resultsfor the Symmetrical Case.

By far the most important case we have to deal with is that in which the sections

are symmetrical.

We have then /8'
=

ft, and therefore e = 0, y = /8.

liotli solutions then simplify a good deal, and we have the equivalent expressions

w = \ TV'- sinh 2 sin 2i; sech 2at

+ IGrcV (cosh 2a + cos 2/8)

= ^ re
2 sinh 2f sin 2rj sec 2/8

- lGrc!

/8
2

(cosh L'a -f cos 2/3)'

,

(
- 1 )" sinh o

ir(2n+ l)[(2n

,-
1)" siuh

. 2n+lirr)

o

. . (17).

ir (2 + 1 ) [(2 + 1)V - 160s

] cosh ^

2 T 2
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, ,

( 1)" (
snih f 81111; + coslif cosi; I smh --

\ (If (In I 2,

\ , sm
,0.

TT (2m + 1) [(2m + 1)V + 16 s
] cosh

'-'J.

_ (cosh 2 + cos 2/3)
sinh ^cos , (1

- sec 2^)
- 32rc^-

(cosh 2f + cos 2t?)

/ . rf d \ .

, 2n+lirZ . a+,l
(!)"( smh f sin T)

-jj.
+ cosh f cos T; T- I sum sin ^~

X I -J- -
(
18

)'

TT (27t + 1) [(2n + 1)V - 16/3
8
] cosh

Q .
, \ oo 2 /cosh 2 + cos 2/3& = re cosh f sin

i, (1
- sech 2) + 32rca2^ -

g

--~

d d\ , . 2n + ltnj . 2nI d \ , . 2n + ltnj . 2n +
_ (

-
1)"

(^cosh
f cos ;^ - smh f sm ^

gj
smh --^ sm -

X 2 ^^ -^

7r(2 + 1) [^(271 f l)
s + 16 8

] cosh
2ra + 1?r/3

.. . -> /cosh 2 + cos 2)8 .= TC cosh sm -n (1 + sec 2/8) 32nv8-
-

\cosh 2f + cos 2ij/

(1)* (cosh f cos -TC sinh f sin -y )
sinh= v

\
'

rff ? /

sin

X S -
. (19).

ir(2n + 1) [r
8
(2 -f- I)

2 -
16/9

8
] cosh J~^f

M tanhs 2,_ .

- -Ip smh 4a a sm 4p)

| sin 2)8 (cosh 2a + cos 2y8) (2a sech
2 2a tanh 2a)

. 2n + lirft
tanh .,

256<x
4

(cosh 2a + cos 2/8)
2 S

*
-f 2m

(a sin 4/8 sinh 4a)

-f ^ sinh 2a (cosh 2a + cos 20) (2/8 sec
2
2/3 tan 2/8)
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7. IiHin-tnn<;- .i/' //,< .M'lriiu'iin .sv/v.w. Application to

1 now pass cm tn the numerical determination of the torsion inoinent and stresses,

and in particular \' i lie maximum Mi>

SAINT-YI.N \vr has shown, in his memoir on torsion,* that if we assume an

ellipsoidal distribution of limiting stretch (i.e., stretch such that, when it is exceeded,

tin- elasticity of the material is impaired), then, in the case of a shaft under torsion,

\\r have at any point

./"= vK +

where o-K ,
<rt . are the shearing strains in the planes yz, xz respectively, a- is the value

of the limiting shearing .strain of the material, and s/s is the maximum value of the

ratio of the stretch in any direction to the limiting stretch in that direction.

The condition that there should he no failure of elasticity is therefore that .</* < 1.

Therefore

a*,. + o*, < oi

and, since <r,t
=

i/z/p, <r._, xz/p,

xz- + yz- < /roi

The points where this condition will first be broken are called by SAINT-VENAXT

the fail-points ("points dangvreux"). They are clearly the points where xz- + yi
l

is

a maximum, i.e., where the resultant stress across an element of the section is a

maximum. Hence the importance of determining the points of maximum stress.

Strictly speaking, the latter give us no certain information as to where, or how,

rupture will actually take place : all that they tell us is where linear elasticity begins

to fail. But they will, in general, give us a useful clue to the regions where breaking

may be expected to occur, and, in the absence of any definite theory of plastic

deformation and rupture, we must l>e content to be guided by the results of elastic

theory.

I have worked out numerically the values of the stresses at the points =
,

r)
= atid = 0, 77

=
ft. These give the four points in which the axes meet the

boundary of the cross-section. I have denoted them by A and B resjxjctively. The

lioundary is convex at A and concave at B From considerations of symmetry it

follows that A and B must l>e point* of maximum or minimum stress, and the stress

being zero both at the corners and at the centre, it will often happen that they are

points of maximum stress. When this is the case those of the points A and B,

where the stress is numerically greater, will give us the fail-jtoint*. But there is an

obvious exception, when there are two points of maximum stress on either side of the

mid-|oiiit, and this is a case which, we shall see, does occur in these sections.

* ' M^moires ties Savante Strangers,
1

1855, vol. riv., pp. 278-288. See also ToDHUNTER and PEARSON,
1

Hist. Ela>t.,' vol. ii., part i., pp. 7-10.
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8. Methods of Cl<->illi<ni.

The symmetrical sections selected for numerical treatment are tlmsr for \\liieli

ft = 7T/6, 7T/4, ir/3, 7T/2 and a =: WO, 7T/3, ir/2, and 2ir/3, sixteen in all. These

sections are shown in figs.
2 to 5. of course is the complement of the half angle

between the asymptotes, and all sections having the same /8 have been collected in

one figure.

The numerical calculations were generally based upon the formula? of 4, as they
did not require modification for the value 7r/4 of yS. In many cases, however, the

alternative series were used also, in order to test the results obtained.

The calculation of the terms of the series in the expression for the torsion moment

was carried on until was so great that tanh
~

could be taken sensibly
-p -p

equal to unity. The remainder of the series, namely,

was then obtained by expanding the denominator by the binomial theorem, thus

The successive terms were easily calculated from the values of 2 -
-. given in

CHRYSTAL'S 'Algebra,' vol. 2, chapter XXX, 15.

The stresses at A and B were calculated from formulae (18) and (19). If SA ,
SB

denote these stresses, we find easily

/cosh 2a + cos 2/8\
nil

00
L'a= TC tanh 2 cosh a 4- 8rca I

-
COsh a / ,,,7 7T

2
(2 + I)

2 + 16as

-
= rc sinh . (sec 2/J- 1)

- 8rc/J
/^2a " cos

2^ -j-
\ cosh / itt 7T

2
(2. + l)

s -
16/8*

'

- sech
C080 /, 7T

S
(27l+l)

8 +16 8

2?t+ ITT

= re tan 2^ cos ,8
-

8rc/3
^ _

(22)-

,

The first expressions for S4 , SB were used in each case as the main basis of t lie-

calculation, but the results were partly verified by means of the second expressions.
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With rep i nl in the accuracy obtained, I may say that, where I was able to verit'v.

I found the values of the stresses correct to five, and sometimes to six, significant

I inures. In the values of the torsion moment the first five figures generally agreed,
so that, on the whole, the results may Ix- considered correct to the number of figures

given.

The first series for SB and the second series for SA are very slowly convergent
indeed. The method adopted in dealing with them was the following :

The series

was broken up into two series
^ -

2n 4-

I
., ,. -~ v 'i \ * tauli

~,, 7,-
;

< ! + 1 )- + Ilia
1

Mro TT* (2n + 1)* + 16*

The latter series converges rapidly, and was easily calculated. The former was

calculated to an even number of terms, and the remainder obtained by means of the

Euler-Maclaurin sum-formula, thus :

( 1)
i i

7 *'(4/; + I? + 16* ; ^(Ic -1^+ 16.x
1 -

Now
~

]

U* C ~
* H* + 2! ~&

' '

~& da?

where
I',,
=

L, B^ = -
3
1

-, &C.

Let me write

p- = (4.E+ I)
J

TT-+ 16a2
,

_, I*
_!_

Then

I wx ux = - * = -

^
i

whence
*-'

_ ( ,
6

\_ EI sin 20 (47r) J^ ain40
**j-

^-" Vy "~
,

" A *
"

^ .

2 p" 4se p*

Put a?=co, ^ = 0, p = oo
,

WT = C,

tlieref'ore,

-C _JL _L ML H'" 2g /Z_\ ^. Z. SJ? 4^
""

2p*
""

'

2
"

p
j

I /
'

,4 ".
v .y
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In like manner if >", =

Mi; I.. N. <;. 1 1LON ON THE RESISTANCE TO

1

If.*',

ff = tan
'

ff

4

!)TT

B
I
sin2tf' B, sin 40'

These series converge fairly rapidly if x is at all large, and thus the remainder can

l>e obtained.

Even with the help of all these devices the labour of calculating the moment and

stress for the sixteen sections was considerable.

The values of the hyperbolic functions were taken from GUDERMANN'S Tables

(' Theorie der Potenzial oder Cyklisch-hyperbolischen Functionen
'),

and from

GLAISHEK'S and NEUMAN'S Tables of the Exponential Function
(' Cambridge Phil.

Trans.,' vol. 13).

9. Values of the Torsional Rigidity.

The first quantity calculated was the torsion moment. The values found are

shown in the table below.

TABLE of
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TABLE of M'//*TC
4
.
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/0sinh2 + sin2/8\
TABLE of

\ 7T /
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Hence \vi- h.-tvr. t'.n- tin- lull
i-lli|.sc

381
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The values of SA//*rc, as calculated from the formula (21) above, actually turn out

to be negative. The sign is, however, of no importance.

Several important results are seen to follow at once from these tables.

In the first place, when a keyway cut into a shaft of elliptic cross-section reduces

to a mere slit, the stress at the inner extremity of the keyway is seen to be infinite,

although this keyway is the limit of a single continuous curve and not of two curves

making a sharp angle, as is the case for a slit along a radius of a circle, obtained as

the limit of a keyway of the shape of a sector of the circle.

Such slits are thus bound to produce rupture or plastic flow of the material at

their deepest points, whatever be the manner in which we approximate to them in

practice.

The second point of importance, which these tables bring out clearly, is that the

maximum strain and stress do not always occur, as most of the results obtained by
DE SAINT-VENANT would lead one to suppose, and as THOMSON and TAIT

('
Natural

Philosophy,' vol. 1, Part II., 710), and BOUSSINESQ ('Journal de Mathdmatiques,'

Se"rie II., vol. 16, p. 200) assumed, at the point of the boundary nearest the centre.

Indeed SAINT-VENANT himself, in his edition of NAVIER'S '

Le9ons de Mdcanique
'

( 33, p. 313), has given an example to the contrary, and it happens that the section

dealt with in this example is closely analogous to the sections of fig. 2 in this paper.

The shape of the section is reproduced in fig. 11 (p. 342), from SAINT-VENANT'S '

Le9ons

de NAVIER.' He calls it a "
section en double spatule analogue d celle d'un rail de

chemin de fer." He gives two numerical examples in which the ratio of breadth to

length of the section is '20 and '14, corresponding for our sections, when ft = Tr/6, to

a. = l'G47 and a = 1'985 respectively. He finds in these two cases that the fail-

points are not at the point of symmetry on the contour which is closest to the centre,

but at points on the contour at a distance from the axis of symmetry of '46 and '52

of the half-length respectively.

Now it is easy to see from the tables above that the result which one would expect

according to the ordinary rule, namely SB > SA ,
does hold in fifteen out of the sixteen

cases, but there is one exception in the case of the section a = 27T/3, ft = 7r/6, when

the greater of the two stresses is found to occur at A, the point further from the

centre.

I was much struck at first by this apparently solitary deviation from the rule, and

was inclined to ascribe it to some error in the arithmetic.

In order to test this, I calculated the values of SA and SB for the neighbouring

section, ft = Tr/6, a. = 37T/4. I found

= 2-4333,
-
S- = T4144,

-

fj,rc

confirming the previous exception.

I then took the expressions (21) and (22) for SA and SB ,
and tried to determine the

limits to which they tended, when a was made very great.
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Clearly, \\lien we look at the second of expressions (22), we see that the second

term must ultimately become vanishingly small, provided irct/2ft > 2a, or ft < w/4.

For such values of ft, then, SB tends to the definite limit p.rc tan 2ft cos ft, i.e., for

ft = 7T/6, SB//ITC tends to the limit 1
P

5 for large values of a.

For values of ft > ir/4 it would seem that SB increases numerically to an indefinite

extent.

Consider now the second expression for SA . Clearly, if a exceed a certain value,

tanh
"

-

approximates so closely to unity that we may replace it in the series by

unity, and the error will only be a small fraction of the series itself. We then find

SA .
, 8/8 (cosh 2 + cos 20) (- 1)"- -* tends to sinh (sec 2ft- I)

- "
-; 2

cosh

when a is large.

Substituting ft = ir/6, and using the Euler-Maclaurin sum-formula to calculate the

series, I find

= sinh a -
c/,, =ir/8

TT cosh
brg

and remembering that

coeh 2 + 4 1 -PI- = 2 cosh a
.-

T = 2 cosh a, if a large,
cosh 2 cosh

sinh a = cosh a - = cosh a, if a large,
cosh a. + sinh a

we see that, when a is large,

= -cosh (-452147),

and, therefore, increases numerically indefinitely.

On the other hand, if a be very small, we get a flat section, A being now the point

nearest to the centre. Looking at expressions (21) and (22) we see easily that

f^M tends to - 2
\ftTCJ

and

ft

or, neglecting squares of a compared with the first power,

Now 2 -(
"

^r,
lies between 1 and 8/9, hence l^\ < (

cos ft] a,
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1 fi

and cos $ being always < 2, SA is always numerically greater than SB for small

values of a. This confirms the usual rule, which we should expect, since the section

approximates in this case to a flat rectangular section.

12. Discussion of the Variation* in these Stresses.

The variations in the stresses SA ,
SB are shown in

fig. 9 (p. 340). This figure gives,

not the values of the stresses themselves, but the ratio of the stresses to the maximum
stress S in the circular section of equal area. This ratio is plotted as ordinate to the

various values of a as abscissae. Of course, SA ,
as given by the expressions (21)

being negative throughout, the curve shows the ratio
(

SA/S )
and not SA/S .

The diagram is comparatively rough, especially near the origin, owing to the very
limited number of points which I could calculate. The value of ft selected was

ft = IT/6.

When a is small, it is not difficult to show that, for ft
=

-ir/6

SB/SO = 1 799 X x/, SA/S = - 2-563 X v7",

and when a is large

SB/SO = 5-196e-, SA/S = - 7831.

These last enable us to see the form of the curves near the origin and at a great
distance from it. They are perpendicular to the axis of a at the origin, and at first

the curve of SB lies below that of SA . At some point between a = and a ='5 they
cross. This corresponds to the case of the square for rectangular cross-sections. SA

is now less than SB ,
but instead of its remaining so, as we should have expected, the

curves cross again near the value of a = 1 7. The curve of SA/S now tends to

become practically a straight line parallel to the axis, at a distance 7831 from it, and

the curve of SB/S approaches the axis asymptotically.
The values of SA/S , SB/S are given in the tables below.

TABLE of SA/S .
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TABLE of S./S,,
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- -r * (^ + i
2
sin 2/8 )

= re
2 sinh 2 tan 2/3

- 8r (cosh 2a + cos 2/3)J f yrff /

/ 2 - 1 > IT
8 S

X
(2n

cosh

2/8 sinh 2

cosh 2f + cos

-
16/3

8
] cosh

--

Hence the equation giving the maxima and minima is

tan 2 sinh 2

(cosh 2 + COB 2/8) (cosh 2 + 2 cos 2/3)
M=

(2 + !)TT

cosh 2f + cos 2/8 =0 (2n + 1)- TT* -

. ,

2/9

cosh
2n +

2 (cosh 2 + cos 2/8)
=

cosh 2f + cos 2/3 ,1=0

sinh [2rt + ITT -I- 4/3] ^ sinh [2n + ITT - 4/9] -|- I

2/9 P! i 2?H-

(2n + l)7r-4/3
sech

2/3

One root of this equation is =0. Now it is clear that since S" is zero, and

therefore a minimum at = a, if it be not a maximum at f = 0, then there must be

a maximum somewhere between = and = a.

To find whether = is a maximum or not, we have to investigate the sign of

i.e., we have to investigate the sign ol

1

T sm
cPw 1 dJ n0\~]

C
"
8in 2

^)J

all the other terms vanishing when = 0.

Now
(
-rr + ^rc

2
sin 2/8 ) being always positive, we have to investigate the

J \rtf /

sign of
*

tw en * = 0>

1 dJ /dw
sm

and therefore ultimately the sign of
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F B t-.ii -fl
(c<>flh 2* + ** 20) (1 * 2 ** 2^

C062/3 m ,(2+ljV-160' 2/8

cosh 2 + cos 2/8
" " "

. 2ii + lira
* Ch -

C062/3 ..

I may remark here that all these differentiations are permissible, provided that

be less than a by a finite amount, however small, the series being then uniformly

convergent. We may not, therefore, make a actually zero in the last expression.

If, however, a is small but finite, then it is easy to see that E must be negative if

ft < ir/4. Also if ft < 7T/4, E algebraically increases continuously, until for a certain

value of a it reaches the value zero. For all higher values of a it remains steadily

positive.

1 4. Critical Values of a. and ft.

It follows, therefore, that in all sections for which ft < ir/4, the maximum stress

along the sides
17
=

ft occurs at the point B, until a certain critical value, a =
,

is reached, when the stress at B becomes a minimum, and we now have two points of

maximum stress on either side of B.

When ft = ir/4, E is apparently infinite, but it really tends to a finite limit. If

we put ft = 7T/4 c where e will ultimately be made very small, and neglect terms in

e,
!

, &c., we find that the expression becomes

4 2 cosh 2a 2 sech 2n+ 1 2a cosh 2a 2 sech (2/i + 1) 2a +*
n = n = 1

/ \ 1 i 1-
(cosh 2a + 2e) (I + 2e) (-*-

-
2ej

- sech
|
2a

(
1 -f

'

= sech 2a + a tunh 2a 3 cosh 2a 2C sech (2i + 1
)
2*.

* * Hal

When a is very great, this will ultimately be positive. Hence, here also we shall have

a critical value OQ. This value, however, is easily seen to lie outside the values of a

t.ikcM in this paper.

I have not investigated so carefully the cases when ft > ir/4, as, for the particular

sections selected, the maximum stress certainly occurs at B.

One point, however, is clear. When a is very large, the second and third terms

settle the sign of E. The sign of these terms, again, is settled by the sign of the

leading terms. E is negative if

is positive, i.e., if

cos'/3
'

1 + 2co8 20
* *

4/8* TT* - 16/3*

Vol.. CXCIII. A. 2 X
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This will always be the case, provided /8 be greater than the root of tin- equation

2/3 = cos ft.
IT

This root is 53 31' nearly.

Hence, for values of ft > 53 31' the maximum stress always occurs at the thinnest

point of the section. This is the case for the sections of
fig. 4 with broad keyways,

for which ft
= GO .

lleturuing to the case of sections for which ft < Tr/4 we have OQ given by the

equation

,

=
scch

tan 2/3= (cosh 2a +cos2/3) 2 i sech -- + ~- *' 2 2/9
"- o

Putting ft
=

7T/6 in this we have for the transcendental equation giving in this

case

!
v [""I* 16 >'= sech [27~- = (cosh 2 + *) [2^

aeoh [2 + 1] 3o + F ^
Now, for fairly large values of a,,, we may neglect all terms in this summation

except the first. We then have

TT 23 2 cosh 2 + 1 23 ," =
(sech a + 2 sech 3ao)s

whence I find a = 1'225.

Hence for values of a greater than this the maximum occurs at certain points on

the contour, given by previously obtained equation in

15. Calculation of the Position of Fail-Points and the Magnitude of the Maximum
Stressfor the Sections ft = ir/6, a. =

Tr/2 and ft
=

ir/6,
a. = 2ir/3.

We have, therefore, if we wish to find the maximum stress for the sections a = Tr/2

and * = 27T/3 when ft = TT/(J,
to solve this transcendental equation :

TV/JJ
siuh 2g (2 cosh 2g + 1) y 2 + 1 aiuh(6n

6 2 cosh 2 + 1
l
^i (g + 1) (6n + 5) cosh (6 + 3)

"=*
fsmh(6re + 5) g sinh (6?t + l)f] 1

,,to I 6 + 5 6;t + 1 J cosh (6re + :!)
a

which may be put into the slightly simpler form

^v/3~ _ 12 cosh f
'=

___(2<t + 1) siuh (6?t + 3) g
6 (cosh 2 + i)

~
sinh 3f B= (6w + 1) (6;i + 5) cosh (671 + 3)

4- -
1

- "tT I
sinh ( " + "^ ^ siuh(6n+l)f _ 1

cosh f sinh 3g n=0 t(<m + 5)cosh(0/i + 3)
^

"

i/./i + 1) cosh (8+3)j
'
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I Hud the roots of tins to l:e approximately given by

= T475 when a = 2/8,
= '821 when a = ir/2.

The corresponding values of S//XTC are found to ta 2'1084 and T4041 respectively.

Comparing these with the values of SA//HTO given on p. 33 1
, we see that the values of the

stresses corresponding to the maximum on the broad side are the greater, and hence

ur have really a case alwolutely analogous to SAINT-VKNANT'S section en double,

xpatule, with four fail-points symmetrically distributed, all of them lying on the broad

wides of the contour.

16. Ctbse where a. is made very

It is interesting to see to what limit the fail-points tend, when a is made very

We have

' = -
\ tan 2/8 (cosh 2f + cos 2/8)

MTC v j ..

8)8 (cosh 2 + cos 2)8) S
=o

r/o 1 1\' - iro-i u 2 + iir
I (2n + l)nr

16)H-J
cosh

.

Replace now \ tan 2)8 by its equivalent 8y8 S TT
=0 \ ^ i

8/9

(cosh 2 + cos 2)9)
-

(cosh 2 + cos 2/9)

,
2n n

cosh -

. '>n+lira.
i nsli

(-'l + -
16/9

1

Now if f, a be great, we have cosh = (exp.) approximately. Hence, if we

suppose g = a where 6 is finite, so that we are dealing with points whose

distances from the centre l>ear a finite ratio to the dimensions of the section, we find

e
' - e

+ terms negligible in comj>arison and ultimately vanishingly small when a is made

infinite.

Hence we have to make

., (2n + 1)V- 16/9

a maximum.

Differentiating, the series being absolutely and uniformly convergent, we get

2X2
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e- 2
w =0 -

16/8
1

i.e.,

tan 2/3 __
"

(2m + l)ir
-

2/3 (e-'
2"

8
=
.5, 2

Tli is is the equation giving #. When we put in it /8 = ir/G

TT
=

:;// + 1

5)'

-<0>l+l

I find from this = '577 approximately, and the corresponding value of

S//UTT = '48984 cosh a. Referring to the value of SA//UTC given on p. 333, we see that

the real fail-point is on the broader side.

The curve of true maximum stress S/S is shown also in
fig. 9. It joins on to the

Fig. 9.

Showing the variation in the value of S/S as a increases, at the three points A, B, F, of Fig. 2.

ft
= const. =

7T/6.

curve of SB/S at the point corresponding to the value a = 1 '225. It then remains

above the curve of SA /S , tending ultimately to a straight line parallel to the axis, at

a^height '8484 above it.

17. Proof that there can be no other Maxima.

It remains to show that the point yj
= corresponds to a maximum along the side

f = a, and also that there is no maximum of the resultant stress inside the section.

The stress S along = a is given by

/Sc\ 1 /dw= -p (- Arc2 smh 2a
V
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The equation giving the maxima or minima is found as before. It is

|~
<Pw I dJ /(ho . .

2 , . . W ginh 2 =0,
ill}-

.1 1/7] ifrj /Jf-

or, using the first of expressions (17) for /'

341

sin 2j} tanh 2a + 8 (cosh 2 + cos
2* (2n

. vtf (2n -f

2n + \irn

Ida sin L'rj (rush 2a + C<)B 2/3) "^"
L'a

cosh 2 + cos 2i; H7o (-'+ l)V-f- 1C
-4_-=0.

,
-'/i + lw/3com

2

The left-hand side is always positive. Hence there is no root except 17
= 0, and

tlutt corresponds to a maximum.

That no absolute maximum can exist inside the section can l>e proved as follows:

We have

xz/p.
= dw/dx ry, yz/fj.

= dw/dy + ix.

Suppose at any point P inside the section S2 = xz2 + yz'
1

is a maximum. The

above forms for xz + yz being independent of axes, let us take for axes of x and y the

direction of the resultant stress across the section at P and the perpendicular to it.

So that yz = at P.

Consider a near point P'. Let xz, yz l)e the stresses at P'. Then, since S* is a

maximum at P,

.'-.- > xz"1 + i/z",

hut

Therefore
M

.^s

or xz is a numerical maximum.

But since

therefore also

yz" > 0.

arz
2 > xz",

d'wjdx* + d-w/dy* = 0,

*() rf()

and it is well known that no function can have an alsolute maximum or an absolute

minimum inside a region where it satisfies LAPLACE'S equation. Tin's is in fact a

particular case of the general theorem that a potential cannot have a maximum in

tree space.
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Hence we have proved that the only fail-points are those which we have already

investigated.

18. Deductionsfrom the above and Criticism of BOUSSINESQ'S Proof of the

Position of Fail-Points.

Thus we see the study of these symmetrical sections is extremely instructive as

regards the position of the fail-points. They show us the connection between the

rectangular section and the section with a neck, and they give us the limiting cases,

when the four fail-points coalesce into two, and vice versd. The four fail-points

begin to occur after the ratio of the long to the short axis of the section exceeds a

certain value, which depends upon the angle of the bounding hyperbolas. As the

indented appearance of the section becomes more obvious, that is, as ft increases, this

limiting value becomes greater and greater until, when the angle between the

asymptotes is less than 73 the fail-point is always at the vertex of the hyperbolas.

But in no case are the fail-points on the convex sides of the sections, unless the ellipses

are so flat that the points A are nearer to the centre than the points B.

M. BOOSSINESQ has given ('
Journal de Mathematiques,' SeYie II., vol. 16, p. 200)

a sketch of a proof that the fail-points must be sought for
"
sur les petits diametres

Fig. 11.

des sections." A's this statement is in opposition with the results of the present

paper and with DE SAINT-VENANT'S results for the rail sections already mentioned, I

venture to suggest that M. BOUSSINESQ'S reasoning hardly holds in the case of

sections part of whose contour is convex and part concave, for the following reason.

The problem of torsion is mathematically analogous to that of a cylindrical vortex of

uniform strength, whose cross-section is that of the shaft considered. The motion

l)eing in two dimensions we have a stream function t/,
and the resultant stress at any

point in the torsion problem is the same as d\jj/dn in the hydrodynamical analogy, dn

leing an element of the normal to any stream -line.

Now if we draw the stream-lines for equidistant values of
t/, they will, says

M. BOUSSINESQ, "reproduce the irregularities of the contour, but more and more

faintly, so that the curves are spaced at greater intervals along the large, then along
the small diameters." In consequence, d\jt/dn, or the stress, is greater in the latter

case. The above argument assumes that the same number of stream-lines cross each
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diameter. This \\ill undoubtedly be the case, ami M. BoussiNESS'S proof will hold, if

the boundary "I" the section be everywhere convex, for then it is evident that each

stream-line will consist of a single simple oval
(fig. 10). But when we deal with

sections like those of the present paper it is by no means so clear that this will be

the case. There may be stream-lines which consist of two separate ovals (see fig. 11),

and it then Incomes very much open to question towards which part of the section

the lines will be most crowded. In fact in some cases, as we have seen, this' will

occur at intermediate points, F
(fig. 11), and in other cases the narrowness of the

nick or the sharpm^* of the bend will counterbalance the limited number of the

stream-lines through the neck, and the fail-points will be at B, B.

19. Comparison with SAINT-VENANT'S Results. "Efficiency" of the various

Sections.

When we compare the results given by these sections bounded by confocal ellipses

and hyperbolas with those given by DE SAINT-VENANT in his edition of the
' Leons

de NAVIER' for the "sections en double spatule," we find very good agreement. Thus

the critical value of the ratio of breadth of neck to length for which the fail-points

split up each into two is given by SAINT-VEXANT as '3247. For the sections of this

piper, when $ = 7T/6, I find this critical value to be '3215.

The following are the principal numerical points (see
' Lecons de NAVIEH,' p. 365) :

SAINT-VEXANT'S section,
Section =

T/2, ft
=

>r/6. ,

ft = .2Q

Ratio of breadth of neck to length ....
M .MO

S/& (S lieing maximum stress)

E =
;
(M/M,)/(S/8o)

Ifatio of distance of fail-points from short axis

to length of longer semi-axis

2173
4443

9144

4859

3449

20
3921

8668

4524

4561
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<|uantity E I projxise to cull the "efficiency" or "usefulness" of the shaft. It is

equal to (S /M )/(S/M), and gives us the ratio of maximum stress to tnrsional rigidity.

compared with the same ratio for the circle of equal area, that is, it gives us a

measure of how much torsion we may put into the shaft without impairing its

elasticity. Thus if M be the maximum torsion moment which the given shaft will

bear without failure of elasticity, M the maximum torsion moment which the shaft

of equal circular section (made of the same material) will stand, then the corre-

sponding stresses, S, S are each equal to the limiting elastic stress of the material

and

M/MO = efficiency = E,

or the limiting torsion moment of a shaft of any section is obtained from that of the

circular section of the same area by merely multiplying by the "efficiency" as thus

defined.

TABLE of "
Efficiency

"
of the sixteen given sections.

a= 7T/6
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We find in the same way as before

rf-y</r +

dw/dg + ^ re- sin 27 =

dtv/dr) -\- % TC' sinh 2f = 77

OF S1IA1-TIXC.

= 0.

/8,
- a < < + a

(24).

There is, however, in the present case, a further condition. For, referring to

figs. 6-8, when we cross the line SB,B>, S being that focus of the conies which is

inside the section, 77
is continuous, passing through the value 0, but f is discontinuous

and changes from positive to negative. We have to ensure that the function of

f and
77,

which shall represent iv, shall l>e continuous in crossing 77
= 0, and that its

space-differential coefficients shall also be continuous. The latter condition implies

that dtv/dr) must change sign ; this l>ing so, all the conditions will l>e satisfied.

Let us write

., sinh L' sin 2 if .w = ire'
-

conditions (24) then

. . (25).

If we now assume

= when f=*, < 7j < /8

cut* 2/9
-

cosh 2

when
TJ
=

ft,

I
_ :==-)rfnhS8B o

cosh 2mJ

= S A,, sinh
11=

sin

then the conditions of continuity and the first of (25) are identically patisfied.

A B is found from the second equation of (25) in the same way as in 4.

-1)" (conh 2 - COB 2/9)AB =--
7r(2n

And thus

sinh 2f sin 2i) nm
if = ire

- IGnra- (cosh 2* cos 26)* IPOSIl 'in V '

icosh 2

X 2
sin

L'x )

2a

l)ir[7r
t
(2n + 1)* 4 lC']coh

VOL. . A.
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The shears are given by the equations

=
(siuh

cos i]

"
cosh sin

77

'

\ re sinh sin
77 (l -f sech 2a)

1 / ... dn), .
.

, * tlia\ .. .= - - (cosh f sin
17

-rr -f smh f cos
77 -,

j
+ TC cosh cos

17 (1 sech 2a)

where J now stands for the quantity

cosh
2
f sin

2

rj + sinlr f cos
2

17.

Tlio torsion moment M

(27),

=
J
[(*

=
fire* dr) dg {cosh

2
f cos

2

y (1 sech 2a) + sinlr f sin
2

17 (1 + sech 2a)} J
Jo J - *

fa d (cosh 4 cos 477) sech 2a (cosh 2f cos 217)
J-a

sech 2a (cosh 4^cos 2rj cosh 2^ cos 477)

ac8 f r
"
B

x*6
*

r
a

r ~Y+ -
>i sin 2rt a-n -{

- u\ smh 2f f.
^ Jo L _i-

^ J-a L J

When this is integrated out and reduced as before, it is found that

M _ prr f^ gjjjh 4a ^_ a sjn 4^3) tanh
2 2a

+ 2 sin 2/3 (2a sech2 2a tanh 2a) (cosh 2a - cos

- 204 8a4

(cosh 2a - cos 2jS)
2 "/

tanh
2n

(28).

(2n + 1) [TT* (2w + I)
8 + 16a!

]'

21. Alternative Solution for these Sections.

For this type of section also we can find an alternative solution.

Suppose we assume
sinh 2 sin 2n

,M>= ire2 - + v;,.
cos

These conditions (24) reduce to :

,.=
) f = a, 0<^

div
t/dr)

=
i;
= /3 a < < a

Also the condition of continuity requires that u>, must be odd in

. . (29).
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We assume, therefore,

But since

wlii-iv

"-"
A . 2+l7rr, . .

',
= i A.SIM Slllh-

MO -P -P

. 7T

sin 20 = a, sin sin

a"~ (- 1)" 16/9 coa 2/8

(2n

we tind easily from the first equation of (29), comparing coefficients

(
-

1) 1 6-1^)3* (cosh 2* - cos 2/9)

2 n -f lira

A.. =
(2/i + l)ir[2w + 1 'TT* - 160*] cush

and

. sinli 2f sin 2i;
M> =

8111

'/S
2

(cosh 2a- cos 2/8) 2 ( 1)

. 2n+l-nrj . . 2n+1ir
111 - Slllll

y9 2/8
(30).

=o

The stresses and torsion moment are deduced without difficulty. They are :

(sinh f cos TJ
- cosh f sin 17 )

(
-

1)" sin - "^
sinh "-

x 2 i_ ^

,.-n

2n + l|ir[2n+ 1 1*^-16)3*] cosh

= rccosh f cos 77(1
- sec 20) +

X 2

d d\, 2n+l7n; . .
-

. (coshgsin^
+ siuh

gc,-)(
- D-sin ^ ,!,-

. (32).

- 16/8
1

] cosli -

20

'-
(/8 sinh 4a - a sin 4)8) tan

2
2/8

+ 2 sinh 2* (cosh 2a
- cos 2)8) (2)8 sec

2

2)3
- tan 2/8)

, 2n + ITT
tailh

2/8

2048 /8
4

(cosh 2a cos 2/8)' 2
, lir t.,n+ i y _

2 Y 2

(33).
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The same remarks which were made concerning the solution in 5 apply here.

The critical values are ft
= ir/4, ft

=
3ir/4. The limits to which the values of ?, M

and the stresses, given in (30)-(33), tend, are easily obtained if required. In practice,

however, the other solution would probably be used.

22. Numerical Results. Effects of Kcyways upon Torsional Rigidity.

I have worked out numerically six cases of this type of section. The sections

selected are shown in figs. 6-8. The bounding ellipses are a = ir/G and a. = ir/2, the

bounding hyperbolas are ft
=

ir/2, 37T/4 and IT, giving respectively (a) the half ellipse,

(b) the ellipse with a rectangular hyperbolic keyway, (c) the ellipse with a single

thin keyway or slit.

The values of the torsion moment and of its ratio to the torsion moment of the

equal circular section, are shown in the tables below.

TABLE of M/^trc
4
.

.../,
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We find
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Hence we have, roughly,

Depth of keyway in

terms of radius.
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-^- = tanh 2a sinh at,

ftrc

28 (coah 2 - cos 2/3)
"-

sinh a
"

H.O (2 + 1)V + 16*

= cosh a (sec 2/3 1)

8/9(coBh2-co82j8)
ainha

"

(l + sech 2a)

, ... ,

"
~

2 + IV- 16/3
1

_ ITT" .

C ~~
8 (cosh2- cos 2/3)

"--
_

cosh * ,*,

"

2TTT|V + 16 !

= sinh a (1 + sec 2/8)

- 8/9(coHh2,- CoK2/3)
--- <- l 8m

~4J9"

whence I find

2+ l|V-16/3*

TABLE of Stresses.

(35),

(86),
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The values of the
"
efficiency

"
are easily obtained.

TABLE of E.

:::;;
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XI. BAKKHIAN LK.ITIKI:. Tin- ('///*/.////, Xt,-tirtnre of Metal*.

l>>l J. A. EWIM;. I-'. U.S.. /'/"/; .s.vo/- <//' Mif/Kiniinn and Applied Mechanics in the

!',,,'>; ,.,;/,, nf C,nnlir'nlti<\ "/"/ WALTER RosENliAiN, SY. Johns Colleyc, Cam-

l>ri</!/<\ 1851 K.rliiliit'"',, Research Scholar, University uj Melbourne.

RccTi'vi'd and Kead May 18 Revised June 30, 1899.

[PLATEN 15-28.]

TIIK microscopic study of metals was initiated by SORBY,* and has been pursued by
ARNOLD, ANDREWS, BEHRENS, CHARPY, CHERXOFF, HOWE, MARTENH, OSMOND,

ROBERTS-AUSTEN, SAUVEUR, STEAD, WEDDING, WERTH and others, t The work of

these authors has demonstrated the value of the microscope in metallurgy, not only
a.s iii i ;iid to analysis, but as a means of observing structure. The structure of pure
metals, of metals containing small quantities of foreign matter, and of alloys, has been

made tin- subject of microscopic examination, and important conclusions have been

ivai-1 inl. The work to be described in this paper proceeds on the same general lines.

A large part of it deals with a branch of the subject which has not hitherto received

much notice, namely, the effects of strain. The writers Ijelieve that they have

established the fact that the structure of metals is crystalline even under conditions

\\hich might IHJ supjK>sed to destroy crystalline structure. They have found that the

plastic yielding of metals when severely strained occurs in such a manner that the

crystalline structure is preserved. The observations to be described show how

crystalline aggregates exhibit plasticity, and how, after straining, a metal continues

to l>e a crystalline aggregate. The distinction which is often drawn between crystal-
line and iion-i'i ystalline states in metuls ap]>ears to be unfounded.

Kxcept for a few simple innovations, the methods of experiment used in this

irsraivli. especially as regards the preparation of sjKJcimens, do not differ materially
from those of earlier workers. The specimens were first ]>olished on commercial emery-

paper which had been previously rublxxl on a piece of hard steel in order to remove
the roai-ser particles. They were finished on a rapidly revolving disc coated with fine

wash-leather and charged with a thin {wiste of rouge and water. For most purposes

*
'Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 13, p. 333.

t For the hihliograpliy st-r Sir \V. IJi H-.KKTS AISTKN'S )>ook on '

Metallurgy
'

(Edition of 1895); also

liy Mr. J. E. STKAD on tin? "Crystalline Structure of Iron and Steel," 'Journal of the Iron and

Institute,' 1898.

\oi..i.\ciil. A. 2Z L's.li'.'.".'
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the finest jeweller's rouge is suitable, but in special cases we resorted to the use <>f

peroxide of iron obtained by precipitation from a solution of pure ferric chloride.

The polishing machine is shown in diagram-section in
fig. 1. A is the spindle ot

an electro-motor carrying a small driving disc B, fitted with a rubber ring to increase

the driving friction. The polishing disc C is horizontal and has a vertical axis

running in a bearing in the casting D. The under side of the polishing disc bears

ujxm the driving wheel B and takes motion from it. When it is desired to st<>|>

temporarily the polishing disc is raised out of contact with the driving wheel. The

Fig. 1.

casting D is held to the base-board by a bolt passing through a slot which allows the

disc to l>e brought nearer to the motor, so that it may bear upon the driving wheel at

any desired distance from its axis, thus giving a means of varying the speed. More

usually, however, the speed was varied by regulating the current in the motor.

With metals which are very liable to tarnish, wet polishing has to be avoided ;
in

some cases dry rouge, and in others rouge moistened with a little paraffin, may be

used the latter we found particularly useful in polishing copper. But in some metals,

especially the more fusible ones, such as lead, zinc, and tin, it is difficult to obtain a

satisfactory surface by any method of polishing. In most of these cases, however, a

method of obtaining a good surface entirely without polishing becomes available.

This consists in pouring the molten metal on a smooth body, such as glass or polished

steel, in contact with which it is allowed to solidify. We have, as a rule, used glass

for this purpose, and in spite of frequent failures, due to fracture of the glass or to

less obvious causes, we find that it is generally practicable to get a good specimen in

this way with much less trouble than is required to produce a specimen of iron or

steel by the ordinary process of polishing. This method of "
glass casting

"
cannot well

be applied to metals which oxidize at temperatures below their melting points, and for

metals which have a very high melting point a smooth body other than glass must be

used. The metals most readily treated by casting against a smooth surface arc

gold, bismuth, cadmium, lead, tin, zinc, and fusible alloys.

In the examination of lead another method of obtaining a good surface, without

either melting or polishing, was also used. A face of the specimen was freshly cut to

remove the tarnish, and was then pressed against a smooth surface of plate-glass.

Whenever a sufficient pressure could be reached without breaking the glass a very
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beautiful surface was obtained. In some cases ixdished steel was used as the smooth

object against wbich the metal was pressed.

The jxilished surfaces were, in general, slightly etched before microscopic exami-

n.it ion, in most instances by dilute nitric acid. Frequently, however, no etching was

n sorted to, especially in ol>servations dealing with the effects of strain. It has l>een

pointed out IA ('iiAiM'Y that straining, by the relative displacement which it brings

alxmt among the crystalline grains, serves to reveal the structure. < >ur olwervations

conn* rni this, and in some cases we found that a lietter investigation of the effects of

strain could lx- made when the surface was not etched.

Most of the microscopic olnervations were made with ZKISS' apochromatic lenses, a

2-millim. homogeneous immersion lens of 1'40 aperture being employed for high

power work, with oompentttmg eye-pieces magnifying from 4 to 18 times, giving in

direct vision a total magnification up to 3000 diameters. "Vertical" illumination

\\.is ^friierallv u-ed. tin-
..lij.-.-t

i\ i- v,.|\'n,-_;- M MndenMr, I'Ut 111 v,,in,- OMM '!"

specimens were examined under oblique liglit. Photographic records of the most

interesting features were obtained, some of which are reproduced in this paper. The

source of liglit was an arc lamp, the beam from which was condensed on the illumi

n.-itor through a " Gifford
"
screen which allowed only a very limited portion of the

sped ruin to pass. Most of the high jxiwer j)hotogra])lis were taken with a magnification

of 1000 diameters ;
in a few instances it was 4000 diameters or more.

It is \\ell known that when the polished surface of a metal, such as gold or iron, is

lightlv etched, and is then examined by means of normally reflected (" vertical ") light,

the surface apj>ears divided up into a numl>er of areas separated by more or less

polygonal. Iwiindaries. These areas are the sections of the crystalline grains which

constitute the mass of the metal; the Ixmndaries between them have been made

evident by the differential action of the acid which has produced differences of level

by attacking one grain more energetically than its neighbour. Fig. 2 (Plate 15)

illustrates this ap}>earance in ordinary iron. There the black patches are due to the

presence of slag, and the black lines forming the boundaries are due to differences of

level l>etween the grains. Each of the short sloping surfaces which connects one

i in with another appears black localise it does not reflect the normally incident

light Iwiek into the tube.

It is also well known that a further differential action of the acid is to reveal a

difference of texture lietween the grains. This is visible in
fig. 2, but is much more

pronounced when the surface is examined under oblique light. When the light is

uni-directional or n>arlv so. the various grains differ very much in brightness and

colour some are almost black, while others shine out brightly; if, however, the

incidence >(' the light or the orientation of the specimen l>e changed, other grains

shine out strongly, while those previously bright l>ecome dark. This effect was first

observed in gold by ARNOLD
(' Engineering,' February 7, 1896), who accounted for it

liv considering that each crystalline grain is built up of a very large numl>er of what

:.' /. 1
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he (following ANDREWS) calls sccuiul;iry crystals. \\-lm-li have different orientations in

different grains. Substantially the same view is expressed in other terms by OSMOND

and ROBERTS-AUSTEN ('Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 187, pp. 424-5), who speak of little

crystals, "the general orientation of which remains constant in the area of each

grain." Many beautiful illustrations of the same effect in iron have l)een given 1 IN-

STEAD, along with a clear discussion of the cause to which this appearance is to be

ascribed ('Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute,' 1898). A striking instance is

shown in his photographs of steel containing about 4 per cent, of silicon. The

fractured ingot of this material exhibits large crystals, and by deeply etching a

polished surface he has obtained a fine development of the regiilarly oriented elements

of which the crystalline grains are built up, on a scale so large as to l>e clear with

little or no magnification.

These observations have made it plain that each of the grains which appear on the

polished and etched surface of a metal is simply a crystal, the growth of which has

been arrested by its meeting with neighbouring grains. The irregular boundaries of

the grains are determined by these meetings. We may imagine the grains to grow
from as many centres or nuclei as there are grains. Each grain is built up ot

similai'ly oriented parts, but the orientation changes from grain to grain. Etching a

polished surface develops a multitude of facets which have the same orientation over

the surface of any one grain, but different orientations in different grains. Seen

under oblique illumination these facets show themselves to be similarly oriented in

each grain by the uniform manner in which the grain reflects light, and by the

disappearance of brightness over the whole surface of the grain when the incidence

of the light is changed. The mass of the grain consists of similarly oriented

elements ;
as to the size of the elements no assumption need lie made. The facets

which are developed by etching do not, in general, appear of constant size
;

it is to

the constancy of their orientation that the effect is due.

A striking illustration of how a metal crystallises by the simultaneous building up
of groups of elements from a number of centres, the elements in each group being

similarly oriented, while the orientation varies from group to group, may be seen in a

cake of solidifying bismuth from which .the still molten metal has been poured away.
The operation then goes on upon a scale so large that no magnification is required to

make it apparent. Fig. 3 is a photograph of a specimen of bismuth in the Cambridge

University Museum of Mineralogy, for the loan of which the authors are indebted t

Professor LEWIS and Mr. A. HUTCHINSON. The scale of the photograph is only alxnit

two-fifths natural size, but it shows well how the cake is made up of crystalline

grains, each composed of elements with a definite orientation, the boundaries lietween

the grains l>eing due to the casual meeting of the several groups in the process of

growth.
The references given above will show that there is nothing novel in this view of

the structure of metals. Several of the authors' observations may, however, !<
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mentioned as Abiding additional evidence that the structure of metals in general

consists of crystalline grains built up in the manner which has been described. One
class of evidence has l>een obtained by an examination of specimens of iron which had

IKM-II deeply etched under very high magnification, i.e., 2000 to 3000 diameters.

Und.-i favourable circumstances it is {>ossihle to resolve the minute structure to which

the peeiiliar reflection of oblique light is due. The face of each grain is then seen to

l>r rnviTed with minute projections resembling scales, more or less square or oblong
in slm|>e and similar and similarly oriented over the entire face of one grain. Fig. 4

is .1 photograph of this appearance as seen in nearly pure wrought iron: it may be

rompared (as Mr. STEAD compares a like appearance occurring on a large scale in silicon

steel) to the arrangement of slates on the roof of a house. In other cases the action of

the add is different; the general surface of a grain cannot Ixa resolved under the highest

powers, but here and there the acid has etched out minute pits showing a distinct

geometric form. All these pits found over the face of one gr;iin are similar and

similarly situated figures, but the shaj>e and orientation of the pits changes as soon as

a iMHindary is crossed. This is shown in a very striking way where a comparatively

large |>it crosses the boundary so that a portion appeal's on each side. Each jiortion

preserves its proper shaj>e and orientation, and there is consequently a marked angle

in the sides of the pit where' the sides cross the boundary. The shape of all these

pits in iron is consistent with the assumption that they are plane sections of cul>es or

octahedra.

Fig. 5 (Plate 16) is a photograph of such etched pits in Swedish iron.

A good development of geometrically etched pits is not very readily obtained : in

some specimens of iron they occur with much greater readiness than in others, and

this occurrence is to some extent an accident of etching. Possibly the presence of a

minute quantity of impurity in the iron is an essential factor, but we have no

evidence on the subject. Geometrical etched pits are a well known phenomenon
in non-metallic mineral crystals. BAUMHAUEK* finds that they have a definite

relation to the crystallographic nature of the crystal upon which they occur but the

facets develoj>ed by etching often lie in planes which are not parallel to the natural

faces of the crystal. He finds that these etched pits, though generally truly

geometrical, frequently show curved or irregular outlines which he attributes to local

concentration of the acid. We find that curved or irregular outlines often occur in

the larger etched pits in iron, and in view of BAUMHAITER'S ol)servations it is clear

that they cannot l>e taken to affect the evidence for the strictly crystalline nature of

the metal, since similar appearances are to be found in Ixxlies that are character-

ist ic illv crystalline.

When metals are cast against glass or other smooth Ixxlies, to get a surface fit for

microscopic examination, evidences of crystalline structure appear apart from any-

*
ll.vi MiiAir.i:, ItamltAtc der Aetr.methode in der Krystallogrnphischen Forsohung.' WII.HKI.M

Kv.n MANN.
l.i-i|i/ig, 1894.
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thing that is shown by etching. The cast surface generally shows clearly, without

any etching, the boundaries between the crystalline grains. Good examples of this

are found in cadmium, lead, tin, and zinc. In some instances the boundaries be-

tween the grains are emphasised in a remarkable way by the accumulation there

of air or of gas given off by the metal during solidification. The boundaries then

appear as more or less deep and wide channels. As the growth of the crystalline

grains proceeds most of the air or gas which has been entrapped between the glass

and the metal, and most of the gas given out from solution in the metal itself,

tends to accumulate at the boundaries, which are the last parts of the surface to

undergo solidification. A network of channels consequently appears on the surface

next the glass ; in general these channels coincide with boundaries, but occasionally

a channel forms a cul-de-sac or terminates in a large cavity which is obviously a

bubble or blow-hole. Fig. 6 shows the appearance of a surface of cadmium cast

against glass under conditions of temperature favourable to the formation of these

channels. By etching or straining the specimen it is easy to prove that each

channel (except when it is a cul-de-sac formed by excess of gas) coincides in

general with a real boundary between the crystalline grains. The true boundary

is merely the trace of a surface on the plane of casting, but it may be broadened out

in this way, by the presence of gas, into a shallow channel of considerable width. It

is only in certain conditions of temperature, on the part of the metal and of the body

against which it is cast, that any marked development of such channels is obtained.

Under most conditions, however, it is easy to distinguish the intergranular boundaries

in the cast surface, either by the presence of some gas there or by slight differences

of level between one grain and the next.

Occasionally the faces of some of the grains in the surface cast against glass are

covered with a number of very minute pits, whose true character appears only under

a magnification of about 1000 diameters. They are then seen to be pits of definite

geometrical form both as to outline on the surface and as to inner facets. Figs. 7, 8,

and 9 are photographs of these pits in glass-cast cadmium. It will be seen that they

are systems of geometrical figures which remain similar and similarly sitiiated over

the entire surface of a single grain, but change in character from one grain to the

next. These pits appear to be excessively small bubbles or blow-holes which have

taken a geometrical shape, forming, in fact, negative crystals. During the crystal-

lisation the crystalline elements have built themselves around the gas bubbles in

regular orientation, finally leaving the pits as we see them. In support of this view

the appearance seen on
fig. 8 may be cited

;
the pits are seen to be surrounded by a

halo or circular patch of bright surface -due apparently to the absorption by these

larger geometrical bubbles of the numerous tiny bubbles that dot the surface

elsewhere.

The photographs show these "air-pits" in cadmium cast against glass under a

magnification in most cases of 1000 diameters, and in one case (fig. 9) of 4200
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diameters. The characteristic of the pits is that they are similar ami similarly

oriented over any one grain, hut on pawing from one grain to another, across a

boundary, the orientation of the pit is found to have changed. Good examples of

this arc seen in
tig. 7, where the boundaries are widened out into channels through

the presence there of air or gas in the manner described al*>\e. This characteristic

if the air-pits is, of course, in complete conformity with the view already stated of

the crystalline structure of metals. Additional photographs of air-pits in cadmium

are shown in another connection in tigs. 2G, 27, and 28 (Plates 22 and 23).

Examination of the air-pits in cadmium shows that the forms may be accounted

for as sections of hexagonal prisms. It may be concluded that each crystalline

element of which the grains of cadmium are built up is a hexagonal prism with

plane l>ase.*

These air-pits are not very readily develojnjd, and the precise conditions which

determine their appearance are not easily specified. Many specimens of the metal

mav lie cast without obtaining them. That they are not, however, peculiar to

i-admiiim is certain, for we have found them also in tin and in sine. Fig. 10 shows

them in a glass-cast surface of tin.

The same photograph illustrates another interesting feature. The surface of the

tin is seen to 1*5 covered with a multitude of small dark crystals irregularly disposed.

These are evidently inclusions of some foreign matter, which we conjecture to have

Ixvn sulphide, because it was olerved that they appeared in large numbers after

the metal had, during melting, been directly exposed to a gas flame. The foreign

crystals have no definite orientation, and are quite independent of the orientation of

tin metal within the grains in which they are emliedded. The crystallisation of the

met a I has proceeded around them without check or disturbance, just as in iron

containing slag the growth of each crystalline grain ignores the presence of that

impurity. It is well known that a slag band is often seen running right through a

crystalline grain without affecting the uniformity of orientation of the elements of

which the grain is built up.

Although it must be admitted that a really good development of geometrical

bubbles such as those shown in the photographs is exceptional and cannot as yet be

reproduced at will, the authors have observed that nearly all bubbles or blow-holes

linn id mi surfaces prepared in this way show a distinct tendency to geometrical

shapes. A trnlv round bubble, is rarely or never found, and even the larger bubbles

ut'teii show a multitude of distinct facets reflecting light at different angles.

The occurrence of such geometrical pits in surfaces of metals that have never l)een

polished or etched may l>e taken as very strong evidence in support of the view that

*
It may In- .i<l<lel in this romuTtioii tli.it liKHKKNs inu.u k> mi the iM-iaienry of nix-sided foinw in

the iMilygnii.il Ixmindarios nf the crystalline gtains of cadmium. The form of lioiuidiiry is, however, of

little *o! vice in dotorminini: the character of the crysUlliaations within the grain. (Sec his work '

Miiruiicopuche Gefuge <lor Metallu mid l.egiennigeii, Leipzig, lS'J4.)
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the crystalline grains of metals are built up of crystalline elements which are similarly

oriented throughout the mass of each grain.

The experiments now to he described were intended to throw light on the nature

of plastic strain in metals, and the results obtained are interpreted by the aid of the

theory of the crystalline structure of metals, of which an outline has been stated at

the beginning of this paper. Their complete agreement with that theory affords

further confirmation of its truth.

It has long been known that when a specimen of iron or steel with a bright smitli

surface is strained sufficiently to give it permanent set the smoothness of the surface

is destroyed. A microscopic examination of the surface shows, as CHARPY has pointed

out, that the crystalline grains become visibly differentiated from one another by

straining, and the effect is in this respect not unlike that which etching would have

produced. There is, however, a further effect of straining, which will be descriljed

immediately.

It is also well known that when a piece of severely-strained metal is polished and

etched, as for instance a bar which has had its section reduced by hammering or

rolling in the cold state, the crystalline grains are found to have changed their form.

They are lengthened in the direction in which the piece was extended and shortened

in the direction in which the section has contracted. Accordingly, a severely-strained

piece is readily recognised on polishing and etching it, on account of the shape of its

crystalline grains. In the strained specimen these are found to have a direction of

predominating length according to the direction of strain, while in the unstrained

specimen there is no direction of predominating length. Further, it is well known

that in a strained specimen elongated grains are not found after the strained state

has been relieved by annealing. The effect of rolling or hammering is often spoken

of as a conversion of the metal from a crystalline to a "
fibrous

"
state. In the

present writers' view this language is misleading, and the physical conception under-

lying it is a mistaken one.

In the first experiments on the effects of strain we aimed at keeping a particular

place on the polished and etched surface of the specimen under continuous observation

while the specimen was being strained. This was accomplished by constructing a

small straining machine which could be attached to the stage of the microscope, and

by which strips of sheet metal could be gradually extended until they broke. Fig. I 1

shows the arrangement which was used. The stress was applied by a screw which

could be turned by hand while the specimen was under observation, and any displace-

ment of the particular grains on which the microscope was focussed could be made

good by means of the traversing screws in the mechanical stage. With this apparatus
it was easy to keep the same group of crystalline grains under observation from the

first application of stress until the specimen was broken, and to obtain photographs of

the same group at any number of stages during the strain. The first specimens
observed in this way were strips of sheet iron, of the nearly pure kind supplied for
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use in electrical transformers. The following account of what we have observed may
be read as applying not only to iron but to other metals. Within the limit of

elasticity no effects of strain are detected, but when the yield point is reached H

remarkable change is seen on the surface of the crystalline grains. As soon as plastic

<li -formation logins the faces of the grains show fine black lines, and as the strain

increases these lines increase in number; they are more or less straight and parallel

in each grain, but are differently directed in different grains. The first lines to appear
are those approximately transverse to the pull, but as the strain increases systems of

Fi. 11.

inclined lines appear on other grains. With further straining some of the grains

begin to show more than one system of such lines, and eventually two, three, and

even four systems of intersecting lines on a single grain may l>e seen.

A characteristic example of these lines as exhibited by iron is shown in fig. 12,

which is a photograph of a piece of Swedish iron strained by pull. Figs. 13 and 14

are two views of the same group of crystalline grains in another piece of Swedish

iron, fig. 13 being taken before straining, and fig. 14 after a considerable amount of

straining. When the piece is much strained the surface becomes so rough as to make

it difnViilt to M-riiK- n satisfactory photograph.
\ol.. f\ III. A. 3 A
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The appearance of the grains after straining so closely resembles that of a crevassed

glacier that the black lines might be taken for cracks. But from the outset it \\as

clear that they could not be actual fissures. A piece of strained iron, when it has

been allowed to rest for a time, or has been heated to 100 C.,* recovers its original

elasticity and more than its original strength, yet the dark lines do not disappear

under such treatment. Further, if a specimen showing these lines be re-polished the

lines disappear, and even light etching does not reproduce lines of the same nature.

The real character of the lines is apparent when the crystalline constitution of each

grain is considered. They are not cracks but steps in the surface. These steps are due

to slips along the cleavage or gliding planes of the crystals, t

The diagram, fig. 15, is intended to represent a section through the upper part of

two contiguous surface grains, having cleavage or gliding places as indicated by the

dotted lines, A B being a portion of the polished surface, C being the junction

between the two grains.

Fig. 15.

Before straining.

After straining.

When the metal is strained beyond its elastic limit, as say by a pull in the direction

of the arrows, yielding takes place by finite amounts of slips at a limited number of

places, in the manner shown at a, b, c, d, e. This exposes short portions of inclined

cleavage or gliding surfaces, and when viewed in the microscope under normally
incident light these surfaces appear black because they return no light to the

microscope. They consequently show as dark lines or narrow bands extending over

the 'polished surface in directions which depend on the intersection of the polished

surface with the surfaces of slip.

The correctness of this view is demonstrated when these bands are examined under

oblique light. When the light is incident at only a small angle to the polished

surface, that surface appears for the most part dark
; but here and there a system of

the parallel bands shines out brilliantly in consequence of the short cleavage surfaces

which constitute the bands having the proper inclination for reflecting light into the

microscope. The groups of bright bands which are seen under oblique light are

* See J. Mum "On the Recovery of Iron from Overstrain," 'Phil. Trans.,' A, 1899.

t See 'Roy. Soc. Proc.,' March 16, 1899 (vol. 65, p. 85), where the authors have published a preliminary
account of some of these ol>se: various.
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readily deserved under the microscope to be exactly coincident uitli the Muck bands

seen under vertical illumination. Figs. 16 and 17 are photographs of the same

strained crystalline grains of iron under vertical lijdit and under oblique light.

Rotation of the stage upon which the strained specimen is fixed makes the bands

OH one or another of the grains Hash out successively with kaleidoscopic effect.

When the specimen is rotated through 180 from the position in which the lines

show brightly on one particular grain, the lines on that grain do not shine out

again, though they may be visible as black lines on a very faintly luminous back-

ground ; this is important as proving that the lines are not due to either furrows or

ridges, but to steps in the surface. In this respect there is a striking contrast

between the slip-hands and any accidental furrows or scratches which may have been

left on the specimen through imperfect polishing.

Incidentally, fig. 17 illustrates the fact that oblique light picks out the boundaries

of the crystalline grains, showing that these Ijoundaries are marked by inclined

surfaces connecting grains whose faces are at different levels. This is observed

also in the etched sui-face of the metal before straining. The boundaries, which

appear dark under vertical light, are bright on one side of each crystalline grain

when the light falls with grazing incidence from one side ; but the sloping sur-

faces which mark the boundaries tetween the grains have not the sharply-defined

inclination of the slip-surfaces. The lines due to Blip-hands on one or more grains

will shine out brightly when the light has a particular angle of incidence, and will

vanish when the incidence is slightly changed. The boundaries are generally not so

bright, but remain visible under a considerable range of incidence.

Figs. 18, 19, and 20 present a striking example of the kaleidoscopic effect under

oblique light just referred to. Here the metal is lead, the surface has been obtained

by allowing molten lead to solidify on a smooth glass plate, and the metal has l>een

strained by landing. The figures show the appearance under vertical light and

also under two different incidences of oblique light. Figs. 21 and 22 show another

example of strained lead under vertical and oblique light.

In their preliminary notice* of some of the present results (communicated to the

Royal Society on March 16, 1899) the authors have applied the name "
slip-bands

"

to the lines developed on metallic surfaces by plastic strain, and in what follows they

will be referred to under that name.t

So far as the writers' observations go it appears that slip-bands occur in all metals

*
"Experiment* in Micro-metallurgy: Effect* of Strain," 'Proc. Roy. Soc.,' vol. 65, p. 85. Sin.-c

writing tint jwper the authors' attention has been directed to the following remark l>y Mr. STKAD: "It

would appear that there is a tendency for iron to etch out into thin platen, and when such etched

specimens are distorted or pulled out for these etched plates to slide over one another
"
(" On Brittleness

Prodiurd in Soft Steel by Annealing," 'Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute,' 1898). It will, however,

be shown presently that the development of slip-bands is independent of any previous etching.

t "Experiment* in Micro-metallurgy: Effect* of Strain," Ewixo and ROSEXIIAIN, 'Roy. Soc.

Proe.,' 1899, vol. 65, p. 85.

3 A 2
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as soon as plastic deformation takes place. They have been observed in .specimens of

platinum, gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, tin, cadmium, bismuth, aluminium, iron, and

nickel, as well as in steel, brass, bronze, and other alloys. In the case of iron it AMIS

proved definitely that under tensile stress the bands appear as soon as the yield point is

passed. For this experiment a flat was polished on the side of a test-piece, which \\ as

strained in a 50-ton testing-machine, and the surface was kept under observation,

during the application of the stress, by means of a microscope hung from the bar

itself.

Slip-bands are developed by all kinds of strain involving permanent deformation of

the piece. A microscopic inspection of the surface after straining does not enable us

to detect whether the deformation has been caused by tension, compression, bending,

or torsion, but the appearance depends very much on the amount of strain that has

taken place. The more severely the specimen has been strained the greater is the

number of slip-bands developed. After slight straining there is generally only one

system of bands to be seen on each crystalline grain, but as many as four such systems

intersecting one another may come into view after severe straining. Fig. 23 (Plate 21)

is a photograph of strained lead, showing four systems of slip-bands.

The general appearance of the slip-bands is different in different metals. In lead

they are particularly straight, even under extreme magnification, as is illustrated in

fig. 24. In silver there is a tendency to more wavy outlines, as appears in fig. 25,

Plate 22, but in gold the lines are as straight as those in lead. In iron the lines tend,

as a rule, to be rather wavy, and to fork and branch. Examples of slips in this

metal have already been given in figs. 12, 14, and 16 ; others have been given in the

preliminary notice referred to above.*

In gold, lead, and other metals showing straight slip-bauds it is easy to distinguish

well-marked steps where intersecting systems cross. Fig. 24 is a characteristic example.
In several specimens of lead, prepared by casting against glass, a peculiarity was

noticed which forms an apparent exception to the statement made above that slip-

bands which shine out under oblique light at one particular incidence do not reappear
when the incidence is changed (i.e., the specimen rotated) by 180. The specimens in

question were examined under oblique light with an objective of 16 millims. focus,

giving a magnification of 100 diameters. On rotating the stage carrying the specimen
the slip-bands on one crystalline grain were found to shine out strongly in two posi-

tions, very nearly 180 apart. Under this low magnification it seemed that identical

bands were visible in both positions ; but on applying a power of 2000 diameters with

a combination of "
vertical

"
light and an oblique beam of grazing incidence from an

arc lamp it was seen that there were really two systems of parallel slip-bands on the

same crystalline grain, and that only one of them was picked out by the oblique light.

In the other system of slip-bands the slope of the cleavage surfaces exposed by the

slips was inclined away from the source of light, and consequently remained dark. The
* '

Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 65, Plates 1-5.
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explanation, then, is that in this grain the crystalline elements are oriented in such a

w;kv that the intersection of two sets of cleavage or gliding planes is jHirallel to the

Mil-face, and consequently their traces on the surface are parallel to one another.

This seems to be an accidental occurrence, possibly favoured by the condition under

which the sjxjcimen crystallised, namely in contact with cold glass. In many other

instances a more or less close approximation to such jmrallelism has been observed,

resulting in systems of slip-bands intersecting at a very small angle ;
in that case the

two positions where slip-bands appear under oblique light are nearly, but not exactly,

180 apart. Seen under vertical light, with low magnification, such intersecting

systems produce the appearance which is exemplified in the central grain in fig. 18,

Plate 1'J.

The relation of slip-lxinds to the geometrical air-pits in cadmium is illustrated by

the photographs, figs. 26, 27, and 28. In these examples the metal was cast against

glass in such a way as to produce air-pits, and was then strained sufficiently to

develop slip-bands. It appears that the slip-bands are always parallel to one side of

the geometrical pits the two phenomena thus confirming the views which have been

advanced above as to the crystalline structure of the metal. Figs. 29 and 30 show

the relation of slip-bands to geometrical etched pits in iron. It will be observed that

the slips are not generally jwirallel to a side of the etched figures, but in specimens

that have been more severely strained than those here illustrated, one set of slip-

bands in each grain is generally found to be parallel to one side of the etched pits,

while the other systems intersect these sides diagonally. The observations point to

the conclusion that in iron slipping occurs most readily along the octahedral planes,

although slips parallel to the sides of the cubical crystals are also found.

The development of slip-bands in strained metal throws what appears to us to be a

IH-W light on the character of plastic strain. Plasticity is due to the occurrence of

these slips. When metals are strained beyond their limit of elasticity the deforma-

ti<>n occurs through sliding over one another of the elementary portions of which each

crystalline grain is built up.

The sliding which gives rise to slip-bands is of finite amount, and occurs at a limited

number of places.
" Flow

"
or plastic strain in metals is not a homogeneous shear

such as occurs in the flow of a viscous fluid, but is the result of a limited number of

separate slips.

The conception that metals adapt themselves to the new shapes imposed upon them

when they undergo plastic deformation by means of slips along cleavage or gliding

planes within each crystalline grain, leads naturally to the supposition that the

crystalline elements themselves undergo no deformation in this process. The portions

>t the metal between one surface of slip and the next may remain undeformed, except

elastically, under all stresses. The effect of a stress sufficient to produce plastic strain

is a n. i logons to that of a tractive force overcoming the static friction between two

Mil-faces.
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If we assume that plastic strain takes place solely by these slips, it follows that the

ultimate crystalline elements should always remain parallel to themselves. The

orientation of the elements would remain uniform throughout the mass of one grain,

however much the outline of that grain were distorted by slips occurring within it.

In other words, the crystalline structure of a metal should survive even the severest

strain.

This conclusion is borne out by the fact that in metals which have been much

strained we find evidence of crystalline structure similar to that which is found in

unstrained metal.

Taking this evidence in the same order as before, we would refer first to the

appearance which is presented in severely strained metal, by a polished and etched

section when seen under oblique light. We have examined a bar of fine Swedish

iron (kindly supplied by Messrs. EDGAR ALLEN and Co.), which had been for the

purpose of these experiments rolled in the cold state from a diameter of three-quart e rs

of an inch to a diameter of half an inch, and had not been subsequently heated. A

longitudinal section of this cold-rolled bar showed a great lengthening of the crystalline

grains in the direction of rolling, and even in the transverse section it was obvious

that the grains had been much distorted, though there was no direction of predominant

length. Under oblique light both sections (longitudinal and transverse) exhibit the

effect described above for unstrained metal the grains are distinguished from one

another by differences of brightness, which vary when the incidence of the light is

altered, and this brightness is uniform over the entire surface of each grain. As in

the case of unstrained metal, we regard this as evidence of the uniform orientation of

the crystalline elements throughout each grain. Fig. 31, Plate 23, is a photograph under

oblique light of a specimen of this bar cut transversely, and polished and etched. It

illustrates the uniform brightness of each grain, due to uniform orientation. Similar

characteristics have been observed in many other specimens of severely strained

metal.

Another line of evidence in proof of the persistence of crystalline structure after

severe straining is afforded when a polished specimen of, say, cold-rolled iron is

subjected to a slight further strain. The slip-bands appear as they would have done

had the specimen never been strained before. The general features are much the

same as in annealed metal, but they show on the whole a greater tendency towards

sudden steps and branches. This difference in the character of the slips may be

connected with the well-known fact that such strained material is considerably harder,

in the sense of having a higher yield-point and less capability of plastic deformation

than it shows in the virgin or annealed state, and also with our own observation that

the slip-bands are much more straight and regular in very plastic metals, such as lead,

gold, and copper, than in harder metals like iron and nickel. The mere fact that

finite slips occur at intervals throughout the grain implies that it is easier for sliding

to take place over certain surfaces than it is over others. The surface on which
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uniform slip occurs is not necessarily plane ; it may be the trace of a straight line

inn\iiiu
r

pandlfl t<> its.-lf: a line which is in the direction of slip and always lies

parallel to one of the cleavage planes. For convenience in argument we may for the

moment assume that the surl':ires <>!' easiest sliding are determined by some accident,

such as the presence there of minute layers of some impurity, such as occluded gig,

If, as the straightness of the slip-bands seems to indicate, these surfaces are true

planes in plastic metals like lead or gold (so far as each individual grain is concerned),

sliding might take place in two directions on each of these planes. But when sliding

has once taken place, the intersecting layers of impurity would no longer be distri-

buted over planes, and further sliding on transverse planes would necessitate the

starting of fresh slips in surfaces that had no special tendency to facilitate sliding.

This suggests how such a metal may be hardened by previous straining ; and how,

also, the slip-bands formed on re-straining a piece of metal hardened in this way
would be less straight and more liable to sudden steps and branches than those that

are found in the virgin material ; the slips would, as far as possible, follow the old

surfaces of easy sliding, but these would now be stepped instead of plane as Ixjfore.

A striking proof of the persistence of crystalline structure m metals which have

been submitted to severe distortion is found in the existence of geometrical etched

pita. These are readily developed in sections cut from cold-rolled iron, and they differ

in no way from the etched pits developed in the virgin material ; like these, they

appear as similar and similarly oriented geometrical figures over the face of each

grain. Fig. 32 is the photograph of a group of crystalline grains in the specimen of cold-

rolled Swedish iron referred to above (cold-rolled from three-quarters of an inch to half

an inch diameter). Among them is a large grain (showing light in the figure) with an

outline so unlike those found in unstrained metal that its form is evidently due to

violent distortion in the process of rolling. The face of this grain is covered with

minute etched pits, and an examination of these under high powers shows that they

liave preserved their similarity of shape and orientation in spite of the violent dis-

tnrtiiin which the grain, as a whole, has undergone. Fig. 33 is a photograph under

800 diameters of a portion of the large grain in question, which appears near the

middle of
fig.

32.

From the various lines of evidence here indicated we conclude that the charac-

teristic crystalline structure of metals is not destroyed by strain, no matter how

severe, and tliat jilastie drt'<innat i< >n OMOM l>y DMMM t' -lips al..n^ th0 clwflgft Q>

gliding planes of the crystalline grains, the crystalline elements which build up each

grain remaining unaltered both as to shape and orientation. This statement, how-

ever, is subject to the following <|ualitioation. We have found in certain metals,

nutal>ly copper, gold, silver, lead, cadmium, tin, zinc, and nickel, that twin crystals are

liable to be developed by straining. Hence in such cases it is not exact to say that

straining produces no change in the orientation of the crystalline elements, for twin-

ning implies a rotation of one group of elements with respect to the rest through a
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definite angle. The twinning which we have found in many st mined metals corre-

sponds to the twinning observed in calcite by BAUMHATTER and REITSCH, and subse-

quently produced in isolated crystals of antimony and bismuth by MUGGE.*

BAUMHAUER found that by forcing a knife blade into a crystal of calcite at the

proper angle a portion of the crystal could be made to swing over into the twinned

position. This implies a corresponding change of orientation in the crystalline

elements. The experiment may be said to afford an example of plasticity in a

crystal, but it is not entirely analogous to the plasticity by pure sliding which is

found in iron and in most other metallic crystals. In the process of twinning by
strain there is both slip and rotation of the elements.

The existence of twin crystals in certain metals became apparent when systems of

slip-bands were found like those shown in figs. 34, 35, and 36. These are photographs

from specimens of copper. They show that certain of the crystalline grains are crossed

by twin lamellae, the twin planes being defined by a sudden change in the direction

of the slip-bands. Where several such twin lamellae occur in one crystalline grain,

we have a periodic structure with alternate systems of parallel slip-bands. The

change of orientation in passing from one lamella to another is constant. It is clear

that in these examples we have true cases of twin crystallisation. An example of

twinning in gold, as seen under vertical light, is given in fig. 37, and fig. 38 is a

photograph of twins in gold, seen under oblique light.

The question arose whether these twin crystals were a feature in the primitive

crystallisation of the metal, or whether they were subsequently produced as a conse-

quence of strain. They were first seen in wrought copper (namely in a piece of rolled

plate), which had been raised to a bright red heat before polishing. We next

examined specimens of copper, gold, silver, and lead, each in the cast state, and in

none of these found any appearance of twinning. For the purposes of this examina-

tion only a slight strain was applied. The same pieces were then wrought, that is to

say they were severely strained (namely, by cold hammering) and they were again

examined both before and after annealing at a red heat. The result showed that the

violent strain produced by working the metal had developed twins in specimens where

none could be seen before, and that the twins were still found in the wrought specimens

after annealing. Fig. 39 is a photograph of a "twin" in cold-hammered copper (not

heated after hammering) ; incidentally it illustrates the persistence of crystalline

structure after violent deformation. Still more striking in this respect is the appear-

ance shown in fig. 40. The specimen in this instance was an ordinary piece of

plumber's sheet lead ; the surface was scraped bright with a knife, and was then

squeezed against a piece of plate-glass in a vice, thus producing a beautiful surface.

The specimen was then very slightly bent in the fingers to develop slip-bands,

and on examination under a high power it showed the appearance reproduced in the

photograph.
* See P. GROTH'S '

Physikalische Krystallographie.' Voss, Leipzig.
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T \\iiniiiig, as revealed by slip-bands, has l>een observed in nickel ; in tliis case the

specimen was a virgin casting, but the twin (shown in tin- photograph, fig. 41) \\.-i-

observed only after very severe straining, and was. in .-ill probability, produced by

that straining.

In /inc, tin, and cadmium twins cither occur verv freely in the cast metal, or else

arc very readily produced by the slight strain which is applied t<> develop slip-l>ands.

Surtiices of these metals, produced by casting against glass, show twin hands even

under fairly low [towers when the sj>ecimen is slightly U-nt ; tin- twin kinds then

appear as .shad. (! Lands riinnin- MTOM tin- '-rvsj .dime gNUO* Verv (V.-.
pi.

!it 1 v the

twin hands run on continuously across two or more grains, with more or less change

in direction when they cross a boundary.

A specimen of cadmium showing this feature is photographed in tig.
4'J. This

particular specimen presents another peculiarity ; it was prepared by casting against

U'lass. and in this instance the -lavs fuAtt "as j

<

; t , -i , t ';. ,| ,., II V -i\eli | c-c .n-i, 1,-| a 1,1.

slo]ie,
with the result that the metal solidified in a long strip while it was running

down the glass. On examining the under face of this strip two modes of

crystallisation were observed. Part of the surface there showed a very small

structure with no direction of greatest length. On another part there were large,

grains very considerably longer in the direction of the length of the strip than in a

transverse direction. The photograph, fig. 42, is taken from an area showing these

long grains. When the piece was strained by bending, twin lamellae appeared in a

more or less transverse direction, passing across from one elongated grain to the next

with only a slight change in direction. The twin hand in one grain is associated with

a twin kind in a neighbouring grain, the bands being continuous except for a change

of direction as they pass from grain to grain.

We have observed twinning in gold, silver, copper, lead, nickel, zinc, tin, and

cadmium. It does not appear to occur in iron.

The facility with which most metals undergo twinning as a consequence of strain

sho\\s that there are in general two modes by which plastic yielding takes place in

an air^re^ate of i rvstals. One is by simple slips, where the movements of the

crystalline elements are purely translators', and their orientation is preserved

unchanged. The other is lv twinning, when rotation occurs through an angle which

is the same f..r each molecule in the twinned group. Both modes are often found in

a single specimen M|' metal, and even in a single crystalline grain. Thus, in gold or

copper, it is verv usual to find, on examining a strained sj>ecimen that one portion t

a ^rain is covered with simple slip lines, while another jMirtion of the same grain

shows inn- ,i|- more lamell.-e which are twinned with respect t<> the rest of the grain.

On surfaces prepared by casting against glass, particularly with cadmium, but also

with /.inc and tin, a curious feature often occurs which is closely associated with the

facility these metals show in developing twins. The appearance in question is that of

an apparent duplication of the inter-granular Ixumdaries, as seen in the cadmium

\ OI* \'iii. A. :' r.
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casting, fig.
43. The second system of boundaries consists, like the first, in polygonal

markings, and has such an obvious relation to the first that it almost appears as thoiigh

the upper layer of crystalline grains were transparent, and that we were seeing their

lower edges. To decide as to which of the markings on the surface constituted the

true surface Ijoundaries, two methods were available : etching with an acid and slightly

straining the specimen so as to develop the slip-bands. The latter method is much

the more instructive, and its results are confirmed by the etching process. When a

specimen having this characteristic was strained, it was seen at once that some of the

apparent boundaries were consistently ignored by the slip-bands, the others being the

real junction lines of the grains. But the true nature of the pseudo-boundaries comes

out on examining them under a high power. Although under low powers there is no

obvious difference in definition between the genuine and pseudo-lxmndaries, under

greater magnifications it becomes impossible to focus the pseudo-boundaries at all

they are seen to be more or less ill-defined slopes or changes of level, whereas the real

Ixmndaries are sharply defined. In general the real boundaries show some

accumulation of gas bubbles along them, and they are never crossed by slip-bands.

The pseudo-boundaries are found to consist in small variations of level in the surfaces

of the grains in which they occur. Fig. 44 is a high-power photograph of a set of

real and pseudo-boundaries showing slip-bands.

It will be noticed that on the two sides of a real boundary the slip-bands are

independent of one another, whereas the slip-bands cross a pseudo-boundary with

only a slight change of inclination, which is to be ascribed to the fact that the

surface under examination is not a true plane. There is a slight slope on each side

of the pseudo-boundary, and the lines are consequently more or less inclined to one

another. Again, as we have noticed in other examples, the slope is not as a rule

constant and hence the lines are slightly curved.

An explanation of this appearance of pseudo-boundaries is, we think, to be found

in the strains set up by contraction on cooling. If we suppose the outer layer of

crystals to cool more rapidly than the inner ones, the resulting contraction will drive

the projecting edges of the lower layer into the outside grains and thus cause slight

local deformation, which will pi*oject itself on the surface, probably by means of twin

bands running through the grains and appearing on the surface. The effect

resembles that of a Japanese "magic" mirror, in which slight inequalities of the

surface, corresponding to a pattern behind, cause light reflected from the mirror to

produce an image in which a ghost of the pattern may be traced.

The foregoing conclusions refer to experiments on pure or nearly pure metals. We
have also examined the effects of strain on various alloys. The micro-structure of

alloys has received attention at the hands of most of the workers already named,

especially BEHRENS, CHARPY, GUILLEMIN, OSMOND, ROBERTS-AUSTEN, and STEAD.

Our observations have been directed towards supplementing theirs, in respect particu-

larly of the effects of strain.
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Tin- e\|>erimente on iron were extended to certain M.-.-I-. In very mild steel slip-

I i.i i ids <>an 1*5 readily observed in what are generally called the "ferrite" areas, which

remain white after light etching. This is shown in
h'g.

45. The Hrst effect of strain

is to develop the inter-granular junctions in these white areas, then more severe

st ruining makes the slip-binds apjiear. In steels containing larger projiortions of

r.nlH.ii, tlie scale of the granular structure of the
"
ferrite

"
diminishes and the

slip-binds become correspondingly minute, requiring the highest jxjwers of the

microscope for their observation. We have not been able to observe anything

of tin- nature of slip-lmiids in the dark or "
pearlite

"
areas of steel, but the

i-orrespondence which has been recognised by OSMOND to exist tatween the struc-

ture of "|>earlite" and that of typical eutectic alloys, taken with facts to be

desmlied lx?low, points to the possibility that "pearlite" may also yield plastically

l>\ slipping.

Slip-bands have also l>een observed in various s|>ecimens of brass and bronze.

The l>ehaviour of eutectic alloys under plastic strain is of special interest, because

these bodies apparently differ so widely in structure from pure metals. Our observa-

tions have been made on the eutectics of lead-tin, copper-silver, and lead-bismuth.

T'ir micro-structure of such eutectics has l>een described by OSMOND.

Fig. 4G is from a sjiecinien of lead-tin eutectic kindly prepared for us by Messrs.

Hr.M-.icK and NEVILLE; the surface was obtained by casting against glass, and was

lightly etched with a I per cent, solution of nitric acid. Figs. 47 and 48 illustrate the

most obvious effect of strain on such structures ; the surfaces have not been etched,

tin- differentiation of the two constituents by differences of level l>eing here entirely

due to strain. It will be observed tlyit the scale of this structure is similar to that

of the slip-binds seen in pure metals, and examination of strained specimens shows

that plastic yielding is associated with slips occurring between layers of the two con-

stituents. A close examination of strained specimens has enabled us to detect

slip-binds in the light-coloured constituent. By adopting the device of slow cooling,

which has led to such excellent results in. the hands of Messrs. HEYCOCK and NEVILLE,

\\e have succeeded in producing specimens of eutectics in which the characteristic

-tincture is developed ujxm a much larger scale. Fig. 49 exemplifies this in the

eutectic of bismuth and lead, and shows slips which occur in the white constituent as

,i consequence of straining. This photograph illustrates a feature very characteristic

of eutectic alloys ; a parallel system of slip-luinds extends over many patches of the

white constituent, thus pointing to the fact that the crystalline elements are similarly

oriented throughout considerable areas of at least one of the two constituents of the

alloy. This suggests that the alloy as a whole has comparatively coarse granular

structure, and the same conclusion is borne out by observing the general character of

a surface under lower magnification* (such as 100 diameters), when its structure is

revealed either by straining or etching. The surface is then seen to be divided into

lather Imp- more or less polygonal areas, each covered with a system of ribs radiating

:; i; L
1
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from one point, giving an appearance which resembles roughly the ribs of ;in umbrella.

Kiif. 47 incidentally shows the boundary of two such areas.

In the course of experiments on the lead-l>isnuith eutectic, specimens were obtained

showing comparatively large isolated crystallites. When the piece was strained these

crystallites were found to exhibit slip-hands. Kxamples are ^iven in
figs.

50 and 51.

These are interesting as showing the development of dip-bands in bodies which are

evidently fully developed crystals, even as to external form.

A study of the micro-structure of alloys suggests a possible explanation of the

peculiarities they present in regard to variation of electrical conductivity with

temperature. The two constituents may behave individually as pure metals in this

respect, but if their coefficients of expansion are different the closeness of the joints

between them will depend on the temperature. Thus, if the more expansible metal

exists as plates or separate pieces of any form within the other, the effect of heating

will be to make the joints between the two conduct more readily, with the result of

reducing the increase of resistance to which heating would otherwise give rise, and in

extreme cases with the effect even of producing a negative temperature coefficient.

Reviewing the general results of the experiments, we consider that they establish

the view that the structure of metals in general is crystalline, and remains crystalline

when the form of the metal is altered by strain, plastic yielding being due to

slips on cleavage or gliding planes within each individual crystalline grain, and partly

(in some metals) to the production of twin crystals. In a pure metal, when straining

is carried far enough to produce fracture, the crystalline grains suffer cleavage, and

the cleavage surfaces thus developed give to the fracture its characteristically crystal-

line appearance. In impure metals fracture may occur through the parting of grains

from one another at their boundaries. In both cases, however, the plastic yielding

which precedes fracture takes place by slips in the manner we have described.

In conclusion we should like to express our indebtedness to Sir W. HOBERTS-

AUSTEN, Mr. T. ANDREWS, and Professor ARNOLD, for giving us at the outset of our

work the benefit of their large experience in preparing specimens of metals for

microscopic examination. Messrs. HEYCOCK and NEVILLE and Mr. A. HUTCHINSON

have assisted us materially by various suggestions, and by supplying specimens for

examination. We have also to thank Mr. ANDREWS, Mr. STEAD, Mr. HADFIELD,
Professor HICKS, and Messrs. EDGAR ALLEN and Co. for special specimens of iron.

The work described in this paper was carried out in the Engineering Laboratory
at Cambridge.
To facilitate reference to the illustrations an index is added in which brief par-

ticulars are given of the subject of each photograph.
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EXPLANATION UP FICUKKS ON THK PLATEW.

I'I.ATKS 15-28.

I'LATK 15.

Fig. '2. Nearly pure commercial iron (transformer plate). |H>lished uiul etched. Mag-
mlied _'()() diameters, vertical illuiniiiiition.

Fig. :}. Photograph of l)isnnitli crystals, from a specimen in the < 'ambridge University

Mineralogical Museum, iftlis of full size.

Kig. I. Facets on a crystalline grain of iron, produced by etching. These facets give

rise to differences of brightness when the grains are seen under oblique

illumination. Magnified 1500 diameters, vertical light.

PLATE 10.

Fig. 5. Etched pits in Swedish iron. 1000 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. <>. Surface of cadmium cast against glass, showing crystalline boundaries empha-
si/rd by air-channels. 100 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 7. Air-pits on a glass-cast surface of cadmium. 1000 diameters, vertical light.

Pits are shown on three crystals, having a different shape and orientation

on each.

PLATE 17.

Fig. 8. Air-pits on a glass-aist surface of cadmium. 1000 diameters, vertical light.

The pits are surrounded by halos due to the absorption of smaller bubbles

by the pits.

Fig. '.). Similar pits to those in tigs. 7 and 8, but more highly magnified 4200

diameters. The photograph shows that the pits have geometrical inner

faces.

Fig. 10. Air-pits in glass-cast tin. Magnified 1000 diameters, vertical light. The

irregularly oriented black patches are crystals of an impurity.

Fig. l_. Slip-bands in Swedish iron strained by tension. 400 diameters, vertical

light. The photograph shows a feature that is frequently observed, viz., a

tendency in the lines to become curved near the inter-crystalline boundaries,

suggesting the existence of keyed steps at the boundaries.

PLATE 18.

Figs. 13 and 14. Two views of the same crystalline grains in iron before and after

straining. Magnified 200 diameters, vertical light. Close comjwrison of
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the two will show the amount by which the crystalline grains have

extended.

Fig. 16. Strained Swedish iron. Magnified 300 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 17. The same field as in
fig. 16, with the same magnification, but seen under

oblique light. The slip-bands on a few grains only are picked out as bright

1 Kinds.

PLATE 19.

Fig. 18. Slip-bands developed on a glass-cast surface of lead when strained by

bending. Magnified 100 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 19. The same field as in fig. 18, seen under oblique light.

PLATES 20 AND 21.

Fig. 20. The same field as in figs. 18 and 19, seen under oblique light after the stage

carrying the specimen had l>een turned through alxmt 15.

Fig. 21. Slip-bands in lead. 100 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 22. The same field as in
tig. 21, seen under oblique light.

Fig. 23. Slip-l>ands in lead, showing four intersecting systems. GOO diameters,

vertical light.

Fig. 24. Slip-bands in lead. 1000 diameters, vertical light. The photograph shows

the straight slips and stepped intersections characteristic of this metal.

PLATE 22.

Fig. 25. Slip-bands in silver. Magnified 750 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 26. Geometrical air-pits in glass-cast cadmium, slightly strained to show slip-

bands. 1000 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 27. Ditto.

PLATE 23.

Fig. 28. Ditto. See also remarks on Figs. 7, 8, and 9.

Fig. 29. Geometrical etched pits and slip-bands, produced by slight straining, in iron.

750 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 30. Etched pits and slip-bauds in iron. 1000 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 31. Polished and etched section of cold-rolled Swedish iron. 45 diameters,

oblique light, showing the differences of brightness on various grains and

the uniform brightness over each individual grain.
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PLATES 24 AND 25.

Fig. 32. Distorted crystalline grains in a transverse section of cold-rolled Swedish

iron, also showing geometrical etched pits. 200 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 33. A portion of the large distorted grain in Fig. 32, more highly magnified;

the enlarged portion is at the angle of the distorted grain. 800 diameters,

vertical light.

Figs. 34, 35, and 36. Slip-bands in twin crystals of copper. 1000 diameters, vertical

light.

Fig. 37. Slip-hands in twin crystals of gold. 200 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 38. Slip-hands in twin crystals in gold. 45 diameters, ohlique light.

Fig. 30. Slip-binds in twin crystals of cold-hammered copper. 1000 diameters,

vertical light.

PLATE 26.

Fig. 40. Slip-bands in twin crystals oliserved in a specimen of plumbers' sheet-lead.

1000 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 41. Slip-bands and twinning in nickel. 1000 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 42. Elongated crystalline grains in cadmium cast on a sloping surface of glass.

Transverse twin liands developed by slight straining are seen to run across a

number of adjacent grains, with slight changes of direction on crossing a

Ixnmdary. 100 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 43. Glass-cast surface of cadmium, showing double system of Ixnindaries.

100 diameters, vertical light.

PLATES 27 AXD 28.

Fig. 44. High-power appearance of real and pseudo-l>oundarie8 as indicated by slip-

bands. 1000 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 45. Strained mild-steel, showing "pearlite" patches and slips in "ferrite" areas.

1000 diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 46. Glass-cast and etched surface of lead-tin eutectic. 750 diameters, vertical

light,

Figs. 47 and 48. Glass-cast and strained (but unetched) lead-tin eutectic. 750

diameters, vertical light.

Fig. 49. Slowly-cooled lead-bismuth eutectic, etched and strained, showing slip-liands.

1000 diameters, vertical light.

Figs. 50 and 51. Slip-bands in crystallites found in lead-bismuth alloy. 1000

diameters, vertical light.
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Introduction.

MANY experimenters have made observations on the potential difference necessary to

produce electric sparks through gases. The field is a very wide one, since the number

of circumstances which may be varied is large. The nature and the pressure of the

gas, the shape of the electrodes, the distance between them, and the pressure of the

gas, may each be altered. The investigation of which I wish to give an account in

this paper deals with the potential difference required to produce sparks (or striking

potential as I shall call it for brevity) in various gases, between large parallel planes,

at a fixed distance apart, and at various pressures.

It was found by Mr. PEACE ('Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 52, p. 99) that the striking

potential between two parallel plates in air diminished as the pressure diminished till a

certain point was reached, and then began to rise very rapidly. The pressure at which

the striking potential was a minimum depended on the distance between the plates, and

increased as the distance was lessened. The minimum potential itself, however,

varied very little with the distance between the plates.

This minimum potential was of the same order as the cathode fall of potential in

air, as has been pointed out by Professor J. J. THOMSON ('Recent Researches in

Electricity and Magnetism,' p. 158). The following explanation may 1 offered of

the fact that this is a minimum striking potential, and that it is approximately

constant.

The negative glow in any gas [as has been shown by WARBURG ('
Wied. Ann.,' 31,

p. 579)] requires for its production a definite potential difference (about 340 volts in

the case of air), independent of the pressure, and constant, so long as the glow is not

crushed into a smaller space than that which it would naturally occupy. If the glow
is crushed, the potential fall is more. Let us now suppose that the discharge takes

place between two parallel plates ; a part of the space between these plates is

occupied l>y the negative glow, a part by the positive column. So long as any of the

VOL. CXCHI. A. 3 C . 1.1900.
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positive column remains it is clear that the negative glow is not constricted, and

consequently it only requires 340 volts to produce it. The greater the length of the

positive column the greater the corresponding potential difference ; so that the

striking potential will be the least possible when the pressure is low enough to make

the negative glow occupy the whole space between the plates, but not low enough to

make it require more space.

Although Mr. PEACE found the minimum striking potential to vary very little with

the distance between the plates, and consequently very little with the pressure, yet

the variation with the pressure was much greater than that observed by WARBURG

for the cathode fall. WARBURG gives a table showing that a tenfold diminution in

the pressure does not alter the cathode fall by 1 volt, i.e., by per cent.

Mr. PEACE gives data showing a rise of 67 volts (20 per cent.) in the minimum

striking potential.

It will thus be seen that, though there are theoretical reasons for thinking that the

minimum striking potential should be equal to the cathode fall, the experimental

evidence hitherto produced is scarcely sufficient to establish this relation. My
experiments have been made with a view to determining the relation. The results

will be discussed after the experimental arrangements have been described.

Description oj Experimental Arrangements.

It was necessary to design the apparatus so as to require as little of the gas as

possible, since it was intended to make some experiments on helium as well as on the

common gases. The two brass plates of 1^ inches diameter used as electrodes were

embedded quite flush in ebonite plates 3 inches in diameter. The object of this was

to prevent any tendency to sparking from the backs or edges of the brass discs.

Three small ebonite distance pieces were placed between the brass plates, and the

whole arrangement fastened together by means of three screws passing through the

ebonite. Electrical connection to the brass plates was made by means of wires

screwed into them, passing out axially through the ebonite.

The ebonite distance pieces were carefully measured before the apparatus was put

together by means of a micrometer screw gauge. The lengths in millims. were :

No. 1
ro-

lo-

755

755
No. 2

ro-

lo-

755

752
No. 3

ro-

lo-

757

756

Mean 0755 mm. = 0'0297 inch.

The brass plates being large compared with the distance between them, the

electromotive intensity between them is sensibly uniform.

In order to be able to introduce various gases between the brass plates, and to vary
the pressure, it was necessary to enclose them in an air-tight chamber,
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The arrangement is represented in fig. 1. A, B, are the ebonite discs, into the

fronts of which the brass sparking plates are let. These latter are not visible in the

figure. The elxmite plates are held together by the three screws c, d, e. The small

distance between them is equal to the thickness of the distance pieces. The leading

wires pass to the plates at/and tj,

Fig. 1.

This whole arrangement is enclosed in the cylindrical glass pot M, shown separately

for the sake of clearness. M has a broad ground flange S, which is covered by the

glass lid N, the joint being made tight with sealing wax. The leads are introduced

through holes drilled in the middle of the lid and the bottom of the pot. Over then

holes are placed the glass tubes p, q, up which the wires pass. These tubes have

flanges at the ends, ground flat so as to fit the flat surface to which they are

cemented. A side tube r provides the means of admitting and withdrawing gas.

The wires are fused through the tube at t and u.

In order conveniently to vary the pressure and adjust it to any desired value, it

was necessary to provide a reservoir into which the gas could be drawn, or from

which it could be expelled, by raising or lowering a mercuiy vessel. It was also

necessary to provide a means of exhausting the apparatus. A special form of

mercury pump was designed, by means of which both these objects could be attained.

By thus dispensing with a separate reservoir, the apparatus was considerably

simplified.

The pump is shown in
fig.

2. The general arrangement of the various parts will,

it is hoped, be sufficiently clear from the figure, a is the pump, which also serves for

the adjustment of the pressure in the manner to be presently described, g is a

vacuum tube, which serves for observing the spectrum of the gas as a test of its

purity, /"and h are phosphoric anhydride drying tubes, d and c and p are ordinary

3 c 2
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glass stopcocks, b is a three-way glass stopcock. I is the manometer tube. A
barometer tube, m, is arranged by the side of it, and dips into the same mercury

vessel n. The height of the mercury columns in these tubes can be read off to the

-^-th of a millim. on the mirror glass scale behind them. The difference of these

heights, of course, gives the pressure of gas in the apparatus.

Fig. 2.

k is a U-shaped tube immersed in a glass beaker, and serves for the introduction of

gas into the apparatus. Before filling with gas, it is necessary to remove the air

from the sparking vessel.
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For this purpose stopcocks d and e are opened, and b is set so as to open communi-

cation between a and c. The mercury reservoir (not shown) attached to the india-

rublxjr hose q is raised. Mercury rises in a, driving out the air through c, and on

lowering the mercury, fresh air bubbles in at r, just as in the ordinary Toepler pump.
When the apparatus has been exhausted, stopcocks d and e are shut, b is turned so

as to open communication between a and r, and gas is admitted through p to any
desired pressure. The pressure can then be varied at pleasure by raising or lowering

the mercury in a. The mercury reservoir attached to the hose q can be fixed at any

^iven height so as to make the mercury stand at a corresponding height in a. The

object of shutting off the part between the stopcocks d and e is to make the volume

in connection with a as small as ]>ossible, thus making it possible to obtain a greater

range of pressure without admitting or removing gas permanently. Another

advantage of this contrivance was that, when helium was to be used, less of it would

be required. The volume required to fill the apparatus to atmospheric pressure was

only about 40 cc., when a was entirely filled with mercury.

We now come to the arrangements for producing and measuring the striking

potential. A large Wimshurst machine was used. It was driven at a constant

speed by means of an electric motor. The potential difference between its terminals

was measured by means of one of Lord KELVIN'S multicellular electrostatic voltmeters.

This instrument has been checked by Mr. CAPSTICK. He compared it with a quadrant

electrometer standardised by Clark cells, and found it practically correct. I have

also verified it to some extent myself, by observing the additional deflection produced

by 50 volts, this latter voltage being determined by a Weston voltmeter, believed to

be trustworthy. No measurable discrepancy was detected.

Some previous experimenters have used a Wimshurst machine in direct connection

with the spark terminal, and have turned it till the spark passed. This method

succeeds fairly well when large spark lengths and, consequently, large spark

potentials are to be measured. But when the spark potential is small it is scarcely

possible to raise the potential slowly enough to prevent the needle of the instrument

swinging violently ; and if this occurs, it is ot course impossible to make any accurate

observations. PEACE (loc. cit.) failed to get consistent measurements with the

Wimshurst machine. He was driven to the use of a battery of storage cells. The

use of these, however, very much adds to the trouble of the investigation, and I was

able to avoid it in the following manner. The machine was shunted by means of a

fluid high resistance column of variable length. When running at a constant speed

the difference of potential at the terminals of the resistance column was constant,

and depended of course on the length of the resistance column in use. By gradually

increasing the amount of this resistance the potential difference could be raised to any

desired value and adjusted with the utmost nicety.

In order further to improve the electrical steadiness of the arrangement a large
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Leyden jar was also connected across the terminals of the machine. The capacity

thus added diminished the effect of any slight irregularities in its action.

It is not easy to observe the faint sparks which pass between the sparking plates

unless the observer gives his undivided attention to watching for them, and if this l>e

done it is impossible to read the potential difference at the exact moment when the

spark takes place. A telephone was therefore inserted in series with the spark gap,

and arranged in a clip so as to be against the observer's ear when his eye was in the

proper position for reading the voltmeter. Whenever a spark passed, the telephone

gave an easily audible click. By means of these arrangements the measurements

could be taken with considerable rapidity and precision.

A diagram (fig. 3) of the electrical connections is given below.

Fig. 3.

It must be remembered that the first spark taken through a gas passes with far

greater difficulty than those which succeed it. I have found a gas able to sustain

for a short time a potential difference three times as great as that required to produce

discharge through it when this initial resistance had been broken down. If the

measurements of the spark potential are to be compared with the cathode fall

measurements made while a continuous current was flowing through the gas, it

is clear that they should be made with the gas in its electrically weakest condition,

that is, immediately after it has been vigorously sparked through. This condition

was complied with in my experiments.
In taking a measurement of the spark potential, the pressure of the gas was

adjusted to the desired value and read off". The machine was started, and the resist-

ance column lengthened until the potential rose sufficiently to cause the first spark to
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pass. This first spark was followed by a torrent of others, the telephone emitting a

chattering noise. The resistance column was gradually shortened until these sparks

ceased, and then cautiously lengthened until they just began again.

At the moment when this happened the voltmeter was read. The voltage was

allowed to rise slowly enough to prevent any appreciable swing of the needle.

When an observation had been taken, the voltage was again reduced below the

sparking value, and then again cautiously increased by lengthening the resistance

column. When the telephone began to click the reading was again noted. Ten

observations were usually taken at each pressure. They could be obtained in fairly

rapid succession.

Experiments on Atmospheric Air.

The first set of measurements was made on atmospheric air, not specially well dried.

The readings will be given in full, as an example, to show the degree of concord-

ance obtained.

Pressure (mm.)
of mercury.
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Diagram No. 1. Air.

TOO

too

\ MO

"0*400
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In order to check this result a sample of hydrogen was used which had been

occluded l>y palladium foil. This gave results in close agreement with the above, the

minimum sj>ark potential being 308 volts.

Diagram No. 2. Hydrogen.

TOO

600

aoo

'too

iOO

ISO
to 4O AO

Pressure, mm. of Mercury.

60 7Q to

Nitrogen.

This gas is extremely troublesome to deal with. Although each sample tried

gave smooth curves for the relation between the spark potential and the pressure, yet

no agreement could be obtained between different samples of the gas, even though

they were prepared iu the same way and with the greatest care I was able to

bestow.

Thus, for example, a specimen of nitrogen prepared from air by absorption of the

oxygen with alkaline pyrogallol gave for the minimum 347 volts.

A sample from ammonium nitrite purified by passage through caustic potash and

sulphuric acid and over phosphoric anhydride gave 351 volts.

Another sample prepared in the same way and dried with especial care, by being

allowed to stand in contact with phosphoric anhydride all night, gave 3G9 volts.

A sample prepared by the removal of oxygen from air by means of metallic copper

gave 388 volts.

Although these values for the minimum spark potential vary so widely, yet the rate

of change of the spark potential with the pressure, at pressures well above that

o>nes]>< uuling to the minimum. \\as approximately the same in all the samples.

My rxperienre \\itli the nitrogen js entirely in accord \\ith that of WAHIH'KC. He

VOL. CXC1II. A. 3 D
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found that the cathode fall in ordinary nitrogen was extremely inconstant. Thus in

one case the value of this quantity, at first 315 volts, gradually rose to 410 volts

during the passage of the current for many hours. He found that this variation in

the value of the cathode fall was connected with the presence of traces of oxygen in

the nitrogen traces too small to be removed by the ordinary chemical absorbents,

such as alkaline pyrogallol. I was anxious to try whether the same cause was opera-

tive in my case.

The method employed by WARBURG for getting rid of the last traces of oxygen
from his nitrogen was to transport metallic sodium electrolytically through the heated

glass of his discharge tube, so as to form a clean surface of that metal on the inside.

At the high temperature used the sodium rapidly absorbed all traces of residual

oxygen.
Such a method was obviously inapplicable to my apparatus, put together as it was

with sealing wax joints. I used, therefore, a somewhat different method, which,

though troublesome to carry out, gave good results.

This method was to bubble the sample of gas employed repeatedly through the

liquid alloy of sodium and potassium.

The alloy must be manipulated in the absence of air to prevent its surface

becoming fouled. The vessel in which it was contained is represented in the next

figure.

a, and b are glass bulbs blown on the side limbs of a Y-shaped tube f. On the

bottom limb of this Y there is a stopcock g. The lower part of the limb is of capil-

lary bore.

The bulbs a and b can be placed in communication by means of the stopcock c.

d and e are bulbs containing phosphoric anhydride to constitute an additional

safeguard against the access of moisture to the alloy. The exit tubes from these

bulbs lead respectively to the pump-reservoir and to the sparking vessel.

The alloy was prepared in a test-tube k, by melting some sodium and adding potas-

sium until the product remained liquid on cooling. A few drops of rock oil were from

time to time placed on the surface of the alloy. The vapour from this sufficiently

guarded against the access of air.

To introduce the alloy into the apparatus, c was opened and g closed. The air was

then pumped out from the system of tubes.

The test-tube containing the alloy was then brought up as shown in the figure, the

end h of the Y being under the surface of the alloy, g was then cautiously opened
so that the alloy was sucked up into the bulbs a and b. When it had risen about

half-way up them, as shown in the figure, g was closed, thus preventing the entry <>!'

any more of the alloy. In this way the alloy could be introduced without any
contamination. It had all the appearance of clean mercury. This apparatus was

used to absorb traces of oxygen from nitrogen in the following way : c being open
and in communication with the pump reservoir, the gas was admitted, c was then
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closed. On allowing the mercury to rise in the pump reservoir, the gas in the

bulb 6 was compressed, and forced the surface of the alloy down to f. The gas then

bubbled up through the bulb a, and was compressed into the sparking vessel. When
the mercury reservoir was lowered again, the gas bubbled back again through the

alloy, now in the bulb b.

Fig. 4.

V
This process was repeated as often as required.

It was not possible to pass all the gas through the alloy at each operation ; yet by

giving time for the diffusion of the gas compressed into the sparking vessel, so as to

allow it to become of uniform composition throughout, before being again passed

through the absorbent, a very efficient purification could be effected by a few

passages of the gas through the alloy. When as much had been drawn into the pump
reservoir as circumstances allowed, the amount remaining behind in the sparking
vessel was not more than one-fifth of the whole. Thus, supposing all the oxygen to

be taken out of that part of the gas which had actually bubbled through the alloy,

only | would remain after the first operation, -$ after the second, yjj after the third,

so on.

When it was desired to measure the spark potential in the purified gas, the tap c

opened, so as to make the pressure the same in the manometer as in the sparking
Vr.xsi'l. !(' this ll.nl Hot !".!! lion.', tin- plv^mr illlf t<> t 1 1- < '"! U 1 1 1 1 1 ")' Ji 1 1' -V \\ ' 'II l< 1

3 D 2
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have destroyed the equality of these pressures. The nitrogen employed was

prepared by the action of heat on ammonium nitrite. Ammonium chloride solution

was contained in a flask, fitted with an india-rubber cork, through which passed

a dropping funnel and an exit tube for the gas. Potassium nitrite solution was

contained in the funnel, and could be dropped into the warmed ammonium chloride.

The gas passed through strong sulphuric acid and caustic potash solutions, each

contained in ordinary potash bulbs. From these it passed into a chamber containing

phosphoric anhydride, closed at either end by taps. An approximate vacuum was first

made in the entire arrangement by means of a water pump. This reduced the pressure

to something less than a centimetre of mercury. Gas was then liberated so as to

slowly fill the apparatus up to atmospheric pressure. A current was allowed to

flow for some time through the phosphoric anhydride chamber, so as to wash out all

traces of air. When this had been done the chamber was shut off, and the gas left in

it all night, so that it might become thoroughly dry. It could then be admitted

through a tap into the sparking vessel.

Diagram No. 3. Nitrogen.

700

8

8

4
Cu. ve N

8

8

n to 40 60
mm. of Mercury.

6O 70 so

After the gas had been passed several times through the alloy, the following
measurements were taken (Diagram No. 3, curve 1) :
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more easily than does air. With a given E.M.F. ten times as long a spark was

obtained in helium as in air. This is a very striking result. It seemed, therefore,

well worth while to investigate the behaviour of helium as regards its spark potential

in the same way as the other gases.

For the method of preparing this gas I must refer to a paper
" On the Discharge

of Electricity through Argon and Helium," which I hope shortly to publish, where it

is described in detail. I merely state here that it was extracted from monazite by
means of strong sulphuric acid, and that nitrogen and other impurities were removed

from it by mixing with oxygen and exposing it to the action of electric sparks in

presence of caustic alkali. The oxygen was then removed by suitable absorbents.

Although all the care I was able to give was spent on the purification of the gas,

some cause, the nature of which remains a mystery, made the spark potential

variable. It was found that if a specimen of helium remained in the apparatus, and

measurements of its spark potential were taken at intervals, the value of this

quantity went down. As an example of this, I will give a series of measurements

made on a sample of helium from which the surplus oxygen had been removed by the

copper-ammonia method of HEMPEL.*

Diagram No. 4. Helium.

700

eo 40 ao
Pre&sure. mm. of Mercury.

60

Any gaseous ammonia which might remain in the helium was removed by means of

dilute sulphuric acid. The helium was dried by phosphoric anhydride, and examined
' This method consists in bringing the gas into contact with metallic copper at the ordinary

temperature, the copper having just been washed free from oxide by a solution of ammonia to which
some ammonium carbonate has been added. See HEMPEL,

' Methods of Gas Analysis,' p. 126.
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was visible, as it always is in a vacuum tube. This sample of gas gave the following

readings when first put into the apparatus :

1.

Pressure (mm.).
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It will thus be seen that, after the gas has been sparked through, its sparking

potential is lowered. In this case the minimum was lowered from 326 to 288, and

then to 274.

To see what the effect of further sparking would be, a torrent of sparks was passed

through the gas by means of the machine for an hour. The readings then taken

were :

4.

Pressure (mm.).
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Nature of gas.

Atmospheric air .

Hydrogen . . .

Ordinary nitrogen, care-

fully dried

Nitrogen specially freed

from all traces of oxy-

gen

Helium

Cathode fall given by Warburg.

340-350 volu (' Wied. Ann.,
1

vol. 31, p. 559)

About 300 volte (' Wied. Ann.,' vol. 31, p. 581)

Varies 315-410
( p. 557)

230 volt* ('Wied. Ann.,' vol. 40, p. 1) . . . ,

[Values found by myself (see paper on "
Dis-

charge of Electricity through Argon and
Helium "). 226 volu.]

Minimum spark
potential found above

volte.

341

302, 308

347, 351

369, 388

251

Varies 326-261

In tlic case of air, the agreement is as good as could lie expected, and, indeed, much
I >etter. It is also satisfactory in the case of livdrogen.

In ordinary nitrogen the results are in neither case constant. But my numl>ers all

lie l>etween the extremes found by WARBURG.
In 'the specially purified nitrogen a difference of about 10 per cent, is to lx?

"liserved. For measurements of this kind the discrepancy is not enough to establish

an essential want of equality. It is possible that my method of removing oxygen,
which depended on the use of alkali metals at ordinary temperatures, was not quite so

efficient as that of WARBURG, who used a high temperature.
In the case of helium alone is the value of the cathode fall seriously different from

that of the minimum spark potential.

Although this discrepancy is large, I do not think that, in view of the satisfactory
.1 lavement in the >thrr cases, it can Ix- considered to weigh seriously against the

equality. It must 1*' remembered that the values found for helium differ much more

among themselves than the lowest of them differs from the measured cathode fall.

Measurements of the same quantity which do not agree with one another cannot lie

expected to agree with other independent measurements.

I think it may lie considered to l>e established by these experiments that the

minimum spark potential i# equal to the cathode fall.

One point is very strikingly brought out by the curves. I mean the extremely
-mall rate of increase of the spark potential with the pressure in the case of helium,

and the relatively high pressure at which the minimum occurs. All the features

shown by the curves for the common gases are seen in the curve for helium, but the

difference in degree is very striking. The enormous length of spark at atmospheric

pressure in helium as compared with air might almost suggest that the conduction is

vol.. :xcin. A. 3 E
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effected in some radically different way. But these curves show that the behaviour of

helium when conveying the discharge, though very peculiar, is not radically different

from that of the common gases.

In conclusion, I must record my best thanks to Professor J. J. THOMSON. I cannot

adequately express how much I owe to his kind encouragement and advice.
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ADVERTISEMENT,

THE Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the publication of the

Philosophical Transactions take this opportunity to acquaint the public that it fully

appears, as well from the Council-books and Journals of the Society as from repeated

declarations which have been made in several former Transactions, that the printing of

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till

the Forty-seventh Volume ; the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves any

further in their publication than by occasionally recommending the revival of them to

some of their Secretaries, when, from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the

Transactions had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems

principally to have been done with a view to satisfy the public that their usual

meetings were then continued, for the improvement of knowledge and benefit of

mankind : the great ends of their first institution by the Royal Charters, and which

they have ever since steadily pursued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their communications more

numerous, it was thought advisable that a Committee of their members should be

appointed to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transactions; which was

accordingly done upon the 26th of March, 1752. And the grounds of their choice are,

and will continue to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the

advantageous manner of treating them ; without pretending to answer for the

certainty of the facts, or propriety of the reasonings contained in the several papers

so published, which must still rest on the credit or judgment of their respective

authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of

UK- Society, to which they will always adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body,
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upon any subject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the

thanks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other light than as a matter of

civility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of

various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society ; the authors whereof, or those

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report, and even to certify in the

public newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation.

And therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and

public notices ;
which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the

dishonour of the Society.
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SECTION I. Introduction.

IN a paper on the "
Dryness of Saturated Steam and the Condition of Steam Gas,"

read before the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society on November 3, 1896,

by Professor OSBORNE REYNOLDS, F.RS., the following passage occurs, "The whole
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theory of the properties of steam, as at present accepted, and all the steam tables are

founded on the experiments of REGNAULT on the total heat of evaporation, so that if

any other definition is given of saturated steam than that which results from boiling

the water under constant pressure after it has been drained of entangled water by

gravitation, these properties and tables will not apply." In the same paper Professor

REYNOLDS describes a method of experimenting in which it is sought to determine

whether, by sufficient wiredrawing of saturated steam at a known initial pressure and

temperature, the steam could be finally brought into the condition of steam gas.

Having undertaken the experimental verification of the conclusions given in

Professor REYNOLDS'S paper, the author begs to point out the significance of the

above extract in relation to any work which may be done in this subject, and to

remark that it governs the methods and principles which have been adopted in the

research, the results of which it is the object of this paper to describe.

The method given by Professor REYNOLDS is briefly as follows. If saturated steam

be wiredrawn by passage through a small orifice from one chamber in which the

pressure can be kept constant to another in which the pressure can be adjusted to

have any lower value required, the steam in the second chamber will become super-

heated, and at first the temperature will fall, but if the pressure can be so far reduced

in the second chamber that the amount of superheat contained by the steam is

sufficient to render it perfectly gaseous, the temperature will be then unaffected by

any further reduction in the pressure in the second chamber. Whether this
"
perfect

gas
"
condition can be reached, by wiredrawing saturated steam from pressures up to

200 Ibs. per square inch, is the question which it is the primary object of the present

research to decide.

Before proceeding, however, very closely into the research, an examination of the

theory of such wiredrawing experiments will reveal a point which would require

definite settlement before the method described above could be adopted. In reducing

the results of any wiredrawing experiments it would be necessary to know, or to

possess some knowledge of, the precise law of flow which the steam obeys during its

passage through the orifice. The usual theory adopted assumes that this law is the

adiabatic one for saturated steam, but whether adiabatic flow is ever obtained in

actual wiredrawing experiments is as yet undecided, and will, as mentioned above,

require definite settlement.

Hence the author was recommended by Professor REYNOLDS to preface the research

by an independent investigation into the laws governing the flow of steam through
orifices of different natures. If it could be shown that the law of flow was never

truly adiabatic, then the results of any wiredrawing experiments would not be

capable of easy or accurate reduction to yield the thermodynamical properties which

superheated steam possesses, but if such flow could be shown under certain circum-

stances to be adiabatic, then under these conditions the reductions would be both

easy and direct.
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Tlie results of this preliminary inquiry, which are described in a paper* (" On the

LAW of Flow of Saturated Steam through Small Orifices "), recently presented to the

Royal Society by the author, show clearly that adiabatic flow of saturated steam

through an orifice occurs when the orifice is drilled in a piece of plate glass, under

which circumstances the theory of the subject can be easily and directly applied to

the experimental results.

Since the research is directly based on the experimental results of REGNAULT, it is

necessary to at once accept as a definition of dry saturated steam that condition of

steam which is obtained by draining from wet steam any entangled moisture, though
it must be understood that as yet this condition has not been shown to be unique for

any particular temperature and pressure of saturation, a point which can only be

settled by experiment.

SECTION Il.Sliort Thcoi*y.

The account of the theory here given is that given by Professor REYNOLDS in the

paper above quoted. Let p {
be the pressure, T/ the temperature, u

l
the velocity,

and Si the dryness fraction of the steam before passing the orifice, and let the same

letters with suffix 2 denote corresponding quantities after passing the orifice. Also

let H, be the mechanical equivalent of the total heat of evaporation at pressure p lt

and Hj h^ the equivalent of the latent heat at the same pressure per Ib. of dry
saturated steam as determined from REGNAULT'S steam tables. Let H4 and H2 A8

be corresponding quantities at the pressure jp4, and let Hj denote the equivalent of

any heat received from external sources. Let T8 be the temperature of saturated

steam at the pressure ps ,
a quantity to be determined from tables.

The total energy per Ib. of fluid before passing the orifice is therefore

and after passing the orifice the same quantity is

S(H2
-

A,) + A, + |J + K(T,'
-

T,),

\\lit-re K is the mean specific heat at constant pressure between the temperatures Ta

and T,
1
. Since the energy of motion developed in the orifice is entirely returned as

heat, by the law of conservation of energy we may equate the two quantities here

found, and we get

SitHj
- AJ + A, + I'

+ H, = S,(H,
-

A,) + A
2 + ^ + K(T, - Tf ) (1).

Now in this equation if S3 is not equal to unity we must have T,
1 = T2 ,

and in this

case we should have

S^H, - A,) + A, + + H, = S^H, - A,) + h, + . . (2),

* Not printed, but preserved for reference in the archives of the Society.

B 2
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or, if S2
is equal to unity, in which case the steam becomes superheated, we have

S
1(H 1 -/>,) + A, + g + H, = H2 + |!

+ K(Tt
> - T

2 )
. . . (3).

Further, if we make u
l
and n2 small enough to be neglected, and ensure that Hj = 0,

we get instead of (2) and (3) the equations

-

K S^H, - /*,) + A, = S,(H3 -hj + h; . (4),

when So is not equal to unity, and

. ,

.'

". S^H, - hj + A,
= H2 + K(TV - T2 ) (5),

when S2 is equal to unity.

The second of these two equations is the one used in wiredrawing experiments in

which it is sought to determine the initial dryness of the steam, for this purpose a

value of K being assumed, which is usually REGNAULT'S determination of the mean

specific heat at constant pressure (atmospheric) from 248 to 428 F. approximately.

Now from previous experiments made with superheated steam there appears to be

good reason for thinking that when the steam is superheated to a considerable degree

its condition approximates to that of a perfect gas. If in any wiredrawing experi-

ments, such as those here described, the amount of superheating in the wiredrawn

steam is sufficient to bring it to the gaseous condition, the temperature of the

wiredrawn steam will suffer no further diminution, however much the wiredrawing be

increased by lowering the pressure below the orifice. If such a condition could be

experimentally obtained, it would be then easily possible to obtain the value Kp of

the specific heat at constant pressure of steam gas. But RANKINE has proved* that

if Hj
1 be the total heat of gasification of steam gas at temperature T2

X from any

temperature T at which saturated steam is sensibly a perfect gas, the operation being

performed under constant pressure, then

H2
> = HO + K, (TV

- T
) (6),

where H is the latent heat of evaporation of saturated steam at the temperature T .

RANKINE assumed that saturated steam at 32 F. was sensibly a perfect gas, in

which case the formula takes the form

H
2
> = 10917 + K/Ta

1 -
32) (7).

The formula may, however, be put in the more general form

H2
1 = A + BT,

1 /.".''' ...... (8),

the constants A and B being obtained from any two experiments in each of which

the perfectly gaseous condition is obtained by wiredrawing steam having a known

total heat Hj
1 in its initial saturated condition.

* ' The Steam Engine,' p. 330,
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SECTION III. Preliminary Experiments.

After completing the experiments on the quantities of steam discharged from an

orifice, as described in the paper before referred to, at Professor REYNOLDS'S advice, I

made some experiments on the temperatures of the wiredrawn steam, using for this

purpose a thermo-electric junction inserted in the steam, and a second similar

junction in the same circuit immersed in an oil bath, the temperature in which (given

by a thermometer) may be adjusted to have any required value, both junctions being
in circuit with a galvanometer. The remainder of the apparatus was unaltered.

When both junctions are at the same temperature no deflection of the galvanometer
needle will be observed, and hence the temperature in the oil could be adjusted to

that in the steam.

The object of these experiments was to observe to what extent the results would

be aftected by radiation.

The results obtained were very useful in this direction. The amount of lagging of

the channel containing the wiredrawn steam was altered in different experiments
made under the same initial conditions of pressure and temperature above the orifice,

the comparison of the results showing that radiation affects the results to a very

great degree, even with a fair amount of lagging.

The fall of temperature in the wiredrawn steam in any experiment was almost

proportional to the difference of pressure, a result which is in accord with those of

later experiments.

The results of these preliminary experiments showed clearly that before any
accurate work could be done on the temperatures, the effect of radiation must be

eliminated, and in the construction of the apparatus as finally used (see Section V.)

the manner in which this was effected will be described.

SECTION IV. Nature of Orifice used.

In the paper on the " Flow of Saturated Steam
"

it is shown that steam flowing

through a circular orifice in a glass plate expanded according to the adiabatic law. As

a glass plate would also diminish materially the passage of heat by conduction from

one side to the other of the orifice, it has many advantages over other materials

for wiredrawing experiments in which the difference of temperature on the two sides

of the orifice may be considerable, sometimes amounting to 70 F. in the following

experiments.

The orifice used was a circular one of about -^ inch diameter drilled in a piece of

plate glass ^ inch thick. This orifice plate O, is fixed between two cast-iron flanges,

F and F, figure 3, the joints being made by copper rings ; the flanges are connected

by three bolts ^\ inch in diameter, passing through holes in the flanges ^ inch
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diameter, thus pi-eventing any material transfer of heat through the fastenings from

the saturated steam to the wiredrawn steam.

The use of glass, however, increased the experimental difficulties considerably, for

it often happened that the orifice plate would break during the heating of the

apparatus, necessitating its removal and the insertion of a fresh plate before the

experiment could be proceeded with. In the later experiments, made with great

differences of pressure, the area exposed to this difference of pressxire had to be

reduced considerably for the plate to bear the combined differences of pressure and

temperature. A full-size sectional view of the orifice plate and fastenings is shown

in
fig.

1.

Fig. 1.

r*^~
a
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plate containing which is just hidden by the steam jacket JJ, to be presently
described. The portion of the channel enclosed by the steam jacket is shown in

section in
fig. 3, O being the orifice plate. The steam after passing the orifice

Fig. 2.

proceeds to the condenser MM, in
fig. 3, and from thence by the pipeff to an air

vessel connected to an air pump (neither of which are shown in the figure).

The pressure in the chest RR is regulated by the valves Vt
in the admission
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.
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pipe and V
2
in the drain pipe, and its value is read by means of a pressure gauge,

the siphon from which, enters the channel CC at 8. The pressure pt in the steam

after passing the orifice is regulated by the valve V8 ; but as the pressure below this

valve is the same as that in the air vessel below the condenser, by sufficiently

reducing this pressure in the air vessel by means of the air pump, it is possible to

maintain any value of pit ranging from 2 or 3 Ibs. absolute to /> the pressure in the

chest RR.

The steam jacket to cover the channel containing the wiredrawn steam is

shown in
fig. 4. It was constructed so as to completely surround the channel

leading from the orifice to a distance of about 8 inches from the orifice.

The portion of the channel surrounded by the jacket is separated from the other

parts of the channel by the orifice plate O at one end, and by a ring of cork or

asbestos at the other end pp, fig. 3. It consists of two sections at right angles to

each other, a thermo-junction t.,t., entering at the elbow, and the siphon of a pressure

ur.nige for registering the pressure />, entering at S^
The steam jacket is supported by the channel it surrounds, and is itself a complete

and enclosed vessel ; it was made of cast iron, its thickness $ inch throughout, and

was made in two halves, so that it could be removed, if required, without disturbing
the remainder of the apparatus. These two halves are bolted together, the joints

being made by rings of copper. The jacket steam was drawn from the pipe xx

(fig. 2) coming from the boiler, by the branch pipe yy, and a small flow of steam

was kept up through the drain pipe vv from the jacket. The temperature in the

jacket was regulated to any desired value by altering the pressure of the steam in

the jacket by the valves V4 and V6 in the admission pipe yy and drain pipe vv

respectively.

The idea of constructing a steam cosie,* which should lie entirely independent
of the steam channel it surrounds, was due to Professor REYNOLDS, and the author

is indebted to Mr. FOSTER, the chief assistant in the laboratory, for valuable aid in

its construction.

Such, then, is the apparatus as finally used in the experiments. Its arrange-
ment was, however, not altogether a simple matter of preconceived design, but was

the outcome of continued adaptability and enlargement to meet the necessities and

difficulties as they arose.

The source of steam supply when initial pressures up to 50 Ibs. per square inch

were used was a large Lancashire boiler used for heating purposes. When higher
initial pressures were required, the author obtained permission from Professor

REYNOLDS to use the locomotive boiler used in connection with the experimental

engines in the Whitworth Engineering Laboratory of the Owens College, Manchester,

and the author must express his indebtedness to the assistant, Mr. J. HALL, for the

excellent manner in which the boiler pressure was kept constant during the long

* Used by REONAULT in his latent heat experiments.

VOL. CXC1V. A. C
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SECTION VI. On the Methodx of Detcrminiiuj the Pr<'**<tres and Temperatures.

Into the reservoir RR a tube of brass aa, closed at the bottom, penetrates, as

shown in
fig.

2. This tube contains oil, and in it a thermometer is placed ; the length

of this thermometer immersed in oil being a matter of importance, it was sought to

keep the amount of oil in the tube as constant as possible during the experiments.

The pressure of the steam before entering the orifice was observed on a Bourdon

pressure gauge, the siphon from which enters the steam channel at S, between the

reservoir and the orifice.

The pressure of the wiredrawn steam was observed, during the experiments with

steam from the Lancashire boiler, by a mercury pressure gauge, and afterwards by a

second Bourdon pressure gauge, the siphon from which passed through the jacket

surrounding the channel, and entered the channel at S,, fig. 3.

The temperature of the wiredrawn steam was determined by inserting a thermo-

junctiou of iron and copper into the steam channel, as at t.2t.,, fig. 3, the wires passed

out of the channel through two small glands in a brass plug, the joints being made

with asbestos, which also formed the insulator for the wires. A second similar

thermo-junctiou in circuit with the first is placed in an oil bath, the temperature in

which could be adjusted to any required degree, the oil being stirred by two screw

blades, worked by a small water motor. In this bath a thermometer was fixed,

and the equality of temperature between the junction in the oil and the junction in

the steam was shown by a galvanometer with mirror and scale. The ends of the

copper wires from the two junctions dipped into two small mercury cups, and the

ends of two copper wires from the galvanometer were dipped into these cups,

completing the circuit. If any difference of temperature existed between the

junctions, the galvanometer needle would be deflected, and by diminishing these

deflections by altering the temperature of the oil bath, the final equality of tempera-

tures between the thermo-junctions in the steam and oil was determined.

The difference of temperature between the steam in the jacket and the wiredrawn

steam was observed by having a thermo-junction similar to that in the wiredrawn

steam placed in the steam jacket at t3 , fig.
4

; a second similar junction was placed in

the oil bath mentioned above.

These two junctions could now be brought into circuit with the galvanometer in

a precisely similar manner to the other pair of junctions in the oil bath and the wire-

drawn steam, as described already. When the oil bath temperature has been

adjusted to equality with that of the wiredrawn steam, the galvanometer was imme-

diately brought into circuit with the junctions in the oil and the steam jacket ; any
deflection of the galvanometer needle would now be proportional to the difference of

temperature between the oil and the steam in the jacket, and therefore to the

difference in the temperatures of the wiredrawn steam and the steam in the jacket.

The use of thermo-electric junctions to determine the temperature of the wire-
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drawn steam was suggested to the author by Professor REYNOLDS. The direct

determination of the temperature hy the insertion of the thermometer in the steam

would have increased the difficulty of obtaining correct temperature readings

considerably, on account of the many corrections necessary.

SECTION VII. Method of Experiment.

It was found necessary in beginning an experiment to warm the apparatus gently,

as the orifice plate frequently cracked with sudden heating. When sufficient steam

was passing through the apparatus and the required pressures attained, the admission

valve was fixed sufficiently wide open to allow the maximum quantity of steam per

minute required during the experiment to flow through it, and at the same time

allow a sufficiency for drainage.

The pressure in the steam reservoir was then kept constant during the experiment

by opening or closing the valve in the drain pipe according to the quantity required

through the orifice. The opening in the valve Vs beyond the orifice was then fixed

so as to give any desired constant pressure to the wiredrawn steam ; the temperature
of the oil bath was then raised to equality with that of the wiredrawn steam, and

the temperature in the steam jacket adjusted to equality with that in the oil bath

by a few observations with the galvanometer. It was then necessary to wait for

about 2 hours before a steady condition could l)e obtained ; during this period the

temperature of the wiredrawn steam would rise slowly, causing the temperatures in

the oil bath and in the steam jacket to be continually readjusted.

After about 3 hours from the commencement of the experiment, the temperatures

l>ecame sufficiently steady to allow readings to be taken. Observations of the

temperatures in the steam reservoir and in the oil bath, and of the pressure l>elow

the orifice, are then taken as often as possible, intervals of 2 to 5 minutes elapsing

between successive readings, the mean of successive readings taken over a period of

from 15 to 30 minutes being taken as the correct reading, as shown in Table I.

The method of taking a reading is as follows : The pressure being steady on

either side of the orifice, the oil in the bath, which is kept at a slightly different

temperature from that of the steam, is heated or cooled slowly, as required, during

which period the galvanometer is brought several times into circuit with the junction

in the steam, until the deflection of the needle ultimately vanishes. When this

point is reached the temperature is noted on the oil bath thermometer ; immediately
this is read the galvanometer is brought into circuit with the junction in the steam

jacket, and any deflection of the needle noted. These are entered along with the

it nipcrature in the reservoir and the pressure below the orifice in the following

tal>le, the column headed II S giving the reading R before circuiting, and S the

deflected reading ; if R S is positive, the steam in the jacket is hotter than the

wiredrawn steam, and vice vend.

r "J
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TABLE I. Experiment 19.

Thursday, April 21st, 1898.

Boiler pressure about 33 Ibs. by gauge.

Pressure in steam chest about 2 3 '4 Ibs. by gauge.
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Barometric height. Time.

30-164 T58
30-160 2-53

30-153 3-51

Temperature of air.

62-0

62-5

62-5

TABLE II.

Boiler

pressure.
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SECTION IX. The Correction of the Tliermometers.

Before proceeding to describe the method of correcting the thermometers used, it is

necessary to repeat, as stated in the first part of this paper, that the research is based

on REGNAULT'S determinations of the relatipns between the pressure, temperature,

and total heat of evaporation of saturated steam, and hence the definition of

temperature assumed for the purposes of this paper is that saturated steam under

a certain pressure has a fixed temperature given by REGNAULT'S tabulated results.

The method of correction to be described was adopted since it removed the

necessity of correcting the thermometers for the length of stems in the oil, and also

any error which may arise from any of the junctions not finally attaining the same

temperature of the steam or oil in which they are immersed. This method was to

correct the thermometers in position in the apparatus, using the thermo-junctions, and

without making any alterations except to substitute for the orifice plate another plate

containing a large hole, which would not in any degree wiredraw the steam, so that

saturated steam at a known pressure would occupy the whole of the channel and the

steam chest ; the outflow of steam, or the velocity of steam through the apparatus,

could then be regulated by the valve on the low pressure side of the orifice. The

pressure gauge relied upon to denote the pressure in the steam was the one used to

give the pressure in the reservoir, its readings having been corrected as already
described.

The operation of correcting the thermometers was then proceeded with as in an

ordinary experiment, the only difference being that now the steam is always saturated

in the apparatus.

Experiments were conducted on six days with this object, and from the results of

these experiments the necessary corrections for both thermometers were obtained

throughout the range of temperature required.

Hence it will be seen that the thermometers were used merely as instruments to

effect a comparison of two temperatures, one of which was the temperature of

saturated steam under a known pressure, and the other the temperature in the

wiredrawn steam, so that the basis of the whole method has been reduced to a

comparison between the temperatures of the wiredrawn steam and of saturated steam

under known pressures when flowing with approximately the same velocity through
the same portions of the apparatus.

SECTION X. Results of Experiments.

The experiments on this subject were commenced in January, 1897, the earlier ones

being chiefly devoted to determining the precautions necessary, and the best form of

apparatus to use (see Section II.). These experiments showed that the chief source
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\' error was the radiatiou of heat from the channel containing the wiredrawn steam,

tliis being remedied by the construction of a steam jacket.

The apparatus as finally used, and as described in Section IV., was ready for

experiments in November, 1897, and as often as circumstances permitted experiments
were made until July, 1898. The first experiments made, however, gave results of

very little value, since it was proved that sufficient time had not been allowed for the

steady condition of pressure and temperature to become established before taking

olwervations, and henceforward jmrticular attention was given during any experiment
to obtaining a few temperature results at pressures covering a wide range of pressure

ratio.

Among the many sources of experimental error encountered was one which for

some time affected to a great extent the observations taken at very low pressures

below the orifice, and which caused a great deal of trouble during the experiments.

Thus, when observations at low pressures were being taken and continual pumping

required to maintain those pressures, the temperature of the superheated steam could

not be obtained with any degree of consistency.

The cause of this inconsistency appeared to be connected with the amount of

pumping necessary, and in later experiments, where the low pressures could be

maintained with little or no pumping for about half an hour, it was found that

consistent readings could be obtained, and only readings obtained under these

conditions are accepted and find place in the table of results given below.

The corrected results of twenty-eight experiments made with saturated steam at

temperatures varying from 240 to 380 F. are given in the accompanying Table TIL,

T, and PI l>eing the initial temperature and pressure respectively of the saturated

steam before wiredrawing, j>\ being taken from REONAULT'S steam tables, and T4 the

temperature of the wiredrawn steam corresponding to the pressure pt.

TABLE III.

No. of

experiment.
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TABLE III. (continued).

No. of

experiment
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TABLE III. (continued).

17

No. of

experiment.
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SECTION XL On the Effect of Altering the Condition of the Steam below the

Orifice.

The preliminary experiments and those numbered 1 to 10 in Table III. were made

with steam from a Lancashire boiler. The steam was withdrawn upwards from this

Iwiler through a channel consisting of f-inch unlagged steam piping, which passed

2'5 feet vertically, then 64 feet horizontally, and finally 97 feet downwards to the steam

chest. This great length of piping ensured a great amount of wetness in the steam

when received in the steam chest. In the later experiments the steam was taken

from a locomotive boiler much nearer the apparatus, the length of the connecting

pipe (f-inch steam piping) being 39 feet. In Experiments 19 to 24 this connecting

pipe was well lagged with rough felting, as was also the steam chest ; but, comparing

the results of Experiments 19 to 21 with those of Experiments 8 and 9, which were

made under the same initial conditions, or the results of Experiments 22 to 24 with

those of Experiments 1, 2, and 3, it is shown very clearly that, though the condition

of the steam in the steam chest when received from the boiler is very different in

the two cases, no apparent difference is obtained in the condition of the wiredrawn

steam.

The same point is also made clear by comparing the results of Experiments 15, 16,

and 17. Experiment 15 was made with the channel from the boiler to the steam

chest unlagged, the other two being made with the channel well lagged.

In Experiment 18, an attempt was made to alter, if possible, the initial dryness of

the steam by working the injector for about 20 minutes during the experiment. This

may have the effect of sending over more priming water by creating a stir in the boiler

and also of introducing a little air into the boiler. A difference of 0'2 F. was all

that was obtained, this being less than the error of experiment. The results of this

Experiment 18, in which the steam pipe from the boiler and the steam chest were

well lagged, show no apparent difference from those of Experiments 10 14, during

which both the pipe and the steam chest were unlagged.

As a further experiment on the same point, the author tried to find in Experiment
20 the effect of altering the boiler pressure, the pressure in the steam chest being kept
constant as usual. In this experiment, p l

= 23 '4 Ibs. by gauge, or 36 '7 Ibs. per sq.

inch absolute, and p2
= 20 "7 Ibs. The boiler pressure during the first part of the

experiment was 60 Ibs. by gauge, and during the latter part 90 Ibs., thus increasing

the amount of wiredrawing between the boiler and the steam chest considerably.

The mean temperature of the wiredrawn steam was found to be the same both before

and after the alteration in the boiler pressure.

This experiment was then continued to observe what effect an alteration in the

amount of drainage of steam over and above the water from the steam chest had upon
the temperature readings. Keeping p l

and p2 the same as above, it was found that

by almost closing the drain pipe valve so that only a very small quantity of steam
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pass,-.! with tlie water from the steam chest, the temperature of the wiredrawn steam

l>ecame lower by nearly 0'35 in about 10 minutes, and remained at this lower value

v
Ion.,' as the drainage was thus restricted. This decrease of temperature was

clearly noticeable, and, though its amount was relatively small compared with the

increase of wetness in the steam in the steam chest, its existence seemed to impair in

a slight degree the deduction that the condition of the steam was always the same

just before entering the orifice.

There is, however, one point to notice which has not previously been mentioned,

and which was suggested to the author by Professor REYNOLDS as accounting for this

peculiar difference observed in the temperature of the wiredrawn steam ; the water

in the boiler is certainly not free from air, and even a small quantity of air hi the

steam entering the steam pipe with the steam, owing to the fact that a large quantity
of steam leaving the l>oiler is condensed in the pipe and steam chest, would, if the

actual steam drained away is very small, represent a much greater percentage of air

entering the orifice with the steam than in the steam leaving the boiler. With good

drainage of steam and water from the steam chest, this percentage of air would l>e

very much smaller and most of it would be carried away through the drain pipe on

account of its slightly greater density.

In any case, however, this maximum difference of temperature in the wiredrawn

steam is scarcely sufficient, considering the good drainage usually allowed from the

steam chest in the experiments and the general accuracy to which the results

attained, to justify the conclusion that the conditions of the steam just before passing
the orifice was ever materially altered.

An examination of all the results of experiments with steam of different conditions

of wetness in the steam chest certainly shows that by withdrawing steam upwards
from a steam chest containing wet steam, and allowing the moisture to separate by
gravitation, the steam can always be obtained in the same condition as to dryuess,
and it is to these results that the author looks for experimental justification for

taking the total heat of the steam before entering the orifice, to be given by tables

deduced from the results of REONAULT'S experiments on the total heat of evapora-
tion of saturated steam.

SECTION XII. On the Energy of Motion of the Steam at places where the

Temperatures and Pressure* are obscmed.

Among the many causes which influence the results of experiments on the wire-

drawing of steam, the energy of motion of the fluid at the places at which the

temperatures and pressures are taken is perhaps the chief. As will be seen in the

figure, the thenno-juuction by which the temperature of the wiredrawn steam is

ascertained, is about 'J inches from tin; orifice in a narrow channel, and it is to these

tempi-rat mv readings that we must look for the maximum effect of this energy of

D 2
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motion. In the experiments the quantities through the orifice were always relatively

small the orifice being a small one.

In the first place, before making this point the subject of direct experiment, we

may remark that the maximum quantities of steam per minute in any two experi-

ments under the same initial conditions were not the same on account of the gradual

closing of the orifice by fine particles of dust.

Thus Experiment 18, made under the same initial conditions as regards pressure

and temperature to Experiments 10 14, gave results which were not different from

those of the latter experiments, though the quantity of steam, when a maximum, in

Experiment 18 was only 1 Ib. in 40 minutes, while in Experiments 10 14 the

maximum quantity would sometimes reach 1 Ib. in 8 minutes, which would occur

when the orifice was clean as in Experiment 13.

Similar variations in quantity and, therefore, in the energy of motion of the steam

occurred in other experiments under the same initial conditions in which, again, no

difference could be detected.

The results obtained, therefore, would indicate that the effect of energy of motion

on the readings taken was too small to be noticed. To put the matter to a more

severe test, however, an orifice of more than three times the sectional area of the one

previously used was employed to repeat experiments at low initial steam pressures.

In the first experiment made with this orifice, the quantity of steam through the

apparatus was so great that drops of water were carried through the orifice, being
the water from the steam condensed just before the orifice was reached. No definite

results could, therefore, be obtained as the condition of the wiredrawn steam seldom

left the saturated state. The maximum quantity of steam used in this experiment
was 1 Ib. in 2'1 minutes, the initial temperature being 303 F.

The initial pressure was therefore reduced in the next experiment made with the

same orifice. The initial temperature was 262*5, the quantity of steam used per
minute being at least three times greater than that in Experiments 19 21, the

initial temperature in these experiments being 261-5. The experiment gave four

temperature readings which, when plotted, showed a mean deviation from the curve

drawn through the results of 19 21 of T2 3
F. ; as, however, the initial temperature

was 1 higher, the difference is not sufficient to show definitely any marked effect

of increasing the energy of motion of the steam at least threefold.

As, however, the velocity of the steam was raised in these experiments up to the

point at which bubbles of water were carried through the orifice, it is impossible to

put a greater test on the apparatus to find the effect of the energy of motion of the

fluid on the temperature and pressure readings.

The energy of motion of the steam, after wiredrawing, at the place where the

thermo-junction is placed to register its temperature, can also be approximately
calculated, and, for present purposes, it will be sufficient to take the actual reading in

the experiments at which this energy of motion will probably be greatest. On
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examination of the pressures and quantities of steam through the orifice j>er minute,

it appears that the reading at the pressure 14 '95 Ibe. in Experiment 28 will most

prol>ably feel the effects of this energy of motion to the greatest extent.

Taking now the sectional area of the channel, using the maximum rate of discharge
<.f the strain in this exj>eriment (1 Ib. in 4'8 minutes), and making an approximation
t<. the density of steam at a pressure 14 -95 Ibs. per square inch and temperature
:HP6 F., the velocity of the steam at the place where the thermo-junction is

placed works out at 41 '6 feet per second. The energy of motion per Ib. of

strain at that velocity is 54*1 work units or 0'07 B.T.U. Taking the specific

heat of superheated steam as 0'5, the fall of temperature due to this energy of

motion is 0'14 F., which is much less than the experimental error, and, as this

\\ill be probably the maximum fall, being very much less than this for by far the

greater part of the readings taken, it will not be necessary to make any corrections

upon this head.

The effect of the velocity of the steam on the observed pressure may also be

approximately calculated ; but, taking the maximum quantities, the loss of pressure
due to this cause never exceeded O'l Ib. on the sq. inch, and, as it is usually very
much less than this, we need not take this loss into account.

SECTION XIII. On the Position of the Thermo-junction in the Steam.

After Experiment 27 had been made, a second thermo-junction was inserted in the

channel on the low pressure side of the orifice, the junction being placed in the hori-

zontal portion of the channel, about 3^ inches from the orifice. The wires from this

junction passed out of the channel between the two flanges at the end pp, fig. 3, of

that portion covered by the steam jacket. Another similar junction in the same

circuit was placed in the oil bath, and the galvanometer was brought into the circuit

by the same process as with the previous circuit, viz., by dipping the ends of the wires

into mercury cups into which the ends of the wires from the galvanometer can be

<lil>j>ed. By this means either the old circuit or the new one can be brought into the

galvanometer circuit. As the above alteration includes the making of an entirely new

circuit, which is differently placed in the apparatus to the old one, small differences

may exist between the readings given by the two circuits. Hence in any experiment
made with the aid of the new circuit the thermometric observations should be

corrected by again comparing the temperatures found with those of saturated steam

under known pressures, using this same circuit to effect the comparison. An experi-

ment was then made with the new circuit in position, with the object of ascertaining

whether the superheated steam had different temperatures in different jMirts of the

channel. The observations taken during this experiment showed a mean increase on

those of previous experiments made under the same initial conditions of 1'2 F., the

rate of fall of temperature with pressure in the wiredrawn steam being the same as

that indicated in previous experiments.
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This result appeared very interesting, and appeared to lead to something which

may have affected the results considerably, all that is necessary to know now being

that the comparison of temperatures given by this circuit is the same as that by tin-

previous one.

To effect this comparison an experiment was made with saturated steam under

known pressures flowing through the apparatus, the orifice plate having been removed

for this purpose in precisely the same way as described in correcting the thermo-

meters. When the conditions were steady, each of the two circuits from the

junctions in the steam were brought in turn into circuit with the galvanometer. The

mean of the actual readings on the thermometer in the oil bath given by the

two circuits were 248 '05 by the new circuit and 246 '95 by the old one, and again

248'0 by the new circuit, the difference being about 1'1 F.

Thus it appears that when the results given by the new circuit are corrected in tlic

same manner as were those with the previous circuit, the corrected results do not

differ by an amount so great as the natural error of experiment, and above all it is

shown that experiments made with the junction immersed in the steam in the

horizontal portion of the channel, and therefore not in a position directly opposite the

orifice, as is the case with the old junction, would give results which within the limits

of experimental accuracy do not differ from those already obtained with the old

circuit.

In the last experiment made (No. 28), since the temperatures were here very high,

and the flow of steam very great, after the completion of the experiment with the aid

of the old circuit, the new circuit was brought into play to see if this same difference

existed at higher temperatures. The actual readings taken with the old circuit at the

pressure 1575 Ibs. being 310'25, and with the new circuit 311'3, the difference

l>eing r05, which is practically the same as that found to exist between the observa-

tions given by the two junctions at lower temperatures. Hence, as has been shown,

the same results would have been obtained had either of the two positions in the

steam channel been initially chosen to plan the thermo-junction.

SECTION XIV. On the Transference of Heat across the Orifice Plate.

In the experiments made with high initial temperatures the difference of tempera-
ture on the two sides of the orifice plate sometimes amounted to over 50, and if only
a small quantity of steam is flowing through the channel the heat transferred from

one side to the other of the orifice may become relatively very important.
In order to calculate the maximum difference of temperature caused by this

transference, the author took an hypothetical case in which the difference of tempera-
ture on the two sides of the orifice plate was 50 F., and the quantity of steam 1 Ib.

in 12 minutes, the effect of this combination of circumstances being greater than any

actually experienced in the experiments. Thus the quantity of heat conducted
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through a glass plate inch thick and of sectional area Til sq. inches, with a

difference of temperature of 50 F. on its faces, would be about 0'037 B.T.U.

IT minute, and taking the specific heat of the superheated steam as 0*5 and the

ipiantity of steam 1 ll>. in 12 minutes, the rise of temperature of the wiredrawn

strain is calculati-il t<> l>e nearly 0*9 F. As in actual experiments the difference of

temperature due to this transference of heat by conduction will l>e much less than

this, no attempt has been made to correct the actual results for these differences.

SECTION XV. Reduction of the Observation*.

The performance of any of the experiments here described will give a series of

relations between the pressure and temperature of the wiredrawn steam for a

particular initial condition of the steam as regards its pressure and temperature. If

now these results be plotted on a diagram with pressures for abscissae and tempera-

tures as ordinates, we get a series of points as shown in Diagram 5. On this

diagram the initial condition of the steam in any experiment is shown on the

Diagram 5

Jv
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saturation curve, the number of the experiment being also indicated. When the

experiment was made with steam from the large Lancashire boiler, the points repre-

senting the^> t relations observed are indicated by small circles.

Suppose now that through the points thus obtained a series of curves be drawn to

represent the law of cooling from any initial condition. It will be found that if

a mean curve be drawn through all the points obtained by using steam in a given

initial condition, it will also be a mean curve for the points obtained from any single

experiment at the same initial pressure and temperature. The relative accuracy

which the experiments attain is clearly shown by the diagram, the greatest distance

from any point representing the p t relation in any experiment to the mean curve

through the points obtained in all experiments under the same initial conditions being

little, if any, greater than the expected error of experiment under that particular

p t relation.

The use of these curves will facilitate the deductions from the experiments of the

actual law of cooling of the steam and of the variation of the specific heat at constant

pressure with both pressure and temperature.

SECTION XVI. Summai'y of Results.

The first point of importance brought out by the experiments is that so far as they

have been carried the steam never became what is known as a perfect gas. For had

such a condition been arrived at, the curve representing the pressure temperature
relation in the steam in that condition would have become parallel to the axis of

pressures, as the cooling would then have practically vanished.

Coming now to consider any one of the mean curves drawn on Diagram 5, it

may be at once remarked that the portions of the curve which are of the greatest

interest were the hardest to obtain. For instance, when the difference in the two

pressures causing the flow through the orifice was very small, only a relatively small

quantity of steam passed through the orifice, which considerably increased the

difficulty of obtaining accurate temperature readings in the wiredrawn steam near the

saturated condition. Those results, however, which have been obtained and plotted

in Diagram 5 show clearly that the actual fall of temperature with pressure is

most accurately represented by a curve which commences at the point on the saturation

curve representing the initial saturated condition of the steam before wiredrawing,

proceeding for a short distance along the saturation curve, and then branching
off from this at an apparently definite angle, proceeding in a regular curve of small

curvature.

The fact that for a short distance the curve approximately coincides with the

saturation curve is very important, as it appears to show that even after the steam

has been relieved of suspended moisture by a process of drainage, the law of pressure
and temperature in the steam follows the law of saturation very closely till saturation
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is exhausted, wlien the steam suddenly follows the law of gases. It should be

remembered, however, that in the actual experiments the wetness of the steam in

the steam chest from which the steam supply is taken was altered as much as possible
in different experiments under the sain*- initial pressures and temperatures, but it was
not found possible to affect the apparent dryness of the steam just before entering the

orifice by an amount which came within the limits of oljservation, it being here noted

that if the dryness fraction of the steam before entering the orifice had been altered

by so little as 0'06 per cent, (the temj>erature of saturation being 284 F.), a difference

of 1 F. would have been observed in the temperature of the wiredrawn steam, a

quantity which would at once have been observed.

The experiments, therefore, indicate that even after relieving the steam of moisture

by gravitation, there is still an effect as if a small quantity of moisture were present
in the steam.

The curve representing the pressure temj,>erature relation in the steam wiredrawn

from a definite initial condition coincides for a short distance with the curve

representing the law of saturation in Diagram 5, and the length of the coincident

portions varies with the initial temperature of the steam, the approximate fall of

temjjerature during the coincidence of the curves being represented by the following
table :-

Initial temperature Fall of temperature before the

of saturation. gaseous condition is established.

239-2 F. 2-8 F.

239-8 2-8

261-5 47
262-0 47
284-0 '5-5

298-9 6-6

345-15 9-15

379-5 10-5

Taking the first row in this table, it would appear that saturated steam wiredrawn

down till it first becomes gaseous at 236*4 possesses a total heat of gasification under

constant pressure identical with the total heat of evaporation of dry saturated steam

at 239-2, and, further, that dry saturated steam at 236 "4 is not steam gas, but

possesses what is equivalent to a dryness fraction of 99*91 per cent. In a similar

manner dry saturated steam (as defined at the commencement of this pa}>er) at

369 F. would apparently have a dryness fraction of 99*63 per cent, to bring it to

steam gas.

Proceeding now to examine the lower ends of these curves of free expansion, it

will be noticed that the curvature of the curves is very small and regular, even to

pressures of 2*5 Ibs. per square inch absolute. If now these curves lie continued to

the zero pressure line as curves of the same curvature throughout (which may or may
VOL. cxciv. A. E
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not represent the true law of cooling at pressures below those obtained in the

experiments), the values of the specific heat at constant pressure deduced by taking

the temperatures given by the intersection of these curves of free expansion with the

zero pressure line show a continual inci'ease with the temperature, which again

requires careful consideration, for if steam at ordinary temperatures (under 400 F.) is

ever sensibly a perfect gas, it will be so at very low pressures, and it has been

assumed by RANKING that at a pressure of 0'085 Ib. per squai-e inch and temperature

32 F. saturated steam is a perfect gas, but in a perfect gas the specific heat at

constant pressure is independent of the temperature, so that if steam at very low

pressures is a perfect gas, the values of the specific heat at constant pressure given by
the various intersections of these curves of known constant total heats with the line

of zero pressures should be the same for all temperatures. Hence, either the curves

as drawn at pressures below those attained in the experiments are very far from

representing the true law of cooling or steam even when indefinitely rarefied at

ordinary temperatures is never even approximately a perfect gas.

The latter deduction would appear to be the most correct as no indication of any

change in the curvature of the curves of free expansion is found even at low pressures

of 2^ Ibs. per square inch, and the change of curvature would have to be very sudden

and very great in order to create anything like a constant value of the specific heat

at constant pressure, an examination of the sort of curve required showing such

changes to l>e very unreasonable.

To find the variation in the value of the specific heat at constant pressure with

temperature, the curves of free expansion on Diagram 5 are used, the inter-

sections of the curves with any line of constant pressure giving a series of

temperatures between each pair of which the mean specific heat of the steam may be

found in the following manner. If Hj be the total heat of evaporation of saturated

steam which, when freely expanded to a pressure p, will be at a tempei'ature T 1(
and

H.J the total heat of steam, which, when expanded freely to the same pressure p, will

be at a temperature T
2 , the value of the specific heat at pressure p between

temperatures T x
and T2 is

for, by equation 5, page 4, if we wiredraw dry steam (S = 1) from a saturated

condition having a total heat of evaporation Hj to a temperature Tj and pressure p,

at which the temperature of saturation is T
3 and total heat of evaporation H3 ,

we

have

H! = H3 + KCTj - T8).

Similarly by wiredrawing from a saturated condition represented by a total heat H2

to a temperature T2 at the same pressure p, we have

H2
= H8 + K(T2

-
T.),
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and hence by subtraction

K. _
__ T '

,
J t

K now being the mean specific heat at constant pressure between temperatures T,

and T,.

This formula, which is easily applied to the experimental results just given, is,

however, not quite so accurate as its deduction from the general theory would lead

one to suppose, for it has been shown by HIRN that by neglecting to take account of

the energy existing in the liquid water at the temperature from which the total heat

of evaporation is measured, in this case 32 F., an error is introduced which may
under certain conditions become appreciable, and hence the formula just quoted will

be discarded in favour of the more complete expression given by HIRN in his
'

TheV>rie

M4canique de la Chaleur' (Tome L, 3*1*
Edition, Paris, 1875, p. 434), vi/.

ir .

H, - H, + (P,
-

P,)_
T,
-

T,

where the O'OIG in the numerator is the volume in cubic feet of 1 Ib. of liquid water,

0774 being JOULE'S equivalent, P, and P
2 being the pressures from which the wire-

drawing takes place, and the remainder, as in the previous formula, for K.

By the aid of this formula the values of the mean specific heat at constant

pressure have been calculated for various pressures and between certain temperatures,

the results being tabulated in the following Table IV.

TABLE IV.

Pressure,
Ibs. per sq.

inch.
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TABLE IV. (continued).

Pressure,

Ihs. JXT si|.

inch.
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TABLE V.

Temperatures lietween which
mean specific heat is taken.
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mean specific heat at atmospheric pressure between 212 and 260 F., the data for

the calculations being obtained from REGNAULT'S experimental results.* ZuENERt
has also calculated the value 0'568 = KP by assuming a certain law of expansion to

hold in the superheated steam.

The experiments of HIRN, however, afford under atmospheric pressure only a direct

comparison with those of the present research, as from the temperatures he obtained

by wiredrawing saturated steam from certain initial pressures to atmospheric pres-

sure it is possible to calculate by his formula quoted above the values of the specific

heat at atmospheric pressure between certain temperatures. The results have been

tabulated in Table VI., in which are also given the results of the present experiments.

This table is certainly very interesting, as it shows most clearly that a larger

variation exists in the value of KP as deduced from HIRN'S experiments than the

variation deduced from the present experiments.

TABLE VI. On the values of the Specific Heat K, at atmospheric pressure as deduced

from HIRN'S experimental results and as calculated from the present experiments.

Results calculated from HIRN'S experimental figures.

Temperatures between which
the specific heat is taken.
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As will be seen from the lust column in this table, the values of K P deduced from

1 1 1 UN'S experiments are very inconsistent with one another, a careful examination of

them showing, however, that as a rule the variations of K P shown by H ut.s's results

is greater than that deduced from the present experiments, and further that HIRN'B

results show a distinctly higher value for K P under atmospheric pressure and about

300 F.

SECTION XVIII. Added October 4, 1899.

On the Cooling Effects observed in the Wiredrawn Steam.

It will be seen on Diagram 5 that the fall of temperature along a line of free

expansion is not exactly proportional to the difference of pressure, the lines of free

expansion being slightly convex upwards.

Again, in the experiments of JOULE and THOMSON on the cooling effects observed

by wiredrawing different gases through a porous plug, it was observed that the

cooling effect was almost proportional to the inverse square of the absolute tempera-
ture. To observe how far this was true for steam, there were obtained from

Diagram 5 various values of the cooling effect 86/8p, or, as we will in future call

it, C, and by plotting the logarithms of these values of C and of the absolute tempera-
tures T, it appeared that C varied approximately as (1/T)

3 '

8
, the index 3 '8 being very

different to the value 2 obtained by JOULE and THOMSON.

SECTION XIX. On certain Thermodynamical Relations existing between the Cooling

Effect, the Specific Heat KP,
and Density of Superheated Wiredrmvn Steam.

It early suggested itself to the author that some simple relation existed between

the variations in the value of K P with pressure and temperature, and an examination

showed that the cooling effect C(= 80/8p) was connected to KP in the following

relation

......... (a),

showing that the variation in the value of KP with the pressure is equal to, but of

opposite sign, to the variation with temperature of the product of KP with the cooling

effect. This formula may be deduced in the following manner. From THOMSON'S

formula* for the cooling effect produced by wiredrawing, we have

CK

TAIT'S '

Heat,' (1892), p. 340.
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where T is the absolute temperature and v the specific volume of the wiredrawn gas

or vapour, and by differentiation we obtain

(y),

but by RANKINE'S* formula for the specific heat

|-P

Kp = constant T
Jo

we obtain by differentiation

3K,

Hence by comparing y and 8 we have the relation (a). The simplest method of

deducing the formula is by considering a small parallelogram on the p t diagram,
bounded by lines of free expansion and lines of constant pressure.

We have therefore a very simple formula for checking the experimental results

just obtained, for if KP does not vary with the pressure as is indicated by Table V.,

then the product CKP must be independent of the temperature at any particular

pressure. In order to obtain the values of KP at temperatures for which the cooling

effect is shown on Diagram 5, constant pressure curves were drawn on a diagram

having for abscissae absolute temperatures and for ordinates the values H
z + ^P],

as explained on p. 27, Hj being the total heat of evaporation of the steam before

wiredrawing from a pressure Pl
and 0'016 representing the specific volume of water

at 32 F., the slopes of these curves giving the values of the specific heat under

constant pressure at any particular temperature and for the particular pressure at

which the curve is drawn. In this manner the results given in the Table VII. were

obtained and the necessary calculations made.

From the fifth column of this table it will be seen that the product CKP is

practically independent of the temperature, and from the sixth column that it is also

independent of the pressure, i.e., CKP is constant between pressures of from 10 to

50 Ibs. per square inch, and between temperatures of 227 '5 and 327 '5 F.

The mean value of CKP throughout this range of pressure and temperature is

0*2819. Outside this range of pressure it is impossible to give very accurate results,

but as no great and distinct variations actually appear, it would seem that the

constancy of CKP could be accepted beyond this range of pressure and temperature.
The fact that the product CKP is practically constant is of very great importance,

as it will simplify many deductions from expressions in which CKP only occurs as a

product.

For example, formula B just quoted gives a relation between v, T, C, and K P

* BANKING'S ' Steam Engine,' p. 317.
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TABLE VII.

Pressure,
llw. per sq.

inch.
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may be used in a simple manner to determine the specific volume v in superheated

steam at any temperature and pressure, the value of A for this particular pressure

being calculated from known data of the saturated condition.

It would appear, however, from Section XVI., p. 25, that the maximum volume

which steam can occupy at the temperature of saturation under a certain pressure is

not that given in the usual steam tables for the volume of dry saturated steam under

that pressure and temperature, as the dry saturated steam used in the experiments

does not become superheated with the slightest amount of wiredrawing. A correction,

which is usually very small, could be found for the specific volume of the dry saturated

steam as obtained from tables, to bring it to the specific volume of steam when a

maximum at the temperature and pressure of saturation considered, i.e., when no

further increase of volume can occur at that pressure without superheating. Thus,

taking an actual example, it is shown on p. 25 that at 236*4 the maximum amount of

heat the steam can contain at this temperature of saturation without becoming super-

heated is equal to the total heat of evaporation of the steam at 239 '2 F. as given by
the steam tables, i.e., the latent heat required to create the maximum volume at

236 '4 F. is greater than that required to bring the steam to the dry saturated

condition by the amount

0-305(239-2 236'4) or 0'854 B.T.U.,

and hence the ratio of the specific volume of dry saturated steam to the

maximum volume obtainable under the same conditions of pressure and temperature

*s =
QK.n.*iA

949'52 being the latent heat of evaporation in B.T.U.s of steam
you*o 1 4

at 236 '4, for, according to RANKINE'S formula for calculating the specific volumes

of saturated steam, the volume is proportional to the latent heat.

The maximum volume being obtained in this manner by substituting it in the

equation
v + CKf

T "

it is possible to find A, and hence to find v for any other temperature T under the

same pressure, the units of CKP being altered as required.

By calculations of the preceding nature the volumes have been obtained of super-

heated steam at various pressures, and at temperatures which enable a direct

comparison with HIRN'S experimental results to be made. These experiments of

HIRN on the densities of superheated steam do not give very consistent results amonic

themselves, but they are the only ones as yet made which cover such a range of

pressure and temperature as is the case in the present research, and hence are the

only ones with which a comparison can be made. The experiments of FAIRBAIRN and

TATE,* however, furnish us with direct evidence that a very large expansion of

* '
Phil. Trans.,' 1860-2, "On the Law of Expansion of Superheated Steam."
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volume takes place between the temperature of saturation and a degree or two
alxwe this temperature, and it is probable that this sudden expansion is due to the

same cause as that for which the calculation has been made on p. 34, and referred to

on pp. 24 and 25, namely, that the volume of dry saturated steam as given in the

usual steam tables is not the maximum volume which can exist at that particular

temperature of saturation.

The experimental results given by HIRN are placed in the accompanying Table VIII.

as affording the only means of comparison as yet obtainable. An examination of this

table will show that no great difference exists between the calculated results and those

obtained by HIRN, though the constancy of CKP has been assumed beyond the

temperatures obtained in the experiments.

TABLE VIII. On the Densities of Superheated Steam.*

Pressure in

atmoa.
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It may be remarked here that the formula (a), viz.

^(KP)= -
s

-
(CKP)

furnishes us with the direct consequence that in any gas or vapour in which the

specific heat KP is independent of the pressure the product of KP and the cooling

effect C must be independent of the temperature, and, as applied to the present case
-\ \

of superheated steam, we have here that ~ (CKP )
= and

g- (KP )
=

directly from

the experimental results, and, hence, satisfying relation (a) identically.

Further, in any gas or vapour in which the specific heat KP is independent of the

pressure, and REGNAULT has proved this to be the case for many important gases, it

follows from equation (a) that the product CKP shall also be independent of the

temperature in that particular gas or vapour, and hence the equation (/S) for the cooling

effect, viz.

dv

is immediately integrable in the form

g + CKp
T

wheref denotes some at present undetermined function. If we assume that at very

high temperatures all gases become approximately
"
perfect

"
ones, as was done by

RANKINE for steam, though the point is at present open to question, the form of the

functionf is easily determined by comparison with the equation for perfect gases

pv = RT,

R being a constant for each particular gas, and we get for the actual equation

connecting the pressure, volume, and temperature in any gas

p (v + CKP )
= RT.

The form of this equation is identical with one deduced by JOULE and THOMSON,*
but it is here noticed in its connection with the actual condition of things in a gas in

which KP is independent of the pressure, and which approximates under high

temperatures to a perfect gas. We have, however, no evidence to show whether the

latter condition is true for superheated steam or not, but the last equation is certainly
not true for steam, as, from the data already found, simple calculations may be made

showing that R is not a constant but a function of the pressure.

* Phil. Trans.,' 1862, p. 588,
" On the Thermal Effects of Fluids in Motion."
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I. INTRODUCTION.

IN a paper entitled
" The Practical Measurement of Temperature," read before the

Royal Society in 1886, Professor CALLENDAR drew attention to the method of

measuring temperature based on the determination of the electrical resistance of a

platinum wire. He showed that the method was capable of a very general application,

and that the platinum resistance thermometer was an instrument giving consistent

and accurate results over a very wide temperature range.

CALLENDAR pointed out that if RO denote the resistance of the spiral of a particular

platinum thermometer at 0, and R, its resistance at 100, we may establish for the

particular wire a temperature scale, which we may call the scale of platinum

temperatures, such that if R be the resistance at any temperature T on the air-scale,

this temperature on the platinum scale will be =r- ^7 X 100. For this quantity,
K, Kg
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CALLENDAR employs the symbol pt, its value deluding on the sample of platinum

chosen.

In order to reduce to the standard scale of temperature the indications of any

platinum thermometer, it is necessary to know the law connecting T and pt. These

are, of course, identical at and 100, but the determination of the remainder of the

curve expressing the relationship between them is a matter for experiment. Our

present knowledge of this relation depends mainly on the investigations of CALLENDAR

and GRIFFITHS.

The following is a list of the principal papers published bearing on the subject of

platinum thermometry :

CALLENDAR ..... . . 'PhiL Trans.,' A, 1887.

. ...... '

Phil. Mag.,' July, 1891.

July, 1892.

....... February, 1899.

GRIFFITHS ........ 'Brit. Assn. Reports,' 1890.

.......... 'PhiL Trans.,' A, 1891.

.'

:

. . . .'"'". . . 1893.

......... 'Proc. Roy. Soc.,' vol. 55, 1894.

........ 'Nature,' November, 1895.

. ..... '. . February, 1896.

CALLENDAR and GRIFFITHS . .

'

Phil. Trans.,' A, 1891.

CAREY FOSTER ...... '

Nature,' August, 1894.

HEYCOCK and NEVILLE . . . 'Chem. Soc. Journ.,' 1890.

... ,, 1895.

GRIFFITHS and CLARK . . . . 'Phil. Mag.,' December, 1892.

CLARK ......... '

Electrician,' vol. 38.

OLSZEWSKI........ 'Phil. Mag.,' August, 1895.

DEWAR and FLEMING .... September, 1 893.

July, 1895.

HAMILTON DICKSON ..... December, 1897.

..... June, 1898.

D. K. MORRIS ....... September, 1897.

WAIDNER and MALLORY . . j : August, 1897.

DAY ...... .... August, 1897.

CHREE ......... '

Nature,' July, 1898.

The work of CALLENDAR established for a particular sample of pure platinum the

relation

over the range O
c
to 600. For CALLENDAR'S wire the value of 8 was about 1 '57.

Subsequent experiments by CALLENDAK and GRIFFITHS showed that the values
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of 8 for the diti'erent samples of platinum they examined varied greatly with their

purity, yet, provided that the percentage of impurity were small, the formula given

above held true. They found from their experiments that the T pt curve was

always a parabola, and that, therefore, to establish the whole curve showing the

divergence of the two scales, it was sufficient to know d for three fixed points. For

two of these, viz., and 100, d is by definition zero. For the third point, for

reasons indicated in their paper, GRIFFITHS and CALLENDAE chose the boiling-point

of sulphur, and subsequently made a new determination of this point by an air

thermometer, finding as their most probable value 444'53, the pressure being

760 millims. This value, which is nearly four degrees lower than that previously

obtained by REGNAU'LT, is the one which has been generally adopted in work with

the platinum thermometer.

As further evidence in confirmation of this conclusion GRIFFITHS points out that,

if this number be taken for the boiling-point of sulphur in the calculation of the

values obtained by him for the boiling and freezing points of a number of substances

on which he experimented, the results for most of the substances concord better with

their accepted values as determined by other observers, than if REGNAULT'S value,

448'34, be adopted.

Many of these accepted numbers quoted in GRIFFITHS' paper are given to huudredths

of a degree, but closer examination of the original papers in most cases reveals the

fact that the reductions to the normal scale and the various corrections of the thermo-

meters employed, if made at all, are, to say the least, veiy uncertain. Further, we see

no a priori reason why, in GRIFFITHS' experiments, the results with certain of the

substances employed should be rejected from consideration, as there does not appear
sufficient ground for supposing that the experimental error in these cases was higher
than the average.

Substantially then our knowledge of temperatures, deduced by means of the platinum

thermometer, depends solely on the correctness of the conclusions of GRIFFITHS and

CALLENDAR :

(1) That the boiling-point of sulphur under 760 millims. pressure is 444'53.

(2) That the curve representing the divergence of the platinum and air scales is a

parabola.

II. THE INVESTIGATION FOR THE 'KEW COMMITTEE.

In recent years the platinum thermometer has been employed by various observers,

and their experience has tended to confirm the view that it could be relied upon to

give constant indications at a given temperature. It consequently appeared to the

Kew Observatory Committee that it might be possible to use this instrument as a

means of referring measurements of temperature to the scale of the gas thermometer

adopted as an International standard by the Comite International des Folds et

Mesures, and thus to extend their means of accurately testing thermometers sent to
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them for verification at temperatures outside the range to 100. With this view

th.-y deemed it desirable to obtain an independent investigation into tin- j.rin. ijdesand
methods of platinum thermometry, and they consequently procured a complete
<|iiijiment of the necessary apparatus, which was installed at the observatory under

the supervision of Mr. GRIFFITHS in a special building. As the general results of the

experiments made with this apparatus seemed promising, the Kew Committee
.ipproached the Comitd International des Poids et Mesures, with a view to securing
their co-operation, and ultimately it was arranged that a direct comparison, extending
over as wide a range as possible, should be made between some platinum thermometers

In-longing to Kew and the Standard instruments at the International Laboratory at
ihu Pavilion de Breteuil, at Sevres, near Paris. The present paper is the outcome of
this investigation, in which it may be understood that one of us (C.) is responsible for

the gas and mercury thermometry involved, while the working of the platinum
thermometers devolved on the other (H.). In it will also be found an account of th.

mrans by which the range of the gas thermometer employed was extended upwards
from 200, the limit of the Bureau's previous experiments, for the purpose of this

investigation.

III. THE FIKST FORM OF PLATINUM THERMOMETER RESISTANCE-BRIDGE.

As a full account of the first platinum thermometer apparatus acquired by Kew
Observatory has been published by GRIFFITHS ('Nature,' Nov. 14, 1895), under
whose supervision it was standardized, it is unnecessary here to give more than a

general description of its chief features. A diagrammatic representation of the
connections is given in

fig. 1.

Fig. 1.

Q Resistances of bridge.

R and S Proportional coils.

P Thermometer spiral.

VOL. rxeiv. A.

......... i ," '

C Compensator of thermometer.

AB Bridge-wire.

G Galvanometer.
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Here R and S represent the proportional coils of about five ohms each, adjusted to

exact equality. P is the thermometer coil connected by two long flexible copper ends

to the box terminals P, and P2 .

The wires in the stem of the thermometer leading to the coil are of thick platinum.

the coil itself being of a very pure sample of platinum "006 inch in diameter. Down

the stem run also a second pair of leads made as similar as possible to the coil leads.

but connected together at their lower extremities and having no contact with the coil.

This loop, connected at CjCj in the figure in the opposite arm of the bridge to the

thermometer itself, serves to compensate the changes in resistance of the thermometer

leads proper, due to variations of stem temperature. The four copper wires joining

P,Pj, CiC2 to the thermometer are plaited together into a single cable, so that

temperature changes throughout their length may affect them all equally.

Q represents the nine platinum-silver resistances of the box connected to one

another in series, the lowest coil having a resistance of 5 box-units (l box-unit =
'01 ohm), and the rest forming a series 10, 20, 40, 80, up to 640 units the largest

coil. An extra coil of 100 units is used to determine the fundamental interval of the

usual type of thermometer, whose change of resistance between and 100 is 100

box-units, i.e., 1 ohm.

A platinum silver bridge-wire, AB, provided with a scale of millimetres, furnishes the

means of balancing exactly any resistance of P. A special form of slider is employed
for the contact between the bridge-wire and a precisely similar wire stretched parallel

to it, connected to the galvanometer. The exact position of the transverse wire

forming the contact-piece is indicated by a vernier by which '01 millim. may be

estimated. This symmetrical arrangement of two similar wires is found to diminish

the thermoelectric effects at the movable contact.

Coils of 20 and 100 ohms are provided as resistances in the battery circuit, and also

a "
tenth

"
shunt for the galvanometer.

The top of the resistance-box is of a special quality of marble of good insulating

properties.

The whole is enclosed in a double-walled tank holding a considerable mass of water,

which is kept at a constant temperature near 20, by a regulator controlling a small

gas flame. A delicate thermometer suspended in air in the interior of the box

indicates the coil-temperature, and the whole of the upper surface of the box is

protected against radiation and air currents by a glass cover similar to a balance case.

IV. EXPERIMENTS WITH THE FlRST APPARATUS.

From the time of the acquisition of this apparatus determinations were repeatedly
made of the constants of each of the platinum thermometers, in order to test the

permanence of the whole arrangement under ordinary working conditions ;
also to

ascertain how the accuracy obtained was influenced by alterations in the external
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conditions of't-xpci imcnt, such as changes in the laboratory-temperature, the different

treatment of the apparatus by different observers, &c.

Tlie.se trials, which were continued over a considerable period, showed that one of

tlic disadvantages of this form of apparatus is the almost inevitable difference of

lag" between the mercury thermometer employed to indicate the coil-temperature,

and the platinum-silver coils themselves, which in this case hang loosely in air.

l-V.-in this cause, especially when the box-temperature is changing rapidly, some

uncertainty as to the coil-temperatures is introduced. During the winter, when the

imiperature of the laboratory often fell very considerably during the night, and also

in summer when it rose to over 20, the temperature of the coil-space changed

r.-ijiidly during the daytime, although the regulator nevertheless maintained the water

in the tank very near 20 throughout, showing that the protection afforded by the

glass cover of the resistance-box was insufficient under the prevailing conditions. The

measurements made showed conclusively that in this case the coils followed

temperature changes faster than the mercury thermometer selected to indicate the

coil-temperature.

The temperature-coefficient of the alloy of which the coils are constructed is '00026

and that of the platinum wire of the thermometers is '00386 ; if then we wish to

determine a platinum-temperature to '001 (whatever the resistance of the thermo-

meter chosen) we must know the coil-temperature to '015. Therefore, unless great

precautions be taken with the mercury thermometer, it is difficult to see how the

measurements of coil-temperature can be sufficiently trustworthy.

GRIFFITHS in his later experience has got rid of the first-mentioned difficulty while

retaining platinum-silver as the resistance metal, by immersing the coils in a well-

stirred bath of highly insulating oil, into which the mercury thermometer is placed

directly, thus rendering the measurement of the coil-temperature much more certain.*

V. CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW APPARATUS.

As it was anticipated that the experiments at Sevres might occupy some time, and

it was not thought advisable that the Observatory should be deprived altogether of

the use of platinum thermometers for a long period by this apparatus being taken to

France, a new resistance-box was ordered specially for this work. The construction

of this box was entrusted by the Committee to Messrs. CROMPTON and Co., Limited,

and its behaviour has on the whole been very satisfactory.

In view of the fact that it was not easy to maintain the platinum-silver coils at a

sufficiently uniform temperature winter and summer by any simple means, and in

view of the difficulty previously mentioned as to the indication of the true coil-

temperature with sufficient accuracy by a mercurial thermometer, it was decided in

* A description of GRIFFITHS' subsequent improvements on the original Kew apparatus, here described,

is given by (5. M. CLARK (' Electrician,' vol. 38, p. 747).

O?
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this second apparatus to obviate the necessity of very accurate measurement of the

coil-temperature by using one of the new alloys of very small temperature-coefficient,

manganine being the one chosen. The expediency of this change was subsequently

emphasised by the fact that we found it was inadvisable to artificially heat the room

at Breteuil in which the comparisons were made, on account of the uncertainties

Fig. 2.

O

attending the measurement of the temperatures of the various mercury columns

of the gas thermometer. During the year and a-half the experiments lasted, the

room temperature varied from about 4 to 23, which would have rendered accurate

artificial control of the box-temperature extremely difficult.

Since in the first resistance-box the thermoelectric effects between the various

wires and terminals in the circuit (in which several different metals are used) were
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considerable, copper was substituted throughout for brass in the new box,

the only metals in circuit being copper and manganine. For the platinum-silver

bridgr-wire was sulwtituted a manganine strip heavily gilt, placed on edge and

>i i etched lietween two adjustable clips. The slider is provided with a fine adjust-

ment, which can be manipulated from the outside of the box, without risk of heating
tin- x: i lv; 1 1 lometer-contact by repeatedly approaching it with the hand. As in

Mr. GRIFFITHS' latest form, the terminals project outside the glass case. The top of

tin- lx>x is formed of a heavy slab of white marble 75 centims. long, 30 centims. wide,

and 3 centims. thick. For the ordinary form of plug-contacts are substituted heavily

gilt forks of forged copper, which can be clamped by powerful steel screws over

tongues projecting upwards from the blocks to which the coils are fastened. A
general plan of the resistance-box is shown in Plate 1 and the details of one of the

contacts in
fig. 2.

VI. THE RESISTANCE-COILS.

The general scheme of the box connections is almost the same as the one previously

described, and may be traced in
fig. 1. For the winding, fixing, and annealing of the

manganine coils the method described in the official publication of the Physikalisch-

Technische Reichsanstalt at Charlottenburg was carefully followed. The specimen of

wire used was selected after various tests from several furnished by Messrs. W. T.

GLOVER and Co., of Salford, and was double silk covered No. 26 S.W.G. The

diameter of several pieces cut from different parts of the bobbin only varied within

very narrow limits. In order to simplify the application of the temperature correc-

ti->n, the same wire was employed for all the coils except the two lowest. These were

of strip manganine, and being originally cut off too wide, could be adjusted till

accurate by clipping the edge with shears.

VII. COIL VALUES ADOPTED.

In the Callendar-Griffiths resistance-boxes the coils are arranged on the binary

scale, and the value of each is determined in terms of the sum of those below it

together with a certain length of bridge-wire. Although Mr. GRIFFITHS gives

evidence for the utility of this arrangement in general work, it was thought more

iinjKtrtant, for the purposes of this research, to have several independent checks in

the determination of each coil-value, than that the maximum resistance, measurable

with a given number of box-coils, should lie as high as possible.

Tin- thirteen coils were therefore arranged as follows, the values being expressed ic

oli ins :

40 20 10 4 3 2 1

A B C D E F G
02 '05 -1 -2 '3 '4

N M L K J H
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Several of these values are the ordinary ones adopted for standard resistances, so that

\\ ith a suitable arrangement comparisons with a standard could be made from time to

time. Coils of these values are also much easier to measure off accurately than the

larger multiples of ;01 ohm on the binary scale. We will revert to this question as

to the best arrangement of coil-values in the discussion of the method of standardi-

zation adopted.

The resistance box is fitted with three interchangeable bridge-strips of different

resistances, on which a change of '01 ohm in the box-coils causes a displacement of

the slider, to restore the balance, of 10, 5, and 2 centims. respectively. The slider is

fitted with a vernier giving -g^th millim. directly, it being considered unnecessary,

perhaps indeed impossible, to determine the position of the knife edge forming the

contact to a greater accuracy than this, without taking extraordinary precautions

with the scale, the slider, and the bed in which it travels.

With the three bridge-strips the resistance corresponding to a movement of one

millim. is '0001, '0002, '0005 ohm, respectively.

The strip of medium resistance was the one employed exclusively during this

research.

The slider is of the form employed on the best potentiometers, and can be displaced

either by hand or by a fine-adjustment screw with large milled head, projecting beyond
the outside of the case. This screw moves longitudinally a rectangular frame carrying

the slider ; this frame is also capable of lateral movement in the massive brass casting

which surrounds the bridge-wire, and tends to protect it from injury, and to equalise

its temperature from end to end. The return contact from the slider to the

galvanometer was originally made by means of this movable frame, but from some

unexplained cause, apparently not thermoelectric, this led to unsteadiness of the

galvanometer zero.* Coupling the various parts of the framework together electri-

cally by flexible copper wires did not remove the difficulty, and ultimately it was

found best to have a silk-covered return lead attached to the spring contact on the

slider, and to cut off the frame from all electrical connection with the apparatus.

The marble slab forming the top of the resistance-box was supported from the

inside of the tank by an iron framework, carrying racks for the coils, the sides being

left quite open, and all the coils easily accessible for inspection at any time. The

whole was placed in a very heavy double-walled copper trough holding about 50 litres

of water, and was covered by a doubly-hinged lid, glazed with thick bevelled plate

* In these experiments, in which a Griffiths' thermoelectric key (described later) is used, in the normal

position of the key the galvanometer circuit remains made. When the platinum thermometer is not

changing rapidly in temperature, the stability of the galvanometer zero is a good criterion, from whioh

much may be gathered as to the working state of the bridge, and the magnitude of the thermo-currents

present. We have reason to believe from our own experience that the use of a well-constructed key of

this type considerably facilitates the carrying out of low-resistance measurements, where high accuracy is

desired.
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gliuss. Provision was mode in the outer space of the tank for a regulator and heating

arrangement underneath. This was, however, not used during the present experi-

ments. Suitable thermometers indicated the temperature of the water in the outer

tank, and two sensitive ones, divided to tenths of a degree with thin hulbs and their

stems bent at right angles, indicated the temperature of the internal coil-space.

IX. GALVANOMETER SHUNTS AND BATTERY RESISTANCES.

The resistance-box was provided, as in the Callendar-Griffiths type, with a set of

galvanometer shunts and a series of battery resistances of 20, 50, 100, and 500 ohms.

It was afterwards found a great advantage to have a more exact adjustment of the

battery current, and for this purpose a subsidiary three-dial box, working up to

1,000 ohms, was provided.

Previous experience at Kew had shown the occurrence of differences in the point of

balance, according as the battery-current was in one direction or the other ; it was

found that the difference between the readings with the current in the two directions

generally increased gradually during the first quarter of an hour on commencing the

observations, and was greater the greater the intensity of the battery current. In

order to be able to study, and if possible to eliminate this cause of uncertainty, we

placed in the battery circuit of the new apparatus a high-insulation reversing switch.

The working of this switch was at first unsatisfactory, but was subsequently perfected

by short-circuiting the rubbing contacts at the pivots by flexible brass strips, and

covering the five contact studs with thin platinum plates.

X. BATTERY POWER EMPLOYED.

The battery used throughout the experiments consisted of two dry-cells of the

Olwich type, obtained from Messrs. SIEMENS; we ascertained that the E.M.F. of the

two cells was practically constant throughout and about 2 '8 volts, and that the

internal resistance of the two in series did not rise to more than 1 ohm, changing by
a

(jiiaiitity quite negligible in comparison with the large resistance always added in

the battery circuit.

XI. THERMOELECTRIC KEY.

For the completion of the different circuits a Griffiths' thermoelectric key was

employed, as in the first Kew apparatus. The essential feature of this key consists

in the addition to the ordinary form of double bridge-key of a lever so arranged that

when the key is released the galvanometer circuit remains made. Thus a simple

depression of the key first breaks the circuit of the galvanometer, then makes that of

the liattei v. and finally remakes the circuit of the galvanometer.
The key we used was somewhat modified from the original pattern, which, being
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mounted on wood, was not found to be quite perfect as regards insulation. The new

key, which along with the thermometers and nearly all the accessory apparatus was

obtained from the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company, Limited, is shown in

fig. 3, and in the general plan of the auxiliary apparatus (fig. 4). It is provided with

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

ebonite pillar insulation, and the four levers are rearranged in their order, the two

forming the galvanometer-contacts being supported from the same pillar one under
the other. All the contacts in the key are of platinum. An adjustable steel spring
under the topmost lever helps to hold it up against the contact screw above, thus

ensuring good contact in the galvanometer-circuit when the key is released.

XII. ACCESSORIES TO THE RESISTANCE-BRIDGE.

The battery, reversing-switch, key, and external resistances were all enclosed in a

wooden case provided with a glass lid, the necessary handles for the adjustments and
for working the keys, projecting through the sides, and the whole being kept nearly
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air-tight by suitable protections. This seemingly unimportant detail we found to be

.1 ijreat a< 1\ :i Hi ;i -,. ;1 > i n i| ,, i|. , i ,, i , -A ..., t !,,!, -\
|

-i ],< ,,-,. I during p.:it
. !' I I ! .-\
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..-ri-

ments, the iiisul.it ic MI of exposed parts always required considerable attention. The

lottery was insulated from the wooden case by gutta-percha strip, and after this was

added, tin- insulation resistance of the whole apparatus, when all was kept dry, was

practically perfect.

XIII. GALVANOMETER.

For the first experiments the galvanometer employed was one of the pattern
descril>ed by DUBOIS and RUBENS in

' Wied. Annalen,' vol. 48, p. 236, lent to us by
Professor SCHUSTER. This is a Thomson four-coil instrument with connections so

arranged that its bobbins may be coupled to give an internal resistance of 80, 20, or

5 ohms. The magnet system and mirror weighed together 0'2 gram.
'

The deflections

\\ere observed from about three metres distance by a large Steinheil telescope. Much
trouble was experienced in finding a foundation for the galvanometer sufficiently free

from vibration. After several unsuccessful experiments in which we attempted to

insulate the galvanometer with rubber blocks, a special pillar was erected independent
of tin floor. We found, however, that, even when resting on this, the vibration of

the magnet-system, caused by heavy traffic on the Versailles road, was sufficient at

intervals to prevent any satisfactory observations being made. At this juncture
I'rolessor CAKI.Y IM>STI-:I; \\as appealed t... and through liini Mr. I!. K. < ii; \ v. of 1 1, (

-

India-rubber, Gutta-percha, and Telegraph Works Company, of Silvertown, very

kindly came to our aid by sending us a reproduction of an arrangement he had

employed at the works to cut off vibrations from delicate instruments. It consisted

of a brass plate forming a platform from which the galvanometer is suspended, the

whole U-iiiL; sillily liy long india-rubber tubes from a wall-bracket above. To diminish

the effect of air currents we added a damping arrangement consisting of a vertical

metal cross with attached horizontal vanes, plunging into a vessel standing on the

concrete pillar and containing a thick oil. The galvanometer and suspension were

also completely surrounded by a paper screen extending upwards to the ceiling,

pn>\ ided with suitable openings for making the adjustments.

The india-rubber suspension arrangement, when once the tubes were properly

stretched, worked perfectly satisfactorily till the winter, when, presumably under the

influence of the low temperature of about 4 or 5, such a change took place in the

elasticity that we were obliged to seek a substitute for the india-rubber, less influenced

by climatic, conditions.

\Ve at length managed to construct from steel wire, 1 millim. in diameter, long

spiral springs of the requisite strength, which have served the purpose admirably, and

at the same time have shown a comparatively small variation of elasticity with

temperature. The arrangement of the . suspension in its modified form is shown in

s. 5 and G.

VOL. i \( -IV. A. H
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Fig. 5. Fig. 6.
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With the comparatively heavy magnet-system of this first galvanometer, we were

obliged, iii order to obtain the requisite sensibility, to work with a relatively long

time df vibration, which was not convenient for rapid work, and it was ultimately

t'< >ni ul necessary to so modify our galvanometer that the necessary sensitiveness should

IM- ohtained with a time of swing not exceeding six or seven seconds. We therefore

had recourse to the ingenious tyj>e of magnet-system devised by M. BROCA, of the

Ecole de MeVlecine, Paris, and descriliecl by him in the ' Journal de Pfaynqne,'

Keliruary, 1897. In its latest form this consists of two vertical hollow magnets,

having at their middle points a north and south pole respectively. When the two

similar but opjMwitely magnetised needles are fixed strictly parallel to one another,

the system thus formed is perfectly astatic in a uniform field, since the strength of

the
p.

ilc a i the centre of each magnet is equal to the sum of the poles at its ends, and

further the astaticism is not affected by even complete loss of magnetism in one of the

magnets. M. BROCA was kind enough to lend us a galvanometer of the type descrilx-d

in his paper, and a magnet-system made by himself. This instrument is the one

shown in the sketches of the galvanometer and suspension in figs.
5 and G. We had

not the means of accurately measuring the sensitiveness of this instrument by one of

the ordinary processes, but ascertained that, with a time of swing of five seconds, the

scale deflection, for a want of balance of the bridge corresponding to '001, was about

0'5 millim. This was with a system carrying a mirror large enough to give a bright

linage in the telescope, readable without difficulty in broad daylight.

XIV. THERMOMETER LEADS.

The thermometer leads were of stranded copper equal to No. 17 S.W.G., and about

seven metres long. The resistance of the four separate wires was carefully equalised

before fixing on the copper end-pieces used to make the contacts, each loop, P|P..,

(',(

'

. ha\ ing a resistance of '15 ohm at 16. After nearly two years continual use the

two loops differed in resistance by '0003 ohm, a change of only about one-fifth

per cent, of the whole.

The connections l>etween the resistance-box leads and thermometer were made by
means of the special alloy employed by Mr. GRIFFITHS, and from our own experience

we can strongly recommend these joints as very trustworthy and easy to make.

XV. THE PLATINUM THERMOMETERS.

The resistance of all except one of the platinum thermometers l>elonging to the

original Kew installation was such that their change of resistance between 0and 100'

\\as almost exactly one ohm. Though convenient for high range work, this type of

thermometer is hardly suitable for measurements of the highest accuracy at lower

temperatures, in consequence of the relatively considerable effect on the results of

H 2
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small variations in the plug-contact resistances. On this account two new thermo-

meters of higher resistance were ordered from the Cambridge Instrument Co. ; then-

fundamental intervals were five and ten ohms respectively. They are designated in

this paper K. 8 and K. 9.

Owing to the shape of the various baths in which the comparisons with the platinum

thermometers were made, and more especially to the difficulty of keeping dry the air

within the tubes of thermometers of the old form, we were obliged to modify the form

of the
" head

"
of these principal thermometers.

In the reconstruction the whole thermometer was arranged so as to be practically

air-tight, and the contacts were rearranged in such a manner that although the four

wires all left the thermometer at the same side, yet the "
coil" and "compensator"

arms were perfectly symmetrical. At the same time the number of contacts where

thermoelectric effects could arise was reduced as far as possible, by suppressing the

brass terminals and making the connection between the platinum leads and the copper

fusible metal cups directly by stout copper wires, all joints being made quite secure

with hard solder. Though this form of thermometer-head is a little more difficult to

construct, we find when the four contact cups are surrounded by a thin shield of

polished metal to keep off air-currents, that the thermo-effects, almost invariably

present to some extent in the old form of thermometer, especially when rapid

temperature changes are progressing, are almost entirely absent. Another feature is

the readiness with which the glass tube can be freed from internal moisture by simply

Fig. 7.

connecting the small stopcock on the ebonite plate alternately to a vacuum pump and

to an arrangement for supplying dry air, while the whole thermometer is at a high

temperature. This we find to be of great importance for accurate work below 100.

A sketch of the thermometer in its improved form is given in fig. 7.

XVI. STANDARDIZATION OF THE RESISTANCE-BOX.

The standardization of the resistance-box consisted in the determination :

(
1
)
Of the calibration corrections of the bridge-wire ;

(2) Of the values of the resistance coils in terms of one another ;

(3) Of the temperature-coefficient of the coils.

XVII. Calibration of the Bridge- Wire.

As has previously been mentioned, the cylindrical bridge-wire employed in the
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CALLENDAR-GUIKFITHH box was replaced by a manganine strip, cut from a large sheet.

Although this strip had heen carefully adjusted by filing to a very fairly uniform

resistance along its whole length, yet, from the method of its construction, we

anticipated the possibility of there IxMiig in some places mure sudden variations of

resistance than were likely to occur in a wire of a hard matt-rial like platinum-silver or

platinum-indium carefully drawn down to a certain diameter. We determined

therefore to substitute for the usual GAY-LussAC calibration a more complete one

\\itli several different "columns." As it was not always jMtssiUe to take vernier-

readings with the slider close up to the ends, we decided to employ only the middle

48 centims., and to obtain the calibration corrections for each 2 centims. over this

range. We are indebted to Dr. BENOIT for his advice on the best method to adopt.

He recommended that the whole length should Ixj divided into two parts, and that

tni each part a "
complete" calibration should be made for every 4 centims., involving

the employment of " columns" of 20, 16, 12, 8, and 4 centims., and that afterwards

the intermediate 2 centim. points should be determined by subdivision of each

interval of 4 centims. into two parts. The necessary conversions of the separate

corrections found to one system were made exactly as in the calibration of a mercury

thermometer or a divided scale.

Fig. 8.

The method adopted for making the necessary measurements is described in a

paper presented to the Royal Society in 18% by one of us; the scheme of the

I'nimections is shown in
fig. 8.

Between the terminals P,P, of the resistance-box is connected an auxiliary adjust-

able resistance, having four sets of coils made of the same sample of manganine as

those of the bridge proper, and also a small U-shaped trough containing mercury.

By means of this appliance, a plan of which is shown in fig. 9, the resistance between
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the terminals P,P, can be quickly adjusted to any value between zero and 100 ohms.

In the opposite arm of the bridge, between the terminals C,C2, are inserted a fixed

resistance of O'l ohm and the calibrating apparatus. This consists of two massive

copper blocks of rectangular form, mounted on an insulating lise, each pierced

by two holes about a centimetre in diameter, which are well amalgamated and

partly tilled with mercury. Into one pair of holes are inserted two round copj>er

pillars, across which is soldered a piece of thin manganine strip, and into the other

pair <>f holes the lower ends of a thick U-shuped copper rod. A sketch of the

calibrator is given in
fig.

10.

A number of strips of different resistances, each mounted between copj>er pillars as

sho\\n, are first prepared, the values chosen being equivalent to 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20,

and 24 centring, movement of the slider. The calibration is commenced by placing

the contact-maker to the division 24 to the left, and one of the strips in position on

the calibrator. The resistance in the opposite arm of the bridge is then adjusted so

that no galvanometer deflection is obtained, and the exact position of the slider

noted. The manganine strip remaining untouched, the copper short-circuiting piece

is now placed across between the two remaining mercury cups, and the slider is then

moved to the right till the balance is again restored. In order to eliminate the effects

of any gradual temperature changes, the process is repeated, the readings being made

in the reverse order, a similar pair of readings l)eing made for each successive position

along the bridge-wire. The results of several series of ol>servations made on different

days with each strip are then combined, and the whole set treated precisely as an

ordinary calibration of a length or volume, and the curve of corrections prepared.

It was interesting to compare the results of the complete calibration with those

deduced from the observations with the two-centim. column alone, and from two test

calibrations made by means of the coils M and N. The general agreement of the

ililVerent results was found to l)e satisfactory.

XVIII. The Resistance Coils.

The manganine coils were annealed, in accordance with the recommendations of the

German Reichsanstalt, by heating them to about 140 for some time and allowing

them to cool slowly. This was done in a closed electrically heated space in which

the temperature could l>e regulated at will, and the cooling could lie made as slow as

desired.

The ends of each coil were hard-soldered to copper tags of rectangular form

previous to the final annealing, these tags being afterwards firmly fastened by

i-dinary solder to the stout tinned copper leads connected to the contact-blocks.

The coils were wound on glass tubes 3 centims. in diameter, which were fastt-n. <!

l.y metal strips to wooden cross-pieces supported from the iron framework of tin-

resist anc, -box. These tubes were coated with three thin layers of shellac varnish
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before the coils were wound, and after the winding the wire itself was also well

varnished to improve the insulation and to protect it from oxidation during the

annealing.

We understand that the standard manganine coils issued by the Reichsanstalt arc

not tested till a year after their construction, but that after this lapse of time tin-

gradual changes they exhibit are very small.

In our case we were however obliged to begin work with the resistance-box before

the coils had been properly aged, and therefore were not surprised at alterations in

their values, particularly during the first few months.

We regret that at the commencement of our work we had not at our disposal the

means of comparing the coils with an invariable standard, but could only obtain their

relative values in terms of the mean bridge-wire unit, which was even more likely t<>

change slightly than the coils themselves ;
on this account we are unable to give

details of the progressive alterations in their absolute values, and can only indicate

the means we adopted to prevent these changes influencing the accuracy of our

temperature-measurements. The changes were, as was to be expected, most appre-

ciable at the beginning of the work. The first standardization was made as soon as

the apparatus was got into order and fitted up at Breteuil, and immediately following

this came the comparisons of K. 8 with the mercury thermometers. As soon as tliis

series of comparisons was completed a second standardization was at once made. The

individual observations of the thermometric fixed points and comparisons were then

reduced with both the earlier and new coil-values. At a later stage it was found

that, although the absolute value of the mean bridge-wire unit had slightly altered,

yet the values of the box coils relatively to one another, with the exception of one of

the very low resistances constructed of strip manganine, had not changed by ;m

amount large enough to make the two determinations differ materially. It was easy

to allow for such small variations as did occur by taking into consideration the date of

each experiment and assuming that the change between the two standardizations was

proportional to the time which had elapsed since the first.

Not counting a preliminary series of observations, four complete standardizations

were made in all during the course of the work with the thermometers, and we think

that no serious errors were introduced into the results by the alterations in the

relative values of the resistance-coils.

Further particulars as to the changes in the values of the diflerent coils are given
on p. 5 8 after the description of the method adopted for the standardization.

For the comparison of the coil-values with one another the following plan \\.-is

adopted. Firstly, the values of the smaller coils M and N were determined directly
in terms of the bridge-wire by the same process as was employed in the calibration.

Next, each higher coil in turn was balanced against the adjustable manganine
resistance previously described, which in each case was so adjusted that the position
of the contact-maker on the bridge-wire was in the neighbourhood of the zero of the
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IP. The coil in question was then changed for some combination of those of lower

values giving the same (or very nearly the same) nominal resistance, and the outside

resistance remaining untouched, the contact-maker was again adjusted to equilibrium.

The distance between the first and second positions of the slider is a measure of the

ilitVerence between the two sets of coils, expressed in mean bridge-wire divisions.

The process being repeated for all the coils and the different combinations equivalent

to each, the results are collected into a set of equations of the following form* :

A-B-C-D-E-F-G = a,

&c.

D E - G = a

D-E -H-J-K-L =a
Ac., tec.

As previously mentioned, the scheme of coil-values adopted was such as to

permit of independent values for most of the coils being obtained in a single

standardization, the difference between these several values being a measure of the

accuracy obtained.

For the standardization we adopted the same scheme in the four sets of deter-

minations of the coil-values taken at different times throughout the research. We
ascertained during the experiments, but too late to make any change, that the values

chosen for the higher coils were not such as were best adapted for giving a number of

inter-dependent relations, and on this account the control only extended upwards to

the fourth largest coil.

We give below the residual errors obtained in one of the standardizations by

substitution of the values found by least squares for each coil in the respective

equations of condition, suppressing the first three coils for which the control was

absent, t

* The method of forming these equations will be readily seen on reference to the table of coil-values

given previously on p. 45.

t In the opinion of Dr. BENOIT, whose kindness in giving us his advice with regard to the methods

of standardization we hero gratefully acknowledge, the l>est way to obtain in one standardization the

requisite number of equations from which the relative values of such a system of coils can IKS satis-

furtorily determined, is to adopt a system similar to that employed for standard sets of weights. After

. .ireful consideration of these we think the following scheme for a set of fifteen coils would be almost an

i'lr.-d one. Without counting combinations only involving changes in coils, whose resistance is smali com-

]Mii-d to the total in any comparison, we should have in this system several controls for each coil-value

20' 20" 10' 10" 2' 2" 1'

05" -05' -1 -2" -2' "5 1"

The system of about 44 equations of condition to determine the unknowns, given by the different

direct comparisons, can cither bo divided into groups and solved thus, or may be solved as a whole, which,

if (\\\ ss' method IKS followed, can 1*> done without undue labour, as the coefficient* of the various terms

remain small whole numbers till near the end of the resolution.

VOL. i \< IV. A. I
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cooling. We found that if the results of the separate determinations of the value of

a constant outside resistance made with a series of steady box-temperatures with

temperature rising be plotted, along with those of a series similar in every respect but

with the temperature falling, the two do not overlap but form a loop. After a deter-

mination commenced at about 15, during which the resistance-box was heated to 31

and allowed to cool, the whole temperature change occupying about nine hours, the

coils did not return to their original resistance at 15 till they had been at this

temperature about three days. We satisfied ourselves that this was due to a real lag

in resistance and not in the indications of the box thermometers. The whole

hysteresis effect is, however, small, and is quite imperceptible if the temperature

changes are very slow, like the variations of laboratory temperature to which the box

was ordinarily subjected. We may say that the temperature coefficient of the sample

with which we observed the effect is rather abnormally small even for manganine, and

that we had not time to see if the same effect could be observed with other specimens.

Although from the values thus obtained we might have deduced the temperature

coefficient, using only the determinations made after a rise of temperature, we con-

sidered it advisable to make some fresh experiments, using a modification of the same

method. During the first series of observations with thermometer K.8, a consider-

able number of zeros had been taken during a period when the box-temperature

differed markedly from day to day. The thermometer had meanwhile never been dis-

connected from the box ; the contacts remained in the same condition throughout, and

we have no reason to believe that any secular change occurred in the leads or ther-

mometer wire during the experiments. These experiments, during which the box

temperatures ranged from 6
P60 to 19'65, were accordingly utilised to calculate the

temperature-coefficients of the coils, and from them a formula was obtained by least

squares for the change of resistance of the box-coils with temperature.

Choosing as a standard temperature 15, a table was calculated giving the

coefficients by which the nominal box-resistances must be multiplied to give the true

resistances. This multiplier is alluded to subsequently as the "factor" in the

example of the method of calculating an experiment given later. The following
numbers extracted from the table, show the magnitude of the coefficient in question :

Temp.
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The coils used for this exjieriment were those lettered C and E, 10 and 3 ohms

respectively, which may he taken as fairly representative. They enter into nearly all

tin- oompariaoofl with K.8.

It may be pointed out here that the influence of the variations of box-temperature

on the results is largely eliminated in the experiments, as the fundamental points of

the platinum thermometers were determined before, during, and after each series of

r\l>eriment8, and if a wrong value were taken for the coefficient to reduce all these to

standard temperature, the errors committed would practically compensate one

another.

We may mention here that the coefficients deduced by the method described above

show a satisfactory agreement with those found from the ascending series of observa-

tions made by the first method, although the coils used in the two cases were not

exactly the same.

XXI. FIXED POINTS OF THE PLATINUM THERMOMETERS.

Before the commencement of each series of platinum thermometer comparisons s.

set of determinations of the zero and steam-points, generally about six in number,

was always made ; frequently check determinations of these points, especially of the

zero, were interspersed between the comparisons themselves, thus giving an indication

of the exact time when changes, if any, really took place. The zeros were taken in

an apparatus similar in all respects to that described later in treating of the gas

thermometer.

A few of the first steam-points were taken in an early form of the boiling-point

ajijwimtus usually employed at the Breteuil Laboratory, originally designed for

mercury thermometers. During a long series of preliminary control comparisons

between the platinum and gas thermometer at 100 we found, however, a very

small but systematic discrepancy in the results, which disappeared when the steam-

points of both thermometers were taken in the same apparatus. We therefore

arranged that the same steam-point apparatus should be used by both of us in all

the subsequent experiments.

The apparatus for the determination of the boiling-point of sulphur, and the special

experiments made with it, are described later on p. 97.

XXII. HEATING OF THE THERMOMETER WIRE BY THE CURRENT.

It is manifest that however small the current employed in the thermometers may
be, it must needs heat them to some extent. Although the amount of this heating

would I*- ditlicult to calculate, yet we thought it advisable to make a few experiments
with a view to determine it, and at the same time to get some data from which we
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might be able to fix upon tbe best magnitude of the current to be employed for the

thermometric measurements.

For this purpose we made a number of determinations of the api>urent resistance

of thermometer K.8 in ice using different battery-currents.

For these a curve was constructed showing the increase in apparent resistance of

the wire with increasing energy absorbed in the coil, and a value calculated I'm what

the resistance would be, if the current through it (and, consequently, the heating

effect) were vanishingly small. Our measurements conclusively showed that, within

the limits of accurate experiment, the heating effect was directly proportional to the

watts in the wire, and that the heating per milliwatt for K.8 was about 0'OOG.

In some of the earlier experiments, made before the heating effect was investigated,

we employed a total resistance in the battery circuit of 150 ohms for measurements

at 0; the heating due to the current in this case being 0'024. For all the subse-

quent experiments, however, by increasing the external resistance the heating was

diminished to 0'014 in ice.

Although we only made direct determinations of the magnitude of the heating

effect at 0, we have assumed, in the absence of further data, that for a thermometer

coil the heating due to a given amount of energy expended in it is the same at all

temperatures. As this is only approximate, some of our results may subsequently

require small modifications; but the value we give later for the boiling-point of

sulphur would not be affected, as it is expressed on the scale of the gas thermometer,

the platinum thermometers being only used as an intermediary.

We calculated a table for each of the principal platinum thermometers, giving the

resistance to be inserted in the external circuit for different temperatures.* In the

example of a platinum temperature calculation given later, this number is referred to

as the battery resistance
" B.R. = 317 ohms."

XXIII. DETERMINATION OP THE CENTRE OF THE BRIDGE.

The index-error of the scale was determined from time to time during the work by

reducing the resistances between dC^ and P,P2 (fig. 1, p. 41) to zero, fixing all the

contact pieces firmly in position, and determining the point of balance of the bridge.

Should this not fall strictly at the centre of the scale, a correction for
"
bridge-

centre
"

is applied in each resistance measurement.

* It was afterwards found that the formula used to calculate the table referred to was not strictly

correct, but made the external resistance at high temperatures greater than it should have been. As,

however, the total current heating at was only
-

014, and less than this at higher temperatures, the

correction to be applied to the results, on account of the adoption of wrong external resistances, is

probably well within the limits of experimental error, especially seeing that the error introduced is

already partly compensated by its effect on the fundamental intervals as well us on the platinum tempera-

tures found.
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[Paragraph added December 1, 1899. The measurements by which we attempted
to determine the scale of the platinum thermometers may be divided into four groups,
in which different instruments and means of heating were employed, and in which

the precision varied from group to group.

These are

(1) Comparisons in water between and 50 of platinum thermometers K.8

and K.9 with the four principal mercury standards of the Bureau.

(2) Comparisons of K.8 and K.9 in an oil bath at temperatures between 80

and 200, with a constant volume nitrogen thermometer, the initial

pressure of the gas being 793 millims. of mercury.

(3) Comparisons of thermometers K.8 and K.9 between 250 and 460 in a bath

formed of a mixture of nitrates of potash and soda, with the nitrogen

thermometer, the initial pressure being 529 millims.

(4) Comparison of thermometer K.2 with the same nitrogen thermometer in the

same bath Ixjtween the temperatures 424 and 586, tin- initial pressure

being 392 milling.

As the sensibility of the gas thermometer varies according to the initial pressure,

it is evident that the same precision cannot be attained in the different series. The

construction of our instrument was such that the highest measurable pressure was

about 1400 millims.]

XXIV. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE GAS THERMOMETER.

In accordance with the decision of the International Committee of Weights and

Measures,* the provisionally accepted normal scale of temperature is that of (In-

constant-volume hydrogen thermometer. The employment of hydrogen for our work

seemed therefore advisable, and before proceeding to the actual comparisons, we made

a number of trials of the hydrogen thermometer between 100 and 200. Up to

trni|>eratures about 180 these experiments gave fairly good results, hut we noticed

that prolonged heating alx>ve 180 was generally followed by a diminution of the gas
contained in the thermometer reservoir. This diminution, though small, being

regularly reproduced after each prolonged heating, might become serious at higher

temperatures. Some S|K rial measurements, made on a known quantity of hydrogen
enclosed in a capillary "I

"
verre dur" of I square millim. cross section, and exposed

* The resolution fixing this was parsed l.y the International Committee on October 15, 1887, and is M
follows :

Th.u the International Committee of Weights and Measures adopt as the Normal Thermometric Scale

for tin- International Service of Weights and Measures, the centigrade scale of the Hydrogen Thermometer

having ,-i.s lixrd ]x>inu the temperature of melting ice (0), ami that of the vaj>our of distilled water in

ebullition (100 ) under the normal atmospheric pressure ;
the hydrogen being taken under the manometric

initial pressure of one metre of mercury, i.r., at -Wy T3158 of the atmospheric pressure."
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repeatedly to temperatures varying from 200 to 250, showed that the volume of the

gas regularly diminished.

It therefore seems evident from these experiments that the walls of "
verre dur

"

absorb a minute quantity of hydrogen.

It appears probable that this absorption is due to the reduction of sulphates

contained in the glass. The employment of lead-glass as the material for the

reservoir instead of
"
verre dur

"
would probably give rise to still more serious effects

on account of the reduction of the salts of lead.

To avoid in the measurement of temperature the uncertainties caused by the

variations of the gaseous mass, of which we have just spoken, and which might affect

not only its quantity but its composition, we have substituted nitrogen for hydrogen.

The nitrogen scale certainly diverges a few thousandths of a degree from the hydrogen
scale in the interval to 100. Its departure from the normal scale at high tem-

peratures is likely to be small and can always be corrected subsequently, when the

necessary data have been collected.

The initial pressures of the nitrogen gas thermometer show no diminution, but

rather a slight increase, which is explained by the contraction of the glass due to the

annealing.

XXV. COMPARISONS OF THE PLATINUM THERMOMETERS K.8 AND K.J) WITH THE

MERCURY STANDARDS.

The direct comparison of the platinum thermometers with the large normal

hydrogen thermometer between and 100 would have necessitated such an enormous

amount of work, without offering any special advantage, that we decided not to

employ this instrument, but to take instead the four primary mercury standards of

the Bureau, Tonnelot thermometers Nos. 4428, 4429, 4430, and 4431, whose cor-

rections to the hydrogen-scale have been previously determined with all possible

precautions by one of us. An account of this work is given in vol. 6,
' Trav. et Mem.

du Bureau International.'

The comparisons between these mercury standards and the platinum thermometers

were made in an apparatus constructed originally for the comparison of mercury
thermometers with each other, which was modified and considerably improved for the

purpose of this research. This apparatus is shown in fig. 11.

It consists of two concentric, rectangular, copper troughs; the outer one, which is

protected by an oak case, having a capacity of about 70 litres. This trough commu-

nicates by a side tube with a small vertical copper vessel, well protected against

radiation, which can be heated by a large gas burner. A screw stirrer, worked by a

small motor, drives through the heater a rapid current of water, which is taken in

at the opposite end of the trough by a horizontal tube resting on the lx>ttom, and

circulates as shown by the arrows in the figure.
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The interior trough, which is 112 centime, long, 17 centims. wide, and 14 oentims.

deep, is provided at one end with a system of screw blades for stirring. Resting
11

1

M.n its bottom is the metal i'mmework on which the thermometers are arranged.

Tliis thermometer support is so contrived that all the thermometers can, without risk

of straining them, be simultaneously clami>ed jmrallel to one another, and in the same

hiiri/ontal plane.

During the comparisons the platinum thermometer was fixed horizontally, with its

spiral
in the same plane as the mercury thermometers, and close to them. To

prevent the water from penetrating to the portions of it which were exposed, the head

Fig. 11.

llitth fur <'ni>ij*ii'i*H!t in Wntfr.

.1, xtfin, and r, haul, of platinum thermometer; /, brans box surrounding the head of

platinum thermometer
; />, heater for water in outer tank

; r, plate of milk glass.

was placed in a square brass box open above and provided with a side tube, through

which the greater part of the length of the thermometer stem projected, the joint

being made by an india-rubber stopper.

The internal tank is provided with a rim, on which rests a piece of plate glass

s millims. thick, covering the whole surface of the water, with which it is just in

contact.

By tliis arrangement the cooling by evaporation is almost entirely prevented, and

the attainment of a very constant temperature much facilitated. When operating at

temperatures below that of the room, it is advisable to cover the glass with a thin

layer nf \\ater, in order to avoid the deposition of dew upon it.

fOL, ' \riv. A. K
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The readings of the mercury thermometers are made by means of a .small vertical

reading telescope sliding on the glass plate, and can be made while the stinvr is at

work. The space around the inner tank is closed above by a metal lid, pierced with

the necessary openings for the axes of the stirrers.

Observations with Thermometer K.8.

The thermometer K.8 was compared under these conditions with the four standards

at temperatures between 0and 50. These experiments are numbered 4 to 17 in the

summary of results for K.8 at the end. To avoid the errors of parallax on the

mercury thermometers, ten readings were made with the divisions upwards and ten

with the thermometers turned through 180. After each series the zeros of the

mercury thermometers were observed in the usual manner with a micrometer

telescope.

Three other observations at higher temperatures (numbered 18 to 20 in the table)

were made with the same thermometers in another apparatus, described later when

treating of the gas thermometer. In the three experiments all the instruments were

used in the vertical position.

Care was taken to have only a very small emergent column in each case. The

bath was filled with oil, and was heated by the vapour of ethyl alcohol boiling under

various pressures.

We also made three measurements below in an apparatus specially constructed

for experiments at low temperatures, which has been described in the 'Proces-verbaux

des Stances du Comite International,' 1891, page 33. The thermometers plunge into

a bath of alcohol cooled by the evaporation of liquid methyl chloride, and stirred

continuously by a suitable mechanism. The two mercury standards, Tonnelot ther-

mometers Nos. 11,165 and 11,166, which were employed for these observations, have

Ijeen studied at the Bureau, and compared directly with the hydrogen thermometer

under the same conditions.

The series we made consists of three experiments numbered 1 to 3 in the Summary.

Observations ivith Thermometer K.9,

The later series of comparisons of thermometer K.9 with the mercury standards

was made under precisely similar conditions to those described above for K.8, but

the number of different points in this case was not so great ; each experiment con-

sisted of only ten observations instead of twenty as before. The experiments between

and 50 are numbered 1 to 6 in the table.
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XXVI. DESCRIPTION OF THE GAS THERMOMETER.

The gas thermometer we employed for our researches is similar to the instrument

previously described by one of us* and is shown in fig. 12.

It is a constant-volume thermometer arranged so as to permit the determination
of tin- total pressure of the gas contained in the thermometric reservoir by a single

,-ftilint/. The simplification thus introduced into the measurements permits rapid
observations without sensibly diminishing the precision, which is limited more by the
eoii.litions ,,f uniformity of the baths and other heating arrangements employed than
hv reading errors.

The apparatus constituting the gas thermometer is installed on a foundation of

Concrete about 1 cubic metre in volume abutting against one of the massive walls of

the lal .oratory. On this foundation on the left hand rests a rectangular stone pillar,
with slate top, carrying the manometric apparatus, while the heating baths on the

i-ight are supported on the same foundation at floor level, this however not being
sho\\n in

fig. 12. The manometric apparatus is protected from heating by a large

pa|>er screen which extends upward right to the ceiling, and which is pierced with

the holes necessary to admit the passage of the various connecting portions.

(a) Thermometric Reservoir.

For the first part of the experiments we employed a cylindrical reservoir of

hard glass drawn from a tube 36 millims. external diameter and I '5 millims. thick.

This tube, closed at one extremity, was fused at the other to a capillary tube
of the same glass, having a bore of 0'53 millim. and 90 centims. long. Fig. 12

shows the thermometric reservoir mounted for the experiments, its axis being in the

vertical position, which we find the most convenient for the introduction of the

reservoir into the various baths employed. The outer l>end of the tule carrying the

reservoir is supported by a light frame from the iron girder carrying the manometer,
and slides vertically along this through a considerable distance.

The porcelain reservoir employed for work at high temperatures was obtained from

the Royal Porcelain Factory at Berlin. It is cylindrical in shape and is 36 millims.

external diameter and 20 centims. long. The reservoir has a neck 28 centims. in

length and 11 millims. exterior diameter. It is pierced with a hole of 'J millims.

diameter, into which just passes the platinum capillary uniting the reservoir to the

manometer. The joining of the platinum tulx- to the neck of the manometer is a

matter of some difficulty, since it is of great importance that this joint should be

absolutely gas-tight. We finally adopted the following disposition which has answered

well. On the platinum tube which enters to a length of 1 1 centima into the neck

of the reservoir, a brass washer is soldered which fits exactly to the Hut end of the

* ' Trav. et M4m. du Bureau International,' vol. 6, p. 28.

K 2
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Fig. lii Fig. 13.

Sketch of Gas Thermometer.

The reservoir is shown raised above its natural

position in the comparison bath, and the screens

are all removed.

/?, mercury reservoir; a, steel connecting tube;

r, r, scale
;

r. and v, slide and worm gear hold-

ing the barometer and scale
; m, m, handles for

adjustment of position of barometer and scale.

Detail of Manometer-point.

I, glass tube optically ground inside

and out; b, brass collar, holding

the cylindrical stopper of nickel-

steel ; v, ground joint.

Fig. 14.

Section of slide carrying the mano-

meter and scale.

Fig. 15.

1.1.

Zero apparatus.
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neck. This washer is tightly held in place by a brass clamp, which screws on to a

collar made in halves and fixed to the narrow part of the neck by a cement, which is

:i little less fusible than that employed for the joint proper.

(b) Barometer m,-! Manometer.

'I'd.- manoinetrie apparatus is mounted on a vertical iron girder, '_' metres high ami

of H -shaped cross-section, solidly bolted by three diverging iron feet to the massive

pillar previously descril>ed. The external faces of the girder are planed up as true

as possible ovei ili.-n entire length, and on \\\<-\\\ -Tnle ^uj.p..it- ti.i ilie manometrie

tubes, the Imrometer, and mercury reservoir. To increase the stability of the whole,

the top of the iron column is fixed to the wall by a transverse piece, which also serves

to support two brass tubes 011 which slide the observing telescopes.

The barometer consists in its upper part of a tube of 15 inillims. internal diameter.

A point of black glass is fixed axially in the interior of this tube by fusion. This is

referred to subsequently as the barometer-point. Below the barometric chamber the

tube has a double bend, which brings the lower part of the tube 4 centims. to the

right of the upper portion.

The kilometer tul>e is firmly fixed above to a carnage, r, which can be displaced

vertically by the movement of a screw 60 centims. in length, working in bearings

above and below, and engaging by bevel gearing with a horizontal shaft projecting

forwards. By turning the small handle m the barometer can be raised or lowered at

will.

The piece which maintains the barometer tube on its support also carries suspended
between two points by one of its extremities a graduated brass scale 1*5 metres long,

whose axis is at a distance of 48 millims. from the barometer point. This scale shares

all the movements of the barometer carriage, and the glass point may be assumed to

have an invariable position with reference to the neighbouring divisions of the scale.

The lower end of the barometer is immersed under mercury in a tube of 90 centims.

in length and 25 millims. in diameter, which serves as its reservoir ; this tube can be

fixed at different levels on the manometer support.

Projecting from the front of this tube are four stop-cocks at intervals of 15 centima,

serving to establish communication between the barometer and manometer at any

beight
The open branch of the Imrometer communicates below by means of a long steel

tul>e, a, with a reservoir, R, of large capacity filled with mercury, which can be

displaced vertically either rapidly by hand or slowly by a micrometer screw.

(c) Manometer.

The closet 1 luaiich of the manometer, the details of which are shown in the
fig. 13,

i- composed of a rather thick-u ailed Hint glass tube 16 millims. internal diameter,
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which has l>een optically worki'd inside and out, in order to render it perfectly

cylindrical; the freedom from longitudinal stri;e. thus obtained gives great sharpness

to the images obtained through it. The upper end is closed by a stopper of glass or

metal, pierced with a fine hole. Into this stopper is fastened the end of the capillary

tul>e fused to the thermometric reservoir. The stopper, which is ground perfectly

cylindrical, enters the tube, which it fits closely, for a length of 25 millims., and is

fixed in position by a very thin layer of Canada balsam, thus forming a perfect joint.

The lower part of the stopper is plane and well polished, and carries at its centre a

very fine steel point 0'5 millim. long, which serves as an index mark to which the

mercury may be accurately adjusted. To avoid all displacement of the stopper and

tube in their support, a brass collar is fixed in a groove ground in the stopper, and

this is firmly screwed to the iron support by the clamp b. The piece of bron/e

carrying the manometer tube also serves to maintain the position of the lower end of

the scale, and to carry the vernier, whose zero thus occupies an invariable position

with regard to the steel point in the manometer tube. The closed limb of the mano-

meter is so arranged on its support that its axis is in the same vertical line as tin-

point in the upper chamber of the barometer. The scale remains vertical for all posi-

tions of the sliding supports of the barometer and manometer. These conditions

being fulfilled, it is evident that if the distance between the point in the closed branch

and the zero of the vernier is once for all known, a single reading of the scale, corrected

for the
" index error," which is defined later, suffices to give the difference of level

between the two points.

The closed branch of the manometer fits below into a glass T-piece, the horizontal

limb of which communicates with a system of tubes serving for the exhaustion and

filling of the reservoir. The lower end of this glass tube is bent horizontally forwards,

and communicates by a tap with one of the four taps on the open branch of the

manometer.

(d) Measurements of Pressures.

The disposition of the manometric apparatus permits, as has just been seen, the

measurement at any moment of the distance between the two points in the barometer

and the closed branch. The communication between the columns of mercury filling

the manometer and the barometer reservoir being established, the pressure exerted

by the gas on the mercury in the closed branch is balanced by increasing or

diminishing the height of the mercury in the open branch, which is effected by

raising or lowering the auxiliary reservoir placed on the left. The barometer tube is

simultaneously displaced, in order to keep the mercury in the neighbourhood of the

point in the barometric chamber. The equilibrium sought is attained when the

mercury just reaches at the same time the points in the closed branch and in the

barometer chamber. The observation of this adjustment of the mercury is made by
means of two small telescopes magnifying about 36 times, sliding vertically on a brass
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tube and placed at a distance of 38 centims. from the manometer. A second tube

serves to support three other small telescopes, for the observation of the scale-vernier,

and two auxiliary mercury thermometers, which are placed close to the mercurial

columns to indicate their temperature.

During the measurements the observer is at a distance of about 50 centims. from

the apparatus ; his influence on the temperature of the mercurial columns is thus

considerable, as is also that of the various heating baths, and by reason of the great

expansion of mercury, this heating probably constitutes one of the principal sources

of error in the experiments. To diminish as far as possible the radiation from the

comparison-bath, a double walled metallic screen, in which a current of water

circulated, was interposed between it and the manometer.

(e) Divided Scale.

The divided scale used was constructed by the Socie"te GdneVoise, and has served

for previous work with the gas thermometer. Its length is 1'5 metres, and its cross-

section is in the form of an H. This H-fonn is not well adapted for use with a

vernier. It would l>e letter to adopt a form allowing the surfaces carrying the

divisions of the scale and vernier to be in the same plane. In this scale the divisions

are on a plate of silver let into the median transverse face, very near the plane of the

iiriit nil HI ires.

Fig. 14 shows in horizontal projection the disposition of the pieces which supjxn-t
the scale and attach it to the barometer, and

fig.
13 the pieces which hold the vernier

on the supjKtrt of the manometer tube, and which ensure contact between the scale

and the vernier. The method of suspension of the scale permits it to turn about two
axes perpendicular to its length. In the two directions of free movement two springs

gently press the scale against the vernier.

Two thermometers placed at equal distances from the points in the barometer and

manometer tubes, the one on a fixed support, the other on an attachment to the

Kn-ometer, serve to indicate the temperatures of the mercurial columns and of the scale.

Each of these thermometers is placed in a test-tube filled with mercury, of the same

diameter as tin- neighlxmring portion of the manometer tubes. This symmetrical

iirrangement of the thermometers with regard to the ends of the mercury columns

whose temperature is to be measured considerably simplifies the calculation of the

mean temperature of the manometer.

XXVII. ZERO APPARATUS.

A -I.-.S- IH-H-J.-II -,u|i|),,it..,i
,,n ,ui in .I,

in),,,,! .-,11.1 MnMbded I'.v
-.<!.'! hjen of

(Mt serves as the receiver. The ice, finely divided and saturated with pure water, is

pressed around the reservoir of the thermometer, the emergent stem being held by a
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clamp fixed on the support of the l>ell-jar. The apparatus, filled with ice and protected

by a cover of thick flannel, can be left three or four hours without the least perceptible

change of temperature in the central part occupied by the reservoir

XXVIII. STEAM-POINT APPARATUS.

The 100-point apparatus, shown in
fig. 16, is composed of a small boiler of 3 litres

capacity, communicating by a lead tube with a double walled vertical vessel, into

Fig. 16. Fig. 17.

"

..t.

Steam-point apparatus.

V, reservoir of gas thermometer.

0, copper boiler.

E, double-walled cylinder.

R, condenser.

in. water manometer.

Oil-lath far comparisons to 200.

E. The stirring arrangements are not shown.

U, copper oil vessel.

R, condenser.

V, air reservoir.

M, manometer.

C, wall of vapour bath cut away to show interior.

which the thermometer reservoir can be introduced from above. The vapour

developed in the boiler first passes up the inner tube of the stearn bath, then

descends by the exterior annular space, finally arriving at the condenser, whence it
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returns to the boiler by a tube plunging below the water-level. All the communi-

cation tubes between the different parts are wide, and arranged so as to avoid the

possibility of their becoming choked by the condensation of water in them. The

excess of the interior pressure over that outside can be measured by a small water-

manometer introduced into the cork.

XXIX. COMPARISON-BATH FOR RANGE 80 TO 200.

The disposition of this apparatus, indicated in
fig. 17, is the result of a long series

of experiments, the aim of which was to obtain a bath sufficiently uniform in

temperature to be employed for the accurate comparison of mercury thermometers

with the gas thermometer over the range mentioned. It fulfils satisfactorily the

principvl requirements of an apparatus of this kind, viz. :

(1) Uniformity of temperature throughout a space of large dimensions.

(2) Rapid re-establishment of a steady state after the pressure in the boiler hsis

teen altered.

(3) Employment of a small number of inexpensive liquids easily obtained in a state

of sufficient purity.

The lx>iler consists of a cylindrical vessel of planished copper 2 millims. in thickness ;

it has a diameter of 17 centims. and a height of 82 centims. A bell-shaped vessel of

the same material is soldered by its rim concentrically into the interior of the cylinder.

This inner vessel is filled with a heavy petroleum oil, in which the reservoirs of the

thermometers to lie compared are directly immersed.

The stirring is effected by a vertical stirrer (not shown in the figure), the stems ol

which emerging from the loath are protected against cooling by glass tubes. The

annular space between the two vessels serves for the circulation of the vapour, and to

increase the uniformity of this circulation the space is divided into two approximately

equal parts by the introduction of a thin tube of copper open at both ends, and

resting on the bottom of the cylinder. The vapour given off by the boiling liquid,

which fills the lower part of the outer vessel, rises first in the interior space in contact

with the walls of the oil-bath, then descends by the exterior, again ascending into

the condenser placed at one side, whence it passes in the state of liquid back to the

boiler by a lateral tube. The reversed condenser is in communication by a wide

tube with a large copper reservoir in which the pressure can be varied at will, or kept

constant, thus changing the temperature of ebullition by a considerable amount ; by

using only three liquids any temperature between 80 and 200 can be quickly

attained and kept extremely constant for any length of time, provided only that the

joints in the whole apparatus remain perfectly tight. A mercury manometer indicates

the pressure of the vapour. The bath is covered with several layers ot asbestos-card

to avoid losses by radiation and their effects on the temperature of the room.

VOL. cxciv. A. L
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XXX. PRELIMINARY DETERMINATIONS.

(a) Measurement of the Capacity of the Thermometric Reservoir.

Before proceeding to the measurement of the capacity of the therinometric reservoir,

we considered it advisable to subject it to a prolonged annealing at the temperature

of the boiling-point of sulphur. After thirteen hours' heating we obtained for its

capacity at

V = 159*670 cub. centims.,

and after a second exposure of eleven hours we found

V = 159-642 cub. ceutims.

This value was a little modified during the operation of mounting the thermometer,

as a short piece of the connecting capillary had to be suppressed. Allowing for this

we found for the first part of the experiments the value

V = 159-629 cub. centims.

(b) Coefficient of Dilatation ofHard Glass.

The dilatation of "
verre dur

"
was not measured directly on the thermometric

reservoir itself, but on a tube of 1 metre length drawn from the same melting ; its

linear dilatation was determined by a long series of experiments at temperatures

comprised between and 100. These experiments have given for the law of cubic

dilatation of glass between and 100 the formula

V, = V (1 + O'OOO 021 801 t + O'OOO 000 015 536 ?),

whence, for t = 100,
V100

= V (1 + 0-002 335 50).

During some subsequent experiments on the effect of prolonged heating on glass,

we had occasion to control this result by determining the dilatation between and

100 of a "
verre dur" vessel drawn from the same tube as the thermometric reservoir.

From these observations we found

(1) Before annealing V100
= V (l + 0'002 357 1),

(2) After annealing at 445 for 81 hours . . V100
= V (1 + 0'002 343 6).

These last measurements furnish no indication of the magnitude of the term in t~,

which alone has any influence on the temperature measurements. We have therefore

employed, for all the observations relative to the glass reservoir, the expression with

two terms indicated above.
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(c) Di-tiTiiiin'it.'.tn, of the Coefficient of Pressure of the TJieivnometric Reservoir.

The capillary tube fused to the thermometric reservoir had, at the commencement,

a length of about 250 millims. The volume of this tube was determined by weighing

a thread of mercury occupying in it a length of 200 millims. ; the weight of mercury
contained in 1 millim. of length was found to be 1 '69185 gramme. The calibre of the

tube was afterwards studied by GAY-Lu88AC*8 method between the two extreme

points and 250. The calibration corrections thus obtained had to be applied in the

reduction of the observations on the coefficient of pressure. To measure this coefficient

the same' method is followed as for the determination of the coefficient of external

pressure of mercury thermometers.

The thermometric reservoir is placed in a glass tube filled with water, and closed

by a cork pierced with a hole, through which passes the capillary attached to the

reservoir. The space between the reservoir and the external tube can, by means

of stop-cocks, lie put into communication either with the atmosphere, or with a large

exhausted vessel. The reservoir itself being filled with water up to a certain scale

division, observations are made of the displacements of the meniscus produced by

varying the external pressure by nearly an atmosphere.

The observations effected under these conditions gave, after all reductions, the

following value for the variation Aw of the volume of the reservoir, which corresponds

to a variation of external pressure equal to a millimetre of mercury,

Av = 0-006 228 microlitre.

This value of the coefficient of pressure was employed for the calculation of a table

giving the variations of volume of the reservoir corresponding to the changes of

internal pressure observed in the course of the experiments.

(d) Determination of the "Dead Space" ("Espace Nuisible").

The determination of the volume of the space occupied by the gas not exposed to

the same temperature as the reservoir presents peculiar difficulties. It is of extreme

importance that the limits of this space should be well defined, which, however,

cannot be done quite rigorously.

The "dead space" may be divided into two parts: (1) the space occupied by the

gas in the closed branch of the manometer between the mercury touching the point
and the lower surface of the stopper, and (2) the internal volume of the capillary tube

between the plane of the stopper and the part of the tube which penetrates into the

heating apparatus. The curvature of the mercury-meniscus in the closed branch is

necessarily somewhat variable, and as the diameter of the tube is 16 millims., small

L 2
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Fig. 18.

variations in the capillary angle have an appreciable effect on the volume of the gas

above the mercury. The extent of the second part on the side of the reservoir is also

somewhat uncertain, because of the rapid variation of temperature

near its end, but as the capillary tube has only a very small

diameter, the influence of this cause of error is not great.

In order to avoid the uncertainty of any hypothesis concerning

the capillary angle under the actual circumstances, we attempted

to measure the total volume of the " dead space
"

directly in the

following manner.

The capillary tube joining the thermometric reservoir to the

manometer being straight, the closed branch of the manometer

was fixed on its support in the position it afterwards had to

occupy (fig. 18), and the open extremity of the reservoir was

connected to the mercury pump. The side tube, S, of the

manometer terminated in a tube bent downwards, whose lower

end was about on a level with the point. The tap, R, was

placed in communication with the auxiliary mercury reservoir

forming part of the gas thermometer. The tube, m, was first

exhausted, and then filled up with mercury to near the steel

point, and the tube, s, completely filled ; then air was readmitted,

and the mercury was adjusted to the point by slightly dis-

placing the reservoir. The taps, R and t, being then shut, the

whole was again exhausted. A small, carefully weighed vessel

containing mercury was placed under the tube, s, and by opening
the tap, t, mercury was allowed to enter the manometric tube

and fill all the space above the point, rising to the level, c,

which is at the barometric height above the mercury in the

weighed vessel. The volume of the " dead space
"

could then

be deduced from the loss of weight of the small vessel. It

should be remarked that the pressure in m at the end of the

experiment was very nearly the same as at the beginning, and

all uncertain corrections were thus avoided. The divergence

found between the individual observations given are a fail-

measure of the inevitable variations of the " dead space
"

during
Determination of

the experiments.
the volume of the

** flpAfl STW1PP
'*

If the point, c, did not coincide exactly with the limits of the
" dead space," it would be easy to take account of the difference, the volume of the

capillary tube having been previously measured.

The following values for the volume of the " dead space
"
were obtained by the

above method ;
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cub. centim.

(1) ...... 0-4371

(2) 0-4503

(3) 0-4469

(4) 0-4380

(5) 0-4385

(6) 0-4385

(7) . . . ... 0-4385

Mean . . . v= 0-4411

(e) Determination of the "Index Error."

The readings made on the scale by means of the vernier do not represent exactly

the difference of level between the points in the barometer and the closed branch of

the manometer ; this is due to two causes. The first is that the point of the

barometer is not at the same level as the division, 0, of the scale. All the scale-

readings have, therefore, a correction applied which we will call the correction for

" index error," which must be determined by special measurements with a good

cathetometer. This correction, which would be constant if the plane surface of the

girder on which the barometer slides were absolutely true, varies slightly according to

the position of the barometer.

The second cause is that the point in the manometer is not at the same level as the

division, 0, of the vernier. This latter correction may, perhaps, be considered con-

stant for a given position of the closed branch of the manometer.

The correction for the " index error
"
has been determined frequently during the

course of the experiments, especially that relating to the lower point, the position of

which has been modified several times. The publication of the observations being of

no interest, we give simply the values of the constants relating to two positions of

the closed branch. From the observations of the 3rd and 4th of May, 1898, the

correction relating to the barometer was found to be

Cj,
= 9-588 millims.,

and the correction relating to the manometer point in the raised position (for observa-

tions at and 100)
Cw = + 20-130 millims.,

whence the total correction for
"
index error

"
is given by

C = C + Cm = 10-542 millims.

In the lower position of the manometer (used in comparisons between 100 and 200)
the total correction had the slightly different value C = 10'552 millims.
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(f )
Corrections of the Scale and Vender.

.

The corrections of the scale are given in vol. 6 of '

Trav. et Me"m. du Bureau

International.' We need say here only that the study of this scale by M. ISAACHSEN

gives the corrections at each decimetre graduation, except the second, and at all the

even centimetres between 500 and 1400.

The vernier is divided into twenty parts, and its total interval (0, 20) corresponds

to a length of 18 '980 millims. instead of 19 millims. A correction must therefore be

applied to the vernier readings, which is proportional to the fraction measured, and

whose maximum value is 20 micron.

The measurements made to verify the equidistance of the divisions ol the vernier

showed that the errors of division attain 10 micron, for certain lines, but by reason of

their irregular distribution, and of the repetition of the observations using different

parts of the vernier, they have not been taken into account.

XXXI. CALCULATION OF THE TEMPERATURES.

The deduction of the formula employed for the calculation of the temperatures has

been given with all necessary details in the memoir already quoted,* therefore we

only give here a re"sumd of the process.

Let V be the volume at of the gas contained in the thermometer reservoir ;

S the mean coefficient of dilatation of the reservoir between and T
;

a the coefficient of expansion of the gas at constant volume ;

v the volume of the " dead space
"
at the standard temperature t

;

Av and A the variations of volume and temperature of the
" dead space

"
;

H the initial pressure of the gas corresponding to the temperature of the reser-

voir and t of the " dead space" ;

H 4- h the pressure of the gas at the temperature T to be determined ; the tempe-
rature of the " dead space

"
being t -\- A, and its volume v -f- Av ;

fr the internal pressure coefficient of the thermometric reservoir.

The total mass of the gas being the same at the temperatures and T, we have

Suppose now that we have applied to the pressures H and H 4- h the corrections

necessary to reduce them to what they would have been had the whole " dead space
"

been maintained at 0, and let us call these new pressures H
'

and H '

-j- h' ; we have

then the simplified formula

/v _j_ ,,\ TI ' r^(l "* ^T) + ffji . ] ,-rj ,
,

, ,.,

(
v o 1 H i

l + j--
- rl (H -h A

),

* '

Trav, et M4m. du Bureau International,' vol. 6, p. 52,
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whence, by certain simplifications, we get finally

This formula was used first to calculate the coefficient a between the known

temperatures 0and 100, the value found being afterwards utilised for the calculation

of the temperatures observed in the comparisons.

XXXII. CORRECTIONS RELATING TO THE " DEAD SPACE."

The corrections, which must be applied to the observed pressures, to reduce them

to what they would have been had the whole of the " dead space
"

been at

throughout, are easily deduced from the laws of BOYLE and GAY-LussAC.

(
1
)
Let us first supj>o.se that the " dead space

"
is composed of different parts

v v, + v, + r, + . . .

whose temperatures are

'l> ^2> ^1)

If now we reduce to these gaseous volumes without changing the pressure p to

which they are subjected, we have as total variation of volume

The temperatures f,, <,, tt . . . , being generally positive, Ar is negative.

(2) To find the correction sought, it is necessary to transfer from the reservoir,

where the temperature is T3
, and the pressure p, a quantity of gas occupying at

the volume Av, or what comes to the same thing, the volume of the reservoir V must

be increased by a quantity equal to Aw (1 -\- T). It is evident that this increase in

volume involves a variation of pressure

.

which can also be written

and which represents the correction sought.

For the application of these corrections we constructed two tables. The first gives
for every degree the values of

'
etc-

and enables the values of Av to be rapidly calculated.
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The second table gives the values of

for all the values of T in the comparisons.

XXXIII. FILLING OF THE GAS THERMOMETER.

The nitrogen employed was prepared by the following method ; into a solution of

100 grams of potassium bichromate in 900 grams of distilled water were introduced

100 grams of nitrite of soda and 100 grams of nitrate of ammonia. When gently

heated, this mixture gives off a very regular stream of nitrogen, which is collected

in a large bottle over distilled water. To destroy any oxides of nitrogen which the

gas may contain, it was passed through two tubes containing caustic potash, then over

copper, heated to dull redness in a combustion tube, and finally through a series of

drying tubes containing baryta and phosphoric anhydride. The gas, after remaining

a long time over the drying agents, was introduced into the reservoir of the gas

thermometer by a series of glass tubes, leading on the one hand to the tap on the

manometer-limb and on the other by a side-tube to the mercury pump.
The reservoir was then heated for some time to about 250, being meanwhile

thoroughly exhausted by the mercury pump. Dry nitrogen was then admitted, and

the alternate evacuation and filling with gas were repeated several times. Our first

definite filling was made on February 2, 1898.

As the comparisons were to extend between the limits 100 and 200 the initial

pressure at C. was adjusted to be approximately 800 millims. of mercury, the

pressure at 200 corresponding to this being about 1,387 millims. This is nearly the

highest pressure which can be measured on the manometer.

XXXIV. DETERMINATION OF THE INITIAL PRESSURE.

It is essential to measure repeatedly the pressure of the gas at the temperature 01

melting ice, in order to make sure that no leakage takes place at the joints, and to be

in a position to take into account the inevitable small variations in capacity which

take place when a glass reservoir is employed. As we have previously mentioned,

prolonged heating produces a permanent contraction of the glass, therefore we may

expect an increase in the initial pressure after the comparisons at high temperatures.

For observation of the initial pressure the zero apparatus, previously described, is

used. We give, as an example of a determination, the second series of observations

of May 3, with their reductions, in the form adopted throughout the whole of the

experiments.
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We have taken for the temperature of the
" dead space

"
that indicated by the

nearest thermometer, No. 4365.

3KD MAY.

Time.
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Date.
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\\i-re protected from the heating ertect of the tailing-point apparatus by surrounding
sleeves of thin copper, traversed by a current of cold water. The temj>erature was
olpsrrvrd IPV Ml. Mils of ;i sui.-ill t 1 1. -Ill n .1 1 id ( -|

|p|;ic.-<l
\\ith its I, nil. ill ..Me of the s|,-.-\i-s.

The temperature of ebullition of the water wa deduced from the barometric

pressure, observed every 3 minutes, on the auxiliary barometer No. 3 of the Bureau,

placed in a neighbouring room, the necessary corrections being of course applied.

The following example, which is one of the observations of May 13, will suffice to

illustrate the course of the operations.

DETERMINATION of the 100-point.
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a small water manometer placed in the cork of the apparatus, and must he trans-

formed to mercury pressure and added to the reduced barometric height. From this

.total pressure the temperature is deduced by means of the tables published by

M. BROCH for the temperatures of ebullition of pure water,* part of which is re-printed

in the Appendix to this paper, Table III.

If the small variations of initial pressure during the course of the experiments be

taken into account, we obtain, on applying to the observations the formulae indicated

above, the following values for the coefficent of expansion of nitrogen under constant

volume :

Date
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XXXVI. COMPARISONS BETWEEN PLATINUM THKUMOMETER K.8 AND THE

NmtntiKN TIIKK.MOMICTKI:.

These rcinijiarisniis \\ ere ni.-ulc iu tin- iiil-liuth previously described (Section XXIX).

Fig. 17 shows the arrangement of the two instruments in the mniparison-lKith. For

the first series lietween 88 and llfi water w;us employed in the jacket.

Simultaneous observations of the two instruments were made by the authors while

an assistant worked the stirrer.

Each comjwirison at any one temperature consisted of ten observations. To

eliminate slight uncertainties due to thermoelectric effects the lottery current was

always reversed after the first five leadings.

The second series of observations, extending from 120 to 160, was obtained by
the ebullition of paraxylene, and the final series up to 190 with aniline.

As we have indicated in the rdsumd of the zeros on p. 82, the comparisons of K.8

with the nitrogen thermometer may be divided into two groups, the first extending
from 88 to 161 (March 23 to April 2) and consisting of twenty-six observations, the

second from 89 to 190 (May 14 to 24) and comprising twenty-two observations.

We give as example of a comparison the observations of May 24 at 188*6.

NITROGEN Thermometer Headings, 24th May.

Time.
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PLATINUM Thermometer Readings. Experiment No. 68, 24th May, 1898.

Bridge-centre
= - "002 centim. Battery resistance = 317 ohms.

Coils B, F, J = 10488-249. Box temperature = 15'22.

Far-tor = 1 -f '000 0020.

Readings.

OL.
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Initial pressure = 793 '563 millinis.

Coefficient a = 0'003 672 27,

which is the menu of the lust group of determinations given on p. 84.

XXXVIII. COMPARISONS AT TEMPERATURES BETWEEN 250 AND 460'.

For the comparisons at high temperatures we constructed ;i sjHscial heating bath,

which has proved satisfactory up to the temperatures indicated, and has sut>sequently

l)een employed up to about 600.

This apparatus is represented in fig. 11). It consists essentially of a bath of a

Fig. 10.

i l"i- lliiili Ti'ini-rlnri'

F, cast-iron tank holding the mixed niti.itc.s
; A, stirrer shaft

; C, chimney ; T, wall of

. iiir-liath cut away to show interior.
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mixture of nitrates of potassium and sodium, heated externally by a double

circulation of hot gases, and stirred continuously by a system of rotating screws.

The cast-iron vessel which forms the bath has a depth of 50 centims. and an

exterior quadrangular section of 20 centims. by 12 centims. ; the angles are slightly

rounded at the corners and on the bottom. The interior cross-section of the bath

approaches an ellipse, a form found by one of us especially favourable to thorough

stirring, when the shaft carrying the rotating screw-blades is placed at one of the foci.

The casting is supported by four substantial feet, 6 centims. in length, on a massive

iron plate. This plate is pierced in the centre by a large circular hole, 8 centims.

diameter, connected to a suitable sheet-iron chimney, to take away the products of

combustion. Around the bath is fixed the first envelope of stout sheet-iron resting

on the base-plate, whose height is a little less than that of the bath. Over this is

placed a second envelope, open below, slightly pyramidal, and protected on the

exterior by several layera of asbestos-card and wool. This rests on the upper edge of

the l>ath, and may easily be detached from the rest of the apparatus.

A special rectangular burner, fitted with several gas taps, is placed round the inner

envelope, near the lower opening. The hot gases rise first in the space between the

two covers, then descend between the bath and the inner one, finally escaping by the

chimney. The top of the bath and the whole of the hot portions of the apparatus

which are exposed are prevented, as far as possible, from disturbing the temperature

of the room by covering them with thick layers of asbestos-wool.

It would be dangerous to expose the thermometric reservoirs to the direct action of

the melted salts. We therefore fixed in the bath thin weldless steel tubes closed at

their lower ends, and projecting a few centimetres above the surface of the liquid. The

thermometers were introduced into these tubes, which they fitted almost exactly.

The tube containing the reservoir of the nitrogen thermometer was provided with a

brass lid closely surrounding the capillary tube, a few washers of asljestos completing

the joint.

The bath is stirred by two sets of screw-blades fixed to a vertical steel shaft, which

extends to a height of about 40 centims. above the top. The upper end of this shaft

is suspended directly by a piece of rubber tube from the axis of a small electric motor

worked by four accumulators,

The system of heating which we have just described allows a very satisfactory

constancy of temperature to be attained, but several hours are required in order to

obtain another equilibrium at a different temperature. To facilitate this, the bath

was heated continuously during the whole course of the experiments at high

temperatures. For the first set of comparisons, which were interrupted by an

accident, and which consisted of a small number of measurements, we employed the

reservoir of
"
verre dur

"
described previously.

In the second, and more complete series, the porcelain reservoir was used

throughout.
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First Comparison*. (Platinum thermometers, K.8 and K.9, with "
verre dur

"

gas thermometer.) The comparisons numbered 70 to 72 in the table for K.8, and

25 to 32 in that for K.9 were made during the summer of 1898 with the

thermometric reservoir of "
verre dur." The following table shows the sequence of

the various operations.

Date.
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its capacity and pressure coefficient and the necessary new determinations of the
" dead space."

(M) Capacity of the Porcelain Reservoir.

This was determined by weighing the reservoir empty, and filled with water at 0.

The following are the results of the weighings made :

Date.
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and by the Fizean method we have

a, + 100& = 0-000 008 961 2.

Admitting the coefficient &, deduced from the observations by the Fizeau method,

we have calculated the coefficient 2 from the relation

which gives

2 + 100& = O'OOO 008 968 71,

a,,
= 0-000 008 070 35.

We have thus adopted as our final formula for the cubic expansion of Berlin

V, = V (1 + O'OOO 008 070 35* + O'OOO 000 008 983*).

porcelaiin

(c) Pressure Coefficient of the Porcelain Reservoir,

The measurement of the pressure coefficient of the porcelain reservoir was made in

precisely the same way as that of the glass reservoir previously described on p. 75.

We determined by three series of observations the variation of volume Av corre-

sponding to a variation of pressure of 1 millim., obtaining the following results :

(1)

(3)

microlitres.

Av = 0-003 803 5

Av = 0-003 701 7

Aw = 0-003 746 6

We have adopted the mean of these three determinations, viz. :

Ai> = 0*003 750 microlitre per millim.

(d) Determination of the
" Dead Space."

For this determination we followed exactly the method already described on

p. 75. The nine weighings made gave divergences from the mean of four parts

per thousand. After all reductions we found for the whole volume of the " dead

space
"

v = 709 "5 microlitres.

The effective capacity of the thermometric reservoir being

V = 164*805 cub. centims.,

we have

v/V = 0*004 305.

This result, which is appreciably higher than the corresponding one for the
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reservoir of " verre dur," was employed for the reduction of all the measurements

made with the gas thermometer with porcelain reservoir.

XL. FIRST DETERMINATIONS WITH PORCELAIN GAB THERMOMETER.

The mounting of the gas thermometer being completed, we proceeded to fill the

reservoir with nitrogen. The gas was prej>ared by the process previously described

and was thoroughly dried over phosphorus pentoxide. The reservoir was several

times pumped out and partially filled with the dry gas, it being heated meanwhile to

a temperature of about 250, and the final filling and adjustment of the pressure was

made at the same high temperature.

We give in the following table the measurements of the initial pressure and

coefficient of expansion of the nitrogen, made immediately afterwards.

Date.
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hension that, in spite of the care taken with the filling, it might possibly have

retained traces of water.

After a heating of 26 hours above 400 we found in fact an initial pressure

considerably greater than that given above, viz. :

inilliins.

October 4 525'359

4 . . 525-361

5 ........ 525-341

7 . 525-348

Mean .... 525 '352

Determinations of the coefficient of expansion gave also a value appreciably greater

than the one found previously.

From the mean of four experiments we found

- 0-003 674 0.

Our fears having been justified, the thermometer reservoir was again put into

communication with the pump and exhausted, being meanwhile heated to a tempe-
rature of about 500. After several successive exhaustions and partial fillings of gas

the reservoir was then pumped out very thoroughly, and after remaining vacuous for

24 hours was filled to the proper pressure with very well dried gas. It was main-

tained all the time at a temperature approaching 500.

The following measurements of the initial pressure and coefficient of expansion were

then made :
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day for the experiments with thermometer K.9. For the coefficient of expansion we

have taken the mean of the determinations given above, viz. :

= 0-003 668 11.

Date of comparison.
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from the law previously found by one of us that the departure of the coefficient from

that of a perfect gas varies proportionally to the initial pressure, we have

a = 0-003 666 3.

This coefficient would give for temperatures near the sulphur point values about 0'2

higher than those deduced by employing the one directly observed.

We have nevertheless adhered to the latter for the calculation of the temperatures
of this series of comparisons, in order to avoid the introduction of any hypothesis.

XLI. EXPLANATION OF THE TABLES OF RESULTS.

The results of the whole of the comparisons made are given in the tables for each

thermometer at the end. In these the experiments are arranged in order of ascending

temperature. The first three columns give for each experiment the progressive

number, the number in our note-books and the date. Columns IV. and V. give pt
and d, the value for d being that deduced from the Callendar formula given on p. 39,

assuming the value for 8 as determined for each thermometer at the sulphur point,

and taking our new value for the boiling-point of sulphur at 760 millims. pressure,

namely 445'27, given later on p. 101. Column VI. gives the equivalent on the

nitrogen scale of the observed pt, as thus calculated, and Column VII. the tempera-
ture on the nitrogen scale as given by the gas thermometer. Column VIII. shows

the difference between the calculated and observed values, and Column IX. the

constancy of the temperature in each experiment as given by the indication of the

platinum thermometer.

XLH. DETERMINATION OF THE BOILING-POINT OF SULPHUR.

After ascertaining that it was possible, by means of the bath of fused nitrates, to

make accurate comparisons between the platinum and gas thermometers at tempera-
tures up to about 600, we saw that by making alternately a determination of the

resistance of a platinum thermometer at the boiling-point of sulphur, and a

comparison with the gas thermometer near the same temperature, we had a means
of obtaining a new determination of the boiling-point on the nitrogen scale. We
accordingly made, in an apparatus of the form described by CALLENDAR and

GRIFFITHS as the "
Meyer tube," a number of determinations of the platinum

tnuperature of sulphur-vapour boiling freely under atmospheric pressure. Readings
of the barometer were taken simultaneously with those of the platinum thermometer.

The reservoir of the platinum thermometer was protected from contact with any
< iidensed sulphur which might flow down to it from the cooler part of the thermo-

meter above, by surrounding it with an asbestos cone perforated with several holes

VOL. OXCIV. A. O
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in the base and aides to permit free circulation of the sulphur vapour within it.* It

is essential for the attainment of a constant temperature that the cone should be

sufficiently long to completely cover the resistance-spiral and a certain length of the

stem immediately above it.

During the earlier experiments we had considerable difficulty with the sulphur

tubes owing to their liability to crack on re-heating, after having once been used.

We thus found it convenient, when making several consecutive sulphur point

determinations, to keep the sulphur just liquid between the different sets of

observations, by means of a small by-pass flame. The establishment of a constant

temperature in the sulphur apparatus takes a considerable time ;
from half-an-hour

to an hour was generally allowed after insertion of the thermometer, t

The sulphur we used was obtained from Messrs. BAIRD and TATLOCK, and was

made by CHANCE'S process. Though we made no chemical tests of its purity, we

have reason to believe that the impurities present, if any, exert practically no

influence on the boiling-point, as a large number of determinations made at Kew
showed no systematic difference in the behaviour of several different samples. Addi-

tional evidence of the purity of the sulphur used is afforded by the remarkable

steadiness of the temperature of the vapour, when once the equilibrium is established.

Three independent values for the boiling-point of sulphur were obtained under

different circumstances. To the first of these, obtained from the preliminary com-

parisons of thermometer K.9 with the gas thermometer with reservoir of "
verre

dur," we attach less weight than to the two subsequent ones, where K.8 and K.9

were compared with the gas thermometer fitted with the porcelain reservoir more

suited for high temperatures.

We discuss the observations of the later series, taken with K.8, as an example of

the method of reduction followed.

The determinations made with this thermometer of the platinum temperature of

the boiling-point of sulphur were eight in number, the corresponding pressures varying

from 755 to 762 millims. It is obvious that, from the experiments themselves, the

platinum temperature corresponding to 760 millims. could be deduced by the method

of least squares, but a formula for the variation of the boiling-point with pressure

deduced from so few experiments would, however, be liable to error. We, therefore,

* This form of protector is due to HEYCOCK and NEVILLE, and is descril>ed in their paper in
' Trans.

Chem. Soc.,' 1895, p. 197.

t In the use of this apparatus there are several precautions to be observed essential for good results.

The liquid sulphur in the Meyer tube must extend to some few centimetres above the base plate of the

apparatus. The gas burner should preferably be a largo solid-flame bunsen, and the flame should be

screened from draughts by asbestos-card or by a number of firebricks surrounding the apparatus. The

cones are attached to the thermometer by fine iron wire. The asbestos becomes very hard on cooling, but,

if, after use, the adhering sulphur is burnt off, the cones can lie rendered sufficiently pliable to serve for

several determinations.
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:itti-m|itril to collect further evidence on the subject, before proceeding to the final

reduction of our results.

(

'

\I.I.K\DAK and GRIFFITHS in re-determining the Ixiiling-point of sulphur made

no attempt to deduce any formula for the variation of this point with prefigure, and,

in their subsequent work, apply the one deduced by REONAULT from his observations

made ill 1862.

As the results of this investigation of REONAULT have been differently interpreted

by several observers, it may be worth while here to state exactly what experiments
UKUNAULT made on the subject. The primary object of his work was to determine

the influence of large variations of pressure on the lx>iling-points of a number of

substances, rather than to deduce formulae representing accurately over a limited

range the variation for each substance. He made altogether eight experiments with

sulphur at pressures between 250 and 3000 millims., the four nearest to the standard

pressure of 7CO millims. l>eing as follows:

Temperature 011 uir scale.

418-70

440-30

447-71

186-61

Pressure in millims.

467-45

679-97

763-04

1308-54

In the carrying out of these experiments REONAULT says he had considerable

difficulty, due to violent boiling and also to superheating of the vapour, especially at

lii^li pressures.

From the eight experiments REGNAULT calculated a formula for the change of

temperature with pressure over the whole range ; from this GRIFFITHS finds the

value of dt/dp at 760 millims. to be 0'082.

It happens, however, that the experiment made at 763 millims. is one, the result of

which diverges more from the calculated value than almost any other, and therefore

the value to be taken as the boiling-point at 760 millims. is appreciably uncertain.

The most probable value for this point, as deduced from these observations of

REGNAULT, is given by different authorities as 448'38, 448'34, and 447'48.

In view of this uncertainty, and also of the fact that the Meyer tube apparatus is

so entirely different in its construction from that employed by REGNAULT, we deemed

it advisable to obtain some further evidence as to the validity of the application of

REGNAULT'S value of dt/dp to our experiments. As our own observations happened
to be ah

1 made within a small pressure range, we selected from the records of the

platinum thermometers in regular use at Kew Observatory, the results of the different

determinations of the sulphur-point made with thermometers K.I and K.3, and from

these, calculated by least squares for each thermometer a formula representing the

o 2
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variation of pt with pressure, from which, by combination with the known value of

d.pt/dt, we obtained two concordant values for dt/dp at 760 millims. The mean of

these values coincided sufficiently nearly with that of RE<;XAM,T to justify us in

adopting the latter for present purposes, and the reduction of our observations to

normal pressure is therefore based on the assumption of his value.*

We found that for the thermometers K.8 and K.9 the value of d.pt/dt, at the

sulphur point, was practically identical with the mean of those previously obtained

for the older thermometers, and by assuming this number and combining it with the

value calculated from REGNAULT'S experiments for dt/dp, we obtained d.pt/dp tor

K.8 and K.9.

From this the value of pt,, the platinum temperature of the sulphur vapour at

760 millims., was then calculated for each experiment, and the mean value for each

series taken.

The platimnn temperatures found in these comparisons made with each thermo-

meter near the point 445, and their corresponding values on the nitrogen scale, were

then treated by least squares, to obtain from them the nitrogen temperature equivalent

to the value of pt, found previously. Various formulae for this calculation were tried,

the most suitable one being found to be

T. = x + y (pt
-

pt,) + z (pt
-

pt.Y

where T, is the nitrogen temperature sought corresponding to pt,, and x, y and 2 are

constants, t

In this calculation for thermometer K.8 were included the seven experiments
numbered 85 to 91 in the table, and in the calculation weights were assigned to the

individual experiments according to the constancy of the temperature. On

substituting in the original equations of condition the greatest residual was found to

be 0'034, showing a satisfactory concordance between the values for T, given by the

different comparisons.

*
Although we do not wish to give the formula we calculated from the observations made at Kew as

the outcome of a new determination of dt/dp for sulphur, yet it may be worth while to give an idea of the

kind of agreement between the value found and that of REGNAULT, which we adopted for the reduction of

our observations. The experiments with thermometer K.I were made between the extremes of pressure

747 and 773 millims., but the majority of them were only very slightly removed from 760 millims. The

series with K.3 was better adapted for the purpose of deducing a formula, the observations being
distributed fairly evenly over the range 747 to 769 millims. These two sets of experiments were made by
Mr. HUGO, Senior Assistant at Kew Observatory.

If Tg be the boiling-point under 760 millims. pressure, we have for the value at 755 millims. from the

formulae deduced from REGNAULT, and from thermometers K.I and K.3, the values (T,- -41), (T,- -43),

and (T,
-

"42), respectively.

t For another method of arriving at the value of pt, and the corresponding T, leading to a mean result

slightly different from that here given, see Appendix II., added while the paper was in press.
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From the different series of experiments from which a value can l>e deduced by this

method we have

1st Series K.9 and glass reservoir T, = 445*27

2nd K.9 porcelain T, = 445'26

3rd K.8 T, = 445-29

Meau = 445-27

Although we think that the extremely close agreement of these values is to some

extent fortuitous, and may give an exaggerated idea of the accuracy attained in our

experiments, we think that until more is known concerning the expansion at high

temperatures of the material used as thermometric reservoir, 445'27 may he taken

as a close approximation to the temperature attained by the vapour of pure sulphur

boiling freely under a pressure of 760 millims. in the apparatus above described.

Whether this represents the true temperature, or whether the indications of the

thermometer are affected to any appreciable extent by radiation and other disturbing

influences, we have not attempted to consider in detail. We contented ourselves

with ascertaining that the form of apparatus we used is capable of giving consistent

results, and that the temperature attained in it by the vapour after the steady state

lias been reached really alters with the barometric pressure. We noticed that the

Irarometer we used, and those platinum thermometers which were provided with glass

envelopes, appeared to follow changes at very nearly the same rate. Considering
that the observations of the boiling-point were only made when the barometer

appeared to be fairly steady, we think that any error in the measurement of the

corresponding temperatures and pressures due to difference of lag of the two

instruments must have been very small.

X I.I 1 1 REDUCTION OF RESULTS TO NORMAL SCALE.

In view of the lack of data as to the difference between the various gas scales at

high temperatures;
we are unable to reduce the results of our comparisons, and the

value found for the boiling-point of sulphur, to what they would have been on the

scale of the hydrogen thermometer.*

*
[Footnote added Decomlwr 1, 1899. From the study of the different gas scales previously made l>y

one of us, it appears that tetwoen and 100 the point of maximum difference between the hydrogen
and nitrogen scales is at 40, where the nitrogen thermometer reads higher by 0O1. At 100 the

difference between the two scales Ixjcomes zero by definition, and above that temperature it changes sign

and has a value which appears not to exceed 0'l l>elow 600.

The scale of the constant volume nitrogen thermometer appears not to be independent of the initial

pressure ;
if we may judge by the variation of the coefficient -f , which approaches that of hydrogen

pa at

as the pressure diminishes, we may assume that the difference between the scales of the nitrogen and
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Nor is it easy to apply to the results on the nitrogen scale the correction necessary

to bring them to what should have been found had we been able to employ an initial

pressure of 1 metre instead of 528 millims.

As has been pointed out, all our gas temperatures are referred to the constant-

volume scale. The connection between this and the constant-pressure scale, and the

corrections to be applied to each to reduce them to the absolute gas scale, have been

calculated by Lord KELVIN and Dr. JOULE from their experiments on the flow of

gases through porous plugs. Various formulae giving this correction have, however,

l>een proposed by KELVIN and JOULE themselves, and by others. In a recent paper

by ROSE-INNES* a type of formula is deduced from the same observations, which

applies to the results found with all the three gases experimented upon by KELVIN

and JOULE. RosE-lNNEst says, "To the degree of approximation to which we are

working, therefore, there is no thermodynamic correction needed for a constant-

volume gas thermometer. There may be a correction involving squares of small

quantities, which would appear on a nearer approximation. Such a correction, how-

ever, would not be worth taking into account in the case of a thermometer constructed

with air or hydrogen, as the unavoidable errors of experiment would certainly be much

larger than the correction."

Our result for the boiling-point of sulphur is about 07 higher than that of

CALLENDAR and GRIFFITHS, but it may be well to point out here that the two values

are not necessarily inconsistent. The value of CALLENDAR and GRIFFITHS is given as

444'53 for the boiling-point of sulphur on the constant-pressrue air scale, the air

being taken under an initial pressure of 76 centims.

Our value 445 0-27 we give as the equivalent of the same temperature on the scale

of the constant-volume nitrogen thermometer, the nitrogen being taken under the

initial pressure of 528 millims. It is impossible, we think, at present to say from

hydrogen thermometers varies directly as the initial pressure. Consequently, in the comparisons between

100" and 200, where the initial pressure was about 800 millims., the difference between the two scales

would be diminished to about four-fifths, and in the comparisons between 200
3

and 455 to about half of

what it would have been with an initial pressure of one metre.

We may also remark that the coefficient of dilatation of air under constant pressure

a = 0-003 674 9,

determined by CALLENDAR and GRIFFITHS and employed by them to calculate the temperatures in their

observations, is sensibly higher than that which results from the experiments of REGNAULT,

a = 0-003 670 0,

or the value obtained some time ago by one of us,

a = 0-003 670 8.

The adoption of these latter values would raise the result of CALLENDAR and GRIFFITHS about half

a degree.]
* 'Phil. Mag.,' March, 1898.

t Jw. fit., p. 293.
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theory what difference should he found between the results in the two case**.

CALLENDAR and GRIFFITHS point out, however, that the few observations they made,

using their instrument as a constant-volume thermometer, gave a result for the

sulphur point about half a degree higher than that found on the constant-pressure

scale. If confirmed, this would account for more than half of the difference between

the two results.

It may be of interest to calculate what differences there would l)e between tempe-
ratures expressed on CALLENDAR'S air scale and the same temperatures on the

nitrogen scale Iwused on the adoption of our value for the boiling-point of sulphur, and

on the validity of the 8 formula. The adoption of the new value for the sulphur

boiling-point 074 higher than that of CALLENDAR and GRIFFITHS would raise

a 8 of T500 to 1-5423. The differences between the temperatures deduced by

admitting the validity of the parabolic formula in each case are shown in the follow-

ing table :

T,.,. ... -50 25* 50 75 100 200" 400' 600 1000

T,*.,-!,., . +0'-03 0' -0'-008 -O'-Oll -0-008 + 0-09 +0-57 + 1-5 +5M.

From the results of our comparisons we might calculate a formula giving the magni-
tude of a small corrective term to l>e applied to the temperatures as deduced by the

parabolic formula to reduce them to the scale of our nitrogen thermometer. This

correction, however, is not the same for the different platinum thermometers we used,

and an examination of the differences given in Column VIII. of the tables shows that

in some places the corrective terms for the two thermometers differ by a quantity of

about the same order as the corrections themselves.

Since, as we have previously explained, our own nitrogen scale is somewhat arbitrary,

and its relation to the normal scale of the hydrogen thermometer is only known over

a small part of the range covered by the experiments, we would suggest that, for the

present, temperatures deduced by the platinum thermometer should l>e reduced by a

parabolic formula. The results thus obtained can always be recalculated and expressed
on any scale which may subsequently be adopted as the standard scale for high

temperatures.

Although we found it impossible to use hydrogen at high temperatures in our gas
thermometer with glass reservoir owing to some chemical action taking place between

it and the glass, yet it is quite possible that a suitable material may be found for the

construction of a thermometer reservoir in which this gas may be employed at high

temperatures.

Until further investigations have been made as to the relations of the various gas
scales at high temperatures, and as to the influence of the initial pressure and the

effect of impurities and traces of water vapour in the gases employed, and until

exact determinations have been made up to high temperatures of the coefficient of

expansion of the material used as thermometric reservoir, we think that for the
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purposes of high range thermometry a scale deduced by the parabolic formul;i from

that of the platinum thermometer will suffice. In the present state of our knowledge

any attempt to improve on such a thermometric scale would be attended with such

uncertainties as would probably render it futile.

XLIV. CONCLUSION.

In conclusion, the authors are desirous of expressing their obligation to Dr. BENOIT,

Director of the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures, to Professor CAKEY

FOSTER, Chairman of the Kew Observatory Sub-Committee on Thermometry, and

to Dr. CHREE, Superintendent of the Observatory, for continued advice and help

throughout the whole of their work. For the loan of several pieces of apparatus

they are indebted to Professor SCHUSTER of Manchester, and to M. BROCA of the

Ecole de Medecine, Paris, and for help with the calculations to M. MAUDET and to

Mdlles. DE BAULLER and JUNOT, Assistants at the Bureau International, and to all

these they tender their sincere thanks.
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APPENDIX I.

With a view to facilitating the calculations involved in platinum thermometry, we

give, as an appendix, several tables calculated by Mdlle. DE BAULLER and M. MAUDET,
of the Bureau International, which have proved of great utility during our work.

Krp

\ j T "1

Too)
~~

100 r
and the Product

of this quantity into a number of different values of 8. It is used for deducing pt from

given values of T.

Table II. is for the resolution of the converse problem, and gives T corresponding

to different values of pt for thermometers having a 8 between 1'54 and 1'57. At the

side are given differences for interpolation between the whole degrees.

Table III. is for the reduction of the steam points, and is extracted from the table

calculated by M. BROCH from the results of REGNAULT for the boiling-point of water-

under different pressures.

Table IV. is for reducing to its equivalent in mercury pressure the excess of

pressure of the steam in a boiling-point determination, as measured in millimetres

of water.

Table V. is for converting to the platinum scale the temperature of the steam as

obtained from Table III.

As an example of the use of some of these tables, we give the following :

Let the resistance in ice of a certain platinum thermometer whose 8=1 '500 be

2'57827 ohms, and let its resistance in steam be 3'57298 ohms, the barometric height

at the time, corrected for temperature and reduced to sea level and latitude 45, being

749 '96 millims., and the excess of the steam pressure over that of the atmosphere

being 1'8 millim. of water. Find the resistance corresponding to 100.

From Table IV. the mercury pressure corresponding to 1'8 millim. of water = 0'13

millim. Adding this to the barometric height we obtain 750'09 millims. as the total

pressure of the steam. Then from Table III. we obtain, as the temperature of the

steam at this pressure, 99'6343.

For 8=1 "500 we find from Table V. that the platinum temperature corresponding

to 99'6343 is 99'6343 + 0'0055 = 99'6398.
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Therefore the change of resistance between the Ohms.

platinum temperatures and 99'6398 is . (3-57298 2'57827) = 0*99471

And so F.I. (the fundamental interval, i.e., the"! 0-99471 x 100
> '

change between and 100) 99-R398

Therefore, resistance at 100 :.". . ... . . . . ; . . =3*57658

We append also the various formulae showing the relations of each of the four

quantities T, pt, d, and 8 to the others, viz. :

/5000
^

VOL. CXCIV. A. O
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APPENDIX TABLE II. For calculating T when pt and 8 are known, employing the

formula T = (^ + 5o)
- A/?V / V

75000

pt
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APPENDIX TABLE II. (continued). For calculating T when pt and 8 are known,

+
50J-employing the formula T = + 50

J
-^

pt
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APPENDIX TABLE II. (continued). For calculating T when pt and 8 are known,

employing the formula T = ( .- + 50
j

WQQQpt

f
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APPENDIX TABLE II. (continued). For calculating T when pt and 8 are kn>\\n.

employing the formula T = (-
'

+ 50
J /y/( g

+
50J

ft.
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APPENDIX TABLE II. (continued). For calculating T when pt and 8 are known,

employing the formula T = /5000 5000 1H(III(V

8

pi.
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APPRNDIX TABLE II. (continued). For calculating T when pt and 8 are kn<mu,

/5000 //:>066~ HUM
HI,,/

employing the formula T = ( -^ \- 50 ) /y/ (

g
+ 50

j

/<'
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APPENDIX TABLE II. (continued). For calculating T when pt and S are known,

employing the formula T = f * |- 50) \/( jj
r~ 50

J

IIHHHI,,/

8

ft.
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APPENDIX TABLE II. (continued). For calculating T when pt and 8 are known.

/5000 //5000 TV lOOOOpf
employing the tormula 1 = I + 50

) \t -
\- 50

)

\ o /v\g / t>

pt
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APPENDIX TABLE II. (continued). For calculating T when pt and 8 are known,

employing the formula T =
(

-= \- 50 I

\
"

/

.5000

B

10000X
S

'

j*
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APPENDIX TABLE II. (continued). For calculating T when pt and 8 are known.

employing the fi'inuila T =
(

+ 50]
/y (

(5000 \ 10000^+ 50J- -^

/''
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APPENDIX TABLE II. (continued). For calculating T when pt and 8 are known,

employing the formula T =
(SS2

+
50)

-
\/Py* + 50)*-

1

id/-/

ft.
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APPENDIX TABLE III. Temperatures of Ebullition nf Water under varying 1'ifs.sures.

Calculated by Dr. BROCH from the observations of RKGNAULT.

Mi Him-.
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APPENDIX TABLE III. (continued).

Millims.
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APPENDIX II. [Added December 1, 1899.]

We think we are justified in adding, in the form of an appendix, some further

considerations on the question of the sulphur boiling-point, the results of which we

obtained since the date of handing in the paper. On p. 99 of the text are given the

observations of REGNAULT on the variation of the boiling-point of sulphur with

pressure near 760 millims. The formula used by REGNAULT himself to express the

results of his observations over the whole range was of a logarithmic kind, and gave

for the pressure 760 millims. the value 448 0-
38. If, however, we disregard the

extreme portions of the range and find a formula to represent only those observations

near the normal pressure, we find for this point a value nearly a degree lower.

Taking the four observations quoted in the text, and representing them by a

formula
T = a + bp + off,

of which the constants a, b, and c are determined by least squares, we find for

p = 760 the value 447 '51, with residuals very much smaller than those given by
the logarithmic formula. We are aware that to represent four observations by a

formula with three constants is not giving very much latitude for probable errors,

but we think, nevertheless, that 447'5 gives much more nearly the true result to be

deduced from REGNAULT'S experiments than his own much higher figure. Accepting

this method of treating his observations, we further find that instead of the value

for dt/dp 0'082 per millim. as given by the logarithmic formula, we get 0'088, a

value very appreciably higher.

If our determinations of pt, had all been made at 760 millims. pressure, or if this

had been the mean pressure of each different series, the value to be taken for dt/dp

would have been of no great consequence, but as in each case the mean pressure fell

appreciably below this, we thought it desirable to see how much the assumption of

the higher value might influence the results of our experiments.

We gave in the text the results of some calculations on the series of sulphur

points taken with the Kew platinum thermometers K.I and K.3, made with the

object of arriving at an independent value for dt/dp. Dr. CHREE has recently com-

pleted for publication an investigation into the behaviour of the Kew platinum

thermometers, and their permanence over a considerable period, and finds that, when

one or two sources of uncertainty are eliminated, the values we gave for dt/dp for

K.I and K.3 are both somewhat too small. He has courteously permitted us to

state that the most probable value for this number deducible from the different series

of determinations of the sulphur point, which he has worked ut>, is much more nearly
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0'090 than 0'082, agreeing in a remarkable manner with the result we have just

deduced from REGNAULT'S experiments.
As the mean pressure of our sulphur point determinations was below 760 millims.

in all the series, we thought it of interest to recalculate the results of each set,

applying the value 0'088 for dtjdp. Combining this with the known value of d .pt/dt,

we have for d.pt/dp the value 0'0773 at 445.

The values of pt, from the separate experiments with K.8 and K.9, are given in the

following table :

K.8.
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formula to obtain the T,, the value 445'l, which is only
0-

1 lower than the mean

previously found from the K.8 and K.9 experiments. During this series of com-

parisons the pressure of the nitrogen in the gas thermometer was sensibly lower than

in any of the preceding ones, being only 392 millims. instead of 529 millims.

In view of the uncertainties in the value of dt/dp and those arising from imperfect

data as to the expansion of the porcelain at high temperatures, we prefer to suppress

the hundredths of a degree from our mean result for the temperature of the boiling-

point of sulphur, and to give for this point the value T, = 445 0>2 on the scale of the

constant volume nitrogen thermometer.
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III. On the Propagation of Earthquake Motion to Great Distances.

By R. D. OLDHAM, Geological Survey of India.

Communicated by Sir ROBERT S. BALL, F.R.S.

Received June 16, Read November 16, 1899.

1. THE earliest suggestion of the existence of more than one kind of wave motion

in an earthquake appears to have been made in 1849 by Wertheim.* After

discussing on theoretical grounds the ratio between the rates of propagation of

distortional and condensational waves in an infinite solid, he proceeds to say that

the only possible experimental verification would be by the use of a very large body,

such as the Earth itself. It would hardly be possible to produce, artificially, a

disturbance which would be propagated and be sensible at a great distance from the

origin, but such disturbances are produced naturally in earthquakes, and he finds in

the descriptions of great earthquakes indications of two distinct types of disturbance,

which succeed each other in point of time, and which he attributes to the two forms

of elastic wave motion.

Suggestive as it is, this memoir seems for long to have been devoid of influence on

seismological research. It would not be materially incorrect to say that ROBERT

MALLET'S classic works were based on the hypothesis that earthquake motion was

solely that of a condensational wave.

In 1885, Lord RAYLEIGH published his investigationt of elastic surface waves, that is

to say, superficial waves analogous to deep-water waves, but owing their propagation

to the elasticity of the substance in which they are propagated instead of to gravity.

The concluding passage of this paper suggests that "
it is not improbable that the

surface waves here investigated play an important part in earthquakes, and in the

collision of elastic solids. Diverging in two dimensions only, they must acquire at a

great distance from the source a continually increasing preponderance."

In the year 1888, a paperj by Professor C. G. KNOTT was published, in which he

* G. WERTHEIM, " Me"moire sur la Propagation du Mouvement dans les Corps solides et liquides
"

'

Comptes Rendus,' vol. 29, 1849, pp. 697-700; 'Ann. Chim. Phys.,' 3rd ser., vol. 21, 1851, pp. 19-36).

t
" On Waves propagated along the Plane Surface of an Elastic Solid

"
(' Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,'

vol. 17, 1885, pp. 4-11).

J
"
Earthquakes and Earthquake Sounds as Illustrations of the General Theory of Elastic Vibrations

"

('Trans. Seistnol. Soc. Japan,' vol. 12, 1888, pp. 115-136).

VOL. CXCIV. A 254. 29.3.1900
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shows that no separation of the condensational and distortions! waves is to be

expected in the records of seismographs. Wave motion of either kind, on passage
from one medium to another, is split up into refracted and reflected waves, while

each of these is again split up into condensational and distortional waves. The

result of this is that, even if earthquake motion were purely condensational or

distortional at first, it would soon become converted, in its passage through the

heterogeneous materials of the earth's crust, into an extremely complex disturbance,

analogous to that registered by seismographs.

He also refers to Lord RAYLEIGH'S paper, but considers that the comparatively

large vertical and small horizontal displacements required by the theory are not in

accordance with the records of seismographs. Professor MILNE has, however, lately

suggested* that the records of the seismographs may be misleading, and the large

horizontal displacements registered by them be due to tilting of the instruments, and

not to the inertia of the supposed steady points.

Another suggestion in the paper is that the principal disturbance in an earthquake
is not purely elastic, but quasi-elastic, and that what are known as the preliminary

tremors are truly elastic vibrations, set up by and outracing these.

The same volume of
' Transactions' contains a paper by Professor MILNE, t in which

he suggests that the effect of compressional waves propagated direct from the origin

to the surface is confined to the neighbourhood of the epicentre, and that beyond
this the earthquake motion felt and recorded is due to surface waves, set up at the

outcrop of the waves of compression near the origin, and thence propagated
outwards.

In 1894, Wertheim's memoir appears for the first time to have influenced seismo-

logical research, when it was recalled to notice by Dr. A. CANCANI,| who considered

that in the records of earthquakes near, and at a distance from, their origin, he

could trace the separation of the condensational and distortional waves, having rates

of propagation of about 5 and 2 '5 kiloms. per second respectively. In his earlier

paper he considered that it was only the latter which preserved sufficient energy to

make them recognisable, by instrumental aid, at a distance from the origin, while the

condensational waves were only recognisable in its vicinity. It is clear, however,

from his paper, and from two others subsequently written in defence of the ideas

promulgated in it, that the disturbance which he attributes to the distortional waves

is the phase of great surface undulations, travelling like the waves of the sea, which

*
'Seismology,' 8vo., London, 1898, p. 117.

t J. MILNE, "On certain Seismic Problems demanding Solution
"
('Trans. Seismol. Soc. Japan,' vol. 12,

1888, pp. 107-113).

I
" Sulle ondulazioni provenienti dei centri sismici lontani

"
('
Ann. Ufficio Cent. Met. e Geodyn.

Italiano,' 2nd series, vol. 15, 1894, Part 1, pp. 13-24).
" Intorno ad alcune obbiezioni relative alia velocita di propagazione delle onde sismiche

"
(' Atti, R.,

Ace. Lincei,' vol. 3, 1894, Part 2, pp. 30-32);
" Osservazioni e risultati recenti sulla forma e sul modo di

propagarsi delle ondulazioni sismiche" ('Bol. Soc. Sismol. Ital.,' vol. 2, 1896, Part I., pp. 125-137).
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do not appear to be due to distortional waves of the character contemplated by the

theory of wave motion in an infinite solid, Imt rather to be analogous to the elastic

surface waves investigated by Lord KAYLEIOH.

The views of Dr. CANCANI have been opposed by Dr. AOAMENNONE, who, in a

series of papers devoted to the investigation of the observed rate of propagation of

earthquakes, has shown that there is no indication of the velocities grouping them-

selves round the values 5 and 2 '5 kiloms. per second deduced by Dr. CANCANI, but

that, on the other hand, the observed values exhibit a great diversity, and not

infrequently rise to double of the greater of the two assumed values.

Dr. CANCANI'S views have, however, been accepted by other seismologists, notably

l>y Professor GRABLOWITZ, who has, without any marked success, attempted to apply

them to the determination of the place of origin of distant earthquakes observed at

Ischia. The idea that the surface undulations due to great earthquakes are of the

nature of distortions!, and the so-called "preliminary tremors" of condensational,

waves, seems to liave taken root, and in the two most recent papers dealing with

the subject by Professor C. G. KNOTT* and Professor J. MILNE, t the former are

distinctly treated as distortional waves travelling by a brachistochronic path through

the earth.

When investigating the great Indian earthquake of 1897, I found that the

numerous diagrams, for which I was indebted to the generosity of the Directors of

the Italian Observatories, showed two distinct phases, or periods of disturbance,

preceding the advent of the surface undulations of long period. The first of these

was marked by the commencement of the disturbance, the second by a sudden

increase, accompanied by a change in the period of the waves ; these features were

more or less distinctly exhibited by all the records, and when preparing my report

I suggested! that they represented the arrival of the condensational and distortional

waves respectively, which had travelled through the earth, while the surface undu-

lations of long period had travelled round the surface of the earth ; thus recognising

the presence of the three known types of elastic wave motion.

In this report the suggestion had to remain as such. To have entered on an

examination of the records of other earthquakes with a view to its confirmation

would have been foreign to the task in hand, besides being rendered impossible by
the necessity of completing the report, and it is the object of this paper to show that

the records of other great earthquakes confirm the suggestion.

2. The rate of propagation of earthquake waves is a subject which has for long

attracted much attention and been the subject of many studies and experiments. I

found, however, that none of these with which I have become acquainted could be

directly used, and that it was necessary to go back to the original descriptions, and

* " The New Seismology
"

( Scottish Geog. Mag.,
1

vol. 15, 1899, pp. 1-12).

t
"
Earthquake Precursors

"
('Nature,' vol. 59, 1899, pp. 414-416).

J
" Mem. Geol. Sunr. Ind.," vol. 29, 1899.

VOL. CXCIV. A. T
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treat the matter anew. With the exception of some studies of the rate of propa-

gation of earthquakes within the seismic area, the published calculations deal, almost

without exception, with isolated observations, not infrequently with earthquakes

whose place or time of origin are more or less uncertain, and seldom take any notice

of more than the time of commencement of the record, and in some cases also of the

maximum displacement.

The very laborious series of researches by Dr. AGAMENNONE I have been unable to

make use of, owing to the method of calculation adopted by him. The time, accu-

rately determined at some place away from the origin, is taken, and the distances

from the origin of that place, and of the more distant places whence observations

have been obtained, are calculated ; thence the apparent surface velocity is obtained

by dividing the difference of distance by the difference of time. This method would

be perfectly legitimate if we were dealing with only one class of wave motion,

propagated at a uniform rate round the surface of the earth ; if, on the other

hand, the wave motion is propagated along a brachistochronic path through the

earth, it must necessarily lead to misleading results, owing to the difference between

the true and apparent rates of propagation, a difference which varies with the

distance from the origin.

The object of this study being to determine whether the three phases recognised

in the records of the great earthquake of 1897 are a constant or an accidental

feature, as well as to ascertain the forms of wave motion and wave-path represented

by each phase, it is essential that the time intervals should be referred to the time

of origin, and not of arrival of the shock at some place away from it. It is also

necessary that these time intervals, as well as the distances from the place of origin,

should be determined with a close degree of accuracy, as without this it would be

impossible to decide whether an apparent resemblance in the records of different

earthquakes was, or was not, due to the same cause in each case.

To ensure this accuracy, it is necessary to select the earthquakes dealt with. In

t\iQ first place, it is essential that the disturbance should originate in a single effort

of short duration. Fortunately all those which fulfil the other conditions fulfil this

also, and none have had to be rejected on this score. Secondly, the time and place

of origin must be tolerably accurately known. The limits of error adopted have

been 1 minute of time and 1 of arc. In the case of all the earthquakes noticed

below, these limits are not exceeded, and in several cases the limit of error from this

cause is much less. Thirdly, I have excluded all cases where there were not a

sufficient number of independent records to serve as a check on, and confirmation of,

each other. Fourthly, as a separation of the condensational and distortional plane

waves is not to be looked for in the heterogeneous materials near the surface of the

earth, the records from places at distances of less than 20 of arc from the origin

have not been taken into consideration.

In collecting the facts I have been almost exclusively indebted to the careful
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and detailed accounts of earthquakes, both sensible and insensible, recorded in Italy,

which are regularly published through the enlightened liberality of the Italian

Government. Detailed descriptions of the records of most of the more important

seismographs established in Italy have been printed, at first in the Bolkttino of the

Central Meteorological Office in Rome, and afterwards in that of the Italian Seismo-

logical Society. From these I have extracted the times of
(
1
)
the commencement of

the record, (2) of any marked sudden increase of movement, and (3) of any change
in its character, so far as these are mentioned ; the results, in the case of the seven

earthquakes which satisfy the conditions laid down, are given below.

Details of the Data.

1. JAPAN, March 22, 1894.

This earthquake has been made the subject of a special study by the late E. VON

REBEUR PASCHWITZ,* by whom the three-phase character of the record was recognised.
The origin is placed by Professor MILNE as in about N. lat. 43, E. long. 146. The

time was recorded at Tokio, by the Gray-Milne seismograph, at 10h 27 'S^t and the

distance from the epicentre being about 950 kiloms., the time at the epicentre, reckoning
the rate of propagation as 3 kiloms. per second, would be 10 1' 22 'S. As the records

are detailed in the paper referred to, it will be unnecessary to reproduce the descrip-

tions, and they may be tabulated at once, the times being minutes after 10' 1

.
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which the earthquake was experienced corresponded therefore to about 20' 1 5 5 '5*

Greenwich time.

Allowing for a rate of propagation of 3 kiloms. per second, the earthquake would

have taken about 2m to reach Santiago, arid 6m to reach Buenos Ayres. Making
these deductions, the time of origin becomes 20 h 50 and 20h 49 <

5m respectively. As

greater value should be attached to the Santiago record, both because it was automatic

and because of its greater proximity to the centre, we may take the time of origin

as 20h 50" 0-5m.

The records abstracted below, except in the case of Tokio, are taken from the

'

Bollettino d. Ufficio Centrale Met. e Geodyn.,' for October, 1894.

Pavia. 21 h 46 ra 55s commencement, 21 h 57 52* end, on the Brassart seismograph.

Siena. 21 h 12m commencement on the Vicentini microseismograph, slow undula-

tions distinct at 21 h 52m ,
which continue conspicuous till 22h 8m.

Rome. 21 h 7 35* commencement on both components of the grande sismom.

On the N.W. S.E. component these reach a maximum of 3'5 millims. at 21 k 15" 10*
;

towards 21 h 40m slow undulations l)egin on both components. Maximum at

21 h 55ra
40', end about 23h

. On the other seismograph the commencement is not till

21 h 40m
,
maximum 21 h 55m 40s

, end 22h 14 15*.

Ischia. 21 k 33 commencement on the Brassart seismograph ; 22h 8m maximum,

end at 22h 40".

Rocca di Papa. 21 h 49 35" commencement, 22k 10 end, on the grande sismom.

Nicolaiew. Commencement 21 h 12 6', a sudden increase at 22k 17" 6
, curve

disappears from 21 h 24 6' to 21 h 32" 6s

, fresh disappearance till 22h 2" 6*, end Oh 37" 61

of following day.

Charkoiv. Commencement 2l h 8 ra

36", the curve disappeared for an hour, end at

Oh 10m 54s of the following day.

Tokio. In a letter by Dr. E. VON REBEUR PASCHWITZ to
' Nature

'

(vol. 52, p. 55,

1895), a letter from Professor MILNE is referred to, in which it is stated that the

earthquake was recorded at Tokio by three instruments at 18h Om
,
18h

5", 17h 4 1",

respectively. The times were measured from a time signal at about the previous

noon, but the record of these was lost by fire. In the case of the first 'instrument the

time signal was always impressed within about \
m or 1"' of noon, consequently

the error cannot exceed a few minutes. These times, recorded also in
'

Brit. Assoc.

Rep.,' 1895, p. 147, where the last is marked as evidently wrong, correspond to

Greenwich mean times 21 h
0", 21 h 5m

,
and 20h 41 ra

respectively.

The times, given in minutes after 2 1
1 ' Greenwich mean time, may be classified as

follows :
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place of origin as 10h 31 m on 15th June, at about 120 geographical miles east of

Migako, or in about N. lat. 39 30', E. long. 144 30'.

The following abstract of the records is taken from '

Boll. Soc. Sismol. Ital.,'

vol. 2, Part II.

Padua. Commencement of rapid vibrations at 10h 46 57', which terminate at

1 l h 4m 27* ; at 1 l
h 17" 17* the first groups of slow undulations, period 40', commences ;

record ends at 12h 58 1".

Rocca di Papa. 10h 5Gm 18' commencement of barely perceptible tremors on the

N. S. component of the grande sismom ; at ll h 20m commencement of undulations of

18* period, which reach a maximum of II'1 23m 151
, and end at about 12 1 ' 30. On

the E. W. component the tremors begin at 10' 1 57m ,
and the long waves at 1 1

1 '

1 7" 48",

maximum at ll h 23"1 10 , and end at 12'1 30m.

Rome. On the sismom. medio undulations began at ll h 19 20' and end about

ll h 32 30'. The grande sismom. shows a commencement at ll b 21m 501

,
maximum

ll h 28m 25', end ll h 47" 15',aU on the N.E. S.W. component. The other component
shows a commencement at ll h 19m 55*, maximum at ll h 23m 5', end at ll h 49m 20'.

Ischia. 10h 50 29', commencement of record on horizontal pendula (according to
'

Brit. Assoc. Report,' 1897, p. 170, the time was 10h 49 50') at 10h 57m 21' the move-

ment, which had been minute, became appreciable; at llh 6m 10* the period of the

undulations increased, and the great undulations commenced at 1 l
h 22m , end at 12 1 ' 30m .

Catania. The account is very meagre, but in the '

Atti. Ace. Gioenia di Sci. Nat.,'

ser. 4, vol. 1 0, the following details of the record are given. Commencement I O 1 ' 47m 1 2* ;

commencement of waves of about 24' period ll h 9m , maximum Il h 29m 15", end 14 h 2m .

At Shide the horizontal pendulum is reported to have commenced its record at

10h 30"', and at Nicolaiew the maximum was at 10 h
('Brit. Assoc. Report,' 1897,

pp. 149, 167), these times being in advance of the time of origin of the shock.

Classifying these, we get the following times in minutes after 10h A.M.
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and corresponds to the maximum rather than the commencement of the same phase at

Padua and Catania, while the recorded times of commencement of the slow undula-

tions at Ischia and Catania are so much in advance of these at the other stations thai

they must be regarded as due to an earlier phase, while the undulations were still too

small to be generally registered.

There were two other shocks registered on the same day in Japan, and presumably

originating from the same, or practically the same, centre. Making the same time

allowance the times of origin would be 19'1 13'25m and 22 h 58 of 15th June. From

the records published in the
'

Boll. Soc. Sismol. Ital.,' vol. 2, Part II., the following

details are extracted.

Shock of 19h 13'2 ni
.

Padua. 19h 28'" 41 s commencement of rapid oscillations, at 20 h 3m 33' the slow

undulations commence, which end at 20h 22m 43'.

Rocca di Papa. Commencement 20h 3m
,
maximum 20h 6m

,
end 20' 1 24"1 on N. S.

component; on E. W. commencement 20h 4m
,
maximum 20h 6m

,
end 20h 17m .

Rome. The first distinct oscillations at 20h 4m 15' on N.W. S.E. component,

maximum 20h 6m 55*, end 20h 22m 30'. On the other component the commencement

was at 20h 8 55', end 20h 25 10s
.

Ischia. 19' 1 38 47 s commencement on both the horizontal pendula ; oscillations

of a period of 22 '6
s commenced at 20h 3m 7

s on E. W. component and at 20h 3m 33' on

N. S. ; maximum at 20h 6m 47 s
.

Summary of the above Times, in minutes, after 19 h
.
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undulations commenced at 23k 49" 15*, and at 23k 49" 31* on the N. S.

terminations of the diagrams were at 24h 13" 27* and 24 k 17" 7' respectively.

Summary of the above Times, in minutes, after 23 h
.

145

The
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geographical position of the epicentre is concerned, and the time error is probably

under 0'25 ra
. The time may, therefore, be taken as 8 1 '

7'". The abstract of the

records in Europe is taken from the '

Boll. Soc. Sismol. Ital.,' vol. 2, Part II., except in

the case of the records from the Isle of Wight, which are abstracted from '

Brit. Assoc.

Report,' 1896, p. 229.

Nicolaiew. 8h 7'5m commencement, 8h 17m sudden increase ;
8 h 30m

, width of trace

10 millim., 8h 33m disappearance of ditto, end at ll h
7'".

Strassburg. Commencement 8h 17 m 50s

,
maximum 8h 29m 56B

, end II 1 ' 38m 2'

(' Nature,' vol. 55, p. 558).

Isle of Wight. Commencement at Carisbrooke Castle 8h 23'" 6 s
, exceedingly minute

tremors ; first decided tremors 8h 31m 46 s at Carisbrooke, 8h 31m 42' at Shide ; heavy
motion commences 8h 57m 6 s and 56m 49s

respectively, maximum, first at 9h 4m 26",

and absolute at 14m 26s
, both at Carisbrooke; end of disturbance II 1 ' 16 20 9

,
and

10h 59 36'.

Rocca di Papa.- Horizontal pendula ; commencement 8 1 ' 31
; these undulations

had a period of 30 s and at 9h the character of the record changed to undulations of

14 s

, attaining their maximum at 9h 4m
; end of disturbance about 10h

.

Seismograph of 7m . Commencement 8h 55m
,
maximum 9h 4"1

,
end 9 1 ' 6'5m.

Seismograph of 15m . E. W. component : commencement 8 1' 21, disturbance

becomes very distinct at 8 1 '

32"' 30 s

;
8 h 41m commencement of waves of 30 s

period,

which change to 14 s

period at 8 h 59 30s

, maximum of these 9 1 ' 4m
, end at 10h 16m

;

N. S. component: first visible tremors 8 1 ' 21 m
,
which became distinct at 8h 31'5m

;

8h 40"1 commencement of waves of 30 s

period, which change to 14 s

period at 8 1'

58'" 30 s

,

maximum 9h 4m
, end 10h O" 1

.

Rome. Sismom. grande, 16m
,
200 kilogs., N.E. S.W. component: 8h 21 m 15 s com-

mencement, after a diminution a group of oscillations recommences at 8 h 31 m 10 s

,
at

8 h 58m 20 s the slow undulations commence, maximum, 9'
1 4m 15s

,
end 9h 24m 35';

N.W. S.E. component : commencement not distinctly determinable, but becomes

distinct at 8h 24m. Somewhat considerable oscillations commence at 8 1 ' 29 55s

,
with

a maximum at 8 1 '

32'" 20 s

; the slow undulations commence at 8 h 58 40 s

,
maximum

9h 3 55', end 9h 25m 50 s
.

Ischia. Horizontal pendula ; commencement of first phase 8h 20m 30 s

,
of second

phase 8b 31 30', of third phase of long undulations 8h 49'" 41 s

,
maximum 9 h 6m

,
end

10h 21m.

Catania. Commencement 8h 25'" 24 s

; at 9 1 ' 32m 24 s commencement of another

group of oscillations of greater amplitude ;
maximum of slow undulations about 9 1 ' 4

;

N.W. S.E. component gives a much better record, commencement 8h 21m 48 s

; at

8h 32m 33 s a decided increase in the disturbance, which had dwindled ; commencement

of slow oscillation 8h 44m 51 s

,
maximum about 9h 3m .

Summarising the above abstracts we obtain the following times, in minutes after

8h A.M.
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be taken as the epicentre for the purpose of calculating distances. The time of

origin was ll h 5m G.M.T., with a maximum error of not more than 0'5'n , and probably

uot more than half of this.

As the records have teen discussed in my report on this earthquake ('
Mem.

Geol. Surv. Ind.,' vol. 29) it is not necessary to repeat the details here. The times

are tabulated here on a slightly different principle to that adopted in the report, and

some slight changes have been made where the times as finally determined and

published in the
'

Boll. Soc. Sismol. Ital.,' vol. 3, Part II., differ from those originally

communicated to me. They are given in minutes after II 1 ' G.M.T.
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The uncertainty of the response of light horizontal peudula with photographic

registration to the early phases of the disturbance, as compared with the greater

constancy of response on the part of the very heavy pendula used in Italy, is very
marked in the case of this earthquake.

Converted into intervals these times become

Arc

degrees.
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ponent, the earlier stages of the disturbance are very ill marked, O'
1 59 com-

mencement of the slow undulations, maximum between I
1'

3'" 56" and l
h 8m 12*.

Rocca di Papa. Hor. peudula ; E. W : Oh 24"' 52" commencement, O'
1 35 ra 20s

a maximum, O'
1 45'" another maximum

;
I

1' O" 1 commencement of a group of great

undulations, maximum l
h 6m 40 s

,
end 2h 15; N. S. : O 1 ' 34m commencement, I

1 ' Om

commencement of slow undulations, l
h 8m 10* maximum.

Grande sismom. ;
E. W: O'

1 32m 10s commencement, O 1 ' 45m 10" commencement

of undulations of 7' period l
h 8m 40" maximum, end about 2h ; N. S. : Oh 32m 40' com-

mencement, O 1' 45m commencement of slow undulations of 7 9

period, maximum

l
h 8m 30s

, end 2h
12'".

Ischia. Hor. pendula ; N. S. : O 1 ' 24 33" commencement, O 1 ' 35 14 s slower

oscillations, Oh 55m 18' commencement of very slow oscillations, I
1' 9m 30 s maximum,

3 1 ' 12m end ; E. W. : Oh 24 49 s commencement, O h 33m 20' resumption, Oh 35m 22"

slower oscillations, Oh 54m 7s commencement of very slow oscillations, I
1 ' 8m 39*

maximum, 3h Om end.

Catania. N.E. -S.W. component; O1' 24ra 53 s commencement, O 1 ' 35m 4s increase of

movement, Oh 42m 3 s commencement of slow undulations, l
h 8m 38 s maximum, 3'

1 3m 268

end ; N.W.- S.E. : Oh 24m 35 s commencement, O h 53m 49 s commencement of slow

undulations, I
1 ' llm 5 9 maximum, 3 1' 5m 2'88 end.

Tabulating as before we obtain the following times, in minutes after Oh
,
for the

different phases of the disturbance r
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at Nicolaiew, O h
17'", if due to this earthquake appears to indicate a different phase

of tin- ilisturlwince from that here characterised as the first phase. The times for the

second phase at Rocca di Papa (35'3) and at Ischia (35'2) are shown hy the detailed

description to refer rather to tin- maximum of this phase than to the commencement

as registered on other insti ummts. The "maximum "
at the Ilocca di Papa at 45",

the commencement of undulations of 7' peruxl at 45'2m
,
and the commencement of the

slow undulations of Catania (42"') all appear to refer to an earlier movement of this

phase than the other records.

Converted into time intervals, these times become

Arc

degrees.
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Mountains to the southwards of Jisak and Ura Tube, in a region from which infor-

mation is unattainable. It may be taken as in about 39 N. Lat. and 68 E. Long. ;

this will certainly be nearer the truth than assuming the position of Jisak as that of

the epicentre, and may be taken as correct within a limit of error of 1 of arc.

For the time we have only the observations at Tashkent. According to the

director of the observatory there, as quoted by Dr. AGAMENNONE, the times at Tash-

kent were 8h 7
m 30s P.M. and 10h 15m 22s P.M. respectively. As the distance from the

epicentre is about 320 kiloms., the time of origin of the shock would be about 2m

before its arrival at Tashkent, taking the rate of propagation as 3 kiloms. per second.

This would give the G.M.T. times of origin as 15h 28m and 17h 36m respectively,

times which may be taken as correct within one minute of error.

1st Shock of 15h
28"'.

Nicolaiew. 15h 40 commencement, maximum at 15h 45m
,
end at 16h 24m.

Potsdam. 15h 44m commencement, at 47 m a slight increase, at 50m
, another sudden

increase and the trace disappears shortly after ; end about 1 7
1

'.

Ischia. The horizontal pendula were disturbed as early as 15h 15m 12", but this

was evidently the same disturbance as affected the instrument at Catania. The first

decided increase was at 15h 42m 33" on the N. S., and 42m 36s on the E. W. com-

ponent, they decrease after 3 minutes, and at 15h 50 the oscillations are irregular,

but grow more regular and longer, reaching a maximum at about 16 1

'. It is not

possible to make out from the description, whether there was a defined maximum, but

probably not. End at 16 1 ' 35m .

Catania. The disturbance commenced at 15 1 ' 15m 50s on the N.W. S.E. com-

ponent, and at 15 15s on the N.E. S.W. ; this is some 13 minutes before the time

of origin of the shock, and this disturbance must be attributed either to some other

earthquake, or to tremors of a character which were not felt within the seismic

area. In either case they cannot be referred to any of the three phases under

discussion.

At 15 h 42 53s on the N.W. S.E., and at 42'" 47 s on the other component the

disturbance becomes well marked. No definite phases are referred to but the

maximum departure from normal was attained at 16h Om 50 s on the N.W. S.E.,

and at 16h
l
m s on the N.E. S.W. component. End at 16h 14m 7

s on N.W. S.E.,

and at 16h 13m 27 s on N.E. S.W. component.
Rocca di Papa. Grande sismom.

;
commencement of disturbance at 15 h 50m on

E. W., 52m on N. S. component. The horizontal pendulum commenced at 15h
50"'

on the N. S. component. Maximum from 15h 55 to 58m
, end at 16 h 5. The record

of the other component shows nothing.

Rome. The sismom. medio. showed at 15h 38m 30 s some minute undulations and

nothing more till 47 ra 30 s
. A small isolated group appears later with a maximum

at 16h 2m 10 s
.
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I-'.dinburfjh. Slight disturbance of the bitilar pendulum from 15h 55m to 16 1' 5.

Shide. 15h 59m 58' commencement of disturbance lasting 40 minutes. Preliminary
tremors 8 minutes.

These times are tabulated below, being given in minutes after 15h
.
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horizontal pendulu commenced to oscillate at 17 1 '

58'"; no marked maximum
; end

18h 10.

Rome. Sismom. setter. At 17 1 '

45"' 50 s
5" the seismograph was disturbed ;

tilt-

disturbance decreased, but became once more recognisable at 52'".

Edinburgh. 18h
2'" to 18h 12 slight disturbance on bifilar pendulum.

Sfiide. 17 h 59 58 s commencement of disturbance, lasting 38'". Preliminary

tremors lasted 8m.

Summarising these times we get the following, the times being tabulated in minutes

after 17h
:
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the exact time of this commencement. The better market! group of waves on the

E. W. pendulum record seem to afford a more trustworthy time, and the other will

l>e discarded.

Distinguishing the two shocks as (l)and (2) respectively, we get the following table

of time intervals in minutes :

Arc
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their great sensitiveness to minute tilts, do not seem so well adapted for picking up
and recording the wave motion represented by the first and second phases. To what-

ever cause this may be due, the records printed above show that, with regard to these

phases, they do not respond with the same constancy or concordance as the heavy

weighted pendula favoured in the Italian observatories.

Taking the records of the first phase motion, and separating the records of the

heavy pendula with mechanical record from the light photographic pendula, we get the

following results :

First Phase ; heavy pendula.

Earthquake
No.
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Turning to the second phase, we see the same features repeated, and as the time

intervals are longer, and consequently the effect of a small error less, there is a still

more marked steadiness in the increase of apparent velocity with distance, as is shown

in the following tabular statements :

Second Phase ; heavy pendula.

Earthquake.
No.
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Third Phase. Commencement.

Earthquake.
No.
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Here there are evidently very great divergences, which can only be attributed to

differences in the sensitiveness of the instruments to this phase. There is no visible

relation tatween distance and rate of travel, while the apparent rates vary from 3 '2 to

:>
-

8 kiloms. per second.* In view of these divergences it becomes a question whether

some of the records rejected as giving times much too early should not be included,

;md for this reason they have been tabulated here.

Earthquake.
No.
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Third Phase; maximum.

Earthquake
No.
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The earliest suggestion that the' propagation of earthquake movement was along

curved, ami not straight, wave paths is contained in a paper hy Dr. A. SCHMIDT,* of

Stuttgart, in which he |x>inted out that the assumption, made hy all previous investi-

gators, of a constant rate of propagation and a rectilinear wave path, was an improb-
ahle one. The very different conditions of temperature and pressure in the interior

of tin- earth cannot be without influence in modifying the elasticity and consequently
tlir rate of propagation, and an investigation of the observed rates of propagation of

certain earthquakes indicates that this modification result* in an incresise of the rate

of propagation with the depth below the surface.

The problem has been investigated mathematically by M. P. KuD2Ki,t for the OMB
of a spherical body, such as the earth. He shows that the wave path which would

be straight in the case of a homogeneous solid, or one in which the rate of trans-

mission was constant for all distances from the centre, would l>e convex towards the

centre if the velocity of transmission increased as the distance from the centre

diminished, that is as the depth below the surface increased, and concave towards the

centre if the opposite were the case. He then investigates the form of the wave paths
on the assumption that the velocity of propagation is a constant function of the

radial distance from the centre.

On this supposition he finds that the wave paths would form a series of curves

intersecting at the focus, the upward path to the surface forming part of the same

curve with the path of the wave motion which starts downwards from the focus in

the opposite direction. Each of these curves is symmetrical on either side of a

radius, drawn from the centre of the earth, which intersects the curve at the point

where it approaches nearest to the centre of the earth, and where it is tangent to a

circle drawn round this centre. A limiting condition is found where this radius passes

through the focus; in this case the curves are symmetrical on either side of the focus,

and the circle on which this group of curves intersects the surface of the sphere is

taken as the limit between an inner and an outer area.

Turning from the wave paths and the variations in V, or the true velocity, he then

deals with the variations of v, or the apparent velocity at the surface. This is

infinite at the seismic vertical, and decreases outwards till the limit of the inner area

is reached, where it has its minimum value. Passing from this inner area into the

outer area, the value of v increases once more, and becomes infinite at the antipodes

of the seismic vertical.

It is only the value of i which is investigated, but it is obvious that the value of

V., or the apparent average velocity of transmission from the centre, must be subject

to similar variations. It can never be infinite, but within the inner area it will

* "
YVellenlieweguiig mid Erdbeben. Ein Beitrag zur Dynamik tier Erdhehen." 'Jahresheft Ver. f.

\;uerl;m<l. Naturk. ill Wiirttemberg,' vol. 44, 1888, pp. 248-270.

t
" Ueber die scheinbare Geschwindigkeit dor Verbreitung der Erdbeben

"
(German translation of paper

in Polish, published by the Academy of Krakan). GKKI.AXD'S Bcitriige z. Geophysik,
1

vol. 3, 1888,

pp. 485-518.

VOL. CXCIV. A. Y
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decrease, and within the outer area increase, as the distance from the epicentre

increases.

The depth of the focus is always so small in comparison with the diameter, and the

size of the inner area so small in comparison with the surface, of the earth, that they

may be left oiit of consideration in a study of the propagation of earthquake motion

to great distances. Consequently we should find, if the disturbance is transmitted

through the earth, an increase in the apparent rate of transmission with an increase

in distance from the origin. This apparent rate of increase will be proportionate to

the ratio between arc and chord if the wave motion is propagated in straight lines, it

will be less if the rate of propagation diminishes with the depth and the wave paths

are concave towards the centre, and greater if they are convex, and the rate of

propagation increases with the depth.

It must further be noticed that the regularity of increase of v and vn with the

distance from the origin only holds good if the increase of V is a constant function

of the distance from the centre of the earth. This may reasonably be expected so

long as there is no great change in the character of the medium traversed and the

change in the elastic constants is principally due to the increase of temperature and

pressure. It is, however, very probable that the central core of the earth is metallic,

composed principally of native iron, surrounded by an outer shell of magma, which

would be stony or glassy in a cooled and solidified form. If this be the case the wave

on passing from the one to the other would enter a medium in which the change of

elasticity due to temperature and pressure would be complicated by an initial

difference in the elastic constants.

If, as is probable, there should be a sudden increase of V when the wave path

enters the central core, it is possible that v might become infinite along a circle

removed from the antipodes of the origin, and beyond that have a negative value.

That is, it is conceivable that the disturbance might emerge at the antipodes before

it reached the surface at some point nearer the origin. In any case a sudden change
in the rate of increase would exhibit itself as an interruption of the regular curvature

of the time curve, this being bent downwards if the change was an increase, upwards
if it was a decrease, of the regular rate of increase of velocity with depth below the

surface.

Turning to the application of these general principles to the recorded observa-

tions, this seems to be most conveniently effected in the graphic manner employed in

the accompanying diagram. On this the recorded times of the first, second, and third

phases have been plotted against their distances from the origin in degrees of arc, and

smoothed curves drawn through them.

It may not be amiss to repeat here that in obtaining these times no selection was

exercised. The times of commencement and of any marked change of amount or

character of movement were taken from the published record, and the only subse-

quent selection made was the rejection, in those cases only which have been specially
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mentioned, of records of individual instruments which were markedly divergent from

those of others whose times were in close concordance with each other. To have

included these in the general average would not have led to greater, but to less,

accuracy in the result.

As, moreover, the light horizontal pendula do not seem to respond with the same

consistency to the motion of the first two phases, as the heavily weighted pendula
user! in Italy, their records have l>een distinguished on the plate, being indicated by a

7

>*,'
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10 m.

jo" -ur sir r AT ea" air xr HP IKS' oo

Time curves of the three phases of earthquake motion recognisable in distant records.

cross, while the records of the Italian instruments are plotted as circles. A small

figure against either cross or dot means that it is the average of a corresponding
number of not very divergent instrumental records ; where no figure is entered only
;i single instrumental record is indicated.

In the case of the third phase there was no reason for distinguishing between the

records of the two types of instruments, but by far the preponderating number of

records have been obtained from the Italian instruments. Generally when a light

pendulum with photographic record is affected by one of the first two phases, the

movement of the pendulum is so great in the third phase that the swing of the spot

Y 2
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of light passes the limit of photographic resist ration, and the record is lost. Thrsr

remarks do not apply to Professor MILNE'S pattern of instrument, where the displace-

mentof the pendulum is directly photographed without any reflection or magnification

of the movement, but, as the time of maximum displacement is not 1<> IK- found in the

published accounts of the records of this instrument, it has not l)een possible, except

in a few cases, to utilise the Shide records.

The two types of instrument differ not only in detail but in the object aimed at in

their construction ;
HORACE DARWIN'S bifilar pendulum, as well as the horizontal

pendula of REBEUR-PASCHWITZ, GERLAND and MILXE, were designed to register tilting,

and are not primarily intended to respond, by their inertia, to a rapid movement of the

ground in a horizontal direction. The heavily weighted pendula are, on the contrary,

intended to respond to horizontal shakes, the heavy mass acting as a steady point.

Professor GRABLOWITZ has shown,* from a comparison of the records of the instru-

ments at Ischia, which are under his charge, that during the first phase the record is

due mainly to inertia, and only to a small extent, if at all, to tilting, while in the

latter stage the opposite takes place, and the record is principally due to tilting. The

greater constancy of record of the heavy peudula in the case of the first phase, and

the greater sensitiveness of the light pendula to the motion of the third phase are,

consequently, in accordance with the objects specially aimed at in the construction of

each type of instrument.

5. Taking up the consideration of the records of the first two phases, it will be

seen that, as plotted on the diagram on page 163, they all lie very close to two

curved lines, starting from the origin and proceeding with a regularly decreasing

curvature at any rate to a distance from the origin of 90 of arc. In both cases the

only serious divergence of a record from the curve is in a few cases of photographic

records, and this is most marked in the case of the first phase. The concordance is

so close that the curves drawn may be taken as, in the main, representing the true

time curvest. of these two phases.

From the construction of these curves they represent graphically the apparent

velocity at any point, for this is directly proportional to the cotangent of the angle

of inclination. The relation of the apparent velocity to distance is consequently

exactly what is required on the assumption that the wave motion is transmitted

through the earth, and a simple calculation shows that the increase is markedly greater

than what would be due to rectilinear propagation. It follows, therefore, that for

the wave motion represented by these two phases, the rate of propagation increases

with the depth, and the wave paths are convex towards the centre of the earth.

* '
Boll. Soc. Sismol. Ital.,' Part II, passim. Professor URABI.OWITZ only recognises two phases, corre-

sponding to the first and third of this paper.

t Dr. A. SCHMIDT has proposed ('
Jahresheft Ver. f. Vaterland. Naturk. in Wiirttemberg,' vol. 44, 1888),

to apply the term "
hodograph

"
to these time curves, but as this term is already used in a very different

sense, I think it best to abandon the word, and use the simple expression
" time curve."
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Having thus two forms of wave motion projMigatud throng!) the earth, it is natural

to regard them as condensational and distortioiial, and this inference is strengthened
if we complete the curves and carry them on to the origin. They then give initial

velocities of transmission ofabout 5 and 3 kiloms. }>or second respectively.

Little is known of the rate of transmission of elastic waves through rock. Direct

experimental determinations, hy measuring the rate of transmission of the disturb-

ance set up hy an explosion, give little assistance, as the velocities obtained are much

less than should result from the elastic constants of the rock, a difference probably
due to the weathered and fissured condition of all rocks near the surface. The only

experiments of much value are those of Professor GRAY and MILNK,* who measured

the elastic constants of certain rocks, and obtained results from which the following

rates of transmission of condensational and distortional waves were deduced :
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iu other words, the initial velocity of propagation in the case of an earthquake, is not

far removed from 4'5 kiloms. per second in the case of condensational, and 2*6 kiloms.

per second in the case of distortion; il waves.

These values are in close accord with the ones obtained from the curve given by
distant observations, the difference being no greater than might easily be made to

vanish by a slight manipulation of the extrapolated portion of the curve. We may

consequently adopt the conclusion that the first phase represents the arrival of con-

densational, and the second that of distortional waves, which have travelled through

the earth from the origin to the place of record.

6. If the curves drawn on the diagram represent the true time curves, it should be

possible to deduce from them the relation between the variation of velocity of trans-

mission and depth below the surface. Until a larger number of observations have

been collected, and it is certain that the true curve does not exhibit irregularities,

not shown by the few records as yet available, it does not seem advisable to attempt
this ; but a tentative investigation of the results obtained at a distance of 85, where,

owing to the number of observations available, the curves are fixed with great

certainty, will not be unprofitable.

For a distance of 85, or about 9,500 kiloms. from the origin, the time intervals

are very close to 15m and 25m respectively. These intervals give apparent mean

velocities of 10 '5 kiloms. and 6 '3 kiloms per second, and as the wave path is a curve

convex towards the centre of the earth, these are probably nearer the true average

velocities than the mean apparent velocities as measured along the chord, which are

9*5 kiloms. and 57 kiloms. per second respectively.

The maximum velocity is necessarily greater than the mean, and we shall pro-

bably be not far wrong in assuming that the maximum excess over the initial velocity

is about double the mean excess. To be on the safe side the apparent mean velocities

as measured along the chord may be taken ; here the mean excess is 5'0 kiloms. and

3'1 kiloms. per second respectively. Adding the doubles of these to the initial

velocities of 4 '5 and 2 '6, we obtain a maximum velocity of 14 '5 kiloms. per second

for the condensational, and 8 '8 kiloms. per second for the distortional waves respec-

tively.

If we put V, for the initial velocity, and Vw for the maximum, then

V,-/sin a, = V'/sin
' = V"/sin a" = VM/sm am ,

where a, is the initial angle of incidence, or what may be called the plunging angle

at which the particular ray or wave path leaves the focus, and am is the angle of

refraction where the maximum velocity is attained. But am is necessarily 90, the

maximum velocity being attained where the wave path is tangent to a circle drawn

round the centre of the earth. Hence

V,/VM == sin a,.
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Aj)j)lying this formula, we find that for the condensational wave a, is 18 10', and

for the ilistortional 17'' 10'. Measuring these angles from the horizontal instead of

the vertical, they become 71' 50' and 72' 50' respectively.

Assuming that the true wave path is an arc of a circle, it is easy to calculate the

depth reached by the wave path. For a condensational wave it is close on 2,800

kil< HUH. The value in the case of the distortional wave is practically the same, though

slightly higher.

From this it follows that the disturbances registered in Europe as the first and

second phases of earthquakes which originate in Japan, are due to wave motion which,
at the origin, has plunged downwards at an angle of about 72 with the horizon, and

has penetrated to a depth of about 3,000 kiloms. from the surface, or to about 0'55

of the radius as measured from the centre.

As to approximate indication, the corresponding values for 30 and 60 may be

given.
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paper, we find that the rigidity is 15 times, and the bulk modulus nearly \2 times,

greater than that of granite. If instead of a density of 3'5 we assume the more

probable density of 7'0, these values would have to be further increased by about

one-half, and would become 17 and 21 '5 times the corresponding constants for

granite.

According to RUDZKI,* if the wave paths are circular arcs, the function of the

radial distance which represents the velocity of transmission takes the form

V = A--BT3
.

Taking the value of V to be 14'5 kiloms. per second at a distance of 0'55 of the

radius, and equating this with the assumed initial velocity of 4 '5 kilom. per second,

we get
V = 18-5 14-r

2
,

r being expressed as a fraction of the radius of the earth. For the distortional wave

the formula becomes
V = 11-5 9?-*.

These formula give results in very fair accordance with those deduced from the

observations recorded, but cannot be accepted as more than empirical approximations.

They indicate that the maximum velocity of transmission at the centre of the earth

should be about 18 '5 kiloms. per second for the condensational, and 11 '5 kiloms. per
second for the distortional wave, if there is no sudden change in the increase of the

elastic constants below the depth of 3,000 kiloms. from the surface.

It is, however, by no means certain that a regular increase of the elastic constants

to the centre of the earth is to be looked for ; on the contrary, a sudden change is to

be looked for where the wave path leaves the outer stony shell to enter the central

metallic core which may reasonably be supposed to exist.

Though we have no direct knowledge of the constitution of the interior of the

earth, we do know not only its average density, but also approximately the rate of

increase of density from the surface to the centre. The estimates of this, made

by LAPLACE and WALTERSHAUSEN, give values for 0'5 and 0'6 of the radius as

follows :
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As the density of iron is about 7 '5, and as its density in the interior of the earth

is, on the one hand, lessened by increased temperature, and, on the other, increased

by pressure, we may take it that the central metallic core extends to about 0'55 of the

radius from the centre, or to about the same depth as is reached by the wave paths

which emerge at a distance of 90 of arc from the origin.

It will be interesting to see if observations which may be obtained hereafter at

distances of more than 90 of arc from the origin bear this out ; at present we have

only the few observations of the Argentine earthquake of 1894. If the Tokio record

of this can be accepted as representing the arrival of the condensational waves, there

is a marked fall in the time curve between 90 and 155, indicating an earlier

emergence of the waves at the greater as compared with the lesser distance.

The European records of the same shock do not indicate a drop in the time curve ;

those of the first phase lie very close to the continuation of the curve for the

condensational wave, but to bring the second phase near the continuation of this

curve it has to be bent downwards into greater parallelism with the time curve of the

first phase, thus indicating a change in the ratio of the elastic constants. The

observations are, however, too few for any dependence to be placed upon them.

7. The records of the third phase show no such variation of velocity with

distance from the origin as was noticed in the case of the first and second phases.

The velocities of propagation as deduced from the times of commencement show

a good deal of variation among themselves, but there is no indication of an increase of

apparent rate of propagation with distance.

I have already referred to the difficulty there is in determining with certainty the

time of commencement of this phase of wave motion, and if we turn to the time of

maximum of this phase, usually determinable with greater certainty, we find a close

agreement in the rate of propagation at all distances, except in the case of the

Turkestan earthquakes and the shortest arcs dealt with. These are slightly but

distinctly less than those deduced from observations over longer arcs, but with this

exception the observations point to the conclusion that the apparent rate of

propagation is uniform at all distances from the origin.

This conclusion is not in concordance with the latest results published by Professor

MILNE,* who has deduced as average rates of propagation of the large waves the

following values :

Distance from origin 20 60 80 110

Velocity of propagation, kiloms. per second . . . 2'1 2'8 2'9 3'3

These values if plotted do not fall into a smooth curve, but such as it is the

curve would point to propagation through the earth along brachistochronic paths,

slightly concave towards the centre of the earth. If this be the case, the form of

* '

Brit. Assoc. Rep.,' 1898, p. 220.

VOL. CXCIV. A. 2
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wave motion is something very different to any which has yet l)een investigated, so

far as I know, and requiring some form of wave motion whose rate of propagation

decreases with an increase of the modulus of elasticity.

Even if some such explanation as has just been suggested were possible, it does not

appear to be the true one. The value of 3 '3 kiloms. per second given by Professor

MILNE for an arc of 110 depends solely on the Argentine earthquake, and, as shown

by the times tabulated above, an even higher rate might have been adopted. The

values for 60 and 80 also are lower than might have been adopted if the time of com-

mencement was referred to, while the rate for 20, though lower than that given by
the Turkestan earthquake, may represent closely the average rate for that distance.

In interpreting the data, however, it is necessary to remember the circumstances in

which they were obtained. All the data available as yet are from observatories

situated in Europe, and consequently we have not observations of the same

earthquake at varying distances from the origin, but observations of different

earthquakes whose origins were at various distances from the group of observatories

at which they were recorded.

Now the waves of the third phase, whatever the nature of the molecular movement

to which they are due, travel along the surface as distinct undulations with a motion,

to use Professor MILNE'S simile,*
" not unlike the swell upon an ocean." Such being

the case, it is not improbable that their rate of propagation may be dependent on

their size, as in the case of sea waves ; and this is the more to be expected if, as seems

probable, their propagation is partly gravitational.

If this be the case, the instruments would only be affected by earthquakes

originating at very great distances if they were of very great magnitude and capable

of setting up the largest waves, which would not only travel furthest, but at the

greatest speed. In the case of earthquakes originating at more moderate distances, a

certain proportion would be of lesser magnitude, setting up surface waves of lesser

size, and travelling at lesser velocities, by which the average of the apparent rates of

propagation would be reduced. Close to the origin, moreover, we come into the

region where earthquakes are sensible, and the very low rates of propagation recorded

in some cases would further lower the average.

The interpretation which I put on the records is, therefore, that the third phase

corresponds to the arrival of a form of wave motion which is propagated round the

surface and not through the interior of the earth ; that the rate of propagation in the

case of each individual earthquake is practically constant ; and that the true and

apparent velocities of propagation are everywhere the same, but that the rate of

propagation varies in the case of different earthquakes, being dependent in some way
on the size of the waves set up by it. In the case of the greatest earthquakes, which

are recorded at distances of 60 and over, this rate of propagation appears to be

practically always about 2 '9 kiloms. per second for the principal and largest waves,
* 'Seismol. Jour. Japan,' vol. 3, 1894, p. 89.
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and may rise to over 4'0 Idioms, per second for the long low waves which outrun the

principal ones.

The conclusion drawn from the records is greatly strengthened by the fact that, in

the case of the great earthquake of 1897, the only one where the rate of propagation
has been carefully determined within the seismic area as well as at a distance, it

was found that the rate of propagation of the sensible shock, from the origin to

distances up to 1 5 of arc, was practically the same as the rate of propagation of the

waves of the third phase to a distance of 65 of arc. The actual difference as

calculated is but O'l kilom. per second, or about one-thirtieth of the value, a

difference which is well within the inevitable limits of error of the observations.

The nature of these waves lias yet to be elucidated. The elastic surface waves

investigated by Lord RAYLEIGH should travel, in material of the nature of the

rocks with which we are acquainted, at a rate of about 0'9 of the rate of propagation
of a distortional plane wave in an infinite solid. This for continuous rock of the

nature of that which forms the crust of the earth is about 2'6 kiloms. per second, so

that if we take the rate of propagation of the greatest surface waves at 2'9 kiloms.

per second, the excess is just about what the defect should lie.

The form of the molecular movement in the waves investigated by Lord RAYLEIGH,
does not seem to be consonant with that recorded in the neighbourhood of the origin.

At great distances it may lie in closer accord, but apart from this, the rate of propa-

gation of the purely elastic surface waves is not a function of either their length or

amplitude, while that of the great surface undulations of an earthquake apj>ears

to be a function of one or both of these. This is intelligible if, as was suggested by
Lord KELVIN,* the propagation of these waves is accelerated by gravity, and the

fact that the rate of propagation seems to be in some way a function of their size is

a support to the suggestion.

8. There remain now for notice only those cases where the record has commenced

earlier than the time at which the condensational waves, set up by the earthquake
to which the record is attributed, would l>e expected to emerge. In all, seven such

cases are included in the records noticed alx>ve, and are tabulated Ixjlow.
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Of these the two records of the earlier of the two Turkestan earthquakes of 1 5th

August, 1897, being 13 minutes in advance of the time of origin, may very probably be

attributed to some local shock. Three of the others are practically simultaneous

with the origin, and one, omitting the Tokio record of the Argentine earthquake,

about 7i minutes later than the origin. That is to say, the record begins from

5 to 1 5 minutes before the arrival of the condensational waves.

It is very difficult to decide whether these early commencements of the record

have any real connection with the earthquakes they appear to refer to, or are due to

other, possibly local, disturbances which happened to coincide approximately with

the greater earthquake.

On the one hand the number of cases in which there is an early commencement

of the record seems too great for the connection to be fortuitous. Excluding the

second Turkestan shock, where the record began at Ischia and Catania about 13

minutes before the earthquake, and the disturbance may well be attributed to some

other cause, we have no less than five out of ten distinct shocks, in which there

is a commencement of the record in advance of the disturbance of what I have

called first phase.

On the other hand there is the want of accordance in the times, and the fact that

the early commencement was in each case only found at a single station ; as these

are about evenly divided between the light and heavy pendula, there is no guide as

to the nature of the disturbance.

If due to the principal shock and not to local disturbances, these early commence-

ments of the record can hardly be attributed to any form of wave motion set up by,

and at the same time as, the earthquake. They would, in this case, have to be

attributed to premonitory disturbances of a nature very different to that of the

main shock, for, though unfelt in the neighbourhood of the origin, the initial energy

of the disturbance would have to be great enough to affect instruments at distances

ranging from one ninth to one quarter of the circumference of the earth.

On the whole, then, it seems more natural to attribute these early commence-

ments, Avhich show no concordance in their times as compared with each other, to

local disturbances, or at any rate to some cause other than the earthquake with which

they are approximately coincident. A possible exception to this is the Tokio record

of the Argentine earthquake ; this, as suggested above, may be due to the earlier

emergence of condensational waves which have traversed the central core of the

earth, as compared with those which have not penetrated so deep and, though

traversing a shorter course, have done so at a lower rate of propagation.

The results obtained in the preceding investigations may be summarized as

follows :

1. The complete record of a distant earthquake shows three principal phases of

increase of displacement followed by decrease, the phases l>eing marked by a more
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or less well defined change in the character as well as the amount of the displacement.
Of these the third phase is the most readily and constantly recorded, the second less

so, and the first is the phase most frequently absent.

2. The disturbance of the first and second phases being recorded by heavy

pendula, possessing great inertia, with greater constancy and concordance than by

light horizontal j>endula specially designed to detect surface tilting, we may conclude

that the motion is principally of a to-and-fro nature, and that the records are due

to the inertia of the pendula, rather than to a tilting of the surface. This conclusion

has been come to by previous writers in the case of particular shocks.

3. The times of arrival of the first two phases, when plotted, form a curve of

increase of apparent velocity with distance, consistent with the hypothesis that they

represent the times of arrival of elastic waves propagated through the earth at rates

which increase with the depth below the surface.

4. The increase of rate of propagation with depth appears to be a constant

function of the depth, at any rate as far as the greatest depth reached by the waves

which emerge at a distance of 90 of arc from the origin. Beyond this depth, which

may be put at about 0'45 of the radius, there are some indications of a rapid increase

in the rate of propagation.

5. The time curves drawn through the times of commencement of the first and

second phases, if continued to the origin, give initial rates of propagation in

tolerably close agreement with the probable initial rates of propagation of conden-

sational and distortional waves in continuous rock.

6. We may consequently accept the conclusions, that the first phase represents
the arrival of condensational waves, and the second phase of the distortional waves,

each of which have travelled along brachistochronic paths through the earth.

7. The disturbance of the third phase differs from that of the first, or second,

phase in that the light pendula with photographic registration are even more

sensitive to it than the heavy pendula whose freedom of movement is trammelled

by the friction of their mechanical record. From this we may conclude, that the

record is due not to inertia, but to a tilting of the instrument as a whole ;
a

conclusion which is borne out by the nature of the record in those instruments which

trace the displacements on a surface moving with sufficient rapidity to give an open
record. This is the phase of the long surface undulations, resembling the swell of

the ocean, whose character has been recognised and acknowledged since 1894.

8. The apparent rate of propagation of the waves of this phase shows no sign of

varying with the distance from the origin, but is constant at all distances, or at

most subject to a very slight and slow change. From this it may be concluded that

they are propagated as surface undulations and that, in their case, the true and

apparent velocities are everywhere identical.

9. The rate of propagation is not, however, constant in the case of all earthquakes,
but the waves set up by the greatest earthquakes travel at a higher speed than
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those set up by lesser ones ;
from this it may lie concluded that the rate of propa-

gation is, in some way not yet worked out, a function of the size of the wave.

10. The rate of propagation of the waves of this phase is, in the case of great

earthquakes, higher than that which has been calculated for purely elastic surface

waves, and from this, and from the fact that their rate of propagation seems to be a

function of their size, it is probable that their propagation is, at least in part,

gravitational.

WOBTHIIf. l

'OLE, E.

studii
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IV. Impact ivith a Liquid Surface studied by the aid of Instantaneous Photography.

Paper II.

By A. M. WORTHINOTON, M.A., F.R.S., and R S. COLE, M.A.

Received March 21, Read May 4, 1899.

[PLATES 2-3.*]

IN a previous paper ('Philosophical Transactions,' A, 1897, vol. 189, p. 137) we have

drawn attention to the fact that the disturbance set up in a liquid by the impact of a

rough sphere falling into it, differs in a very remarkable manner from that which

follows the entry of a smooth sphere. In the present paper we describe further

experiments, made with the object of ascertaining the reason of this difference, and

give the conclusions reached.

It appeared desirable, in the first place, to take instantaneous photographs of the

disturbed liquid below the water-line. These were easily obtained by letting the

splash take place in an approximately parallel-sided thin glass vessel (an inverted

clock-shade) illuminated from behind. The liquid surface when undisturbed was

about level with the middle of the camera-lens, which was focussed for the sphere
when under water. The general arrangement of the optical apparatus will be suffi-

ciently understood from the accompanying cut (fig. 1). The method of timing the

illumination was that already described (loc. cit.).

Fig. 1.

A, camera lens.

BC, vessel with liquid.

D, plate of finely roughened glaw.

E, condenser taken from an optical lantern.

F, spark-gap at centre of curvature of concave mirror.

M, concave silvered watch-glass.

G, copper gauze to break the fall of the sphere.

' The photographic illustrations accompanying the manuscript of this paper are silver prinU mounted

on ten sheets, which are referred to as "
sheets

"
in the text. Certain figures from these sheets have been

selected for collotype reproduction, and are given on Plates 2 and 3. Others are given in the text.

When a figure is referred to which is not reproduced either by photography or by a cut in the text, the

No. of the figure is enclosed in
[ ].
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The first series of these photographs (see Sheet 1, from which a selection is repro-

duced on Plate 2) is, for the sake of clearness, called Series X., so as to keep the

numbering continuous with the previous paper. The photographs show what is going

on below the surface of the liquid while the phenomena of Series VIII. of the previous

paper are visible above the surface.* The sphere was a rough marble, freshly sand-

papered on each occasion.

The photographs 1 and [2] show the sphere gradually entering the surface ; above

it is the inverted image of the part that has entered, formed by internal reflection on

the liquid surface. Higher up still (in fig. 1) and not quite in the same vertical line

(on account of a slight optical displacement due to the front of the vessel not having

been set quite perpendicular to the line of sight) is seen the top of the sphere. This,

however, is out of focus, for the camera was focussed on the part under water, which

is optically brought forward.

In figs. [3, 4] and 5 it will be observed that the liquid already leaves the sphere along

a tangent, and from this point onward the sphere is followed by a bag or pocket of air

of gradually increasing depth. The wall of this pocket is not quite smooth, and the

summit of the sphere, as seen through it, is always somewhat distorted. The sharp

angle made with this wall by the oppositely sloping wall of the image tells in each

figure the position of the surface, and in several figures we see the lobed lip of the

crater that has been already photographed from above in Series VIII. The present

photographs show the exact height of this. It will be observed that the depth of

the crater or pocket below the surface is far greater than the photographs of Series

VIII. gave any reason to suspect, also that the upper part of the sphere is not wetted

at all. t

We can find no trace of any reflecting layer of air between the lower part of the

sphere and the water, and have no reason to doubt that the lower part is thoroughly

wetted up to the place at which the liquid is seen to leave it. As the sphere

descends the position of the circular line of contact rises on the sphere and the liquid

does not always leave it along a tangent. The ripple-marks conspicuously visible in

fig. 9, and in many of the later figures, are indications of the flow of the liquid along the

walls of the cylinder of air. The long cylindrical hollow that is thus formed is not

a configuration of stable equilibrium, and, if we may leave momentum out of account,

its law of spontaneous segmentation will be the same as for a liquid column of the

* This series of photographs, with the exception of the last two, was taken in June, 1896, and was

exhibited at the soiree of the Royal Society in June, 1897.

t The present photographs, taken in conjunction with those of Series VIII. of Paper I., bring out a

point which had escaped us. For it is now evident that the hollow below the surface in such figures as 8,

9, and 10 of Seiies VIII. is far too deep and capacious to be filled by the small amount of liquid raised

above the general level at the edge of the water, and can, therefore, only be accounted for by a rise of the

general leixl,

r

extending to a very considerable distance from the splash. We showed that this phenomenon

accompanied the entry of a smooth sphere ; we now see it to be even more marked with a rough one.
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same dimensions in air. Thus the cylinder finally divides into two portions, one <>('

\\liicli follows in the wake of the sphere as an attached bubble (figs. 16 and 17),

\\hile the other rapidly fills up, apparently, or at any rate in part, by the pouring in

<>!' liquid round the rim of the liasin. The convergence of this inward flow corre-

sjxmds to an increasing velocity as the axis is approached, and results in the very

rapid upward spirt of the jet that is so well shown in Series VIII. of the previous

paper.

Our opinion that the basin does fill up by a motion of this kind is based upon the

evidence of the photographs of Series XII., which will be explained shortly. Mean-

\\liile it is convenient to point out that Series XI. (here shown by drawings) gives the

under-water phenomena corresjx>nding to Series IX. of the previous paper. In this

the sphere (still rough) is let fall from a greater height, 50 centims., and the

crater thrown up closes and forms :i bubble which subsequently opens again and makes

Fig. 1.

Series XI.

Fig. -1.
Fig. 3.

Fij;. I. Fi*. :..

\l.. OXCIV. A. 2 A
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way for the emergent jet (cf. Series II., figs. IG, 17, ;m<l I \. :nil Series III., tig. 18,

of the earlier paper).

In order to obtain, if possible, some LU&cmatton ;is t<> the actual motioo of tin-

liquid, a variety of experiments was mode with coloured binds and floating b<xlics,

;ind finally we bit upon the methcxl of letting the sphere fall into dilute sulphuric

acid between two electrodes (the bared extremities of two insulated vertical copper

wires), from each of which there ascended slowly a vertical stream of very minute

bubbles liberated by electrolysis. The velocity of ascent of these bubbles, though it

was not always quite slow enough to avoid eddying motion, was so slow (about l\

centims. per second) that the gravitative displacement of any one bubble during ;i

splash is practically negligible, and the line of bubbles may be therefore taken as a

line of marked liquid whose displacement can thus l>e studied, for the bubbles are so

small that it may, we think, be safely assumed that they did not in any way interfere

with the motion of the neighbouring liquid. On account of this minuteness the

stream of bubbles is not always easy to see in the photographs, and in printing from

the negatives long exposure in bright sunshine is necessary.

It will be observed that whereas in fig.
1 of Series XII. (here reproduced) each

stream is delivered from the top of the electrode ;
in figs. 2 and 3 the stream has

been swept off the electrode, especially on the left-hand side where the electrode is

Fig. 1.

Series XII.

Fig. >. Fig. 3.
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m-arer the sphere. Fig. 5 shows that the division of the air column is accomj>anied

by the formation of an annular vortex. Fig. 6 [7, 8, and 9] show the filling up of the

i-r.it IT. The vertical lines of bubbles recover their original positions ; but at the top,

where the lateral displacement has been greatest, it will be observed, especially in

tig. G, that the stream of bubbles turns over inwards, and it is on this that we rely as

proving that in part, at any rate, the hollow fills up by the pouring in of liquid

down the sides. There are unmistakable indications of this same curling over in the

negjitive of
fig. [8] when the jet has begun; but the stream of bubbles is so faintly

visible that it would disappear in any reproduction.

The next step in the investigation was to examine in more minute detail the splash

of a smooth sphere. For this purpose we procured a number of very hard highly

polished steel 1 tearing Kills of three sizes,* viz. :

(1) )}
inch (= 19'0 millims.) in diameter.

(2)f (=15-9
"

)

(3) it
.. (= 127 )

Several of each size were subsequently coated with an electrolytic deposit of nickel,

\\lik-h took a still higher polish.

In the year 1897 several hundred splashes were observed with these spheres.

Previous observations, as recorded in Series IV., V., and VI. of the earlier paper, had

shown that when a well-polished sphere enters with a not very great velocity, the

liquid rises over it in a thin sheath, covering it completely before it is entirely below

the level of the surface, and that such a sphere consequently takes down no air what-

ever into the liquid ; also that the motion of the liquid is different, from the earliest

moments of contact, from that set up by the entry of a rough sphere. We had,

however, noticed that with a much-increased height of fall the smooth sphere took

down air and behaved like a rough one.

It appeared possible to us that there was some critical velocity which might mark

the change very sharply, and accordingly our first observations were directed to the

examination of this point. It was not necessary for this to use any instantaneous

illumination; the magnetically-controlled "catapult" release was still employed for

letting the spheres fall, but the observations were conducted in the full light of the

laboratory. The results of some hundreds of observations may be summarised as

follows :

With any one sphere always carefully polished in the same way just before letting

it fall, a height of fall is soon reached at which the splash ceases to be "
completely

airless" or smooth, but is followed by the rise of bubbles, at first a shower of very

* \Ve afterwards, as will 1m seen, employed spheres, 25-7 millims. in diameter, of polished serpentine,

ami may here state at mire that we have not found that the size of the sphere 1ms, within the limits

mentioned, any noticeable iiiHueni-e on the course of the splash.

" A '"'
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small and inconspicuous bubbles, afterwards when the height is increased, of large

and very visible bubbles.

Thus the transition from " smooth
"
to

"
rough

"
is gradual. But the equilibrium

of the splash, if we may use the phrase, is very unstable and very much depends on

the condition of the surface of the sphere when dropped in.

Thus a polished steel sphere 15 '9 millims. in diameter was found to give an airless

splash when falling into water from a height of 132 '5 centims. ; at 137 '5 centims.

there was much air taken down. This observation at 137 '5 centims. was repeated

three times, Observer C doing the polishing. Then Observer W polished, and the

splash was first nearly airless, then quite airless. Then, by persevering in the

rubbing, the height of fall was gradually raised to 162*5 centims., and a perfectly

airless splash was secured ; and even at 172 '5 centims. the record was "
very little air

indeed."

Again, a polished marble sphere 2 '57 centims. in diameter falling into water from a

height of 112 centims. was found to take " much air" when rubbed with clean

handkerchief, A, and " none at all, or only very little," when rubbed with clean

handkerchief, B. This result was confirmed four times with B, and five with A.

These handkerchiefs were subsequently examined under the microscope, but were

found to be extremely similar, and the cause of the difference remained for the time

beyond conjecture.

On another occasion, of two similar nickel-plated steel spheres, each 19 millims. in

diameter, and each treated in exactly the same way, falling 22 centims. into paraffin

oil, one would always take down much air and the other little or none, and again

microscopic examination showed only a very slight difference in the surfaces.

Influence of the Nature of the Liquid.

The nature of the liquid employed has a great influence in determining whether at

a given height the splash shall be "
rough

"
or " smooth."

Thus with paraffin oil the maximum height that could be reached with an airless

splash with highly polished nickel-plated spheres, well rubbed on a selvyt cloth, was

found to be only 24'7 centims., but with water a fall of 160 centims. could be reached.

Whenever water was used as the liquid it was contained in a deep glass bowl, kept
brim-full and running over by means of an india-rubber supply pipe from the main, so

that the surface was kept perfectly clean. The Devonport water is drawn from a

granite country, and is very soft and pure.

We shall revert later to the manner in which the physical constants of the liquid

come into play.

Influence of Temperature.

We then found that if the polished sphere was heated in boiling water, quickly

rubbed dry, and let fall while it was still hot, a very marked difference was produced.
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With the polished sphere hot, the height of fall can be much increased before the

splash Incomes "
rough." Thus, with paraffin oil, the height with a nickelled sphere

rose from 22'2 centims. to 2D'.'{ centims., and with water from 157 centims. to

234 centims.

[njliiencc of Flame held near the Liquid, and (rare run I by tie Sphere in

it* Fall.

It then occurred to us to let the sphere drop through a Hume held near the liquid,

and the result was very remarkable. With paraffin oil (and the sphere hot) the

airless height now rose from 29'3 centims. to 45'3 centims., and with water and a cold

sphere, it rose from 157 centims. to over 258 centims., which was the greatest height

that the lalx>ratory would permit. Either the luminous flame of a bat's wing burner

or the flame of a Bunsen burner held nearly horizontal produces the effect, provided

the flame is held near enough to the surface of the liquid, and it is a very striking

experiment to let the polished sphere fall several times from a height which gives a

large volume of hubbies rising with much noise to the surface, and then to let it fall

through the flame, and to observe the complete change in the phenomenon.

Electrification.

It seemed to us extremely probable that we had here to deal with an electrical

phenomenon, for a flame would certainly discharge completely any electrified sphere

passing through it, and it appeared reasonable to suppose that the sphere became

electrified by friction when falling through the air. Experiments were therefore

made to test this supposition. Holding the flame high above the surface should

diminish the effect, for the sphere would become again electrified in the remainder of

its fall. Experiment abundantly confirmed this view. Thus, with the maximum

height of fall available (258 centims.), the flame was still quite effective at 68 centims.

above the surface of flowing water, but quite ineffective at 113'5 centims.

Nevertheless, other tests failed to confirm this theory of electrification. If the

difference is due to electrification, we argued, then it ought to become very

conspicuous when the sphere is deliberately electrified. Accordingly, a long series of

experiments was made, in which the sphere soon after its release came into contact

with a flexible wire brush connected to a Wimshurst machine, and thus was electrified

positively or negatively at pleasure. A height of fall was then chosen for which the

splash was either just airless or just not airless when the sphere was unelectrified, so

that the influence of electrification in changing the character of the splash either way
could be observed.

The results of these observations were curiously discordant,* and though it is

* The probable reason will be mentioned later.
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proverbially difficult to prove a negative, the conclusion was finally forced upon us

that this electrification, whether positive or negative, had no certain or direct

influence. We also tried the effect of holding a charged ebonite rod near the splash,

but with negative results.

One test we wei-e able to make which appears to us to be crucial. If the flame acts

by diselectrifying the sphere, then the same result should follow from letting the

sphere touch in its fall an earth-connected brush near the water, but such contact had

no observable effect whatever, and we therefore came to the conclusion that the action

of the flame was not an electrical discharging action at all.

In this connection also may be mentioned two other facts :
(
1
)
That the flame had

no observable effect on a roughened sphere ;
and (2) that we could not detect any

accumulation of electricity when we let the sphere fall time after time through a tube

connected to an electroscope, to which tube the sphere could give up its whole charge

by touching a wire brush in the interior.

Photographs of the Transitionfrom
" Smooth

"
to

"
Rough."

Having found that the splash passed by gradual transition from "smooth" to

"rough" as the height of fall of a polished sphere was increased, we decided to

obtain a photographic record of the process. Series XIII.
,
Sheet 3, of which a

selection is here reproduced on Plate 2, shows a perfectly smooth splash produced by
a highly polished sphere of serpentine, just over 1 inch (2 '57 centims.) in diameter,

falling into water from a height of between 14 and 15 centims.

The earlier figures of this series show how extremely thin is the enveloping sheath

in its early stages. In fig.
1 it is almost best seen by its reflected image in the

undisturbed surface. A nearly horizontal row of minute drops may be seen in

figs. [2] and 3. As we shall see later, the place of origin of any one of these is to be

found very approximately by drawing a tangent to the sphere through the drop
in question in the plane containing the axis, for unless the velocity of the sphere is

very materially altered after the moment of separation, the drop will remain on the

tangent along which it was projected. The "
lug

"
at either side in figs. [2] and 3 is

probably not really the continuous jet it seems to be, but merely the fore-shortened

edge of a ring of separate droplets, as is more apparent in figs. [4] and 5. Where the

horizontal equator of the sphere is passed, the film will thicken by convergence, and

the number of segmentations will diminish accordingly, the drops becoming larger

and fewer. It will be noticed that in each of the figs. 5 and 6, a vertical tangent
to the sphere marks the limit of the larger drops in the air above.

Fig. 8 shows by means of bubbles that the displacement of the liquid corresponds

approximately to stream-line flow in a perfect fluid.

Series XIV., Sheet 4, of which fig. 1 is given on p. 183, shows the effect of increasing
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tin- height of fall to 50 centime. It will he observed that the minute jets* projected
I'mm the edge of the film are now much higher, while in Series XV. (see fig. 2 here

reproduced), in which (lie bright of fjill was raised to 75 centims., we see that the

Sri I. - \ I V.

Ki. I.

ir \\

Him has left the sphere at an earlier stage, and has more nearly the configuration
observable in a rough splash. In Series XVI., of which tigs. I, 2, and 3 are reproduced
in Plate 3, the height of fall was 100 centims., and the change was still more
marked. No air is taken down by this splash.

In order to avoid the necessity of a somewhat inconveniently great height of fall,

which would have l>een imposed by the further use of water as the liquid, we
employed Alexandra oil for watching below the surface the beginning of the process
by which the sphere takes down air hi its wake. Thus Series XVI I., Sheet 5, here

reproduced in the text, shows the splash of a polished nickdled-steel sphere

Series XVII.

Fie. -2.

> The photographs (unt,,i innately not the reproductions here given) Mh of this and of our previous
paper illustrate incidentally the great rapidity with which fine jets undergo division into drops, which,
however, as Lord RAYUicfH has explained (' Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 29, 1879, p. 86, oh the Capillary
Phenomena of Jets), need cans* no surprise, since the time of complete segmentation will vary inversely
us the 3 2 power of the diameter if viscosity does not hinder.
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Series XVII.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

J

19 millims. in diameter falling 30 centims. into Alexandra oil, a height at which

ordinary observation in continuous light had shown that a little air was already

taken down. In Series XVIII. the height was 40 centims., and in Series XIX. it was

50 centims.

Series XVIII.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 4.
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Series XIX.

Fig. 1.
Fig. J. Fig. 3.

185

Fig. 4. Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

Iii every case there is a quasi-stream-line convergence of flow in the rear of the

sphere which was not observable in the rough splash ; this sweeps together the bases

of the jets in the crater above the surface, and the entrapping of air seems to depend
on the depth to which the sphere has descended when the convergence is completed,
and cannot now lie attributed, as in the

"
rough splash," to the spontaneous segmen-

tation of a cylindrical cavity too long to l>e in stable equilibrium.

It should l>e mentioned that the bubble is liable to detach itself from the sphere,
either wholly or in part, before any considerable depth is reached ; thus, in

tigs.
2

to 6 of Series XIX., careful examination of the photographs with a lens shows that

the liquid is l>egmning to pass along the surface of the sphere between it and the air

in the manner indicated (with exaggeration) in the accompanying cut (tig. 2).

Fig. 2.

VOL. CXCIV. A. 2 B
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The minute but deep corrugations on the surface of the air-bubble in
fig.

6 are

probably indications of rapid turbulent motion at the interface.

We may here recall to the recollection of the reader that a remarkable feature of

the sheath enveloping a smooth sphere, entering with low velocity, was the strongly

accentuated radial ribs and flutings (cf. Series XXVI., figs. 1 and 3, p. 196), which are

specially well seen in the figs. 3, 4, 5, and 9 of Series VI. of Paper I. The present

photographs, taken, as they are, with the light behind the object, do not bring these

out very well, but traces of them may be detected with a lens in the original photo-

graphs, though not in the present reproductions, on the under surface of the liquid to

the left of the sphere in
figs.

1 and 2 of Series XVII., and in
figs.

1 and 2 of

Series XVIII., on the right side of the sphere in fig.
1 of Series XIV., and again in

fig.
4 of Series XVI. ; and it must not be forgotten that they are probably always

present. Of this fluting we shall be able presently to give a pretty complete

account.

General Explanation of the Phenomena.

The explanation which seems to give the key to the whole phenomenon was

suggested (1) partly by the observation of AITKEN that dust does not settle on

an object hotter than the air, (2) partly by the observation of QUINCKE that a film of

extremely small thickness spreads with great rapidity by molecular action over a

polished surface, e.g., of glass or mica when this is touched by a liquid, and (3) partly

by our own observation that, at any rate in the neighbourhood of the surface, a flow

once set up along any channel is comparatively persistent and determines the motion

that is to follow. As illustrations of this we may cite the regular disposition of jets

round the rim of the crater thrown up by an entering drop, which persists for a

comparatively long time, and is apparently due to the spontaneous segmentation of

the annular rim at a very early stage ; or, again, the very strongly salient ribs of flow

just alluded to (see Series VI. of our first paper), each of which seems to correspond to

one of the jets.

This general explanation is as follows :

When a sphere, either rough or smooth, first strikes the liquid, there is an

impulsive pressure between the two, and the column of liquid lying vertically below

the elementary area of first contact is compressed. For very rapid displacements the

liquid on account of its viscosity behaves like a solid. In the case of a solid rod we

know that the head would be somewhat flattened out by a similar blow, and a wave

of compression would travel down it ; to this flattening or broadening out of the head

of the column corresponds the great outward radial velocity, tangential to the

surface, initiated in the liquid, of which we have abundant evidence in many of the

photographs.

Into this outward flowing sheath the sphere descend?*, and since each successive
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/.-lie of surface which enters is more nearly parallel to the direction of motion of the

.sphere, the displacement of liquid is most rapid at the lowest point, from the neigh-
Ixmrhood of which fresh liquid in supplied to flow along the surface. Whether the

rising sheath shall leave the surface of the sphere or shall follow it depends ujx>n the

efficiency of the adhesion to the sphere. If the sphere is smooth, the molecular forces

of cohesion will guide the nearest layers of the advancing edge of the sheath, and will

thus cause the initial flow to be along the surface of the sphere.

To pull any portion of the advancing liquid out of its rectilineal path the sphere
must have rigidity. If the advancing liquid meets loosely attached particles, e.g.,

of dust, these will constitute places of departure from the surface of the sphere ;

the dust will be swept away by the momentum of the liquid which, being no longer
in contact with the sphere, perseveres in its rectilineal motion. If the dust particles

are few and far between, the cohesion of the neighbouring liquid will bring back the

deserting parts, but if the places of departure are many, then the momentum of the

deserters will prevail. Thus at every instant there is a struggle between the

momentum of the advancing edge of the sheath and the cohesion of the sphere ;

the greater the height of fall the greater will be the momentum of the rising liquid,

and the less likely is the cohesion to prevail, and the presence or al>sence of dust

[articles may determine the issue of the struggle.

Roughness of the surface will be equally efficient in causing the liquid to leave the

sphere. For the momentum will readily carry the liquid past the mouth of any
cavities (see fig. 3), into which it can only enter with a very sharp curvature of its

Fig. 3.

path. It is to be observed that the surface tension of the air-liquid surface of the

sheath will act at all times in favour of the cohesion of the sphere, and even if the

film has left the sphere the surface tension will tend to make it close in again,

but we should not be right in attributing much importance to this capillary

pressure which, with finite curvatures, is a force of a lowor order of magnitude*

* This point may lx> made clearer by a numerical statement of the case. The particles of the liquid

sheath on the shoulders of the sphere (itself defending) in figs. 5 and 6 of Series XIII., Plate 3, must be

describing paths whose centres of curvature lie on the side of the sphere, and on every element of the

film there must be an inwardly directed force. (We speak of the film as a whole, and ignore any minute

vortical motion.) With a sphere of 1 centim. radius, and water as the liquid, the surface-tensional

pressure would be about 0'075 gramme per sq. centim., which is quite insignificant as compared with the

2 B 2
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than the cohesion, and, as later photographs will clearly show, is incompetent to

produce the effects observed.

In order to test this general explanation further experiments were made.

Experiments on the Influence of Dust.

In the first place, to test the influence of dust, the experiment was made of

deliberately dusting the surface of the sphere. For this purpose highly polished

nickelled spheres, of the three sizes mentioned on p. 179, were held in a pair of

crucible tongs by an electrified person standing on an insulating stool, and by him

presented to any dusty object that stood or could be brought within reach. The

particles of dust soon settled on the electrified sphere, which was then carefully

placed on the dropping ring with the dusty side lowest. The liquid used was

Alexandra oil, and the height of fall was 317 centims., at which each of these

spheres when not dusted gave still a quite airless splash. When dusted an

enormous bubble of air was carried down by each. Although the spheres when

laid on the dropping ring must have completely lost their electrical charge, yet

it seemed worth while to go through the same electrifying process without dusting

them. The result showed that no change was produced. In order to see how

far the influence of dust would go, the height of fall was now reduced, and it

was found that with sphere (l) a fall of 17'1 centims. gave a perfectly rough

splash when the surface was visibly dimmed with fine dust, and with sphere (3)

a fall of 16 '7 centims. availed. If the surface was only slightly dusty, then at

these heights the splash remained " smooth."

It then occurred to us to try the effect of partial or local dusting, for we had

already found by experimenting with a marked sphere that the method of dropping
did not impart any appreciable rotation to the sphere, which reached the liquid

in the attitude with which it started from the dropping ring. Accordingly, after

dusting the sphere in the manner already described, the dust was carefully rubbed

away from all but certain parts whose position was recorded. The experiments
were very successful, and the results are shown in Series XX. The liquid used was

water, and the sphere was of polished serpentine, 257 millims. in diameter, falling

14 centims. (cf. Series XIII., Plate 3).

In fig.
1 of Series XX. (see Plate 3) the sphere was dusted on the right-hand

atmospheric pressure on the outside, which would be about 1,033 grams per sq. centim. If the actual

centripetal pull per unit area is less than this, then the hydrostatic pressure, even at the inner side of the

film, will still be positive. If a greater pull than this is required, the hydrostatic pressure near the inner

side of the film must be negative, and the liquid there will be in a state of true tension. Experiments
which we have conducted in vacua, and which will be described later, show that when this true tension is

reached the liquid is Iwble to separate from the solid and to "
cavitate," and the phenomenon of a smooth

splash then ceases with the guiding influence of the sphere. Thus the limiting value of the cohesion

which can 1 reached in practice is probably about 1,038 grams per sq. centim.
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side and a " sound of splash
"
was recorded. On the left side there is no dis-

turbance of the "smooth splash
"

; on the right is a "
pocket" of air such as was

obtained by accident in Series VI., fig. 4, of the earlier paper (here reproduced as

fig. 2A for convenience of reference and to help the reader to interpret correctly the

first and second figures of the present series). The point of departure at which the

liquid left the sphere is well marked, and a tangent from this point passes through
the outermost conspicuous droplets that must have been projected from it.

In
fig.

2 the sphere was dusted at the top and on the right-liand side, but not much
more than halfway down, and the configuration corresponds entirely to the facts.

Here again a tangent from the well marked drops on the right-hand side leads very

nearly to the place of departure from the surface of the sphere.
In

fig.
3 on this page the record is that the sphere was dusty at the top only. It

is to be expected that dusting at the top will not make much diflference in the flow of

the already converging liquid. Comparison with fig. 7 of Series XIII., Plate 3 shows,

however, that a slight effect has been produced.

Series XX.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

In
fig.

4 the sphere was dusted at the bottom only. The appearance on the left-

hand side seems to show that the liquid has, after leaving the sphere, again been

brought within reach. This recovery at an early stage is explained by reference to

photographs of Series X. of the splash of a rough sphere, which show that even the

rough sphere is soon wetted for some distance up the sides, as we may imagine by the

gradual passage of the sphere into the divergently flowing cone of liquid which

surrounds the lower part. When the liquid again touches a polished part the film

will be again guided up it in the manner already explained. In figs. 5 and 6 (shown
in drawings on page 190) the sphere was out of focus through the slipping out of

place of the rod which held the releasing gear a fault which was not discovered till
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after the photographs had been developed. In each case the sphere was dusted on

the right-hand side along a narrow vertical strip. In No. 5 the tangent from the

highest drops on the right again leads accurately to the place of departure of the

liquid. In fig.
6 the pocket of air has apparently been swept up the surface of the

sphere, perhaps by the converging flow already noted.

Fig. 5.

Series XX.

Fig. <-.

We observe that in
figs.

1 and 2 (same Series XX., Plate 3) the continuous film or

shell of liquid no longer reaches the outermost droplets that once have been at its

edge. It must evidently have been pulled in by its own surface tension, which of

course will cease to exercise any inward pull on a drop that has once separated.

The influence of dust, thus incontestably proved, seems to afford a satisfactory

explanation of

(1) The effect of a flame.

(2) The effect of heating.

(3) The variable and uncertain effects of electrification.

For (1) we may suppose that the flame burns off minute particles of dust ; (2) we

know from AITKEN'S experiments that dust from the atmosphere will not settle on a

surface hotter than the air ; (3) an electrified sphere descending through the air

would attract dust to its surface unless it happened, as well might happen, that the

air round about it, with its contained dust, had become itself similarly charged

through the working of the electrical machine.

At the same time we cannot claim that our explanation of the influence of a flame

is more than a conjecture. For we found that it was only when the brightly
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polished metal spheres were dusted nearly to dimness that the splash was invariably

altered, but when we let such a visibly dusty sphere drop through a flame and then

caught it in a conical wire cage, the dust was not found to be burned away or

appreciably altered, nor in this case ircw the splash altered by passage through the

flame. This shows that there is a kind of dust which cannot be removed by a

flame, and it is only a conjecture, however probable, that there is a kind which can.

We have sought to bring the matter to a crucial test by dropping the sphere

through filtered and, presumably, dust-free air contained in a long wide iron pipe

whose lower end was just submerged in water ; but though the result of many
such trials seemed to show that the splash near the critical height was more

often
" smooth

"
in the dust-free air than in ordinary air, there were too many

exceptions for the matter to be put beyond doubt.

In further confirmation of our view that the leading clue to the explanation of

the motion is the struggle between the adhesion of the rigid sphere and the

tangential momentum of the liquid, we may cite the following points :

A liquid sphere (see Series L, II., III. of Paper I.) makes a "rough" splash, and

the photographs obtained show that the lower part of the in-falling drop is swept

away by the tangential flow, while the upper part is still undistorted.

Here we have cohesion but no rigidity. And we have found that the
"
rough

"

splash is obtained by any process which gives a non-rigid surface to the sphere.

Thus the splash made by a marble freshly roughened by sand-papering, or by

grinding between two files and let fall from the very small height of 7 '5

centims., can be practically controlled by attending to the condition of the surface.

If the surface is quite dry and still covered with the fine powder resulting from

the process of roughening, the splash is
"
rough," and a great bubble of air is

taken down. But if this coat of powder, which has neither cohesion nor shearing

strength, be removed by rubbing, the splash (under this low velocity) is
"
smooth.''

Again, a marble freshly sand-papered and covered with the resulting powder, if

let fall from 12 or 15 centims., gives a rough splash. The same marble picked

out of the liquid and very quickly dropped in again from the same height, will

give again a rough splash. Here the liquid film is thick and "shearable." But

if the same sphere be allowed to drain or be lightly wiped, the splash will be

smooth. Here we may conjecture that enough fluid is left to fill up the inter-

stices, but that the coat is not thick enough to shear easily. If, however, the

sphere be thoroughly dried the splash becomes "
rough

"
again. This gives us the

explanation of the facts already recorded in respect of the splash of a wet sphere

(Series VII. of Paper L). This splash was always irregular ; the liquid drifted to one

side where it would shear, while it disappeared from the other or became there too

thin to shear, though sufficient to fill up crevices.
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Explanation of the Flutings.

The fact thus established experimentally, that the surface of a smooth sphere must

be rigid if the film is to envelope it closely, suggests what seems a satisfactory

explanation of the flutings. For it suggests that, even while the film is exceedingly

thin, the flow is of the kind demanded by POISEUILLE, in which the liquid next to the

solid has no motion relative to the solid, while the velocity farther away increases

with the distance from the surface. Since the sphere is descending while the film is

rising, there must be a strong viscous shear in the liquid impeding its rise. If by any
fortuitous oscillation a radial rib arises, this will be a channel in which the liquid,

being farther from the surface, will be less affected by the viscous drag ; it will

therefore be a channel of more rapid flow and diminished pressure, into which,

therefore, the neighbouring liquid will be drawn from either side. Thus a rib once

formed is in stable equilibrium, and will correspond to a jet at the edge of the rim.

This explains the persistence of the ribs when once established, and we may attribute

their regular distribution to the fact that they first originate in the spontaneous

segmentation of the annular rim at the edge of the advancing sheath. This

explanation receives unexpected confirmation in the appearance of the lop-sided

splashes of Series XX., in which we see, firstly, that the flutings are absent from that

part of the sheath which has left the sphere, and, secondly, we see how much higher

in every case the continuous film has risen in that part which has left the sphere than

in the part which has clung to it, and has been hindered by the viscous drag.

Especially is this the case in
fig. 3, Series XXVI. (see p. 196), where the liquid was

pure glycerine. The effect of the viscous drag is, in fact, most marked in the most

viscous liquid.

Influence of the Constants of the Liquid.

Finally, in confirmation of the general argument, we have the fact that with a

liquid of small density and surface tension, such as Alexandra oil, a much smaller

velocity of impact with a highly polished sphere is required to give
"
rough

"

splash

than with water, a liquid of greater density and surface tension, the reason being

without doubt that the tangential velocity due to the impact is greater with the less

dense liquid, as, indeed, is proved to be the case by the greater height to which the

surrounding sheath is thrown up, and the smaller the surface tension the less will be

the abatement of velocity on account of work done in extending the surface.

[Added January 11, 1900. The constants of the Alexandra oil employed in the

experiments were as follows : Specific Gravity, 0'840 ; Surface Tension, 2 '8 9 grams

per metre (= surface tension of water X 0'383) ; viscosity = viscosity of water at the

same temperature X 2 '607. Experiments shortly to be described show that the

addition to 51 vols. of water of as much as 6 vols. of glycerine, which must have

largely increased the viscosity, produced little difference in the splash, except in
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making the ribs more noticeable, and we therefore conclude that withiu these limits

the viscosity does not play an important part in determining the main course of the

phenomenon.]

Experiments in vacuo.

1 1 remained to examine what part was played by the air in the whole transaction.

Tli is could only be settled by removing the air. We accordingly made provision for

obtaining, by instantaneous illumination, observations of splashes in vacuo. The

method was simple enough, since, happily, very exact timing was not necessary. For

eye observations a large, strong "bolt-head" was employed, and a 1-inch thick

slab of india-rubber closed it air-tight (see fig. 4). This slab was pierced at one side

by a glass tube leading to a Fleuss pump, and centrally by a short thick conical piece

of soft iron, which served as the prolongation of the core of a straight electro-magnet

which could be Imd on the top. A pad of folded, fine woven, copper wire-gauze*

prevented the bottom of the vessel being broken by the impact.

Fig. 4.

The nickelled and polished steel spheres were at first employed, but these retained

so much of their magnetism that the timing was very uncertain, and they were after-

* We have found a pad of this material very convenient and efficient in all our experiments.
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wards discarded for spheres of marble and serpentine, into which a deep hole was

drilled, and into this a soft iron plug inserted. After each splash the air had to be

re-admitted, the electro-magnet removed, and the vessel opened and the sphere fished

out by means of a long, clean, bar-magnet.

The exhaustion was always pushed to within 2 or 3 millims. of a perfect vacuum,

the vapour only of the liquid being left. The first observations were made in broad

daylight, with a highly polished nickel sphere (size 1), dusted and undusted, and also

with a rough marble sphere, 2 5 '4 millims. in diameter. The observations were

alternated by others, in which all conditions were the same except that the air was

not removed. In no case could any difference be observed with the naked eye.

Thus the polished sphere took down no air when clean, made a large bubble, or some-

times a "
rough

"
column, when dusted, and the rough sphere always went in

"
rough

"

and made a high column. The depth of fall was 19 '5 centims.

When spark-illumination was used with the small rough sphere, the figures [6],

8, and 10, and the upper part of [7] of the rough-sphere splash of Series X., Plate 2,

were obtained repeatedly.

Even with the Fleuss pump, which works very quickly, it was a work of some

minutes to exhaust this large bulb to within 1 or 2 millims. of a vacuum. During
this time the electro-magnet had to be kept running, and became hot, and the time of

de-magnetisation thus depended, more than was desirable, on the previous history of

the magnetisation.

In order not to waste time and photographic plates, we exchanged this large vessel

for a tall
"
gas jar

"
of smaller volume, through which the image was, indeed, a good

deal distorted, but this does not much diminish the value of the record. We used

both water and Alexandra oil as the liquids, and give, on Sheets 7 and 8, a few of the

photographs thus obtained.

Inspection of these photographs shows only two points of difference of importance

between the splash in vacuo and the splash in air.

The first of these is the significant point that it is not so easy to secure a quite

smooth splash in vacuo for the reason, as we may confidently surmise, that the liquid,

being supersaturated, is liable to burst into ebullition at the surface of the entering

solid, where probably, as already explained in the note on p. 196, the velocities set up

correspond to a true negative pressure or tension, under which the liquid will readily

rupture and break away from the solid surface if any cavity is formed. Indeed, it

should be mentioned that until the vessel had been many times exhausted of air,

bubbles were very liable to form spontaneously in the liquid and rise from the bottom

(boiling by bumping).

Fig. 1 of Series XXL, Plate 2, shows, for purposes of comparison, a smooth splash

in air (height of fall, 14 centims.), while fig. 2, and also [3] and [4] (not here

reproduced), show the near approach attained in vacuo, and the development of

bubbles. Fig. [5] (not here given) shows a splash in vacuo, in which at an earlier
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stage the ensheathiiig film was almost complete. This photograph is practically

identical with fig. 6, Series XIII., Plate 3.

Passing now to the "
rough

"
splash, we have, in fig. 1, of Series XXII., Sheet 8

(see Plate 3), a "
rough

"

splash in air ;
in

fig. 2, the same in vacuo; in
fig. [3], a later

stage in vacuo. The liquid in each case was water, and the height of fall, 13 '5 centims.

Figs. [4] and [5] show the collapse of the vacuous column formed behind a rough

sphere falling into Alexandra oil. In each of these last there is an appearance of

folding at the surface, which was not observable when air was present. And we see

the l>eginning of the same kind of thing on the left-li.tml side in
fig. 2.

Tli is difference, which is probably due to negative pressures induced by vortical

motion near the interface, appears, however, to be quite a secondary matter, and does

not prevent us from asserting that the presence of the air has no material influence

on the early course of the splash, except, as already explained, in respect of the

extent to which its pressure serves to relieve the liquid from a cohesive tension under

which it would cavitate.

EJ'I
" i-iiii< ,,ts with a Viscid Liquid.

It appeared probable that experiments made with water thickened by successive

additions of glycerine would throw light on the part played by viscosity in the

transaction. With a mixture consisting of water 51 vols., glycerine 2 vols., no change
of any kind was perceptible in the splashes observed. When the glycerine was

increased to 6 vols. in 51 of water, the disturbance set up was still extremely similar,

as will be seen by comparing the figures of Sheet 9, which represent the splash of a

smooth serpentine sphere in the glycerine mixture at the heights specified, with the

corresponding figures in the case of water, Sheet 4, Series XIV. and XVI. The only
noticeable difference is the rather greater salience of the ribs in some of the glycerine

figures, and the greater reluctance in the jets to segment into droplets.

We then experimented with pure glycerine. Series XXVI. of Sheet 10, reproduced
in part on page 196, gives the splash in pure glycerine of the same polished serpentine

sphere, 257 centims. in diameter, falling 75 centims. In all cases the radial ribs are

seen in the negatives of the photographs to be very pronounced. Even at so early a

stage as
fig.

1 the fluting is well developed. The two photographs taken of stage 3

had each of them an isolated jet, probably owing to the fact that when working with

so sticky a liquid it was difficult to avoid contaminating the cloth on which the sphere
was each time re-polished after washing in water, with the result that the sphere

behaved as if locally rough. The relatively great length of this jet brings out very
well the part played by the viscous drag in hindering the flow of that portion of the

liquid sheath which has remained in contact with the sphere. In the last figure

No. 4, of this series the droplets just visible in the centre, below the level of the

general surface, correspond to those of figs. 6 and 7 of Series XIII. at a much higher
2 c 2
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Series XXVI.

Fig. 1. Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Series XXVII.

Fig. 1. FiS- 2 -

Fig. 3.
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level, their presence in the lower position being again due to the slower convergence
of the liquid sheath.

When we came to experiment with rough spheres falling 75 centims. into pure

glycerine, the first photographs obtained were figs. 2 and 3 of Series XXVII., here

given, which correspond very closely with figs. 2 and 3 of Series IX. of the former

paper, obtained when a similar sphere fell 60 centims. into water. But when we

adjusted the timing sphere so as to obtain earlier stages, expecting such a figure

as No. 1 (which was actually taken from a water splash with 14 centims. fall),

we obtained instead such figures as 1, 2, and 3 of Series XXVIII.
,
in which the fall

Series XXVIII.

Fig. 1. Fig, 2.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

was the same, viz., 75 centims. Being convinced that the extreme fringe of the

crater in
fig. 2, Series XXVII., could only have been projected at a very early stage,

we made repeated experiments to discover the cause of the contradiction, and found
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that such figures as 2, and 3, and 4 of Series XXVII. were only obtained after the

glycerine had stood long enough for the exposed surface to absorb a film of water

from the air. Thus, if the glycerine was freshly stirred, Series XXVIII. was invariably

obtained, but if it stood for twelve hours exposed to the air of the laboratory

the splash was that of Series XXVII. We found that the gain of weight was about

O'Ol gramme per sq. centim. of exposed surface in twenty-four hours, so that

the water absorbed in twelve hours would, if it remained on the surface, form

a layer about -^ of a millim. thick. Using a fall of 204 centims., we found by naked

eye observation that the water absorbed in six hours did not suffice to change the

splash, while that absorbed in twelve hours always sufficed. These observations throw

a striking light on the determining importance of the initial motion. It should be

mentioned that in Series XXVII. the temperature of the glycerine was 15 C., and in

Series XXVIII. was 12 C., except in the last figure, when the fall was 100 centims.

and the temperature 22.

Further experiments with viscous liquids are very desirable, as they may enable us

to pass by gradual transition to phenomena which at first sight may appear to be far

removed. For if any one will compare with fig.
2 of Series XXVII.

,
the accompany-

ing photograph of the permanent record left of the splash which a steel projectile

makes on entering a hard steel armour plate on the entering side, he will find it

difficult to resist the belief that the plate has behaved like a liquid. Yet even the

Fig. 5.

whole kinetic energy at disposal in such an impact would not suffice to raise the

projectile itself through more than a few hundred degrees Fahrenheit, still less to

melt at the same instant any appreciable quantity of metal, and we are therefore

driven to the conclusion that under the enormous pressure due to the impact the

physical properties of the material of the plate have been so far altered as to change

entirely the conditions of liquefaction,
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Such a conclusion, if established, would have practical importance in inany
mechanical processes. It could proljably be tested by a microscopic examination* of

specimens of the metal of the plate taken from the immediate neighbourhood of the
"
splash," and it is interesting io recall in this connection the argument of Professor

POYNTINO in his paper on the Change of State : Solid Liquid ('
Phil. Mag.,' July,

1881), that the rate of exchange of molecules across any surface will increase with

the pressure.

* Since this was written Sir WM. ROBERTS-AUSTEN has most kindly examined for us specimens of the

metal token from the " burr
"
of such an armour-plate splash, and reports that he finds no traces of lique-

faction having occurred. It therefore appears that, even in this extremely rapid deformation, we may
have to attribute the plasticity and quasi-fluidity of the metal to the same slip along surfaces of cleavage

within the crystals of the material, which Professor EWINO and Mr. ROSENHAiN't have shown to take

place when the deformation is much more slowly effected. (Note, October 8, 1899.)

t
'

Roy. Soc. Proc.,' May 25, 1899, vol. 65 ;

'
Phil. Trans. K.S.,' Series A, vol. 193, 1899.
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[PLATES 4-5.]

THIS paper is a study of the binary alloys composed of gold and aluminium. The

fact that metals in many cases form definite chemical compounds with each other, is

becoming increasingly evident as attention is given to the subject. But there are

many pairs of metals whose freezing point-curve affords no indication of chemical

combination, and which probably do not combine with each other under the conditions

of our experiments. It is therefore desirable, in seeking for such compounds, to

select a pair of metals which are known to have a peculiar relation to each other.

We chose gold and aluminium for several reasons. First, on account of the beautiful

purple compound of Sir W. ROBERTS-AUSTEN, and on account of our own experiments

('Journal Chemical Society,' voL 74, 1894), which showed it to be a very stable body
in solution. There was also the important point that the alloys of gold and aluminium

admit of fairly rapid analysis by the determination of the gold.

In the present paper the freezing point method is combined with a microscopic

study of the alloys, and we hope that it will be found that the interpretation of the

results is more conclusive than in previous papers of our own and of others in which

only the one method or the other was employed.
Section I. describes the methods of experiment.

Section II. contains tables of freezing points, figures of the freezing point-curve,

and an account of the curves.

Section III. is devoted to a description of the microscopic appearance of the alloys,

and is illustrated by photomicrographs.

SECTION I.

In the experiments on which the freezing point-curve is based, the method of pro-

cedure was similar to that described in our paper ('
Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 189, p. 25)

on the freezing point of copper tin, silver copper, and other alloys.* The freezing

point of pure gold was first determined, and then successive roughly weighed

amounts of aluminium were added, the freezing point being taken after each addition.

* For the method of determining temperatures, sec also our paper (' Journ. Chem. Soc.,' 1895, p. 160).

VOL. CXCIV. A 256. 2 D 11.4.1900
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Owing to the rapid oxidation of the aluminium, even when a current of coal gas was

led into the crucible, the synthetical method of arriving at the composition of the

alloys from the weights of metal added was impracticable. It was therefore neces-

sary, between every two readings of the freezing point, to extract a sample of the

alloy for analysis. This was done by sucking out a portion of the thoroughly molten

and stirred metal in a pipette of Jena combustion glass. If rapidly performed, this

process is practicable, even at the melting point of gold. The samples were thus

obtained in the form of rods, or occasionally as tubes, about 4 millims. in diameter.

After breaking off the glass these rods could easily be cut up for analysis and for

microscopical study. The order of operation was as follows :

(1.) A dose of aluminium was added, and the alloy well stirred.

(2.) The freezing point was determined roughly.

(3.) The metal was re-melted, stirred, and a sample extracted.

(4.) The alloy was again re-melted, if necessary, and the freezing point deter-

mined accurately.

The cycle was then repeated.

Except when we approached the composition AuAl 2 , each sample extracted was a

rod of very uniform composition, so that analyses of the upper and lower portions gave

identical results. But at the very high temperatures of extraction needed for alloys

near AuA12> the operation had to be conducted very rapidly on account of the softening

of the Jena glass, and it was not always possible to obtain solid rods. In such cases

the upper and lower portions of the same extract sometimes differed in their com-

position to the extent of almost 1 per cent. This and other causes, which will be

referred to later, made the determination of the curve in the neighbourhood of

AuAlo a difficult matter.

The analyses were conducted as follows : A weighed quantity of the alloy, from

2 to 4 grammes, was digested with aqua regia in a covered porcelain dish, until all

soluble matter had dissolved. It was then evaporated with excess of hydrochloric

acid, diluted and filtered. The residue on the filter paper seldom weighed more than

a few milligrams, except when portions of glass adhered to the alloy. This residue

was ignited and weighed ; it consisted, partly at all events, of graphite. The weight
of. the residue was subtracted from the weight of the alloy taken for analysis, and

the difference regarded as pure alloy. The filtrate containing the chlorides of gold

and aluminium was considerably diluted, and the gold precipitated by sulphurous acid

gas. The gold was filtered off, ignited and weighed, and the percentage of gold in

the pure alloy thence calculated. In the majority of cases we obtained the percentage
of aluminium by difference, assuming that the pure alloy contained only gold and

aluminium. This procedure was justified for all parts of the curve except those near

AuAl
2 , by the test analyses given in square brackets in the tables, in which a complete

determination, both of the gold and of the aluminium was made. In these test
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cases the aluminium was determined by evaporating the filtrate from the gold in a

porcelain dish to remove the sulphurous acid, adding a few drops of methyl-orange
and precipitating the aluminium by a very slight excess of ammonia. The liquid
was then heated just to boiling and the alumina filtered off on the pump, washed,
dried and strongly ignited in a platinum crucible. The gold and aluminium add up
to the weight of the pure alloy, except when we are dealing with alloys not far from

AuAl2. But in the complete analyses of alloys in this region the gold and aluminium

usually add up to only a little over 99 per cent, of what we call the pure alloy. It

was noticed that in these alloys the residue was always larger than in alloys formed

at lower temperatures. We do not feel absolutely certain as to the nature of the

missing 1 per cent. It was certainly not due to errors in the estimation of the

gold or aluminium, but we are inclined to attribute it to the presence of a consider-

able amount of carbon in the alloy weighed. In most of these cases the alloy hud

been exposed for several hours to a temperature of over 1000 in contact with the

carbon of the crucible and of the stirrer. Under these circumstances the alloy

certainly took up carbon mechanically, and a portion of this carbon, which would be

in a very fine state of division, probably disappeared either during the solution of

the alloy in aqua regia, or, more probably, during the subsequent ignition of the

residue.

In those cases where both the gold and the aluminium were determined, it was

easy to ascertain with certainty the atomic percentage.* Curve 4 gives a small

number of points near AuAL, which were determined in this way ; they are free

from any source of error known to us. In all the other points determined in this

region the aluminium was arrived at by difference only, and it is not improbable
that some of the alloys may have contained quite one atomic per cent, less aluminium

than our tables indicate. We have not attempted to correct for this error on the

main curve, but we feel quite sure that it is sufficient to account for the summit in

Curve 3 lying a little to the right of the formula AuAU
Near the lower summit of the curve, corresponding to Au^Al, it will be seen from

the tables that it is immaterial whether the composition is arrived at from the per-

centage of gold alone, or from a complete analysis. We believe that this is true for

all alloys containing less than 50 atomic per cents, of aluminium. The aluminium

itself was, as analysis shows, very pure, and it, apparently, only takes up carbon and

other impurities after a prolonged exposure to a very high temj)erature.

* For example, take the alloy in which the percentages directly determined were

Au 93-21 per cent., Al 6'86 per cent.

l>ividing these numbers by 197'2 and 27'Otf, the atomic weights of gold and aluminium resiwctively, we

get the formula

Au 0-4727, Al 0-2533.

Hence the atomic percentage of aluminium is

472 25331

* 100, that is, 34*9.

2 D 2
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The Curve.

The curves record the freezing points observed during the experiments. The

mean composition of the alloy in the crucible is represented in atomic percentages by

the figures above each curve, and temperatures are measured vertically in degrees

Centigrade, and recorded by the figures below the curves. For the sake of conciseness

we shall use the term atoms instead of atomic percentages. A statement of the

number of atoms present completely determines the composition of the alloy, it

being understood that the number of atoms of gold is obtained by subtracting the

number of atoms of aluminium from 100.

Let us consider the case when the alloy in the crucible has, taken as a whole, the

composition AuAl, that is to say, contains 50 atoms of aluminium. The observed

points on a vertical line drawn through 50 give a record of the way in which the

alloy cools and solidifies. Above 850 it is wholly liquid, but when the crucible has

cooled to this temperature there is an evolution of heat causing the thermometer to

remain stationary for a short time, and we observe the upper freezing point. The

cooling soon recommences, but more slowly than before, and when the temperature has

fallen to 625 there is another halt. After some time, however, the temperature

again begins to fall, and soon falls rapidly until about 568 is reached, when an

extremely steady temperature is indicated, and the alloy, if it has not done so before,

sets to a solid mass. These three points are the freezing points of the alloy. They

may, of course, be due to any exothermic changes going on in the crucible, such as

the breaking up of the alloy into conjugate liquids or to allotropic changes ; but the

microscope has satisfied us that in the case of gold-aluminium we have only to do with

the separation of solids, in fact, that at each of the three observed points a new

substance begins to solidify.

It will be seen that multiple freezing points, although frequent, are not universal ;

for example, the alloys Au2Al and AuAl2 have only one freezing point.

It is important to bear in mind that the diagrams of Curves 2 and 5 give a record of

all the freezing points observed, and contain more information than an ordinary

equilibrium curve. The first, or upper, freezing points of each alloy do indeed

constitute an equilibrium curve, but our lines of second and third freezing points

do not, strictly speaking, belong to the equilibrium curve. For example, the second

freezing point which we mentioned as occurring at 625 does not represent a state

in which a liquid having the composition Au^Al^ is in equilibrium with solid. For in

the solidification of this alloy the liquid part of the matter in our crucible has, ever

since the first freezing point at 850, been getting richer and richer in gold, until

when the freezing point at 625 is reached the matter still liquid is of the composition

AuMAl44 or thereabouts. In fact all the freezing points on the horizontal line through
G are points of equilibrium between this same liquid and a certain solid. In an equili-

brium curve as usually drawn all these freezing points would be represented by the

point G. The other lines of second and third freezing points have a similar meaning.
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We will now briefly discuss the singularities in the curve.* From A, the freezing

point of pure gold, to B, the curve is nearly a straight line. The freezing points of

the very dilute solutions are, as usual, very steady temperatures, but as we approach
B the upper freezing point is indicated by a slight pause only in the cooling, and lower

second freezing points become well marked. These are all at about 545, and are very

steady temperatures. They evidently occur when, after the crystallisation of some

gold, the residual liquid has reached a composition of 19 or 20 atoms of aluminium.

From B onwards a new branch of the curve starts which ends in a eutectic

point at C, when the alloy contains about 21 '5 atoms of aluminium. An alloy of

this composition has the low melting point of 525. This is lower than that of any
other mixture of gold and aluminium. We have here the true eutectic of these two

metals. The second freezing point at 21 atoms probably belongs to the horizontal

line of eutectics through C, which is better marked by other points. There was

surfusion at this second freezing point, and therefore it is certain that a new solid

now began to form in the crucible. It was noticed that the alloy with 22'3 atoms of

aluminium solidified at an extremely constant temperature. This is in harmony with

the fact that we are now close to the eutectic angle.

If we pass from C towards D by adding aluminium, the upper freezing point is at

first very transient, while the lower one, belonging to the same alloy, is a very

steady temperature. But as we approach D, near 28 atoms, the reverse is true.

For example, above 26 atoms of aluminium the lower freezing point is lost, and the

upper one becomes an extremely steady temperature. Surfusion was noticed at most

of the freezing points, both upper and lower, between C and D.

At D there is a singularity in the curve ; the freezing points have become very

steady temperatures, and, as usual with very steady freezing points, the curve is

flat. At a point close to 28 atoms of aluminium a new and rapidly rising branch

of the curve begins, the earlier freezing points on it being fugitive. Moreover,

through the point of bifurcation the original line of freezing points is continued in a

line of second freezing points, which is horizontal for some distance and then

descends a little. The points on this line are marked by very steady temperatures

like a line of eutectics. From the experimental data for the curve it is difficult to

decide whether the summit of the branch CD is to the left or right of the point of

bifurcation, or whether there is a short flat to the left of D. But the microscope

supplies some reason for thinking that the branch DE cuts the branch CD so that the

summit of the latter is a very little to the right of the intersection D, and therefore

corresponds to a body that could only be obtained quite pure by surfusion. If we

assume that the summit has the formula AusAl2 , it should be at 28 '6 atoms of

aluminium. The curve of second freezing points starting from D, at first horizon-

tally and gradually sinking, simulates a continuation of the branch CD, but as they
* The rapid depression in the freezing point of gold, due to the presence of small quantities of

aluminium, and the great rise in the freezing point as the composition corresponding to the compound

AuAl, is approached, have been already discovered by Sir William Roberts-Austen.
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we

fOSS

to-

Curve 3 (upper) and Curve 4 (lower).

Curve 1.

\

Curve 6.

Curve 5.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CURVES.

Curve 1 is a diagram on a small scale of the whole freezing point-curve. It is intended especially as a

key to the larger figures which give special parts, but it also affords an idea of the relative magnitude of

the various branches of the curve.

Curve 2 gives the part of the curve lying between 17 and 44 atoms of aluminium. Experimental points

are marked on it by dote, and a continuous line is drawn through the first or upper freezing point of each

alloy. This line is what we conceive to be the equilibrium curve.

Curves 3 and 4 give on the same scale the summit of the curve near AuAl2 ,
Curve 4 being the most

correct. For the points in Curve 4 both the gold and the aluminium were determined
;
the pyrometer was

in good order.

Curve 5 gives the shape of the curve close to the aluminium end, and Curve 6 that close to the gold end.

The numbers placed above the line of the curve are atomic percentages of aluminium, those below the

line of the curve are degrees Centigrade. In Curve 5 the numbers plotted are those of the table

diminished by 0'7, to reduce them to our standard value for the freezing point of aluminium, 654-5".
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Curve 2.

were second freezing points and not alternatives to those on the upper line, it is

certain that they are not a continuation of CD. We think that, as usual, these

second freezing points indicate the moment of solidification of the mother-substance

of the alloys between D and E. The composition of this mother-substance would

be given by the intersection D, and we should expect it to be an almost pure body.

In the case of the alloys near E, the amount of this mother-substance must l>e very

small, the heat produced by its freezing will be small, and therefore thermometer-

lag may lower the observed freezing point. This appears a reasonable explanation of

the downward curving of the line of second freezing points. The analyses of a

number of alloys in this region were conducted with special care, both the gold and

the aluminium being determined, and the atomic percentage calculated from their
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ratio as well as from the gold alone by difference, the two methods agreeing to within

a few tenths of an atomic per cent. It must be remembered that at 27 atoms of

aluminium the alloy contains only 5 per cent, by weight of this metal, and that an

error of 0'3 per cent, in our analyses would shift the point one atomic per cent, along

the curve. It is evident that our analyses are consistent with each other to a higher

degree of accuracy than this, but they leave the exact position of the intersection D
a little uncertain. The microscope shows that the summit of the branch CD is not

exactly at the intersection. On the branch rising from D the freezing points become

steadier as we go up the curve, and near the summit E, which is reached with

33 -

5 atoms, the alloy solidifies wholly at one temperature, like a pure metal. Adding
more aluminium after the point E, we have a descending branch ending in a eutectic

point F, close to 40 atoms of aluminium.

The eutectic angle F is associated with a horizontal line of second freezing points

as usual. Adding more aluminium after F, we follow a steeply rising branch of the

curve to G, at which point the alloy contains about 44 atoms of aluminium. Here

there is probably a slight angle, another branch rising very steeply from G, while a

horizontal row of second freezing points for alloys with more than 44 atoms of

aluminium begins. At the freezing points on this horizontal line the halt in cooling

was well marked, but not very prolonged, that is to say, no great amount of metal

crystallised at the temperature G. These freezing points are not eutectics like those

at C and F, nor are they such steady temperatures as those at B, D, and E. We
shall find this an important point when we attempt to interpret the curve.

The branch rising from G is steep and the first freezing points are very fugitive ;

but near the summit H at 66 '6 atoms of aluminium they are again very steady

temperatures. At H the alloy freezes homogeneously, it being the pure substance

AuAl2. On adding more aluminium the curve descends rapidly to the eutectic point
of gold dissolved in aluminium, the branch being, so far as we know, devoid of

singularities. There is a short branch rising from this eutectic angle I to the

freezing point of pure aluminium as shown in Curve 5.

The information given by the curves as to the compounds formed by the two

metals may be summed up thus :

Along the branch AB gold crystallises first.

Along the branch BC a compound crystallises first which is nearly pure at B, and

is probably Au^Al.

Along the curve CD a body crystallises first which is nearly pure at D, and is

probably Au5Al2 , but may be Au8Al3.

Along the curve DE the substance crystallising first is Au2Al, a body of some

stability which occurs pure at the summit E. The same body crystallises first along
the branch EF.

Along the branch FG a new body crystallises first, but its formula is not given
even approximately by the point G ; it is perhaps AuAl.
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Along the whole of the curve GHI the substance crystallising first is AuAl^ the

remarkable and beautiful purple substance discovered and studied by Sir W.
KOBERTS-AUSTEN.

So far as we have been able to see, the above are the only compounds indicated by
the curve ; but, owing to the rapidity with which the excess of red-hot aluminium

attacks the porcelain cases of our pyrometers, we have not been able to determine

the points on the curve HI with as great accuracy as the rest of the curve, and

there might possibly be singularities in this branch, if it were not for the micro-

scopical evidence against such a supposition.

We had much difficulty in determining the exact freezing point at the summit H,
l)ecause the pyrometer tubes, after some hours' immersion in the alloy at 1000", were

very apt to become perforated, and hence to cause a change in the constants of the

coils. But our best experiments, carried out with freshly made alloy, and with

pyrometers in perfect order, which had immediately before been checked by the

determination of the freezing point of gold, give the freezing point of the purple

alloy at H, as identical with that of gold (see Curve 4). This coincidence is a

remarkable feature in the relations of gold to aluminium, perhaps more remarkable

than if the compound had frozen at a higher temperature than gold. It is

impossible to misread the freezing points at H on account of the steady tem-

perature.

SECTION II.

The Tables.

In column 1 of the table we give the number of the alloy in chronological order,

in column 2 we state the percentage by weight of aluminium in the alloy as given by

analysis, and in column 3 the atomic percentage. The numbers in square brackets

are the percentages of aluminium based on a direct determination of both the gold

and the aluminium. Column 4 contains the temperature of the freezing point on

the platinum scale ; this is CALLENDAK'S pt. Column 5 contains the temperature of

the freezing point on the Centigrade-air scale. In columns 4 and 5 the successive

freezing points of the same alloy are placed under each other. In calculating the

Centigrade temperature we strictly followed the method of calculation described in our

paper
" On the determination ofhigh temperature

"

('
Journ. Chem. Soc.,' 1895, p. 160).

Aasuming, as we did, CALLENDAR and GRIFFITHS' value for the boiling point of

sulphur, the 8 of our platinum wire proved to be 1 '50. If CHAPPUIS and MARKER'S

value for sulphur be taken, the S will be slightly greater, and the melting point of

gold will l>e raised a few degrees above 1062, lower temperatures being raised by a

corresponding amount. This correction can be made at any time, but as it does not

affect the argument of the present paper, we have not thought it necessary to apply
p T>

it. We give the platinum temperature pt, that is, 100 X TT- -)r because this,
"100 "o

VOL. CXCIV. A. 2 E
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together with the fact that the ratio of R100 to R is 1'385, enables the observed

resistance to be re-calculated for an imaginary wire whose R = 1. The symbols

R, R0)
R100 ,

are the resistances at the observed freezing point of the alloy, at C.

and at 100 C. respectively.

The number of the alloy referred to is placed before each note.

No. of

alloy.
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No. of

alloy.
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No. of

alloy.
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No. of

alloy.
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SECTION III.

The Microscopic Study of the Alloys.

Sections, usually transverse, were cut from the rods of alloy extracted for analysis,

and from other alloys, some of which had been slowly cooled. These sections were

polished on graded emery paper and when necessary finished with rouge. They
were then examined under the microscope both before and after etching. We found

bromine water or aqua regia the only satisfactory etching reagents, these being about

equally effective in developing detail.

Most of the reproductions in Plates 4 and 5 are from photomicrographs taken with

an arc light, but in two cases, in which the photograph did not satisfactorily

reproduce the detail of the object, we give drawings by Mr. E. WILSON of

Cambridge, who has had a large experience in this kind of work. Except in the

case of some low power photographs, for which oblique light was used, the illumina-

tion of the alloy surface was normal, a Beck's axial illuminator being used. The

photographs are arranged in order according to the number of atoms of aluminium

in the alloy, so that they can be readily referred to while reading the text ; but

reproductions are not given of all the alloys described.

However perfect photomicrographs may be, they rarely give as much information

as a direct examination with the microscope. The descriptions which follow are

therefore based on what was visible under the microscope rather than on the photo-

graphs, although we hope that the latter will confirm our statements.

The different ingredients of the alloys have, in some cases, well marked colours,

but with different illuminants the tint of the same patch of alloy varies a good
deal. It was therefore desirable to select a standard method of illumination for

the eye examination. We employed a Welsbach gas-burner, an image of the flame

being thrown a little out of focus on to the surface of the alloy. The colours of the

various substances found in an alloy were then fairly constant, and could be employed
as an aid in identifying them in different sections.

As a rule Zeiss' apochromatic lenses were employed, the powers ranging from

50 diameters to over 1000.

It will be seen that the microscopic examination confirms in every respect the

information given by the freezing point-curve. The microscope reveals seven sub-

stances in the series of alloys, although they are never all found in the same alloy.

They are gold and aluminium, pure at A and J, the ends of the curve, and four

bodies which are nearly or quite pure at the points B, D, E, and H respectively.

The seventh substance is present in all alloys between E and H, but never in a pure

state. We shall sometimes refer to these as the B, D, E, H, and X bodies respec-

tively.

Nearly all the alloys, when polished long enough on dry emery and rouge, acquire
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a more or less golden tinge, and under the microscope show smears of gold, or a

pattern of gold, on white or purple ;
and in cases where the polishing leaves a pitted

surface, the pits are full of gold. On the other hand, the unpolished alloys are white

if they contain more than 3 per cent, by weight of aluminium, except in the neigh-

bourhood of H, where they are purple. This constant appearance of free gold on the

polished surfaces troubled us a good deal at first, but we finally satisfied ourselves

that most of it had been set free by the superficial oxidation of the alloys during

polishing, and that after the oxidation of the aluminium the gold was smeared over

the harder surfaces and rubbed into the pits. This, whether it be due to oxidation

or not, can be to a large extent avoided by finishing the polishing on emery kept wet

with benzene. The alloys are then almost free from gold smears, and we believe

that in the solid unpolished alloys containing more than 20 atoms of aluminium, that

is, after the point B, there is no free gold. This is an important point, for if free

gold occurs to the right of B, the steps in the process of solidification become difficult

to understand. One of the uses of the etching is to remove these smears of gold.

The types of pattern visible on the etched surface depend on the position of the

freezing point in the curve. It is hardly too much to say that, given the freezing

point-curve of any pair of metals, one can predict the microscopical structure of the

alloys they form.

For alloys whose freezing point is near a summit of the curve, that is, near A, E,

H, and probably J, the whole surface of the section is filled with one substance,

although it is sometimes possible to detect fine boundary lines marking out the

separate crystals. These lines are most often seen at the angles where three crystals

meet, in which case (figs. 18 and 21) the boundary line consists of three branches

meeting in a point.

When, by the addition of either metal, we leave a summit of the curve, the lines

between the polygonal sections of the crystals become distinct, so that the pattern is

that of a tesselated pavement, the unit being an irregular polygon, generally without

re-entrant angles, often approximating to a regular hexagon, and often with some-

what rounded angles, so that it may be called a blob. It does not seem necessary to

attribute the hexagonal shapes to any peculiarity of crystalline structure, but rather

to the limitations of space in which the closely packed crystals have formed.* As

we go further down hill along the curve, the spaces between the polygons widen and

are seen to be full of a substance different from that of the polygons themselves. As

we still go down-hill the interpolygonal matter becomes a continuous network, and

the isolated polygons or blobs arrange themselves into patterns. Sometimes, as with

16 "9 atoms of aluminium, the pattern is mainly one of rectangular crosses, but more

often the blobs are in rows with other rows branching from them, the individual

* Mr. J. E. STEAD draws attention to the non-crystalline character of the shape of these polygons in his

valuable paper on " The Crystalline Structure of Iron and Steel," in the ' Journal of the Iron and Steel

Institute,' 1898.
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blobs being often oval or elongated into bars as with 28'6 (fig. 16) arid 29'9 atoms

(fig. 17).

As we approach a minimum freezing point the rows of blobs become smaller in

area, and the mother-substance around them, when examined with a high power, is

sometimes seen to consist of a much smaller pattern of two substances, one being the

material of the blobs. The 38 '9 atom alloy (fig. 22) shows this well. Finally, at a

minimum freezing point, a eutectic angle, the large blobs disappear entirely, and the

whole alloy consists of the small pattern ; it is a eutectic alloy. The 40 atom alloy

(fig. 23) corresponding to the point F is an almost perfect example of this. If we

now, by the continued addition of the same metal, cause the freezing point to rise,

we again get large blobs surrounded by a minute pattern, but, while the fine pattern

is the same as before, the blobs are of a different material ; they consist of the second

substance of the network (fig. 24). Thus in crossing from one side of a eutectic

point to the other the two proximate constituents of the alloy exchange places.

If we think only of the plane surface of such a section of alloy as that with

29 '9 atoms (fig. 17), the rows of blobs, each blob isolated from the next, yet

obviously connected with it by some law, are puzzling. But if we think of the solid

alloy as consisting of a mass of crystals with other crystals branching from them, the

whole system immersed in mother-substance which solidified after the formation of

the crystals, we see at once that a section of the mass would present the observed

appearance. To be more precise, we may picture the 29 "9 atom alloy during the first

stage of freezing as like a thicket of fir trees in which the branches are at right

angles to the stems and in which the stems are not all vertical. If a section were

made of this thicket by a plane inclined to the vertical we should get patterns very

like those of the photograph. If a stem lay in the plane of section we should

get lines at right angles to each other. If the stem were parallel to the plane, but

not in it, we should get parallel rows of dots. With the stem oblique to the section

we should get the elongated dots which are so numerous in the photographs. A

comparison of the X-ray photograph of the quickly cooled 96 '6 atom alloy with the

ordinary surface photograph of the same alloy illustrates the above. These con-

siderations, together with the straightness of the lines of dots, show that the large

pattern of blobs, and the polygons with which they are related, are the pure sub-

stance, which crystallised first and without constraint, because it was surrounded by

liquid, whereas the surrounding matter is a mother-substance that was liquid during

the first stage of crystallisation. It would be convenient to call the polygons and

blobs primary crystals, inasmuch as they formed first in order of time, while the

mother-substance may be said to contain secondary and tertiary crystals. It is

probable that the marked absence of crystal form observed in the blobs of primary

crystallisation is due to these blobs being what LEHMANN calls
"
crystal skeletons

"
;

a snow crystal is the most familiar type of crystal skeleton. If we imagine the

interstices between the fern-like pattern of such a crystal to be filled up by sub-
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ordinate crystallisation of the same body, the original outline will become lost, and

the final outline will be rounded as we see it in the photographs. Prolonged etching
of the 18'1 atom alloy breaks up the surface of the blobs and partially reveals a

structure that may l>e that of an original skeleton, although this structure is not

altogether what we should expect in such a case.

We will now consider the alloys taken in order, starting from the pure gold end of

the curve.

The first alloy examined carefully was that containing 1 '27 per cent, by weight of

aluminium, that is, 8 '56 atoms. It has to the eye the appearance of gold, is soft, and

does not polish well, and the unetched surface shows no detail. Etching with bromine

water produces a very brilliant surface, and a 2 millims. immersion objective, with a

power of 500 diameters, now shows it to be made up of approximately hexagonal

polygons, apparently of gold, with an incomplete network of fine brown lines between

them. We do not give a figure of this as it is identical with types that occur later in

the curve, for example at E and H. BEHRENS, ARNOLD, ANDREWS, and all who have

studied dilute solutions of one metal in another, have observed the same type of

structure.

The alloy with 12 '5 atoms similarly treated shows the polygons of gold somewhat

rounded at the angles, and surrounded by much more of the brown mother-substance.

This brown substance has a minute sparkle in it when examined with a power of 500.

A power of 1500 and careful focussing showed this sparkle to be due to numerous

spots, which sometimes appeared white ; this is presumably the detail of the eutectic.

In the photograph (fig.
1
)
the darker parts are the spaces full of eutectic, but the scale

is too small to show the smaller detail.

The next alloy contained 16'9 atoms of aluminium. It was very white when

polished by the wet method, and the microscope showed, before etching, golden crosses

dimly visible on a white ground. When lightly etched, a power of 50 diameters

brought out a beautifully regular pattern of rectangular crosses and bars on a dark

ground that was finely mottled with gold. The ground was brown and the pattern

generally golden, but under some conditions of etching the pattern seemed to be

white, and many of the minute specks in the brown mother-substance seemed to be

white also. A power of 1000 brought out very clearly the fact that the ground was a

eutectic mixture. A slowly-cooled alloy, containing 18'1 atoms, of which we give a

photograph (fig. 2), presented a very similar pattern, but on so large a scale that it was

visible to the naked eye ; the pattern in the slowly-cooled alloy was, however, always

golden. Although we have mentioned the occasional whiteness of the pattern in the

16 "9 atom alloy, we do not feel able to attach any importance to it, as it was probably
due to some electrolytic action occurring during the process of etching.

Light etching with bromine water shows very clearly that the ground of the

18'1 atom slowly-cooled alloy is a eutectic mixture, as the gold is left standing up in

bent rods and crinkles while the other substance of the eutectic is eaten away. We
VOL. cxciv. A. 2 F
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give a photograph (fig. 3) of a patch of this etched eutectic taken between the bars of

pattern so that no primary crystals are in the field. The somewhat cellular character

of the eutectic strongly suggests three stages in the freezing, first, the formation of

the large primary crystals of gold, then, probably after surfusion, the solidification of

most of the second substance, and, finally, that of the residual gold in the interstitial

spaces to form what becomes the minute raised pattern of the eutectic. Various other

sections have suggested the same three stages. In the case of the slowly-cooled alloy

with 18'1 atoms, the primary crystals or blobs, which are presumably gold, show a

marked pattern after etching. Each blob, instead of being uniformly attacked by the

etching agent, is eaten away into deep grooves running in various directions, and

having no relation to the lines of polishing.* This, as we have said, may mean that

the blob is not a crystal, but a mass of crystals ; a longer etching reduces a blob to a

cellular appearance very much like the drawing of the 19 '8 alloy, t

With 19 '4 and 19 '8 atoms of aluminium we see a complete change in the pattern of

the sections. Instead of the isolated primary crystals of gold, fairly uniformly

scattered through a finely grained eutectic that constitute the pattern at 16 '9 and

18'1 atoms, we now have, after bromine etching and with normal light, a dark brown

or black surface finely reticulated by a system of slender golden lines that divide it up
into cells (fig. 5). Thus the appearance is that of a nearly pure body, the material

inside the cells presumably being that of the primary crystallisation, and the slender

golden boundaries being the mother-substance that solidified last in order of time.

The two alloys are very similar in appearance, but there is more of the golden network

in the 19'4 atom alloy. The curve gives for this alloy two freezing points, at the

upper of which primary crystals of gold should have formed, but the section polished

was cut from a portion of the extract that had run out of the Jena pipette after

removal from the crucible, hence it was the most fusible part, and probably had a

composition nearer to B than the point recorded on the curve. Oblique illumination

brings out the golden boundaries of the polygons much better than normal light, and

* In this and other cases where there seemed a danger of the scratches causing a false pattern, care

was taken to polish by motion parallel to one direction, so that scratches might be easily recognised by
their parallelism to this direction.

t Jantiary 30, 1900. As the transition from the alloy with 18'1 atoms of figs. 2 and 3 to the 19'8

atom alloy of figs. 5 and 6 was a considerable one, we have lately made an intermediate alloy (fig. 4)

containing 19 atoms of aluminium. This alloy was made by melting together in a sealed and vacuous

tube of Jena glass appropriate amounts of the 18 -

1 atom alloy and of aluminium. This alloy, when

slightly etched, showed a small number of very slender rows of dots of gold on a brown ground; it was

evident that the primary crystallisation was much less in amount than that of the 18'1 atom alloy of fig. 2.

The surface of the 19 atom alloy was then deeply etched by immersion for twenty-four hours in bromine

water. The resulting surface, photographed by oblique illumination (fig. 4), ahows very well the slender

but very regular crystal skeletons of gold that exist in the alloy. Owing to the small amount of the

primary crystallisation (due to nearness to the eutectic point) these skeletons have not filled up with

gold, and so lost their crystalline form. Fig. 4 gives us much the same insight into the structure of the

solid alloy as that afforded by fig. 30, the Rontgen ray photograph.
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shows also another feature of both sections. This feature, of which we cannot at

present see the explanation, consists in a much coarser polygonal structure, the whole
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of the smaller gold-edged cells. The width of the dark bands is about that of an

average sized ^old-fd^ril cell, ami the material of the bands seems to be that of the

inside of the cells. Photographs of the 19 '8 alloy, taken with oblique illumination,

show the larger polygonal structure, but only very imperfectly that of the gold-edged
cells ; we, therefore, give a drawing of this alloy (fig. 5). These sections, when

magnified 200 diameters, very much resemble the figures given by Professor ARNOLD

(' Engineering,' February 7, 1896) for gold containing 0'2 per cent, of bismuth or

silicon, that is, for a nearly pure substance.

Whatever the meaning of the larger polygonal structure may be, our immediate

point is that the cells of dark material, for the most part isolated from one another,

are primary crystals, probably of a body pure near B. Both of these sections are

far more intelligible under the microscope than in the photographs. With careful

focussing and a power of 1000 one sees that the golden network of the 19 '8 alloy is,

where it widens at the angles, a eutectic mixture of gold and dark not uidike the

drawing, only far more minute.

The 19 '8 atom alloy of flg. 5 was not one of the extracts made during the determina-

tion of the freezing point-curve, but was specially prepared for microscopic examination,

it was, however, extracted from the crucible by sucking up in the usual way. We have

since polished a section of the ingot left in the crucible after extracting this alloy.

The ingot, of course, cooled much more slowly than the rod extracted. The polished

section of the ingot shows before etching a cellular pattern, the cells being full of a

uniform material, while the intercellular matter, or mother-substance, of which there

is a good deal, broadening at the angles, is plainly a fine eutectic (fig. 6). A power
of 400 diameters shows this well. This section, even when lightly etched with

bromine, shows no trace of the larger polygonal structure. Both these alloys polished

to very white surfaces. The rod of alloy from which the latter section was cut was

white and brittle with a conchoidal fracture.

At 2T1 atoms we have, after bromine etching, the same brown polygons forming the

mass of the alloy, but now the interstices are filled with a new white body, with

which we shall become familiar later on. We give a drawing, under oblique illumina-

tion, of this alloy (fig. 7). The drawing accurately represents a portion of the surface,

but is rather misleading as to the amount of interpolygonal matter, for if one takes a

general survey of the surface one sees that there is very little of this. We give a photo-

graph (fig. 8) to make this fact clear. Hence the alloy is extremely near to being a pure

substance, nearer, for example, than the previous alloy. After the drawing was made,

the section was subjected to a prolonged etching with strong bromine water. This

brought out very clearly the white interpolygonal substance standing in relief above

the level of the brown. This alloy before polishing was brassy-white with a

2 F 2
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conchoidal fracture. Thus near B, on both sides of it, we find the structure

characteristic of an almost pure substance.

The next alloy with 21 "6 atoms shows a pattern that varies a good deal in different

parts, but the most usual is that of armies of very minute dots and short lines of white

in a ground which, after etching, is a golden brown. There are a few larger spots of

white, so that we may have now just passed the eutectic angle C. In the middle of

some of the brown spaces, between the bars and dots of white, a power of 1200 shows

patches of a network of white lines, similar to that on the golden mother-substance of

the 2G'l atom alloy to be referred to later ; this is probably the real eutectic

structure (fig. 9).

These features in the alloys, taken together with the shape of the curve between

A and C, and especially the horizontal line of second freezing points at the tem-

perature B, make it extremely probable that the solid alloy containing 20 atoms of

aluminium is a homogeneous chemical compound with the formula Au+Al. With

rather more gold the solid alloy must consist of primary crystals of Au4Al in a

eutectic of this body and gold, the eutectic angle being probably near 19 atoms.

With more gold we have, as at 18*1 atoms, primary crystals of gold immersed in a

eutectic mixture of gold and Au4Al.

With more than 20 atoms of aluminium we are on the new equilibrium curve BC,

along which Au4Al should crystallise first, and be found in the solid alloy embedded

in a eutectic containing also the new white body D. Unfortunately we have not

enough alloys on this branch, but the 21'1 atom alloy (figs. 7 and 8) unmistakably
shows this white substance. As the rod of extract at 19'-8 atoms shows, both before

and after polishing, the body Au4Al is itself a white substance, but it is very readily

attacked by etching reagents, and therefore under the microscope it appears brown

or purple from a film of gold.

As the alloy Au4Al would contain only a little more than 3 per cent, by weight of

aluminium, it is obvious that our analyses, though very consistent with each other,

leave the exact atomic percentage at B a little indefinite ; the method of plotting in

atomic percentages may be said to magnify the scale of the curve here, on account of

the disproportion between the atomic weights of the two metals. But we think it

justifiable to use the law of multiple proportions in selecting the formula Au^Al as

that of the compound which is pure near B.

We have three sections of alloy containing 22 '3 atoms of aluminium ; they are all

similar, and have a curious pattern. With a low power of 50 or 100 one sees dark

polygons outlined not by lines but by small somewhat oval spots of white, which

punctuate, as it were, the margin of the polygons. This is best shown in a section of

a part of the alloy which ran out of the pipette after removal from the crucible.

This must have been the most fusible part of the extract, and was therefore probably

very near the composition of the eutectic C. With a higher power and the 2 millims.

immersion one sees that these white spots have all the character of the D body, they
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are a rough brilliant silvery white. Moreover they are rounded, and have no
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Si. that it is liiird ti xiv which of the two ingredients crystallised first ; but the higher

the power one uses the more disposed one is to say that the white spots were the

primary crystals. With a power of 1000 or 1500 the ground shows a detail in it of

small spots like minute grains of wheat, some of which are white. Probably this

alloy represents the eutectic as fairly as that with 21*6 atoms.

With 23 '1 atoms (fig. 10) the blobs of white are very uniformly distributed in a

dark field, filling about one-third of it. They are a brilliant silvery pitted white.

At 2 3 '6 atoms the white blol have increased in area, and form a beautiful object

when examined with a low power. At 25'9 they fill two-thirds of the field (fig. 11),

and are a remarkable example of rectangular crystallisation. At 26*5 atoms the

white blobs have grown into elongated polygons, only separated by a broken network

of dark lines ;
in other words, the D body is nearly pure, the slowly-cooled 26*1 atom

alloy (fig. 12) gives a good idea of these.*

This slowly-cooled alloy shows between the masses of white a network of golden-

brown, which broadens at the angles. These broader patches of mother-substance

under a j>ower of 700 diameters prove to be full of minute polygons, bounded by

bright, and often white, lines. This we presume is the structure of the eutectic

corresponding to the state C. This mother-substance was formed after surfusion.

The pattern is found on every patch of the mother-substance, although the boundary
lines of the polygons are often incomplete (fig. 13). The section at 27 '2 atoms

(fig. 14) is very remarkable; it consists, like the preceding one, of polygons separated

by lines which are now fine and broken ; but the polygons are in groups, some of

the groups being of a greyish-white rough substance, while other groups are a very
smooth brilliant ivory-white. With oblique illumination the rough polygons show

the effect of changing from bright to dark, as the stage is rotated through a right

angle. Examination with a high power, however, forces one to the conclusion that

the rough and smooth patches are of essentially the same material. The photograph
of this section, with a magnification of 50 diameters and normal illumination

(fig. 15), shows how very misleading a photographic reproduction may be. It does

not give the impression of being the homogeneous substance that it really is. Even

with a high power one cannot say to a certainty whether the interstices between

the polygons are filled with the same eutectic as that found in the 26 '1 atom alloy

or with a new one : this point, if settled, would determine the formula of the

Dbody.
At 28 '3 atoms we have a complete change ;

with oblique illumination, as in figure

(fig. 16), one MM scanty groups of primary crystals of a new substance on a uniform

ground. Some of the new crystals, examined with a power of 1000, show traces of

* This photograph was taken with oblique illumination, ami the white and dark patches are of the same

material differently orientated.
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the door-panel moulding described later as characteristic of the E body. This alloy

polishes to a fine white surface. We must have passed the intersection D of the

branches CD and DE of the curve. The curve and the microscope here, as usual,

agree very well, the upper fugitive freezing point being due to the small amount of

the new primary crystals, and the lower very steady freezing point to the solidifica-

tion of the large mass of mother-substance. As by adding aluminium we now pass

up the curve towards E, the successive alloys show the primary crystals increasing at

the expense of the ground, the 29 '9 atom alloy being a good example (fig. 17), until

at 32 '5 atoms we have the new body in polygons separated from each other only by a

fine ribbon network of a different material (fig. 18); and at the point E, close to

33*3 atoms, we have a practically pure substance.

The D and E bodies are white, both before and after etching, and each appears in

two forms, according to the orientation of the crystals to the plane of section ; one

form is smooth, like milky ice or ivory ; the other is uniformly pitted, or in some

cases ruled with lines. It would seem that the crystals are made up of minute rods

closely packed together,* and that section by a plane parallel to the rods gives a

smooth surface, perhaps a cleavage plane of the crystal. On the other hand, a section

making an angle with the rods breaks off each rod along another cleavage plane,

which will not generally be that of the section, in which case the surface will be

serrated or pitted. This way of accounting for the markings on a section of a mass

of crystals has no doubt occurred to many persons ;t but it was suggested to us by
Professor EWING'S slip-lines. He has shown that the minute elements of a crystal,

even of metal, are rigid, and that they can only slip along certain planes. In the

same way it is almost certain that they can only break along certain planes.

The remarkable effects that one often sees on rotating a section under oblique

light are due to these serrations.J The fact that the pitted crystals give this rotation

effect, shows that the sides of the pits have a definite orientation. The variation in

the appearance of different crystals of the same substance, dependent on their orienta-

tion to the plane of polishing, is liable to mislead anyone who trusts to microscopic

study only. For example, the aUoy with 2 7 '2 atoms photographed with normal

light (fig. 15) appears to consist of at least two materials, while in reality all the

patches in it are of the same substance ; oblique light would be even more deceptive

as the slowly-cooled alloy with 26'1 atoms (fig. 12) proves.

* An examination of the door-panel moulding of the alloy with 33 -6 atoms almost forces one to the

conclusion that these minute rods or laminae came into existence during the crystallisation, and are not

a later product due to strain or other cause
;
that they are, in Tact, the crystals of which the blob or

polyhedron is built up. This is the view insisted on by Mr. STEAD (loc. cit.).

t Since writing the above we see that this is the view of the phenomenon given by Professor ARNOLD

('Engineering,' February 7, 1896).

J The nature and cause of this change of appearance when a section is rotated under oblique light is

very clearly explained by Mr. STEAD (loc. cit.). He attributes the first mention of it to Professor ARNOLD.

We shall call it the rotation effect, as no name appears to have been given to it hitherto.
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The bodies D and E are so similar under a high power, that we found it difficult

to believe them to be chemically unlike each other, but the form of the curve, and

the relative positions of the two bodies in the sections examined, are both best

explained by the hypothesis of their not being the same substance. The E body,
which is most certainly Au2Al, is in equilibrium with the liquid along the curve

ED, while at D there is a triple point. This point corresponds to a temperature
and concentration at which both solid bodies can exist in equilibrium with the liquid.

At points between E and D we therefore have primary crystals of E immersed in

white mother-substance. The door-panel moulding, distinctive of the E body, and

described later, is found on the primary crystals as far back as 28 '3 atoms. The
mother-substance along DE is very white and uniform, and does not resolve into a

eutectic mixture, but under the 2 millims. immersion it shows a tendency to break up
into polygons, with thin lines between them. This can with care be detected in all

sections, from 27 to 31 atoms of aluminium, and is just what we should expect to see

if D, the intersection of the two branches CD and DE, lay a very little on one side

of the summit of the branch CD.

While we are confident that the E body is Au 2Al, we cannot feel the same con-

fidence as to the formula of the body which would lie pure at the summit of the

branch CD. The formula Au8Alj would put the summit at 27 '3 atoms of aluminium.

This would fit in very well with the curve ; and our alloy (fig. 14), which professes

to contain 27 '2 atoms, has, as the photograph shows, very little mother-substance

between the polygons ; that is, it is nearly a pure body. On the other hand, the

formula Au9Al2 puts the summit of CD at 28 '6 atoms. Alloys of this composition
can be seen in the photograph (fig. 16) to have in them a small quantity of primary

crystals of E, so that if AusAL is the formula, the summit must lie a little under-

neath the branch DE, and be therefore unrealisable.

Before leaving the branch DE, the very rounded shape of the blobs of the primary

crystals of E should be noticed. Their shape is just what one would expect to see if

an emulsion of two conjugate liquids were suddenly solidified. We have been some-

times strongly tempted to think that E did separate in liquid drops along this

branch. The same effect is seen, but not so strongly, along EF, and indeed in almost

all the primary crystals, but such a supposition would leave unexplained the larger

regular patterns in which the blobs arrange themselves, and we are disposed to think

that, as we have already stated, the blobs are filled out crystal skeletons.

The alloy Au2Al, which is pure at E, shows when examined with a high power, a

great deal of detail. Many of the polygons are ruled with fine lines (fig. 19), the

direction of ruling being often different in different polygons. These patches of

course present the rotation effect. In many places it shows a beautiful crystalline

structure with a pattern resembling the moulding of the panels of a door, and not

unlike the well-known appearance of crystalline bismuth. We give a photograph of

this (fig. 20) taken with a magnification of 450 diameters. Practically no eutectic is
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visible between the crystal aggregates, but in some parts of the section the polygons

are marked out by very fine lines ; one polished section showed this before etching.

The alloy itself is a somewhat brittle white substance. Etching with bromine or

aqua regia develops large patches of various shades of grey, some very silvery :

these are well seen with a hand lens. Oblique illumination, with a power of 50

diameters, shows groups of silvery spots on a dark ground. These spots disappear on

rotation of the stage, and others become visible. The large patches also change
from light to dark in the same way. As far as one can see, the whole surface shows

this rotation effect, and consists of groups of polygons of the same substance in

different orientations.

The alloys between E and G are a mixture in varying proportions of the above

described Au2
Al and of the body named X. This latter, when unetched, is of a fine

ivory white, but etching attacks it more rapidly than is the case with the E body,

and turns it grey or brown. All the alloys between E and G are, when unetched, a

mixture of pure white X and of E, which is often covered with gold. The effect of

etching is to remove this gold and to show the pure white of Au2Al, while the

X body is darkened and rapidly eaten away. The alloy with 35 '1 atoms (fig. 21)

shows the smooth and the rough kinds of E and the door-panel moulding, and there

is only a little mother-substance, the structure being that of a nearly pure body.

The alloy with 36 '6 atoms of aluminium, after etching with aqua regia, is shown, by
a power of 50 diameters, to consist of silvery blobs almost isolated from one another.

With a power of 500 this is a magnificent section. The white silvery spots of

Au.,Al, each uniformly pitted, are surrounded by a eutectic consisting of a minute

pattern of the .same white, intimately mixed with the X body, which is grey or

brown. With 38 atoms etched in the same way there are about equal amounts of

the pitted form of E, and of the eutectic made up of E and X. The alloy with

38 "9 atoms (fig. 22) shows a very good eutectic between the larger crystals of E.

That with 39 '9 atoms shows lines of silver dots of E, very slender, but beautifully

rectangular in arrangement. The eutectic, which fills nine-tenths of the whole area,

is resolved by a power of 500 into its two components. We are now very close to

the eutectic point F, but still have a slight excess of gold. A slowly-cooled alloy,

containing 40 atoms of aluminium, is the large scale but very uniform eutectic given

in fig. 23. But one point of this alloy showed a primary crystal of Au2Al that,

magnified to the scale of the photograph, would be 2 inches across ; this was the only

primary crystal in the section. We mention its size to emphasise the relatively fine

grain of the eutectic.

With 407 atoms the positions of the two ingredients are reversed ; instead of the

scanty rows of white spots of the alloy at 39 '9 atoms, we now have a few very

straight rows of spots of grey X immersed in the same eutectic. We have thus

crossed over to the other side of the eutectic point F, and the X body is crystallising

first. The alloy with 427 atoms, like all those between F and G, polishes well,
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showing the X body in pure ivory white, and the network of eutectic somewhat in

relief and golden from rubbed gold. When lightly etched, the X body shows in the

form of grey blobs in a white and golden network ;
it is possible to entirely remove

the gold, although at the risk of etching the X body somewhat deeply. The eutectic

is somewhat coarse. With 43'3 atoms of aluminium the unetched surface shows only

the usual pure white patches of X in a golden network. When lightly etched with

aqua regia a power of 50 shows grey or brown blobs in a white network (fig. 24).

With a still higher power the striated appearance of the dark blobs of X is seen.

There are no traces of purple. A photograph of this is given in order that the

relative amounts of X and the eutectic may be noted. We are practically on the

horizontal line of freezing points running through G, yet the X body is very far from

being the only substance present.*

Close to 44 atoms of aluminium we pass the point G, and an upper freezing point

appears on the branch GH, so that the alloy has three freezing points. The micro-

scope now begins to show crystals of purple in the alloy ; at first very little, but as

the percentage of aluminium increases, so does the amount of purple, until at H the

alloy is pure purple. The photograph of the alloy with 51*2 atoms of aluminium

(fig. 26) shows the isolated rows of crystals of the purple AuAl.2. But in all the

alloys between -G and H there are three substances. This is well seen in the slowly-

cooled alloy containing 45 atoms of aluminium, in which the detail is naturally large.

A vertical section of this ingot of alloy contains a small amount of purple in large

crystals near the top and on one side of the ingot, but most of the section consists ot

long-shaped isolated crystals of the X body in a network -which is shown by a power
of 20 diameters to be an exquisite eutectic of the E and X bodies. The photograph,

before etching, of a horizontal section of this alloy (fig. 27) shows several dark

crystals of the purple AuAl2 , bordered by white X, and surrounding the large

patches of white, the eutectic is seen. It is evident that the uppermost fugitive

freezing point is due to the solidification of the purple AuAlj, that the well-marked

freezing point at the G temperature marks the moment when purple ceases to form

and the crystallisation of X begins. At this moment the still liquid part of the alloy

has reached the composition given by G. As the alloy continues to cool, the liquid

part traverses all the stages of temperature and composition corresponding to the

points on the branch GF, crystals of pure X crystallising during this period. Finally,

the residual liquid attains the composition of F, and the eutectic network forms at a

constant temperature. The facts that the alloys between H and G are the only ones

which plainly show three solid constitutents, and that the solid alloy at G is a

*
January 30, 1900. An alloy whose analysis gave 44'1 atoms of aluminium, which therefore must be close

to the transition point G, shows after prolonged etching with bromine water a very fine eutectic surrounding

isolated spots of the primary crystallisation of X. A photograph of this is given in fig.
25. Figs. 22 and

25 are complementary ;
both contain the same eutectic, but the large primary crystals are in fig.

22 of

and in
fig. 25 of the X body, dark through etching.

VOL. CXCIV. A. 2 G
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mixture, not an almost pure substance like the alloys at B and D, somewhat differ-

entiate the transition at G from those at B and D. The most probable explanation

of what happens at G is that the curve FG, along which the X body is in equilibrium

with the liquid, would, but for the formation of the purple alloy, be continued to a

summit, X, on the right of G, and then no doubt downwards towards the aluminium

end of the system. In the same way we must suppose that the equilibrium curve

HG between the purple crystals and the liquid would, but for the existence of the

X body, be continued below GF. Our experiments give, as is usually the case, only

those parts of the two equilibrium curves which have no other branch above them.

Our method of stirring the liquid vigorously until solid begins to form prevents very

great surfusion and destroys any chance of finding freezing points on the hypothetical

branch GX. But a cooling curve, conducted without stirring, might show such

points. We have no conclusive evidence as to the formula of the X body, but as at

G it forms considerably more than half of the alloy, the summit cannot be very much

to the right of G ; the formula AuAl seems to us an extremely probable one. The

microscopical study of alloys near the point G shows how rash it would be to assume

that an angle in a freezing point-curve, together with a horizontal line of second

freezing points, necessarily gives the formula of a compound.

Alloys with more than 44 atoms of aluminium contain increasing quantities of

purple the nearer we get to the summit H, at which point the whole area of the

section is full of purple separated into large patches by slender lines of white that do

not form a complete network. The alloy with 6 5 '3 atoms of aluminium
(fig. 28)

shows the structure well. It is necessary to examine these alloys without etching

them, as all etching reagents destroy the purple and cause an electrolytic deposit of

gold on the other bodies present. Most of the alloys between G and H had been

polished by the dry method, and hence the polished surface shows three things : the

beautifully uniform crystals of purple AuAl
2 surrounded by the white X body, and,

generally in the middle of the patches of white, some golden spots of eutectic. This

eutectic is the matter solidifying under the conditions of the point F. As we have

explained, the gold can be removed by wet polishing, in which case the eutectic is

white, but distinguishable from the pure X. It appears to be the harder Au 2Al

that retains the gold. Even at H the thin bands of X contain thinner lines and

spots of eutectic. The purple is so generally surrounded by a border of pure white

X, that the purple and the F eutectic are rarely in contact (fig. 27).

The alloys at 66'6 and 67"4 atoms have about the same amount of thread-like

mother-substance, not more than 1 per cent, of the area, and at the latter percentage

one does not see any marked change in the material of the threads. At 69 '2 atoms

the area of the bands of mother-substance has trebled at least, and it is greyer than at

the same distance from the summit on the other side. At 72 '6 atoms the mother-

substance has of course increased, and it is now a soft greyish body full of scratches and

quite unlike the substance X. Moreover these bands of grey have no threads of gold
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running through them. This soft grey easily-scratched body increases in amount as

we add more aluminium up to the end of the curve. The purple body seems to retain

its character unchanged, although decreasing in area. With 99 '3 atoms of aluminium

one still sees small occasional spots of the unchanged purple, on the dirty grey ground,

which is no doubt aluminium. Hence there is probably no new compound between

H and the aluminium end of the curve. The alloys with more than 66' 6 atoms of

aluminium that were extracted for analysis polished so badly that we have not

attempted to take photographs of them. But a specially made ingot of alloy, con-

taining about 20 per cent, by weight of gold, that is 96 '7 atoms of aluminium, was

successfully polished (fig. 29). On the curve this alloy would be a little to the left

of the eutectic angle I, and the pattern of the polished section naturally resembles

that at a corresponding position on the other branches. It consists of rather scanty
rows of small spots of the purple body arranged in straight lines at right angles to

one another.

We give also a Rontgen ray photograph of a thin section of this alloy cut

parallel to the surface of the previous section. This has been enlarged 5 diameters.

In this shadow-photograph the opaque AuAl 2 is dark, while the eutectic ground,
which is almost wholly composed of the transparent metal aluminium, is light. The

resemblance between the pattern of the two is complete, but the Rontgen photograph

naturally shows the numerous crystals in the body of the alloy as well as those on

the surface.

Slowly-Cooled Alloys.

It might be thought that the rapidly-cooled samples of alloy extracted by the Jena

pipettes would not give a fair picture of the character of the crystallisation of a more

slowly-cooled mass. For this reason, and also to obtain larger detail, we prepared a

number of slowly-cooled ingots of alloy by the method described in our paper on

X-ray photography ('
Journ. Chem. Soc.,' 1898, p. 721). Each ingot weighed about

100 grammes. We found, however, that these ingots when cut and polished gave
results identical with, though on a larger scale than, the quickly-cooled alloys. The

slowly-cooled alloy containing 26'1 atoms of aluminium
(fig. 12) shows by its marked

rotation effect that the slow-cooling facilitates the grouping of the crystals into

aggregates having the same orientations, and other slowly-cooled alloys confirm this.

But as we have not found the slowly-cooled alloys contradict the evidence from the

quickly-cooled ones, we do not give a detailed description of the former. There is,

however, one exception to this due to the great difference in specific gravity of

aluminium and the body AuAls. A slowly-cooled alloy of these two substances,

that is, one on the branch HI, will show a settlement of the heavy crystals of

AuAlj to the lower part of the crucible. The Rontgen ray photographs (figs. 30

and 31) of the slowly- and quickly-cooled alloy, with about 96'6 atoms of aluminium,

show this difference. We see in the photograph of the slowly-cooled alloy

2 G 2
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that the very opaque AuAl2 which crystallised first has settled to the bottom

of the crucible, leaving a mother liquid which afterwards crystallised with the

usual fine grain of a eutectic. The shape of the AuAL crystals is distinctly visible

in the negative, and is very similar to that of crystals of the same body in alloys

between G and H.

The slowly-cooled alloy (figs. 32 and 33), containing 07 atomic per cent, of gold,

is near the bottom of the branch JI, the quantity of AuAl2 present is insufficient to

saturate the aluminium, and, therefore, during the process of solidifying, the

aluminium has crystallised first on the walls of the crucible, perceptibly con-

centrating the opaque AuAl2 in the central portion of the ingot.

The Bodies B, D, E, X, and H.

The body B, pure at 20 atoms of aluminium, to which we attribute the formula

Au4Al, was obtained in the form of a brittle rod of white with a faint yellow

tinge. It has a silky couchoidal fracture. Although containing little more than

3 per cent, by weight of the white aluminium, the colour of the gold is gone,

in fact there is no free gold in it. This alloy is more easily attacked by etching

reagents than pure gold, or than the D and E bodies, hence, after etching, we
never see it as a white body but as yellow or brownish purple from a film of finely

divided gold. D and E are pure white bodies, both before and after etching with

bromine or aqua regia. Fused caustic potash dissolves out the aluminium from

them and leaves them with a golden surface. They also break with a conchoidal

fracture, and are hard and brittle.

The X body, which we think may be AuAl, has not been obtained pure in large

masses, but a slowly-cooled alloy with 45 atoms of aluminium contains pure white

patches of X ; these are soft. The X body when in contact with Au
2
Al is very

rapidly attacked and eaten away by bromine or aqua regia, leaving a grey finely

lined surface with the more resistant Au2Al in relief.

The purple AuAl2 is attacked by hydrochloric acid, a reagent which has little or

no effect on the other bodies, the colour being destroyed and an electrolytic deposit

of bright gold forming on the surrounding X body. It is curious that the com-

pounds containing only a little aluminium should be white, while AuAl, with nearly
22 per cent, by weight of the white metal should have the splendid purple of finely

divided gold. The identity in the melting point of AuAl2 and of gold also marks out

this compound as worthy of further study.
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Eutectic Alloys.

As the photograph of the alloy with 40 atoms of aluminium shows, there is a

typical eutectic at F. This alloy contains practically no primary crystals, but consists

of two interlacing networks of E and of X, which must have crystallised almost

simultaneously. It is an alloy of minimum and constant freezing point. This is

probably the only section exactly at a eutectic point that we have polished, but there

must be a eutectic corresponding to the point C, and also at a point a little to the left

of B. But one can study eutectics in many other sections ;
an examination of the

mother-substance between the blobs of primary crystallisation enables us to do this.

For example, alloys between 36 and 40 atoms show the F eutectic very well, and it is

also well seen here and there on the branch FG, and in the slowly-cooled 45 atom

alloy a little above G. Again, although we have not absolutely located the eutectic

point between A and B, yet the mother-substance of the 18'1 alloy shows the

structure of this eutectic ; the 19 '8 atom alloy, which must be on the other side of the

eutectic point, also shows a minute network in its golden mother-substance. The

mother-substance of the branch CD, for example, at 21*6 atoms shows a eutectic

mixture ; but this was one of numerous cases in which surfusion preceded the solidifi-

cation of the eutectic. One would expect surfusion to modify the pattern of the

eutectic considerably, and, perhaps, to give three stages of solidification altogether, so

that the eutectic structure would have that polygonal form characteristic of a nearly

pure substance. The alloys on the branch DE show us that a mother-substance can

be a pure body. This will occur whenever a branch of the curve cuts the next lower

branch at the summit of the latter. The question whether a eutectic can be a pure

body is really one of nomenclature. If we use the term eutectic for the mother-

substance of the branch DE, the answer is, Yes ; this mother-substance solidifies at

a constant temperature, but is not an alloy of minimum freezing point.

The mother-substance along GH is a mixture, but not a eutectic. It, however,

contains the F eutectic as one of its constituents ;
this is very well shown in the

horizontal section of the 45 atom slowly-cooled alloy (fig. 27), the gold-smeared E of

the eutectic having a minute pattern of pure white, X, scattered through it ; this is,

of course, in the unetched alloy. The quickly-cooled alloys of the branch GH do not

always show the detail of the eutectic very well, but the row of very steady third

freezing points makes the matter certain. The fact that these freezing points occur

after marked surfusion may explain the scantiness of the F eutectic along the

branch GH, and the fact that many of the blobs of E are large.
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Summary.

The results obtained as to the equilibrium between gold and aluminium may be

stated briefly.

Each point on the diagram of Curve 1 corresponds to a mixture of a certain

composition at a given temperature.

All points above the curve correspond to homogeneous liquids. A point P on any

branch of the curve corresponds to a state of possible equilibrium between a solid

whose composition is given by the summit, real or imaginary, of the branch and a

liquid whose composition is given by P itself.

A point Q below the branch of the curve, but above its lower end, corresponds to a

mixture of a solid and a liquid. The composition of the solid is given

by the summit of the branch, and that of the liquid by the point R,

in which a horizontal through Q cuts the branch. An intersection of

two branches, such as C, D, F, or G, corresponds to a state in which

the two solids given by the summits of the two branches can both

exist in equilibrium in the presence of the liquid given by the

intersection point.

The phase rule for the case of two components in a system where the pressure is

constant and the vapour pressure nil forbids the existence of more than three phases

in true equilibrium. But the microscope shows that if an alloy containing 45 atoms

of aluminium be cooled to the temperature of F, it must have contained the three

solids AuAl2 , X, and Au2Al in contact with a liquid. This is true even in the case of

slowly-cooled alloys ;
in other words, the purple AuAl2 appears able to exist in the

presence of a liquid that is not saturated with it. But the sections which present

this paradox also give its explanation. In the slowly-cooled sections at 45 atoms the

crystals of purple are always surrounded by a coat of the white X, which forms on

them as soon as, by partial solidification, the state G is reached. Hence the crystals

of purple take no part in the later equilibrium corresponding to points on GF.

The binary metallic system treated of in this paper has many points of resemblance

with the system iodine-chlorine that has been already worked out. It illustrates

general principles already accepted and adds nothing to them. But we hope it may
have some value as a contribution towards the slowly accumulating proof that metals

combine with each other according to the same laws that hold good for compounds not

wholly metallic.

The metallurgist, moreover, who applies, as has already been partly done, the double

method of this paper to pairs of metals likely to be of use in the arts would probably

arrive at results of value to him.

We have to thank Dr. J. C. PHILIP for his untiring and most valuable assistance in
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the experiments ; Professor EWING and Mr. ROSENHAIN for their kindness in advising
us concerning the photomicrography, and for the loan of apparatus ; and Messrs.

JOHNSON and MATTHEY for twice lending us considerable amounts of gold.

Much of the apparatus had been purchased at various times out of grants made by
the Royal Society, and some by means of a grant made to us at the Dover meeting of

the British Association.
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THE experiments recorded in the following pages were begun nearly five years ago,

at a time when opinion was still much divided as to the atomic weight of cobalt and

nickel. It seemed to me that it would be a step in advance if it could be settled

which of the two is the greater, for while perhaps the majority of chemists represented

the atomic weight of cobalt as greater than that of nickel, some still assigned to them

both the same value, while MENDELEEFF* did not- hesitate to invert the order by

making Co = 58 '5 and Ni = 59. After taking into account all the best evidence on

the subject, it appears certain that the atomic weight of cobalt is greater than that of

nickel, but the fact remains that the values differ from each other by an amount

which is less than the difference between any other two well established atomic

weights, the respective numbers l)eing variously represented by different authorities

as follows :
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Both metals are now obtainable in a pure state, and after melting and solidification

under the same conditions are presumably in the same state of aggregation. Their

atomic weights, though not known exactly, are undoubtedly very near together, as

are also the densities of the metals and other of their physical properties.

The specific heats of cobalt and nickel were estimated by REGNAULT, using the

method of mixtures, with the following mean results :

Nickel, -1090. Cobalt, -1067.

The metal in both cases, contained carbon, and the cobalt probably contained

nickel.

In the choice of the method for estimating the specific heat, my attention was

drawn to the excellent results obtained by Professor J. JOLY in the use of his

differential steam calorimeter.

It is unnecessary for me to describe the apparatus I have used, for it has been very

carefully described by its inventor,! to whom I am greatly indebted for instructing

the makers of the instrument in my possession. In using the instrument, all I have

done by way of modification is to add a condenser for the escaping steam, and to take

great precautions in determining the temperature of the space within the inner

cylinder of the calorimeter by jacketing the thermometer and reading with a

telescope ; also in protecting the substance in the carrier from drip. The weights

were all reduced to their equivalent in vacuo, due allowance being made for the

exchange of the atmosphere of air for one of steam at 100.

The following formulae were used in the calculations :

where S is the specific heat, W the weight of the metal in vacuo, w the number of

grams (or cubic centimetres) in vacuo of water condensed by the metal, t
l the

temperature of the calorimeter full of air before the admission of steam, t 2 the

temperature of the steam in the calorimeter, and X the latent heat of steam at

barometric pressure ; and

w = wj_ + w8 - (VjD - V
28) ' '

in which w
{
is the apparent weight in steam of water condensed by the substance,

Vj is the volume of the substance at <i, V2 is the volume of the substance at t 2 ,
D is

the density of the air at <
1 and barometric pressure corrected to 0, 8 is the density

of the steam at t z and barometric pressure. A small correction ('0003 gram) had to

be applied to one carrier to make it calorimetrically equal to the other.

* ' Ann. Chim. Phys.' [3], vol. 63, p. 23.

t
'

Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 47, p. 241.
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The values for X were taken from Professor JOLY'H paper, those required being

contained in the following abstract :

Temperature and latent heut of steam.
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These preliminary experiments showed that with a little practice it is possible to

get results which are uniform to the third place, and could therefore be trusted as a

basis for calculating the atomic weight if the pure metal were used.

Experiments on Pure Cobalt.

Preparation. Commercially pure cobalt nitrate was dissolved in cold water and

fractionally precipitated by the addition of weak solution of bleaching powder,

leaving at least a quarter of the cobalt in solution. The oxide was collected, washed

with hot water, dissolved in moderately strong hydrochloric acid, and the solution

boiled to expel a part of the chlorine. Solution of ammonia was then added in excess,

and the solution filtered through paper to remove a small brown precipitate containing

iron and probably a little alumina.

The solution on being evaporated gave a deep red crystalline precipitate of

purpureo-cobaltic chloride, leaving a pale mother liquor. The precipitate, drained,

well washed with hydrochloric acid, and dried, was heated strongly in a platinum

dish till fuming ceased. The dark blue crystalline mass of cobalt chloride was then

dissolved in water and precipitated hot by excess of pure sodium carbonate. The

precipitate was filtered off, washed, and heated to redness in a platinum dish. The

resulting oxide was washed with hot water till free from alkali and dried. The oxide

was then packed in a glass combustion tube and reduced at a red heat in pure

hydrogen. The spongy metal was allowed to cool in hydrogen, and was then

compressed into cylindrical blocks by a Spring compressor under a pressure of 64 tons

to the square inch.

The rods thus formed were heated in a vacuum, when they gave off a little water

and about their own volume of gas, consisting almost wholly of carbon dioxide,

apparently absorbed from the air.

On exposing this metal to contact with steam and subsequently drying, it was

found to increase appreciably in weight. Moreover, on attempting a calorimetric

estimation with the metal, the first considerable increase of weight due to condensa-

tion of steam was followed by a small but continuous loss of weight, probably due to

the slow expulsion of occluded gas. No accurate determination of specific heat was

therefore possible. The metal was therefore supported upon a block of pure lime and

melted in an oxyhydrogen flame. On the first attempt it was found that the melted

mass on cooling ejected a considerable quantity of gas, giving rise to hollow

excrescences upon the surface, the phenomenon closely resembling the expulsion of

oxygen from melted silver in the process of solidification. After several experiments,

it was found best to employ a considerable excess of oxygen at the end of the fusion,

and though some loss of metal was incurred through oxidation of the fused button,

much less escape of gas occurred on cooling. The buttons obtained were bright, but

often hollow, the sides of the cavity being white and silvery. The metal breaks with

a brilliant crystalline fracture.
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A portion of the compressed but unmelted metal placed in a j>orcelaiii crucible and

covered with glass was heated till the latter was melted and the crucible much

softmed. The metal in this case contracted visibly but was not melted, and it was

preserved separately for a further attempt to determine the specific heat with the

object of observing the difference, if any, between the melted and the unmelted

metal.

Series II.

w.
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Series X.

W.
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The density of the metal was found to be 8*8759 and 8'8776, or a mean of 8-8768

at 21/4.

Pure Nickel. The same, fused.

w.
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Finally, another specimen of nickel deposited from the carbonyl compound in Dr.

MOND'S laboratory was submitted to experiment. The whole was melted into a solid

button free from cavities.

Series XTT.

W.
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The metal was then melted in a porcelain crucible by an oxyhydrogen flame applied

outside.

Gold after fusion. S.G. 19 "227 at 18/18 .

w. ,.
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The same Platinum rolled thin.

W. trj. w. t'i. t\. S.

23-4692 -1158 -1152 17-30 100-12 -03177

REGNAULT'S mean value for the specific heat of platinum by the method of mixture

is '03243.

If we now compare gold with platinum

S.H. of Gold : S.H. of Platinum :: 1 :
- = 1-0369.

In this case the atomic weights are known with a greater degree of certainty than

those of cobalt and nickel. The value for the atomic weight of gold may be regarded
as very accurately determined, while the atomic weight of platinum is still uncertain.

Assuming Au = 19574 (H = 1), the atomic weight of platinum is
;

- = 188'8,
'

from which it is obvious that the law of DULONG and PETIT cannot be applied to such

results in an absolute sense, for the atomic weight of platinum is approximately
193-41 (CLARKE).

Copper and Iron. The copper was prepared by electrolysis from a solution of

specially purified copper sulphate. After being washed and dried, the metal was

fused in a covered ROSE crucible, supplied with a stream of hydrogen. The buttons

on cooling gave off gas sufficient to produce a large cavity in each, but on afterwards

heating to redness in a vacuum they yielded practically nothing. The metal was

bright within and without.

Series IV.

Specific Heat of Copper.

Pure and after fusion. S.G. 8 "522 at 20/20.

Specific heat.

09248

09241

09205

09234

Arithmetical mean . . '09232

Assuming the value G3'12 preferred by CLAKKE for the atomic weight of copper,

and the specific heats determined by REGNAULT and by KOPP, we obtain the following

product of their combination :

63-12 X -09515 (REGNAULT). . = 6-00

63-12 X '0925 (Korp) . . . . = 5-81

63-12 X '0923 (W. A. T.) . . = 5'82
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REGNAOLT'S copper on analysis gave
"
only traces of foreign matters." Korr used

" commercial copper wires."

The iron used in my first experiment was prepared by dissolving fine iron wire in

hydrochloric acid, boiling the solution with nitric acid, and precipitating with excess

of ammonia. The completely washed precipitate was dried and heated strongly in a

platinum dish, then introduced into a glass tube and heated to redness in a stream of

hydrogen made by dissolving aluminium foil in solution of caustic potash, and purified

by passing through a moderately strong solution of potassium permanganate. The

spongy metal was compressed into short rods in a steel cylinder, and then melted in

an oxyhydrogen flame upon a support of lime. The buttons in solidifying gave off

a considerable quantity of gas, presumably hydrogen. They were then rolled into

moderately thin strips.

A sample analysed by solution in cupric ammonium chloride and combustion

indicated O'Ol per cent, of carbon. This must be derived from atmospheric dust, as

every precaution had been taken to exclude carbon compounds from the gases used

in the preparation.

Iron in this state is apparently unaltered by contact with pure steam at 100, but

a small amount of rusting occurred during the subsequent cooling in the presence of

atmospheric air.

The results were not as uniform as could have been desired, the two former

experiments yielding results appreciably higher than the two latter. This may

{Kxssibly be due to the presence of occluded hydrogen, which was gradually oxidised

or expelled ; at any rate no other explanation presents itself, as the experiments

passed off successfully.

Specific Heat of Iron nearly pure and after fusion and rolling.

S.G. 775 at 18/18.

Specific heat.

11022

11037

10946

10926

Arithmetical mean . . -10983

The nature and amount of impurities present in a metal affect the value of the

specific heat seriously. This is well known, and an instance is afforded by the results

quoted at the beginning of this paper relating to impure cobalt. REGNAULT showed

that the specific heat of a specimen of white cast iron, containing perhaps 6 per eent.

of impurities, was '12728, while that of malleable iron was '11380. There are no

data for estimating the effect of carbon by itself upon the specific heat of a metal,

2 I 2
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but it might be expected to reduce the specific heat rather than raise it, as seems to

be the case. In view of the uncertainty of the present state of knowledge, T have

made some direct experiments upon the influence of impurities, the results of which

are given briefly below. From these experiments it appears that the presence of a

non-metal affects the result far more than the presence of a second metal, which

produces very little effect upon the specific heat till the quantity of it is large enough

to be felt through the difference of atomic weight (see Copper-tin). The influence of

a small amount of carbon is proportionately much greater than the effect of a large

amount.

Three samples of electrical iron, for which I am indebted to Messrs. J. SANKEY

and SONS, of Bilston, were then examined. Their composition is stated below. The

metal was fused in the oxyhydrogen flame, as in all the previous experiments.

Sample A.
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specific heats. For the samples and measurement of their resistances I am indebted

to Professor AYRTON.

I. Specific resistance at 177 = 275 microhms per cub. centim. Analysed

yielded no bismuth. Minute trace of antimony and '154 per cent, of arsenic.

Specific heat 09266

09267

II. Good copper. Specific resistance at 177 = l'G9 microhm per cub. centim.

Specific heat 09274

09272

Some specimens of copper to which phosphorus was added were then prepared, and

the specific heat compared with that of the pure metal employed in their preparation.

Metal. Specific heat.

,. , . 1-09265
Pure copixjr fused in hydrogen i

1-09234

The same containing "002 per cent, phosphorus \

L'09336

j
-09347

1-09320

r -09870

1-09910

The amount of phosphorus in each specimen was carefully determined after its

preparation.

Some further data as to the effect ot metallic or metalloiclal impurity are provided

in the following results :

Specific heat.

Copper, pure, fused in air, possibly containing oxide. . J
i "0938

with -49 per cent, tin '0936

3-29 : . . . .f-0927

,. V0924

6-64 f-0905

., 1-0905

Cadmium, pure . . . . ; j"0556
{-0553

with -2 per cent, of silver r0561

. . . . . .1-0558

"I f'0554

1-0558
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The specific heat of a metal is affected by a variety of other circumstances, of

which its mechanical condition is the most important. REGNAULT found the specific

heat of hammered copper '0935 and that of annealed copper '0952. According to

my results porous unfused metals all gave slightly lower values for the specific heat

than the same after fusion.

As explained at the outset, all the determinations described up to this point were

made in the steam calorimeter, and the results represent the average specific heats of

the metals between the temperature of air, say 15, and that of steam 100. On

applying the rule of DULONG and PETIT it has been shown that, notwithstanding the

high degree of purity of the metals nickel and cobalt, the extreme care taken in deter-

mining their specific heats under the same conditions, and the close approximation of

the physical properties of these two metals to each other, the numbers representing

the atomic heats within the range of temperature of 15 to 100 differ appreciably.

The specific heat represents the relative amount of energy consumed in giving

to the molecules of the solid the vibratory motion corresponding to temperature
and in separating the molecules from one another, and so causing expansion.

I am indebted to Mr. A. E. TUTTON, F.R.S., for determinations of the coefficients

of expansion of the two pure metals, and his results have been published in the

'Proceedings of the Royal Society' (vol. 65, pp. 161 and 306). He finds the

. for nickel 10~8
(1248+ 1'48)

coefficient 01 linear expansion at t i. ,A_*) r.\> a difference of about
for cobalt 10~8

(1208+ 1'28<)

3 '2 per cent, at 0. His determinations also indicate that this difference increases

with rise of temperature, and amounts to 4*3 per cent, at 100. These differences of

expansibility correspond very closely with the differences in the specific and atomic

heats of the two metals.

I have also to thank Mr. THOMAS TURNER, Assoc. R.S.M., F.T.C., for observations

with his sclerometer,* on the relative hardness of the two metals. He reports that

the cobalt is harder than the nickel, the relative hardness being on his scale about

Co = 17 and Ni = 12 or 13. The cobalt is harder than soft wrought iron, while the

nickel is softer than wrought iron. The difference is therefore very distinct.

These differences of expansibility and of specific heat are the result of observations

at and above atmospheric temperatures. As the specific heat of solids increases with

rise of temperature and diminishes with fall of temperature, it was thought desirable

to make some estimations of specific heat at successively lower temperatures in order

to find out if the difference between the two metals was maintained. At absolute

zero it is probable that they would exhibit the same capacity for heat, and if

temperatures low enough could be employed an estimate could be made of the

absolute atomic heat of the solid metals.

A series of calorimetric experiments has, therefore, been made at the tempera-

* ' Journ. Chem. Soc.,' 1885, vol. 47, p. 904; and 1887, vol. 51, p. 145.
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t arc of solid carbon dioxide, which was taken as 78'4, and again at the temperature
of tailing oxygen taken as 182 '5.

For this purpose a thin brass cylindrical vessel holding 400 c.c. of water, provided
with an efficient stirrer in the form of a horizontal brass plate, perforated with rather

l.-irge holes, was used. This calorimeter was supported by silk cords within a bright

tin double-walled cylinder, the annular space being filled with water. The top of

the tin casing was covered by asbestos card to prevent air currents, but arranged so

as to allow the passage of the thermometer and the silk cord carrying the stirrer.

The thermometer was divided into large tenths of a degree, and could easily be read

to *01. The zero had been verified by ourselves, and it had been compared with a

standard at Kew at each degree, the correction to the nearest '01 being supplied.

So far as the observations of temperature in the calorimeter, the determination of the

mass of water used and of the water equivalents of the brass, the thermometer, <kc.,

were concerned, the usual procedure was adopted, and no details are necessary.

The problem of how to convey the cooled metal into the water of the calorimeter

without appreciable heating in the air required a special contrivance. This is

represented in the accompanying figure. The metal for experi-

ment was placed in the interior, c, of a double brass tube, a, so

constructed that the spice, d, between the inner and outer tubes

will hold liquid. The top of the inner tube, shown by the dotted

line, is closed, while the top of the outer tube is open. The rod, 6,

by which the tube is held, is extended into a long wooden handle.

The metal is retained in its place within c by means ofa brass plate, e,

working smoothly upon the mouth of the tube which it closes, and

capable of being turned aside by rotating the head,^ of the rod

which is attached to it at one side. The metal being introduced

and supported by e, the holder was gradually plunged into liquid

oxygen contained in a large cylindrical vacuum vessel till the

double brass tube was completely immersed and the space, d, filled

with liquid. The whole was left in the liquid till ebullition had

practically ceased, or was proceeding at the same slow rate as the

oxygen in a second vessel kept for comparison alongside. This

happened in about 10 minutes after immersion. The metal was

then assumed to be at 182 '5 very nearly. On lifting out the

brass holder the annular space between the two tubes remained

full of liquid by which the temperature of the whole was kept

down, and bringing the tube over the water in the calorimeter,

the dishf was turned and the metal fell into the water.

The cold tube when brought into the air is of course attended

by a cloud of cold air and mist which flows downward. In order

to prevent the entrance of this mist into the calorimeter or its water-jacketed case a
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stream of air was blown by means of bellows across the mouth of this vessel at the

moment at which the cold tube was brought over it, and the metal dropped.

After reading the thermometer the calorimeter and its contents were weighed.

The metal was previously weighed separately. All the weighings were reduced to a

vacuum.

The following results were obtained :

Expt.
No.
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Expt.
No.
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Hence the absolute
" atomic heat

"
of the two metals, cobalt and nickel, is almost

exactly 4.

It appears probable, therefore, that if the experiments could t>e carried further the

specific heats would stand in exactly the inverse ratio of the atomic weights.

It remains to be seen whether the value of the atomic heat for other metals

agrees with this.* If such turns out to be the case the original expression of the

law of Dui/ONG and PETIT, which is only roughly applicable at atmospheric

and higher temperatures, would be completely justified.

In conclusion I desire to record my appreciation of the skilful assistance I have

received throughout these experiments from Mr. SIDNEY YOUNG.

APPENDIX BY PROFESSOR JOHN PERRY, F.R.S.

Dr. TILDEN has asked me to write the following short appendix to his paper. In

making the tedious calculations I was assisted by two of our students, Mr. E. R
VERITY and Mr. H. L. MANN.

The law connecting the p, v, and t of unit mass of any substance in the solid

condition is not sufficiently well known for the general application of the laws of

thermodynamics.
If we take it that there is an atomic or molecular specific heat l( of an elementary

substance which is constant in all states of the substance, and which is represented

* Note added March 3. Experiments made since this paper was written, upon the metals silver, copper,

iron, and aluminium show that further investigation is necessary. The mean specific heat of silver,

for example, was found to be '0558 between 100 and 15, and -0519 between 15" and - 182'5. The

decrease of specific heat at the lower temperature is, therefore, much less than in the case of cobalt

and nickel.

A paper by U. BEHN in the 'Annalen der Physik' (No. 2 for 1900, p. 257), issued on Feb. 16, did

not come into my hands till some time after the date of my communication to the Royal Society. My
attention was drawn by this paper to the fact that in 1898 the Author had commenced a series of

determinations of the specific heats of metals at low temperatures, and that about the same time some

experiments on the specific heats of three metals, copper, iron, and aluminium, at the temperature of

liquid air, had been published by C. C. TROWBRIDGE in the American periodical
' Science

'

(N.S. 8, p. 6,

1898).

The results of the latter cannot claim to be very important, as no information is given concerning the

composition of the metals, and there is great uncertainty about the temperature of the liquid in which

they were cooled. The numerical values given by TROWBRIDGE are considerably higher than those of

BEHN, as also in the one case, aluminium, in which a comparison can be made with my results ;
the

mean specific heat between the temperature of air and that of boiling oxygen being -1833 according to

TROWBRIDGE, and '1676 according to my experiments.

BEHN'S results are highly interesting, though for various reasons they must be inaccurate in some

cases and are probably to a slight extent inaccurate in all
; inasmuch as no special means were taken to

avoid access of heat in transferring the mass from the cold bath to the calorimeter, and as liquid air w;t.-

used instead of liquid oxygen, the temperature of the cooling liquid was somewhat uncertain.
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by its specific heat at constant volume when in the state of a perfect gas.

its atomic weight, then

251

If a is

o* = 2-414

for all elements, because it is of this amount for hydrogen.

Thus if a = 58-55 for cobalt, and 58'24 for nickel, k = '04123 for cobalt, and

04145 for nickel.

It is, perhaps, not unreasonable to assume that in no state can the substance have

a smaller specific heat than this atomic specific heat.

If the specific heat of a substance at constant volume is k, and at constant

pressure K, it is interesting to note that K and k are very nearly equal for solid

metals, and, indeed, that the heat required to raise a gramme of solid metal 1 in

temperature is not very different under all ordinary conditions as to pressure and

volume. The ratio of K to k is known to l>e the ratio of the elasticity at constant

entropy to the elasticity at constant temj>erature, or what we sometimes call the

quick and the slow elasticity. The slow may lie measured with a piezometer, or

calculated from YOUNG'S modulus and the modulus of rigidity, the quick may be

obtained from sound vibration experiments.

Thermodynamics of a Solid.

If we say that a is the real coefficient of expansion under constant pressure, we

mean that

(dv/dt) = a.v.

When we say that is the volumetric elasticity at constant temperature, we mean

that

(dv/dp) v/e.

In all probability a and e are functions of the temperature, and practically of nothing

else.

The thermodynamic coefficients become, all energy being measured in ergs,

K - k = at.,
/ = aft,

L = art,

where K is specific heat at constant pressure, and k is specific heat at constant

volume, and the significations of / and L are given by the following expressions for

the heat, dll given to unit mass of the stuff when its t, p, and v become t + dt,

p + dp, and r + dv.

<l\l = k.dt + l.dv = K.dt + L.dp.

Mr. TUTTON has measured what are ordinarily known as the coefficients of expan-

2 K 2
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sion of pure nickel and cobalt with temperature. We have taken his observed

numbers, and found what may roughly be taken to be the ti"ue coefficient of cobalt.

As he had only two changes of temperature, we are compelled to assume that a is a

linear function of the temperature, and we find

a = (2-598 + -003775*) 10~ s

We can therefore say that the heat (in gramme-centigrade degrees) given to

1 gramme of cobalt during an increase of temperature dt, and an increase of pressure

dp, is, taking JOULE'S equivalent as 4 '2 X 107
ergs,

= K.dt -(6-186 -

If instead of change of state being expressed in terms of dt and dp, it is expressed

in terms of dt and dv, we can only use this result if we can calculate dp. This

needs a knowledge of e, which we do not possess for either cobalt or nickel, even at

one temperature. It is, however, worth while making the following rough approxi-

mation.

In pounds per square inch e is, for iron, 2*1 X 107
(KELVIN'S article on Elasticity) ;

for copper, 17 X 107
(BUCHANAN) ;

and 2 -4 X 107
(KELVIN'S Elasticity).

We cannot do better in making a first approximation than to take e for solid

cobalt as 2 X 107 Ibs. per square inch, or in C.G.S. units

e = 1'38 X 1012
degrees per sq. centim.

under all conditions.

We shall not be far wrong in assuming that, within Dr. TILDEN'S range of tempera-

ture, the above value may be taken for a.

Mean temperature
of each range.
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Substance.
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Range of temperature.
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In all probability these formulae give fairly correct values of K from 180 C. to

100
C
C. In spite of the danger of extrapolation, we give in the following table

some values beyond this range, to show that the formula expresses the sort of change
known to occur in metals generally at high temperatures. Close to the zero there

must be greater doubt as to its suitability :
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I. INTRODUCTION.

1. In the ordinary theory of statistical correlation, normal or otherwise, we are

always supposed to be dealing with material susceptible of continuous variation, or

at least of variation by a considerable number of discontinuous steps'. The correla-

tions of lengths or measurements on portions of the body form examples of the first

kind
; of numbers of children in families, petals or other parts of flowers, are examples

of the second.

Certain practical cases arise, however, where either no variation is thinkable at all,

or else is not measured or possibly measurable. We may class a number of indi-

viduals into deaf and not deaf, blind and not blind, imbecile and not imbecile, without

attempting to go further (although gradations of deafness, blindness, and imbecility

occur), and demand on the basis of the enumeration a discussion of the association*

of the three infirmities. Or again the data may be the mortality from some disease

with and without the administration of, say, a new antitoxin, the statistics giving

number who died to whom antitoxin was administered,

,, to whom antitoxin was not administered ;

* To distinguish it from the " correlation
"
of continuous variables.

VOL. CXCIV. A 258. 2 L 14.7.1900
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number who did not die to whom antitoxin was not administered,

,, ,, to whom antitoxin was administered ;

and from these data a discussion of the value of the cure is required. Here there is

no scale of " death
"

; there may be a scale of "
antitoxin

"
if the dose varied, but

not otherwise.

2. Evidently such cases are of great importance, but the theory and means of

handling them have received little attention from statisticians. Logicians have had a

monopoly of the theory, but the superior interests of pure logic seem generally to

have hindered them from developing it in a practical direction. The classical

writings on the subject are, I suppose, those of DE MORGAN,* BOOLE,! and JEVONS.:}:

Without attempting to criticise the work of his predecessors, to both of whom lie

was of course greatly indebted, the method of the latter must be allowed to far

exceed theirs in clearness and simplicity. BOOLE'S calculus of elective operators is

highly complex in its working and necessitates the remembrance of many somewhat

artificial rules ;
JEVONS' method is practically intuitive. It is a matter of surprise

to me that JEVONS never made any practical application of his method (so far as I am

aware) during the decade or more that elapsed between the publication of his paper

(loc. cit.) and his death, .The following is a brief explanation of his notation and

method.

3. The symbols A, B, C, &c., are used to denote objects or individuals having

the qualities A, B, C, &c. The terms enclosed in brackets thus (A), (B), (C),

&c., denote the frequency of individuals possessed of the quality or qualities

A, B, or C, or the total number of such individuals observed in the given
"
universe

of discourse."! A compound term like AB denotes the class or group possessed of both

qualities A and B, and (AB) its frequency ; compound groups may occur with any
number of specified qualities, i.e. (ABC), (ABCD), or (BDKMN). Corresponding

to each positive term there is a negative term which we shall denote by a small

Greek letter|| a, )8, y, &c. Thus a signifies
" not A," y8

" not B," and so on
;
and

(a), (/3), &c., their frequencies. All symbols are used non-exclusively, A signifying

objects having the quality A with or without others, and so on, consequently the

frequency of any class can be expanded in terms of the frequencies of its sub-classes.

* Formal Logic,' chap. VIIL,
" On the Numerically Definite Syllogism," 1847.

t
'

Analysis of Logic,' 1847. ' Laws of Thought,' 1854.

J
" On a General System of Numerically Definite Reasoning,"

' Memoirs of Manchester Literary and

Philosophical Society,' 1870. Reprinted in ' Pure Logic and other Minor Works,' Macmillan, 1890.

I have used this convenient term of the logicians for the " material discussed
"
throughout the paper.

There seems no exact equivalent in ordinary statistical language.

||
I have substituted small Greek letters for JEVONS' italics. Italics are rather troublesome when

reading, as one has to spell out a group like AfoDE,
"
big A, little b, little c, big D, big E." It is simpler

to read A/JyDE. The Greek becomes more troublesome when many letters are wanted, owing to the

non-correspondence of the alphabets, but this is not often of consequence.
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Thus

(A) = (AB) + (A/3)

= (ABC
1

) + (ABy) + (A/8C) + (A/By)

= (ABCD) + (ABCS) + (AByI>) 4- (AByS)

+ (A#Jl>) + (A0CS) 4- (A/8yD) 4 (A,8yS)
= &c.

and also if (U) be the total frequency (total number of observations, total number in

the "universe of discourse ")

(U) = (A) + (a)
= (B) 4- 08) = (C) + (y) = &c.

The whole of JEVONS' method, so far as applied to purely numerical problems, depends
on the use of equations of the above form, or the expansion of groups in terms of

their sub-classes.

4. We shall adopt the following conventions. When requiring to distinguish the

qualities denoted by English letters from those denoted by Greek, we shall call the

former positive qualities, the latter negative. A group in which all the qualities

specified are positive will be called a positive group, and conversely.

A group specified by n qualities (positive or negative) will be termed an nth

order group.

To distinguish the nth order groups in n variables from 7Jth order groups
formed from a larger number of variables, we shall refer to the former as " ultimate"

groups.

Two groups such that each quality in the one is the negative (or contrary) of

each quality in the other will be termed contrary groups, and their frequencies con-

trary frequencies. Thus

ABCD
aBC

ayDE ABCSe

are pairs of contraries. The case where the frequencies of contrary groups are equal
is of some importance. This will be called the case of "equality of contraries."

Consider, for example, the case of normally correlated continuous variables. If

A denote the class in which some quality is above the average, a. the class in which

the same is below* average, and so on with B, /3, &c., then from the symmetry of

the surface we must have

*
Logically "not above average"; but we take the average as a mathematical point, so that there are

no individuals with exactly average qualities.

2 L 2
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(A) = (a)

(B) = (/8), &c.,

(AB) = (a/?)

(aB) = (A/3), &c.,

(ABC) = (aygy)

(ABy) = (a/SC), &C.,

and so on with groups of any order.

I shall return later to this case and to the properties that this equality of con-

traries produces.

5. It may be noted at this point that groups may often be rapidly expanded by

using ABC, &c., as
"
elective operators" in BOOLE'S sense, and using the general law

of multiplication of operators, with the special conditions

UA = A,

i.e., selecting out the universe of discourse, and then selecting out the A's from it, is

the same thing as selecting out the A's at once, and the
" index law

"

A = A,

i.e., repeating the operation of selecting out the A's has no effect on the objects

included.

To denote that the letters are being used as operators we will use square brackets.

Thus

[ABy] = [U - a] [U - ft [U - C]
= [U

3
]
-

[IPa]
- [U

2
j8]
-

[U'C] + [Ua/3] + [UaC] + [UC] - [aftC]

or

(ABy) = (U)
-

(a)
-

08)
-

(C) + (aft) + (aC) + (/8C)
-

(aftC).

We only mention the process as it affords such a rapid and easy means of

expansion. The results obtained by its use can always be obtained at a little greater

length by an elementary process of step-by-step substitution.

6. Before proceeding to the consideration of association and so forth, it seems

necessary to discuss somewhat fully the general relations subsisting between the

frequencies of different groups, and the number of independent frequencies of any
order. Suppose, for example, we are dealing with three attributes (A, B, C and

their contraries). Twelve second order and eight third order groups can be formed

from these. It might appear then that if the frequencies of the second order groups

were given, there would be a sufficient number of equations to determine the

frequencies of the third order groups. As a matter of fact this is not so ; the twelve

second order frequencies do not form independent data, and the question arises, How

many are independent ? or, in general, how many independent frequencies or groups
are there in the mth order groups produced from n variables ? i.e., how many of these
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mth order frequencies must be given (nothing else being given) in order that the

remaining frequencies of the same order maybe calculated? These questions are

considered in the next section (II.). In Section III. correlation or association audits

measurement are treated ; Section I V. deals with jiroUible errors; and in Section V.

some arithmetical examples are given of the methods and results previously discussed.

II. GI:M:I:\I- RELATIONS.

Number of Independent Frequencies.

7. Before proceeding to the problem above described, we will first prove the

theorem
" The frequency of any group whatever can always be expressed entirely in terms

of the frequencies of the positive groups of its own and lower orders, and the total

frequency (U)."

Tli is theorem may most simply be proved by the method of multiplying operators
as described in the introduction, replacing any negative operator like a by A and

multiplying out. We may, however, effect the reduction by step-by-step substitution.

Thus

(Afr) = (A0) - (A/?C)
= (A)

- (AB) - (AC) + (ABC).

To take terms of the fourth order, for instance

(ABCD) = (ABCD)
(ABC8) = (ABC) - (ABCD)
(AByS) = (AB) - (ABC) - (ABD) + (ABCD)
(Ay8) = (A)

- (AB) - (AC) - (AD) + (ABC) + (ABD) + (ACD) - (ABCD)
(a/JyS) = (U) - (A)

-
(B)

-
(C)

-
(D) + (AB) + (AC) + (AD) + (BC)

+ (BD) + (CD) - (ABC) - (ABD) - (ACD) - (BCD) + (ABCD)
.... (1).

Evidently from the form of the last equation all the positive groups are required

to express the frequency of an entirely negative group.

8. Now to the problem
" To find the number of independent frequencies of mth order groups, the number

of variables being n."

The number of positive groups of order m is (number of combinations of n things m
together)

n(n 1). . . . (n m + 1)

ml

But by the theorem of 7 the frequency of any group of the mth order can be

expressed entirely in terms of the frequencies of positive groups. Therefore the

number of independent mth order frequencies must be equal simply to the total
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number of positive groups of the wth and lower orders, including (U), the group of

order zero ; that is, equal to

n(n 1) n(n 1) ...(, m + 1)

or
" The number of independent frequencies of the mth order in n variables is

equal to the sum of the first (m +1) binomial coefficients."

This gives the following expressions for the number of independent frequencies of

the second, third, fourth, and fifth orders-

Order 2nd .

3rd .

4th .

5th

2)

6)

lln2 + 14n + 24)

25n3 + 5nz + 94n + 120).

The total number of frequencies of any order m is equal to the number of

positive frequencies of that order (see above) multiplied by 2"', since each letter,

A, B, &c., may be replaced by its negative, and this gives the following expressions

for the second to fifth orders :

Order 2nd

3rd

4th

5th

2n(n 1)

fn(n-
2)(n 3)

It is evident from these expressions that, in the general case, the frequencies of any
order can never be expressed in terms of lower order frequencies.

Table I. below gives the number of independent frequencies and the total number
from n = 2 to n = 6 and m = 2 to m = 6.

TABLE I.

Number of Groups of the
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9. Case of Equality of Contraries.

Before proceeding to the determination of the numbers of independent frequencies
in this case, we shall first prove the following three theorems :

Theorem I. If equality of contraries subsist for frequencies of any given order,

then it subsists for all lower orders.

Theorem II. If equality of contraries subsist for any even order of frequencies, say

2m, then it need not in general subsist for order 2m + 1. If, however, it be

assumed to subsist for order 2m + 1> then the frequencies of this order can be

expressed in terms of those of the lower order 2m.

Theorem III. If equality of contraries subsist for any odd order of frequencies, say

2ni I, thru it must subsist ;ilsu in
t'iv<|urn<-irs {' tin- m-xt lii-'lin- ..nlrr ij;/i.

But frequencies of this higher order cannot be expressed in terms of those

of order 2m 1.

The first theorem may be very simply proved.

10. Suppose we are given, for example, that equality of contraries subsists for

frequencies of the fifth order ; then we have

(ABODE) = (a0ySe)

(ABCD/) = (aySE)
or adding

(ABCD) = (aygyS)

and so on. The expansions of contrary frequencies are in fact necessarily contrary

themselves.

11. Next for Theorem II. To take the simplest case, let us suppose equality of

contraries given for the second order frequencies. Take any third order group and

expand it in terms of its contrary and second order frequencies. This may be done

most elementarily step by step. Thus

(aBC) = (BC)
- (ABC)

(aC) = (aC)
-

(BC) + (ABC)
/. (a/3y)

=
(aft)

-
(aC) + (BC)

-
(ABC).

Evidently no equality of contraries amongst second order groups will give us

(*/fty)
= (ABC). But if we assume this relation to hold we must have

2 (ABC) = (aft]
-

(aC) + (BC) 1

= (AB) + (BC)
-

(aC) J

an equation which expresses the third order frequencies in terms of the second.

Similarly if equality of contraries is to subsist amongst fifth order groups when it

subsists amongst those of the fourth order, we must have

2 (ABCDE) = (ABCD) + (BCDE) + (ABS) - (ABC) - (aCDE). . . (3).

As the method of expansion used is evidently quite general, this proves Theorem II.
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Equations (2) and (3) are evidently quite special relations. The set of arbitrary

frequencies in Table II. below is drawn up to illustrate the theorem for the case of

TABLE II.

1. 2.

Group. Frequency.
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2 \(a0D) + (BCD)f = (aft) + (0V) - (AD) + (BC) + (CD) - (0D)
=

(aft) + (BC) + (CD) - (AD)

.'. (ayS) = (A BCD)

,.'.. if </,//"/// frequencies are equal in the case <>f (},;,<! order ffrou/)n they are equal
in the case offourth order groujm.
The method ofproof is again quite general in its application, so Theorem III. is proved.
I have thought it again worth while to illustrate the theorem numerically, and have

drawn up Table III. for the purpose. A set of arbitrary fourth order frequencies

(set (1) ),
with contraries equal, was first written down, and from them the given set

TABLE III.
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Similarly all the other frequencies may be calculated, and we get set (2).

If we take (ABCD) = 1 1 we get set (3). All three sets are consistent with the set

of third order, and possess equality of contraries. The state of affairs is precisely the

opposite of that illustrated by Table II., where only one set of third order frequencies

could be obtained, consistent with the given set of the second order, and possessing

equality of contraries.*

It should be noted, however, that the possible number of fourth order sets in such

a case as the present is not infinite, for certain limits are imposed by the fact that

negative frequencies are impossible. Thus, if we take

(ABCD) = 60

we have

(ABC5) = 58 - 60 = - 2

or if (ABCD) = 3

(ABC8) = 58 - 3 = 55

(AByS) = 53 55 = 2,

so (ABCD) must lie at all events between the limits 58 and 5.

13. It follows from what we have proved that a state of complete equality of

contraries, in which this state subsists for groups of all orders, is not and cannot be

an artificial state created by choice of the points of division between A and a, B and /8,

and so on, but must arise from some real and natural symmetry in the distribution of

frequency. In dealing then with the next problem, to find the number of independent

frequencies of any order in the case of complete equality of contraries, we must not

rashly apply the formulae obtained (by extrapolation, as it were) to an empirical case

in which we only know that the condition subsists for a few low orders.

The general result we arrived at was that the number of independent frequencies of

the with order in n variables was given by the sum of the first (m + 1) terms of the

series

1.2 1.2.3

In this expression we may now strike out alternate terms commencing with n, for

these represent frequencies of odd order which can be expressed in terms of the next

lower order of frequencies, and so do not give any independent data. This leaves the

series

j + (* - 1) , *_- DO* ~
)(

~
3)

1.2 1.2.3.4

Abfc 4/4/00. I only noticed in reading Tables II. and III. in proof that the theorem holds "
If

two set* of ultimate mth order frequencies are both consistent with a given set of wTTth order, the

differences between corresponding pairs of with order frequencies are numerically constant." It is

noted below (pp. 272, 273) that this holds for second order frequencies. The theorem is proved at once

by expanding the (m -
l)th order frequencies in terms of the two sets of the mth order.
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and the number of independent frequencies of order 2m in n variable* is e<|iml to the

sum of the first m + I terms of this series.

Tlit- number of independent frequencies of order 2m -j- 1 is of course equal to the

number of independent frequencies of order 2m.

Tin -so rules give the numbers in Table IV. bel<>\\.

TABLK IV. Complete Equality of Contnuiai

Number
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Now if we use ABC for son, father, grandfather, and the capitals to denote " ahove

average," Greek letters
" below average," we want

(ABC)/(BC)

(BC) = 2985 at once. From 11, p. 263,

2 (ABC) = (AB) + (BC)
-

(aC)

= 2985 + 2985 2260

= 3710

(ABC) = 1855,

chance required
= 1855/2985 = "6214.

If only the father be known to be above average, chance of son being above average

= 2985/5000 = '5970.

If, on the other hand, we ask what is the chance that the child will be above

average if both the father and mother are so, we have, assuming the correlation with

both parents to be the same, using B for father, C for mother, and assuming no

assortative mating :

2 (ABC) = 2985 + 2500 - 2015 = 3470

(ABC) = (1735)

chance = 1735/2500 = '6940.

But if there be perfect assortative mating

2 (ABC) = 2985 + 5000 2015

= 5970 (ABC) = 2985

chance = 2985/5000 = '5970.

Thus, if there be no assortative mating, a selection of father and mother is better

than a selection of parent and grandparent ; but not so if there be assortative mating

to any great extent.

15. The relations that we have dealt with in the preceding pages have a general

bearing on the theory of certain multiple integrals. If we imagine, as we have

already done on several occasions, that the distribution of frequency is really con-

tinuous and the points of division between A and a. B and ft, &c., arbitrarily fixed,

then any ultimate frequency like (ABCD) (AySCS), for example, is equivalent to the

multiple integral expressing the total frequency contained within the four axes of

the frequency surface (or hyper-surface), taking each of these axes in either the

positive or negative direction.

Now we know that there are 2" ultimate groups (or multiple integrals of the

above kind) to be formed from n variables, all of these groups being in the general

case independent. Suppose the function expressing the distribution of frequency to

contain m constants that remain in the expression, ^(a^a^a^ . . .
),

for the multiple

integral. Then we have the equations
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(ABCD . . .)
= <, (a,,**^, ... a.)

(aBCD .

.)
= ^j(a,,0j,a8 , ... a.)

<fec. Ac.

or 2" equations altogether. But if m < 2", we can express the constants in terms of

the frequencies by means of the first m equations, and then insert their values in the

remaining equations, thus obtaining 2" m necessary relations between the fre-

quencies. If the surface we are dealing with is symmetrical, there will be only 2""'

independent ultimate groups, and m must be less than 2""' if special relations are to

subsist between the groups.

Now this is the case in the normal surface itself. The standard deviations will not

appear in any of the multiple integrals, which must be functions solely of the correla-

tion coefficients, 7-,3 ,
r
18,

rw, &c., and the total frequency. That is to say n variables

give 1 +
' '

.,
constants that appear in the expressions for the total frequencies of

the ultimate groups. This gives the following figures :

n 1 + i^inl 2"-'

2 2 2344478
5 11 16

6 16 32

There must therefore be one relation subsisting between the ultimate fourth order

groups in normal correlation besides the mere equality of contrary frequencies five

relations between the fifth order groups, sixteen between those of the sixth order,

and so on. If we could find these relations the expression of fourth order frequencies

in terms of third, sixth in terms of fifth, and so on, would cease to be indeterminate

as in the general case of equality of contraries. Mr. SHKPPARD'S theorem could then

be extended to the case of groups of any order in normal correlation, which would

give results of great interest"for calculating certain chances, e.y., the chance of a man

being above average when his father, father and grandfather, father, grandfather,

and great-grandfather were above average.

Finding myself quite unable to solve the above problem, I have handed it to

Professor KAKL PEARSON ; he informs me that the relations sought depend on

equations between the area, sides, and angles of the generalised spherical triangle in

hyper-space, but the problem has not yet been solved. It is curious that investiga-

tions into the theory of logic should lead to properties of hyper-spherical triangles

or tetrahedra.
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III. ASSOCIATION.

16. Two qualities or attributes, A and B, are defined to be independent if the

chance of finding them together is the product of the chances of finding either of

them separately, i.e., if

(AB)_(A) (B)

(U)
-

or (AB)(U) = (A)(B).
-

,.'

This is, I think, the only legitimate test of dependence or independence association

or non-association in the general case.

17. Theorem. To show that if

(AB)(U) =
then

(aB)(U)=()(B)
(aft)(V)=,(a)(ft).

Take the first equation of these three

(A)08) = (A) {(U)
-

(B)} = (U) (A)
- (AB) (U)

and so on for the others. So that if the chance of finding the two qualities together

js the product of the chances of finding either of them separately, the chance of

finding the one without the other is the chance of finding the one multiplied by the

chance of not finding the other, and so on. Any one of the relations implies all the

others.

18. It follows at once from the above that if two attributes (A) and (B) are inde-

pendent, the products of the contrary second order frequencies are equal, i.e.,

for each is equal to (A) (B) (a) (ft) divided by (U)
2

. Not only so, but the converse is

also true

19. If the cross-products are equal the variables are independent. Thus let

(AB)(o0)=(A/8)(aB).
Now

(Aft) = (A)
- (AB)

(aB) = (B)
- (AB)

(aft)
=

(ft)
-

(A/8)

=
(ft)

-
(A) + (AB).
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Therefore

(AB) {(,3)
-

(A) + (AB)} = {(A)
- (AB)J {(B)

-
(AB)}

(AB) [(ft)
-

(A)} = (A) (B)
- (AB) {(A) + (B)}

(AB)(U) =

20.* Now it seems to me that one of the chief needs in handling statistics of the

kind we are considering is some sort of "
coefficient of association," which should

take the place of the
"
coefficient of correlation

"
for continuous variables, and be a

measure of the approach of association towards complete independence on the one

hand and complete association on the other. Such a coefficient should

(1) Be zero when the variables or attributes A, B, are independent, and only when

they are independent.

(2) It should be +1 when, and only when, A and B are completely associated, i.e.,

when either

all A's are B 1

all ft's are a J

or all B's are A 1

all a's are ft 1

or when both of these statements are true together, which can only be when

(A) = (B), () = (/*).

The three diagrams below illustrate the three cases which correspond to

(A/8) = , (aB) = , (A0) = (aB) = 0.
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or when both of these statements are true, which again r.m only be it'

A = (a) (B) = (ft).

The three diagrams below illustrate these cases of negative association which corre-

(AB)=0 , (ofl = (AB) = (aft)
= 0.

spond to
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That \B to say, "The excesses of (AB) and (aft) alxive (AB) and (aft)tl , and of

(A) and (B) above (A.ft) and (B), are all equal, and equal to the ratio of the

difference of the cross-products to the number of observations." This theorem seems

to me rather remarkable. I can find no similar relation for the sum of the cross-

products so as to give a complete physical meaning to Q.
23. Next let us determine any one of the second order frequencies, e.g. (AB), in

t.-i ins of Q and the first order frequencies.

If we write

1 + Q
we have

Now

(2)

(3;.

whence

(aB) = (B)
- (AB)

(A) = (A)
- (AB)

(aft) = (ft)
-

(A) + (AB).

(AB)'(l - K )
- (AB) {

* (U) + (l
-

K) [(A) + (B)] } + (A)(B) = (

which is a quadratic for (AB).
Now let

(A) -_(.)

(B) - 09)

(B) + (0)
~

(4).

where s, *, may be called the surpluses of A and B. It follows that

- -- (5)

and similarly for (B) and
(y8). In terms of these symbols the quadratic may be

written

(AB)'
- (AB)(U)

~
i-*

1 - -

whence

CXCIV. ^

(*, sa j*

2 N
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or replacing K by the original Q,

(AB) = i + Q(i+ , + **)^~- SSQv,
- Q*U - V - V) (7).

24. The question arises, what is the meaning of the alternative sign in the

expression for (AB) ? One of the values given is, as a matter of fact, only a numerical

solution, and is really impossible, so that the value of (AB) is not indeterminate. We

may write (7) in the form

and f^ must be less than 1 and greater than 0.

(A)

The product of the two values given by the + and sign is

2Q(!+,)

If Q be negative this is negative, and so the lower value is negative or impossible ;

we must consequently use the + sign. On the other hand, if we subtract 1 from

each value above and again form the product, it is

and this is negative if Q be positive ; hence one of the values is greater than unity.

When Q is positive we must therefore use the sign to the radical.

If Q = + 1, one of the roots is unity and the other greater or less, according as

S.J
5 s,. Thus, if Q = -f- 1 we have for (AB)

or

i.e., (AB) = (A) or (B).

If Q is 1 on the other hand, one root is zero

(AB) = or
(

-f(s 1 +*2 ).

^ 25. The values of all four groups are as follows, the first sign of the radical to be

used when Q is positive :

(AB) =

4Q
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If a, = 2
= 0, i.e., if equality of contraries subsist amongst the first and second

order groups, we have

(U) ,

(9).

The following short table gives the values of K and \/ K for different values of Q.

The values of K and \/K corresponding to negative Q's are the reciprocals of those

corresponding to the positive values :

Q.
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,

AR)^ ,(M>.

(10)

= COS =- IT

fhere
1 - Q

/r = as before.

The figures llow give corresponding values of Q and / :

Q.
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There is one case, and one only, where Q is independent of the axes chosen, and that

is where the variables are strictly independent. Let /, // be the elementary
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I'xrtial Associations and Associations between Groups of Attribute*.

29. In the value of Q, as written in equation (1), p. 272, the " Universe of

Discourse
"

is understood, not expressed. If
" A "

represent, say, deafness, and " B "

blindness, we are probably dealing with the association of these infirmities within at

most one nation, <.</., English, or even one sex of tin- nation, e.g., English men.

Letters are not given to represent that the universe is so limited, it l>eing generally
obvious from the context, but if we take D = English, E = men, we can write Q

(ABDE)(DE) -

(ABDE)(aDE) +
BDE)(A/9DE)

xB1>K)(A/3I>Ki
(11),

adding the letters DE to every group. Such a coefficient of association will be

termed a 2>artial coefficient, as distinguished from the total coefficient of equation (1).

We may speak of partial coefficients of the 1st, 2nd, .... nth orders, according as

the universe is limited by the specification of 1, 2, :i . . . . n attributes. These

partial and total coefficients of association correspond roughly in their nature to

partial and total coefficients of correlation. In the latter cii.se, however, we limit the

universe by specifying that in all members of the universe variable x shall have the

fixed magnitude //
; in the former case we only specify that x shall exceed h or be less

than h.

The following notation for coefficients of association seems concise and convenient.

The total association between A and B we shall denote by AB between two vertical

lines thus |AB|. The partial association in the universe of C's, CD's, OS's, or

OSes we shall denote by |AB|C|, |AB CD|, |AB|C8|, JABICSej.
30. The number of possible partial coefficients becomes very high as soon as we

go beyond four or five variables. Supposing m attributes are given, we can form

(t - 2)(m - ). . . (m - 4 1)

L2

partial coefficients of the nth order (n < m 2) between any one pair of attributes.

For we can form 2" different universes with n attributes, and choose n attributes out

of (m 2), in

(m -
2) (m -

3) ... (m - n 4 1)

different ways. But the number of possible pairs of attributes (AB, AC, BC, &c.) is

w (m 1), and therefore the total number of possible partial coefficients of the

uth order,

_, -M(M- l)(t- 2) . . . (m-n-l)
li

These expressions give the following figures :
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Number of

attributes in.
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1'influence des causes qui moclifient les dldmens sociaux,'* but it is either explicitly

or implicitly used in most statistical discussions of causation. To take an example
from QUKTKI.KT'S pamphlet, I give below a table of the chances of condemnation of

various categories of prisoners in the French Assize Courts during the years 1825-30.

Here A must stand for condemnation, B, C, D for the various attributes of the

accused (superior education, being a wonum, being a man, &c.). The chances

tabulated are then (AB)/(B), (AC)/(C), &c., except No. 8, which is (A)/(U).

QUKTKI.KT went further than a tabulation" of the simple chances, and used as a

measure of the "
degree of influence

"
of the cause the function

(AB)/(B) -
(14),

these measures being given in the second column.

Kt.-it de 1'accnsi1
.
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1 + i _ ft <1_
- P> (l ~ P*W + s"IL(1-_?i) / 1 6 \

'

Sj, 2 .
ss being the surplus ratios for A, B, and C. Hence if s3

= s
3 the right-hand

side is certainly less than unity, and

f
i
< *s

or Qi > Q2

That is to say, if the surplus ratios ofB and C are the same, Q, > Q, when p l
> p.2 ;

but if they are not, this result does not follow. We can, then, only refer to

equation (16). QITETELET'-S function is for this purpose the same, in effect ; as he only

divides the difference of the chances by (A)/(U). We may write his function in the form

-

34. Now it seems to me that association coefficients and QUETELET's functions, or

chances like (AB)/(B), &c., roughly correspond in their uses to correlation coefficients

and regressions. The correlation coefficient is a symmetrical function of the variables,

ranging between 1, and is zero when the variables are independent. The associa-

tion coefficient is a symmetrical function of the attributes, ranging between 1
,
and

is zero when the attributes are unassociated. The regressions are zero when the

correlation coefficient is zero, but are not symmetrical functions of the variables ; they

depend on the values of the standard deviations as well as the correlation
;
and

even if the regression of x on y be greater than the regression of x on z, it does

not follow that rfy > ri: unless <ry
= ar: . The QUETELET functions (or simply

differences of the chances (AB)/(B) (A)/(U)) are zero when the association coefficient

is zero, but are not symmetrical functions of the variables ; they depend on the

values of the surplus ratios as well as the association ; and even if < for AB be

greater than d> for AC or

(AB)/(B) > (AC)/(C),

it does .not follow that
|

AB
|

>
|

AC
|

unless sc = SB . Finally the regressions of

x on y, z, &c., may be said to measure the
"
relative degrees of influence

"
of unit

alterations in y t z, &c., on x, just as QUETELET takes his function to measure the
"
relative degrees of influence

"
of B, C, &c., on A. Thus, referring to the table given

(p. 281), he remarks, "on voit par Ik qu'une instruction sup^rieure exerce une influence

cinq fois plus grande que 1'avantage d'etre femme," since '348 is some five or more

times '062.

I confess I do not altogether like QUETELET'S function, as there does not seem to me

any point in this sort of case in dividing by (A)/(U), or p in our previous notation.

Ifp was in one case "9 and in another "45, it seems absurd to count an attribute

that raises p by '05 in either case, half as effective in the former case as the latter ;

one would rather consider it more effective in the former case,
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35. I do not profess to have given in the foregoing pages more than an outline of

the theory of the case with which the statistician lias to deal ; in stronger hands it

could prolmbly l>e carried much further. The method 1 have suggested ha* the

advantage of bringing the case of association somewhat into line with that of

con-elation ; assimilating the method and conceptions of the case of association to

those of the better known field.

The statistician has to handle problems of peculiar difficulty, where the association

may have any value. The logician demands Q = 1 before he will consent to

infer, and limits himself to this special and elementary case. At the opposite pole

to that of the logician we may imagine a "
logic of independence," where Q is always

zero a case hardly less artificial and quite as interesting as the converse, but one

where inference is frequently im{x>ssible.

IV. PROBABLE ERRORS.

36. Letf be the frequency of any one group of any order, and let N be the total

frequency observed. Also let
<f>
= //N. Then the standard deviation of

<f
or <r+ is

at once given by

,,= ^/^SES <.

The S.D. of the frequency/ is N times this.

37. Now consider the frequencies of two groups and let us find the correlation

between errors in their frequencies. We must here consider two different cases,

(1) where we are dealing with two ultimate groups, e.g., (AB) (A/J), or (ABC)

(aBC), or (ABC) (a/Jy) ; (2) where we are dealing with the two non-ultimate groups,

e.g. t (A) (B), or (AB) (AC), or (AB) (CD).
CASE 1. Ultimate Groups. Let/i, /j be the two frequencies, fa, fa their ratios to N.

Suppose fa to undergo an increment A^ ; there is then a total decrement A^, to

be spread over the remaining groups in proportion to their frequencies, the sum of

the <f's being constant and equal to unity. Therefore

. . (2).

Let R^t
be the correlation coefficient between errors in fa and fa. Then the

above equation gives us

or for ultimate groups

Hence T <PIP

N
;in expression that we shall frequently require.

2 o 2
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38. CASE 2. Non-ultimate Groups. Let A and B be the groups, to take the

simplest case only, which is all we at present require. Then

(A) + (B)
- N = (AB)

-
(a/?),

or, dividing by N, say

<i 4- fa 1 = TI ""a

8$, + Bfa = STT-!
STT 3 ........ (5).

Squaring

<r.? + <r>; + 2^o;,^ = <?* + <,,? -2^*^, . . (6).

2<r
#l <r,,

RMi = jj
{ (TJ-! + 7T3) (B-!

- TT3)~ + fa fa* + fa
-

<

a
3

}.

Substitute for (TT,
7rs) in terms of the first order frequencies, and also for itz in

the first bracket. Then we have

^ 1<r^RWj = ^(7T1 ^2) ........ (7),

or for R^i4j
when these are non-ultimate- groups

T> _ TTj
-

(ft^g >

*'*' -- '

Now if the attributes AB are independent TT,
=

<^x <^.2)
so that if the attributes

are unassociated errors in their frequencies are uncorrelated. On the other hand,

errors in the frequencies will be perfectly correlated only if

(AB) = (0) =
or else

(aB) = (A/3) = 0,

which is more than is necessary for complete association (Q = 1). If the groups are

ultimate we see from equation (3) that errors in their frequencies are always

correlated, unless, indeed, the frequency of one of the groups be vanishingly

small.

39. We may now proceed to find the probable errors or standard errors of K and

Q. Let <
1( fa, < 3 , fa be the values of

<f>
for any four groups forming a tetrad, e.g.,

let

fa = (ABCDE)/N fa = (ACDE)/N
fa = (a/3CDE)/N fa = (aBCDE)/N.

Then for this tetrad K (equation (2), p. 273) is given by

K = ^*
fafa

OK _ &fa ,Sfa_ fyl
K fa $i fa
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j. 4. *! 4. *

V' hV h
<i

h
9f

<r*I<r*1

(9)-

We may write the above

*3
"

-8 - + ^1 4 +

Hence, if fa or
<j>3 is zero, Q = 1, K = o>

, and o- = oo
; if

tf>2 or fa is zero,

Q = 1, K = 0, and <rf = 0.

40. To take Q next, the standard error of which can be derived at once from that

of K,

8Q= -

1 + 1 + ic

2

(! + *)

4

Transform by substituting Q for K

-
Q
~

9i
+ J

s 94

(10).

(11).

This again becomes apparently infinite if one of the
<j>'s vanishes, but

whichever of the
<j>'a

is zero. So that the probable error of the association coefficient,

like that of the coefficient of correlation, vanishes at the limiting values 1.
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In the case of equality of contraries we may express the standard error of Q as a

function of Q only (vide equation 9, p. 275), viz.,

1 - Q- I +
(12).

The standard error of the correlation coefficient is simply (1 rz

)/v/N, so the S.D.

of Q is the greater (for equal numerical values of Q and r) by the fraction on the

right. The value of this fraction is given below :

Ratio of Standard Error of Q to Standard Error of r

(for equal numerical values o/Q and r).

Q.
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error. If the dividing joints be taken to be the means, this is not so, and the

probable error of Q would be increased.

41. The standard error of the surplus ratio comes very simply

_ (A) - (.) __ 2(A)
i= -ir~-~ir -1-2*-

8*1
= 2 . 8<

...... (13),

so that the probable error of Sj is the smaller the larger ,.

42. It remains to determine the correlations between errors in surplus ratios

and between errors in surplus ratio and errors in association. The first problem

proceeds exactly as in the case of finding the correlation between errors in two non-

ultimate groups (p. 284, equations (5)-(8)).

(A) + (B)
- N = (AB) - (off}

or say
^i + <l>2

1 = T\ T-A

.'. &, + 8 2
= 2

(877-!
-

Sir.,)

where s
l
s
} are the surplus rations of A and B. Proceeding as in the previous case

(14).

Whence

R.,,-
1 =

'* *< l

_-*'l (16) .

These regressions are positive if A and B be positively associated. Thus if A lie, for

example, genius in father, B genius in son, and, if in a sample of the population there

l>e found to be a surplus of genius differing from the average by 8s
1(
then we should

expect to find in the sons of the sample a surplus s., + 8.s2 , where

43. To proceed to find the correlation of errors in Q 12 and, say, *,.

SO 2 S*
d^18

- "

(i + y

2* f?*t,?*i_8i_tyl"
a + f I *

" "

*i
"
*
"
* r
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Ssj
= 2 8/,

= 2 (8<, + 8<^)

/ 1 .T Oo I ^^~
i I 2 I >JL ^/i ft* *9* /4\ *4*

OCpi . Ou)."> O(Dn OQ)"* I

u)i <p .

X r y^ |\ / - |\ I | flflfl

= 0.

Therefore

(17),

that is to say, there is no correlation between errors in association and errors in

surplus. Although we were to select out of the whole population a particular group

with an abnormally large surplus ratio for any one attribute, we would not expect

any definite divergence from the normal in the associations of that attribute observed

within the group.

Of course all the expressions we have given above are for standard errors ; the

values of the probable errors will be obtained by multiplying them by the constant

674489. . . .

V. ILLUSTRATIONS.

A. Miscellaneous.

(1.) Small-pox attack rate and vaccination.

(2.) Examples from Mr. GALTON'S " Natural Inheritance" :

Assortative mating according to temper.

Association of temper in fraternities.

Inheritance of artistic faculty.

Assortative mating according to stature.

(3.) Examples from DARWIN'S " Cross and Self Fertilisation
"

:

Cross fertilisation of parentage and tallness of offspring.

Pure self fertilisation and crossing of flowers on same plant.

(A). Miscellaneous.

44. (1.) Small-pox and vaccination.

At the very commencement of this paper death-rates, with and without the adminis-

tration of an antitoxin, were suggested as affording suitable examples of
"
association."

Death-rates by small-pox amongst the vaccinated and unvaccinated would form such
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an instance, but the figures I found most suitable to my purpose are attack-rates not

death-rates. The following table gives the (percentage) small-pox attack rate, in

houses actually invaded by small-pox, of persons under and over 10 years of age, in

five towns in which small-pox epidemics have recently occurred.*

Town.
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5 (owing presumably to the waning protection of the vaccination made in infancy)

iu the older age group.

The constancy of the association in towns with widely different attack rates is

a point worthy of notice. Sheffield, Warrington, and Leicester exhibit practically

identical associations, although the attack rates vary from 7 '9 to 2 '5 and 67 '6 to 35 '3.

Not having the original figures for these cases I cannot state the probable errors.

45. (2.) From Mr. GALTON'S " Natural Inheritance."

Assortative Mating according to Temper. On p. 231 of "Natural Inheritance"

Mr. GALTON gives the data, based on 1 1 1 marriages :

Good-tempered husbands with bad-tempered wives . . 24 per cent.

Bad-tempered good-tempered . . 31

Good-tempered ,, ,> >.

Bad-tempered bad-tempered . . 23

Here
22 x 23 - 24 x 31

22 x 23 + 24 x 31
_
=

for the association between temper in husband and wife, i.e., on the whole bad-

tempered husbands have good-tempered wives, and vice versd. But the probable

error of the association =

^..c6745

so that only very slight stress can be laid on the sign of the association.

The advantage of having the whole question of the association thus compressed

into one figure, with a definite probable error, is here very clearly marked. Com-

paring the actual figures with the distribution in the case of no association,

Mr. GALTON concluded "that the figures taken from observation run as closely

with those derived through calculation as could be expected from the small number

of observations." *

46. Association of Temper in Fraternities. On p. 235 of
" Natural Inheritance

"

Mr. GALTON gives, in the same investigation, data for the association of temper in a

fraternity (group of brothers and sisters). Thus in sixty-six fraternities of three

members there were eleven cases reported in which all were good-tempered ; fifteen

in which one was good and two bad
; twenty-one in which one was bad and two good ;

and eight in which all were bad. From data of this kind I formed all the possible

pairs (permutations). Thus in the above case, using G for good, y for bad, I find the

number of pairs as below :

h This conclusion is in part affected by a slight error (owing to accumulation) in the " non-associated
"

figures given. The (constant) difference between the observed and "
non-associated

"
frequencies is 2 per

cent, to the nearest unit.
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Number of fraternities of three.
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to note that apparently, from Mr. GALTON'S figures, there is a negative correlation

between the artistic character of parentage and fertility ; thus :

When both parents are artistic, number of children to fraternity is 4'93

one parent is 5'15

neither 5 '28

This would not, however, affect the association between artistic faculty of parentage

and offspring, as increasing or decreasing the frequencies 296 and 372 in any con-

stant ratio would not alter the ratio of the cross-products. The interest lies in the

fact that artistic faculty is apparently a heritable attribute associated (negatively)

with fertility, and hence (as Professor PEARSON has pointed out) would tend to dis-

appear in the absence of opposing causes.

48. Assortative Mating according to Stature. I give this example as an instance

of the fact that the association between attributes depends very largely, in some

cases, on what I have called the choice of axes, i.e., the strictness of definition of the

attribute. The following are the data giving the number of observed cases in which

a tall, medium, or short husband was mated with a tall, medium, or short wife

(" Natural Inheritance," p. 206).
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In the first case

Q= + -20 -11

In the second

Q = - -19 -13.

Thus the first case gives a positive, the second a negative association between

stature of husband and stature of wife, in both cases the value of Q is greater than

its probable error, and the difference between the two Q's is more than twice the

probable error of the difference.

I think the above change of sign implies that while tallness in husband is associated

with tallness in wife, (extreme) shortness is not associated with (extreme) shortness.

Thus 30 per cent, of the tall husbands have tall wives, but only 20 per cent, of the

short husbands have short wives ; 36 per cent, of the tall wives have tall husbands,

but only 18 per cent, of the short wives have short husbands. While it appears at

first sight an tmsatisfactory characteristic of association that its sign may depend on

the axes chosen, I believe that this is not really the case. On the contrary, such

changes of sign may call attention to important physical realities, masked by the

application (possibly) of the "
rectilinear

"
theory of correlation, to cases where it

gives a result of a somewhat crudely average character. Where only one average
sort of result is similarly desired for the association I think the lines of division

between A and a, and so on, should be taken through the means or medians.

49. (3.) DARWIN'S " Cross and Self Fertilisation of Plants."

The attributes, the association of which is here discussed, are
"
crossing of

parentage
"
and "

tallness of height
"

in plants. Thus, the one attribute is really

invariable ; the parentage must be eitlier crossed or self-fertilised since asexual

propagation is excluded. The other attribute height is, however, really variable,

and hence, in accordance with the preceding remarks, the point of division between

tallness and shortness is best taken at the mean.

In many of the species the number experimented on by DARWIN is too small to

give any reliable coefficient of association. I have therefore picked out only a few

of the species for which most data were available and investigated them, to see

whether there were any reliable differences between the associations observed for

different species, and as a rough ground for comparison I have pooled together the

results for the thirty-eight different species for which there were sufficient data, and

worked out the association for the total. The data are given in the table below.

The "
average height

"
referred to is the average height of cross and self-fertilised

plants taken all together ; if their numbers were unequal the cross and self-fertilised

were averaged separately, and the mean of the two averages taken. Different genera-

tions are also all pooled together for each species, but each of the tables in the book

(different generations or experiments) was averaged separately, and the heights in it

referred to its own averages.*

* For other details I must refer to the book itself. Thus, in some tables a pot of
" crowded plants," in
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The associations I find for the whole mass and for the five species chosen are

Number of plants.

Whole series. ..... 1094 Q = + '66 '025

Ipomea purpurea .... 146 = + '90 '028

Petunia violacea .... 154 = + '90 '026

Reseda lutea . . . . . 64 = + 74 '086

Reseda odorata 110 = + '49 '103

Lobelia fulgens 68 = + '29 '153

Are these differences significant ? Taking successive differences down the table

from Petunia violacea onwards I find

Probable error

Difference. of difference.

Petunia violacea and Reseda lutea . . . '16 '090

Reseda lutea and Reseda odorata ... '25 '134

Reseda odorata and Lobelia fulgens. . . '20 '184

and for the extreme difference

Petunia violacea and Lobelia fulgens . . *61 '155

These figures can leave no doubt, I think, that specific differences do exist as

regards closeness of association between crossing and vigour of offspring even in

species all normally cross fertilised. The difference between Ipomea purpurea or

Petunia violacea and Lobelia fulgens is certainly significant, and not only so but each

successive difference in the above short table is greater than its probable error. It

must be remembered that we are dealing with a different point to that noted by
DARWIN ; he is dealing with the amount of the difference between crossed and self

fertilised offspring ; we are measuring the approach towards absoluteness of the law

that there is a constant difference. The law is much less absolute permits of many
more individual exceptions with some species than with others.

A curious point is the significant difference between the wild and cultivated species

of Reseda. The difference may possibly be due to the cultivated character of

R. odorata, but certainly need not be, as the two first species on the list in which the

association between height and crossing is '9 are both cultivated species foreign

to England. Reseda odorata was also erratic in its behaviour as regards self sterility

(cf.
" Cross and Self Fertilisation," p. 119 and pp. 336-9), some plants being highly self

fertile, others quite self sterile. The offspring of highly and slightly self fertile plants

were, however, equally vigorous.

In the table on p. 295 I have entered the sign of the association in the column on the

left ; as I have stated, the probable errors are so large that it seems misleading to give

which only the tallest of each lot was measured, is included. In other cases I have pooled outdoor-grown

plants with plants in pots, taking the average height separately as above, and so on.
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Association between Cross Fertilisation and Tallness of Height (CiiARLES DARWIN,
" Cross and Self Fertilisation ").
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error. This is the question whether fertilisation of a flower with pollen from another

flower on the same plant is any better than strict self-fertilisation. DARWIN came to

the conclusion that in only one of the five species tried Digitalis purpurea was

there any sensible advantage in crossing different flowers. The point was a difficulty,

as there should be an advantage, though a slight one, on his theory that the benefit

of cross-fertilisation arises from differences in the general constitution of flowers

crossed.

In only three of the five species tried are the numerical data given in the form

required for the present method. They run as below :
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chance deviation from the positive would be, roughly, twenty-one to four, or say five

to one only not overwhelming odds by any means.

As in the general case of complete crossing versus self-fertilisation, the differences

between species are, however, almost certainly significant. It may be true that

"crossing of different flowers on the same plant is always, on the average, better than

pure self-fertilisation," but the closeness with which the law holds good will vary in

different species.

VI. ILLUSTRATIONS continued.

(B.) The Association of Defects in Children and Adults.

51. The material on which the following investigation is based is drawn almost

wholly from the "
Report on the Scientific Study of the Mental and Physical con-

ditions of Childhood,"* issued by a committee with representatives from the

British Medical Association, the British Association, the Charity Organization

Society, &c. Before 1892 the same work was in the hands of other committees of

those bodies, and in 1897, a " Childhood Society
"
was formed to carry it on. Two

series of investigations have been made under these committees, the first from

1888-91, the second from 1892-94. As I understand, the whole of the observations

in the first period, and the great majority of them in the second, have been made by
Dr. FRANCIS WARNER.

For the complete description of the method of observation, &c., I must refer to the

report itself. A very large number of schools were visited (Board Schools, Poor

Law Schools, Voluntary Schools, &c., most, but not all, in London), and the children in

them examined individually for the presence or absence of certain defects, of which

the main classes were (using Dr. WARNER'S notation), t

A. Defects in development of the body or its parts ; in size, form, or proportioning
of parts.

B. Abnormal nerve signs ; certain abnormal actions, movements, and balances.

C. Low nutrition, as indicated by the child being thin, pale, or delicate.

D. Mental dulness. The teachers' report as to mental ability was added to the

record of each child registered, and those stated to be below the average in

ability for school work were registered as
" Dull."

These main classes of defects observed were the same in both investigations, in

each of which 50,000 children were observed. The returns given are, however,

somewhat more detailed for the later investigation, the material being sub-divided,

for instance, into school standards. I have used material from both.

52. The whole of this mass of observations was made, as stated, on children not

* Published by the Committee, Parkes Museum, Margaret Street. Price 2s. &d.

t Report ; pp. 12-13. A fuller description of the signs is given on pp. 13-16 and pp. 72 el seq.

VOL. CXCIV. A. 2 Q
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older than fourteen years or so. For purposes of comparison, and in order to be able

to follow the association of defects from childhood to old age, I have made some

use of the material available in the Census.* This consists of the numbers of those

who are blind, deaf and dumb, or mentally deranged, and the numbers of those

suffering from combinations of these defects ; the sexes are separated and the

numbers in different age groups are given. The figures are very unreliable in the

early age groups (0 5, 5 10, 10 15), especially for "mental derangement,"! but

so far as I know they are the only figures of the kind published. I have not used

the age group 5 at all, and the others appear to give much the sort of associa-

tions one would expect, quite comparable with those given by the results of

Dr. WARNER'S investigations.

53. The case to be treated is by no means a simple one. Suppose a certain

group of young children to be observed at some time and the frequencies of all com-

binations of certain defects noted ; let the survivors be again observed after a lapse

of years, and the defects be again noted. Changes in the relative frequencies and

the associations observed between defects will have taken place for three reasons

(
1
)
Because some of those originally observed have died ;

(2) Because some have outgrown or lost certain defects ;

(3) Because others have acquired defects.

We have taken the case as referring to children, but the first and third causes of

change are equally, or more, effective in the case of adults.

Now if the observations were made as supposed, and a record kept of the same

individuals, the effect of each change could be distinguished. Those who had either

lost or acquired defects^ during the intervening period could be struck out of both

series ; the resulting changes would be due to selection only, and so on. But un-

fortunately this is not the case in any published statistics of which I am aware, even

in the " Childhood Committee's
"

work, where such a procedure might well have

been adopted. All that is given is that a certain group, closely centered round a

* Census of 1891, vol. 3, Tables 15, 16, p. Ivii. ; 1881, vol. 3, Tables 14, 15, p. xlv. In the Census of

1871 the numbers with combinations of defects are not given, so the material is not available for the

present purpose. In the Census of 1881 those who are " Idiot or Imbecile
"

are distinguished from the
"
Insane,"|both in the first and second order groups, and I have made some use of this (rf. below, p. 312).

In 1891 those "
Mentally Deranged from Childhood

" and " Blind from Childhood
"
are distinguished from

others, but the same distinction is not continued where these defects are combined with others. The

notation of the Census is not clear : by the courtesy of the Registrar-General I am informed that

"Blind" includes "Blind and Dumb," and so on; but "Blind and Dumb" does not include "Blind,

Dumb, and Mentally Deranged," i.e., the frequencies given are (A) (B) (C) (ABy) (A/3C) (aBC) (ABC).
This should be made clear in a future Census.

t Cf. remarks in the Census Reports for 1881 : General Repdrt, p. 68.

J I speak of
" defects

"
as they form our subject matter, but the reasoning applies to attributes of uny

kind. I would define a defect, tentatively, as an attribute the possessors of which have a death-rate above

normal, but I do not know that this applies to all, e.g., of the defects noted by Dr. WARNER.
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certain age, has certain {>ercentages of defectives and exhibits certain associations

between defects. Another group, of another mean age, has different percentages !'

ilffects and different associations. Such differences are due to all three of the above

causes of change acting together, superposed in general on wholly uukm>\\ u initial

differences between the groups, due either to their being differently gathered

samples, or to a secular change taking place in the population. It becomes, then,

impossible to separate, except conjecturally and in a more or less tentative manner,

the effects of selection from those of growth including under this term all processes

of change that take place in the individual.

54. Let (AB),, (A/3),, (a/8),, (aB), be the four second-order frequencies observed for

any pair of defects for an early age, and let
(AB)2 , (A/8).,, ()8).,, (B) 2

be the frequencies

at a later age in the same individuals, or in an older age group of the same population.

Then if Q, Q., 1x5 the association coefficients for the two groups, *, jr., the values of

the corresponding ratio of the cross products

Q*< Qi
if K.2 > K!

(B),(A/3), (B),(A/3X

(AB);(ay8),
*

(AB\(a/3\

(B), . (Aft), (AB), _

(B), (A0),
*

(AB),
Let

(AH),'
'>

Then

Q*<Q,
so long as

s, s3 < *, s4 .

If we are dealing with a population subjected solely to selection, s
{
n
2 s3 .<r+ are the

survival rates for the four classes ; the quantities 42/*i sz/s \>
sJs

i
we may

" survival figures
"
for the three classes, and the condition may be written

That is, if the survival figure for the class with two defects be less than the product

of the survival figures for the singly defective classes, the association will decrease.

A priori I could not say whether this condition should hold or not ; it appears

possible that selection might either decrease or increase association. Practically the

condition does seem to hold,* but, as mentioned above, the evidence is not complete

nor certain, for we cannot, amongst present data, find a single case in which change
is certainly due to selection alone without other causes.

When we are comparing one age group with another of the same population the

* Below p. 312-315.

2Q2
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SB are no longer, of course, simple survival rates, and may be greater than unity.

This is notably the case for instance with such defects as increase rapidly in old age,

e.g., blindness or mental derangement.

55. Let us turn now to the consideration of Dr. WARNER'S materials. In Table I.

below I give the associations observed between the six possible pairs of defects in

the two successive investigations, together with the probable errors of the associa-

tion coefficients. At the bottom of the table are given the percentages of the

children, observed with given defects A, B, C, or D, and with any defect or combination

of defects.* The associations observed are on the whole very markedly lower in

the second investigation, and the percentages of children with given defects are

smaller (except for dulness), but owing to the lower association the total percentage

of defective children has risen, in the case of the girls, from 14 '3 to 14'8 per cent.

TABLE I. Comparison of the Association Coefficients in the Investigations of 1888- 91

and 1892-94. A. Development Defects. B. Nerve Signs. C. Low Nutrition.

D. Mental Dulness.
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56. The differences between the associations cannot probably be, at present at all

events, assigned to any definite cause or any definite difference in the material

observed. We would expect to find differences of association in different groups, just

as we find differences between the correlation coefficient for different local races,

without our being able to say with certainty how these differences have come about.

In many cases the differences are certainly real, as they are large compared with the

probable errors of the differences three to eight times the probable errors. That

considerable differences exist between different classes of schools, not only in the

proportions of defective children but in the associations between defects, is shown by
Table II. (based on Table 1 9 of the Report), and consequently the divergence between

the results of the two investigations may be due to the different classes of schools

observed. Such differences between schools may in their turn be partly or wholly

due to differences of age or nationality between the children. The effects of age we

deal with below (pp. 309, et seq.) ; the differences between nationalities* are illustrated

by Table III. (based on Tables 27, 28 of the Report), showing the associations for

English, Jews, and Irish :

57. These two tables suggested to me at first sight an apparent law that asso-

ciations were on the whole higher where populations were healthier or less defective.

If we take Table II., 4 of the 6 associations in Poor Law schools are greater than

those in Industrial schools ;
4 of the associations in Homes and Orphanages are

greater than those of the Poor Law schools, equality subsisting in one of the remain-

ing cases ;
and 5 of the associations in Elementary schools are greater than those in

Homes and Orphanages, taking the schools in order of healthiness. The case is not so

marked for girls, and we must note that for them the Homes and Orphanages are

more defective than Poor Law schools. In Table III. for the boys, Jews are more

defective than English, and Irish than Jews ; the Jews are less associated than the

English in 4 cases of the 6, and the Irish less associated than the Jews in 4 cases out

of 6 also. But again the case breaks down for girls. English girls are more

defective than Jewish girls, but their associations are less in just 3 out of the 6 cases ;

Irish girls are more defective than English, but their associations are actually greater

in the majority of cases.

If we compare in this way only those cases that are adjacent in the order of

defectiveness we get

TABLE II.-

Boys. Girls.

Associations greater where defectiveness less in 12 cases, in 9 cases.

less or equal 6

TABLE III.-

Associations greater where defectiveness less in 8 5 ,,

less or equal 4 7

* It must be noted that they were all London children
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TABLE III. Illustrating the Variation in Associations between Defects in different

Nationalities (1892-94).

A. Development Defects. B. Nerve Signs. C. Low Nutrition. D. Dulness.

Association.
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thesis, but other explanations are here possible. The fact that the association

decreases throughout life, as far as we can judge from present material, while

defectiveness also decreases in later childhood (cf, below, p. 310) is against it.

Thus I do not think we can accept the hypothesis without wider evidence ; I have

mentioned it as it occurred to me, and would probably occur to others, as covering

certain of the facts presented.

58. The foregoing figures of Tables I.-III. show that all the defects dealt with by
Dr. WARNER are associated to a high degree, though this degree varies somewhat in

different groups of material. The question now arises, can we investigate further

the nature of the association between A and B or B and C ? Suppose the hypothesis

to be put forward, for example, that low nutrition was the cause of both defects in

development and nerve signs, and that we only found the latter occurring together

because they were both generally present in cases of low nutrition
; could this

hypothesis be tested ? It could be proved at once by forming the partial coefficient

|AB|y|. If this were small the hypothesis would be confirmed, as we would be

shown that on excluding all cases of C, A and B ceased to be associated. If, on the

other hand,
|

AB
| y \

were still large, even though slightly smaller than
|

AB
| ,
the

hypothesis could only be partially true or be a partial explanation.

The partial coefficients in undefective or negative universes thus play the same

sort of part in checking interpretations as partial coefficients of correlation. Partial

associations in positive or mixed universes give further information ; if, for instance,

|

AB
|

C
| ,

|

AB
|

D
|

,
|

AB
|

CD
|

, &c., be aU of the same order of magnitude as
|

AB
,
it

is evident that the presence of B continues to be a bad symptom to render A more

likely even when C, D, &c., are already present. If, on the other hand, these

associations are small, or zero within the limits of probable error, the piling up of

symptom on symptom, or defect on defect, ceases to make the case any worse.

59. Now in the present case we have four defects to handle. These give 6 total

coefficients
;

1 2 first-order coefficients with negative and 1 2 with positive universes ;

6 second-order coefficients with wholly negative, 12 with partially positive, and

6 with wholly positive universes or 54 altogether (excluding what I have called
"
group coefficients

"). I did not think it worth while to calculate all these, and

have confined myself to the total and second-order partial coefficients. These are

given in Table IV. for boys and Table V. for girls. As well as working out the

associations for children of all ages, I have divided each sex into three groups :

Infants, Standards I. to III., and Standards IV. to Extra VII. (material in Report,
Table 21). This serves for two purposes: first, to check signs, &c., as given in the
"

all ages" column ; secondly, to give some idea of change of association with age, a

purpose for which no other material is available in the Report.*

* A table is given (Table 22 of the Report) showing the frequency of defective groups, but the number

of undefective children (a/8y<5) is not given, nor the number of children observed at each age. This makes

the figures useless for discussing the associations of defects in normal children. The importance of the
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60. Comparing first the partial coefficients with negative universes,
|

AB
| yS |

,

Ac., with the total coefficients, we see that in every case, without exception, the

partial coefficient is greater than the total. Hence it cannot be true that any one ot

the defects noted is, or is even indicative of, a necessary connecting link between any
other two. That low nutrition brings on at once development defects and nerve

signs, or development defects and dulness, so that we find these pairs associated is,

for instance, a hypothesis that may be partly true but is insufficient to explain the

facts observed. Dr. WARNER'S hypothesis that " the connecting link between defects

of body and defective mental action is the coincident defect of brain which may be

known by observation of
' abnormal nerve-signs

' " * seems to me equally untenable ;

it may be so in some cases, but on the other hand the "
connecting link

"
may be a

defect of brain not indicated by abnormal nerve signs, or not a defect of brain at all.

The demonstration of a necessary connecting link X between A and B would, it

seems to me, only be complete when |AB|| was shown to be small compared with

|
AB

|
; the demonstration that either X

t
or Xj or X3 or X, had to be present as a

connecting link would only be complete if
|

AB
| f, , s . . . , |

were shown to be

small (zero within the limits of error). Now |AB|y8|, |AC|y88|, &c., are not small

but even larger than |AB|, |AC|, &c., hence CD, BD, &c., cannot be necessary even

as alternative connecting links or symptoms of such links in the way described

above ; the case must be much more complex and depend on a much greater variety

of conditions than those described by the four classes of defects noted. The follow-

ing figures show further how little the absence of nerve signs affects the chance of

an individual with development defects being mentally dull
;

on Dr. WARNER'S

hypothesis (A/?D)/(A$) should be small compared with (AD)/(A) :

Chance of individual being dull who exhibits development defects
= (AD)/(A)

Ditto, but no nerve signs
= (A/JDV(A/3)

Ditto, but neither nerve signs nor low nutrition =
(A/3yD)/(A/3y) . .

Boys.
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TABLE IV. Showing the Associations between Defects for Boys, for different Groups

of Standards, and for all Ages together. (1892-94 investigation.)

A. Development Defects. B. Nerve Signs. C. Low Nutrition. D. Mental Dulness.

Coefficient of association.
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TABLE V. Showing the Associations between Defects for Girls, for different Groups
of Standards, and for all Ages together. (1892-94 investigation.)

A. Development Defects. B. Nerve Signs. C. Low Nutrition. D. Mental Dulness.

Coefficient of association.
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at least, however, if not in four, the negative sign appears to be certainly significant ;

I refer to the partial associations of A and B
|

AB
| yD , |

AB
|
OS

|
,
and

|

AB
|

CD
| ,

in

which cases all the twenty-four coefficients for both sexes are negative : and the one

partial coefficient
|

BC
|

aD
|

, seven out of the eight examples of which are negative,

the one positive value (Girls, Standards I. -III.) being only 1/1 5th of its probable error.

The first case is the most general and remarkable, but in both it will be noted we

are dealing with an association of nerve signs. As might be conjectured from the

generality of the sign, | AB|C| and
| AB|D| are also negative, i.e., when individuals

exhibit either low nutrition or mental dulness, or both, the presence of nerve signs

lessens the probability of development defects being present and vice, versd.

This case is most remarkable, and the following figures, showing the chance of an

individual exhibiting development defects (or nerve signs) when he exhibits nerve

signs (or development defects), and so on, illustrate it further. Multiplied by 100

the chances can, of course, be read as percentages, i.e., 50 per cent, of C's are A, but

only 42 per cent, of EC's are A (for the boys), and so on.

A. Development Defects. B. Nerve Signs. C. Low Nutrition. D. Dulness.

Chance of individual
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Change of Association with Age.

62. I gather from Table XXV. of the Report that the average age of the
" Infants

"
would be three or four years, Standards I. -III. about seven years, and

Standards IV.-Ex. VII. eleven or twelve. It is unsatisfactory not having a clear

classification of the children by age pure and simple, as a classification of Standards

must imply an uncertain amount of selection by mental capacity.

It is a curious point that Standards I.-III. exhibit a higher percentage of defects,

with the exception of cases of low nutrition, than either the "
Infants

"
or Standards

IV.-Ex. VII. The percentages are given in full for each separate Standard in

Table VI. below, and in every defect there is a rise in frequency on passing from the

TABLE VI. Showing the percentages of Children with given Defects and with any
Defect in the different Standards. (1892-94 investigation.)

A. Development Defects. B. Nerve Signs. C. Low Nutrition. D. Mental Dulness.
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boys increasing by half; the percentage of dull also increases largely. One can only

conclude that these defects, whether inherited or not, are not "
innate

"
in the simple

sense of being observable at birth or during early infancy ; possibly they may be

brought on in part by the school attendance itself, a theory which would account

for the sudden rise after
"
Infancy," or rather early childhood. As for the subsequent

decreases in the percentages of all defects, I am inclined to attribute them, in part

at all events, to the selection by capacity that must take place. This would reduce

the percentage of "
mentally dull," and, owing to the association between defects,

would also reduce indirectly the percentages of those with other defects. A proportion

of the decrease one would expect to take place from natural selection, but probably

a small proportion. We have, in fact, selective mortality, selection by mental

capacity, and growth (change in the individual), all acting together as causes of

change and very probably also initial differences between the groups from which

the older and younger children sprang precisely as was indicated in the previous

discussion on pp. 299-300.

63. In the association coefficients there is,however, no irregularity in the group
Standards I. -III. ; the most cursory inspection of Tables IV. and V. shows that the

total coefficients and partial coefficients with negative universes decrease when we

pass from " Infants
"
to the next group, and again from Standards I.-III. to the next

group. The changes in partial associations with positive or defective universes are

not so obvious, partly, no doubt, because these coefficients are small and have large

probable errors, but the majority of the changes are in the same direction. Table VII.

shows the total number of changes in either direction. Thus comparing Standards I.-

III. with "
Infants," we see that in the case of the boys all the total associations and all

the partials with negative universes have decreased ; of the partial associations in

defective universes 8 only decreased while 10 have increased. Taking all cases

together there are 88 decreases to 32 increases, but if we cut out the partials

22 decreases to 2 increases only. However we take it there is overwhelming
evidence that association in general decreases as age advances.

64. That this is a law of pretty general application seems to be borne out by the

entirely different class of statistics drawn from the English Census.* In Table VIII.

are given the associations derived from these figures between blindness and dumbness,

blindness and mental derangement, and dumbness and mental derangement. The

figures do not run quite regularly, but the associations for the age group 5 15 are,

in every case, greater than the "
all-ages

"
associations, and if we draw curves showing

the change of association during life the downward trend is quite obvious (curves of

figs. 1, 2, 3, p. 314).

Such decrease is again not, of course, the result of selection alone but of selective

mortality, growth (change in the individual), and initial differences in the child-

populations from which the successive age groups were formed. That changes in the

* Loc. <., on p. 42.
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individual will decrease association is obvious in the case of such a defect as blindness,

which may be brought on by accident, cataract, or other causes having no bearing on

mental derangement or dumbness. It is not obvious, however, why the association

between blindness and mental derangement should be much smaller than the

association between blindness and dumbness in the later age groups.

65. The question of what would be the effect of selection alone or whether it

would have any regular effect in one direction is, however, a most interesting one.

TABLE VII. Showing the Number of Cases in which the Association Coefficient

decreased or increased on passing from one group of Standards to the next.

There is a great majority of decreases.

glass of

coefficient.
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66. We have no material, as already stated, for testing the effect of pure

selection with any absolute certainty. The greater number of the deaf and dumb,

however, possess their defect from birth or early childhood, and the same statement

holds good for imbeciles or idiots as distinct from the insane. Hence the asso-

ciation between deaf-mutism and imbecility will be affected by selection (selective

mortality) to a large extent, at all events, as compared with those associations that

were given in Table VIII. The necessary data for discussing the association in this

case are given in the English Census for 1881 (loc. cit., note on p. 298), and the

results are tabulated in Table IX. The figures for males show a steady and con-

tinuous decrease in association, without a break ; for females there is, on the whole,

a decrease, but it is less regular.* Taking both sexes together, I think the decrease

in association is rather greater for dumbness and imbecility than for dumbness and

mental derangement. Thus Table IX. seems to point to selection causing decrease of

association. This is the only evidence we have of at all a direct character, and so its

results should be accepted pending the production of anything better. At the same

time the material is obviously not unimpeachable, and an endeavour should be "made

to get reliable statistics for the special purpose, t

Differences between the Sexes.

67. The differences exhibited by the sexes as regards association are so marked
that they can hardly have failed.to have struck the reader of the foregoing tables.

In an immense majority of cases the association is greater for females than for males

dealing only with the total associations that is to say4 This is true for all divisions

of one material, and for the Census defects as well as for those dealt with by Dr.

WARNER. The evidence is collected in Table X., which is based entirely on the

preceding tables. In 87 cases out of 101, or 86 per cent., the associations are

greater for females than for males. There seems some indication of a decrease in

the difference with advancing age ; thus in Standards IV. -Ex. VII. the females are

only greatest in 3 cases of 6. In the age groups over 25, pooling Tables VII. and IX.

together, the females only exceed in 71 per cent, of the cases, or 15 out of 21, instead

of 86 per cent., or 18 out of 21.

68. Besides being more highly associated, women are also in general less defective

than men. They exhibit a smaller percentage of individuals with development
defects, nerve signs, or mental dulness, but a slightly higher percentage with low

* It will be noted that the age groups are not the same as in the last case, the figures being grouped
more coarsely in the 1881 Census.

t Professor PEARSON informs me that unpublished material in his hands goes to show that correlation

decreases with age ; theoretically also he would expect selection to decrease correlation.

J This is again in accord with the evidence for correlation females being more highly correlated than
males.
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Diagrams Illustrating the Change in Association of Defects during Life (Table VIII.).

/
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TABLE IX. Showing the Association between Imbecility or Idiocy and Deaf-mutism

for both Sexes and successive Age Groups ; and the proportion per 100,000 of

Imtaciles and Deaf-mutes.
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TABLE X. Showing the number of Cases in which the Association between Defects is

greater for Males and greater for Females (based on preceding tables).

* Number of cases in

which the association

is greater.
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of publiiMtiun or arrangement of its results, and the directions in which future work

might |M.sv;ililv
IM- undertaken.

To deal with the questions of arrangement, &c., first. I suggest that the notation

might with great advantage be altered to the notation of JEVONS, such as I have used.

The shortcomings of a notation which has to represent the simple second-order

frequency (A/8) hy (A+) (AB+) are obvious. Next, I have noticed that the

arrangement of frequencies is very irregular in the report. Where the ultimate

fourth-order frequencies (Dr. WARNER'S "
Primary

"

groups) alone are given it is

quite clear, but where more are given the data are seldom complete, and groups of the

same order are not kept together. As an example of the way in which I think

frequencies ought to be given I append a table giving the general results of the

1892-94 investigation. If so much space could not be spared, I think the statement

of the fourth-order frequencies is quite sufficient, as the others can be so readily
calculated from them.*

As it L;MI.]S future work, I find myself unable to follow at all the remarks made by
the Committee on p. 5 of the "

Report
"
(the italics are mine) :

" A very valuable addendum to vital statistics might be obtained by following

up the history of certain cases recorded, by subsequent periodical inspections, but

as this is beyond the power of the present Committee, it can only be suggested as

one among many other directions in which enquiry may be pushed in the hands of

official Commissions."

The Committee or Childhood Society is, as I gather from its Reports, continuing
the work of inspecting children in schools, and why it should be "

beyond their

power
"
to reinspect a few large schools year by year is by no means obvious. They

are at present (in the last Reports,! for 1898-99) issuing statistics of the frequencies

of different groups of defects for different ages. As I have already pointed out

(note on p. 304) these statistics are rendered almost worthless by the omission of the

frequency (/8yS) the number of vndefective children at each age, only those who

were defective having apparently been noted. Even if the material were, however,

complete, it would not enable us to distinguish between changes due to selection and

changes due to growth, nor consequently to state what are the effects of these agencies

each by itself. Nothing but observance of one group of individuals year by year

can do this, and there seems little more difficulty in this than in the work already

being carried out. It is surely futile to expect a Royal Commission on the subject.

It would, in fact, be more appropriate for a body, specially created for the "
Scientific

Study
"
of childhood, to take up an investigation of the greatest scientific interest

but probably of little immediate practical use. I would most strongly urge the

* There appear to be a good many misprints in the Report, many of the frequencies being in disagree-

ment with those given for the ultimate (" Primary ") groups. I have generally assumed the "
primary

"

frequencies to be correct.

t British Association Reports, 1898, p. 691
; 1899, p. 489.
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TABLE showing the Frequencies of all Groups of Defects. All Ages.

(1892-94 investigation.)

Group.
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fraternity the number of AA, Ace, aA, and aa pairs, as in the example on "
Temper

in Fraternities," p. 291, aiul tabulate the total number of such separate pairs as in

that example. These numbers give the association between brothers at once.

A certain portion of such fraternal association might be due to similarity of

environment for the brothers, if the defects observed were much affected by this.

I do not see how the home-environment could be allowed for, but it could be tested

whether the environment of school had any such effect. Take from a considerable

number say 100 different schools a series of samples, say 50 or 100 children

from each. Each of these groups forms what we may call a "
community

"
or

group subjected to common conditions, as opposed to the fraternity. Find the

association between members of the Community in just the same way as the

association between members of the Fraternity. This would give a measure of the

effect of environment as opposed to inheritance. Possibly this might be done with

the material now in the hands of the Society.
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INTRODUCTION.

THE existence of a relation between the depression of the freezing point, produced

by dissolving an acid or a salt in water, and the electrolytic conductivity of the

solution thus obtained was pointed out by ARRHENIUS in 1887, and has been the

subject of much experiment and discussion since that date.

As is well known, the facts of electrolysis indicate that an electric current, when

passing through a solution, is associated with a passage in opposite directions of the

constituents of the salt. FARADAY called these mobile parts ions. The number of

the ions depends on the chemical nature of the salt, and is usually indicated by its

formula. Thus for one molecule of potassium chloride we have two ions, the

potassium travelling in one direction and the chlorine in the other. For barium

chloride or sulphuric acid we have three ions, and, since the electric charge of an ion

is proportional to its valency, the electrically equivalent weights of these substances

are represented by BaCl8 and H2So4, respectively.

The freezing point of water is depressed by equal amounts when molecularly

equivalent weights of various non-electrolytes, such as cane-sugar or alcohol, are

dissolved in it. Equivalent quantities of electrolytes, however, produce greater

effects. Thus a gramme-molecule of potassium chloride causes nearly twice as much

depression as a gramme-molecule of sugar, while the effect of barium chloride or

sulphuric acid is almost three times as great as that of a non-electrolyte. It will be

noticed that the molecular depression of the freezing point is approximately propor-

tional to the number of ions into which we must suppose the salt resolved in order to

explain its electrical properties.

Again, if the concentration ot a solution be diminished by continual dilution, it is

found that the conductivity decreases at a slower rate, so that a rise occurs in the

value of the equivalent conductivity, a quantity which is defined as the conductivity

of the solution divided by its concentration expressed in electrical gramme-equivalents.

This rise continues till the dilution has reduced the concentration to a value of about

the ten-thousandth of a gramme-equivalent of the solute per litre of solution, after

VOL. CXCIV. A 259. 2 T 20.7.1900
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which the equivalent conductivity reaches a limit. Beyond this point further dilution

causes no corresponding rise, and in the case of acids and alkalies eventually leads

to a sudden decrease in the equivalent conductivity.

These variations are usually referred to changes in the percentage amount of the

dissolved substance which is actively concerned in conveying the electric current,

and it is easy to calculate what proportion of the whole quantity of such substance

must be active in any given solution, for, if no other condition changes, it is

measured by the ratio of the equivalent conductivity of the solution to its maximum

value. This ratio is therefore known as the coefficient of ionization.

In examining the freezing point phenomena, very similar variations are noticed.

The molecular depression is relatively greater in those solutions where the ionization

is complete, or nearly complete, and relatively less where the conductivity shows that

more of the salt is electrically inactive.

Whether this relation between the electrical ionization and the depression of

freezing point is exact or only approximate is one of the most important questions

in the present state of the theory of solution, and, although an enormous amount of

experimental work has been devoted to the subject, it is still a question the answer

to which remains uncertain.

This uncertainty arises from two causes. The first is the difficulty of determining
the extremely small freezing-point depressions of very dilute solutions, and the

second is the fact that most of the comparisons have been made with the ionization

of solutions measured by KOHLBAUSCH, OSTWALD and others at temperatures of

18 or 25 Centigrade. Now, unless the temperature coefficients of conductivity are

the same for different concentrations of a solution, the ionization at 18 will not be

the same for a definite concentration as the ionization at 0, with which it is evident

that the freezing point phenomena should be compared.
As far as is known to the present writer, the only measurements of the ionization of

electrolytic solutions which have been made at are those of R W. WOOD.* He
finds that the ionization of solutions of potassium chloride, sodium chloride, dichlor-

acetic acid, and trichloracetic acid is, as long as the dilution is great, sensibly the

same at as it is at 18, or, at all events, that the difference between the values at

these temperatures is not enough to bring the conductivity measurements into

harmony with the freezing point values. The observations were only carried to a

dilution such that one gramme-equivalent weight would be contained in 1024 litres.

This is insufficient to give the limiting values of the molecular conductivity directly,
so "

the value expressing the conductivity of infinitely dilute solutions was calculated

by means of the temperature coefficient from the values found by KOHLBAUSCH and
OSTWALD for 18 and 25."

Apparently this process must involve a certain amount of extrapolation, for the

* 'Zeitschrift fur Phys. Chemie,' vol. 18, p. 3, 1895. Translated in the 'Phil. Mag.,' vol. 41, p. 117,
1896.
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temperature coefficients of the conductivity of electrolytes vary greatly, as either

the concentration or the temperature is changed. The numbers which follow show

tli is clearly for the case of l>ariuni chloride. The measurements were made by

determining the conductivity of the solutions between and 18 at intervals of

about 2 ; the figures were carefully plotted on a diagram, and the value of the

t;uigent to the curve estimated at several points. The following temperature
coefficients were thus obtained :

Solution I. Concentration = 0'0004 gramme-equivalent per thousand grammes of

solution.

Temperature
Temperature. Resistance. coefficient per cent.

1 766-3 3-11

5 680-0 2-89

9 608-5 270
13 549-0 2-51

17 498-5 2-39

Solution II. Concentration = 0'000018 gramme-equivalent per thousand grammes
of solution.

Temperature
Temperature. Resistance. coefficient per cent.

l
c

12418 3-29

5 10927 3-02

10 9433 2-81

15 8272 2-51

20 7327 2-37

Thus the temperature coefficient increases as the dilution gets greater, and also as

the temperature falls.

This variation is also shown in some numbers given by KOHLRAUSCH* for the

conductivity of potassium chloride solutions of different concentrations. For a

normal solution, the conductivity at is 0'06541, and at 18 is 0'09822, the ratio

of these numbers being 1 '50. For a solution whose concentration is -j^ normal, the

corresponding figures are 0'000776 and 0-001225, giving a ratio of 1'58.

Thus, in each case, the difference in conductivity between and 18 is greater for

the more dilute solution. Now the conductivity of a solution depends on two

factors : (1) the amount of ionization, (2) the velocities with which the ions move

while active. These velocities are increased by heating the solution, owing to a

decrease in what we may term the ionic viscosity, and at extreme dilution, when,

in such salts as potassium or barium chloride at any rate, the ionization is practically

* ' Annalcn der Physik und Chemie,' N.F. vol. 64, p. 441, 1898.
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complete, the temperature coefficient of conductivity is determined by the change in

the velocities only. Since the temperature coefficient decreases as the concentration

increases, it must follow that, in the case of these salts, the eifect of temperature on

the ionization is of opposite sign to its effect on velocity, so that heating the solutions

decreases their ionization. The curves giving the variation of ionization with con-

centration at 18 will, therefore, be more steeply inclined to the axis of concentration

than the curves for the same quantity at 0, and, in order to get satisfactory com-

parisons with freezing point measurements, it is necessary to make conductivity

measurements at 0, and to carry the dilution to such an extent that the limiting value

of the equivalent conductivity can be directly estimated. This point will be again

considered later, and ionization curves given for 18 as well as for the freezing point.

The measurements of the freezing points of dilute solutions which have been

hitherto made show great divergences when the values obtained by different observers

are compared, though the results of any one observer often agree well among them-

selves. The experimental knowledge of this side of the question must be regarded as

even more unsatisfactory than that of the electrical conductivity.

In the course of the year 1897, Mr. E. H. GRIFFITHS and the present writer under-

took the further experimental investigation of the subject. Mr. GRIFFITHS arranged

to make the freezing point determinations by the method of platinum resistance

thermometry. The following paper contains an account of the corresponding measure-

ments of the electrical conductivities. Mr. GRIFFITHS proposes to publish a separate

account of his experiments when finished, and this will be followed by a joint com-

parison of the two lines of research.

SECTION 1. On the Preparation of the Solutions.

In investigations of the variation of electrical conductivity with concentration, it

has been usual to begin with a solution of the maximum concentration required, and

to gradually dilute it till the desired limit was reached. This method involves the

use of a very large volume of water, the quality of which must be constant. It also

involves the pouring of the solutions into and out of the electrolytic cell at each

dilution. Impurities are always liable to enter the liquids during this operation,

especially when, as in this investigation, the temperature of the liquids is so low that

aqueous vapour from the air must be condensed on their surfaces.

The alternative method of beginning with the pure solvent and gradually adding

weighed quantities of a stock solution, seemed, on the whole, better suited to the

case. The conductivity of the actual sample of solvent used for the solutions could

then be determined for each series of observations, and, since the addition of the

successive amounts of stock solution could be made in the electrolytic cell itself, the

necessity of pouring the liquids backwards and forwards would be obviated. This

not only eliminated errors due to the taking up of impurities, but also effected a
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valuable saving of time which would otherwise have been lost in cooling each solution

after it had been diluted and returned to the cell.

It had at first been intended to transfer each solution from the freezing point

apparatus to that in which the resistance was to be measured, or rice versd, so that

experiments for the determination of both constants might be made on identical

solutions. This could not be done if a series of solutions was made up in either

apparatus itself. But the advantage to be obtained is not so great as at first sight

appears, since it is unwise to move dilute solutions through air, or to cool them more

often than necessary. Moreover, by using water prepared in the same way for each

series of experiments, and adding stock solution by similar methods, it seemed that

strictly comparable results would be obtained.

SECTION 2. On the Electrolytic Cell.

Having settled, then, that the solutions were to be prepared separately in the

two sets of apparatus, it remained to devise a cell to contain the liquids while their

resistances were being measured.

It seemed likely that some of the discrepancies between the results of different

measurements of freezing points might be due to the action of glass dissolved from

the containing vessel. It was therefore decided to carry out the freezing point work

in platinum vessels only, and to preserve both the water used and the solutions from

all contact with glass. Similar precautions were therefore taken in the resistance

measurements.

The following conditions had to be satisfied in the design of the apparatus :

1. The cell itself and all parts which might by any means touch the liquids con-

tained in it must be of platinum.

2. There must be two insulated platinum electrodes, rigidly fixed relatively to each

other. Since the vessel was to be made of a conducting substance, it was evident

that its walls must be used as one of the electrodes.

3. Small changes in the level of the liquid must not appreciably affect the

electrical constant of the cell.

4. The temperature of the vessel and its contents must be under easy and efficient

control.

5. Means of emptying and filling the cell must be provided, and also of adding

stock solution to the cell when in position.

6. Stirring apparatus must be arranged to secure uniform temperature, and to mix

the stock solution when added with the former contents of the cell.

After many alterations and one complete reconstruction, the apparatus assumed

the form shown in section (fig. 1).

The walls (a) of the platinum vessel are used as one electrode, a platinum cage (6)

suspended near its centre, forms the other. This cage, consisting of a short hollow
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cylinder, is attached by means of four arms to a platinum tube which passes out

through a wide aperture in the top of the vessi-I. and is rigidly fitted into a longer

brass tube (e). The brass sheath is kept in place by ebonite rings (shaded in the

drawing), and, with all it supports, is therefore insulated from the platinum vessel.

Fig. 1.

A platinum umbrella, attached to the vertical tube, overhangs the opening into the

cell, without touching its sides, and thus prevents any dust or other foreign matter
from falling into the solution.

Inside the vertical platinum support carrying the cage is fixed a pierced gold
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plug (g), through which a central platinum tube can freely revolve. The top of this

platinum is firmly attached to a brass sheath passing through a steel bearing. The

bearing is carried by an ebonite plug, fixed in a horizontal brass arm (e), which is

supported from the outside of the apparatus by a rigid vertical rod. The whole

central system then can revolve round a vertical axis, the steel ring at the top and

the gold plug below acting as bearings. The use of this central tube is twofold. In

it a mercury thermometer, graduated to i^-th of a centigrade degree, is placed,

contact with the platinum walls being secured by the addition of a few drops of

mercury. Secondly, it serves as the shaft of a platinum screw (/), shaped like a

ship's propeller, which, when it revolves, causes a downward current of water through
the platinum cage, and thus mixes the whole volume of solution. The shaft bears an

ebonite wheel at its top, which is turned when necessary by a hand wheel and cord.

A second opening gives access to the interior of the cell, and a platinum tube (h),

about 8 millims. in diameter, springs vertically upwards from it. This tube has an

outer brass case, which can be closed by a stopper made of a piece of glass rod covered

with india-rubber tubing. When the stopper is in its place, no air can enter the cell

by this passage, and the only connection between the interior and the atmosphere is at

the top of the central screw shaft. How to close this aperture was a problem of some

difficulty. If the shaft were allowed to revolve in a simple hole, it would have been

apt to grind away fragments, which would have fallen into the liquid below, while

if the opening were left free, moist air would enter and water, condensing inside the

cold tube, would run down into the platinum vessel. In order to prevent any such

effects, the arrangement represented in the figure was adopted. A brass ring with a

rim projecting downwards, is fixed to the central shaft, and revolves with it. The

rim fits loosely, without touching, into a groove cut in a brass collar which lines the

inside of the brass supporting tube. Any air then has to pass over these cold metal

surfaces before it can enter the apparatus, and if any moisture is condensed, it is

caught in the groove and can be removed.

The platinum vessel and the vertical tubes fixed to its roof, are surrounded with a

stout brass case, a thin air-space being left between them. In this air-space the

cooling apparatus is disposed. It consists of a shallow rectangular box, placed below

the platinum vessel, into which a tube is led through the outer brass case. The tube

ends in a nozzle opening near the bottom of the case, and through it a small

quantity of ether can be introduced. Dry air is then sucked through ; the ether

evaporates, and its vapour passes with the current of air along a spiral coil of tubing

which closely surrounds the platinum vessel. The evaporation absorbs heat, and the

temperature of the whole apparatus slowly falls.

The outer brass case is fixed by means of three projecting arms in a large copper

tank of about 30 litres capacity, which can be filled with broken ice. The tank is

placed in a large rectangular box of wood and covered by a lid when measurements

are being made.
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The apparatus is filled from a platinum vessel, which is an exact model on a larger

scale of the filling machine used to add stock solution and is shown in
fig. 2. The

vessel is arranged to hold 250 grammes of water, and about that quantity 'is

collected in it and accurately weighed. The long limb of the vessel being

introduced into the cell, a slight increase of pressure is given by removing the

platinum stopper and placing a tube of thick india-rubber lightly on its top. At

the other end of the india-rubber is a glass tube, part of which is packed tightly

with cotton wool. A slight puff of air at the glass tube is then sufficient to start

the water siphoning over into the cell. This goes on till the whole quantity of

water has entered the cell.

2.

Fig. 3.

The water is then left for some hours till its temperature has sunk nearly to the

freezing point. This process can be much accelerated if desirable by the ether

apparatus. It is then necessary to adjust the level of the liquid. This is done by
means of the glass emptying vessel (shown in

fig. 3), through the cork of which pass
two tubes. One of them is connected by means of india-rubber with another glass

tube, which carries a short piece of very fine platinum tubing at its end. The
bore of this is so small that a fine needle will only just enter it. The glass stem
will pass into the platinum tube which forms the side entrance to the cell in

fig. 1. At its upper end is fixed a glass ring which is too big to enter, and lies

on the top of the platinum. When this ring is pressed home, the bottom of

the fine platinum tube is in a perfectly definite position inside the cell. In order

that it should always withdraw to exactly the same level, it is necessary that the
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exhaust pump applied should give a constant (negative) preasure. This is secured liv

the means shown in
fig. 4. The exhaust pump is connected with one arm (a) of a

T-piece, the other arm (6) going to the emptying vessel, and the leg (c) passing

through the cork of a tall glass bottle. This cork is also

pierced by a second tul>e (d) open to the air above, which

dips a certain fixed distance below the level of the w;it-r

in the bottle. When the pump works, a constant stream

of bubbles passes through, thus keeping the pressure equal

to that of the water column.

By this means liquid is sucked up from the cell into the

emptying vessel, and the quantity in the cell when the

operation is over, is found to be the same on different

occasions to within one or two-tenths of a gramme. Since

the whole quantity is more than 200 grammes, this gives

an accuracy greater than one in a thousand. (See p. 333.)

Stock solution is added by means of the apparatus shown

in fig. 2. A quantity of solution is placed in the platinum

vessel and accurately weighed. According to circumstances

the quantity varies from "25 to 20 grammes. The long

platinum siphon is then inserted into the cell, and a slight

pressure applied by placing the india-rubber tube, already pjg 4

described, on the neck of the vessel. The solution then

runs over, and the last drops are ejected by another gentle blow. The filling vessel

is removed and reweighed, the liquid is mixed by means of the hand wheel and cord,

and the apparatus is ready for an observation.

SECTION 3. On the Surface of the Electrodes.

It is usual in experiments on the resistance of electrolytes to coat the electrodes

with a layer of platinum black, the result of which is to increase the effective area

of the plates, and so diminish polarization. In the telephone method, this platiiiiza-

tion is necessary, for without it silence cannot be obtained by adjusting the Wheat-

stone's bridge, except, perhaps, in the case of very highly resisting solutions.

Platinized electrodes, however, are troublesome to use at high dilution. They

seem to have the power of extracting the salt from a solution, and of condensing it on

their surfaces. Thus, if a dilute solution be placed in a cell with clean platinized

electrodes, the resistance will rise for some time the concentration of the solution

seems to get less. If the solution be removed, and pure water, or a solution more

dilute than the first, be substituted for it, some of this occluded salt seems to come

out, and the resistance of the cell falls.

Now the galvanometer used in this work is much less liable to disturbance by

VOL. oxciv. A. 2 u
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polarization effects than the telephone indicator, and it was hoped that, considering

the large area of the electrodes, platinization might be \innecessary. Measurements

were therefore made with the bright platinum surfaces. It was, however, found

that, while the results were satisfactory at extreme dilution, the resistances came

out higher than they ought as the concentration of the solutions increased.

The cell was therefore platinized by passing a current from two accumulator cells

backwards and forwards between the electrodes through a solution of platinum

chloride containing a little lead acetate.* It then became very difficult to keep the

resistance of a dilute solution constant. It either slowly increased owing to

absorption of salt by the electrodes, or slowly diminished as the absorbed salt

was given out again to the solution.

Mr. GRIFFITHS suggested that the surface obtained by heating platinum black

might answer the purpose required. When heated to redness, a platinized surface

becomes of a dull grey colour, and apparently loses its spongy texture. It gives,

however, a rough surface, the area of which is much greater than that of a bright

polished plate. The cell was dismounted, and the platinum portion heated for some

time to bright redness in a large blow-pipe flame.

The surface thus obtained seemed to be quite satisfactory. The absorption effects

were apparently done away, and the area of the electrode was large enough to make

it possible to measure resistances as low as 10 ohms. Thus, in one apparatus,

resistances varying from 10 to 50,000 ohms were easily measurable to an

accuracy of one part in a thousand.

SECTION 4. On the Measurement of the Electrical Resistance.

Since very dilute solutions were to be examined in a platinum apparatus, the

method of direct currents applied successfully by STROUD and HENDERSONt to the

measurement of electrolytic resistances could not be adopted, and alternating currents

had to be used. The application of these by KOHLRAUSCH, OSTWALD, and others, a

telephone acting as indicator, is too well known to need description, but the method

adopted in these experiments, in which the telephone is replaced by a galvanometer,

is not so common.

It was first described by FITZPATRICK,^ and the commutator used by him was

lent by the Cavendish Laboratory for the earlier part of the present work. An
instrument of improved design was afterwards employed, which is represented in

fig.
5. A vulcanite drum, revolving round a horizontal axis, has, near each end ot

its circumference, a series of brass strips fitted into it, alternate strips at each end

* Lummer and Kurlbaum, 'Ann. der Physik und Chemie,' vol. 60, p. 315, 1897.

t 'Proc. Physical Soc. of London,' vol. 15, p. 13, 1896.

J 'Brit. Assoc. Report,' 1886, p. 328.
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being in electrical connection with each other, and with one of two brass rings which
are fitted in vulcanite beds on to the axis of the drum. A pair of wire brushes are

brought into contact with the brass rings, and another pair touch the strips as they
revolve. The leads from a single dry cell are connected with the first pair, and the
second pair are led to the places on a box of resistance coils at which the lottery
wires are usually attached in the Wheatstone's bridge arrangement The drum was
at first made to revolve by means of an electric motor ; a hand-wheel was after-

wards found more convenient. Thus the current from the battery is made to

alternate rapidly before it reaches the box of coils.

Fig. 5.

The other end of the drum is arranged in an exactly similar manner, except that the

brass strips are rather narrower, and the intervening areas of vulcanite rather broader.

One pair of brushes is connected with the galvanometer terminals of the Wheatstone's

bridge, and the other pair with the terminals of the galvanometer itself. Thus the

galvanometer connections are alternated synchronously with those of the battery, the

galvanometer being taken out of circuit a little before the battery, and thrown into

circuit a little later. By this means the current, which alternates while it is passing

through the electrolytic cell, is again made direct before it reaches the galvanometer,
the deflection of which can therefore be used as an indication of the direction in

which the resistances must be changed in order to get a balance.

The galvanometer used was made on the D'Arsonval principle, and was constructed

by Messrs. Nalder Bros. This type has important advantages over the Thomson

form. It is quite sensitive enough for the present purpose; its freedom from magnetic

disturbances is useful ; above all, the large moment of inertia and slow period of

swing of the suspended portions prevent small residual periodic disturbances from

annoying the observer. This enables very low resistances to be measured.

When thus arranged the method is very satisfactory. All periodic disturbances,

2 TJ 2
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such as those due to self-induction or electrostatic capacity, are eliminated as soon

as a certain speed of the drum is attained, and beyond this speed variations in angular

velocity throughout a very wide range can be made without appreciably changing
the measured resistance. The only effect of such disturbances is to make the

galvanometer unsteady when the resistance of the solution falls below a certain value

(about 10 ohms in the apparatus used), and to make it rather less sensitive when a

very high resistance is measured, such as that of the water used as solvent. This

latter effect is chiefly due to the electrostatic capacity of the resistance coils as

usually wound, and it has been reduced by the employment of a new set of coils

specially wound in sections by Messrs. Elliott Brothers, as described by CHAPERON,*
which enables higher resistances to be accurately measured.

As the drum revolves, very considerable thermo-electromotive forces are set up at

the contact of the brushes with the commutator, but these do not affect the galvano-
meter when the drum is in motion, for the currents due to them are reversed so

rapidly that they produce no resultant deflection. This can be proved as follows.

The galvanometer is disconnected from the circuit, and its position of equilibrium

observed. It is then connected up again, and, if the drum has lately been at work,
and the resistances in the circuit are low, a considerable deflection, due to the thermal

effects, is observed while the drum is at rest. The drum is then revolved, and the

galvanometer will be found to return to its normal equilibrium position.

The success of the method of electrical measurement is best shown by the constancy
of the observed resistance of a solution when the current through it is changed, or an

alteration made in the ratio between the arms of the Wheatstone's bridge. As an

example the following numbers are taken from experiments on a barium chloride

solution :

Resistance in

battery circuit.
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infinite dilution should be found for the temperature of the freezing point of the

solution. It is simpler, however, to measure all the conductivities at the freezing

point of water, and to refer them to the limiting value of the equivalent conductivity

at that temperature. The freezing point of the strongest solution used is less than

a tenth of a degree below zero, and, since the temperature coefficient of conductivity

only changes very slowly as the concentration of the solution alters, the maximum
error introduced by this simplification will be less than the unavoidable errors of

experiment.

SECTION 6. On the Testing of the Apparatus.

Insulation of the Electrodes. While the cell was empty it was connected up in

series with a dry lottery and the galvanometer. This was repeated at intervals

throughout the work. Sometimes no deflection could be seen, sometimes the

movement was just visible. In either case, the leakage between the electrodes was

negligible for the purposes of the experiments.

Adjustment of the Liquid in the Cell to a Constant Volume. The cell was taken

to pieces, dried by a current of hot air, and put together again. About 230 to 250

grammes of water were run in from the large platinum filling machine, which was

weighed Ijefore and after the operation. The water was then cooled to within half a

degree of the freezing point, and the emptying machine weighed and placed in

position. The exhaust apparatus was next worked at a constant pressure of about a

foot of water, till no more water came out of the cell. The increase in weight gave

the water withdrawn, and this, subtracted from the weight put in, gave the final

weight of water in the cell.

In order to test the constancy of this weight (i.e., the accuracy of the levelling), a

weighed quantity of water was introduced by means of the small filling machine, and

again withdrawn into the emptying vessel. If all is well, the weight withdrawn

should equal that added, and the weight of water left in the cell should keep the

same when this process is repeated.

The volume of the cell has to be redetermined whenever it is taken to pieces for

cleaning or any other purpose. Details of one such determination are given below.

The importance of keeping the withdrawing pressure small and constant is well

shown by this example. In the third experiment, by an accident, the full force of

the water pump was used, and a variation of nearly half a gramme in the weight

of water left in the cell was the result. When more water was added, and a new

withdrawal made with the regulator,
it will be seen that the right level was again

obtained.
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August 7, 1899. Volume of Cell.

Weight of water run into cell from the large filling machine. . 23G'lf>

Weight withdrawn at '4 16 '56

Weight of water in cell 219'60

Weight added from small filling machine 8 '14

Weight withdrawn at 0' 5 !..,... 8'11

Weight of water in cell 219'63

[Weight added . i .

'

9'27

Weight withdrawn at 0'5 . .

'

. 8 '85

(Full pressure of water pump)

Weight of water in cell . V 220'05]

Weight added . ;-..-.. -..-. ....", -;':-y -. ..:;:., u . 9'47

Weight withdrawn at -6 . . -..- .i .-'.. .... 9'93

Weight of water in cell . .'... . .L-... . . . 219'59

Mean value ... . . . . . 219'61

Another example, August 20, 1899.

Weight of water in cell : 219'25, 219'36, and 219'34. Mean = 219'32

Thus the greatest error introduced into the value for the concentration of the

solutions by this part of the operations is about one in two thousand.

Constancy of Resistance of the Solvent. During the early stages of the work it

was found impossible to keep the resistance of the water in the cell at a constant

value for any length of time, rapid increase in conductivity always appearing. This

change occasioned great difficulties, in fact months were given to the investigation of

its cause and cure. It seemed to be due to the gradual absorption of traces of

impurity (such as carbonic acid, &c.) from the atmosphere, for whenever a fresh

quantity of air found its way into the apparatus, the resistance fell for some time,

the fall being quicker when the screw was kept in continual motion. It was therefore

found advisable to fill the cell for some time before using it, for while the contents

were cooling, air was of course being drawn in, and, until all the impurities in that

volume of air had been absorbed, no constancy of resistance could be obtained.

Again, when the contents were levelled, water was drawn out, and. therefore, air

entered to replace it, and this also caused variation for some little time. This leakage

of air also occurred when salt had been added, chiefly at the moments when stock

solution was being introduced into the cell. Its effect was to change the form of the

ionization curves for dilute solutions, the impurities as they gradually accumulated
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causing !i rise in the apparent equivalent conductivity till the quantity of salt added

was so great that the error became unimportant.

The apparatus was eventually moved to a room in which no gas flames were

allowed, and the cell more carefully shielded from the atmosphere. Much greater

constancy in the resistance of the solvent was thus obtained, though even after the

removal a slight deterioration in quality sometimes appeared. As an example of a

rather bad case the following numbers may be given. They show the resistance of

the water used as solvent for a series of solutions of potassium chloride.

December 16, 1898. KC1 at 0. Resistance of water.

Time. Temperature. Resistance.

10 h
0"' -0-10 34400

10 12 -0-02 34260

10 26 + 0-01 34140

11 26 +0-11 33890

11 29 +0-12 33850

11 42 +0-13 33810

11 46 +0-13 33790

The resistance of the first solution was measured at 1 1 '50, at which time the slight

falling off still noticeable in the water would have brought its resistance to about

33770 at + 0'13. The freezing point of water on the thermometer as used was

+ 0'08, and this resistance corresponds to 33818 at that temperature. The

reciprocal of this number, viz., 2'957 X 10~5
, may be taken as a measure (in arbitrary

cell units) of the conductivity of the solvent ; it has to be subtracted from the

corresponding value for the solutions.

The constancy was usually greater than this, and it was found that water could be

added from the filling machine without changing the measured resistance, except by
the small amount due to the increase in volume of the liquid and the slight rise in

temperature caused by the addition of warmer water. This is shown by the following

figures :

July 30. Resistance of Water.

Time. Temperature. Resistance.

12.32 -09 34420

12.35 -06 34340

12.39 '05 34310

12.44 '05 34260

12.47 -06 34190
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%S5 gramme of water was then added from the filling machine.

12.50 -12 34010

12.55 -13 33920

1.10 '18 33750

Considering that the resistance of the solvent only comes in as a correction of the

observed resistances of the solutions, the slight change, if any, which these figures

show is quite negligible.

SECTION 7. On the Preparation of the Water.

Great difficulties occurred in getting water of quality good enough for the experi-

ments. The process finally adopted was as follows : Tap water was boiled tb pre-

cipitate calcium carbonate, and filtered through paper. It was mixed with potash

and potassium permanganate till the colour became a deep purple, and then distilled

from a copper still. The water (No. 1) so obtained was redistilled from a big Jena glass

flask with a much smaller quantity of alkaline permanganate. The product (No. 2)

of this operation was placed in a large platinum still, a very small quantity of acid

potassium sulphate was added, and the water (No. 3) was slowly collected in platinum
vessels. The platinum still stood on a screen of sheet copper in order to shield it

from the products of combustion of the gas burner. In all the distillations the first

and last portions of water obtained were rejected, together about one-third of the

whole. The water thus prepared, when measured in the platinum cell at 18, had

an average conductivity of about '9 X 10~ 15 C.G.S. unit. The best water obtained

by KOHLRAUSCH* by distillation in air had a conductivity at the same temperature of

'7 X 10~16
, while by distilling in vacuo a value as low as '2 X 10~15 was reached, t

SECTION 8. On the Preparation of the Stock Solutions.

Miss D. MARSHALL was good enough to prepare some of the stock solutions for

the early part of the work, and Mr. H. J. H. FENTON kindly allowed most of those

used in the later experiments to be made up under his advice by Mr. GEORGE HALL,
at the Cambridge University Chemical Laboratory. Details of the methods are given
in Section 11, under the heading of each substance. The concentration of these

solutions was in general about one-third to one-half normal. They were made up
and kept in Jena gkss flasks accurately stoppered. Glass is less soluble in salt and
acid solutions than in pure water, and, under any circumstances, the small quantities

* Kohlrausch und Holborn,
'

Leitvermogen der Electrolyte,' p. 111.

t Kohlrausch und Heydweiller,
' Wied. Ann.,' vol. 53, p. 209, 1894.
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of these strong solutions ultimately used, make the use of glass harmless for the

purpose of storing them.

A second stock solution (b) was then prepared from one of these (a) solutions.

About 2 grammes of (a) were weighed out in the small filling machine, and run into

a platinum bottle. Water of the same quality as that to be used as solvent in the

platinum cell was then added till a dilution of about one in forty was reached.

This gave to solution (b) a concentration of about one-hundredth normal, and

enabled a solution of about one hundred-thousandth normal to be obtained in the

cell by the addition of about *25 of a gramme of stock solution.

The atomic weights used in calculating the equivalent concentrations were the

same as those taken by KOHLRAUSCH for his latest results. The following list shows

their values :

Hydrogen .... 1*008 Potassium .... 39'14

Carbon 12*00 Chromium .... 52*14

Nitrogen 14*04 Manganese .... 55*0

Oxygen 16*00 Iron 56*02

Sulphur 32'06 Copper 63*6

Chlorine 35'45 Barium 137*4

SECTION 9. On the Method of Experimenting.

The method of conducting a series of measurements was as follows :

The cell was thoroughly washed, water being put in and sucked out with an air-

pump several times. The copper tank was then filled with broken ice, and about

250 grammes of water of the best quality were run into the cell, which was then left

for several hours till the temperature of the contents had sunk nearly to zero. It

was found advisable to fill the cell the evening before an experiment was made, and

leave the water in it for the night. The level of the water was adjusted with the

emptying apparatus, and its temperature lowered, if necessary, by evaporating ether

through the spiral coils, till it stood within one-tenth of a degree of zero. The

resistance was then measured at intervals of five minutes, the screw being worked

between each observation.

The conductivity of the solvent having reached a practically constant value, a

small quantity (usually about *25 of a gramme) of stock solution (b) was placed in

the filling machine, and run into the cell. As soon as it had entered, the screw was

turned till mixture was complete. This, it was found, was usually the case after

about six revolutions of the hand wheel, but more were generally given. A resist-

ance measurement was then made and repeated at intervals while the weighings

necessary for the next experiment were being performed. The value of the resistance

should be practically constant throughout.

A second quantity of stock solution (b) was then added and the process repeated,

VOL. cxciv. A. 2 x
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the amounts being gradually increased, till the whole quantity of stock solution

(6) in the cell was about 10 grammes. The liquid had then to be levelled. It

was at first intended to add larger quantities of a weaker stock solution and

to level the liquid for each observation, but it soon became evident that the errors

would be much reduced in all directions if this mode of procedure was abandoned,

and a correction for level applied to the measured resistance. This correction was

determined by experiment, and, in the final state of the cell, was found to be '31 per

cent, for each gramme of liquid in the cell above the normal amount.

By this means it was only necessary to level when the total quantity added

amounted to about 10 grammes, and the consequent change of level in the liquid

in the cell was about one quarter of a centimetre. Thus one or two levellings were

usually enough for a complete set of observations on any one substance.

When the quantity of solution (b) added to the liquid in the cell reached about

10 grammes, it became possible to use solution (a), for the equivalent quantity of

that solution was about '25 gramme, an amount which could be weighed with care

to the necessary accuracy of one part in a thousand. By the time that about

10 grammes of (a) had been added, the resistance had usually sunk to the value at

which accurate measurement became impossible, and the experiments were stopped.

At intervals throughout the experiments it was necessary to adjust the

temperature by means of the ether apparatus. It was generally possible to keep

the solutions within the limits of a tenth of a degree above or below zero. While

small quantities of solution were being added it was not necessary to cool between

each experiment, but when a gramme or more of liquid at the temperature of the room

was run in, the liquid in the cell was heated through several tenths of a degree, and

had always to be cooled by the ether apparatus. These opportunities were taken to

determine temperature coefficients for the small corrections necessary on the observed

values of the resistances.

SECTION 10. On the deduction of the Observations.

1. Calculation of the Concentration. The weight of the stock solution (6) added

for the first experiment is multiplied by its concentration in terms of gramme-equiva-

lents of solute per gramme of solution. This gives the number of gramme-equiva-

lents of solute present in the cell. The weight of solution in the cell is equal to the

weight of water left after levelling (which is known from separate and preliminary

experiments) plus the weight of stock solution added, and the weight of solvent is

equal to the weight of solution minus the weight of solute added. Thus the concen-

tration of the solution can be calculated in terms of gramme-equivalents of solute per

thousand grammes of solution or per thousand grammes of solvent. These values

are sensibly the same while the solutions are dilute, and the difference only becomes

appreciable for the two or three strongest solutions of each set. Throughout this
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paper the strengths are referred to 1000 grammes of solution. Let us denote this

concentration hy the symbol ra. When a second quantity of solution is put into the

cell, we have to add the amount of solute in it to the amount already present in the

cell in order to calculate m.

It will be noticed that, as long as we simply add successive quantities of stock

solution without withdrawal, the values of m, calculated in terms of weights, are

independent of any contraction on mixing the liquids. If this contraction is appre-

ciable, we shall find that, when we come to level the solution, the weight withdrawn

is a little less than the total weight of stock solution added. From a knowledge of

the weight withdrawn, however, we can deduce the weight left in the cell, and this

is the weight we must use in subsequent calculations. The results will then be

independent of any contraction which may have occurred.

From the value of the concentration in terms of the weight of solvent, we can

calculate the number of solvent molecules which are present to each molecule of

solute. The molecular weight of water being 18, the number required is the

reciprocal ofm X : r or 7
- for those substances like potassium chloride in which

1000 lorn

the molecular is also the electrically equivalent weight, and for bodies such as

sulphuric acid, whose equivalents are H2SO4 , &c., its value is 2 X -i . These
JLoTTt

values are tabulated as N in the final results.

2. Calculation of the Conductivity. The mean value of the resistance of a given

solution in the cell and the mean temperature at which the measurements were made

are calculated from the observations. The temperature is usually within a tenth of a

degree of zero, so that an approximate knowledge of the temperature coefficient is

enough to enable the resistance at the freezing point to be deduced with sufficient

accuracy.

This value has then to be corrected for the level. The liquid in the cell stands

higher than it did at the beginning, or after the last withdrawal, by an amount pro-

portional to the total weight of solution which has subsequently been added. It is

known that 1 gramme withdrawn from the liquid increases the measured resistance

by '31 per cent., so that it is easy to calculate what the resistance would be in each

case if the solution were levelled by means of the withdrawing apparatus.

The value thus found is entered as E, in the tables of results. Its reciprocal is a

measure, in arbitrary units, of the conductivity of the solution, and, if the correspond-

ing value for the conductivity of the solvent is subtracted from it, we have a measure

of the conductivity of the solute at a given dilution, on the assumption that the

conductivity of a mixture is equal to the sum of the conductivities of its constituents.

This supposition is always correct for salts like potassium chloride, &c., in which con-

ductivity is proportional to concentration at great dilution, for in stronger solu-

tions the correction for the solvent becomes inappreciable. For solutions of acids,

2x2
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we shall find that at extreme dilution the equivalent conductivity decreases rapidly

as concentration is reduced, and in such cases perhaps the best way for the present

would be to make no correction for the solvent, but to wait until more about its

action is understood. But the equivalent conductivities of acids are much greater

than those of salts, owing to the high velocity of the hydrogen ion, and in them the

correction for the solvent is therefore smaller. And so to preserve uniformity, the

correction is made in the measurements on sulphuric acid which follow. Its effect

will not appreciably change the general direction of the curve giving the results.

Having thus determined the value of the concentration m and of the conductivity

k of the substance dissolved, we get Jc/m, the equivalent conductivity.

In order to express the results in a visible form, we may plot a curve with the

values of k/ni as ordinates, and the values of \/m (a number proportional to the

average nearness of the molecules of solute) as abscissae. This gives a curve in which

the very dilute portion is not crowded together as it would be if we took the values

of m itself as abscissae, and, moreover, the fact that most of the curves so drawn come

out as straight lines for the greater part of their length seems to indicate that there

are theoretical as well as practical reasons for choosing this method. The form of

these curves is similar to that of the corresponding ionization curves shown in the

diagrams. It will be seen that as the concentration of a solution gets smaller, the

value of k/m approaches a limiting value. Its maximum can easily be determined

from the curve in such cases as potassium chloride or barium chloride, where the slope

of the curve is comparatively small and the limit is reached at moderate dilutions.

In cases such as those of potassium bichromate and potassium ferricyanide, the maxi-

mum values are more uncertain, and this uncertainty is transferred to the ionization

curves deduced from them.

The maximum value having been estimated, the coefficient of ionization, a, is calcu-

lated for each solution by dividing the equivalent conductivity by its maximum value,

and the curves given below show the results obtained by plotting the ionizations as

ordinates and the values of m* as abscissae.

It will be noticed that, in order to get these ionization coefficients for a solution of

any given concentration, it is not necessary to know the absolute value of the

equivalent conductivity. For the purposes of these experiments, then, there was no

need to measure the constant of the electrolytic cell. To do so satisfactorily would

have involved a redetermination each time the cell was dismounted. The approxi-

mate values of the equivalent conductivities have, nevertheless, been calculated for

convenience of reference ; but it must be understood that their accuracy is not

supposed to be as great as that of the ionizations, which are quite independent of

their absolute values.

SECTION 11. On the Results of the Measurements.

Sulphuric Add. As an example of the method of work, and of the way in which
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the observations were recorded, full details from the laboratory note-book are given
on p. 342, for a set of measurements on sulphuric acid. This set is chosen as a fair

example of the usual degree of constancy among the measurements of resistance. It

is also shorter than any of the others, owing to the fact that sulphuric acid had been

investigated in the preliminary experiments, and could thus be disposed of in a fewer

number of observations. Four other solutions, stronger than any of this set, were

afterwards made up, and their resistances determined in .a Jena glass cell. The results

of these are included in the final table on p. 343.

Sulphuric Acid (prepared at the Chemical Laboratory). A quantity of redistilled

sulphuric acid was taken, and the percentage of H2SO4 found. Then a known

weight of S03
was obtained, and the calculated quantity of the sulphuric acid was

added to bring it up to 100 per cent. H2SO4. The acid was then cooled till crystals

separated, and the remaining liquid was drained away. This operation was repeated

four times, and finally gave crystals melting at -f-10'5 C.

Four estimations of the concentration of the solution prepared were made with the

following results :

Grammes of H2S04

Weight of Weight of per gramme
solution. BaS04 obtained. of solution.

38771 1-6115 '01745

35-4775 1-4780 '01749

39-5265 1-6610 '01764

89'2962 37240 '01751

This gives '01752 for a mean value ; solution (a) had therefore a strength of

3*573 X 10~* gramme-equivalent per gramme of solution. For the dilute solution (b)

7'9880 grammes of (a) were diluted to a total weight of 155'80 grammes, giving a

strength of 1'832 X 10~6
gramme-equivalent per gramme of solution.
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TABLE I.* Sulphuric Acid. ^H2S04
= 49-04.

August 3-4, 1899. Solvent, W = 219'42. R = 40420.

No.
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TABLE II. Potassium Chloride. KC1 = 74 -59.

December 16, 1898. Solvent, W = 234'05. R = 33770.

No.
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TABLE III. Barium Chloride. BaClj = 104'1.

July 31, 1899. Solvent, W = 219'42. R = 41 160.

No.
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In glass. Series 2. Solvent, W = 120'51. R = 1370000. At 0.

June 30, 1899.

No.
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TABLE VI. Potassium Permanganate, KMnO+
= 158'L

August 14, 1899. Solvent, W = 219'Gl. R = 42900.

No.
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Potassium Bichromate (prepared at the Chemical Laboratory). A recrystallised

sample was taken and crystallised twice in a platinum basin, drained, washed, and

dried in a water oven, and finally in a vacuum desiccator for seventy-two hours.

The operations were carried on as much as possible in the dark.

5'259 grammes of K2Cr2O7
were dissolved in 228'130 grammes of water in a

counterpoised flask. This gave a solution of 1'529 X 10~4

gramme-equivalent per

gramme of solution. For the experiments of Series 2 a dilute solution was further

prepared, containing 4775 X 10~8
gramme-equivalent, and for Series 4 another of

strength 3 '112 X 10~6
gramme-equivalent per gramme of solution.

TABLE VIII. Potassium Bichromate, K3Cr2 7
= 147 '3.

August 16, 1899. Solvent, W = 219'61. R = 33860.

No.
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a continuous mark has been made
;
where the curvature becomes appreciable, a dotted

line has been drawn. The divergences of individual observations from the smoothed

curves indicate the probable errors of experiment.

Reasons have already been given for supposing that the ionization at the freezing

point differs from that at higher temperatures by an amount which varies as the con-

centration of the solutions changes.

In order to directly compare the values of the ionization for different temperatures,

the equivalent conductivities as given by KOHLRAUSCH* for sulphuric acid, potassium

chloride, barium chloride and copper sulphate have been taken, and the ionizations at

different concentrations calculated from them. The results are placed on the

diagrams as crosses, X . It will be seen that the curves so obtained differ in each

case from those giving the results of the present work at 0, the ionization at 18

falling off more rapidly than at as the concentration increases. At the higher

temperature, too, the dilution must be carried further than at the freezing point, in

order to complete the ionization. This again is to be expected, for as we have seen

(p. 323), the general effect of heating a solution is to decrease its ionization. It

must be noticed that, although KOHLRAUSCH'S concentrations are expressed in

gramme-equivalents per litre of solution, while the present results are referred to a

thousand grammes of solution, the difference produced in the curves by this difference

in the method of reckoning is almost inappreciable ;
in the case of sulphuric acid

where it would be greatest, the change is invisible on the diagram till the last two

solutions are reached.

In order to obtain a more direct comparison, and to eliminate any error due to

difference of method, a series of measurements were made for copper sulphate at 18

in the present apparatus, the operations being conducted in precisely the same way

as those at 0. The results are shown by the crosses within circles (>0 in theJ v^y

diagram for that salt ; these are connected by a second curve.

It will be seen that, when this is done, the curves for and 18 are nearly coinci-

dent while the concentration varies from the smallest value used to about '001

(m* = O'lO). Beyond that value, the slant of the curve again becomes visibly greater
for the higher temperature. The results of KOHLRAUSCH'S measurements for this

substance (also at 18) are shown on the diagram by plain crosses. At very small

concentrations they differ from those made by the present method at the same

temperature by an appreciable amount ; but from about the point m = 2 X 10"'

(m
l

-124) onwards, the two sets of results practically coincide, giving a curve

much below that representing the ionization at the freezing point.

* KOHLRAUSCH'S latest lists of conductivities ('Ann. der Physik und Chem.,' N.F., vol. 66, p. 811,

1898) give the values as far as a maximum dilution of -0001 normal only. This is not far enough to

directly estimate the value corresponding to complete ionization. The older numbers
(' Wied. Ann.,' vol.

26, p. 195) are therefore used. They differ slightly in their absolute values from the new set, but this

will not affect the ionization.
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It seems, therefore, that for an accurate comparison with satisfactory freezing

point determinations, it is, as we supposed, necessary to use measurements of con-

ductivity made at 0. This result justifies the amount of trouble and time expended
on the present investigation, and the comparison with Mr. GRIFFITHS' promised
measurements seems likely to give important information.

In comparing the diagrams for different substances, several results become evident.

The normal type of curve is apparently that shown in the cases of potassium chloride,

barium chloride, &c., in which the ionization increases as dilution proceeds and

eventually reaches a maximum. On further dilution, the curve remains a horizontal

straight line, and it therefore seems right to conclude that the ionization has become

complete.

The abnormal shape of the curves for acids, observed when their conductivities are

measured at 18 or 25 in glass vessels, is seen to still represent the facts when the

conductivities are measured at in platinum. At extreme dilution the equivalent

conductivity falls off at a very rapid rate, and the cause of this fall, whatever it may
be, is not removed by avoiding the use of glass or by taking the observations at the

freezing point.

It has been usual to explain this phenomenon by action between the acid and the

impurities present in the water ; the result of the action being to reduce the effective

quantity of acid in solution by an amount which becomes appreciable at great dilution,

the substances formed having a smaller conductivity than the acid. The present

experiments, however, seem to furnish a certain amount of evidence against this view.

The quantity of such impurity must be very small, and it is probable therefore

that any action between it and the acid would be complete after the addition of

the first quantity of acid, the amount of which must be large, reckoned in chemical

equivalents, as compared with the total amount of impurity. Now, if the action

were complete at the first addition of acid, it would be possible to correct the

results of the other additions for the conductivity of that portion of the acid put
out of action by the influence of the impurities on the first instalment. We ought
to be able thus to get a curve agreeing in its general form with those of the normal

type, which reach a maximum as the dilution is increased, and show no signs of fulling

off on further dilution. The conductivity of the first solution, when reduced in the

usual way, gives a value for the ionization of '809. Let us calculate the conductivity

required to raise this figure to TOGO. It is k = 11 '29 X m, 11*29 being the maxi-

mum value of k/m, corresponding to complete ionization (see p. 340), m is 3*254 X 10~ s
,

so that k should be 3*673 X 10~ 4
. It is, however, actually found to be 3*221 X 10~ 4

,

so that the destruction of conductivity amounts to '452 X 10"4
. Adding this

value in the case of the second and following solutions, we get iouizations 1*006,

1*016, 1*017, &c., numbers much too high to give a horizontal curve.

In this connection it is interesting to study the case of potassium permanganate.

This salt is one which is particularly likely to react with the residual impurities of the

VOL. cxciv. A. 2 z
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solvent, and the curve shows the same drop at extreme dilution as do the curves

for acids, though in a less marked manner. But, in this case, a correction made on

the lines indicated above gives the results :

I'OOO

1-002

0-996, &c.

a
2
= 1-002

as = 1-001

a
3
= 1-000

a
8
= 0-999

In this series the ionization of the first six solutions is constant, when corrected, to

an accuracy of two parts in a thousand, which is within the limits of experimental

error.

It is probable, therefore, that in the case of permanganate, the drop in the curve is

caused by interaction between the salt and the residual impurities of the solvent, and

that this action is completed by the first quantity of salt added. In the case of acids,

however, some other explanation is needed.

This result is confirmed by,another phenomenon which would not have been dis-

covered if the usual method of beginning with a strong solution and diluting it had

been adhered to.

When the first quantity of stock solution is added to the solvent and mixed with

it, in the case of solutions having normal curves the resistance settles at once to its

final value, but when the drop occurs in the ionization curve, the resistance is found

to rise for some considerable time after mixing is complete, as though the action

which caused the diminution in conductivity required time for its completion. This is

illustrated by the following numbers :

Barium Chloride.

Solution.
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Potassium Permanganate.
1st Series.

Solution.
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Thus the first solutions of substances like barium chloride and copper sulphate

reach a constant resistance as soon as the measurements are begun, the slight decrease

with time being caused by the slow rise of temperature which is going on. In the

eases of potassium permanganate and sulphuric acid, however, the resistance goes on

rising for nearly, or quite, half an hour after the first addition of stock solution is made.

Potassium permanganate shows this phenomenon in the first solution only, the second

one keeping constant or slowly decreasing in resistance just as do the solutions of

normal salts, but in sulphuric acid it is appreciable in the second solution also. We
are thus again led to the conclusion that the action with permanganate, whatever it

may be, is completed by the first addition of salt, while a second addition of sulphuric

acid is acted on in a similar manner to the first.

Experiments at higher temperatures have shown that this drop in the curve at

extreme dilution occurs in the cases of acids, alkalies, and, to a smaller extent, of

carbonates, which are unstable substances whose solutions probably contain a certain

amount of alkali. Thus the phenomenon seems to be associated with the presence of

hydrogen or hydroxyl ions, and to occur only in solutions which contain such ions.

Now these ions have two peculiarities. Firstly, they form the constituents of the

solvent, water, in which the substances are dissolved ; and, secondly, they are ions

which travel in aqueous solutions with abnormally high velocities. These high

velocities may, however, be connected with the existence of the ions in the solvent.

It is possible, in cases where one of the ions of a salt is much more mobile than

the other, that the dilution of solution near the two electrodes, which we know to be

the consequence of the movement of the ions, is so great at one electrode that the

effective resistance of the liquid is increased, even in the small time during which the

current flows in one direction. If this were the case we should expect that, in dilute

solutions of acids where the equivalent conductivity has passed beyond the maximum,
the measured resistance would depend on the rate of alternation of the current.

Experiments made with such a solution of sulphuric acid showed that when the

speed of the commutator was altered, the variation in resistance was inappreciable,

just as it is in cases of other solutions.

Another possibility is that when one of the ions of the dissolved salt is also a con-

stituent of the solvent, there is some action between them, whereby either the

number of effective ions or their velocity is reduced. Such an action might require

time to reach its completion, and hence is not inconsistent with the gradual rise in

resistance which has been previously described. It is a well known fact that the

amount of chemical dissociation is greatly reduced when one of the products is already

present. Some such relation may explain the phenomenon in question.

The absolute values of the equivalent conductivities of potassium bichromate and

potassium ferricyanide (see below) are, when calculated from the formula? iK2O2O 7

and ^K3Fe(CN)6 , higher than the numbers for any of the other salts used. It is

unlikely that the complex anions of these substances should travel faster than simple
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ions such as chlorine. Perhaps, therefore, solutions of these salts may contain a larger

number of ions than we have assumed ; thus, the ferricyanide may be resolved into

potassium cyanide and ferric cyanide, when both K and Fe would behave as

kations. The electrically equivalent weight would thus become half that taken

alx>ve, the value of m would be doubled, and the equivalent conductivity reduced by
one-half.

The curve giving the ionization of potassium bichromate is unlike any other.

Beginning at extreme dilution, it first falls in a manner similar to that shown by curves

for sulphates or other salts with divalent acids. As the concentration increases to a

value of about 10~8
gramme-equivalent per litre, the ionization becomes nearly constant,

and remains so till the concentration reaches about 10~2
gramme-equivalent, after

which it again begins to fall, and almost looks as though it were passing into a new

curve, the expression of a different chemical constitution. Perhaps these results

may indicate that a change in the actual ions of the salt is brought about by increasing

concentration. It is interesting to note that WALDEN* and OsTWALDf have already

given evidence to show that bichromates in solution react with the water at moderate

concentrations to form a mixture of the normal salt and acid.

Another point which may be of interest to chemists appears in the case of

potassium permanganate. The slant of its curve is very small, and approximates to

that for potassium chloride. It is much less than the slope for substances with divalent

acid radicles such as sulphates. It is therefore probable that a molecule of potassium

permanganate gives two ions, K and MnO4', and not three ions, represented by K',

K', arid Mn
2O8". The chemical structure of the salt in solution should then be

represented by KMn04. Mr. GRIFFITHS' freezing-point measurements may be

expected to finally settle this question.

In order to collect the results of this investigation and exhibit them in a convenient

form, the following tables have been compiled, showing the most probable values of

the ionizations for certain definite concentrations. These results have been obtained

from the smoothed curves, and three series of numbers have been tabulated.

In the first set, Table IX., the series of concentrations is the same as that used by

KOHLKAUSCH, viz. : m = 5, 2, 1 X KT*.

In the second set, Table X., OSTWALD'S series m = 1, , , &c., is taken.

In both these sets, m is measured in gramme-equivalents of solute per 1000

grammes of solution.

In the third set, Table XI., the concentrations are measured in terms of the number
of gramme-molecules of solvent present to 1 gramme-molecule (not gramme-equiva-

lent) of solute. The series taken for n is 5, 2, 1 X 10*, the corresponding values of

m being calculated by taking the molecular weight of water as 18, when in =
18 x ft

for potassium chloride, twice that number for barium chloride, &c.

* 'Zcits. f. physik. Chcm.,' vol. 2, p. 73, 1888. t Ibid., vol. 2, p. 78, 1888.
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For each set the numbers for ml
, corresponding to the concentrations used, were

calculated, and the proper values of the ionization coefficients estimated from the

smoothed curves.

Table XII. shows the approximate equivalent conductivities in absolute C.G.S.

units. In order to obtain these numbers, a knowledge of the cell constant or

"
resistance capacity

"
of the apparatus is necessary. This knowledge is not

needed for deducing the ionizations, and therefore no arrangements were made in

planning the investigations for accurately obtaining it. Whenever the apparatus

was dismounted for cleaning or other purposes, and set up again, it was found that a

new measurement of the volume was necessary, slight differences in adjustment

making the volume of water contained in it change by three or four-tenths of a

cubic centimetre. Since a knowledge of the amount of solvent used is necessary for

accurate estimation of the concentrations of the solutions, this redetermination of

volume was always made. The variation in volume would involve a slight change in

the cell constant of resistance, which, not being needed for the main purpose of the

work, was only once determined. The conductivity of solutions of copper sulphate

was, as already explained, measured at a temperature of 18 as well as at the

freezing point, and a comparison could thus be made between the equivalent conduc-

tivity of solutions of known strength, as measured in the arbitrary cell units of this

investigation, and the equivalent conductivity of solutions of the same strength

as given by KOHLRAUSCH* in absolute units. Three values obtained for the

conversion factor at three different concentrations were 2'345, 2'322 and 2'313, each

multiplied by 10
~ n

, giving a mean cell constant of 2'327 X 10" 11
. The variation

between the three values depends on the slight difference in slant between the

two curves for 18, as shown in the diagram (p. 350).

This mean value of the cell constant was used for calculating the equivalent con-

ductivities for all substances except potassium chloride, the greatest variations in the

weight of water contained in the cell during these observations being from 21 9 '25

to 219 '61. Potassium chloride was investigated at an earlier date, before a change
in arrangement had considerably altered the constant of the cell. In the case of

this salt, however, KOHLRAUSCH has given equivalent conductivities for a few concen-

trations at as well as at higher temperatures, t and thus a new determination of

the cell constant was made, using a solution whose concentration was one hundredth

normal. The constant was found to be 2*161 X 10
~~n

,
and from this the absolute

equivalent conductivities for the other concentrations of that salt were calculated

from the present determinations of the ionization.

In conclusion I have to thank my wife for constant help, both with the experi-

ments and calculations, Mr. E. H. GRIFFITHS for much assistance and many valuable

suggestions, Mr. GREEN, for distilling a considerable part of the water used and

* ' Ann. der Physik und Chemie,' N.F., vol. 66, p. 813, 1898.

t
' Ann. der Physik und Chemie,' N.F., vol. 64, p. 441, 1898.
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Mr. F. THOMAS for his skill and attention in constructing the apparatus. Professor

J. J. THOMSON has made several temporary loans of apparatus from the Cavendish

Laboratory, and Messrs. JOHNSON and MATTHEY lent the metal for the platinum
still. Both the British Association and the Royal Society have made grants of

money, without which the great cost of the apparatus would have rendered the

investigation impossible.

TABLE IX. lonization Coefficients at 0.

m = number of Gramme-equivalents of Solute per 1000 Grammes of Solution.

m.
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TABLE XI. lonization Coefficients at 0.

n number of Gramme-molecules of Solvent per Gramme-molecule of Solute.

n.
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IX. Combinatorial Analysis. The Foundations of a New Theory,

tly Majvr P. A. MACMAHON, D.Sc., F.R.S.

Received March 19, Read April 5, 1900.

INTRODUCTION.

IN the 'Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society' (vol. 16, Part IV.,

p. 262), I brought forward a new instrument of research in Combinatorial Analysis,

and applied it to the complete solution of the great problem of the " Latin Square,"

which had proved a stumbling block to mathematicians since the time of Euler. The

method was equally successful in dealing with a general problem of which the Latin

Square was but a particular case, and also with many other questions of a similar

character. I propose now to submit the method to a close examination, to attempt
to establish it firmly, and to ascertain the nature of the questions to which it may be

successfully applied. We shall find that it is not merely an enumerating instrument

but a powerful reciprocating instrument, from which a host of theorems of algebraical

reciprocity can be obtained with facility.

We will suppose that combinations defined by certain laws of combination have to

be enumerated ; the method consists in designing, on the one hand, an operation

and, on the other hand, a function in such manner that when the operation is

performed upon the function a number results which enumerates the combinations.

If this can be carried out we, in general, obtain far more than a single enumeration ;

we arrive at the point of actually representing graphically all the combinations under

enumeration, and solve by the way many other problems which may be regarded as

leading up to the problem under consideration. In the case of the Latin Square it

was necessary to design the operation and the function the combination of which was

competent to yield the solution of the problem. It is a much easier process, and

from my present standpoint more scientific, to start by designing the operation and

the function, and then to ascertain the questions which the combination is able to

deal with.

1-

Art. 1. I will commence by taking the simplest possible question to which the

method is applicable. Let us inquire into the number of permutations of different

letters. A knowledge of the result would at once lead us to design

An operation. A function.

(d/dx)' X"

VOL. CXCIV. A 260. 3 A 30.7.1900
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since (d/dx)* a? = n ! ; but once we observe the way in which d/dx operates upon x"

we require no previous knowledge of the result to aid us in the design. Conceive x"

written as a product
XX

xxxxnn . . .

the operation of d/dx consists in substituting unity for x in all possible ways, and

summing the results obtained.

- x* = 1 . xxx ... + xlxx . . . + xxlxx ... + . . . = nx"" 1
.

dx

We have, in fact, to perform n operations of substitution ; let us select one of these,

say
xxlxx . . .

and denote the minor operation, by which it has been obtained, by the scheme

SL

the suffix a denoting that the first operation of d/dx has resulted in the appearance
of the unit.

To obtain (xxlxx . .
.)
we have n 1 minor operations by which x is replaced

CL3C

by unity in all possible ways. If one term obtained be

X

Ixlxn . . .

the operations by which this has been reached may be denoted by the scheme
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Art. 2. With the immediate object of applying the method to the general case of

permutation, there being any number of identities of letters, we must first obtain

another solution of the foregoing problem.

Let a
]( a.2 , 3 ... be a number of quantities and a,, a

z,-aa , . . . their elementary

symmetric functions. Further, let

j T\ d d d
a, = D! = - h i -j

--h a T~
rfoi

1 da3
' s

rfa,

and a, = ta^a.-, . . . 3
=

(!') in partition notation.

We may take as operation and function

D," and (1)",

equivalent to (d/da } )" and a,*, which we had before, but more convenient as being

readily generalisable.

Let D, = -c^', df denoting an operator of order s, obtained by symbolical multi-

plication as in Taylor's theorem. Suppose the question be the enumeration of the

permutations of the quantities in a.
l

w>
a.i

w*
. . . /-, where Sir = n. I say that the

operation and function are respectively

D
W1D., . . . D,. and (1)".

Observe that this is merely the multinomial theorem for

in partition notation ; and

. . .)=!.
Hence

n!
..D.D,, . . . D,.(l)- =

IT, !
7T, ! Wj ! . . . IT, !

the result we require.

The important operator D, has been discussed by the author, t Its effect upon a

monomial symmetric function is to erase a part IT from the partition expression of

the function.

Thus
. . .)

=
(p<r . . . )

= taffr ....

* See HAMMOND,
' Proc. Lend. Math. Soc.,' vol. 13, p. 79

;
also

' Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc.,' /or. fit.

t
'

Messenger of Mathematics,' vol. 14, p. 164. ' American Journal of Mathematics,' "Third Memoir

on a New Theory of Symmetric Functions," vol. 13, p. 8 et seq., p. 34 ei seq. 'Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc.,'

vol. 16, part IV., p. 262.

3 A 2
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If no part IT presents itself in the operand, D, causes the monomial function to

vanish. Thus

The compound operation D^D.J),, . . . denotes the successive performance of the

operations

D,, , D,t ,
D

ffj , ... of orders
ir-^ ,

ir.2 ,
ir3 ,

. . . respectively.

The law of operation of D,, establishes that the component operations D^.D^D,,, . . .

may be performed in any order. Thus

D.DjTTjTT^o- )
= D^fapo- . . .

)
=

D.,(TT2p<T . . .
)
=

(pa- . . .
) .

As the order of operation is immaterial, it is found convenient in most cases to

operate with D^D^D^ ... in the order D,,, D,,, D,s ,
. . . ; this may seem at first

sight at variance with the ordinary usage in the Differential Calculus, but there is

a convenience in ordering the operator from left to right in agreement with the

practice of ordering a partition from left to right. If, further, we note the result

D.(ir) = 1

we have a complete account of the operator so far as it is concerned with an operand,

which is merely a monomial symmetric function. The operation of D, upon a symmetric
function product is of even greater importance in the present theory. It has the

effect of erasing a partition of TT from the product, one part from each factor, in all

possible ways ; the result of the operation being a sum of products, one product

arising from each such erasure of a partition. This has been set forth at length in

the papers to which reference has been given, but in deference to the suggestion of

one of the Referees appointed by the Royal Society to report upon the present paper,

a number of examples are given to familiarise readers with the processes which are so

much employed in what follows.

Example 1. Consider

IX(i)".

The operand consists of n factors, each of which is (1) ; the operator Dn is performed

through the partition of the number IT which involves TT units ; this partition must

/ n\
be erased from (l)" = (l)(l)(l). . . ton factors in each of the I

j possible ways, and

the results added. Thus

As a particular case

D2 (l)
4 =

(I) (*)(!)(!) + (Z)(1)(D(1) + (*)(!)(!)(*) + (1)00 (!)(!)

+ (1) (/) (1) (*) + (1) (1) (*) (*) = 6 (I)
2 =

(J) (I)
2

.
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This, the simplest example that could be taken, shows clearly the great value of

the operator Dw as an instrument in combinatorial analysis.

Example 2. It follow from the first example that if STT = n,

Example 3. Consider

D4 (2)
2
(l)

2
-

We are concerned with the partitions of the number 4 into 2,2 and 2,1,1, and

If now we operate with D3 we have to take account of the partitions 1,1 and 2 of

the number 2, and we find

D4D2 (2)
2
(I)

2 =

and we have the result

(2)*(1)
2 = - +3(42)+

as a consequence.

Similarly, reversing the order of the operations

and D4 (2)(l)(l) = D4 (2)(2) = 1,

verifying the previous result.

If no partition of TT can be picked out in this way from the partitions of the func-

tions forming the product, the result of the operation is zero.

Example 4.

D
2(l')>

= Da(l)(l*) = (!)(!) = (I)
3

.

It is important to notice here that a unit is erased from (I
2
)
= (11) in only

one way, and that for present purposes a number of similar figures enclosed in a

bracket are to be considered as the same, and not different ; we have already seen

that when the figures are similar, but in different brackets, they are, for the purpose

of selection, to be considered as different figures.

Observe that since

D2(l*) =(!)* = (2) + 2(1*),

we may say that

(17 = (2*) + 2(21*) + ----

the terms to be added on the right for the full expression being such as do not contain

a figure 2.

To obtain the lattice representations, suppose IT,, 7r8 , ir3 , . . . ir, to be in descending

order, and thus to be an ordered partition of the number n.
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Since D, (1)"
=

( )(1)"~*', DTi may be regarded as breaking up into
( )

minor
\*i/ \*v

operations, each of which consists in erasing TTJ
of the n factors

(1)(1)(1). - - (1),

and replacing them by units. On the diagram we denote one such minor operation

Keeping to this term,

1.1.(1).1.(1). 1.1. (.!)(!). . .

and operating with D
rj ,

we find the operation breaking up into
(

l

} minor opera-
\ ""s r

tions, each of which consists in erasing 7r2 of the factors, and replacing them by units.

Selecting one of these minor operations, we find that the corresponding term has been

obtained by operations conforming to the diagram of two rows

n ofunits -V,

n ofunits -Ttt

Proceeding in this manner, we finally arrive at a lattice of n rows and n columns,

such that there is one and only one unit in each column, while the numbers of units

in the 1st, 2nd . . . rath rows are TT
I}

trz , . . . irn respectively.

We have thus the associated problem on the lattice, and we obtain

1
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again D/D! (1
s
) (I

2
)
= D

2Dj (1
2
)(1) and the two operations together give us

= D, 0) = 1 and the complete lattice representation is

which is none other than the graph of the partition (32
2
1) or of (431) according as it

is read by rows or by columns. We might also have operated with D4D3D, upon

(1
s
) (I

2
)

2
(1) and, in general, if (TT^TT^ . .

.), (p }p<>p3 . .
.) be conjugate partitions,

we obtain their graphs either by operating with D^D^D^ . . . upon (P
1

) (1
P
)(1

P1
) . . .

or with DJ^D,, . . . upon (l")(l") (!")

Art. 4. I proceed to consider some less obvious but equally interesting examples
of the method. The diagrams obtained depend upon the law by which the operation

is performed upon the function which is the operand. The operator D. in connexion

with symmetric function operands is of commanding importance. It would be

difficult to imagine an operation better adapted to research in combinatorial

analysis. We shall find later that an analogous operation exists which can be

employed when symmetric functions of several systems of quantities are taken

as operands. As an example of diagram formation, take as operator D4Da
2 and as

function (3) (21) (2) (1) (l) the weight of operator and of function being the same.

We have

the eight terms arising from the partitions 31, 22, 211 of the number 4. The dots

take the place of the picked out partitions.

Hence
[

'

D4(3)(21)(2)(l)(l)

= (2)(1) + 2(21) (2) (1) + (3) (I)
3 + 3(3) (2) (1) + (3) (21).

The operation D4 breaks up here into eight minor operations ; taking any one of
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these say that one which consists in taking 3 from the factor (3), and 1 from the

factor (21), we form the first row of our diagram, viz.:

3 1

The term resulting from the selected minor operation is

the operation of D3 results in four minor operations corresponding to the four ways
of picking out a 2 and a 1 from different factors ; we may select the particular

minor operation which results in

and now we add on the second row which denotes this minor operation, and obtain

the diagram of two rows.

3
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and we can show that the numter A enumerates the lattices under investigation.

The operation D
M|

makes selections of every /i, of the / factors and erases a part

unity from each
;
one minor operation of D

Mi
therefore is denoted by ft l

units placed in

/A[ compartments of the first row of a lattice of / rows ; the operation DMi
adds on u

second row, in which units appear in fi3 of the compartments, and so on we finally

arrive at a lattice possessing the desired property as regards rows, and as obviously

the column property obtains, the problem is solved.

Ex. gr. Take X
x
= 3, A., = 2, X3

= 1, /t,
= 2, ,z2

= 2, ^ = 1, /x,
= 1

(1
s
) (I

2

) (1)
= a3a2a, = . . . + 8(2211) +

The eight diagrams are

1
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and note the result

DA =

and also

where (<r }
<r 2 crs . . . <TI)

is a partition of s and the sum is for all such partitions,

and for a particular partition is for all ways of operating upon the suffixes with the

parts of the partition. Thus

DA/tA = ^A-s^A + M>-A + V'A-3

If from the result of D, Av A*, . . . AA,
we select the term pi-oduct

corresponding lattice will have as first row

the sum of the numbers being .s, and if in the selected product we now operate with

D, we can select a term product from the result, and the two minor operations may be

indicated by the two-row lattice,

the sum of the numbers T being t.

Hence if we take as operation

and as function
^A/'AJ ^A,

we will obtain a number of lattices of m rows and I columns, which possess the

property that the sums of the numbers in the successive rows are /t x , /*2 , . . . \im ,
and

in the successive columns X
l5
X
2 ,

. . . X/, no restriction being placed upon the magni-
tude of the numbers. The number of such lattices is A, where

and now transposition of lattices shows that

yielding a proof of a law of symmetry discovered by the present author many years

ago. The process involves the actual formation of the things enumerated by the

number A. The secret of its success in this instance lies in the result DA/t, A,_ A .
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Ex. gr. We have

i.e.

= 18

18(2211) -f . . .

= . . . + 18(321) + . . .

.UK! we must have 18 lattices; now eight of these, in which the compartment
numbers do not exceed unity, have been depicted above ; the remaining 10 are

2
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1 observe that it' k 9, the lattices associated with and enumerated l>y

include all the row and column-magic squares connected with the natural series ot

numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. In general if N = (* + 1), the lattices

enumerated by D^ k"s , where k = n3
,
include all the magic squares of order n con-

nected with the first na numbers. If we could further impress the condition that no

compartment number is to be twice repeated, we would be successful in enumerating

the magic squares divorced from the diagonal property. This seems to be a matter

of difficulty, which is increased if an attempt be made to introduce diagonal and

other conditions to which certain classes of magic squares are subject.

It may be gathered from what has been said, that every case of symmetric function

multiplication is connected with a theory of lattice combinations. For if we take

as function

and as operation

we have

D,J)7D, . . . (X^^ . . . ((Xo/i3i>., ...)(...)... fatM . .

.)
= A,

where

that is to say, we multiply together a number of monomial symmetric functions so as

to exhibit it as a sum of monomial functions
;

in this sum we find a particular

monomial function affected with a numerical coefficient A which, as shown by the

present theory, is the number which enumerates lattices of a certain class easily

definable. Thus, in the present instance, if the partition (pqr . .
.)

involve t parts,

the lattices have s columns and t rows ; the operation ~Df acts, through its various

partitions, upon the product of monomials, and any mode of picking out a partition

of p from the factors of the product, one part from each factor, constitutes a minor

operation which yields the first row of a lattice ; the operation D?
is similarly respon-

sible for all the second rows of the lattices, and finally every resulting lattice possesses

a property which may be defined as under :

The numbers in the successive rows are partitions of the numbers p, q, r, . . .

respectively, and in the successive columns are the partitions (X^^ . . .
),

(^a^a ...),... (X,JU,,K, .
) respectively. Such are the lattices enumerated by

the number A. One is reminded somewhat of CAYLEY'S well-known algorithm for

symmetric function multiplication (invented by him for use in his researches in the
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theory of Invariants), hut here the determination is representative as well as

enumerative, and has moreover analytical expression.

Ex. gr. Take as function
(

(

J87)(654)(321), and as operation D 13DuDi 7 ; then

b
13D15

D
17(987)(654(321) = A,

where (987) (654) (321)= . . . + A (13.15.17) + ....

One of the associated lattices is

where observe that the numbers in the successive rows constitute partitions of the

numbers 13, 15, 17 respectively, whilst in the successive columns the numbers con-

stitute the partitions (987), (654), (321) respectively. The number of lattices

possessing this property, is A, and A is readily found to have the value 6. If we had

to find an expression for the number of row and column-magic squares of order 3,

it would be necessary to write down the sum of all products

(762) (951) (843)

formed from the first (
= nz

)
numbers in such wise that the content of each

partition factor is 15 = n(n
z
+1), attention being paid to the order of the parti-

tions, and to take as operation DJ5 or in general Dj^,,.,. ,>.
The resulting lattices will

all be magic squares in which the diagonal property is not essential, and the result of

the operation upon the function will give the enumerating number.

Art. 7. To resume ;
in the lattice compartments we find invariably the numlxjrs

X,, /A I(
v
lt

. . . Ag, /i2 , 1/2,
... X,, p.,, v,, . . . such numbers being subject to certain

conditions for each row and each column. The assemblages of numbers in the

successive columns do not vary from lattice to lattice, but those in the successive

rows do vary from lattice to lattice.

Let X, + pi -f-y, + . . .
= A ;

X
; + /A.J + >/

2 -f .
=

/* ;

A3 + Ms + "3 + v, &c.

Then we have the following facts :

(i.) The whole assemblage of numbers, A,, /*,,
v

lt
. . . A.,, /u,.,, K,, . . . A3 ^-A -v.^

. . .

is unaltered from lattice to lattice,

(ii.) The numbers A, /*, v, . . . appertaining to the columns, and the numljers

Pi ql r, . . . appertaining to the rows, are unaltered from lattice to lattice.

These conditions do not define the lattices in question, localise other lattices

comply with them, viz., those in which, the whole assemblages of compartment

numbers remaining unchanged, the column partitions, while satisfying the condition

(ii.), are other than
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. . .
), (Xj/ijjK.j

. . . ), (X^gl/jj ...),.
successively.

Let A,' + pi 4- V)' + . . . = A,

the assemblage of dashed numbers being in some order identical with the assemblages

of undashed numbers. The new conditions include lattices enumerated by

IV (
xiV)V

and the totality of lattices, implied by them, is enumerated by

the summation being for every separation of the assemblage of numbers

*!> Ml. "! A
2 , ^ VV A

3 , /*3> "3

into partitions

(V/*jV )' (A'W"/ ). (Vf^V ..-)>

such that

V + /*i' + "/ + = A
,

V + ^2

' + "a' + =
/* >

V + ^3' + ^s' + = "
5

or, as it is convenient to say, for every separation of the given assemblage of numbers

which has the specification X, p, v . . . With this nomenclature we may say that

the successive row partitions have a specification p, q, r . . . and we may assert that

the lattices under enumeration are associated with a definite assemblage of numbers

and with two specifications, all three of which denote partitions of the same number,

SX' + 2/*' + Sv'+ . . . = X-|-/A + v+ . . . =p + q -\- r + . . . We thus asso-

ciate the lattice with three partitions of one number.

There is a law of symmetry connected with these lattices the true nature of

which is not at once manifest ; it is not obtained by simple transposition of the above

lattices, and we are not permitted to simply exchange the partitions (Xfiv . .
.),

(pqr ) preserving the assemblage of compartment numbers with the object of

obtaining identity of enumeration. The difficulty presents itself whenever two or

more partitions, (X//*/^' . .
.), (A2'jt2Va

'

. .
.), &c. . . . are different but have the

same specification. 1 will obtain the true theorem by the examination of a particular
case. Let the assemblage of numbers be 2, 2, 1, 1, and consider the two results

(2)9(1)2= . . . +6(2
3)+ . . .
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connected with D,3

(2)
2
(l)

2 = G,

and (2)
2
(1

8)= . . . + 2(2*1
2
) + . . .

connected with D,2
D,

2
(2)

2

(1
2
)
== 2.

In the first case the row and column specifications are 2, 2, 2, and 2, 2, 1, 1, respec-

tively ; and in the second ca.se 2, 2, 1, I, and 2, 2, 2, respectively.

The first case yields the six lattices

2
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Let any operand

(V/tiV . . .)(V/*zV -MV/^V )

so multiplied lie denoted by

fkjV ...)...

then we have the following law of symmetry :

From a given finite assemblage of numbers

^l> /*!
v

\-> ' ^2> /*2
V
0' ' ^3' /^S) W3

construct all the products

(V^V . . .)(W' . . -MVMsV .-).-.

which have a given specification (Xfiv . .

.)
and all the products

(PiWi -)(?W2 -MjWs ..-)

which have a given specification (pqr . .
.).

If

2Co(x 1>,v .)(^> 3V .MXaVsV ...) = + A

then

the lattices being derived from

This is the most refined law of symmetry that has yet come to light in the algebra

of a single system of quantities (cf.
" Memoirs on Symmetric Functions,"

' Amer. J.,'

loc. cit.). The actual representation of the things enumerated by the number A is

obtained with ease by this theory of the lattice.

2-

Art. 8. So far the operations have been those of the infinitesimal calculus, and

the numbers involved in the partitions of the functions have been positive integers

excluding zero. If we admit zero as a part in the partitions, we find that we have to

do with the operations of the calculus of finite differences. At the commencement

of the paper d/dx was shown to be a combinatorial symbol, in that when operating

upon a power of x, the said power being positive and integral, it had the effect of

summing the results obtained by substituting unity for x in all possible ways in the

product of x's. Now the corresponding operator of the calculus of finite differences,
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viz., A operates upon a power of x by striking out one x, two x'a, three x'a, <fec., in all

possible ways and summing the results. Thus

AX3 = XXX + XXX + XXJt + XX96 + XXX + XXX + XXX = SiE
2 + Sx + 1.

This simple fact shows that we may expect a corresponding theory of lattices, and

that this is, in fact, the case is seen immediately one introduces the part zero into

the partitions of the functions. I have introduced zero parts into partitions in the

Memoirs on Symmetric Functions above alluded to, and have imported into the theory
the corresponding operators d and D .* It was there shown that, if n be the

number of quantities of which the symmetric functions are formed,

and thence it appears that we have operations D ,
d

,
1 + D corresponding to the

operations A, d/dn, E of the calculus of finite differences.

Considering partitions which only involve zero parts, we have only finite difference

operations ; if we have other integers, we have mixed operations drawn both from

the finite and infinitesimal calculus.

The partition (0*) is derived from

tetjctjaj . . . a.
p
9

/n\
by putting q = 0, and obviously has the value (

]
and, in the paper referred to, it

has been shown that D operates upon a monomial by erasing one zero part from its

partition, so that

Do(0>) = (O'-
1

),

which is to be compared with the operation of A, viz. :

where cc
"1 = x(x 1) (x 2) . . . (x m + 1)

in the notation of the finite calculus.

Further, it has been shown that D operates upon a product of monomials through
its partitions 0, 00, 000, 0000, . . . which are infinite in number, viz. : we are to

strike out one zero, two zeros, three zeros, &c., in all possible ways ; but in any one

such operation not striking out more than one zero from any monomial factor.

Ex. gr. D (0) (0*) (0) = (O
2
) (0*) (0) + (0

s
) (0) (0) + (O

3
) (O

2
)

+ (0
2

)(0)(0)+(0*)(0') + (0
8
)(0)

+ (0
2

)(0)

the successive lines being due to the partitions 0, 00, 000 respectively.

* 'American Journal of Mathematics,' vol. 12, second memoir, "On a New Theory of Symmetric

Functions," p. 71 cl seq. ;
and vol. 13, third memoir, &c., pp. 8 ei wj..
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Compare the difference formula

Au,v,w, = (EE'E" l)t*,v.,?0.,

= (A + A' + A" + A'A" + A"A + AA' + AA'A") ufvfwfi

where ux is only operated upon by E and A, vx by E' and A', wf by E" and A".

Art. 9. Consider the lattice theory connected with the operation D and zero-

part partition functions.

Take the function

(0*) (0") (0") . . .

X, /*, v, . . . being in descending order ; if it be multiplied out, it will appear as a

linear function of (O
x
), (O

x + 1

),
. . . (o*

+ * + r+
),

the coefficients being positive (cf.

Second Memoir, loc. cit., p. 102).

To find therein the coefficient of the term (0') we must operate with D ', and the

sought coefficient is the resulting numerical term. If the factors (0
X

)(0
M
)(0

V

) ... be

t in number, we are concerned with lattices of t columns and s rows. The first opera-

tion of D results in a first row whose compartments contain t or fewer zeros placed

in any manner so that not more than one zero is in each compartment ; similarly, for

the successive rows and the final lattice is subject to the single condition that the

numbers of zeros in the successive columns are X, ft, v, . . . respectively. The number

of such lattices is

or, symbolically, (P - I}' () (?) (')...

We have thus the analytical solution of a distribution problem upon a lattice.

It may be convenient to give the lattice a literal form by writing a for zero in the

compartments.
Art. 10. Contrast the result obtained with that which arises from

The lattices are similar to those above, with the additional condition that each row

is to contain but one letter a. Again, from

arise lattices of t columns and s rows with the same condition as the zero lattices,

but with the additional conditions that the numbers of letters a in the successive

rows are to be p lt p.,, , . . p, respectively. This remark leads to a relationship

between the coefficients in the developments of (l*)(l")(l
r

)
. . . and (O

x

)(0")(0
>

')
. . .

respectively. For let

. . . p,)

... p/) -f ....
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the terms written comprising all monomial functions whose partitions contain exactly

s parts ;
and

(O
x

) (0") (0") ...=... 4 B,(0') -|- . , .

If P
fiPt

...
p.
denote the number of permutations of the numbers p^p^, . . . p.,

I say that the above lattice theory establishes the relation

"i "fft . . .p. A?,?, . . . p. T "p,'p,' . . .p,' A-p t 'p,' .../>.'"!"

Ex. gr. Observe the two results

(!)(!) (1)
= (31) + 2(2") + 5(21*) + 12(1*),

(0
8
)(0)(0) = 4(0

2
) + 15(0

8
) 4- 12(0*),

and verify that the relation given obtains between the coefficients.

Art. 11. This zero theory is really nothing more than a calculus of binomial

coefficients, which enables the study of their properties by means of the powerful

instruments appertaining to the Theory of Symmetric Functions. The Law of Sym-

metry established by the author in the Second Memoir (loc. cit.) is easily established

by means of the lattice ; it may be stated in a simple form, because all the functions

(0),(0
2

),(0
8

),
. . . are to be regarded as having the same specification, viz. (0); further,

the specification of (O
x

)(0")(0') ... to s factors is (0*)). Select all the products

formed from a given number of zeros which have the same specification (0'), and

attach to each a coefficient equal to the number of permutations of which it is sus-

ceptible. Denote the sum of such products by SCo (0*)(0
(

')(0
1

')
.... Similarly,

for a specification (0*) denote the sum of such products by Co (O
p
)(0'')(0

r

)
....

Then

SCo(O
x

) (0") (0") ... = ...+ A(0>) + . . .

2Co(0')(0)((K)_. ..=... 4- A(O-) + ...

the coefficient A being the same in both cases.

Ex. gr. Verify that

2(o
3
)(o) + (o

2

)
3 = . . . 4- i2(o

3
) + ...

3(0*) (O)
2 = . . . 4- 12(0

2
) 4- ...

Art. 12. I continue the general plan of this paper, viz. : I do not attempt the

solution of any particular problems, unless they are suggested by the general course

of the investigation, but rather start with definite operations and functions, and

seek to discover the problems of which they furnish the solution. This is the

reverse process to that employed in the '

Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc.' (loc. cit.), where I

particularly investigated a number of questions more or less directly associated with

3 c 2
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the famous Problem of the Latin Square. I anticipate what follows to the extent

of observing that the Latin Square again presents itself without special effort on

the part of the investigator, and that a new and very simple solution of that and

associated problems is obtained.

I seek to obtain theorems which flow from a consideration of symmetric functions

of several systems of quantities, taken in conjunction with appropriate operations.

I make the reference MAcMAHON,
" Memoir on the Boots of Systems of Equa-

tions,"
'

Phil. Trans.,' A, 1890.

Consider the systems of quantities

a
l>
a

2>
a

3>
'

and write

Denote the symmetric function

by

so that apv.

. . .
= (100 . . .' 010 . . .' 001 . . / . . .)

Ex. gr. ami =- Sa^ysS* = (1000 0100 0010 0001)

The quantities a
pqr . . .

are the elementary symmetric functions.

The linear operator d
nicp ... is defined by

JP
,,r, . . d

p ... 2 ,.-,,,_. r-p, . . . J., .

so that c?,oo =
'100 . . .

^OOl . . .

= S

1

and then Dw, r

plqlr ,>... *,,...

the multiplication of operators being symbolic as in TAYLOR'S theorem, so that

Dp?r.
is an operator of the order p + q + r + . . . and does not denote
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/> + </+>' + successive linear operations. The operation of D
p1r upon a

monomial symmetric function has been explained (loc. cit.). It has the effect of

obliterating a part pqr . . . from the partition of the function when such a part
is present, and an annihilating effect is every other case. The operation upon a

product has the effect of erasing a partition of pqr . . . from the product, one

part from each factor in all possible ways, the result of the operation being a sum of

products, one product arising from each erasure of a partition.

Ex. gr. D^(43 22) = (22).

If we have to operate with D^ upon

(32 22) (21 11)

we have to erase the two partitions (32 11), (22 21), and arrive at

22) (21 U) = (22) (21) + (32 fl).

Art. 13. It will suffice to consider three systems of quantities as typical of the

general case.

Take the function

= (Too
A

'oTo'"ooi")(ioo
Al
oio'

H 6ori

). . .

and the operation DMfl VM,t
. . . DMf,

and (ptf!?-! ##2r2 . . . ptgtr,)

being each partitions of the same tripartite number.

. . . ptq,rt)

and we have to determine the nature of the lattices enumerated by the number

A. The tripartite number
( Piq\r^ has a partition of pl -f ql + ^ parts, viz. :

100'"' Oio" "OOl"

1

so *^a*' *n Pera*"1g with D
Pl7iri upon the operand, we have to select

this partition from the product, one part from each factor, in all possible ways ; the

operation breaks up into minor operations as usual, and the first row of the lattice

of s columns and t rows will contain in p l + ql + r
x
of its compartments the tri-

partite numbers 100, 010, 001 (p l
of the first, ql

of the second, and r
l
of the third)

in some order ; the assemblage of numbers in this row is the partition of the

elementary function amri . Similarly a minor operation of D
Prtiri produces a second

row containing tripartite numbers, the assemblage of which constitutes the elementary

function a
pt,iV We finally arrive at a lattice such that the tripartites in the

successive rows constitute the elementary functions oM|ri ,
<^Mflt respec-
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lively, and in the successive columns the elementary functions a>^ Vt ,

respectively, and the number A enumerates the lattices possessing this property.

We may give this case a purely literal form by writing 100 = a, 010 = 6, 001 = c,

and then we have a lattice of s columns and t rows, such that the products of

letters in the successive rows are aPlbq
'c

ri
, ap'&?1c

r
', . . . a1*bq'c

r'

respectively, and in the

successive columns a*'&Mlc l>1

, a*'b*c**, . . . a^tfc" 1

respectively.

Art. 14. Stated in this form the problem appears to have a close relationship to

the problem of the Latin Square. It is in fact a new generalization of that problem ;

for put s = t = 3 and

Pi = 1l
= r

l
=

P-2
= ?2

=
8
= PS = ?3 = rZ = l

^1 = /*!
= v

\
= X2

= M2 = "2
= X3 = P-S

= "3 = 1

so that the operation is DJ,, and the function a*u . One lattice is then

or in literal form

which is a Latin Square. Hence the numbers of Latin Squares of order 3 is

in general of order n
Ds
*r

Bm ...

a very simple solution of the problem. If reference be made to the solution arrived

at (loc. cit.) by considerations relating to a single system of quantities, it will be

noticed that the peculiar difficulties intrinsically present in that solution disappear

at once when n systems of quantities are brought in as auxiliaries. The Latin

Square appears at the outset of this investigation, and in a perfectly natural

manner.

Art. 15. Now put

Pi=Pz =

9i = ft =
r

i
= r

z
=

.

j v + it. +

A \ 11 + >)

so that 5 = < = We have then lattices enumerated by

DA + ,1 H K .A +M + y
Autt Ul,,^ .
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and, in the literal form, they are such that the product of letters in each of the

\ + \L -f- v rows and X 4- p + v columns is ax6Mc', one letter appearing in each com-

partment of the lattice. This is the extension of the idea of the Latin Square which

was successfully considered in the former paper (loc. cit.), but now the enumeration is

given in a simpler form and from simpler considerations.

In general, it has been established above that the Latin Squares based upon the

product

are enumerated by the expression

the simplicity of which leaves nothing to be desired.

Art. 16. Consider the particular case of the general theorem which is such that

no compartment is empty ; the lattice has n columns and m rows.

Pi = P

" =

the corresponding lattices being enumerated by

These, when given the literal form, possess the property that the products of

letters in the successive rows are ap>bg'cri
,
a^fe'v

1
"
1

, . . . cf~bqmc
T~

respectively, and in the

successive columns a* 16" Ic
1'

1

, a^&'V1

,
. . . cf'lf'c" respectively.

Ex. gr. Suppose the row products to be as
6, a

262
,
a'fe

2
, a*, and the column products

a*, a3
6, a8

6, at3

DslD|2D40(ro
4

)(To
s

"oT)
2

(To 01')

D81D|i(Io
8

)(10
>

6l)
2

(0?)

DB 2(10)
2

(01)'

2.

and the two lattices are
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Again, suppose the row products to be a?b, a268
,
a263

,
and the column products

as, a~b, a?b, b*

DD?2 30 a 03

and the lattices are

= D31D'K (fo
3

)(To'oT)
2

(oT)

= D*2 (To
2

)(T6oi)
2

(oi
2

)

= 2D22 (TO)
2

(OI)
2

=2,

Art. 17. In general, we may state that the lettered lattices, which are such that

the row products are in order

ifliffi &*t rtP-7>-/ r- p../ t/ /!/* Lv I/ ly Ar

and the column products in order

ctf*'
lbtttcVl k i cfrb^^c

1*' &** ci^"Zy
illc1'*

yfc^*

one letter being in each compartment, are enumerated by

a very interesting development of the Latin Square problem.

We have found above the nature of the lattices enumerated by the number

any number of systems of quantities being involved, and the mere fact of the
existence of the lattices indicates a law of symmetry which may be stated as

follows :

If

then

Art. 18. The next case that comes forward for examination is that connected with
the homogeneous product sums h^v . . . We require the theorem

and also
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. . . "AIAV-, . . . "Ai^Ft ... "'A.)!." . . ,

~ ~~
A,-/.,, Mi-'/n *\- r

i> A,-j>,,Mi-9i. "j-'

where (pj^jV*, . ! . p2<?2
r, p,<J,r. . . .)

is a partition of (pyr . .
.),

and the

sum is for alj such partitions and for a particular partition is Cor all ways of operating

upon the suffixes with the parts of the partition. Ex. (jr.

Dn /i, //,.,
= A.,., + A-,, + //,/<,, + /*

10
A

12

Taking only tripartite functions for convenience, consider the function

"A.MI*! h^f, .
''*.,...

*

and the operation D
Pi,|r , D^,, . . . T>

piq, r, ;

we have D
Pi,,P , D^,,, . . . DM,r,

A
A-lirik^ . . . h ,..,..= A;

where (^j^i/W Pi^t) and (X,/^ X^j/j . .
X,//,,i/,)

being partitions of the same tripartite number,

The operation of D
J>i7|r| upon the product splits up as usual into a number of minor

operations, one of which, as shown above, is connected with one of its partitions

operating in a definite manner upon the suffixes XJ/A^,, X^i'g, X,/M/,. Hence the

first row of the lattice has in certain of its s compartments the tripartite parts ot

some partition of />]5y'i ; the second row also will have in certain of its compartments

the tripartite parts of some partition of p.iW$ ',
and finally we must arrive at a lattice

whose rows are associated with partitions of piWi, PzWz, p/gPi resj)ectively,

and whose t columns are associated with partitions of Xj/iji^,
X
2/i,j/2 , . . .

respectively. There is no restriction on the magnitude of the constituents of the

various tripartite numbers which appear in the compartments. The lattices thus

defined are enumerated by the number A. We may give the lattice a literal form by

writing apb"c
T
for (por) in a compartment. We then have a theorem which may be

stated as follows :

Monomial products of letters a, 6, c, ... may be placed in the compartments of a

lattice of t rows and s columns in such wise that the multiplication of products in

successive rows produces ct
p
'6'

2
'cri

. . . ,
a"f&7lc

r* ....... ci^bW . . . respectively,

;md in successive columns produces a^'ft^'o' 1

. . . ,
a^b1

^"' ....... a^'c"' . . .

respectively in a number of ways enumerated by the number A above defined.

It is scarcely necessary to observe that

2p - 2X = Sy - Sp = 2>- - *v = . . . .-= 0,

and that only x + t 1 of the s + t literal products are independent.

VOL. CXCIV. A. 3 D
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Art. 19. In conclusion, it may be remarked that there is i<o difficulty in evolving
a mixed theory which involves the operation both of the infinitesimal calculus and of

the finite calculus. Operations and functions may be designed which lead to lattices

which are not rectangular. The theory may be connected with complete or

incomplete lattices in three or more dimensions
; and finally one of the most

promising paths of research appears to be connected with a multipartite zero. These

matters may be the subjects of future investigation. For the present enough has

been said to indicate the apparent scope of the new method.
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